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MicroCentre introduce

System Zero

Basic System Zero £587
System Zero/D with DDF £2355
The System Zero is a small computer
especially designed for dedicated
applications. It is particularly useful in process
control situations.
In the basic model you get Cromemco's
famous Z -80A single card computer, 1k of
RAM, 4k of ROM, Control Basic, and an
attractive cabinet. The motherboard provides
3 extra card slots on the S-100 bus, for
tailoring the system to particular applications.
The basic model is designed for ROM -based
programs, but it can be expanded by the
addition of memory and I/O cards. It is fully
compatible with all Cromemco peripherals,
including floppy disks and hard disk systems.
Suitably configured the System Zero can run
any Cromemco operating system or software
package.

system

Zero

New System
Zero Computer with
quad -capacity DDF disk drive. The system
includes built-in diagnostics for a quick system test of memory,
controller and disk drives

System Zero/D

This special version of the System Zero
has 64k of fast RAM, and a model DDF dual
disk drive. It includes two double -sided
double -density 5 inch disk drives giving a
total of 780k bytes storage; and RDOS-2, a
new resident disk operating system with
terminal and printer drivers, and self -test
diagnostics.
The System Zero/D is an exceedingly
inexpensive development computer ideal
for setting up dedicated
applications to run in the basic
model. It will support Cobol,
Fortran IV, Ratfor, Structured
Basic, Lisp, RPG II, Ward
Processing, DBMS, and the full
range of Cromemco's business
applications software.

Operating system

At the recent UK launch of the System Zero Computer, Cromemco's Technical Director
Roger Melen presented a System Zero/D with 128k memory running Cromix. Here he is
seen discussing the system with MicroCentre Director Andrew Smith (right).

The System Zero/D will run any
Cromemco operating system
provided sufficient memory is
available. The mimimun
configuration of 4k ROM runs
control Basic; with 64k RAM the
system will run RDOS-2 or
CDOS (compatible with CP/M);
and with 128k the Zero/D will
run the Cromix system (based on
Unix).

For p Cromemco... call the experts
MicroCentre
Tel: 031-556 7354
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DISTRIBUTORS

Complete Micro Systems Ltd.,
30 Dundas Street
Edinburgh EH3 6JN
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aculab] floppy tape,

Connects directly to TRS-80 Level 2 Keyboard. Operating and
file handling software in ROM. 8 commands add 12 powerful
functions to Level 2 BASIC. No buttons, switches or volume
controls. Full control of all functions from Keyboard or
program. Daisy chain multiple drives. Certified digital tape in
endless loop cartridges. Reads and writes in FM format at 9000
Baud. Soft sectored with parity and checksum error detection
for highly reliable operation -just like discs. Maintains
directory with up to 32 files on each tape, tapes may be write protected. Supports Basic and machine -language program files,

The tape that behaves like a disc,
For TRS-80 LEVEL II and Video Genie.

memory image and random access data files. 12 character
filespecs-: "FILENAME/EXT:d" (d is drive no. 0-71.
Automatic keyboard debounce. Full manual with programming
examples and useful file -handling routines.

COMMANDS (usually followed with a filespec and possible
parameter list/.

@SAVE, @LOAD, @RUN -for BASIC programs, machine
language programs and memory image files. @GET, @PUT

For further
information,

-moves a 256 -byte record between a random access file and
BASIC's data buffer. @KILL -removes a file from the
directory and releases tape sectors for immediate re -use. @LIST -displays file directory along with sector
allocation and free sectors. @NEW -formats tape and creates a blank directory.

Telephone
0525 371393

aculab Ltd.

Master drive with PSU, Manual and a selection of tapes.

For TRS-80 £169-00, for Video Genie £174 - 00.
Slave drives £125- 00. (add £2- 00 p.p. + vat ).

24 Heath Road,
Leighton Buzzard,

Beds. LU7 8AB A

(Export orders pp charged at cost)
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OVewBear Computing Store Ltd
PLEASE ADD V.A.T. TO ALL PRICES.

MICROCOMPUTING I.C.'S
M06800
MC6802
MC6809
MC6810AP

£6.75
£10.50
£17.75

MC6821

£4.63
£10.50
£4.99
£4.75
£8.99
£7.99
£7.99
£25.57
£10.50
£10.00
£10.00
£11.30
£8.18
£8.99
£8.14
£9.75
£18.50
£9.99
£5.50

MC6840
MC6850
MC6852

Z80 CPU 2.5 Mhz
Z60 CTC 2.5 Mhz
Z80 P10 2.5 Mhz
Z80 -S10/0
Z80A CPU 4 Mhz
Z80A P10 4 Mhz
Z80A CTC 4 Mhz
SC/MP 11 (INS8060N)
INS8154N
6502
6522 VIA
6532

6545 CRT CONTROLLER
6551 ACIA
8080A

SALE
January 19 to 30.
Many Bargains and
Special Offers.
AT ALL Branches.

£3.61

nil-MIt
NBMZ8OK MONITOR LISTING
NBMZ8OK BASIC LISTING
NBMZ8OK ZEN EDITOR/ASSEMBLER TAPE &
MANUAL
MZ8OK MACHINE CODE TAPE & MANUAL ..
MZ8OK ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE TAPE &
MANUAL
NBMZ8OK V24/RS232 PRINTER INTERFACE

SHARP

£15.00
£30.00
£19.50
£22.50
£45.00
£49.50

DISKS & PRINTER NOW AVAILABLE

A COMPLETE BUSINESS SYSTEM FOR
LESS THAN £2000.
SPECTRONICS U.V. EPROM - ERASING LAMPS FROM £45.00.

NEW LOW OVewBear
for the widest selection of computing books
PRICES
NEW BOOK LIST
C.ITOH. 8300 R.M. PRINTER

Illapple computer
NORTH ST AGA * HORIZON

MEMORIES
4116 (16K DYNAMIC)
2716 (INTEL + 5V TYPE) -

£4.50
£12.50
£4.50

2708

NEWBEAR COMPUTING STORE LTD, (HEAD OFFICE) 40 BARTHOLOMEW STREET. NEWBURY, BERKS

TELEX 848507 NCS

MAIL ORDER

TEL. (0635) 30505

FIRST FLOOR OFFICES, TIVOLI CENTRE. COVENTRY ROAD, BIRMINGHAM.

TEL. 021 707 7170

220-222 STOCKPORT RO AD, CHEADLE HEATH. STOCKPORT.

TEL. 061-4912290

Circle No. 103
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Camberley
Cambridge

Microbits, Camberley. Surrey 0276 34044

Cambridge Computer Store,
Cambridge 0223 68155

11Megabytes of hard disc storage in a fast,
new, table- top computer.
Fast Z80A 4MHz processor
11 -megabyte hard disc drive
Two floppy disc drives
64K RAM memory
RS -232 serial interface
Printer interface
Extensive software available

$

Dublin

Ilford
Leeds
London

Manchester

Lendac Data Systems Ltd.,
Dublin 372052
The Byte Shop, Ilford, Essex 01-554 2177
also at Tottenham Court Road. London
01-636 0647
Holdene Ltd., Leeds 0532 459459 also at
Wilmslow. Cheshire 0625 529486
Digitus Ltd., London W1 01-636 0105

Computer Workshop, Manchester
061-832 2269 also at West Park. Leeds
0532 788466

Newbury

Newbear Computing Store, Newbury. Perks
0635 30505

Newport

Micromedia Systems, Newport. Gwent
0633 50528

Nottingham

Computerland Ltd., Nottingham 0602 40576
also at Birmingham 021-622 7149: Manchester

Sheffield

Hallam Computer Systems, Sheffield

061-236 4737: Glasgow 041-332 2468
0742 663125

Southampton Xitan Systems Ltd., Southampton 0703 38740
St. Austell
Benchmark Computer Systems Ltd.,
ST Austell 0726 61000

comart specialists in microcomputers
Coma

Ltd., PO. Box 2, St. Neots, Huntingdon, Cambs, PE19 4NY. Tel: (0480) 215005 Telex: 32514
Circle No. 104
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In the microcomputer jungl
The Sharp MHO system now wit

Since its introduction,
the Sharp MZ-80 system
has proved to be one of the
most versatile systems in
the micro jungle, for
commerce, industry and
enthusiasts alike.

Now the MZ-80 Computer
system has even more versatility
thanks to CP/N1,1`' giving greater
adaptability to face the future.
After all look what happened to
the Dinosaur.

The MZ-80 system
is made up of the MZ-80K
computer with the powerful Z-80 microprocessor.
MZ-80FD Floppy Disc storage unit, now with
CP/M for even greater versatility.
MZ-80P3 dot printer producing ultra Sharp print out copy.
CP/M

is a Trade Mark of Digital Research Ltd and was developed by Crystal Electronics,Torquay

urvival depends on adaptability.
P/M has even greater versatility.

Your Sharp Microcomputer Dealers
AVON
BCG SHOP EQUIPMENT LTD BRISTOL
TEL: 0272 425338
DECIMAL BUSI NESS M/CS LTD BRISTOL
TEL: 0272 294591
BEDFORDSHIRE
H. B. COMPUTERS (LUTON) LTD LUTON

TEL: 0582416887

BERKSHIRE

BCG SHOP EQUIPMENT LTD READING TEL: 0734 54015
NEWBEAR COMPUTING STORE LTD NEWBURY
TEL: 0635 30505
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
INTERFACE COMPONENTS LTD AMERSHAM
TEL: 02403 22307
CHESHIRE
CASH REGISTER SERVICES CHESTER TEL: 0244 317549
FLETCHER WORTHINGTON LTD HALE TEL: 061-928 892 8
NEWBEAR COMPUTING STORE LTD CHEADLE HEATH,
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CENTRAL CALCULATORS LTD LONDON EC2
TEL: 01-729 5588
DIGITIAL DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT LONDON VV1.

T & V JOHNSON (MICROCOMPUTERS) CAMBERLEY
TEL: 0276 20446

TEL: CL1-387 7388

M & H OFFICE EQUIPMENT BRIGHTON TEL: 0273697231
TYNE & WEAR
P.M.S. LTD SUNDERLAND TEL: 0783 480309

EURO-CALC LTD - LONDON E.C.2. TEL: 01-7294555
EURO-CALC LTD . LONDON W1. TEL: 01-6368161
EURO-CALC LTD LONDON VV.C.1. TEL: 01-405 3113
JAXREST LTD , LONDON EC1 TEL: 01-403 1801
LION COMPUTER SHOPS LTD LONDON W.1.
TEL: 01-637 1601

PERSONAL COMPUTERS LTD LONDON TEL: 01-6268121
SCOPE LONDON EC2M 4HX TEL: 01-247 8506
STOCKPORT TEL: 061-491 2290
SUMLOCK BONDAIN LTD LONDON EC1R OAA
TEL: 01-253 2447
CLEVELAND
VIDEO SERVICES (BROMLEY) TEL: 01-460 8833
HUNTING COMPUTER SERVICES LTD STOCKTON
CREAM COMPUTER SHOP HARROW TEL: 01-3800833
TEL: 0642 613021
NORFOLK
DEVON
BCG SHOP EQUIPMENT LTD PAIGNTON TEL:0803 557711 SUMLOCK BONDAIN (EAST ANGLIA) LTD NORWICH
CRYSTAL ELECTRONICS LTD TORQUAY EXETER3 22699 TEL: 0603 26259
PETER SCOT!' (EXETER) LTD EXETER TEL73309
NORTHAMPTONSHIRE
HB COMPUTERS LTD KETTERING TEL: 0536 83922
DORSET
SOUTH COAST BUSINESS M/CS FERNDOWN, DORSET
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
TEL 0202 893040
KEEN COMPUTERS NOTTINGHAM TEL: 0602 583254
MANSFIELD BUSINESS M/CS LTD MANSFIELD
ESSEX
TEL: 0623 26610
PROROLE LTD WESTCLIFFE ON SEA TEL: 0702 335298
OXEN
GLOUCESTER
OXFORD COMPUTER CENTRE 73/75 GEORGE STREET
GLOUCESTERSHIRE SHOP EQUIPMENT LTD
OXFORD OX1 2BQ TEL: 0865 49349
GLOUCESTER TEL: 0452 36012
SALOP
LANCASHIRE
COMPUTER CORNER SHREWSBURY TEL: 0743 55166
B & B (COMPUTERS) LTD BOLTON TEL: 0204 26644
MICRODIGITAL LTD - LIVERPOOL TEL: 051-227 2535
SOMERSET
SUMITA ELECTRONICS LTD PRESTON TEL 0772 55065
NORSETT OFFICE SUPPLIES LTD CHEDDAR
SUMLOCK SOFTWARE LTD MANCHESTER
TEL: 0934 742184
TEL: 061-228 3502
SUFFOLK
SOUND SERVICES BURNLEY TEL: 0282 38481
MICROTEK IPSWICH TEL: 0473 50152
LEICESTERSHIRE

ARDEN DATA PROCESSING LEICESTER TEL: 0533 22255

GILBERT COMPUTERS LUBENHAM TEL: 0858 65894
UNCOLNSHIRE
HOWES ELECT & AUTOM. SERVS. WASHINGBOROUGH
TEL: LINCOLN 32379

SUSSEX

WALES

CITY RADIO CARDIFF TEL: 0222 28169
SIGMA SYSTEMS LTD , CARDIFF TEL: 0222 21515
MORRISTON COMPUTER CENTRE - 46 CROWN STREET
MORRISTON SWANSEA TEL: SWANSEA 795817

WEST MIDLANDS
CAMDEN ELECTRONICS - SMALL HEATH (BIRMINGHAM)
TEL: 021-773 8240

E.B.S. LTD BIRMINGHAM TEL: 021-233 3045
JAXREST LTD BIRMINGHAM TEL: 021-3284908
NEWBEAR COMPUTING STORE LTD BIRMINGHAM
TEL: 021-707 7170

POINTCRAFT BIRMINGHAM TEL: 021-233 2325
YORKSHIRE
DATRON INTERFORM LTD SHEFFIELD - TEL 0742 585490
BITS & P.CS WETHERBY, W YORKSHIRE TEL: 0937 63744

SCOTLAND
A & G KNIGHT ABERDEEN TEL: 0224 630526
BUSINESS & ELECTRONIC M/CS EDINGURGH
TEL: 031-226 5454
FORTRONIC LTD DUNFERMLINE TEL: 0383 823121
STRATHAND LTD GLASGOW TEL: 041-552 6731
NORTHERN IRELAND
0 & M SYSTEMS BELFAST 49440
EIRE

TOMORROWS WORLD LTD DUBLIN 2 TEL: 00001 776861
ISLE OF MAN
DELTA SYSTEMS LTD DOUGLAS TEL: 0624 4586

SURREY
PETALECT ELECTRONIC SERVICES

WOKING

TEL: 04862 69032

R. B.M. DATA SERVICES

CROYDON TEL: 01-6841134
BARNES CONSULTANTS GUILDFORD

SHARP

COMPUTER

APPLICATIONS
Find outtoday what aSharp Microcomputerwill do foryou.
LONDON

C.S.S. BUSINESS EQUIPT LTD LONDON . E8

TEL 01-8361176

SARADAN ELECTRONICS SERVICES
WALLINGTON TEL: 01 669 9483

r

SUPERBRAIN
Intelligent Video Terminal Systems

COMPUSIAR'
MULTI-USER TERMINAL SYSTEM

DISK SKWAGE

350K or 700K of Disk Storage
SuperBrain's CP/M operating system boasts an
overwhelming amount of available software in
BASIC, FORTRAN, COBOL, and APL. Whatever
your application
General Ledger, Accounts
Receivable, Payroll, Inventory or Word
Processing, SuperBrain is tops in its class. And
the SuperBrain OD boasts the same powerful
performance but also features a double -sided drive
system to render more than 700K bytes of disk
storage and a full 64K of RAM. All standard!

Options for the Superbrain and
Compustar Video Terminal

CompuStar user stations can be configured in a
countless number of ways. A series of three
intelligent -type terminals are offered. Each is a
perfect cosmetic and electrical match to the
system. The CompuStar 10 - a 32K programmable
RAM -based terminal (expandable to 64KI is
just right if your requirement is a data entry or
inquiry/ response application. And, if your
terminal needs are more sophisticated, select either
our CompuStar 20 or CompuStar 40 as user
stations. Both units offer dual disk storage in
addition to the desk system in the CompuStar.
The Model 20 features 32K of RAM
(expandable to 64K) and 350K of disk storage.
The Model 40 comes equipped with 64K of RAM
and over 700K of disk storage. But, most
importantly, no matter what your investment in
hardware, the possibility of obsolesence or
incompatibility is completely eliminated since user
stations can be configured in any fashion you like

"Backup" for the 20 megabyte Century Data drive
is provided via the dual disk system housed in
the CompuStar or the SuperBrain. The Control
Data CMD Drive features a removable, front insertable top loading cartridge of 16 megabyte
capacity plus a fixed disk capacity of either 16 or
80 megabytes.
Each drive is shipped equipped with an EIA and
standard 19" rack mounting system and heavy
duty chassis slide mechanisms to permit easy
accessibility for fast and efficient servicing.

- whenever you want - at amazingly low cost!

**** WIDELY USED IN UK AND USA****
****TESTED AND PROVEN****
****POWER AT YOUR FINGERTIPS****
****JUST COMPARE THIS LIST****
NO OTHER PROGRAM IN THE WORLD COMBINES THESE
FEATURES IN ONE.
MANY OTHER PROGRAMS, LESS INTEGRATED, DO NOT PROVIDE
EVEN SOME OF THOSE FEATURES TO BE FOUND ON OUR 'BUS'.
1 = TOTAL INTEGRATION OF SALES 'PURCHASE 'NOMINAL
'STOCK 'ADDRESSES ETC.
2 = FULL RANDOM ACCESS ENABLES RETRIEVAL OF ANY
RECORD IN A SECOND.
3 = FLEXIBLES PROMPTS ENABLES WORD CHANGE EVEN
TO FOREIGN LANGUAGE.
4 = FILES MAY BE NAMED AND SET TO DRIVE DEFAULT,
MAXIMISING STORAGE.
5 = EASY TO USE, MENU DRIVEN, NO SERIOUS NEED OF

MANUAL.
6 = TESTED AND DEBUGGED IN MANY INSTALLATIONS
WORLDWIDE.
7 = PRICED LESS THAN THE ACQUISITION OF A LIBRARY
OF PROGRAMS.

8 = THE PROGRAMS IS TOTALLY "'" IN CORE,

MAXIMISING DISK SPACE.
9 = CORE PROGRAM MEANS THAT DISKS MAY BE
INTERCHANGED DURING USE.
10 = CORE PROGRAM MEANS YOUR MAIN DRIVE IS *** FREE
*** FOR DATA.
11 = NUMEROUS REPORTS MAY BE GENERATED (EG: SALE
LEDGERS UP TO 301.

12 = INVOICE PRODUCES IMMEDIATE STOCK UPDATE +
DOUBLE JOURNAL ENTRY.
13 = REFERENCE ON INVOICES ENABLE COST CENTRE BUILDUP ON LEDGERS.
14 = STOCK VALUATIONS AND RE -ORDER REPORTS EASILY
GENERATED.
15 = BANK BALANCE AND REPORTS PLUS STANDARD
MAILING FACILITIES.
16 = CUSTOMER STATEMENTS AND INVOICES PRINTED ON
PLAIN PAPER.
L._

***SALES COMMENT***
As prices vary from dealer to dealer we append for your guidance, some
details of the justification in our prices being higher than the cash/carry
concept of trade
A standard SuperBrain 64K 320K Disk at 1795.00 includes the following
values not normally expected at the lower price.
11 Equipment is burned and tested for a minimum 48 hours
21 Delivery in U.K. is free of charge
31 All goods & software are stocked on immediate delivery
41 6 month main unit, 12 month memory guarantee
51 24/48 hour mailing of any spare module free within warranty
61 Same service as 51 outside warranty for ad hoc charge
71 10 free diskettes 128.501

81 10% of hardware value in free software 11795.001

91 Positive before and ** after sales service
If the transaction includes a printer and the business programs then the
following are also added:
101 All cabling between printer and SuperBrain free (25.00)
111 Ribbon and Thimble free leg. Spinwriter 4.75 + 9.75)
121 Extra 10 diskettes free 128.501

131 Additional free software based on 10% of printer value
14) Free training session plus all necessary follow up
15) Box printer paper 128.501

A typical deal could look like this:
1795.00
SuperBrain
1695.00
NEC Spinwriter
3490.00

Bus program 775.00 plus MBasic 150.00 lless 349.001 = 576.00 Total purchase
price 4066.00 Plus V.A.T.
The total value of free items on this deal was in excess of 500 pounds in

virtue of incidental items as well as extended warranty and software.
Do consider your purchase on the basis of some of the things you may be
likely to need after your equipment purchase, and may either fail to obtain
because the dealer has no stock or has lost interest in you, or because you
aimed at the short term gain in price and are then compelled to pay heavily
for small needs afterwards.

A

ALSO AT: GAMMA DATA SYSTEMS, DOLLARD HOUSE, WELLINGTON QUAY,
DUBLIN 2. TEL DUBLIN 711877
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*** MAIN MENU DISPLAY ***
NEW! PRODUCED IN U.K.AND WIDELY USED IN ENGLAND AND U S A
COMPLETE BUSINESS PAGE

r

INCLUDES EVERYTHING FROM INVENTORY & DATABASE MANAGEMENT TO SALES SUMMARY.
PROMPTS USER. VALIDATES ENTRIES. MENU DRIVEN
PET AND CP/M SUPERBRAIN, TRS80 II, N'STAR, IMS5000.
APPROXIMATELY 6-100 ENTRIES/INPUTS REQUIRE 2-4 HOURS WEEKLY AND ENTIRE BUSINESS IS UNDER CONTROL
* PROGRAMS ARE INTEGRATED: : SELECT FUNCTION BY NUMBER
13 =*PRINT CUSTOMERS STATEMENTS
01 =*ENTER NAMES Er ADDRESSES
14 =*PRINT SUPPLIER STATEMENTS
02 =*ENTER/PRINT INVOICES
15 =*PRINT AGENT STATEMENTS
03 -*ENTER A'C RECEIVABLES
16 =*PRINT TAX STATEMENTS
04 -*ENTER PURCHASES
17= LETTER TEXT AREA
05 =*ENTER A'C PAYABLES
18 = ALTER VOCABULARIES
06 -*ENTER 'UPDATE INVENTORY
19= PRINT YEAR AUDIT
07 -*ENTER 'UPDATE ORDERS
20= PRINT PROFIT 'LOSS A'C
08= *ENTER 'UPDATE BANKS
21 = OPEN AREA
09= *REPORT SALES LEDGER
22= PRINT CASH FLOW FORECAST
10 -*REPORT PURCHASE LEDGER
23= ENTER PAYROLL (NO RELEASE)
11 = *INCOMPLETE RECORDS
24= DISK SWAP'EXIT
12 -*USER DBMS AREA
ENTER WHICH ONE?

DATABASE MANAGEMENT INCLUDES
**** FILE OR RECORD CREATE'DELETE'AMEND'SEARCH'PRINT 4 WAYS.
**** INFORMATION RETRIEVAL ON ANY KEY RECORD OR PART THEREOF.
**** AUTOMATIC CHECK TO PREVENT DOUBLE ENTRY TO FILE SYSTEM.
**** DYNAMIC ALLOCATION OF INFORMATION CONSERVING DISK SPACE.
VERY FLEXIBLE. EASY TO USE
G.W. COMPUTERS LTD. UK. ARE THE PRODUCERS OF THIS BEAUTIFUL PACKAGE.

*AUTHOR* TONY WINTER (B.A.LIT;B.A.HON.PHIL).
PET VER 3.00 LOW LEVEL INTEGRATION = 475.00
PET VER 4.00 INCLUDES AUTO STOCK -UPDATE = 575.00
PET VER 5.00 INCLUDES AUTO BANK UPDATE= 675.00.
CPM VER 6.00 IN CORE, TRANSLATEABLE PLUS DBMS = 775.00.
CPM VER 7.00 AUTO STOCK -UPDATE= 875.00.
CPM VER 8.00 AUTO BANK UPDATE = 975.00.
CPM VER 9.00 INCLUDES OPTIONS 19, 20, 22, 23. (LATER RELEASE).
+ + + EACH LEVEL AUGMENTS LOWER ONE

CALLERS ONLY BY APPOINTMENT
WE EXPORT TO ALL COUNTRIES
CONTACT TONY WINTER ON 01 636.8210

89 BEDFORD COURT MANSIONS; BEDFORD AVENUE, LONDON W.C.1.
NOTE" LEVEL 9.00 TOTALLY IN CORE PROGRAM LEAVES MASTER DRIVE FREE (SAVING OF 200 POUNDS HARDWARE)
IMPORTANT" NO COMPUTER HARDWARE IS EVER OF VALUE WITHOUT SOFTWARE, SO WE PROVIDE YOU

WITH A STARTING SET OF PROGRAMS -* FREE **** AT TEN % OF HARDWARE PURCHASED. A
SUPERBRAIN AND NEC SPINWRITER COULD GIVE YOU UP TO 400 POUNDS OF PROGRAMS. SEE (

PET + PET + PET + PET + PET

SOFTWARE

+

SOFTWARE

CBM 3032 32K
CBM 3040 DISKS
CBM 3022 PRINTER
CBM 803232K
CBM 8050 1MEG DISKS
CBM EPSON PRINTER

BUS VER 3.00 PET
BUS VER 4.00 PET
BUS VER 5.00 PET
BUS VER 6.00 CP/M
BUS VER 7.00 CP/M
BUS VER 8.00 CP/M
BUS VER 9.00 CP/M
CBM WORDPRO II
CBM WORDPRO III
CPM WORD -STAR
CPM MBASIC 80
CPM COBOL 80

475.00
575.00
675.00
775.00
875.00
975.00
1075.00
75.00
150.00
195.00
150.00
320.00
150.00
200.00
175.00
250.00
75.00
120.00
190.00
30.00
75.00
75.00
75.00
180.00
75.00
75.00
245.00

CBM MULTI USER
CBM 3032 + EPSON +
CBM 3040 + BUS V3

595.00
595.00
425.00
875.00
875.00
395.00
650.00

2215.00

PRINTERS + PRINTERS + PRINTERS
DIABLO 630 40 CPS
DOLPHIN BD80 125CPS
NEC 5510 PRINTER
MICROLINE 80 120CPS
TELETYPE 43SR 30CPS
DEC-LA34 TRACT 30CP
NEC-5530PRINTER
QUME DAISY SPRINT5
TEXAS 810 150CPS

1595.00
495.00
1695.00
475.00
875.00
875.00
1595.00
1950.00
1390.00

SPECIALS + SPECIALS + SPECIALS
N'STAR QUAD .7 MEG
1500.00
IMS 5000 48K d'D
COMPUTHINK * 800K *
2 WAY CRDLESS PHONE
TELEPHONE ANSWER
SHUGART SA400 5" DR

1200.00
795.00
135.00
230.00
135.00

CPM PASCAL MT
CPM FORTRAN 80
CPM DATASTAR
CPM PASCAL -M
CPM BYSTAM S'BRAIN
CPM SUPERSORT
CPM BASIC COMPILER
CPM DESPOOL
CPM BYSTAM IMS'N-STAR
CPM TEXTWRITER
CPM POSTMASTER
CPM SELECTOR 3
CPM CBASIC
CPM MACRO 80
CPM W'STAR M'MER GE

BUS MANUAL ***********

9.00

SUPERBRAIN

+

1.

SUPERBRAIN

SUPERBRAIN 320K
TVVIN Z80 32K + CRT

1695.00

+2 D'D-S'S DRIVE
1795.00

SUPERBRAIN 320K
TWIN Z80 64K + CRT

+2 D'D-D'S DRIVE
2195.00

SUPERBRAIN 800K
TWIN Z80 64K + CRT

+2 D'D-D'S DRIVE
2795.00
1595.00
1495.00
2295.00
2495.00
2795.00
495.00
495.00
2950.00
3950.00
7950.00

SUPERBRAIN 1600K
COMPUSTAR 10
COMPUSTAR 15
COMPUSTAR 20
COMPUSTAR 30
COMPUSTAR 40
INTERTUBE III
EMULATOR
10 MEG H'DISK
16 MEG (8'81

96 MEG (4DISK)

ADDRESS'MA1LER)
STOCK CONTROL)
DBMS DATABASE)
EEE TO PARALLEL
EEE'RS232 BI'DI
EEE TO RS232

S'HAND SWTP TERM
WARRANTY
6 MONTH FULL REPAIR ***

SPECIAL INSTITUTION AND UNIVERSITY DISCOUNTS + + + + + + +

95.00
95.00
195.00
55.00
195.00
75.00
100.00

-+

MOST ITEMS IN STOCK. (ACCESS 'AMEXCO BCLYCARD OTHERWISE CHEQUE WITH ORDER)
CONTACT TONY WINTER 01.636.8210
89 BEDFORD COURT MANSIONS, BEDFORD AVE W.C.1.
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Mail Order Software

from the world's leading microsoftware supplier
Software
with

Alone

g Text Editor. Assembler. Debugger. File Manager and system
utilities. Available for wide variety of disk system including
North Star, Helios II. Micropolis, ICOM (all systems) and Altair.

Supports computers such as Sorcerer, Horizon, Cromemco,

CPIM version

RAIR
2

(not

Black
all

Box,

Research Machines,
from E751115

formats available

immediately)
195)115

CPIM for Apple 11* Softcard with Z80 Microsoft BASIC - 80
with high resolution graphics

O MPIM

E2501E15

E195/125

screen. Facilities for text paginate, page number, justify, center,
underscore and PRINT. Edit facilities include global search and
replace, read/write to other text files, block move, etc Requires
E255/115
CRT terminal with addressable cursor positioning

LETTERIGHT - Program to create edit and type letters or other
documents. Has facilities to enter, display, delete and move

global

searching

and

E75/115

cursor terminal

CI WORD-STAR/MAIL-MERGE - As above with option for
production mailing of personalised documents with mail list from
015/115
Datastar or NAD

Pseudo Ops include RPC, IRP, REPT, TITLE, PAGE, and
MACLIB. Z-80 library included. Produces Intel absolute hex

Esystem for key -to -disk data capture. Menu driven with built-in
learning aids. Input field verification by length, mask, attribute
(i.e. uppercase, lowercase, numeric, auto dup., etc.). Built-in
arithmetic capabilities using keyed data, constants and derived

CI SID

--

155/110

8080 symbolic debugger. Full trace, pass count and

break-point program testing system with back -trace and
histogram utilities. When used with MAC, provides full symbolic
£45/110
display of memory labels and equated values

E50/110
ZSID Includes Z80 mnemonics, requires 280 CPU
CI TEX - Text formatter to create paginated, page -numbered and
justified copy from source text files, directable to disk or printer
(45/110

Alone

0 WORD -STAR - Menu driven visual word processing system
© for use with standard terminals. Text formatting performed on

including

replacing, forward and backwards in file. In video -mode,
provides full screen editor for users with serial addressable -

O DATASTAR - Professional forms control entry and display

output plus symbols file for use by SID Isee below)

/Manual

STRUCTURED SYSTEMS GROUP
O ANALYST - Customised data entry and reporting system.
User specifies up to 75 data items per record. Interactive data
entry, retrieval and update facility makes information
management easy. Sophisticated report generator provides
customised reports using selected records with multiple level
breakpoints for summarisation. Requires CBASIC-2, 24 x 80

0 CP/M's ED commands

8080 Macro Assembler. Full Intel macro definitions.

O MAC -

Software
with
Manual

Manual
Alone

0 WORD -MASTER Text Editor - In one mode has super -set of

DIGITAL RESEARCH

CPIN4` FOOS - Diskette Operating System complete with

Ohio Scientific,
Dynabybe, etc.

Software
with
Manual

/Manual

Manual

feedback for ease of forms design. Files
compatible with all CP /M -MP /M supported languages.
11951E25
Requires 32K CP /M
values.

Visual

CRT, printer and 48K system

E1251110

text, with good video screen presentation. Designed to integrate

with NAD for form letter mailings Requires CBASIC-2
1105(1 15

interactive mail list
NAD Name and Address selection system
creation and maintenance program with output as full reports
with reference data or restricted information for mail labels.
Transfer system for extractionand transfer of selected records
to create new files. Requires CBASIC-2

(45/112

QSORT - Fast sort/merge program for files with fixed record
length, variable field length information. Up to five ascending or
descending keys. Full back-up of input files created. Parameter
file created optionally with interactive program which requires
CBASIC-2. Parameter file may be generated with CP / M
E50/E12
assembler utility

GRAFFCOM

from disk while user executes another program from the console

O PAYROLL - Designed in conjunction with the spec for PAYE
0 routines by HMI Taxes. Processes up to 250 employees on
weekly or monthly basis. Can handle cash, cheque or bank

E30111

transfer payments plus total tracking of all year to date figures.

CBASIC-2 Disk Extended BASIC - Non -interactive BASIC

£4751135

gt with pseudo -code compiler and runtime interpreter. Supports
full file control, chaining, integer and extended precision

DESPOOL - Program to permit simultaneous printing of data

Prints emp master, payroll log, payslips and bank giros.
Requires CBASIC-2

MICROSOFT
BASIC -80 - Disk Extended BASIC Interpreter Version 5, ANSI
Ecompatible with long variable names, WHILE/WEND, chaining,
variable length file records

£1551115

0 COMPANY SALES - Performs sales accounting function.

0 Controls payments of invoices and prints sales ledger and aged
debtors report. Suitable for any accounting period.
Comprehensive VAT control and analysis of all sales invoices.
E425/135

Requires CBASIC-2

O BASIC Compiler - Language compatible with Version 5

0 COMPANY PURCHASES - Performs purchase accounting

Microsoft interpreter and 3-10 times faster execution. Produces
standard Microsoft relocatable binary output. Includes
g Macro -80. Also linkable to FORTRAN -80 or COBOL -80 code

function.
purchase ledger, aged creditors report and payment advices.
Comprehensive VAT control and analysis of all purchases,
Interfaces with the ADD system. Requires CBASIC-2

E1951115

modules

Controls invoices,

credit & debit notes. Prints

O FORTRAN -80 -ANSI '66 (except for COMPLEX) plus many

E4251115

@ extensions. Includes relocatable object compiler, linking loader,
library with manager. Also includes MACRO -80 (see below)

O GENERAL ACCOUNTING - Produces Nominal Ledger, Trial
10 Balance, P/L and Balance Sheet. Define your own coding
system. Interactive data entry plus optional data capture from

E205/115

O COBOL -80 -- ANSI '74 Relocatable object output. Format
0 same as FORTRAN -80 and MACRO -80 modules. Complete
ISAM. Interactive ACCEPT DISPLAY, COPY, EXTEND

025/115
O MACRO.80 - 8080/Z80 Macro Assembler. Intel and Zilog
0 mnemonics supported. Relocatable linkable output Loader,
Library Manager and Cross Reference List utilities included
E75/E10

O XMACRO-86 - 8086 cross assembler. All Macro and utility
0 features of MACRO -80 package. Mnemonics slightly modified
from Intel ASM86. Computability data sheet available .11551E15

EDIT -80 - Very fast random access text editor for text with or
@ without line numbers. Global and intra-line commands
145/110

supported. File compare utility included

Company Sales and Company Purchases. Requires CBASIC-2
E375/135

0 STOCK CONTROL
Maintains stock records, monitors stock levels to ensure
0 optimum stock holding. Details include stock desc., product
code, unit, unit price, quantity on hand on order/minimum.
Stock analysis reports can be weekly, monthly, quarterly etc.
Interfaces with Order Entry Invoicing system. Requires
E325/E35
CBASIC-2

O ORDER ENTRY ft INVOICING
Performs order entry and invoicing function. Handles invoices
for services and consumable items, part orders and part
quantities. Sales Analysis report shows sales movemets and
trends for user -defined period Interfaces with Stock Control.
ADD and Company Sales systems. Requires CBASIC-2
E325/135

0 ADD - Complete control of all your names & addresses
EIDOS SYSTEMS
Microsoft Disk Extended BASIC version 4.51
KBASIC
© integrated with KISS Multi -Keyed Index Sequential and Direct
Access file management as 9 additional BASIC commands.
-

KISS included as relocatable modules linkable to FORTRAN -80,
COBOL -80, and BASIC COMPILER. Specify CP/M version 1.4
or 2.x when ordering. Requires 48K CP / M E295/25
To licensed users of Microsoft BASIC -80 IMBASICI ..E215/125

including suppliers, clients, enquiries etc. Assign your own
coding system and select all output via the report generator. Will

print anything from mailing labels to directories. Requires
CBASIC-2

2251135

0 Time Recording System - Provides comprehensive control

0 over manhour expenditures by job or account. Expense details
can also be controlled. Up to 75 activities can be assigned and
reports produced weekly/monthly showing movements and job
account totals to date. Requires CBASIC-2.

E375/135

O Lease Rental ft HP System - Designed to control agreements

MICROPRO
O SUPER -SORT 1 - Sort, merge, extract utility as absolute

10 executable program or linkable module in Microsoft format.

Sorts fixed or variable records with data in binary, BCD, Packed

SOFTWARE SYSTEMS

MICRO FOCUS

CI STANDARD CIS COBOL - ANSI '74 COBOL standard

® compiler fully validated by U.S. Navy tests to ANSI level

formatting from COBOL programs used with any dumb terminal
E400/125

CI FORMS 2 - CRT screen editor. Automatically creates a query
and update program of indexed files using CRT protected and
unprotected screen formats. Output is COBOL data descriptions

for copying into CIS COBOL programs. No programming
experience needed. Output program directly compiled by CIS
COBOL (standard)

0 software development. Complex programming problems are

reduced to simple expresions 42.1°L. Features include up to 27K
abler, arrays of up to 8
active workspace, sharer`
dimensions, disk workspacrtind copy object library. The system

also supports auxiliary processors for interfacing I/O ports.
Requires 48K CP/M and serial APL printing terminal or CRT
E270/120

PASCALIM - Compiler generates P code from extended

language implementation of standard PASCAL. Supports
overlay structure through additional procedure calls and the
SEGMENT procedure type. Provides convenient string handling
capability with the added variable type STRING. Untyped files
095(120
allow memory image I/O. Requires 56K CP /M

PASCALIZ - Z80 native code PASCAL compiler. Produces
optimised portable reentrant code. All interfacing to CP/ M is
through the support library. The package includes compiler
companion macro assembler and source for the library. Requires
56K and Z80 CPU. Version 3 includes all of Jensen /Wirth
E205/115

amounts. Handles lease, rental, HP or maintenance agreements
with payments by invoice, SO, or cash. Can be used with ADD
and CSS for complete credit control system. Requires
£5501130
CBASIC-2

language interface. Real variables can be BCD, software floating
point, or AMD 9511 hardware floating point. Version 3 includes

ROMable 8080 machine code. Symbolic debugger included.
Supports interrupt procedures, CP /M file I/O and assembly

Sets, Enumeration and Record data types. Manual explains
BASIC to PASCAL conversion. Source for the run time package
requires MAC ISee under Digital Research). Requires 32K.

E1251115

E135/120

O SUPER -SORT II - Above available as absolute program only
£1051115

10

1100(112

APLN80 - Concise and powerful language for application

O PASCAUMT - Subset of standard PASCAL. Generates

Decimal, EBCDIC, ASCII, floating, fixed point, exponential,

£751115

1.

Supports many features to level 2 including dynamic loading of

COBOL modules and a full ISAM file facility. Also, program
segmentation, interactive debug and powerful interactive
extensions to support protected and unprotected CRT screen

0 and contracts that are payable at regular intervals by fixed

field justified, etc. etc. Even variable number of fields per record!

0O SUPER -SORT 111 - As II without SELECT/EXCLUDE

E75/110

variables etc

CI TINY C
Also available in bundles, contact us for details.

-

interactive interpretive
structured programming techniques.
source listings

system for teaching
Manual includes full
145(130
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Software for most popular 8080/Z80 computer disk syStems including
NORTH STAR HORIZON, VECTOR MZ, OHIO SCIENTIFIC, SUPERBRAIN, Z80 APPLE,
CROMEMCO, PROCESSOR TECHNOLOGY, RAIR BLACK BOX, DYNABYTE, SD SYSTEMS,
RESEARCH MACHINES, ALTAIR, EXIDY SORCERER, IMSAI, HEATH , and 8" IBM formats

Software
with
Manual

Alone

O BDS C COMPILER - Supports most maim features of
language, including Structures, Arrays,

Pointers,

recursive

function evaluation, linkable with library to 8080 binary output.
Lacks data initialization, long & float type and static ft register
class specifiers. Documentation includes "C" Programming
E60/110
Language book by Kernighan & Ritchie

0 WHITESMITHS' C COMPILER - The ultimate in systems
(0 software tools. Produces faster code than Pascal with more
extensive facilities. Conforms to the full UNIX Version 7 C
language, described by Kernighan and Ritchie, and makes
functions for performing I/O, string
manipulation and storage allocation. Compiler output in
A -Natural source. Supplied with A -Natural. Requires 60K CP/M
available

over

Software
with
Manual

/Manual

Receivables, Check Register, and Client/Patient Appointments ,
etc. Requires CBASIC Version 2. Supplied in source code.

.......

E325/120

Very compact (24K total RAM) system implementing almost all

Algol 60 report features plus many powerful extensions
including string handling, direct disk address I 0 etc Requires

E110/E12

280 CPU

...... ....... .....

create or re -name an IBM 3741 volume, display directory
information and edit the data set contents. Provides full file
transfer facilities between 3741 volume data sets and CP/ M files
E125/17

O BASIC UTILITY DISK - Consists of 111 CRUNCH -14
0 Compacting utility to reduce the size and increase the speed of
programs in Microsoft Basic and TRS-80 Basic. 121 DPFUN Double precision subroutines for computing nineteen
transcendental functions including square root, natural log, log
base 10, sin, arc sin, hyperbolic sin, hyperbolic arc sin, etc.

0

E30/E10

handling.

e Routines to find, fill, pack, move, separate, concatenate and
compare character strings. This package completely eliminates
the problems associated with character string handling in
E30/E10
FORTRAN. Supplied with source

D Z80 Development Package - Consists of I11 disk file line
0 editor, with global inter and intra-line facilities; 121280 relocating
assembler, Zilog Mostek mnemonics, conditional assembly and
cross reference table capabilities; 131 linking loader producing

absolute Intel hex disk file for CP/M LOAD. DDT or SID
facilities

E50/112

0 BSTAM - Utility to link one computer to another also equipped
with BSTAM. Allows file transfers at lull data speed (no

conversion to hex), with CRC block control check for very

reliable error detection and automatic retry. We use it! It's great!
Full wildcard expansions to send .COM, etc. 9600 baud with

ZDT - Z80 Debugger to trace, break and examine registers
0 with standard Zilog/Mostek mnemonic disassembly displays.
Facilities similar to DDT E20 when ordered with Z80.
Development Package

E30117

DISTEL - Disk based disassembler to Intel BOBO or TDL/Xitan
Z60 source code, listing and cross reference files. Intel or TDL
Xitan pseudo ups optional. Runs on 8083.

wire, 300 baud with phone connection. Both ends need one.
Standard and M versions can talk to one another

- Intelligent terminal program for CP/M systems.
Permits communication between micros and mainframes.
Sends character data files to rerno,st computers under complete

control. System can record."-"cNrkter data sent from remote

E35/17

computer systems and daVvoenks. Includes programs to

O DISILOG - As Distel to Zilog Mostek mnemonic files. Runs on

0 Z80 only

EXPAND and COMPRESS binary files for transmission. This

051E7

software requires a knowledge of assembler language for

TEXTWRITER III - Text formatter to justify and paginate
® letters and other documents. Special features include insertion
of text during execution from other disk files or console,
permitting recipe documents to be created from linked
fragments on other files. Has facilities for sorted index, table of
contents and footnote insertion. Ideal for contracts manuals.

installtion.

computer. Keeps track of three appointment schedules (three
at once. Appointments
dental chairs, three attorneys.
consist of name, reason for rtat,11' uintment, the date and time,
changing.

finding.

and

reporting

enable programmes to chai.47,.:0M file, retrieve comand line
parameters, and search 0.7 directories with full wild card
facilites. Supplied as linkable modules in Microsoft format.
1501E12

D STRING/80 source code available separately

E1115/n.a.

VSORT -

Versatile sort/merge system for fixed length
records with fixed or variable length fields. VSORT can be used
as a standalone package or loaf' 'f and called as a subroutine
from CBASIC-2. When used,4:47ubroutine VSORT maximizes
the use of buffer space by szrt ig the TPA on disk and restoring

it on completion of sorting. Records may be up to 255 bytes
long with a maximum of 5 fields. Upper/lower case translation
and numeric fields supported.

11051115

O CBS - Configurable Business System is a comprehensive set
0 of programmes for defining custom data files and application
systems without using programming language such as BASIC,
FORTRAN, etc. Multiple key fields for each data file are
supported. Set-up program c,uugnizes system to user's CRT
and printer. Provides fast z%,14Triy interactive data entry and

with transactiorr, processing. Report generator
program does complex calculations with stored and derived
data, record selection with multiple criteria, and. custom
retrieval

formats. Sample inventory and mailing list system included. No
support language required
11851E20

O MAGIC WAND* - Word processing system with simple, easy
to use full screen text editor and powerful print processor. Editor

has all standard editing functions including text insert and
delete, global search and replace, block move and library files
for boiler plate text. Print Aplessor formating commands

include automatic margin.WC,Iination, heading & footings,
centred and justified text. Also prints with true proportional
spacing, merges with data files for automatic form letters, and
performs run-time conditional testing for varied output.
Requires 32K CP/M and CRT terminal with addressable cursor.
1185(120

ICI can produce re-entrant, ROMable code. Can link programs that

are larger than available mem-ad for execution targeted on
another machine. Full libreiat.Vabilities. Input can be PSA
Relocatable Binary Module. VOL Object Module or Microsoft

0 TIMAKER - Powerful new col for preparing management

REL riles. Output can be a COM file, Intel hex file, TDL Object
175/115
Module or PSA Relocatable file

and compute. Just change the vies figures for next week and

O RECLAIM - A utility to validate media under CP/M. Program
tests a diskette or hard diskettsaa hard disk surface for errors,

and the length of the appiY.',iment. System can be quickly
customized for the individual user. Many helpful features for
making.

£1151110

Alone

CP/M BDOS calls from FORTRAN and other compatible
Microsoft languages. The utilifAbrary contains routines that

O PLINK' - Two pass disk -to -disk linkage editor/loader which

75/13

etc.

O DATEBOOK - Program to manage time just like an office
appointment book but using the speed and memory of a

E75115

BSTMS

/Manual

O STRING/80 - Character string handling plus routines for direct

£1851112

0 IBMICPM Utility Package - has full range of functions to

Furnished in source on diskette and documentation
THE STRING BIT - Fortran character string

Manual

Alone

0 SELECTOR III.C2 - Data Base Processor to create and
0 maintain multi Key data bases. Prints formatted. sorted reports
with numerical summaries or mailing labels. Comes with sample
applications including Sales Activity, Inventory, Payables,

75

O ALGOL 60 Compiler - Powerful block -structured language
© featuring economical run time dynamic allocation of memory.

Ware
Software

/Manual

reports with tabular data. Makes financial modeling projects
easy. Do you want a weekly profitability report? Set up the table

compute. You have a new rt.r$ T / MAKER includes a full
screen editor for setting tittl..iles which pages left, right, up
and down. Compute includes standard arithmetic, percents,

reserving the imperfectioryia.luivisible files, and permitting
continued usage of the remlinder. Essential for any hard disk.

exponents,

Requires CP/M version 2

CBASIC-2

E401E5

common transcedental functions. averages,
maxima, minima, projections, etc. Requires 48K CP/M and
1155/115

appointments.

Requires 48K CP/M and 180K bytes diskette storage. Not
available for Apple CP/M

1185/115

O POSTMASTER - A comprehensive package for mail

list

0 maintenance that is completely menu driven. Features included

keyed record extraction and label production. A form letter
program is included which provides neat letters on single sheet

or continuous forms. Compatible with NAD files. Requires
E85/E10

CBASIC-2

XASM-68 -

Non -macro cross -assembler with nested
conditionals and full range of pseudo operations. Assembles
from standard Motorola MC6800 mnemonics to intel hex
015/115

XASM-65 - As XASM-68 for MOS Technology MCS-6500
series mnemonics .

O XASM-48

£1151115

- As XASM-68 for Intel MCS-48 and UPI -41

families

XASM-18 - As XASM-68 for RCA 1802

E115/115
E1151C15

0 WHATSIT? - Interactive data -base system using associative
tags to retrieve information by subject. Hashing and random
access used for fast resonse. Requires CBASIC

E70/E15

XYBASIC Interative Process Control BASIC - Full disk BASIC
features plus unique commands to handle bytes, rotate and
shift, and to test and set bits. Available in integer, Extended and
ROMable versions.
Integer Disk or Integer ROMable
f165/E15
Extended Disk or Extended ROMable
£2151115
Package
0 SMAL/80 Structured Macro Assembley Language
of powerful general purpose text macro processor and SMAL

structured language compiler. SMAL is an assembler language
with IF -THEN -ELSE, LOOP -REPEAT -WHILE, DO -END, BEGIN
E40/110
END constructs

Orders

must

specify

disk type and format,

e.g. North Star -Horizon
single density.
Add 15% VAT to

orders, Add fl per item
Postage and packing

All

Orders must be
prepaid. Make cheques
POs etc payable to
Lifeboat Associates.

Manual costs are
deductable
from
subsequent
purchase

software

EFFECTIVE JANUARY 1981
'CP'M is a trademark of Donal

'CP/M and MP/M are trademarks of Digital Research
2110 is a trademark of Zilog. Inc
UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laborites
WHATSIT> is a trademark of Computer Headware.
Electric Pencil is a trademark of Michael Shrayer Software.
TRS-130 is a trademark of Tandy Corp.
P ascal/M is a trademark of Sworn
Soh Card is a trademark of Microsoft.

APPN is* trademark of Apple Computer.
PLINK, s a trademark of Phoenix Software Associates Ltd
MAGIC WAND is a trademark of Small Business Application. Inc

M.xdohed version ayaiktble for use with CP/M as implemented on
Heath and TRS-80 Model I computers.

User license agreement for this product must be signed and returned
to Lifeboat Associate!, before shipment may be made

Research

"2E10 rs a trademark of Zilog Inc
The Software Supermarket IS a trademark of Lifeboat Associates

Lifeboat Associates
P.O. Box 125 London WC2H 9LU
01-836 9028/9
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Wego Computers Ltd
Numeric Key Pad
for the Apple.

Wego Sequential

Switching Unit

Cr CBM approved

£89.50 + VAT

£75.00 + VAT

wisavost "`"

Cr
Prices from £620 + VAT
CBM approved

A 13 digit Key pad (0-9, -,
ENTER) to run in parallel with the
numeric section of the APPLE
Keyboard. Supplied with connecting
cable, plugs and sockets.

Allows up to 5 devices to be
connected to the mains, and with
one switching operation power up
and down all the devices, in the
correct sequence.

California Computer Systems
Cards for the Apple

Mark Sense
Card Reader
"A pencil, a card, and this lowcost reader... it's the new,fast way to
enter data into your microcomputer."
Versions available able to communicate with PET, APPLE, TRS-80, or
any S100 or RS232 bus. Ideal for
business and education applications.

Synch Serial Card
Asynch Serial Card
Parallel Card

Arithmetic Proc. Unit
Programmable Timer
IEEE GPIB

A/D Converter
ROM/PROM Module
Clock Card
I-Ej. Sole UK Distributors Centronics Card

f119.97 + VAT
f106.37 + VAT
£ 79.97 + VAT
£265.97+ VAT
f106.37 + VAT
f199.50 + VAT
£ 99.72 + VAT
£ 70.89 + VAT
£ 83.33 + VAT
£ 79.97 + VAT

Available from your local dealers, or direct from Wego Computers Ltd., 22A, High Street, Caterham,
Surrey CR3 5UA. Tel: (0883) 49235 Telex: 933660
Authorised COMMODORE and APPLE Dealers
Circle No. 108

Successful business?....
Yes, with the illEgeilliCi0
average installed system

less than £8000 plus VAT
complete with

Hardware including printer
Software including programs
Staff training
Installation & delivery
Support by manufacturer
British built by:

Bytronix Microcomputers Ltd, 83, West Street, Farnham.
Telephone: (0252) 726814
Circle No. 109
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IF YOU'RE WAITING FOR THE
PRICE OF WORD PROCESSORS
TO FALL WITHIN REASON,

IT JUST DID.

r.."5`1.2

(E3
Everyone expected it would happen
sooner or later... with WordPro PLUS"'
it already has! Now all the marvelous
benefits of expensive and advanced
word processing systems are available
on Commodore computers, the U.K.'s
largest selling computer line. WordPro
PLUS, when combined with the new 80
column CBM 8032, creates a word
processing system comparable to
virtually any other top quality word
processor available-but at savings of
thousands of pounds!

New, low cost computer technology is
now available at a fraction of what you
would expect to pay. This technology
allowed Commodore to introduce the
new and revolutionary CBM 8032
Computer.
WordPro PLUS turns this new CBM
8032 Computer into a sophisticated,
time saving word processing tool. With
WordPro PLUS, documents are
displayed on the computer's screen.
Editing and last minute revisions are
simple and easy. No more lengthy retyping sessions. Letters and documents
are easily re -called from memory
storage for editing or printing with final
drafts printed perfectly at over five
hundred words per minute!

Our nationwide team of professional
dealers will show you how your office
will benefit by using WordPro PLUS. At
a price far less than you realize.

Invest in your office's future...
Invest in WordPro PLUS...
Call us today for the name of the
WordPro PLUS dealer nearest you.

Professional Software Ltd.
153 High Street
Potters Bar
Herts.
Tel: Potters Bar 42184
CBM Is a registered trademark of
Commodore Business Machines.
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INTEGRATED SMALL
BUSINESS SOFTWARE

ISBS
ORDER

STOCK
CONTROL

ISBS F
A totally Integrated Small Business System
designed for single user floppy disk based
systems. ISBS-F is already being used by
many Businesses and Professions throughout
the UK. Each package can be used as

standalone or can be built into an
integrated system depending on user
requirements. All packages are fully
supported and maintained, and are
supplied with easy to follow Reference

NAME &

PAYROLL

ADDRESS

COMPANY
PURCHASES
SYSTEM

Manuals. ISBS-F is easy to install and ideal for
the first time small Business user with no

SALES
SYSTEM

GENERAL
ACCOUNTING

previous computer experience.

ISBS -W
A Hard disk or Winchester disk based
Integrated Business Software system which is
upwards compatible with ISBS-F. This system
is ideal for the small to medium size user
where data storage and processing speed
exceeds the capabilities of floppy disk
based systems. Choose from any
combination of modules and add others at
a later stage if required. The system features
many facilities found in minicomputer and
mainframe business packages. All modules

4111111111111111W
STOCK CONTROL

ORDER

BUSINESS
CONTROL
MODULE

are fully supported and maintained and
comprehensive documentation is supplied
with each installation.

ENTRY & INVOICING
NAME & ADDRESS

COMPANY PURCHASES

COMPANY SALES
GENERAL ACCOUNTING
PAYROLL:

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
ISBS has been designed for most popular 8080/Z80 Microcomputer disk systems running under CP/M
ISBS-F: 48k & 2 floppy disk system, VDU, 132 col printer, CP/M 1.4 or 2. x
ISBS-W: 64k & Hard disk(s) system, VDU, 132 col printer CP/M' 2 x or MP/M
Current installations on Rair Black Box, Northstar, Heath, Cromemco, Altos, Superbrain, IMS 5000/8000,
Dynabyte, Micromation.
For further details and prices contact your nearest dealer or call us direct.
CP/M, MP/M trademarks Digital Research.

ERSOMMEIBM
SYSTEMS GROUP

124,

52 Shaftesbury Avenue London W1 01-734 8862

Va Tata &soar.. Soft
Sewer, Seley&evre,Wieliz qiitS'

'c

65,

Td 0/-952 0526

Ofmit

9-530

Sat 9.30-530

trZ
NEW Pea. PI76

169500

1.544 321

1.54,1 3040 FLOURY 1695 00

1841 301110/Y71R 1415 00

9+11151PORNA5E-

110011,41Z00NTINC
INCOMPLETE Re -10885

NEW 80 COLMAN
1/4

0004(0 PEI
1895 00

-

NEW 144(0 0/61
OP/4'f 1895.00

4taeL)P2065.5/N6
OVVO/e/4/6 "'PAS,POLL

5706(' CONTROL

00441 6,'011N75

/N1OPHLAWN PIT,REYW

114154iF4VER

12115 00

111L1
firer )hop

Almarc
would like
you to meet
their new
VIP

OUR SYSTEMS ARE MASTERPIECES COME AND SEE THEN!
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BUSS
STOP

THE ONE STOP
COMPUTER SHOP

We Supply Systems for Business, Education and Industry And We Support Them With Service and Software!

Commodore
2001-8
3008
3016
3032
3022

3023
3340

£379.00
£398.00
£495.00
£625.00
£383.00
£337.00
£625.00

£895.00
£895.00
£1160.00
£220.00
Pet Lead
p18.75
IEEE Lead
£23.44
C2N Cass
£49.50
8032
8050
8024
8010

KIM1
KIM3B
KIM4

£93.00
£96.95
£65.00

Toolkit, SuperChip,
Soundbox, Parallel
and Serial Interfuses
All Ex -Stock.

Now on demonstration - The NEW PET MODEM, with Supporting
Software.
VIDEO GENIE - EG3003 16K RAM, 12K LEVEL II BASIC IN ROM.
TRS80 Compatible
£289.50

NASCOM - Phone for latest Details/Prices.

Dolphin Printers - The Superb BD8OP now 80/132, chrs/ line.
Down to £450.00 While Stocks Last.

The New BD136, The Ultimate Intelligent Matrix Printer - Prints
at 240 Chrs/ Sec.

£1200.00

RICOH, QUME, NEC Spinwriter etc, Also Available, Please phone
for Prices.

CONSUMABLES C15's Only £4.00 for 10. 10 Verbatim 53/4" Disks

- 35 Track £19.95 - for CBM 3040. 10 Verbatim 53/4" Disks 77 Track £36.50 - for CBM 8050.
Wide range of Continuous Stationary in stock - Paper, Labels etc.

SOFTWARE - We Sell Only The Best - Wordpro, Wordcraft,
OZZ, Communicator, Medicom - and much more! Plus -A Wide
Range of Books and Manuals for all Machines.

Please phone fcr carriage charges, all prices + VAT
Photo Acoustics Ltd, BUSS STOP Computer Division
255a St. Albans Road, Watford, Herts. (entrance in Judge Street)
Phone: Watford 40698 or Newport Pagnell 610625
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A complete range of professional floppy disc products
from the industry leaders....compatible with
TRS 80, Superbrain, Ohio, SWTP, North Star Horizon,
Zenith, Cromemco etc.
You can now buy the entire range of Tandon Magnetics
high quality, market leading, mini flexible disc drives direct
from the exclusive U.K Distributor.
Tandon drives are available as either the OEM product or
as complete packaged units in single or dual drive British
manufactured cabinets with high reliability power supply.
Complete pre-test and burn in ensures reliability and all
drives carry a full 6 months parts and labour warranty.

Prices start at £545.00
Interfaces and software for TRS-80, Apple, PET, Horizon,
S-100 on 5" and 8" diskettes.

STORAGE SYSTEMS
Use our discoflex range of
storage wallets and boxes to
protect your discs when not in
use, or for sending through the

BOXED DRIVE PRICES
Single Box
£250.00

post.

Dual Box
£430.00
£599.00
£808.00

51/4"

Single Sided 40 track
Double Sided 40 track
£330.00
Double Sided 80 track
£430.00
Dual Boxed Single Sided
£549.00
plus double sided
With Tandon you get 40 or 80 tracks -more capacity and

£10.00
£12.00

8"

POWER SUPPLIES
Our range of Power -One power
supplies covers single, dual and
triple output not to mention a
complete selection of supplies
which power all popular floppy
disc drives.

step rates as low as 3 mS track to track -up to ten times the
speed of other drives.

SERVICE AND MAINTENANCE

MICROTEK PRINTERS
So reliable we give you 365 days
warranty.
40, 80, 120, 132 columns.
125 cps. 70 lines/minute.
96 characters, upper/lower case.
Prices start at: £460.00
Interface cables for Apple, TRS-80
etc.

STROBE PLOTTERS

For the large scale user of 51/4" or
8" floppy disc drives, our range
of alignment diskettes and
service tools are a must. Send for
details of our Oasis range of
portable dedicated and non -dedicated floppy disc and
peripheral test and exerciser systems.

For immediate information on any of these products
please contact:
4-

The Strobe drum plotter uses low
cost colour pens to draw graphs,
charts and pictures with .004"
resolution.

AK

7 COMPUTERS
LIMITED

133 Woodham Lane New Haw
Weybridge Surrey KT15 3NJ
Tel: Weybridge (0932) 48346/7
Telex: 8813487

TOMORROW TODAY

Almarc would like you to
meet the

Commodore official distributors

Vector Graphic

at Birmingham Computer Centre

4016, 4032, 4008 PETs
The reliable value for money system
with after sales support, instruction
and training facilities and a wide
range of programmes.

Apple authorised distributors
The sophisticated quality system with
a reputation for advanced design and
innovation.
High performance at an astonishingly low price.
Compare this specification:
*The Vector 3 terminal, with 6 slot industry standard
S100 bus.
*780 Processor.
*56K of user RAM.
*1 serial RS232 port, 3 8 -bit parallel ports.
*80 x 24 characters video display with 8 x 10
character matrix.
*Typewriter style keyboard with a separate numeric

The incredible computer system
now available ex -stock including the
New Duel Drive Double Sided Floppy Disk.
THE ULTIMATE IN DAISYWHEEL PRINTERS
RICOH.RP 1600

THE BEST WORDPROCESSOR.PRINTER.AVAILABLE

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME

CAMDEN ELECTRONICS
MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS
462 COVENTRY ROAD
SMALL HEATH
Telephone: 021-773 8240 or 021-772 5718

BIRMINGHAM B10 00G
Telex: 335909 (Camden GI
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key pad and capacitance keys.
*Unistor disc drive module giving 315 Kbytes of
storage capacity.
PLUS CP/M2, Microsoft BASIC 80, SCOPE (text
editor) and RAID (simulator debugger).
PLUS Almarc's 12 month warranty.
Almarc are Specialists in Vector Graphic equipment
which includes Micro -Computers for research,
laboratory work, word processing, business systems,
schools, colleges, universities and industry. Plus an ever
growing list of compatible software including Pascal,
Fortran, Cobol, APL, Algol, Basic Compiler and others.
We will be pleased to demonstrate how
Almarc + Vector Graphic Systems equates to The
Complete Partnership in Micro -Computers.

::...
"
DATA SYSTEMS LTD

906 Woodborough Road, Nottingham NG3 5QS.
Telephone: (0602) 625035
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SPECIAL OFFER
Now there are two Lear Siegler
Dumb Terminals. The same
reliable ADM -3A with loads of
dependable features - 12in screen,
full/half duplex, 11 selectable data rates,
1920 characters in 24 rows of 80 letters,
RS232C port and direct cursor addressing.
And the new reliable ADM -3A+ for
those who need something extra, like, numeric pad with
full point, comma, tab, minus and return, upper and lower
case caps lock, programme mode key and separate cursor
control key. Both on immediate delivery.

Uo

aeo

PERKIN-ELMER
MODEL 550
BANTAM VISUAL DISPLAY UNIT

printers
Penny & Giles hard copier
An electro-static, micro processor
controlled, line or message printer,
with graphics facility, serial or parallel
interfacing, re -programmable
character generator and add-on user
programmable options.

£47000
Westrex Company Limited
Bilton Fairway Estate
Long Drive Greenford Middlesex
Telephone: 01 578 0950 Et 578 0957 8 9

E9Westrex
Litton

Penny & Giles matrix printers
A plain paper, programmable printer with 8080 intelligence.
80 columns, bi-directional print
speed of 55 to 1000 lines per
minute depending on format,
multiple character set and a
graphics option.

MICRO SPEECAclei
DOES YOUR COMPUTER
SPEAK TO YOU?
MICROSPEECH 2 is a stand alone speech synthesizing unit. It
converts phonetic code or any ASCII text into a speech output.
MICROSPEECH 2 may be interfaced to any computer system
because all the computation necessary to synthesize speech is

data Stores
Penny & Giles minifile is the
compact floppy disc data store
with all the performance you
will need:
rapid access to 600 files per disc
up to 162 thousand stored
characters
full integral disc management
up to 7200 baud transfer rate
automatic error handling
RS232/tele type compatible interface
auxiliary modem port

performed by its own dedicated microprocessor. Up to one
thousand phonetic characters, representing about one minute
of speech, may be assembled in the units internal buffer before
it is commanded to speak.
FEATURES

Runs

from

phonetic

code, giving unlimited
vocabulary and simple
operating software.

Optional English to
phonetics translator
allows operation directly
from ordinary text.

Uses standard RS232/
V24 interface.

Totally self contained

And it has dual disc expandability and full edit too, if you need it.

Get full technical details on all the peripherals
from Penny & Giles by ringing the reader service number.

Penny & Giles
Data Recorders Ltd
Mudeford Christchurch Dorset BH23 4AT
Tel: Highcliffe (042 52) 71511 Telex: 41266

with internal loudspeaker
and power supply.

No need to worry about
complex interfacing or
support software.
PRICE

Phonetic model £875.00 +
VAT
Phonetic model plus English to phonetics translator
£950.00 + VAT
Available from:
COSTRONICS ELECTRONICS 13 Pield Heath Avenue,
Hillingdon, Middlesex Uxbridge (89138791
TIM ORR DESIGN CONSULTANT
55 Drive Mansions, Fulham Rd, London SW6
10117312077
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BE LEFT HOLDING THE BABY

We are Stack -Apple, here to deliver complete Apple Systems for industry, higher education and the
technical user. If you are trying to establish the research results, monitor the performance, or control
the rig, you need reliable developed hardware plus full technical support. We can supply a wide range
of Apple Interfaces, A/D, D/A, RS232, BCD, Parallel, TTL, Relay, Mains Switching. If required we can
design a custom interface for you. Apple now runs more software than any other personal computer
including BASIC, MBASIC, FORTRAN, PASCAL, COBOL, CORAL, FORTH, 6502/Z-80 assembly
language development systems, CP/M and CP/M compatable software. We are here to support Apple
users who are trying to solve a problem. If you're looking for a system for data acquisition, process
control or software development you cannot do better than Apple. If you are already using Apple we
can help with interfaces, software and hardware problems. Interested ? Call or post the coupon now!
Illcrifr<111111

PLEASE ADD
OUR NAME
TO YOUR

MAILING LIST

Name

Address

Telephone

Please send the coupon to
STACK -APPLE 290/298 DERBY ROAD, BOOTLE, LIVERPOOL.

Telephone: 051-933 5511.

PC2 Al
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BEST VALUE
BEST SERVICE
1 YEAR GUARANTEE

HOME COMPUTERS
Acorn Atom

149
259
375
449
559
799

Challenger 8K
Pet 8K
Latest Pet 16K
Latest Pet 32K
Super Pet
PRINTERS
Epson TX80
Epsom MX80
Base 2 800B

299
349
275

DISK UNITS
Pet Dual Drive

575
825

Pet 8050

Extras Including
Pet cassette
Pet Toolkit

49
29

PROFESSIONAL COMPUTERS

PROFESSIONAL COMPUTERS
North Star Horizon
32K DD Dual Drive
32K QD Dual Drive
48K DD Dual Drive
48K QD Dual Drive
Ram expansions from

1449
1699
1699
1949
249

ACCOUNTS SYSTEM
North Star based
Superbrain based
both with printers VDU and free support

SUPERBRAIN
32K RAM 320K Disk
64K RAM 320K Disk
64K RAM 788K Disk

INTELLIGENT ARTEFACTS LIMITED
DISCOUNT HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE

3299
2999

1299
1399
1699

Cambridge Road, Orwell, Royston, Herts.
Telephone: ARRINGTON 1022 020)689
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XITAN SYSTEMS LTD
The South's CROMEMCO experts
Need a Hard Disk System with FAST RELIABLE
Backup?
Xitan now have the answer with the Z -2H plus DC300 Tape
cartridge BACKUP system (S100 controller, drive, psu &
software).

Cartridge BACKUP system is available separately for
existing Z -2H users (13.4 Megabyte capacity - 1 Megabyte per
5 minutes.
The

the system 3 from CAP-CPP. Phone for an appointment to see it
running.
For the smaller customer, we have an integrated Sales, Purchase
and Nominal system for the North Star Horizon. Nothing fancy but installed and running for over 7 months. IT WORKS!
VVHATI F ! Cash Flow, Accounts budgetting utility. Just released.
Incredible value at £95.00.
Also available an Incomplete Records system for the Horizon.

Utilities/Software for CROMEMCO Systems.

SPECIALS.

Tired of X FER - use FCOPY or DFCOPY. Single sided 8" copy
in 54 seconds, Double sided 8" copy in 104 seconds. £50.00

.Real Time Clock - S100 - 100 microseconds up to 99,999 days
£185.00 Hi -Tech S100 PAL colour card, 24 x 40 Prestel format
£295.00 Video Vector Fastlib £495.00.
Dual Tandon Double/sided 40 track minifloppy subsystem
£625.00.

each.

Need to build Assembler libraries - try LIBR at £50.00.

CP/M 2.2 and MP/M 1.1 available for System 3 and Z -2H
systems.

EASYFORM. For creation/Editing of forms on the 3102 VDU
with structured Basic. Forms useable from Cobol, Basic, Fortran
etc. £160.00.

INTEGRATED SPECIALIST SYSTEMS.
MEDI DATA 32,000 patient Doctors' system. Installed and
running. Prices from £7,500.00.

BUSINESS SOFTWARE.

RETURNED ALE. Run a brewery? Keep track of returned ale
and reclaim Excise Duty. Track down production and storage

CROMEMCO systems - a complete Business system based on

problems. Copes with 10,000+ barrels. Prices from £8,500.00.

Xitan Systems also supplies and stocks vdus, printers. NORTH STAR HORIZON computers. Commodore Business Machines PETs, S100
boards, and books. We are here to demonstrate the range of quality microcomputer systems available for use today. Ring up for an appointment
now! You'll not be disappointed. We have Osborne's Sales Ledger and Payable Ledger in source form for use on Cromemco System 3 with
CBASIC2, and we can offer a customising service on these programs. Additional software includes Microsoft Basic Interpreter and Compilers.
Cbasic, Macro80, and CP/M for the North Star Horizon.

XITAN SYSTEMS LIMITED
23 Cumberland Place, Southampton SO1 23B
Telephone (0703) 38740. Hours Monday - Friday 9.30am to 5.30pm

(CR A)
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¢r
multi

user

computer system
Logitek in conjunction with its own
microsoftware house, Interface Software Ltd.
of Camberley are able to supply a wide range
standard in quality and realiability in high of proven 'off -the -shelf business software
including general accounting, word processing,
technology micro computers.
stock control, mailing list etc.
There are already over 1000 micro
computer installations using this software. A
Hard Disk/Multi User Systems
The Winchester hard disk/multi user systems track record which we consider speaks for
itself. Why 're -invent the wheel' when there is
are now available supporting up to 4
simultaneous users and providing a maximum standard software of this quality available
now?
of 58 Megabytes of hard disk data storage.
The systems are truly flexible and allow
expansion of the ALTOS floppy disk system to Communication Software
keep pace with the users requirements.
Two new custom software packages are now
Still single board, features include
available for the Altos Computer System
a high speed I /0 section with up to six serial operating with CP/M to enable it to
ports and one 8 bit Parallel port
communicate with remote machines over
up to 208K of on board R.A.M.
ordinary telephone lines. ASYNC is an
High speed (4 MHz.) D.M.A. control as
asynchronous package that operates with
almost any remote machine. SYNCH is a
standard.
synchronous package for use with the IBM
Yes, mini power and at micro cost too.
3780 protocols.

The ALTOS ACS 8000 range of business/
scientific micro computers creates a new

Custom Graphics & Scientific

Software
A full graphics and scientific package is now
available for use for the Altos with FPP.
GRAFLIB is a custom Altos software
package containing a complete range of
FORTRAN-callable graphics subroutines. It is
designed with DRE RG-512 board, or a
Tektronix 4000 series graphics terminal.
Several multi -colour X -Y plotters are supported
allowing hard copy in addition to screen
graphics.

After Sales Support
Logitek are supported by DDT Maintenance Ltd.
who provide a nationwide field maintenance
service for Altos products and offer the option
of maintenance contracts.

Availability
Logitek carry deep shelf stocks of Altos
hardware and compatible peripherals.

Hard Disk Security Back-up

The 17.5 Megabyte funnel tape unit permits
selective dumping from the Winchester at a
rate of 1 Megabyte per minute.

Built-in Reliability
The ACS 8000 range are true single board micro
computers making them extremely reliable and
maintainable. All electronics are socketed for
quick replacement. Complete diagnostic utility
software for drives and memory is provided.
The board and Shugart floppy disk drives
are easily accessible and can be removed in less
than ten minutes.

Quality Software
Unlimited versatility. The ACS 8000 range
support the widely accepted CP/M and MP/M
operating systems plus basic (Microsoft and
CBasic). Cobol, Pascal, and Fortran IV. All
available now.
PRACTICAL COMPUTING February 1981

LOGITEK, E.I.C. Electronics Ltd.
All enquiries to

8-10 Fazakerley St., Chorley,
Lancs. Tel: 02572 67615/70206
also at

30 Kelvin Ave.,
Hillington Industrial Estate,
Glasgow G52 4LH
Logitek are now the exclusive distributors of
Altos Computer Products for the U.K. and Eire
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Erase Eproms in 8 minutes
*Pete & Pam Computers

for under £100

Microcomputer hardware & software
Specialists in Applefore
Peter & Porn Fisher
HAVE YOU BEEN WATCHING OUR ADVERTISEMENTS?
If you have, you'll have noticed that one thing is common to all of them - FIAR
prices. This month is no different. We bring you the latest Applefare at prices we
hope you can afford.

ANDROMEDA
A 16K RAM expansion card that saves the expense of a language system. Makes
your APPLE into a 64K machine.

£110.95

M fr R ENTERPRISES
SUP -R -TERMINAL An 80 column by 24 line plug-in compatable board for APPLE II.

128 ASCII chrs. Upper and lower case - with descenders. Shift lock feature.
Synchronous operation with APPLE. Incorporates PASCAL and BASIC control
characters.

£195.00

MICROSOFT
Z-80 SOFTCARD. A true Z80a microprocessor plug-in board to allow you to run CP/M
software. Includes MICROSOFT'S BASIC 5.0.
£175.00

FORTRAN for SOFTCARD. Has a strong advantage over APPLE Fortran. 4 to 6
times faster because it generates true machine code rather than "P" code. Feature wise, the two are essentially the same.

£99.95

COBOL for SOFTCARD. The only COBOL available for APPLE. Ask for more
information and our special SOFTCARD/COBOL deal.

£359.95

BASIC COMPILER for SOFTCARD. Get fast program execution times without

giving up BASIC. 3-10 times faster than interpreted BASIC.
£192.95
OLYMPIC DECATHALON. Latest game from MICROSOFT. 10 events presented in
extraordinary graphics. 1-8 players can play.
£15.95

ADVENTURE. Yes, this is the original written for the PDP11, and played during
many a lunch hour on expensive main frames!
TYPING TUTOR. Runs in INTEGER (incl. relocated) It works!

£15.95
£8.95

PERSONAL SOFTWARE
VISICALC. Yes, the one sold elsewhere for £95.00. Our price

£75.00
£49.95
£49.95

CCA DATA MANAGEMENT. Our price just
DESKTOP PLAN. Develop your own large business model.

HIGH TECHNOLOGY
INFORMATION MASTER. The latest data management system from High Tech.
We use it for all our book-keeping up to trial balance and for our price lists. Can be
user trailored for many uses.

£73.95

DATA BASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM. High Tech.'s original system. Not as many
features as Info. Master, but is user oriented with lots of error trapping.
£49.95
DATA MASTER A utility for use with both Info. master and D.B.M.S. allows you to
re -define field types, transfer data from one system to another, using a wide set of
parameters. We use this too.
£49.95
CHEM. LAB. SIMULATION
1. Uses Hires Graphics to simulate An acid -base
titration experiment. ill Determination of an unknown weak acid. iii) Determination
of Avrogardro's number.
£49.95
CHEM. LAB. SIMULATION 2. Written in machine language for fast response
time, uses colourful Lowres Graphics to simulate it The Ideal Gas law. iii The Kinetic molecular theory. iii) The principles of entropy.
£49.95

PERIPHERALS PLUS
VERSAWRITER A low cost graphics tablet for APPLE
JOYSTICK T.G. Products robust joystick - self centering.

£124.95
£34.95

COMPUTER STATION
PASCAL GRAPHICS DUMP PROGRAM for Paper tiger 4406, 4456, 4606 NEC
Spinwriter and Anadex 9501.

£22.96

ENHANCED GRAPHICS DUMP PROGRAM also available for above.
f22. 95
VISILIST lists out the grid location and formulas of any Visicalc fil.
£10.95
MACRO SCREEN EDITOR Cursor oriented editing tool.
£19.95
APPLEWRITER .GRAPHICS. Links with Applewriter and any of the 28 charactor
sets supplied in APPLE'S "Dos Tool Kit" to provide word processing with a
difference! Tiger 4406/4456 Et Silentype.
£17.96

CALIFORNIA PACIFIC GAMES
AKALABETH Latest Adventure type game.
TRANQUILITY BASE
TRILOGY
£15.95.
HEAD-ON Fram Japan
BILL BUDGE'S SPACE ALBUM

The high speed, high capacity model UV8 sets new
performance and price standards.

Cuts typical erasure times by a factor of 5
8 MINUTE SOLID STATE TIMER
Capacity up to 14 EPROMS
2708 type erased in 4 to 7 minutes
High intensity 254 NM UV source
Safety interlock automatically starts timing sequence
Audio tone signals erasure cycle complete
Internal switch to extend erase time.
MICRODATA Computers Ltd, Belvedere Works, Bilton
Way, Pump Lane Industrial Estate, Hayes, Middlesex.
Telephone (01) 848 9871 (6 lines)
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SUPERBOARDS

WITH 32 x 32 DISPLAYS

OHIO SCIENTIFIC
NEW SUPERBOARD 3
SHARP COMPUTERS

New Superboard 3 £159 + 15%

Vat post free with free power

7-

.......
-

supply and modulator kit. Kits for

use with the old Superboard 2

_

...,,

....4:-......t.....-

(Add 15% VAT):- Guard band kit
£8. 4K extra ram £16.95. Display
expansion kit approx 30 lines x

..

11.111.1

CONTINENTAL SOFTWARE

54 chrs £20. Case £27. Colour con-

LOS ANGELES MONOPOLY. Define your own street names or take a trip round

version board:- kit £45 or built

£15.95

VARIOUS

Add 15% VAT to these prices. Sharp

DAN PAYMAR LOWER CASE ADAPTOR Produces upper and lower case
£29.95
BASF 5.25 IN DISKS FOR APPLE. At a good price.
10 for £18.50

free tape of approx 50 programs:- 20K

MZ8OK Computer with Basic tape and a
version £438, 48K version £486. MZ80 I/O
£83. MZ80P3 £499. MZBOFD £772. PC1211

CALIFORNIA COMPUTERS

CENTRONICS PARALLEL INTERFACE
PARALLEL INTERFACE
ASYNCHRONOUS SERIEL INTERFACE
SYNCHRONOUS SERIEL INTERFACE
ARITHMETIC PROCESSOR

£59.95
£59.95
£78.95
£87.95
£194.95

£83. CE121 £12.

PRINTERS

£65. CEGMON improved monitor
nom £29.50. Cassette recorder £16.

610 expansion board £159 (write
for details of special offer). Assembier/ editor £25. Word processor
£10.

THE NEW OHIO
SERIES 2 CHALLENGER Cl P

DYNASOFT

wo:1

DYNASOFT PASCAL A portable p -code implementation of a Pascal subset specifically tailored for small scale micro systems. Will run on systems with only 17K of
RAM.
Disck - £30.95
Cassette - £27.95
PLEASE ADD 15% VAT TO YOUR ORDER
POSTAGE AND PACKING FREE
ASK FOR OUR FULL CATALOG
IF YOU KNOW WHAT YOU WANT AND DON'T WANT TO PAY
AN INFLATED PRICE

GIVE US A CALL - WE SELL ALL SORTS OF THINGS FOR APPLE
TEL 01-677-2052124HRS) 7 DAYS A WEEK
98 MOYSER ROAD LONDON SW16 6SH
POST OFFICE GIRO NO. 585 6450
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Announcing the new 50Hz
BLACK AND WHITE
guard band models with
£159 + 15% post free.
1.5MHz clocks giving 50%
more speed, a full 32 x 32
COLOUR VERSION
display and a multi -speed tape
£225 + 15% VAT.
interface.

£16.95
£13.95
£13.95
£20.95

the streets of L.A. Allows you change the rules!

Telex 934110

Program selectable 24 x 24 or 12 x 48

1111

....+"'"'"'""."'*..a"..
Buy any of the below and get a free

interface kit and word processor
program for UK 101 or Superboard

2: - OKI Microline 80 (Illustrated)
£349 + 15%. BASE 2 800MST £299
+ 15%. Seikosha GP80 Printer p.o.a.

displays. Sound, music and voice output.

8K ram expandable to 32K. 8K basic.
Only £259 + 15%. We also stock the
C1PMF series 2 which has all the above
features plus a 90K mini -floppy disc and
20K ram expandable to 32K £689 + 15%
VAT.

SWAN LEY ELECTRONICS
Dept. P.C.

, 32 Goldsel Rd., Swanley, Kent BR8 8EZ.

Telephone Swanley 64851.
Please add 40p postage. Prices include VAT unless stated.
Lists 27p post free. Overseas customers deduct 13%. Official credit orders welcome.
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SIRTON COMPUTERS
t

76 Godstone Road, Kenley (Nr Croydon) Surrey CR2 5AA
Tel: 01-668 0761/2

SC

MIDAS S.100 SYSTEMS

K`

444N
-

MIDAS 1: From £750
MIDAS 2: From £1580
MIDAS 3: From £2150
MIDAS 4: From £5900
ITHACA-DPS 1: From £1075

Our versatile Z80 Microcomputers are available as standard units or custom configured to your exact
specification from a comprehensive range of stocked S100 boards.

Disc storage capacity of the MIDAS 3 can be 2M Bytes, expandable to over 20M Bytes with a
Winchester Hard Disc Unit in our MIDAS 4 range.

MIDAS runs CP/M and MP/ M is also available. Other Software includes M -BASIC, C -BASIC,
FORTRAN, COBOL, CIS -COBOL, PASCAL and Word Processing.

A MIDAS 3, with 64K RAM and 2M Bytes storage on two 8" drives with two Serial I/O Ports
and CPIM 2 only £2835.
Multi -User System (four users) - MIDAS 3 with four 48K blocks of RAM, 1 MByte disc storage on two
8" drives and four Serial I/O Ports, and CP/M 2 + MP/M - £3850.
Printers, VDUs and other peripherals stocked to give complete package systems at keen prices.
Business Packages include Accounts, Stock Control, Purchase Ledger etc etc.
Boards stocked from Ithaca, Godbout, SSM, S D Systems, Vector, Micromation, Mullen, Mountain Hardware, Hi -Tech, Video
Vector, Pickles 8- Trout, Central Data, Cromemco, Thinker Toys - Send for full Price List (many available in kit form).

Processor

RAM

Z80 Starter Kit
SBC100
8085/88 CPU
Z80 CPU 4 MHz

from

£188
£208
£237
£130

EPROM
2708 EPROM (16K)
2708/2716 Programmer

from

£60
£134

Dynamic RAM 16K -64K
Static RAM 8K -64K
Memory Manager

from £205
from £95
£52

I/O

2S/4P prov 4K RAM/4K ROM
2S/2P or 2S/4P or 3P/1S or 4S/2P
Analogue 8 or 12 bit
Optically isolated I/O

from
from

IEEE 488 Interface

Miscellaneous

Video
16 lines, 32/64 ch
24 lines, 84 ch

from
from

£104
£265

Real Time Clock
High Dens Graph/8K RAM
Hi -Tech Colour

£198
£280

Extender Board/logic probe
Maths Board AMD 9511

Disc Controllers
Versafloppy S/D
Doubler D/D

£169
£135
£287
£114
£350
£180
£333
£295
£34
£39
£330

Motherboards - various from

Mainframes
We are the sole UK Distributor for I ntegrand Mainframes and Disc Enclosures, available in nine models including Desk Top and Rack

Mounting, with or without provision for Disc Drives. All units totally enclosed, painted on all external surfaces and complete with
power supply etc.

Software
CP/ M 1 Et 2, MP/ M, PL/1, C -BASIC 2, M -BASIC V5, XYBASIC, FORTRAN 80, COBOL 80, CIS -COBOL, PASCAL/Z, PASCAL

(UCSD), PASCAL M/T, Forth, MAC, ZSID, Disassembler, Wordstar, Datastar, Magic Wand, Wordmaster, Supersort etc etc.

WRITE OR PHONE FOR CATALOGUE
PRICES EXCLUSIVE OF VAT
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Some new introductions by the
Midlands Compiler Centre...
We celebrate our first birthday with news of new
introductions available from the Micro Computer Centre.

JO'

ROMEMCO

17.0111

(Excluding printers)

Sharp Cassette Decks. Crofton 10"
Cased Monitors.

Nexos Ricoh RP 1600 Daisy Wheel
Printer. Diablo Daisy Wheel Printer.
Nascom Micro Imp, Dot Matrix Plain
Paper Printer. Centronics Dot
Matrix. Anadex Dot Matrix. Newbury
Laboratories Dot Matrix Impact
Printer.

Input/Output Board. PIO Kit.
Counter Timer Kit. UART Kit.
(Colour Board Programmable
Character Generator Board . Floppy
Disc System (Single Drive)available
in September). Nas-Pen Text editor.
ZEAP 2.0 in EPROM or on Tape.
Nas- Sys 3 Enhanced version of
Nas-Sys 1. Nas-Dis - Disassembler.
Debug - Dynamic Debugger.

Tool Kit. Port Probe. Hex Key Pad.

Colour Graphics for Nascom 1 & 2.

ire!rMW:

menstystor NASCOM

Very full range of books on 6502,
Z80, Languages, Interfacing,
Introductory books and games and
General Programs.

ROM/EPROM Board for Nasbus.

,,j EXTRAS
IIIUSIMESS:

The "Kenilworth- Case.
Microtype Case. Veroframe.

Northstar. CAP-CPP. Cromemco.
Petsoft. Supersoft. Nascom
Games.

wwwsniNtr

Ili

ASK ABOIff

Keiwatwditig

In addition to Nascom
and Commodore
micro computers

Henrys EPROM Burner. Antex
Soldering Irons & Bits.

Castle Interface.

Personal Computer World.
Computing Today. Practical
Computing. Educational
Computing. Liverpool Software
Gazette. Printout.

Business & Leisure Micro Computers
16 The Square, Kenilworth, Warwickshire CV8 lEB. Tel: (0926) 512127

Circle No. 129

Video Genie Program
At last, a program especially for the Video Genie owner which explains the many
things not covered by the manuals and also shatters those many trade secrets,
showing you how to make the adjustments allowing you to use the Genie to its
full potential.

Includes: Inbuilt shorthand commands; having sound without soundbox;
converting television to monitor; adjusting cassette head; adjusting gain control;
difference with Tandy tapes; second cassette problems solved; dismantling safely;
screen adjustments; setting memory size; plus an actual further program for
adjustment.
Written by a qualified engineer and authorised Genie dealer, this software really is
a must for every Genie owner. Only from Kansas £9.50.

WRITE OR RING
COLLECTION

ci(vsas

- ANYTIME - FOR A COPY OF THE KANSAS
Kansas City Systems, Unit 3, Sutton Springs Wood,
Chesterfield, Derbys. Tel 0246 850357
Circle No. 130
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Datron of Sheffield
for Cromemcola

- the ultimate name in micros
DIRECT FROM
CROMEMCO
AND SUPPORT

* Datron import
* Datron supply
* Datron stock

NATIONALLY
CROMEMCO SYSTEMS,
CARDS &SOFTWARE

Datron Prices
Unit

RAM

ROM

64K

4K
4K
4K
4K
4K

System Zero/ D
System 2
System 3
Hard Disc Z2 -H
Z2H Colour Graphics

64K
64K
64K
64K

Complete Systems
supplied for
Business, Research
Education and
Industry

Disc

£2,450
£2,526

2 x 390K
2 x 390K
2 x 1.2M

£ 4,050
£ 5,373
£7,8001 -

10M + 2 x 390K
10M + 2 x 390K

Write or 'phone for free advice
and catalogue or call in for a
demonstration.

Prices include Interfaces for VDU, dot matrix and letter quality printers,
documentation and systems familiarization.

DEMONSTRATIONS 9am- 5pm

talso includes 13" RGB Monitor and 2 x 48K graphic memory cards.

BOOKS from DATRON
all books in stock at press date

Wide range of languages,
16K and 32K Basic,
Cobol,Rational Fortran
and Fortran IV, Lisp,
RPG etc. Operating systems
Cromemco CDOS, CP/M
Compatible or Cromix
for Multi -User

MONDAY -SATURDAY

Programming a Micro 165021

E7.25

Foster

PET Work Books Vol. 1-7 (excl. 31

E 15.00

PET Work Book Vol 3 (Graphics)

£3.00

The Best of Micro. Vol

E5.50

1

Vol 2

E6.50

Your First Computer

R. Zaks

The BASIC Handbook

David Lien

learning Level II

David Lien

Peanut Butter 6 Jelly Guide to Micros.

Willis

E6.35

Illustrating BASIC

Donald Alcock

E3.25

A Career in Computing

Penney

£4.25

Basic BASIC

Donald M. Munro

£2.40

The Little Book of BASIC Style

Nevison

£5.75

Philips Guide to Bus. Computers
Et the Electronic Office

Enticknap

F3.00

Some Common Basic Programs

Osborne

£7.95

The 5.100 Bus. Handbook

D. Bursky

E9.15

£8.95

The CPIM Handbook

R. Zaks

£8.95

E5.95

£11.00
f 11.00

Some Common Basic Programs CBMIPET

E10.00

The PET Revealed

Library of PET Subroutines

E10.00

32 BASIC Programs for the PET

Rugg & Feldman

£9.75

Using CPIM

Fernandez, Ashley

£5.95

BASIC Cookbook

K. Tracton

£3.95

Computer Games

Nahigian Et Hughes

£8.40

BASIC for Beginners

B.M.J. Kavanagh

f3.25

6502 Games

R. Zaks

£8.95

A guide to BASIC Programming

Spencer

£8.85

Basic Computer Games

Creative Computing

E5.50

A Guide to PLIM Programming

McCracken

£7.95

More Basic Computer Games

Creative Computing

£5.50

PASCAL An Intro to Methodical Prog.

Findlay Fr Watt

£4.95

Game Playing with BASIC

Spencer

E5.50

Introduction to PASCAL

Welsh Et Eider

£6.95

How to Build a Computer Controlled Robot

Loofbourrow

E5.95

Programming in PASCAL

Grogone

Levy

E5.00

Conway et

£6.95
E7.10

1976 US Comp. Chess Championships

Primer on PASCAL

TV Typewriter Cookbook

Lancaster

TTL Cookbook

Lancaster

£7.50
E7.15
E7.50
£4.75
£5.20
£4.60

Struct. Prog. A Problem
Solving with PASCAL
Problem Solving using PASCAL

al

Kieburtz
Bowles

£8.40
£7.95

An Introduction to Programming and
Problem Solving with Pascal

Schneider

PASCAL Programming

L. Atkinson

COBOL for Business Applications

Philippakis

Learning COBOL Fast

de Rossi

E6.45

FORTRAN Techniques

A. Cohn Day

E2.95

FORTRAN Fundamentals

J. Staingraber

E3.45

Problem Solving Et Struct. Prog. in FORTRAN

Friedman Fr Koffman

E9.95

An Intro to Prog. 6 Applications with FORTRAN
Z80 Micro Handbook
Z80 Programming for Logic Design

Hull Er Day

E8.45

W. Barden

E6.95

Osborne

£6.30

Z80 Micro. Prog. Et Interfacing Bk.

Nichols Et Bony

f 5.20
£6.95
E10.25

ZBO Micro. Prog. 6 Interfacing Bk. 2

Nichols & Bony

£7.75
£8.50

Z80 Assembly Language Prog.

Leventhal

£8.15

Z80 Programming for Logic Design

Osborne

Programming the Z80

Zaks

£6.30
£9.75

6502 Assembly Language Prog.

Leventhal

E8.25

6502 Applications Book
Programming the 6502

Sybex

£8.95

Zaks

£8.75

1

CMOS Cookbook

Lancaster

Home Computers) Beginners Glossary ft Guide

Miller Fr Sippl

Home Computers Vol.

Hardware

Didday

Home Computers Vol. 2 Hardware

Didday

1

P& P free_ OMNI
U.K.
Overseas add C2
MIE
11

'Phone in your Access
Barclaycard No

0742 585490
or complete this

Send s.a.e. for full list. Prices correct at

going to press. Add 12p insurance on
books if required.

order 101171

Please supply

I enclose - £
Cheque/Postal Order No
Barclaycard 'Access No

Mostek Z80 Micro Software Programming Guide

DATRON MICRO CENTRE
DATRON INTERFORM LTD

Na me

Address

Imo

PC2/8

2 Abbeydale Road, Sheffield S7 IFD.

Telephone 0742-585490/ 585400.
Telex 547151.
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DATALOG LTD

COMPUTERS

MAIL ORDER SERVICE

BARCLAYCARD - MAIL ORD ER - ACCESS

MICROPAY-200

TOT. INC.
VAT

ITEM

PRICE

DUSTCOVERS
PET - ALL MODELS

£195.00 + VAT
Micropay-200 is a complete payroll System designed to run on a COMMODORE
32K PET microcomputer, interfaced to dual floppy disk drives and a printer.
The System provides:
1. Weekly/monthly payslips
2. Summary page of all payments and deductions that month
3. Summary page of all payments and deductions for the tax year to date
4. Weekly/monthly cash analysis slip for all cash payments made
5. Monthly summary of all payments and deductions
6. Year end summary of all payments and deductions

5.75

T/143 PRINTER
ANADEX DP8000
CBM 3040 DISK
CBM 3022 PRINTER
COMPUTHINK DISK
ACCOUSTIC COVER FOR
CBM 3022 PRINTER

0/D DISKETTES IN FREE CASE

BLANK CASSETTES
C15 IPER 101
C60 I PER 10/

CONNECTORS
USER/IEEE PORT
CASSETTE PORT
USERPORT COVER

STOCK CONTROL 3750
the needs of a small business.

3.

4.
5.

Copy Data files.
Insert/delete stock records.
Insert/delete supplier records.

Update/display stock file.
Update/display supplier file.
Print stock list.
Print supplier list.
10. Print reorder report.
11. Print stock movement report.
12. Print stock valuation report.
And perform other useful routines.
Stock Control 3750 is fully protected from misuse and can easily be used by someone
with no knowledge of computers or their operation.
The System costs £195.00 + V.A.T. and this price includes a full back-up and advisory
service from INTEX DATALOG.

175

4100

62.00

35.00
30.00

350

40.83
35.06
4.60

4.00
6.03

5,75
8.05

.99

1.78
1.43

2.50
2.50

3.16
3.16

3/0

4.31

2.50

RIB BONG

ANADEX DP8000
ANADEX DP9500/1
CBM 3022
CIUME IFABRICI
ClUME (CARBON M,SI

QUMEICARBONS/SI
DAISY WHEELS
OUME SPRINT 5

PROGRAMMERS TOOLKIT
SPECIAL OFFER

6.
7.
8.
9.

4.35
4.35
4.80

3.00

1.30

MALE 'D' PLUGS
FEMALE 'D' SOCKETS
'D' CONNECTOR COVERS
TELETYPE 43

It will accommodate up to 3747 stock items and runs on a COMMODORE PET microcomputer interfaced to a printer and COMPU/ THINK disk drives.
The System incorporates programs to:
1.
Set up a Supplier file.
Set up Stock files.
2.

190

3/9

BASF
ACCUTRACK
LIBRARY CASE

Stock Control 3750 is a complete stock control system designed and written to meet

6.90

5.75
3.50
3.50

OLD ROMS 8K
NEW ROMS BK
NEW ROMS 8/16/32K

PROKIT

3.16

7.72
2.75

9.17

16.00

18.40

2.75
4.25
4.50
5.03

3.45
5.18
5.46
6.04

6.50

7.76

65.00
65.00
45.00

75.90
75.90
52 90

3.45

1

PROKIT 1:- PROGRAMMERS AID.
ADDS THAT TOUCH OF PROFESSIONALISM TO EVERY PROGRAM YOU WRITE.

NUMERIC INPUT ROUTINES:- AUTOMATICALLY ADD LEADING AND TRAILING
ZERO'S AND RESPOND ONLY TO NUMERIC KEYS AND DECIMAL POINT.
GENERAL INPUT ROUTINES:- SET THE LENGTH OF FIELD REQUIRED. SPECIFY

WHICH CHARACTERS YOU WANT PET TO RESPOND TO AND ALL OTHERS
WILL BE IGNORED.

DATE INPUT ROUTINE:- THE PROGRAM WILL NOT CONTINUE UNTIL YOU
HAVE ENTERED A VALID DATE,

STRING SEARCH ROUTINE:- FINDS A MATCHING SUBSTRING WITHIN A
A STRING ENABLES YOU TO USE ON .
GOTO WITH ANY CHARACTERS.
NOT JUST NUMBERS.

SCREEN ROUTINES:- CAN STORE SCREEN DISPLAYS IN MEMORY AND

FOR FULL SPECIFICATION WRITE TO:
INTEX DATALOG LTD, DEPT PC1280
EAGLESCLIFFE IND. EST., EAGLESCLIFFE
CLEVELAND TS16 OPW. TEL: 0642 781193

RETRIEVE THEM IN A FLASH: - SUPER FOR MENUS AND GAMEST
PROKIT
1, DEFINITELY THE BEST THING FOR PROGRAMMERS SINCE THAT
OTHER KITI AVAILABLE ON DISK OR TAPE, READY TO INCORPORATE IN YOUR
OWN PROGRAMS.

PRICE um INC. VAT AND POSTAGE

---- --

------

ntex
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ELECTRONIC BROKERS LTD 6sta

VDU PRICES

fir -4

44.
Hazeltine 1000
The low, low priced teletypewriter compatible video display terminal with 12"
screen 112 x 80) 64 ASCII alphanumerics
and symbols. Full/Half Duplex. RS232.

£199
All equipment reconditioned,
unless otherwise stated.

Hazeltine 2000
The world's largest -selling teletypewriter compatible video display terminal. Features
include: 12" screen (74 x 27) 64
alphanumerics and symbols. 32 ASCII
control codes. Switch -selectable
transmission rates to 9600 baud. Three
switch -selectable operating modes full duplex, half -duplex or batch. Direct cursor
addressability. Dual -intensity video.

Tabulation. Powerful editing capability.
Remote keyboard. Selective or
automatic roll -up. RS232.

£299

Low cost matrix printer.

BRAND
NEW.

Ideal for Microprocessor users such as
Hobbyists Er Educationalists or for any low budget application.
*Full upper/lower case ASCII PLUS
GRAPHICS Mode.
*80 -column printing with adjustable
tractor feed.
*30 cps print -speed with 1 -line buffer.

'111111161111&11"
Modular one basic

Now with Upper Er Lower Case.
12" screen (24 x 801. XY cursor addressing
64 ASCII alphanumerics Er symbols. Dual
intensity detachable keyboard. Choice of 8
transmission rates up to 9600 baud. RS232.
Range of options including
printer port (£70.001.

£399

Modular one edit
All the above plus full edit capability,
tabulation, 8 special function keys
+ many other features. £695.00
POLLING MODELS also available- P.O.A.

'Standard and Double width characters
(12 cpi and 6 cpi)
*Standard parallel (Centronics -type)
interface.
*Optional Interfaces available for
RS 232, IEEE 488, Tandy, PET, Apple II

ONLY £249 plus carriage Er VAT (mail
order total £297.85).

=.1 = Electronic Brokers Ltd., 61/65 Kings Cross Road, London WC1X 9LN. Tel:01-278 3461.Telex 298694
Circle No. 133
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CP/M SOFTWARE
from

WORD PROCESSING

COMMUNICATIONS

WORD-siARtm, is the most complete integrated word
processing software system ever seen on a microcomputer. In less than six months more than four thousand

BISYNC-80/3780 and BISYNC-80/3270 are full function
IBM 2780/3780 and 3270 emulators for microcomputers.
BISYNC-80/3780 gives you a Remote Job Entry terminal
for the price of a micro!
BISYNC-80/3270 combines the local processing power
of a micro with a sophisticated screen capability. Make
your dumb terminal smart!
I/O Master is a superb S100 buffered I/O board which
supports 3780 and teletype communications, plus serial
and parallel peripherals.

people have proudly purchased WORD -STAR.
WORD -STAR 2.0

WORD -STAR 2.0 with MAILMERGE

£255
£315

INTEGRATED BUSINESS SYSTEMS
Written specially for the U.K. market, Version 2.0 of
GRAFFCOM'S Integrated Small Business Software is

now available for both floppy (ISBS-F) and hard
(ISBS-W) disk systems. Prices for the floppy disk

systems are:Payroll
Company Sales

£475
£425
Company Purchases
£425
General Accounting
£375
Stock Control
£325
Order Entry and Invoicing
£325
Name 8- Address
£225
Time Recording
£375
Lease, Rental Er HP
£375
Discount prices are quoted for bundles of the above

systems. Manuals f35 each.
Prices for the hard disk systems are available on request.

access in CBASIC II

£ 75

£275

£ 95
£225

DATA MANAGEMENT
SELECTOR III -C2

An easy to use Information Management System;
requires CBASIC II
SELECTOR IV

£185

An advanced Information Management System; requires CBASIC II

£275

DATASTAR
Powerful data entry, retrieval and update system
£195

Micro Data Base Systems

NEW * FINANCIAL REPORTING * NEW

£175
£125

Have you seen and liked VISICALC"2?

£ 75

under CP/Mtm3?
REPORT WRITER will carry out all your calculations and

£ 55

produce reports with your headings, totals and sum-

Did you know that similar facilities are now available

maries. Ideal for financial planning, budgeting and management reporting. Requires Microsoft Basic.
£150
REPORT WRITER

All software is Ex -stock and available on standard
8" disks or 5" disks for Cromemco Z2H, Dynabyte
North Star Horizon, Vector MZ 8- Superbrain.

* Add 15% VAT
* Postage and Packing £2 per order
* State which disk type and size

I/O Master Board

£1275

MDBS is a full network database with many additional
features.
Prices available on request.

LANGUAGESIUTILITIES
CBASIC II
Commercial Disk Extended Basic
SBASIC
Compiler Structured Basic
SUPERSORT I
WORD -MASTER Superior Text Editor
MET/II/YAM Index sequential file

MET/TTY will connect your micro to a timesharing
service in simple teletype emulation.
BISYNC-80/3780
BISYNC-80/3270
M ET/TTY

G LECTOR

General ledger option to Selector III; requires Selector
III and CBASIC II

£185

* All orders prepaid
* Manuals available at £15 each except where indicated

Telephone orders welcome for Access, Barclaycard, American Express or Diners Club
CALL 0895 58111 Ext. 247 or 269
or Write to
tml WORD -STAR is a trademark of Micropro
tm2 VISICALC is a trademark of Personal Software, Inc
tm3 CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research

METROTECH MAIL ORDER
WATERLOO ROAD
UXBRIDGE
MIDDLESEX UB8 2YW
enclosing cheque, PO's payable to METROTECH

Circle No. 134
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Enter the Computer Age

LLIEST

3 Bedworth Close
Oxton

Bectronics
video genie fyftem
fa
12K MICROSOFT BASIC
16K RAM, TV MODULATOR
INTERNAL CASSETTE

£330

Merseyside

051653 8180

-

+ VAT

£395

NEW COMPUTER
BREAKTHROUGH

GET IN CONTROL OF YOUR BUSINESS
WITH THE "WESTON" MICROCOMPUTER

+ VAT

80 Columns
70 Lines per minute
Graphics Characters
Interfaces to most machines

APPLICATION SOFTWARE

Tractor or friction feed
SYSTEM SOFTWARE.
PAS

Mow POO SSEMBLFR b DISASSEMSUR

0

C

Unmas

La,pagea

/yrtem

rAWCSZAVA
CORY FILES
FORMAT

CP MC.

tEPT FOR

100's of programs available
TRS-80 level II software
compatible

MSASIC

PRIX AAAAA E ASSEMBLER

tOROM=1974 Ap,

SMLINSLAtITA.

SPECIFICATION.

noc.
Bi SYNC PPLC Eq.
P,oe

Dealer List
3 Line Computing
ABC Supplies
Advance TV Services
Allen TV Services
Amateur Radio Shop
Anglia Computer Centre
Arden Data Processing
Beaver Computers
Blandford Computers
Briers Bookshop
Business Systems
Buss Stop

Cambridge Microcomputers
Castle Electronics
Catronics
Cavern Electronics
Chromasonic Electronics
Comp Shop Ltd
Comp Shop Ltd
Comp Shop Ltd
Computer Business Systems
computer and Chips
Computerama
Computercat
Computopia
Cornpuskill
Comserve

D B Microcomputers
Derwent Radio
East Midlands Computer Services
Electrosure
Eley Electronics
Emprise Ltd
Esco Computing
Gamer
G B Organs & TV
Gemsoft

General Northern Microcomputers
H R Control Systems
Harden Microsystems
Kansas City Systems
Kays Electronics
Leisuronics

Marton Microcomputer Services
Marshion Electronics
Matrix Computer Systems
Microdigital
Micro -print Ltd
Microstyle
Midland Microcomputers
Mighty Micro Ltd
Morriston Computer Centre
MRS Communications
Optelco
Photo Electrics
O Tek Systems
Radio Shack Ltd
Rebvale Computers
SMG Microcomputers
Sounds North
Spectrum Data Systems Ltd
Thanet Electronics
Thomas Wright (Bradford) Ltd
Tryfan Computers
University Radio Stores
Ward Electronics
Watford Electronics

1.19WE

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

"nnY

Stoke on Trent 616929
Huddersfield 20774
Norwich 29652
Peterboro' 49566 / Leicester 222 .5b
Littlehampton 22461
Blandford 53737
Middlesbrough 242017
Hempstead 0634 362652
Watford 40698
Newport Pagnell 610625
Cambridge 314666
Hastings 437875
Wallington 01-669-6700/ 1
Milton Keynes 314925
London 833 3705
New Barnet 01-441 2922
Edgeware 01-262 0387
Dublin 74933
Lytham 730033
St Andrews 72569
Bath 333232
Leigh 605730
Leighton Buzzard 376600
Romtord 751906
Bedford 216749
Limerick 42733
Scarborough 65996
Nottingham 267079
Exeter 56280/56687
Leicester 871522
Colchester 865773
Glasgow 041-2041811
Brighton 698424
St Saviour Jersey 26788
Woking 22881
Peterlee 863871
Chorley 75234;
Blackpool 27590
Chesterfield 850357
Chesterfield 31696
Blackpool 27091

PROMO C7C SIO

CR r

grp=int=er":2".. Z7.

"117LIT:=7:1ZI:=""c"'"" ."' "'"*"" 6."'n."'""

ALL FOR UNDER r4 000 INCLUDING PRINTER

DEALER ARO TRAOF ENQUIRIES WELCOME
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APPLE/ITT
LETTERWRITER
The unique Guestel 360 letter writer combining text editing
facilities with advanced mailing list and associated
attributes file. An elegant machine code program with the
following features - vertical scrolling, field, tab stops,
paragraph indent, alphabetical sorting, string search, right
justification, full editing facilities and much more.
Displays in upper and lower case using our own plug-in
lower case board.
£270 complete with plug-in lower case board.
£230 for those people who already have an LCB.

BUY A COPYRIGHT LICENCE

- BOO

That's right - an unprecedented offer - buy the right to
reproduce the program as many times as you want for one
small lump sum. Thereafter it's all profit - invest in the
future. The applications are endless for a flexible
database/text editor - Estate agents, Rental companies,
Marketing agencies, Accountants, Clubs and Associations.
The market is big enough for everyone - that's why we
are prepared to sell it.
All prices ex VAT and pp

--.....

a
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Shipley 5115173

Northampton 890661
Melton Mowbray 812888
Stoke on Trent 541743
Ipswich 75476
Beckenham 01-658 7508/ 7551
Liverpool 227-2535
Stoke on Trent 48348
Bath 334659
Nottingham 298281
Burnley 32209/53629
Swansea 795817
Cardiff 616936 ,7
Rayleigh 774089
Sheffield 53865
Stevenage 65385
London NW6 01-U4-7174
East Anglia 095-381-316
Gravesend 55813
Harrogate 60683
Sheffield 392388
Herne Bay 63859
Bradford 663471
Bangor 52042
Nottingham 45466
Birmingham 021-554-0708
Watford 40588; 37774

C ',,=,-

torte,

SPECIAL FEATURES:

Hull 445496
Levenshulme 061-431-9265

MINEETRIBINIME
Bentley Bridge, Chesterfield Road,
Matlock, Derbyshire. DE4 5LE.

Ilp

CBASIC

..m,-...

REFUGE HOUSE, 2-4 HENRY ST., BATH BA1 1JT.
TEL: (0225) 65379
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". EN ERPRISES
Room PC/1

8 Cambridge House
Cambridge Road, Barking
Essex 1G11 8NT, England
Tel: 01-591 6511
Telex: 892395

IP
-,,NTERPRISES
SOFTWARE

Software & Manual/Manual Only

Software & Manual/Manual Only

Byrom Software

BSTAM--Utility to link one microcomputer to
£70/5
another also using BSTAM

Computer Plus

FMS 80 (File Management System) Demo Pack
f35
(includes manuai and disc)
£395/25
Complete System

Computer Services

Bidirectional driver for Diablo Hytype printers for
£65/10

l use on CPM & CDOS systems

CP/M User Library

42 Volumes on 8" disc
42 Volumes on 5" disc

Creative Computing

For CP/M
CS -9001 BASIC Games 1
CS -9002 BASIC Games 2
CS -9000 BASIC Games 1 and 2
CS -9003 ADVENTURE 1.0.
CS -9004 BILINGUAL Original Adventure
CS -9005 BASIC Games 3
CS -9006 BASIC Games 4
CS -9007 BASIC Games 3 and 4
CS -9008 BASIC Games 1, 2, 3 and 4

Digital Research

£12
£12
£22
£12
£12
£12
£12
£22
£40

Compiler Systems

CBASIC v2.06

Structured Systems
all Converted to
UK Standard

Sales Ledger
Purchase Ledger
Nominal Ledger
Stock Control

TDL Software
(Technical Design

Business Basic
ZTEL (Text Editing Lang.)
MACRO II (Z80 Macro Assembler)

Labs)

SID
ZSID

Software Works

£59
£75
£72
£59

Tiny -C language for 8080, 8085, Z80 systems

£80
£35
£35
£35
£45

£50/35

£35/5
£65/5

DIAGNOSTICS 1
I TERM

Northstar Format only
Inventory -1 (Stock Control)
Inventory -2 with order entry, invoicing

Mailroom
Housekeeper (Utilities, sorts)
Preventative Maintenance
Housekeeper -2 (Coming Soon)

£120/4/25

WHATSIT (Database Management System)
on North Star
on CP/M
on APPLE 2:48k (requires int Basic)
On APPLE 2:32k (requires int Basic)
on ITT 2020 (see Apple)

£275/15
£275/15
£325/15
£275/15
£95/10
Letteright
Analyst (File management Reporting System) £115/10
NAD (Name and Address selection system) £50/10
£50/10
OSORT

DEBUG II (for 8080/Z80)

Tiny -C Associates

£50
£50
£50

£65/15

LINKER

Supersoft Inc.
£175/18
£65/18
£90/18
£45/12
£55/12
£55/12
£45/12
£30/5

MPM 1.1
CP/M 1.4
CP/M 2.2

Information Unlimited

Accounts Payable &
Accounts Receivable (disc only)
General Ledger (disc only)
Payroll with Cost Accounting (disc only)

£4
£8

(Most formats now available)

MAC
TEX
DESPOOL
PL/1

Osborne & Associates

£50/10
£130/15
£50/15

£35/10
£75/15
£TBA

ORDER INFORMATION
Software prices reflect distribution on 8" single density discs.

If a format is requested which requires additional discs a
£65/5

KLH Systems

Spooler for CPM systems

L.P. Enterprises

Diablo driver runs 110 to 9600 baud with autoload
£30/5
for CP/M or CDOS
multiuser,
multitasking
OMNIX-UNIX
like
operating system for Z80 i.e. IMS, Cromemco,
£250/30
Horizon
£65/20
Multiforth

MICAH Inc.

CP/M for CDOS Users:
Program to Expand CP/M system to be compatable
£59/5
with Cromemco CDOS software
Disc Utilities:

Pack one of CDOS users includes: Fast disc copy,
Track test, Disc test, Compare files and others £30/5
Pack two for CP/M users includes
£30/5
same as pack one
Pack three for Cromemco users includes same as
pack one and spool and print
£65/5
Microsoft Inc.

BASIC -80

BASIC Compiler 5.2

Michael Shrayer Inc.

£175/17
£195/17
£220/17
£355/17
£45/11
£80/11

FORTRAN -80
COBOL -80 4.0
EDIT -80
MACRO -80
MICROSEED

fTBA/20

MULISP
MUMATH

£TBA/20
£TBA/20

Electric Pencil Word Processor
SSII for tty etc
DSII for Diablo
TRS-80 Cassette/disc

£100
£100
£105
£50

Microfocus Ltd.

CIS COBOL version 4.2
FORMS 2

£425/25
£100/10

Micropro Inc.

WORD -MASTER 1.7
TEX-WRITER 2.6
WORD -STAR 2.1
SUPER -SORT: Version 1
Version 2
Version 3
WORD -STAR with MAIL -MERGE 2.1
MAIL -MERGE 2.1
DATASTAR 1.07

£70/20
£35/15
£240/25
£120/20
£100/20
£75/20
£310/25
£70/10
£165/20

MT Microsystems

Pascal MT

£125/12

Northshare

Multi-user system for Horizon Users 5.1

£40/5

surcharge of £4 per additional disc will be added.
Please add VAT and £2.50 for first class postage, packing and
insurance.

If required, DATAPOST D service is available for an extra
charge of £7.50.

All software on this Advertisement is available from stock
and a 24 -hour return service is thereby offered on all prepaid

orders. When ordering CP/M software please specify the
format you require otherwise software will be dispatched on
an 8" single density disc.
For more information on any of these items, please phone,
write or visit. (We are open during office hours).
' All publications are published in the U.S.A. and are stocked in
Britain by L.P. Enterprises.
We aim to keep all of these books in stock and as a result of
this most mail orders are despatched by return of post.

OEM terms available

MAIL ORDER

TELEPHONE ORDER

VISIT

Send Cash, Cheque, Credit Card No., Postal Order, IMO to L.P.

Enterprises, Room PC1, 8 Cambridge House, Cambridge
Road, Barking, Essex 1G11 8NT.
All Payment must be in sterling and drawn against a UK bank.

Subscriptions are processed to start with the next current
issue, after the date of order.
These details are all current as of August 1980.
29
Prices are subject to change without notice, due to fluctuation
in the dollar rate.

Trade Enuiries welcome.

Circle No. 138
Bulk Purchasers welcome.

Mini -Digital Cassette Recorder
AN ALTERNATIVE TO DISC FOR PROGRAM AND DATA STORAGE
FEATURES
THE PHILIPS MDCR 220 MECHANISM
OF PROVEN RELIABILITY

HOLDS UP TO 120K BYTES/CASSETTE
WITH FAST DATA TRANSFER

EXTRA MEMORY BOARD WITH RAM

AND ROM TO HOLD OPERATING
SOFTWARE

WILL READ AND WRITE (IN BLOCKS
FROM 256 BYTES TO 60K BYTES),
BACKSPACE AND SEARCH FOR END
OF DATA ON TAPE

COMPATIBLE WITH

6502

BASED

SYSTEMS IE PET, AIM65, OHIO, KIM,
COMPUKIT ETC.

CU R R A H

COMPUTER
COMPONENTS

UNIT 7, HARTLEPOOL WORKSHOPS
SANDGATE INDUS EST, HARTLEPOOL
CLEVELAND (0429) 72996

PRICES (INCLUDING MANUAL)
MINI RECORDER MECHANISM
INTERFACING BOARD (TYPE A)
MEMORY BOARD (WITH ROMS FOR 6502)

£95.00
£42.50
£55.00
£15.90
£10.00
£2.25

CASSETTES (BOX OF 6)

MANUALS (SEPARATE)
CARRIAGE

PRICES EXCLUSIVE OF VAT

15%
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HAVE YOU A TRS-80?
THEN MICRO -801S FOR YOU
A monthly magazine full of articles and programs just for the TRS-80. Written by
enthusiasts for enthusiasts MICRO -80 is now available in this country. Fill in the
coupon and send £1.50 for your sample copy.

To: MICRO -80 (U.K. SUBSCRIPTION DEPT.) 24 WOODHILL PARK, PEMBURY,
TUNBRIDGE WELLS, KENT TN2 4NW
PLEASE SEND MY COPY OF MICRO -80 - I ENCLOSE MY CHEQUE/POSTAL ORDER FOR £1.50
(SINGLE COPY RATE)
NAME
ADDRESS

PC2 81

Circle No. 140
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Wilkes Computing
Exclusive Suppliers of G.R:
DEC PDP11 Computer Systems
comprising:
*125 M Byte CDC
Floppy Drives

* 8 inch 10 M Byte
Winchester Disks

* 96 MB CDC Disk Drives
* TSX Multi Tasking,
Time Sharing
* Word Processing

DBL Commercial
language/RSX11-M

* P II DEC Terrr ials
?) General Robotics Inc.

For further details contact:

Wilkes Computing
Bush House, 72 ince Street, Bristol BS14HU. Tel (0272) 25921. Telex 449205.
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Why shop

EMG MICRO SYSTEMS

around..

EMG 01-688 0088

...for all your
computer
supplies?

We are specialists in complete installations
tailor made for your business requirements:
WORD PROCESSING SYSTEM
£1999
INVOICE AND CUSTOMER SYSTEM £2999
LEADS AND SALES SYSTEM
£2999
INSURANCE AGENT SYSTEM
£2999
ESTATE AGENCY SYSTEM
£2999
COMPLETE BUSINESS SYSTEM
£3999

Shopping around for the best price
and best delivery dates is alright for
those who have time to do it saving a few pence here and a few
days there!
Why bother
we've done all that?
We'll give you the best delivery
because it's all waiting in our
warehouse and the best price too!
How? Well as appointed magnetic

We are MAIN LONDON SORCERER STOCKISTS

Sorcerer Systems Desk, Mains Stabilisation,

media distributors for Opus and

distributors for Wang consumables in the
UK we buy bulk bigger than most, which
means we get a price better than most.
As specialists in providing consumables to
the computer industry, we concentrate
on supplies and allow you to get on with the
business of computing. Give our Supplies
Division a call now, and leave the rest to us.

Cooling Fan, Memory Upgrades, Servicing
RENTAL

£ 31 per week
£ 5.59 per week
£14.99 per week
WP Correspondence Course, Link your Sorcerer
to a mainfram or other Sorcerer
Plug-in 315K Disk Drive
Video Disk Unit
Daisywheel WP System

Full software list on request

/Oh M.I.B.E
Head Office
M.I.B.F. Limited
Spanverne House,

6 COPIES OF SOURCE MAGAZINE ONLY £5

Write to Dept PCA, EMG Microcomputers Ltd,
30, Heathfield Road, Croydon, Surrey.

32 York Road. Leeds
Yorkshire

Tel: Tele sales Leeds 486767 Telex: 557049

Suppliers to Britain's Computer industry
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ELECTRONIC GAMES
ATARI

INTELLIVISION MATTEL

t

AVAILABLE WITH
DETAILS ON ALL THE
CARTRIDGES

£173.87 + VAT

AUGUST 1980
We specialise in
computer chess
machines & stock

Send for further details.

* Problem Mode
* Audio Feedback
* Instant Response
* Auto scorekeepiny

DRAUGHTS
w

COMPUTER

rwrirmoww--

gi-

* Solves Problems

*

Rejects illegal move,

2 level machine

£43 + VAT
4 level machine

77.78 + VAT
MAIL ORDER SERVICE - Free postage & Packing
TELEPHONE & MAIL ORDERS - accepted on.
Access * Barclaycard * American Express * Diners Club
CALLERS WELCOME - at our shop in Welling - Demonstrataans,daay
19am-1pm Wed)

213.33

:1=1.11."It,

RADOFIN
TELETEXT
Add on Adaptor

£199 + VAT
OMAR 1
OMAR 2

Plays 1/2/3 or 4 Hands

SPACE
INVADERS

131.13

over 13 different
models from
£20 to £300

COMPUTER

VAT

TELETEXT

NEW RANGE

BRIDGE BACKGAMMON

SPECIAL PRICE

Open from 9am-5pm Mon -Sat

COMPUTERS

AVAILABLE

Available August 1980
This is the most advanced TY
game in the world.
Expandable
next year into a full
microcomputer.
COLOUR CATALOGUE

,,r1 I

£86 +

CHESS

L

CHALLENGER
GAMMONMASTER

From £38 to £108. Send for further details.

LEISURE
*CHEAP TV GAMES
*TELEPHONE ANSWERING MACHINES
* AUTO DIALLERS
*CALCULATORS
* DIGITAL WATCHES
* PRESTEL
* HAND HELD GAMES

27 TUNE
DOOR immeer
BELL
£17.13
VAT

FREE

CATALOGUE
For a icee coPY
out 32 PagecatalOgue,

JIIJi1 ::;;.1
SILICA SHOP LTD., Dept. PC9
102 Bellegrove Road
Welling, Kent DA16 3QF
Tel: 01-301 1111

:end

°

a 122 stamPLttod

SilicaShop
or TelePhon.

0.301 11"

GUARANTEE - Full 12 months + After Safes Support
We have comprehensive brochures on all products. Please let us know what you are interested in and we will send you detailed hi ochur,. AND our
32 page catalogue covering most games on the market
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The £4,000 microcomputer
that thinks it's an
£8,000 microcomputer.
If you've got just £4,000 to spend on a
microcomputer you've got a choice.
Either take a chance on any of the hundreds of
cheap microcomputers around. And pay the price of
inefficiency and unreliability.

Or buy an F.500 from Fortronic.
Based on the very latest Motorola 6809
microprocessor chip, its features include a dual
processor option for system integrity, disc storage
from 'A megabyte upwards and a wide range of

communications hardware and software.
Which means communications with other
computers is easier than ever.
And it's both flexible and expandable, with a
wide range of software available for system
development.
For a computer that does all this and more,
you'd expect to pay nearer £8,000 than £4,000.
You'd be wrong.

Cheap at
twice the price.

FORTRONIC
Holden Way, Donibristle Industrial Estate, Dunfermline, Fife KY115JW.

Phone: Dalgety Bay (0383) 823121. Telex: 727438.

London Office: Fortronic Ltd., Royal Mint Level, Europe House, World Trade Centre, East Smithfield, London El 9M. Phone: 01-488 2909 Telex: 884671
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RING FAL
WE SELL: *A
TELETYPE IN

L

80 CO MN

CHES Plus MEDIA

WE SERVICE:

Plus A SELECTION OF
OF PAPER TAPE, KEY WE HAVE OUR SCOTT!
B

WE ARE A U.K. CO

KSL

- 9600 SERIES),
SIEGLER V.D.U's.

BOVE EQUIPMENT
ESSOR EQUIPMENT, RANGE
AND KEY -DISC DEVICES.
AND SERVICE NETWORK

LKIRK
10 SERVICE ENGINEERS

KODE SERVI

FIIIIIMMOMMIll CRAWFORD CHAMBERS. CALLENDAR RD. FALKIRK TEL. 22786 TELEX 449335
Circle No. 146

MULTI USER MICRO SYSTEM!
NO IT'S NOT A JOKE, IT'S A REALITY! IT'S CALLED MVT-FAMOS, AND
IT'S UP AND RUNNING ON OUR IMS 8000 RANGE AT THIS VERY MOMENT
That's right, it's not 'Coming Shortly', it's not 'Available in the near future',
and it's certainly not 'Soon to be released'. It's available now, and we can
demonstrate it at your convenience.
MVT-FAMOS is a full multi-user, multi -tasking Z 80 based operating system,
which means that you can have several terminals running many different types
of systems, such as stock control, accounting and payroll, all at the same time.
Or you may wish to have several people all accessing the same system, MVTFAMOS doesn't mind, it's entirely up to you.

You don't have to spend a lot of money to get started with FAMOS either, a
2 drive floppy based system with 64K of RAM storage, VDU and printer sells
for as little as £5,500 (Five Thousand Five Hundred). But once you start there's
no stopping, because you can increase the number of terminals, the amount
of RAM memory, and even add multiple hard disk drives, giving you millions
of bytes of data storage.

VDU

VDU

)
IMS

HARD

8000

DISK
DRIVE

VDU

So if you would like to arrange for a demonstration of this extremely
advanced and versatile system, or even just to get some more information,
contact: -

MICROTEK COMPUTER SERVICES
50 Chislehurst Road, Orpington, Kent, BR5 ODJ. Tel: Orpington 26803
Circle No. 147
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Discover the full professional
power of Hewlett-Packards
personal computer.
Now you can extend the HP -85's
power simply by plugging in highperformance printers, plotters and
flexible disc systems.

Power where you need it.
The HP -85 puts professional
problem -solving power wherever you
need it. There's a video display with
high resolution and editing capability.
A whisper -quiet thermal printer for
hard copies of display graphics and
alphanumerics. A magnetic tape unit
with up to 217 K of storage per
cartridge. And a complete keyboard,
including eight keys you can define
yourself. Powerful, easy -to -use
features, thanks to HP's extended
BASIC programming language.

Decide the peripherals you need.
HP's Interface Bus (HP-IB/IEEE488) lets you add up to 14 peripherals
or instruments. No need to write special

operating programs- HP's peripheral
ROMs do it for you.

New HP enhancement ROMs and
modules give you access to 80 K bytes
of operating system, without
significantly reducing user memory.
The HP 2631B printer means highspeed, high -quality printing. And the
HP 7225 Graphics Plotter gives you
high -resolution, publication -quality
graphics on paper or film.
For extra memory storage, use the
HP 82900 series of 51/4" flexible disc
drives. Each drive gives you about
270 K bytes of formatted storage on
double -sided, double -density discs.
The operating system is in the Mass
Storage ROM, leaving the HP -85 main
memory free.
Behind the HP -85 computing
system is the strength of HewlettPackard. Continuous commitment to
quality. One -source service and support.

Illinimammammin
For more details or a
demonstration, contact your nearest
HP Dealer shown below.

IP3HEWLETT

PACKARD

Contact your nearest dealer for a demonstration. Aberdeen Tyseal Typewriter Services, Tel: 29019; Belfast Cardiac Services, Tel: 625566; Birmingham Anglo American Computing, Te I
Coleshill 65396; Taylor Wilson Systems, Tel: Knowle 6192; Bournemouth South Coast Business Machines, Tel: Wimborne 893040; Brighton Office Machinery Engineering, Tel: 689682;
Bristol Decimal Business Machines, Tel: 294591; Cambridge Cambridge Computer Store, Tel: 65334; Chelmsford Automatic & Electronic Calculators, Tel: 69529; Dublin Abacus Systems,
Tel: 711966; Edinburgh Business & Electronic Machines, Tel: 226 4294; Holdene, Tel: 668 2727; Glasgow Robox, Te I: 2215401; Leeds H old ene, Tel: 459459; Leicester Sumlock Services,
Tel: 29673; Liverpool Rockliff Brothers, Tel: 521 5830; London Automatic & Electronic Calculators, Tel: 247 1886; Euro Calc, Tels: 739 6484, 636 8161, 405 3113; Su mlock-Bond ain, Tels:
250 0505, 626 0487; The Xerox Store, Tel: 629 0694; Manchester Automated Business Equipment, Tel: 432 0708; Holdene, Tel: Wilmslow 529486; Newcastle Thos Hill Group, Tel : 739261;
Newport Micromedia Systems Ltd, Tel: 59276; Reading CSE Computers, Tel: 61492; Sintrom Electronics, Tel: 85464;Royston (Herta) Electroplan, Tel: 41171; Southampton South Coast
Business Machines, Tel: 22958; Sunderland Thos Hill Group, Tel: 42447; Tunbridge Wells D J Herriott, Tel: 22443/4; Wallingford Midas Advisory Services, Tel: 36773; Watford Automatic
& Electronic Calculators, Tel: 31571; Woking Petalect Electronic Services Ltd, Tel: 69032; Worthing Office Machinery Engineering, Tel: 207292; Channel Islands: (Guernsey) Professional
Business Systems, Tel: 26011, (Jersey) Professional Business System s,Tel: 75611.
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video genie fyftem
from

£244 unit price
Aculab floppy tapes also available £174

is

Write for full details:

ComServe
Mail order dept

98 TAVISTOCK STREET,
BEDFORD, BEDFORDSHIRE
TELEPHONE (0234) 216749

sl

,

Please add VAT to all the above prices

Items and prices are as at time of going to press and are subject to alteration
:;SeSilt
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NEW LOW, LOW, 'PET' PRICES!!
£420*
TRY US!
£499"
32K
£630*
YOU WILL NOT BE
Ext cassette decks ( + counter) £ 55"
DISAPPOINTED
PET Friction Feed printers
£350"
AVAILABLE FROM STOCK
+ VAT SUPERPETS NOW EX-STOCKI
Sundries
PrintersDisc Drives
Tool kits: library cases
PET 3040
PET 3023
Disks: C12 Cassettes
Compu 400K
PET 3022
Paper (roll Et tractor feed)
Centronic 779
Compu 800K
Interfaces
Labels: Dust covers
Spinwnter
16K

SPECIALS FOR THIS MONTH:
PETMASTER SUPERCHIPS - UPGRADE YOUR PET EVEN MORE'
A FEW ONLY: Brand New CENTRONIC 779 t/f printers
£590*
Brand New PET 2023 f 'f
printers
£320
3 TO 8 PETs ONLY NEED 1 DISK DRIVE .
Daily demonstrations: Ring for details.

----c=zziam---1

4810,..... 1.....r'

.11
'

SOFTWARE
As well as a full range of Petsoft and Commodore Software, we
have some highly reliable "Home -Brewed" programs available.
STOCK CONTROL & INVOICING
£60
(Handles up to 500 items - 32K) (180 on 16K). Stock depleted on
invoicjng, search etc. Cassette, disk (Er print option).
CASH BOOK

Ir-

.

.

COMPLETE SYSTEMS

liz=j"'"'
FROM £1700!!
L

'

THE SYSTEMS WE SUPPLY Et INSTALL ARE COMPLETE:
ESTIMATES GIVEN FREE WITH NO HIDDEN EXTRAS:
FULL BACK-UP: GUARANTEED EXPERTISE.

PRICES DO NOT INCLUDE VAT

PERSONAL SHOPPERS WELCOME
Phone & Mail Orders accepted.

£90

Enter daily/weekly amounts - printout and totals, weekly/monthly
analysis, totals and balances.
£420
£230
£220

MACHINE HIRE Typewriter Er Plant Hire Firms.
STOCK TAKING Cuts out all the hard work
OUTSIDE SERVICES (For Mini -Cabs Etc)
Sae for free software booklet

Specialists in:

THE "MUPETs" ARE HERE!

wasi

,

THE "PET" SPECIALISTS

Pet 8K (Large keys)

Aroma

01-204 7525

Commodore Business Programs
Bristol Trader, Item Er Monitor
Superpay Word Processing

SPECIALISED SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS
UNDERTAKEN. RING FOR DETAILS
2 FOR JUST OVER THE PRICE FOR 1!
We now have limited stock of NEW
CASSETTE DECKS, with built-in
COUNTER + SOUND BOX FOR PETs.
AT ONLY £65" EACH.
Orders dealt with in strict rotation

ALL GOODS SENT SAME DAY WHEREVER POSSIBLE
LARGE S.A. E. FOR LISTS ETC.

""-VISA

Circle No. 150
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CASTLE ELECTRONICS
MICRO COMPUTER CENTRE
Now out of twelve years' experience in electronics and communication comes the South Coast's own Computer Centre.
Choose from our wide range of micro -computers and support material. Ideally suited to the hobbyist about to enter
the fascinating world of computers. Personal callers or mail order welcome.

TANGERINE

Microtan 65 is the most advanced, most powerful,
most expandable microcomputer available
-it also happens to be the most cost effective.

microtan 65

6502 Microprocessor IK Tanbug IK User RAM Full TV Display £79 (ready -built). 20 -way KEYPAD-£10.
TAN EX- £43
IK 16 parallel 1 /0 lines. Cassette Interface -1 serial 1/0 line. 2 x 16 BIT counter timers OPTIONS 7K
RAM total -32 parallel 1/0 lines. 4 x 16 BIT counter timers-RS232. 20MA current loop.
10K MICROSOFT BASIC-£49
System Rack-£49 in black/tangerine in brushed aluminium.

Full Ascii Keyboard with numeric pad-£60.85. Cabinet available-£20. Lower Case option-£9.48.
Tanram Full Memory Expansion to 40K -£119.00. Mini Motherboard-£10.00.

Chunky Graphics Pack
Cassette with counter-£21.70.

"I have given TANGERINE five bonus points for getting just about everything right"-E.T.I. Mag. May 1980.

COMMODORE PET
8K Inbuilt Cassette-£399,
8K Large Keyboard-£425
16K Large Keyboard-£499
External Cassette-£55
Dual Disc Drive-£695
Tractor Printer-£425

£599 gapple

IN \

Everything has been said about PETBritain's number one selling microcomputer.
A full range of accessories and software,
(both games and business), is held in stock.

caw

£399

,...
....f''

'

11110....

-

The Apple II + is more powerful than its predecessors
with built-in sound and high resolution graphics, which
make it ideal for scientific and games applications.

16K -£599

32K-£649, 48K-£659, Epsom printer-£349, cassette with counter £21.70.

Disc -drive without controller-£299

CASSETTE SOFTWARE: Strathclyde Basic Course, Basic
Basic Course, Invaders, Treasure Trove of Games 1 to 10 (10 selections of
games), Basic Maths, Algebra, Statistical Packs and lots more!

NASCOM NASCOM 1

Disc drive with controller-£349, 16K add-on-£69. CARDS: Prototype/
hobby card-£15, parallel printer interface card-£104, communications
card-£130, high speed serial interface card-£113, Pascal language
system-£299.

Atari Video Computer Game

- £125 (Kitform)

- £140 (Ready -built)

NASCOM 1
NASCOM 2
IMP PRINTER

- £225
- £325

Atari £83 Standard cartridges £13.90
Every cartridge held and latest Space Invaders, Night Driver, Adventure,
Hangman, etc.

VIDEO GENIE Fully TRS80 compatible - £299

SHARP M Z80 £449

Chess Challenger Sensory £110 Chess Challenger 7 -level £75.00
Galaxy Invaders £17.50
Chess Challenger 10 -level (voice) £179
Amtron Electronic Kits
Ex -Kit electronic Kits

SINCLAIR ZX80 taken In part -exchange for all Micros.

BUSINESS SOFTWARE SALE
PETACT Purchase Ledger (Disc) ...
...
PETACT Sales Ledger (Disc.) ..
...
Commodore Word Processor III (Disc)
... ...
Commodore Stock Control (Disc)
...
... ...
Commodore Sales/Purchase/Nominal Ledger...
...
Further details of business software available on request
.

BOOKS (No V.A.T.)

.

...

£75.00
£75.00
£75.00
£75.00
£500

PET SCIENTIFIC & INDUSTRIAL
APPLICATIONS
16 -channel A / D converter
16 -channel Relay Unit ...
8 -channel D/A Converter

MATTEL 3D TV Game due JAN.
ALL PRICES-ADD 15% VAT.

more. Send for full list of microcomputer and electronic books.

MEMORIES & MEDIA
£300
£350
£350

...

Basic Computer Game-£5.50, Instant Basic-U.20, Pet Revealed-£10.00,
Library of Pet Subroutines-£10.00, Your First Computer -0.95, Guide to
Basic Programming-U.85. Basic Basic-£6.50. Advanced Basic-£6.00.
Basic Programming Z80-£8.95, 6520 Applications Book-£7.95 and lots

2114 £3.00
4116 £3.00

CB rigs now available

DELIVERY: POSTAGE/ PACKING WILL BE NOTIFIED

2708 £5.00
2716 £6.90

Cassettes 10 for £5.00
Floppy Discs 10 for £25.00
Listing paper 2,000 sheets for £15.00

ATARI Computer due MARCH

BARCLAYCARD AND ACCESS ORDERS TAKEN BY PHONE

CASTLE ELECTRONICS
7 CASTLE ST., HASTINGS, EAST SUSSEX T N34 3DY
Shop hours 09 00 to 17.30 Mondays to Saturdays

Telephone: Hastings (0424) 437875
Personal callers welcome

Circle No. 151
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Pet Software

YOU flEED

/./

'

sounD EFFECTS

FOR PET SUPERBOARD,UK101, NASCOM
,

* COMPLEX EFFECTS AND MUSIC
* USES INCREDIBLE AY -3-8910
* COMPLETELY BUILT, SIMPLY PLUGS IN
* BASIC OR MACHINE CODE
* BUILT IN AMP Et SPEAKER + STEREO
* INCLUDES 2 8 BIT I/O PORTS
* COMPATIABLE WITH OTHER EXPANSIONS
* FREE DEMO PROGRAM + INSTRUCTIONS
Send for free information leaflets.
N.B.8T28 buffers (Superboardi UK)101 next 6502 @ £3.00 per pair if required.

-)6 DSL WORD PROCESSOR i6

.

A low cost but very powerful word processor suitable for
preparation of a wide range of documents (letters, reports
etc.). Please state make and type of printer/interface. Cassette
Cassette + full documentation, £20.00

DSL BASIC MANAGER *

Relocate up to 9 programs (games, utilities etc.) in RAM CALL Er RUN under menu control whilst retaining normal

£43
+ VAT
EX STOCK

SOON

BASIC operation in remaining RAM.
Cassette + full documentation, £12.50

EPROM Programmer for SuperboardIUK101.

AVAILABLE!!
PHONE, WRITE FOR DETAILS.

Peripheral board 24 I/O lines for relay driving
etc., etc.

SUPERBOARD LE 50Hz -0 £159
610 EXPANSION £159 VAT

- DSL MINI -BASIC COMPILER *

4

VAT

CD3P FLOPPY DISC £285 . VAT
BASE 2 800Mst PRINTER £359 + VAT

*Please state if new or old ROM machine.

%Cr. ases (126 2114L 300ns RAM 8 for 22 4116 300ns 8 lc. 122 50 5V 3A power
supply for Superboard C15 Vision Modulator. Koh quality, 14.50 Sound Modulator
to match 13.75. 40pin ribbon cable 40pn DIP 40pin PCB suit Breadboard 14 50
Prototype Breadboard for Superboard UK101 comprehensive. labeled bus 15 50
Bus extender to take 610 Et peripherals 14 95 Header plugs. 40pin f2 50 400in
sockets 10 40 8128 buffers 11 50 ea AV 3 8910 sound chip 1825 Joystick
mechanisms 19.95 Blank DATA cassettes 15 25 for 10 Black discs 5
F3 25
PLEASE ADD VAT TO THE ABOVE PRICES. ORDERS UNDER 110 ADD 50p pep
Trade
welcome

57 PARANA C

Ea/icomp NORICH

Speed execution of your BASIC floating point arithmetic subroutines - compile to fast machine code. Compiler locates in
top RAM using MANAGER (supplied). Source code (written
in a sub -set of BASIC entered from tape/dis/keyboard.
Cassette + full documentation, £25.00

(above prices include VAT & postage)

DRAGON SYSTEMS LTD
54 Manse) Street, Swansea, W.Glam.

SPROWSTON,

R7OURT,
8BH

Dry it with

Tel: (0792-794786)

Ism'

0603 4W16352

Circle No. 153
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T

we can supply printed continuous forms with your company name
and logo plus ex -stock single part listing paper in the following sizes:depth x width

(in inches)

13 x 91/4

11 x 91/4
11 x 91/2
11 x 103/8

81/2 x 111/2

12 x 81/2

11 x 978
11 x 81/2

11 x 12

depth x width

NEW

12 x 91/4 60 gsm
12 x 91/4 70 gsm
12 x 91/4 85 gsm

81/2 x 12

multiples in OTC or NCR are available for prices and details telephone:-

avid Rich
David Richards (Printers & Distributors) Ltd 61/63, Hoe Street London El 7
Circle No. 154
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Seikosha GP80

NEW

COMPLETE RANGE OF INTERFACES

80 COLUMN 32k

AVAILABLE

Nie-

a.

*One needle dot matrix *5x7 matrix
*128 Characters *ASCII *30 chs second
*80 chrs or extended per line * 12 lines
per inch *6 lines per inch (9 for graphics)
"5 lines per sec. (7.5 for graphics) *Pin
Feed *Up to 8" plain paper *3 copies

1 617i0

Model GP80 ONLY £250 + VAT

''Compukit

I.

1

1DloniVRIVES

free

Clio

-i' ..0.0?4:0,:.

Crieoa.e>s%b
9,1"

*T:

*male

'9 Digit extended Basic
Plugs straight into 8k Compukit requires
no hardware mods. (5v.5A required for 610)

* No duty cycle limitation Double width
business use - metal chassis - two motors

Now ONLY £349 + VAT RS232 option available

Disc Drive with DOS ONLY £285 + VAT

Epson nnK 80

flEC Spinwriter
k -----

-

- for the

-

''

professional
word processing
system

Model 5510 - RS232, Model 5530
Centronics 8 bit par. NEC's high quality
printer uses a print "thimble" that has
less diam. and inertia than a daisy wheel.
(128 ASCII chrs.) *5 copies *Friction or
Tractor fed '55 chrs. per second.

Dip 81

COMPLETE RANGE OF INTERFACES

-TANDY, SHARP, PET, APPLE, etc.

i'-'---

9x9 dot matrix * Logic Seeking * Bi-directional
' 96 ASCII Characters 64 Graphics and 8
International Characters * Centronics I/P with
optional RS232 and IEEE 488 Four print
densities 40, 80, 66 or 132 columns Multiple
type founts ' Self Test * Self Diagnostics
*Buzzer for end of paper and bell code error

£1390 + VAT

41----------iiii--

Very popular for home &
business, using 8k Microsoft
Basic in ROM. Both models are
with new improved keyboard and all with
green screen. Extra Cassette Deck E55 +VAT

characters Friction and Pin Feed * Rugged

610 Expansion (8k) ONLY £159+ VAT

r,lik

a

40, 80, or 132 co/s. *6 or 8 lines per inch
* 96 ASCII + 64 graphics character set with
Centronics compatible interface * 9x7 matrix
* 80 chs. per sec. * 200 x 106 head warranty

disc

11..,,c0,101VP

COUnt

THE WORKHORSE MICRO PRINTER
- Small, light, quiet matrix printer.

,,

games /

EIM

ONLY £825 + VAT
Standard Large
Keyboard
16k - £499 + VAT
32k - £559 + VAT

Oki Microline 80

<,.4sq',A

with up to 32k RAM expansion

oolook

Pet

PC%

Now ONLY £359 + VAT

FULL 80 COLUMN
IMPACT PRINTER

Centronics 737
LETTER QUALITY PRINTER

ilk
,.,

Dot Matrix: 7 x 9 * Paper Handling: 3 way
Pitch: 5, 10 or 16 characters per inch
Speed: 80 characters per second proportional/
50 characters per second monospaced
* Line Length: 40, 80 or 132 characters
* Standard Interface: Parallel

,

100 characters per second, bidirectional,
low profile,ideal for hobby or educational.

ONLY £349 + VAT

at ONLY £249 + VAT

Base 2

110
MODEL 800 MST
80 col. High
Performance Impact
Printer '
Suitable
for most
Micro's

TVI Terminal
----

'

;%

FULLY
INTELLIGENT
TERMINAL

*24 x 80 display
with dual intensity,
blinking, reversed,
underline and protected fields *96 ASCII
characters (upper and lower case)
*Separate numeric keypad *Auto repeat

Features include:
* RS232 ,20mA, IEEE 488 &
Centronics I/O *15 Baud rates to

9600 * 100 chs per sec - bidirectional

TVI 912C ONLY £475 + VAT

Model 800 MST ONLY £295 + VAT

411

Anacom I50

/

150 CPS,

15" carriage

dot matrix printer
*150 chs per
sec *9 x 9

dot matrix

£699

70 chs per inch

horizontal *6 or
+ VAT
8 chs vertical *136
columns, 13.6" line length *94 ASCII chs
*Upper and lower case with decs. Logic
seeking *Centronics and/or RS232

FULL SERVICE BACKUP - FULL DETAILS ON REQUEST INCLUDING PRINTOUT

Illkio

Please

add VAT @15%.Carriage extra,will advise at time of order.Official orders welcome

ANk

61 NEW MARKET SQUARE, BASINGSTOKE, HAMPSHIRE

Peeipheials

IMITRECREST LIMITED)

Telephone: Basingstoke (0256) 56468 and 56417 (4 lines)
Boy in confidence. If on receipt of your order the goods do not meet with your
satisfaction, return within 7 days for full refund. Credit facilities arranged.

DISCOUNTS: Attractive quantity discounts for OEM, Educational & Dealers
also in association with O.S.I. COMPUTERS ESHER SURREY. Telephone: 0372 62071

Circle No. 155
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Is it time to buy
a complete solution
instead of just a computer?
A complete working system which fits
your requirements. A system which is up and
.running your application the day it arrives. A
system which gives you direct access to an
automated filing cabinet.
A few years ago there was little option
when acquiring a computer to adopting a
Do -It -Yourself approach.

Now Digitus offers an alternative.
A computer, any suitable, robust
computer, and a MFY solution.
A Made -For -You solution.

A solution instead of a vast array of
machines, software packages and price -lists.
A solution which can fit comfortably into

N

PERIPHERALS

an office environment, run by office staff,
almost as simply as a TV -cum -photo -copier.

A solution which can contain some of your
favourite boxes. Apple boxes, North Star
boxes, Cromemco boxes, Data General
boxes, ETC boxes.

A solution which performs in BASIC,
COBOL, FORTRAN, PASCAL, or whatever
best suits your environment.

A solution with printers and display
screens and special terminals and systems
software and programs all linked together,
and working, and running your applications.
Choosing, designing, procuring,
programming, installing and establishing
systems are some of the elements which go
into a Digitus solution.
We have already provided complete
systems for number processing, word
processing, information management, order
processing, accounting, graphics, control
processing, costing, linear programming,
insurance, pricing, membership records,
personnel, matching, broking, etc.
Working in partnership with you we can
provide a complete system to fit your needs.
Document it clearly. Train your people. Make
it perform for you.
A computer is only part of the answer.
Ask Digitus to provide you with a complete
solution. Call us for an appointment, or
complete the coupon and we'll call you.

laak

wat COMPUTER

Name

Position
Company

Address

igfF
Application

L

PC2 8j

Digitus Limited, 9 Macklin Street, Covent Garden, London WC2. Tel: 01-405 6761
Circle No. 156
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Editorial

Ready next week
NO SADDER WORDS - as the poet Longfellow tells us - of
tongue or pen are there than these: ready next week. In the
micro business, all but about 10 percent of hardware and
software, on first enquiry, is going to be "ready next week"
- even though there have been announcements saying that
the delight in question is in stock, totally finished, mature.
It is generally understood that materials advertised for sale
already exist and are ready to be despatched to eager cus-

tomers. Yet how often is the customer told: ready next
week?

It would not be so bad if the week in question lasted the usual

seven days - would that it did. More often it lasts seven
times seven days, or even seven months. No doubt some
items will eventually appear next week - a week in which

products whose orginators tend inevitably to forget the
manager's golden rule: "Every project is always more
than 85 percent and always less than 95 percent complete".

That first five percent - which is everything - can and
usually does take forever.

Sometimes, however, a product arrives on the agreed day and

works. When such an unlooked-for event occurs - and it
does occasionally - one tends to overlook it in disbelief.
So rooted is our certainty that each box delivered, each
floppy disc unwrapped contains not some technological
delight but a very severe pain in the lower lumbar region,
that there is hardly any pleasure in receiving these offerings.

Office of the future

each day counts as 365 ordinary, mortal, waiting -for -the postman -to -knock days.

Household names
It does not seem to matter whether one is dealing with huge
firms - household names - or one man in a back bedroom
in a big -city suburb. What they have to sell they may not
yet have to hand. Last October, IBM announced for immediate release, a word processor which checks spelling
mistakes. When asked to supply one, IBM said: "Certainly".
When asked when? IBM said: "Ready next year" - perhaps
demonstrating an honesty only large firms can afford.

We are in the throes of installing a micro in the Practical
Computing office. It is intended to do useful things like
word processing and mailing lists and checking payments
to contributors.
When first arranged, we were to have the machine in early
summer. The inevitable, statutory week extended itself to the

Yuletide season with no prospect of imminent delivery.

Sometimes, we feel that the office of the future should have
nothing in it but nice, reliable paper and pens, with perhaps

one manual typewriter in the corner, never to be used.
Imagine if the Sumerians had taken the Winchester disc route
instead of fooling with clay tablets. By now, there would

be a whole bunch of propagandists running about with
the crazy proposition about data storage on platens of
boiled tree using an optical technique. "Look, you just
take a burnt stick out of the fire and write. It's so simple".
The problems seem to grow monthly more urgent. It was all
very well in the dark days of two years ago, when we were
all feeling our way into this new idea of real computing
power in the user's hands, that life should be rather difficult.
Those days ought to be past. I am afraid we are all guilty

of overestimating the enthusiasm and patience of our

customers. We are guilty of underestimating the steepness
of the curve that separates the people who are prepared to
wrestle for even five minutes with equipment which does
not work from those who will go on for even 10.

On the one hand, one cannot imagine that companies advertise

Why are Pet and Apple such a success? Not because they

from charity. Advertising must produce customers - and
a good few of them one would think. Also, one cannot
imagine that those customers consistently put down the
money and walk away, content with the assurance that

are technically brilliant, because they are marketed in such
a way that the buyer feels that success is assured. That kind
of marketing is difficult and expensive. When we laugh at
the larger companies and knowingly point out all the extra
zeros on their prices and say to astonished lay bystanders

their wants will be satisfied next week.

On the other hand, one would imagine that we, as an influential organ of public opinion would receive the very best

that a micro can do just the same job at one -tenth of the

of service. It is hard to believe that in the light of our own

price, we forget one small thing. IBM customers are promised
a device which works. The extra zeros may be insignificant,

experience.

all things considered. As they say: If it only costs money,

One would expect Galactic Wondercomp Ltd, operating from
its granny's front room in Penge, to despatch itself when we
telephone. Not so. When young hopeful has been brought to

the telephone by cracked cries of: "Jimmeee - it's the
gentleman from Practical Complaining" - the answer
remains the same.

Ordinary customers
If we have to wait three months for immediate delivery, what
about the ordinary customers? From the anonymous depths
of English literature, appears a fragment describing a sad
group of people who 'earned a precarious living by taking
in one another's washing'. I wonder if the micro community

might not be just those, earning a precarious living by
taking in one another's computing for delivery next week.
When they arrive, three-quarters of the devices may not work.
That is explained partly by the micromarket's interest in new
PRACTICAL COMPUTING February 1981

it's cheap.

Under -capitalisation
Those parts of Whitehall which are aware of the microcomputing industry like it because it embodies the virtues
of self-reliance and low start-up cost. By the same token,
we are grotesquely under -capitalised. Industries only skimp
along, taking in each other's washing because they do not
have the capital to accumulate stocks of goods and expertise.

That is really our problem - few can afford to start work
until they receive an order, and, therefore, nothing can
possibly be ready until next week. Considering that the
micro business is one of the few which shows any sign of
staying alive, it would surely be worth investing .01 percent
of the money in it that is annually sunk into the bottomless
bog of the businesses which mangle steel into shapes the
customers quite clearly do not want.
41

Feedback
Our Feedback columns offer readers the opportunity of bringing their computing
experience and problems to the attention of others, as well as to seek our advice or
to make suggestions, which we are always happy to receive. Make sure you use
Feedback-it is your chance to keep in touch.
Recursive argument
BORIS Allan, in his article on recursion Programming Techniques, Practical
Computing, December 1980 - says that

my remark in the Liverpool Software
Gazette, third edition - "A Basic program (to solve the Towers of Hanoi
problem) not using recursion is rather
difficult to write and rather difficult to

particular are usually written in Pascal major justification for Pascal

a

supporting recursion.

Most of the other comments Allan
makes about Pascal are incorrect. The
problem of declaring mutually -recursive

procedures has little to do with either
Pascal or one -pass compilers - the same
awkwardness occurs in Algo168, because it

was introduced around a year later, the
first one -level Chess Challenger was
already being superseded by three -level
and 10 -level models.

White describes several competitive
games in considerable detail yet manages

to completely avoid - let alone describe
in any detail - any mention of the two

latest versions of Chess Challenger,
namely Voice Sensory and Sensory 8
which went on sale to the consumer

follow", together with another quote this
time from Practical Computing: "Seem to
be not only incorrect but to be repetitions
of vaguely -understood folklore".
He then devotes most of the rest of his
article to producing such a program and
in the process, proves my original point

arises from the scope rules used in

representative of the language.

damning with faint praise. Voice Sensory

conclusively. Thank you Boris Allan.

FUNCTION factorial (number: INTEGER);
13EGIN IF number<0
THEN factorial: = 0
ELSE IF number = 0
THEN factorial: = I
ELSE factorial: = factorial
(number-I )* number
Paul Farrell,
Cambridge.

Chess Challenger has a repertoire of no

Computing in Cornwall

playing surface which completely eliminates any need for move programming
via a keyboard as in the past. In addition,

John Stout,
Formby,
Liverpool.

Value of recursion
IT IS difficult to resist such a tempting
challenge as that issued by Boris Allan in
his article on recursion - December 1980.

Most of my work is in language and
compiler design - areas which would be a
good deal more tedious if recursion were
not available.
Consider the arithmetic expression, as
in Basic or whatever, and try to define it
without using recursion. Any sub expression in brackets will form a nested

arithmetic expression, so arithmetic
expressions have a naturally -recursive
structure.

all

algorithmic languages.

Finally the Pascal factorial function

Allan offered contains a remarkable
number of errors for such a short piece of

code. The following

is

rather more

THE Cornish Radio Amateur Club recently held an inaugural meeting where
a Computing Club for Cornwall was
formed - the first in the county.
The Club, meets at 7.30 pm on the third
Monday in the month at the Social Club,
SWEB Pool, midway between Redruth
and Camborne on the A30. It will cater

for all, amateur to professional, and
hardware, software and all areas for

market in June this year.

For example he states that Chess
Challenger is "pre-programmed with
several book opening moves". That is

than 64 classic book opening
variations, each averaging 15 moves into
the game. It also contains a library of 64
less

of the world's greatest chess games by
players such as Morphy, Capablanca,
Spassky and Fischer.

Voice Sensory and Sensory 8 Chess
Challengers feature a touch -sensitive

the Voice Sensory version also has a built-

in chess clock which tells the time
remaining for each player, computer or
human, tells elapsed time of the game,
and displays the number of moves at any
given stage of a game. The Sensory 8
board can be operated by battery or from
mains via a small transformer supplied.

A useful optional extra for the serious

That idea is extended throughout beginners to experts.
languages such as Pascal so that, for
Any enquiries should be addressed to
example, the THEN clause of an IF The elected secretary, Richard M Frost,
statement is allowed to be any statement, Trecarne, Alexandra Road, Illogan,

chess buff on the Voice Sensory board is a
print unit which connects via a multi -pin

including another IF, and so the
definition of the language is recursive at

We also hope to introduce a re -chargeable

Redruth TR16 4BA.
AH Hammett,
Truro,
Cornwall.

many points. The value of that to the
programmer is, at the very least, a less restricted language.

Compiling such recursively -defined
syntax leads naturally to recursive
routines in the compiler. So, for example,

when a routine processing an If state-

Chess survey

socket and which provides an automatic
hard -copy printout for every move made.

battery pack for the board in the near
future.
It has never been our policy to compare
the strengths of our games to those of our
competitors, but rather concentrate on the

F WHITE'S Chess Machine Survey,

game play and additional features of
interest to the consumer. Except in

Practical Computing, October 1980, is an

competitions such as the recent World

J

ment finds that the THEN clause is

admirable attempt to summarise

another IF, it can call itself recursively to

complex subject which becomes more so

deal with it. It is possible to avoid the

with each new generation of chess

Microprocessor Chess Championship, the
possibility of two computer chessboards

table-driven

computers. However, while erudite, the
article contains a number of significant

playing against each other is neither of
interest or relevant to the average chess
player and indeed might tend to confuse

errors.

the lay public.

recursion, as in the Tower of Hanoi
problem,

by

using

a

approach, but that demands unusual

programming techniques, and may
require that code generation be done in a
second pass - which makes for a larger
and slower compiling system.

It must, therefore, be conceded that
recursion is of very great value in the
construction of economical compilers,
and of course Pascal compilers in
42

a

The first machine on the U.K. market
was Chess Challenger, introduced in July,
1977. Our Company pioneered the
`domestic' chess computer - and

coincidentally heralded the start of the
current boom in electronic and computer based toys and games.
Indeed, by the time the Boris machine

Voice Sensory Chess Challenger uses
224K bits of ROM and a development
version of the model recently won the first
ever World Microprocessor Chess

Championship in London this year. The
same development version also won the
North American Microcomputer Chess
(continued on page 44)
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AWord Processor,
Report Writer,
Mailing System,

Data Base Manager,
and a
Computer
all for £1995
Yes,we are offering all this with our
SERIES 5000 5" floppy -disc system
for the incredibly low price of £1995.*
Not only do you get a powerful
Z -80A system on the S-100 bus built to
high quality standards by Industrial
Microsystems, one of the longest -and
best -established companies in the
microcomputer industry,and
supported by Equinox, specialists in
microcomputers and multi-user
systems.

and dual 5" double -density drives with
the option of a third drive (or quad
capacity drives in place of double density) in the same cabinet.
Additionally,there is the Turbocharger
option providing both enhanced disc
capacity,disc performance and
diagnostics.And if even greater storage
is required we can supply 8" floppy
drives and cartridge disc drives.
A powerful system for the
computer -user and system
developer - and one with
eventual access to OS/2000,
the Industrial Microsystems
networking system.
And for the office or
business user we are
including as standard a
powerful Word -Processing
package (Wordstar),a Mailing and
Letterwriting package (Mail -Merge)
and the Datastar Data Base Manager.
All these packages are widely accepted
and professionally written by
Micropro International.
Being CP/M based,the system with
suitable configuration will also run the
business software developed by (for
You also get the
instance) Graffcom,Peachtree,
popular CP/M
Paxton,etc.
Operating System
It will also run a wide range of
(from Digital Research), languages - Basic,Cobol,Fortran,
a 12 -slot bus for easy
Pascal,APL,Algol,C.Lisp,and Forth
expansion,a Z -80A CPU for powerful
and will support a wide range of addperformance,2 serial and one parallel on S-100 devices, such as floating point
interfaces,64KB of dynamic RAM
processors,Prestel interfaces,speech
with in-built error detection capability, synthesisers,digitisers and plotters,etc.

And just to make certain that you
get full use out of your system,
nationwide field service support is
available at a modest extra cost.
*add VAT and the terminal and printer of
your choice at the costs shown.

Series 5000 with 64KB Dynamic RAM,
dual 5" double density drives, CP/M
Operating System, Wordstar, Mail -Merge

and Datastar
£1995
The same system with quad drives in

place of the double density drives
Add-on double density drive
Add-on quad drive

Peripherals:

Televideo 912C VDU
Elbit 1920X VDU with Wordstar

keyboard
OKI Microline 80 printer
Texas 810 150cps printer
NEC Spinwriter RO Word
processing printer

£2230
£290
£405
£595
595
450

£1850

All prices exclude VAL,carriage,training and installation
and are subject to our standard terms and conditions.

OEM dealer and educational enquiries welcome.

VINOX
COMPUTER SYSTEMS LIMITED
Kleeman House,16 Arming Street,
New Inn Yard,London EC2A 3HB
Tel:01-739 2387/9 & 01-729 4460
Circle No. 157
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Feedback
(continued from page 42)

suspect that standardisation in a

of a market for a multi -vessel heating/

particular language under an operating
system such as CP/M gives the greatest
chances of software portability. We are
considering offering a CP/M version of
all our software and would be interested

cooling system simulator as described by

subject.

to me, as an engineer, that the greatest
usefulness of the computer lies in the
earlier stages of product development

I

Championship in San Jose, U.S.A., at the
same time.

Those results prove the ability of the
manufacturer, Fidelity Electronics Inc of
Miami, Florida, to continue developing

better, stronger programs for Chess
Challenger.

to hear other people's views on this

Paul Balcombe,
Computer Games Ltd,
London E18.

Pet new ROMs

MJ Skipp,
Skisoft Computer Services,
Weybridge,
Surrey.

I HAVE a Commodore Pet 8K with integral

Micro defence

cassette and old ROMs. I like the integral

IN REPLY to Martin Hawkins' haughty
letter in the December issue, I should like
to raise the following points.
Firstly, I am certain that Practical

concept; it suits the domestic environment better than a jumble of trailing wires

linking separate monitor, cassette, processor, etc. Unfortunately, there is an
increasing trend for software and hardware goodies to be produced for new
ROM machines only.

I decided, therefore, to update my
machine by buying a set of new ROMs
from Commodore. I was shocked to discover that the price of the new -ROM set
has increased from £30 to £108 - a 360
percent increase. I have also written to
Commodore to express my disgust.
JA Banks,
Loughton,
Essex.

Engineering software
I WAS interested to read the letter from RJ
Campbell in Feedback December 1980. I

very much agreed with many of his
comments regarding the trivial uses to

Computing

is aimed at the micro user.

Secondly, everything must have a

beginning, I dispute his off -hand con-

demnation of micros - they provide an
excellent springboard for technicians and
programmers of the future - if there is to
be one.

If it is necessary to induce the younger

generation into the field via the "fun
market", so be it. Why should a magazine

which succeeds in bringing computing
closer to them try to extend itself to help
those who have already enough money
and experience in the computing world?
The magazine provides a very useful
introduction, and should not be criticised
for staying within reasonable limits.
Joshua Landy,
Cambridge.

which the mighty micro is usually put.

Wood for trees

There can be no doubt that the lack of
engineering software in any quantity has
hindered the appearance of the micro in
the one place where it has a significant
role to play, namely the engineer's desk.

THERE IS much of interest to be found in

However there are signs that help is now
on the way. Skisoft was formed

specifically to provide a limited quantity
of this type of high -quality software, and
our current product, the Pipezloss suite of
programs, is available for pipeline sizing,
pressure loss and flow calculations.

Future plans include programs for
compressible flow and storage -tank
optimisation costing and design. The
programs are marketed by Aerco Gemsoft
and run on the Apple II.

I have also noted various other programs with an engineering bias beginning
to appear in catalogues of software from
Microsense and others. It would,

therefore, seem that if the trend continues, eventually engineers and scientists
will realise that the micro has something
to offer them.

Practical Computing, but one feature of

editorial and contributor comment which
stands out a mile, particularly on a retrospective survey, is how frequently both
parties seem to miss seeing the wood for
the trees.
Take, for example, the comments about

the lack of creativity in the microcom-

puting field which appeared

in the
September editorial. Relevant comment

appears in the December editorial yet
there appears to be no inclination to link
the two. The so-called passion for com-

puting provided the impetus to get the
micro business off the ground a year or so
ago. What else but a desire to be creative
would spark such passion? What could be
more rewarding than a form of creativity

which, while being satisfying in itself,
offers so many additional advantages?
It is nevertheless understandable that

the software market at present lacks
variety. Software houses, if they possess
any commercial acumen at all, will expend

I would not necessarily agree that

greatest effort in areas offering the

Fortran is an absolute requirement, and as
regards software portability, it is a nice

greatest return. The small-business field is

point that the Fortran dialect used by
some of the micros is a later and perhaps
better one than that in use on some of the
mainframes.
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relatively large and can offer lucrative
returns once the idea of a micro in the
back -room really cathes on. Hence, the
plethora of business packages available.
I can scarcely believe that there is much

your correspondent Colin Grace December, 1980, Feedback.

Similarly, RJ Campbell, Feedback
December 1980, talks about software for
engineering applications. It would appear

when mathematical models can influence
design and where statistical analysis can
evaluate prototype performance. It is at
those stages that the greatest returns can
be expected in terms of saved time, effort
and money.
In general, I cannot, therefore, subscribe to the view that creativity is lacking;

indeed, in this neck of the woods, it is
booming. It seems to me that what is
needed is a more positive approach by
journals, such as Practical Computing, to
the compilation of a directory of specialist
software obtained not from the software
houses but from the end -user.

I envisage it as an entirely non-commercial activity in which end -users could
contact one another through the medium
of Practical Computing to exchange or
otherwise negotiate the use of their software. At very least, such an activity would

demonstrate to critics that something is
being done to redress the imbalance in the
market.

On the subject of criticism may I

comment on the letter by Martin Hawkins
in Feedback, December 1980. I must agree
with some of his comments dealing with
the type and quality of programs featured
in Practical Computing. It is one thing to

present the public with the idea that

computing is childishly simple comments in the September editorial and another to publish programs which
are chosen presumably to aid the

aquisition of this simple skill and yet
which fail to work either due to errors or
omissions or, worse still, because the

program algorithms are incorrect. The
vision of many would-be programmers
struggling to understand the illogic is less
than edifying.
It is certainly not a time for pessimism.
On the contrary, I see the next few years
as being a very exciting time in which the
micro, used wisely, will create far more
jobs than it destroys, will eliminate much

of the drudgery of repetitive work and
thereby improve the quality of the work
not to mention the lot of the employee.
The role of journals such as Practical
Computing should not be underestimated
in all this.

There may be criticisms of material but
its overriding role, as I see it, is to dispel
much of the mystique which surrounds
the computer. This it is doing very well long may it continue. The possibility of

further improvement will ensure my
continued support, at least until such time
as I feel that I can learn nothing new.
C D Shaw,
Cambridge.
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The New Paper Tiger 560
from T. E.

Performance at a price you won't believe.
The latest addition to the Paper Tiger family, the 560, is
comparable in cost to many other matrix printers. But that's
where the comparability ends.
Features like a unique nine -wire staggered head which gives a
high quality image by literally filling in the gaps between the dots
with one pass of the head and 132 column printing on full size
paper, put it well ahead of it's rivals.
Other standard features include: a full upper and lower case 96
character set, six software selectable character sizes, parallel and
RS 232 interfaces and XON/XOFF line protocol plus a host of
print optimisation characteristics. Features which are often not
even available as options on other printers.
If you're interested in a quality printer at a low
price which is available ex stock, mail the
coupon using our Freepost
service

Em

=NI

Please send me

details,

of Paper Tiger 560

>
Teleprinter Equipment Limited, -

Name

OOOOO

Company

,

Address

the peripheral people

70.82 Akeman Street, Tring, Herts. HP23 6AJ. U.K.
Tel. Tring (0442 82) 4011/9 & 5551/9.
Telex: 82362 BATECO G.
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Prestel price to fall
with new add-on sets
PRESTEL may receive a much -

needed fillip in the shape of
cheap add-on terminals promised by two U.K. firms for this
year. One of the great consistent criticisms of Prestel is that
the sets are so expensive as to
exclude all but the most
affluent domestic users.
Both firms, Tangerine Computers and Radofin, aim to sell

their add-on sets for less than
£100 and are scrambling over
each other to be the first with
its product approved and on
the market. Tangerine, which

Big Ears for

speech input
A SPEECH -input device for
most popular microcomputers

is building 50,000 sets, claims
that it will be able to bring the

the same way as currently

price down to less than £100

One pronounced difference

within 15 months.

Both the Tangerine Tantel

being tried in Germany.

about half as large again. Both

chip".

of a dedicated terminal. Only

digital interface complete with

are said to provide display software.

as "almost a modem on a quality which approaches that

Words are stored as voice

patterns which the system

time and the availability of learns from repetition by the
user.

device which will be suitable

components - and of course,
British Telecom approval will tell whether quality and

for linking home terminal with

production will be up to those

other "private" databases, in

claimed.

frequency plane which plots
combinations or formats

development of its adaptor

ITS

A NEW operating system for
microcomputers based on the
Motorola 6809 chip has been

cost around £20,000 and which
can support a 12 -terminal
system with 384Kbytes of

released by the U.K. subsidiary

of the U.S. corporation South
West Technical Products.
UniFlex is claimed to combine

Analysis is then by correlation over a statistical
through the speech waveform.
The units has been designed to
connect directly to the UK101/

'No software limitation' claim
for multi-user UniFlex

the structures and large -system
features of Unix, developed by

Stuart Systems Ltd. Marketed

under the name of Big Ears,
between the two add-ons is the system consists of a microtheir respective size. Tantel phone, pre -amplifier, analmeasures 9 x 6in.: Radofin's is ogue frequency filters and

and the Radofin add-ons use a
new chip from Mullard called
Lucy which has been described

During this next year, Tangerine says, it will produce a

has been announced by William

Superboard family of computers or to any other via a

spare user input port. The
analysis programs are supplied

memory and 17MB of disc

times. SWTP also claims that
UniFlex has no practical limitation built into the software;
any restrictions are hardware

storage.

imposed. It supports a hier-

Written in 6809 assembler
language, SWTP claims that
UniFlex is more efficient than

archical file system allowing

Big Ears is supplied fully
assembled and costs £45 +

Unix as it uses a lower code, in-

file sizes up to one billion bytes

and disc capacities of more

Bell Laboratories, with the

creasing the speed of disc

than eight billion bytes. More
details are available from

flexibility of the SWTP pack-

transfer by between 10 and 15

SWTP on 01-491 7507.

in Basic with small real-time
input routines written in 6502
or Z-80 machine code.

VAT including post and packing, from William Stuart
Systems, Dover House, Heron gate, Brentwood, Essex CM13
3SD. 0277 810244.

age, Flex.

UniFlex is a multi-user,
multi -tasking operating system
with applications ranging from

systems development to text processing and general computing. By itself, it costs £250
but SWTP hope to sell it with

their microcomputers which

Ohio base
in England
OHIO

Scientific, the third

largest U.S. manufacturer of
microcomputers, has established a U.K. marketing and
sales centre in Langley in Buck-

inghamshire. Until now, the
nine independent dealers had
to buy their systems directly
from the States. The Langley
base will house a full adminis-

trative staff and facilities to
support a U.K. network of 30
dealers. Fourteen dealers,

Gemini's twin floppy -disc system
is for Nascoms 1 and 2
GEMINI Microcomputers, the
new microcomputer manufacturer founded recently by John

double -sided single -density separate interconnects from
5'/ in. drives giving a total of the card to the Nascom 1 or 2
160K of formatted memory per

and the drives.

Marshall, who helped start
Nascom, has introduced a

drive. The floppy disc con-

The disc system is available
without CP/M to run the exist-

CP/M floppy -disc system for
the Nascom 1 and 2 microcomputers.
The CP/M system is

supplied with one or two

troller can support up to three

drives. Using the controller ing Nas-Sys software. Called
card, CP/M version 1.4 can be the D -DOS system, it has
used. Internally, the Gemini simple read/write routines in
contains a power EPROM and plugs straight into
supply, a controller card and the Nascom PI/O. CP/M with
a single drive will cost about
£450; a spare drive will cost
system

£205 and a single drive for the

D -DOS £395. Details from
Gemini on (02403) 22307.

Another product for the
Nascom range, also from a
company run by John Marshall,

Interface Components, is in
the form of a machine -code

including the original nine,

programming book for the two
Nascom computers. The book,
written by Graham Wilson, is

have been contracted already.

aimed at the novice program-

A list of dealers should be
available from Ohio on Slough

mer and takes him or her
through most of the Z-80

(0753) 77514.

instruction set.
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garages

New answer to
old problem

A NEW sales -analysis system for

THE perennial problem of

System for

connecting new equipment to

garages has just been released

computers and word processors

by the Computer Room, of
Tunbridge Wells in Kent.
Chargehand works from external and internal invoices to

may be eased by a new interface unit which has been announced recently by the Birm-

produce a full audit trail, daily
and monthly reports of

ingham -based company Micro Zeno Ltd.

The Intelligent Interface

revenue centres, cost centres

Adaptor 1081 is a high-speed,

and VAT. The system also
allows for multi -branch or

bi-directional interface unit
with an EPROM which is preprogrammed by the manufact-

multi -franchise operations.

The system is based on the
Pet computer and will be sold
for £430. Once a full system

urer according to the customer's requirements. Micro -

such as payroll and accounts.
Details from Computer Room

The latest addition to the RCA Solid State range of single board computers costs only E138 and is on a 4.5 x 7.5in.
card. The device contains a C-MOS microprocessor 2MHz
crystal -controlled clock, 5I2bytes of RAM, parallel I/O ports,
power -on re -set, an interface expansion area, and a socket
for I or 2Kbytes of user -selected ROM. More details from

on (0892) 41645.

RCA on Sunbury -on -Thames 85511.

if necessary, and provides the
information in ASCII or
EBCD".

has been installed, garages

could then use the microcom-

puter for other applications

VIC-20 with 32Kbytes will be
Commodore's answer to ZX-80
PLANS for a new computer

aimed at the personal and
hobby end of the market have

been announced by Commodore Business Machines
U.K. Ltd. Commodore hopes

that the new computer, the

22 character by 23 line display
will have high -resolution
graphics with a graphics char-

acter set. The system will include external expansion ports;
optional add-ons already being
designed are joystick/paddles,

VIC-20, will help it tap the demand discovered by the
Science of Cambridge ZX-80

lightpens, and an external

which has sold nearly 25,000
units since its launch in
February 1980. The VIC-20

According to Kit Spencer,
Commodore hopes to attract
the first-time users from the

plug-in memory and program
cartridge.

street electrical chains such as
Currys and Dixons.

will include a new cash register
based on the Pet computer.

Commodore International

computers in the U.K., less
than five percent have been

accessories like application
programs as plug-in ROM

bought for personal use.

chips.

The VIC-20, which has already been launched in Japan
by a Commodore subsidiary
for some trial marketing, has
been built into a keyboard sized unit and will connect to
an ordinary television set or

In common with other Commodore computers, the VIC-20

monitor. When it arrives in the
U.K., its features will include

called the video interface VIC,

full colour, sound programmable function keys and

ROM and some video -control

5Kbytes of user memory with
optional memory expansion to

A development of the VIC-20

32Kbytes.
It will run a limited Pet Basic

which will generate a full 40 character display.

on a full-sized keyboard and its

The VIC-20 will be sold

technology semiconductor

which incorporates RAM,
circuitry all on the same device.

expected as the VIC-40,

is
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There are three models in the

range. The 1081 appears in a
modular board form, including
a 300 baud cuts tape interface,

1081/2 is similar but is fitted
with a mini -cassette deck and

Other major developments associated control logic for
from Commodore this year integral high-speed data

U.K. general manager, claimed
recently that of the 30,000 Pet

modore subsidiary MOS Technology. It also uses a new MOS

structures completely the code,

through some of the high - tained PSU and case; the

lead them on to more serious sales figures for the year rose
computing with other peri- 77 percent to $125.6 million
pherals such as tape cassette while its nett income has risen
units, a single floppy -disc 170 percent to $16.2 million.
drive, printers and a range of

based on the 6502 chip
manufactured by the Com-

in question, removes parity
bits, adds extra bits and re-

minus PSU, case and switch
bank. The 1081/1 is a completely
assembled
unit,
considering trying to sell the including the 300baud cuts
system to a more general public tape interface in a self-con-

Ltd, the Commodore U.S.
top end of the video -game parent company, announcing
1981 for around £200, nearly market with the plug-in its result for the fiscal year
£100 more than the ZX-80, al- program cartridge and then 1979/80, has shown that its

is

receives code from the terminal

through the existing Pet dealer
network but Kit Spencer is also

will be sold from the middle of

though it will have considerably more computing power.
Kit Spencer, Commodore

Zeno claims that "the 1081

recording/recall.

Unit transfer rate on magnetic tape is 1,100-1,750 baud.
The 1081 and the 1081/1 cost

£195 and £345 respectively
while the price of the 1081/2
depends on requirements. The

software for a particular job
should cost between £25 and
£75. Information from MicroXeno on 021-356 3989.

Secret settlement in Apple
and ITT copyright case
APPLE Computers and ITT had

Observers had expected a

seemed to be set for legal protracted legal battle when
action over the copyright of
several products Apple was
supposed to have licensed to
ITT - but they have reached
an agreement without disclosing its terms.

the High Court in London resumed its sittings in October

last, but in the event both

parties agreed to settle and to
keep the terms of that settlement confidential.

Apple had alleged that ITT
In a statement read to the
infringed its copyright for the High Court, ITT said it was
Apple Disc II system, DOS 3.1 "happy to undertake that, exsoftware and "circuit diagrams cept as provided in the agreeand circuit lay -out diagrams re- ment, it will not manufacture

lating to the Apple Disc II or sell any article infringing the
system".

copyright of Apple".
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IRS -80 SOFTWARE
FROM THE PROFESSIONALS

Animate is a machine language program representing an entirely new breakthrough in the use of graphics on
the TRS-80 or Video Genie microcomputers. As Walt Disney and others found to their profit some years ago, if
you draw a number of separate pictures slightly different to each other, and then display them consecutively
sufficiently fast, a moving picture is produced. This is precisely what Animate does. Pictures are built up as
a sequence of frames, each one being as small or as large as you wish and composed using an easily used
graphics cursor. The entire graphics content of a frame can be shifted in any direction so as to move objects
without the need to redraw them in each new position. As each new frame is completed it is automatically

in memory and given a number, so that it may be recalled and edited at will. The timing of the projection of each frame is definable up to a maximum of 100 seconds. When the picture is completed it may
be viewed and edited as you wish. When the final picture is complete it may be stored on cassette as a
SYSTEM program. Thereafter it may be loaded and accessed either by Animate or by any Basic program.Thus
the same picture may be used in any number of different Basic programs, if you wish. Animate is available
at present only on cassette for Level II or Genie machines of 16K and up. A disk version will be available
shortly. A comprehensive manual is included.
stored

14.95

Plus VAT and 75p P & P = £17.94.

Send large SAE (38p) for our current Catalogue of TRS-80 software. Add £1.85 for a binder.

A.J.HARDING EMOLIMERX1
MOLIMERX LTD.

111,1111CLOCARDI

AtIL

CI=1

28 COLLINGTON AVENUE,BEXHILL-ON-SEA, E.SUSSEX.
TEL: (0424) 220391
TELEX 86736 SOTEX G
Circle No. 160
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Printout
Longer disc
life

BBC TV series aims to remove
mystery from microcomputing
ary

School,

A NEW aid for microcomputer

Camberley,

BBC Television is to take a giant

receive as an "initiative prize"

step into microcomputing this
year, with a 10 -part TV series,
a book by well-known comput-

a microcomputer of the type Surrey; Glyn School, Ewell,

ing specialists, an associated
course in Basic programming

ordshire; Tonyrefail School,
Glamorgan - individual

which will be run the National

Extension College - and a
BBC microcomputer which is

expected to sell for less than
£200.

First news of the BBC initiative was from the Industry
Secretary, Sir Keith Joseph,

planned for the BBC series.
The specification of the BBC
micro is still a secret, though

informed sources say that it is
likely to be based on an winner Philip Rees - St
existing machine, stripped of Stephen's High School, Bardsome of its more advanced rainney, Port Glasgow,
features and "badge -engineer- Renfrewshire; and Christian
ed" for BBC Enterprises Ltd. Brothers' School, Greenpark
Speculation centres around the County Armagh, Northern

when he awarded prizes to the
winners of the Department of

Newbrain.
The machine will be used in
the series to show programs in
a standard language so elimin-

Industry schools microcom-

ating worries about software

puter competition. The six

portability. The BBC is said to

winning schools each received

feel that lending its authority

a Research Machines 380Z

to microcomputing will help to

micro with Thorn colour VDU
and Walters Dolphin line
printer.
Another 1 1 1 schools re-

computer literacy. Producer
Paul Kriwaczek says: "We
want to demystify computers

ceived the handsome consolation prize of a 380Z without
peripherals. Altogether there
were 651 entries for the
competition, and the remaining 534 schools will eventually

people in their homes".
The six winning schools were
Collingwood County Second -

bonum Ltd, in Farnborough,

U.S., performs ordinary printing with one pass of the head
and works at dot-matrix speed
or, if you wish, does typewriter
quality printing with up to four

Another letter -quality dot
matrix printer is the new 737
from Centronics.

fill in

the Fortifier, claims that the
hub greatly extends disc life
and that the risk of data loss
due to malfunctions in the disc
head is significantly reduced.
The rings cost 20p each.

Details from Inmac on Runcorn (09285) 67551.

ities that the new microelectronic technology can offer

INGENIOUS dot-matrix
printer, from Sanders in the

gaps between dots. Details of
the Vario Printer from Car -

is bonded on the disc.
Inmac, which manufacturers

and show the many opportun-

double ingenuity

passes of the head to

Ireland.

reinforcing the hub of the disc
with a white mylar ring which

broaden the base of public

Dot -matrix printer has
AN

Surrey; Thomas Alleyne's
High School, Utoxeter, Staff-

users is claimed to triple the
useful life of floppy discs by

Hampshire on 0252 517588.

Digitronix, of Milton Keynes, has launched a new mini printer. It is a compact 32 -column printer which it claims to
be "the lowest -priced universal printer" at E195. The Mini
Printer accepts conventional ASCII serial inputs at RS232,
TTL and 20mA current loop levels, at seven baud rates from
110 to 4,800, and can be interfaced with most microcomputer systems. It can also accept data on a parallel port. The
printing unit is electro-sensitive and prints the 64 -character
ASCII font on to aluminised paper rolls 50mm. wide. Other
features include double -width characters and back -spacing.
The unit is housed in a steel case measuring 277 by 138 by
70mm. Mains power is used but there is provision for low
voltage DC input. Digitronix is on (0908) 566888.

Wide range of applications open
to Apple bar-code reader

Software and
resources

A BAR -code reader can be inter-

for about £150 with some

faced to the Apple computer
and has been designed to read
all the common bar-code for-

limited software.

A SMALL Liverpool -based soft-

mats. The Apple can be used to

of the program listings they

read special software so that
co-ordinate the activities of the information from the bar
small software houses around code can be used for inventory

publish
with
bar-coded
versions. Although that eliminates many of the errors which
creep into listings which have
to be reprodcued and checked
many times, it has proved difficult to persuade enough
readers to buy bar-code readers
for this purpose. Bar codes of

Some U.S. computer magazines have tried to replace some

ware consultancy is trying to

the country to pool advertising
resources and share local work.
The company, Startech, also
claims that should a local
member of the network not be
able to meet a particular
client's specifications, it will

undertake the work themselves. Software houses wishing

to join the service should contact Startech 051-722 4419.

labels or product codes.

Applications range from
point -of -sale inventory control

to use in libraries, for keeping
a check of books which have

been signed in or out. The

reader could, if Applesoft programs are printed in paper -byte
code, be used as an inexpensive

the software programs directly
*nto the Apple.

The bar-code reader has
manufactured
by
Hewlett-Packard. When a bar
been

code has been read success-

programs have proved more
ating that the data has been popular in some microcomread correctly. The bar-code puting clubs and schools where
fully, a scan tone sounds indic-

means of reproducing and reader

libraries of useful subroutines

distributing software, loading

can be kept in that form.
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will be available
through all the Apple dealers
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Experimental U.S. viewdata
service is based on British system

Better odds
for bookies

A NEW viewdata system closely

against punters using their

modelled on British Telecom
Prestel has started an experimental test in the States. The
system, Viewtron, is run by the

Knight-Ridder newspaper
chain from Miami, Florida and
has been installed in a selected

sample of 200 homes in the
Miami suburb of Coral Gables.

Pages are being put up by 29
information providers and
advertisers, including the
Miami Herald, the New York
Times, Associated Press, Dow
Jones and Co, the Consumers'
Union and Macmillan Publishing.

System providers will be
Associated Telegraphs and
Telephones

they're still at the stage we are

at today: their own people
looking
at
terminals".

their

own

The West German public
videotex system, Bildshirmtext,
also based on Prestel, has been

expanded by linking with nine

private databases, including
several run by banks, mailorder houses and travel operators. Customers of the experimental system will now be able
to display their own bank state-

ments and effect credit transfers from home. Such trans-

BOOKMAKERS are fighting back

actions are password -protected.

Networking software is sup- micros to calculate some winplied by Systems Designers as ning combinations on racing
subcontractors to Aregon In- days. The Texas Instruments
ternational.
Ecstasy Settler, based on the
programmable
Meanwhile in the U.K., T I - 5 9
GEC has launched a new calculator and the PC -100C

bureau viewdata service aimed print cradle and an Ecstasy
at private business users. Settler chip have been designed
Capacity of the system, which to help bookmakers calculate
is to be known as the 4000, is the odds and combinations on
100,000 frames which can be various bets and so stay one bet
edited from any of the term- ahead of the gambling public.

inals. A typical system of Interested bookmakers can
around 30,000 frames would

telephone Texas Instruments

cost about £50,000.

on Bedford (0234) 67466.

ID

Triton 4 offers full integration
in business -micro role

and
overall
director of the new enterprise is
former broadcasting executive THE Trivector Triton 4 microAlbert Gillen. ATT will build, computer is an all -British
install and maintain terminals, attempt at a fully -integrated
modems and decoders, while business system which includes

Knight-Ridder will supervise
the database. The experiment
will cost more than $4million.
Describing the scheme, Al
Gillen comments: "We want to
know if people will see View-

a 22MB Winchester disc, a
12MB security tape and 64K of

RAM. If a separate 80 -character -per -second, 132 -column

printer is included, the config-

uration will retail for a little
tron as a helpful medium to under £9,000.
diminish the minutiae of life.
The system will run either
We do not go along with the CP/M or CAP MicroCobol
body of thought in England and can be expanded up to
that business is the key. Britain 128MB of memory with up to
hasn't had any success in either four VDUs and two printers.
area.
More details from Trivector on

"After five years of trying,

Sandy (0767) 82222.

Law has powerful armoury for
combatting software piracy
piracy has moved

the suppliers of the pirated

into the big league of offences.
In a recent case which has clear
implications for the microcom-

tapes. When Ian Wallace told
the court he had bought 3,600
tapes for £10,000 cash from a
man called "John", the judge

CASSETTE

puter industry, a wholesaler
who refused to name his source
for thousands of pirated
cassettes of Beatles albums was

disbelieved him.

fined £10,000 for contempt of
court.

pay EMI's costs, estimated at

The wholesaler, Ian Wallace,
was sued by EMI Records Ltd
and the British Phonographic
Industries in an attempt to discover who was manufacturing
the pirated cassettes after BPI
investigators had traced them
to Wallace's wholesale outlet.
The action was settled when
Wallace agreed to pay £2,500
towards the cost of the action
and promised to give details of
50

He gave Wallace 28 days to
pay the fine and ordered him to

Cassette cost
to rise

Practical Computing January
1981, provides an extremely
powerful armoury.

The Green Paper on copyright, originally promised for
May, has been put back again
from "before Christmas" to
"early in the New Year". The

DEARER cassettes are a near certainty this year. The Mech-

anical Copyright Protection
Society, MCPS, has declined to
renew amateur recording
licences and is actively urging a
levy on blank tapes.

MCPS argues that there is
widespread public infringe-

around £17,500. If the fine was

document which is a draft proposal of new laws, is expected

ment of the copyright laws and
suggests that the record

not paid, said the judge, he

to draw widely on the 1977

industry may lose as much as

sending
would
consider
Wallace to jail.
The case has a clear bearing

Whitford Committee report on

£200million in 1980 because of

on similar cases of pirated
cassette software since the
same provisions could be used

by the court to compel a

wholesaler or retail outlet of
alleged -pirated software to
name his source. That, along
with the Anton Pillar order,

Copyright and Design. A

home taping, set against a

Department

Trade

revenue of only £15,000 from

reason for the delay was that
the Green Paper was taking

which is swallowed in admin-

because of its "wide-ranging
impact". However, few pople

likeliest collector of any such

of

spokesman told us that the recording licences - most of

longer than usual to clear
in the microcomputer industry
have been consulted.

Eli

istrative costs.

The MCPS would be the
levy and would be charged with
apportioning the revenue to its
various claimants.
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Comart Approved
Cromemco Dealers

Cromemco

B elfast
0 & M Systems
95 Dublin Road
Contact: Richard Owens

B irmingham
Byteshop Computerland Ltd
94/96 Hurst St, B5 4TD
Contact: Jim Attfield
Tel: 021 622 7149
Telex: 336186 BYTE G

Cambridge
Cambridge Computer Stores
1 Emmanuel St, CB1 1 NE
Contact: Claude Cowan
Tel: 0223 68155

Cornwall
Benchmark Computer
Systems Ltd
Tremena Manor
Tremena Road
St Austell, PL 25 5GG
Contact: John Fisher

Tel: 0726 610000

Dublin
Lendac Data Systems Ltd
8 Dawson St
Contact: Danny McNally
Tel: 0001 372052

Glasgow
Byteshop Computerland Ltd
Magnet House
61 Waterloo St, G2 7BP
Contact Gordon Coventry
Tel: 041 221 7409
Telex: 779263 BYTE GW G
Leeds
Holdene Ltd
Manchester Unity House
11/12 Rampart Road
Woodhouse St
Contact: Jim Jackson
Tel: 0532 459459
Telex: 556319 HOLDEN G
London
Byteshop Computerland Ltd
48 Tottenham Court Road,
W185 4TD
Contact: John Braga
Tel: 01 636 0647
Digitus
9 Macklin Street
Covent Garden WC2
Contact: Alan Wood
Tel: 01 405 6761
Manchester
Byteshop Computerland Ltd
11 Gateway House
Piccadilly Station Approach

Contact Peter King
Tel: 061 236 4737
Telex: 666186 COMMAN G
NSC Computers
29 Hanging Ditch
Contact: Adam Wiseberg
Tel: 061 832 2269

Newbury
Newbear Computing Store
40 Bartholomew St
Contact Tim Moore
Tel: 0635 30505
Telex: 848507 HJOLPN

Nottingham
Byteshop Computerland Ltd
92A Upper Parliament St,

A

NG 1 6LF

Contact: David Clarke
Tel: 0602 40576
Telex: 377389 BYTENO G

C Cr o rn

Sheffield
Hallam Computer Systems
451 Eccleshall Road, S11 9PN
Contact: Stuart Pulford
Tel: 0742 663125

Southampton
Xitan Systems
23 Cumberland Place,
SO1 2BB
Contact: Geoff Lynch

Tel: 0703 38740

Sudbury
Eurotec Consultants
Holbrook Hall
Lisle Waldingford
Contact: Dr Klimowicz
Tel: 0206 262319
Telex: 987248

Warwick.
Business & Leisure
Microcomputers
16 The Square
Kenilworth
Contact: David Searle
Tel: 0926 512127

Comart Microcomputer
dealers are located
strategically throughout the
country to give support,
guidance and assistance. In
the event of difficulty contact
Corned direct.

I.(.

.=

Flexibili y + ersatility
System Flexibility
Cromemco give you the high performance,
reliable computer power you need now, with the
in-built capability for future expansion and
adaption as demands and requirements change.
The choice is wide. Cromemco's S-100 bus
construction provides for expandable memory
capability and the widest choice and future
options in peripheral support.
Now there is the exciting range of Cromemco
High Resolution Colour Graphics Systems.
The U.K. Leaders in Microcomputer
Development, Application and Support.

Applicational Versatility
Cromemco's CDOS Operating System
supports proven, well documented Software for
Business, Industry, Science, Research and
Education; COBOL, RPG II, Macro Assembler,
16K and 32 BASIC, FORTRAN IV, LISP,
RATFOR, Word Processing and Data Base,
are all included in the range.
Now, there is the new CDOS compatible,
Cromix Multi-user Multitasking Operating System
which opens up new avenues in application and
performance for Cromemco System Users.

comart

PO Box 2,St Neots,HUNTINGDON,Cambs
Tel: (0480) 215005 Telex: 32514 Comart G.
Circle No. 161
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Microcomputers for every
type of business.

INTERNATIONAL

MICROCOMPUTER
EXHIBITION
with Associated
Seminars.

29,30,31 July
Wembley Conference
Centre, London.
The huge success of the 1980 show
with visitors packing the exhibition over
3 days has created an early demand for
exhibition space; consequently, twice
the exhibition area has been made
available for the next show. As the
number of overseas visitors is likely to
be even higher for the 1981 event, there
will be a keen awareness of the needs
of buyers from abroad, as well as the
current trends within the UK market
Exhibition space is being
taken very quickly -exhibitors
are advised to contact Jane
Windeler at the Online offices,
who will make a provisional
booking awaiting your written
confirmation.

This was a very
professionally handled and
managed event and I was
extremely pleased with the
turn -out.

J. D. Hartmann, Manager, Customer
Services Dept., Tandy Corporation.
52
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We were not only delighted with
the large numbers that attended the
Show, but also with the quality of
the visitors, which has generated a
lot of new business for our
company.
Colin Stanley, Joint Managing
Director, H B Computers.
The customers we met at the
Show had the highest level of
appreciation and expertise on
microcomputing that we have yet

encountered.
Tim Moore, General Manager,
Newbury Laboratories.
For further information, exhibitors
may send their business cards to:

Online Conferences Limited,
Argyle House, Northwood Hills,
Middlesex, HA6 1 TS, England.
Tel: (09274) 28211. Telex: 923498

max
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SlIWIECH
Explodes the software myth...

For far too long businesses with microcomputer
systems have been subjected to inflated software costs.
With the national launch of STARTECH, a new.
that software is necessarily expensive has been
exploded!
STARTECH is geared to provide low cost. prompt.
fast and efficient programs for almost any application
through a large national network of programmers.
Consult STARTECH - we guarantee that you will be
pleasantly surprised.

I

and gives the hardware facts.
STARTECH also provides a full systems analysis

service.

Unlike most software companies STARTECH are not
affiliated to any hardware sales organisation. therefore.
the advice is reliable and totally unbiased.
This service is provided for a mere £25 (refunded if
£250 worth of software is subsequently purchased from
STARTECH).
For further information about STARTECH services
just fill in the coupon and post today to STARTECH.
21 South Highville Road. Childwall. Liverpool 16.
or telephone 051-722 4419.

SIMECH

'ia

The software people who know about hardware
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The heart
of a system ...

Exidy's Sorcerer has stood the test of time and
has proved to be one of the most complete and
versatile machines available. Versatility
and expandability were the principal aims
of the original design and whilst other
major suppliers have been continually
changing models to try and
compete, the Sorcerer
range has remained
111116,..
ahead of its
time

Afefe
47
.1"

Pod,,

Whatever the application talk to the people
who care and will help you get the best from
your microcomputer, talk to the
professionals-your Exidy Dealer.
Consult your local supplier now or clip the
coupon for further information about this
outstanding machine.

LIVEPORT

II DATA PRODUCTS 1111.311.]MMW
The Ivory Works, St. Ives, Cornwall TR26 2HF
Telephone: (0736) 798157

Printout extra

New Bill will spark vigorous

debate before becoming law
The Industry Secretary's new powers

FEW REACTIONS to the British Telecommunications Bill, which was published last

could also conceivably be invoked on the
thorny subject of telephone tapping. The

November, have been enthusiastic. The

new network switching System X is far
less difficult for skilful operatives to tap
into than the electro-mechanical one it
replaces, and, as pointed out by the Post
Office Engineering Union in a report last

declared intention of the Bill, which

separates the telecommunications side of

the former Post Office from the postal
side, is "to introduce competition in telecommunications and to encourage better
performance in postal services (to) pave
the way for radical changes to meet the

summer, there

is

an "institutional"

relationship between police and the postal

impending revolution in information

authorities which is set out in a confi-

technology".

dential Home Office circular.

changes have not been radical enough,
while British Telecom is reportedly

may increase as a direct result of the

Yet private industry feels that the

Both "official" and unofficial tapping
loosening of the financial straitjacket and

worried that there is too little scope for it

expansion of digital transmission pro-

to make stable long-term plans, since
much of the power to license new pro-

posed by the new bill.
Industry Secretary Sir Keith Joseph.

Data theft is not a subject which
interests many of the suppliers of

argue against British Telecom. That body
will be crucial to the whole operation since
it will effectively referee the competition

equipment who had been hoping that the
Post Office right to install the telephone
line in the first place, and to maintain any

The Bill confers on private firms a
"wider freedom to supply and install

between British Telecom and private

equipment connected, would be de -

suppliers, and will be decisive in shaping

monopolised. That right remains firmly

telecommunications equipment in competition with British Telecom which is
good news for the smaller outfits who
specialise for example in intelligent
videotex terminals. Industry Secretary Sir

the tactical development of the newly
"diluted" monopoly; it could, for
example, be used to regulate imported

vested in the British Telecom, which

Keith Joseph will have the power to

Minister include the ability to make

license other persons to run such systems,

general directives to British Telecom when
he feels that the national interest is at

equally were keen to ensure that there
would not be a spate of cheap foreign

stake. That includes matters which affect
security and Britain's co-operation with
other countries. It is an interesting aside
since, in theory at least, it transfers some
of the responsibility for securing data held
in British Telecom -networked computers
to the Industry Secretary.

competition.

ducts which may be attached to the British
Telecom network will pass into the hands

of the Minister and the Department of
Industry.

without the need for further recourse to
Parliament.

That is the area about which British
Telecom is unhappy. The concentration
of power within the Department means
that a reverse in political strategy - if for,
example, there were a change of govern-

ment in 1984 - could mean that the

competition, as in France.
Further important powers taken by the

could be thrown out of kilter.

Sir Keith would not be drawn on the
subject of data protection when Practical
Computing questioned him and inferred

Power retained

that the subject, on which Britain is about
to commit itself by signing the European

whole £1.8 billion investment strategy

It is not yet clear what arrangements Sir

convention - see Practical Computing

Keith will make to approve non -British

December Printout - will continue to be
handled by the Home Office in consultation with the Industry Department.
In fact, a recent Home Office report,
which suggests a compromise on proposed data protection laws is reportedly
circulating in Whitehall. It is thought to
contain exceptions for police and Home

Telecom systems which will be attached to

the British Telecom network. The Bill

provides that such approval will be

granted either by the Minister, or by any
"person or body appointed for the
purpose" by the Minister. Such approval

will be made after consultation with
British Telecom, but the Minister retains
the power to overrule British Telecom if it
appears to him that it is "showing undue

preference to, or is exercising undue
discrimination against, any person".

Punitive measures
Effectively the old Post Office
monopoly on installation is transferred to

British Telecom. The relevant punitive
measures against infringement are also
retained. Excepted are wireless trans-

mission - covered by the Wireless

Telegraphy Act 1949 - and light transmission systems, with the interesting
caveat that "the things thereby conveyed
are capable of being received or perceived
by the eye and without more". Evidently,
British Telecom is playing its cards close
to the chest with respect to light
transmission systems.
Yet if British Telecom is nervous about

the degree of control which will be held
by the Minister, there are many groups
within the industry which are disappointed

that_ British Telecom will still retain
effective control of the telephone
network. Opposition to the Bill is being
marshalled under the umbrella of the
Telecommunications Council. Prime

thought to be applying pressure on the
Home Office to change its mind about the

with the telephone network, and any

Keith, when asked about this point,

independent, Ministry -approved body will

alluded to "the subterranean workings of
inter -departmental consultation".

4. Circle No. 164

liberalisation of licensing procedures but

inspection which most of Britain's European partners have already put into law.
The Department of Industry Minister for
Information Technology, Adam Butler, is

Clearly, there is more expertise in
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Pye and BICC - which wanted some

Office files from the citizen's right of

British Telecom than elsewhere to assess
what will or will not work in conjunction

have its work cut out if it proposes to

probably represents a victory of sorts for
the traditional suppliers of telecommunications equipment - GEC, Plessey, STC,

exceptions, which may explain why Sir

movers are Ken Smith of IBM and
Conservative MP John Gorst, who

claimed that British Telecom would still
be the master rather than the servant of
the public.
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WE RAN Ozz on a 32K -based 8032
computer; a new 1MB 8050 disc drive;
and a 3022 matrix printer. The software is

capable of supporting two disc units
providing each records file is set-up with

the two drives attached. The Bristol
Software Factory is the author of Ozz and
the package will be available only through

Commodore -appointed dealers. Bristol

Software Factory also produces the
Trade/Item/Monitor accounting packages which have been available for the
3000 series for the last year and have

Ozz is powerful
business tool
Each screen set-up defines the record
description for a file which will be associated with that format and the maximum
record length is 254 bytes or characters.
Each file may hold up to 64,000 records

gained a good reputation. Ozz costs £300.
The package is supplied as an 81 -page
A4 manual with two floppy discs and no

and may not exceed 364 bytes on a two disc system or 728Kbytes on a four -disc

security ROMs or chips of any kind.
Commodore has utilised a technique of

approximately 970K on a single dual drive
unit, those capacities would also limit the

by Mike McDonald

ability to hold 10 formats and associated
data files. A page of details on limits and
sizing is given at the back of the manual
and would-be users should read it before

system. Against a total capacity of

corrupting the program discs which will

setting up a final system on Ozz.

prevent the inbuilt disc -copy and back-up
routines from being used for making illicit

Ozz uses the bottom line of the screen
as a command input and message display.
Ozz commands are mainly two words and

copies.

The two discs supplied are both
program discs and are clearly -marked as
master and security versions. The manual
recommends the security copy be placed

through Commodore dealers at a nominal
price.

safety of its jacket. On entry to the
system, the user is given the opportunity
of either setting -up new discs or accessing

existing files and either two or four diskettes are mounted at this stage, depending

on whether one or two drive units are
attached.
Scratch discs are newed automatically

example we set was for a mailing system

and we used reversed field names to

highlight the information content figure 2.

Most of the standard QWERTY or
ASCII keyboard characters may be used

for separating or outlining fields and a
special underscore character is provided
through the /1\ key on the keyboard.
On the screen format, we held details of:
Company name
Address
Telephone number
Contact surname
Initials

Tital and position for up to three people
Turnover in millions
Hardware type
Number of employees

111011111111Mel-.p

Business type

Customer flag
1110111011111141.111111

111'111V,1

11111111111111111111011.11111111111011

Mr WAN.,

ellogum mom
sot solil

111111011m_

111111111111111111111111101111111M

1111°,111-1

Ozz is loaded from the diskette with the

simple action of pressing the run key on
the keyboard. The program, once loaded,
remains native or resident and the program master disc can be returned to the

and set fields to obtain the optimum
screen design for both data entry and
subsequent retrieval and display. The

111101111111.1111?,ret Nu.=

ampligni

separately in a safe place against acci-

dental corruption of the master disc.
Should a user destroy the master disc,
extra security copies will be available

fields may have a decimal point placed
anywhere within them. The user may
cursor round the screen to any position

MEM

1111111111111118

air.

-

:WA(

can be entered either in full or in an
abbreviated form of two letters. If an
abbreviation is used, Ozz expands the
input into its full textual form and a
return must be entered to confirm the

correct interpretation of your input

before it is actioned. A menu of options is
not normally displayed unless requested

specifically by entering help or 'H'

and initialised by the system or existing

< RETURN > . That causes the display of

discs checked securely for the volume and

two pages of Ozz commands shown in

name indicators expected by the soft-

figure 1.

Last -mailed data

Product and application area
Response and comments

That occupied the full 254bytes available and filled the screen. As each field is

entered and completed, Ozz updates the
command line at the bottom of the screen,
informing the user of how many
characters have been used in the design so
far.

Altering formats
A check may be made by entering ESC
`C' and Ozz warns of any fields open, if
the maximum 254 characters is exceeded,
and places the cursor on the offending
field. The format may be altered and lines
and spaces inserted or deleted at will until

ware. Failure to mount the correct discs

Each row indicates the short form for a

causes an error message and the user must

command followed by its full form and

the desired result is achieved.
Having created the first format, we had
to re-create and modify the first version to

successfully. Once complete, the user
must declare the type of printer used as
either an ASCII or Pet - IEEE488-type.
The system is then entered and all

manual for those seeking more inform-

rectify missing labels. That occurs where
Ozz cannot reconcile a field name with a

repeat the operation until he loads

functions of the Ozz package are available
for use.
Ozz is primarily a records management

system with a number of added features
which include a text editor for production
of standard reports and letters; a calculator with a multi -element memory for
number -crunching functions on retrieved
records; and a string -search facility for
full record analysis and retrieval.
The user may design completely his or
her screen formats according to taste. Up
to 10 formats with 10 associated data files
may be formed on the same pair of discs.
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then a page -reference number in the

ation. The first function entered was

format file or 'FF' to set the first record
description. Ozz then provides the user
with a blank screen on to which a format
is entered.
All that is required is the entry of a field

field box on the screen. The manual
recommends that two spaces are left
between field names and the start of field
character which follows. We found that to
be sound advice.
Field names may also be placed above

ters in length followed by a start -field and

fields and they should also be well separated for safety's sake. Unfortunately,

finish -field character. The field name or
description must lie very close to the field
and may be in normal or reverse format.

we could not find an easy way of discovering whether field names had been
accepted at the time the formats are

name which must not exceed 16 charac-

The field length is left to the user and is
defined by the number of spaces between
the start- and end -field characters.

There are two types of start -field

characters which define the field as either
alpha -numeric or numeric only. Numeric

generated. The only way we could

establish that was by committing the
finished format to disc and then using
either the calculator or document editor to
select each field by name.

Names which could not be traced to a
PRACTICAL COMPUTING February 1981

Software review
field would be flagged according to which

mode is being used. We found the

calculator to be the quickest way to test

the format but it meant converting all
field types to numeric and creating a
second temporary database to test the
format.

Labels could then be corrected on a
third format for final commitment to disc.

Unfortunately, the formats created previously had been committed to disc and
once there, cannot be removed or deleted
and will use some of the available disc
storage. Although that is a minor inconvenience, it underlines the suggestion
made in the manual to experiment first
with the system before moving into a
production application.

With experience, we soon discovered
what we could and could not do with the
screen format editor. Our suggestion is to

is done through

should normally be indicated with a

the select file option. If only one file exists

asterisk but we found a return worked

in the file directory, this is chosen automatically. Otherwise the file directory is
displayed and the desired file selected
from the maximum of 10 which may be

equally well. If a record number is nomin-

must be selected whic

entered.
Once selected, the screen format is dis-

ated, that record is produced on the
format. Each time a record is accessed,
Ozz displays the record number in the
bottom right-hand corner of the screen
for reference purposes. Once a record has

played and IR or input record moves the
cursor into the first field ready for entry.

been accessed successfully by either

Each field may be keyed into, edited,
skipped and record -entry aborted or

through with either the NR, next record,
facility or PR, prior record, option. Once
selected, the next record is displayed. If
the first record was accessed by record
number, the nudge facility will continue

abbreviated at any stage of entry.

Numeric fields are validated and a
sign is permitted. Text may be entered in
upper- or lower-case and will be saved
exactly as keyed.

The first alpha field entered is used as
the key field on which a directory is built

method, the rest of the file may be stepped

to display records in record number order.

Alpha search
If based on an alpha search of the key
field, the records will be displayed in

have always a spare pair of discs for

for very fast searching of records. It is
impotant, therefore, to organise the data
format to ensure that the first field is

experimenting with new screen formats

significant. Ozz will not permit entry of a

"Continue?" option is offered and

which, once proven, can be re -keyed on to
a new set of discs for running. That avoids
occupying your discs with unwanted and
space -consuming formats and associated

record if data in the key field has been

accepted by a null entry. Null entry is used
throughout the package as a confirmation
of acceptance.
If SF or search file is selected, the user is

files.

Once a format is completed, the user is

prompted for a file name and an entry
made in the file directory on the disc. The
file is referred to by number in the directory which also indicates the record length
and how many entries have been made on
to that file.
The next step was to begin entering data

into the file and manipulating it. The
commands for that include:
Insert record
Amend record
Get record
Search file

Delete record
Update record

We started with the insert record
option. On entering Ozz, a file format

duplicated in a previous record.

Only the first 10 characters of the key
field are used for the key -field directory.
Once we had put a number of records in
the file, the data entry routine was
familiar and reasonably fast.
A minor irritation is that Ozz reverts to
command mode at the end of each record
input and the user must select the option
IR, input record, between each entry.

We next tried the GR or get -record
command. It is a fast search facility which

requires a search string entered into the
key -field box on the screen format. That
entry may be either a full or truncated
alpha entry or a record number reference
indicated with a '# ' prefix. Truncation is
implied on entry of a substring followed
by <RETURN>.
The first matching record is displayed in

full on the blank format. Truncation

ascending or descending alpha order respectively. As each is displayed, a

prompted for a string entry at the bottom
of the screen and on input, each record is
searched in full for any occurrence of that
string in any field. Any subsequent match

in a record causes the record to be displayed in full and the matching element to

be highlighted in flashing reverse field
indicating where the match occurred. A

"Continue" option is offered at the
bottom of the screen and acceptance

causes Ozz to continue the search through
the file displaying each match in turn until
terminated.

Records may be amended or deleted
with an AR or DR option while displayed
on the screen. The amend option allows
the user to step through each field in the
(continued on page 59)

Figure I.
OZZ PROGRAM OPTIONS
MME012ilaka

OR

alt46011
AMEND RECORD
CALCULATE
COPY SCREEN
DELETE RECORD
DISPLAY MEMORY
EXECUTE AUTO
EXIT OZZ
FILE STATUS
FINISH PRINTOUT
FORMAT NEW FILE
FORMAT PRINTOUT
GET CALL PROGRAM
GET PRINT FORMAT
GET RECORD

H

HELP

AR
CS
DR
DM
EA
E0

FS
Fl

FF
FP
GC:

GP

=moms
76
33
77
76
46

67
79

77
67
12

48
45
58
26
08

OZZ PROGRAM OPTIONS
:111131111SiI)

IR

LF
NE
P

PR
FL
SR
-F

HP
Ii

2M
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MMHG
INSERT RECORD
LIST FILE
NEXT RECORD
PRINTOUT
PRIOR RECORD
RUN CALL: PROGRAM
SEARCH FILE
SELECT FILE
SET ANALYSIS
SET CALC PROGRAM
UPDATE RECORD
VERIFY DATABASE
ZERO MEMORY

=MAME
23
61

29
63
29
45
30
22
70
42
76
78
46
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Commodore PET 32K
£675.75 plus VAT

Sharp MZ-80K

ITT 20/20 16K
£607.00 plus VAT

£480.00 plus VAT

ACT 808 Inc dual
disk drive
£3950.00 plus VAT

ACT 808 inc dual
disk drive
£3950.00
plus VAT

We'll give you more
than a good deal
Under one roof in London's West End
you can find:
HARDWARE:
A comprehensive range of hardware to
meet most applications - and budgets,

CONSULTANCY SERVICES:

including back issues of this and other

To apply micro computer systems to

important periodicals.

business, education or the home, make
an appointment with our trained profes-

sionals for friendly advice based on

Whether you are an experienced micro
user or a novice, looking for a system
for the home, business or pleasure, the

with terms to suit you.

extensive experience of discussing problems with many others like you.

SOFTWARE:

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR CLUB:

Probably the widest range of off -the -shelf
software in the UK. Try out the packages
and choose the one that suits you, or take

A maintenance and repair club that

requirements.

guarantees microcomputer users minimum downtime at very attractive

CALL IN ANY TIME. We are open six

advantage of our consultancy services

premiums.

and we will analyse, recommend, demon-

REFERENCE MATERIAL:
A library of publications covering all

strate, modify and install the programs
for you.

aspects of the microcomputer world,

LION MICROCOMPUTER CENTRE
is the single source to meet all your
days a week, for you to take advantage
of the good deal you get when you buy
from LION.
The above lot -Ices do not apply
to account sales.

ti

LION MICRO -COMPUTERS

SMALL COMPUTERS -TO MAKE YOUR BUSINESS BIGGER
Lion Computer Shops Ltd, Lion House, 227 Tottenham Court Road,
London W1 (First Floor). Telephone: 01-637 1601.
Telex: 28394 Lion G.
Open 9 to 6, Monday to Saturday (Thursday to 7).
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Software review
(continued from page 57)

record and add, alter or delete any of the
information held. Delete record requires

ailaIR1011004101111111111M.111121116111111111101111M11M1141611111

additional confirmation from the user
before it is executed.
The calculator facility in Ozz allows the
user to access numeric fields by name and

perform calculations between fields,
constants or temporary variables and
other fields either on a direct basis via
entry of formulae on the bottom line of
the screen, or indirectly through a stored
calculator program holding up to 16 steps
of instruction.

A direct calculation is executed by
selecting the C option or calculate. A

format appears at the bottom of the

UZZ REVIEW MAILING SYSTEM
Gener.5,1 Information
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screen. The result and variable fields are
entered as field names and the standard

arithmetic operations of * / - + may be
input. A numeric constant may also be
entered instead of a field name.
If the result is input as a field name that
exists on the displayed screen format, that

field is updated on the screen once the
calculation is executed. If any of the field

names input do appear on the screen
format, the calculator either creates an

IM1113eeaa
OZZ REVIEW MAILING SYSTEM

General Information
IMMTEr97111101111111 IPC: Electronic Press Limited

ligfalfaTian Quadrant House
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entry or retrieves a value against an
existing entry in the calculator memory.
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Memory area
That memory is a temporary memory
area which can hold up to 16 variables not

declared on the screen format. An

example of its use would be, say, for
carrying forward the total value of stock
holding in a stock file where each record

contains a quantity and value field. A

I
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Figure 2.

calculator program may be set by selecting

SC, set-up calculator, and entering each

step in a calculation. Each calculator
program may be stored in a calculator
program file and up to 10 calculator
programs may be stored on disc.
Stored programs may be altered and re saved later. Running a calculator program
has the same effect as entering a series of

single calculation instructions at the
bottom of the screen and will apply only

to the record displayed on the record
format. Although the record shown is

altered according to any calculated
results, that does not affect the information stored on disc.

referred to with the use of the cursor key.
The calculator memory may be examined at any point with the DM, display memory command. Calculator programs
are retrieved from disc with the GC, get calculator command - they are accessed
by name. Any calculator program loaded
can be run by entering RC, run calculator.
Any changes made to the displayed data
appear instantaneously.
Certainly the most important facility of

the system is the document feature and
editor. It is a 76 -line storage area into

field in the displayed format. On selecting
FP, format printout, a blank screen with a

the user to enter any of the displayed
fields as in amend record but notes the

cursor row and column position numeric-

record.

The calculator memory will hold its
variable names and their related values
until cleared with a ZM, zero -memory
command. That means values may be
stored here and held while moving from
one record format - or file - to another
providing a simple linkage for numeric
information between the files.

When setting the calculator memory,
the user may toggle between the calculator

step screen and the screen format being
PRACTICAL COMPUTING February 1981

character in the first blank position.

When cursored-to, it reveals the associated field name which is to be applied to
that field. They are called labels. We
formed a standard sales letter into which
we wanted to enter details.

Field boxes
Field boxes may be mixed freely with
text and a ESC E indicates the end of the

document page. A carriage return
which the user may enter document anywhere in the document tells Ozz to
formats which access and incorporate any access the next record on file. At the

That may be achieved only by issuing
an update record command, UR, after the
calculator has finished. UR does not allow

changes made and alters the stored

format is given an alpha -identification

display on the bottom line shows the
ally.

Text may be entered anywhere on the
screen and can be interspersed with the
same field -start and finish characters as
used in the screen format set-up stage.
Once a field start character is entered the
cursor returns to the bottom line and the
user is prompted for the field name to be
associated with that area. The field name

entered may be one used either in the
record format or declared in a calculator
program and hence held in the calculator
memory.

Each field entered on the document

bottom of our standard letter format we
had a carriage return and document end
placed to cause a full page to be printed
for each record retrieved.

Once a document is formatted, it may

be saved and stored on disc as for the

calculator programs and up to

10

document formats may be saved and
amended and re -saved on one set of discs.

Each is given a name by the user and is
accessed with the GP, get -print -format
command. A directory is displayed of
currently stored documents.
There are four elements to Ozz:
Creating a record and accessing it
Setting -up a calculator program to alter
and add information on the record
(continued on next page)
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Creating a document format against
which we can list the data

Forming an analysis mask for selection
criteria;
It is now necessary to explain the modus
operandi of Ozz. Effectively, Ozz requires
the user to load each of the four elements

several calculator programs for running
against the same data record is possible.
That may sound baffling but it allows
applications to be set-up to deal with:
Quotation compilation
Invoice generation
Payslip calculation

point that Ozz seems to close its data files
automatically after a period of inactivity
of about a minute, probably as a security

precaution. That should not make any
difference to the user and is transparent to
the operation of the program.

Ozz is written completely in machine

You can search for items from a stock
file individually, calculated and posted
line by line on to a pro -forma quote letter
with optional manual calculations for discounts, uplifts, etc. The FI, finish

code and ranks well in our league of good -

selected from disc and loaded when

printout, complements the printout

"hardware failure - unable to continue"

executing a run, that option will not be

command by forcing Ozz to stop waiting

message.

for further record information and to
move to the text at the foot of the document format which typically containing
totals and other text.
Another powerful single function is the
EA, execute -auto command. It embodies

It seems unfortunage that Ozz would
not allow range searching on numeric
fields, i.e., greater than 1,000 and less
than 5,000 - and that output could be
channelled only to the printer. Nor is
there a sort facility apart from the key

three of the single-step functions and

field. If a data file could be output from a

listed into memory and then combine
them to produce the required result, i.e., a

selective listing or an update to the file
records. If any of those functions are not
offered for inclusion at run time.

Furthermore, each function may be
executed manually, on a single-step basis
or automatically, against the whole file.
The reasons for that are to allow users to
set Ozz to handle either transaction processing such as invoicing, order entry, or
statement production or batch processing
of bulk data for unattended output to the

quality, secure packages. Should either
disc drives or printer become detatched
from the system during use, Ozz senses it

and aborts the run with a flashing

search to disc, a second pass could be

and becomes more than just a records

executes automatically in the order Run the calculator program
Perform a single-step printout
Update the current data -file record
That amounts to keying RC, P, UR and

management system.

is aimed at the transaction -processing

automatically within the list file function.

printer. That results in a very powerful
business tool for a variety of applications

Command set
The instructions available within the
command set of Ozz are either of single stroke or continuous nature. The overall

execution command is LF or list file. A

file must be selected and the record
format on display before the command is

issued. Once issued, the command line
prompts the user to input the point of
entry to the data records. That may be
either a numeric reference to nth record,
i.e., # 1 or a string value, i.e., A or TK
and Company Ltd.
If a numeric reference is used, the file
will be listed from that point onwards in
numeric order of entry on to the data file

- sequentially. If an alpha search was
entered, the file will be listed in alpha
order from that point. Once the record is
retrieved and displayed, the program tests
to see if an analysis mask has been set. If

so, the user is shown the record format
with the analysis criteria on it and offered
the question "Analise".

Next, the user is shown the calculator
program in memory and offered
"Calculate?". The program then takes
the document format held in memory and

proceeds to pass the file, extracting any
record which matches the selection mask
or all records if the masking is not
enabled. It lists them in accordance to

The provision of an execution file into
which a series of Ozz commands could be

applications or for specialist transaction -

stored and run with a single command
would achieve the same result. A loop

orientated processes. Since there are so
many options within the command set of

facility in such a file would allow a enormous number of tasks to be carried out on

Ozz allowing the user total flexibility, we
found the package somewhat confusing

a batch run and the rest of the software

initially.

One very helpful utility provided in the
Ozz instruction set is the VD or verify -

database command. It may be used
should the user ever encounter an
abnormal end of program - such as the
power dropping while in the middle of an
Ozz run.
The manuals describes VD as a last line
of defence against corrupted data discs.

The command invokes a pass over the
data files in an attempt to "re-establish
the integrity" of the data files.

world could almost give up and go home.
Another improvement would be to allow

the user to transfer a screen format to a
new set of discs from a working set while
in the experimentation stage.
Ozz is certainly the nearest offering to a
true database facility giving file linkage
through the calculator memory. It will be

of interest not only to the business user
but also to dealers and software houses.
The flexibility of the system should allow
systems sellers to meet most special or
unusual needs.

A distinction is made in Ozz between
the amend -record function and update record function. With amend record, the
user can enter the data fields of the screen
format for direct modification of the in-

Conclusions

shown on the displayed record format.

standard letters with inserted information.

formation displayed. Update record
changes the data held on file to that

Ozz is an extremely flexible records
management system which may be used in
a traditional batch listing mode or a transaction mode.

A document editor allows for the production of word -processing -quality

that if the calculate or run -calculator

The calculator facility permits sophisticated analysis of records with transfer to

function is used to modify fields in the
displayed record, it is the screen-based

consolidations.

That function is necessary bearing in mind

printout command P. Ozz will print the
information required by the document
format from the displayed record until it
hits a breakpoint - <RETURN> on the
document indicating a new record should
be accessed. That allows a printed list to
be compiled from single -line entries.
Intermediate manual steps may be executed by the operator between each record
retrieval such as manual or programmed

is, therefore, a manual facility for up-
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Ozz would probably be even more
powerful if records could be updated

Ozz may be used, therefore, for the
more traditional records -management

version which is modified and any changes
are not reflected back on to the disc file. It

calculators. Even the introduction of

searching.

requirement.

document definition.

The next run option is a single-step

made to overcome the lack of range

dating the data file between record
retrievals.

The CS or copy -screen command does

exactly that. It produces a high-speed
dump of the screen contents on to the
printer

Finally, is the exit Ozz function which
provides the user with a clean exit from

other file formats, i.e., control files or
The package is a very secure piece of
software and we would look forward to
seeing enhanced and new releases in the
near future.
The greatest asset of Ozz must be the
ease with which screen formats may be set

to users' tastes without worrying about
bits and bytes and other complications.
The documentation could be improved
to cover the concepts of the mode of oper-

ation but the standard is much improved

the system. Any open data files are closed

compared to previous Commodore

and records updated. It is an interesting

manuals.
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Product Code

A2S1016P
A2M0003
A2M0004
A2M0016

Description

HARDWARE
APPLE 16K VIDEO OUTPUT ONLY
DISC DRIVE WITHOUT CONTROLLER
DISC DRIVE WITH CONTROLLER
16K ADD ON RAM

A2M0015
A2M0019
A2M0027
A2M0029
E2B104
E2B105
E2B107

.CARDS & ACCESSORIES
PROTOTYPE/HOBBY CARD
PARALLEL PRINTER INTERFACE CARD
COMMUNICATIONS CARD
HIGH SPEED SERIAL INTERFACE CARD
PASCAL LANGUAGE SYSTEM
CENTRONICS CARD
APPLESOFT FIRMWARE CARD
INTEGER CARD
MOUNTAIN HARDWARE CLOCK/CALENDAR CARD
MOUNTAIN HARDWARE SUPERTALKER
MOUNTAIN HARDWARE ROM PLUS BOARD
MOUNTAIN HARDWARE ROMWRITER
EUROCOLOUR CARD
APPLE BLACK & WHITE MODULATOR
A1-02 DATA ACQUISITION CARD
ALF MUSIC SYNTHESIZER CARD
ALF TIMING MODE INPUT BOARD
ALF ALBUM MUSIC DISKETTE NUMBER ONE
ALF ALBUM MUSIC DISKETTE NUMBER TWO
ALF ALBUM MUSIC DISKETTE CHRISTMAS
HEURISTICS SPEECH LAB
PROGRAMMERS AID I
AUTO START ROM PACK
GRAPHICS TABLET
HEURISTICS CONTROLLER 70
HEURISTICS SPEECHLINK 2000
IEEE INTERFACE

A2D0005
A2D0006
A2D0009
A2D0010
A2D0012
A2D0013
A2D0018
A2D0025
A2D0026
A2T0013
E2D001

SOFTWARE
CONTRIBUTED SOFTWARE VOLS 3-5
CONTRIBUTED SOFTWARE VOLS 1-2
MICROCHESS 2.0 CHESS DISK
DISC UTILITY PACK
APPLE BUSINESS CONTROLLER PROGRAM
APPLE POST PROGRAM
APPLE BOWLING DISCETTE
APPLE CASHIER PROGRAM
APPLE WORD PROCESSING PROGRAM
MICROCHESS 2.0 CHESS CASSETTE
VISICALC DISC & BOOK COMPLETE

A2B0001
A2B0002
A2B0003
A2B0005
A2B0006
A2B0007

A2B0009
A280010
MHP-X003
MHP-X006
MHP-X007
MHP-X015
A2B0017
E2B101
A1-02
10-5-16
10-5-17
13-3-2
13-3-4
13-5-5

Price (Q

695.00
299.00
349.00
69.00
15.00

104.00
130.00
113.00
299.00
130.00
116.00
116.00
168.00
179.00
127.89
106.05
113.00
14.00
192.00
103.00
14.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
122.00
27.00
38.00

462.00
57.00
168.00
212.00

Product Code

A2L001A
A2L0002
A2L0003
A2L0005
A2L0006
A2L0012
A2L0018

A2D0000
A2M0009
AD/LB
MD5172
APP1
APP2

APPLETEL
DUST/APP
E2B013

Description

DOCUMENTATION
APPLE II REFERENCE MANUAL
6502 HARDWARE MANUAL
6502 SOFTWARE MANUAL
APPLE II BASIC PROGRAM MANUAL
APPLE II REFERENCE MANUAL
DOS 3.2 MANUAL
APPLE II BASIC TUTORIAL MANUAL

GENERAL ACCESSORIES
(10) BLANK APPLE DISCETTES
VINYL CARRYING CASE
MINI DISC LIBRARY BOX
DISCOFLEX FILING CASE -MINI
APPLE DESK TWO TIER
PRINTER TABLE
APPLETEL SYSTEM
DUSTCOVER FOR APPLE II
APPLEJUICE RESERVE POWER SUPPLY

CENT.737
TIGER/G
TIGER/C
TIGER/D
TIGER/P
TI810

PRINTERS & ACCESSORIES
SILENTYPE 80 COLUMN GRAPHICS PRINTER
10 ROLLS OF THERMAL PAPER FOR
SILENTYPE PRINTER
CENTRONICS 737 PRINTER C/W ADAPTOR
PAPER TIGER PRINTER WITH GRAPHICS OPTION
CONNECTOR CABLE FOR TIGER PRINTER
GRAPHICS SOFTWARE FOR TIGER PRINTER
TIGER PAPER 2,000 SHEETS 11° x 9.5' 1 PART
TEXAS OMNI 810 PRINTER

LP5
LP9

PAPER 2000 SHEETS 11" x 15" S/PART
PAPER 3000 SHEETS 8" x 12" S/PART

A2M0034
A2C0001

VM129

VM9I0
60.00
27.00

VM906

15.00
15.00

VM/C

VIDEO MONITORS
12" BLACK AND WHITE VIDEO MONITOR
9" BLACK AND WHITE VIDEO MONITOR
9" HIGH RESOLUTION BLACK AND WHITE
VIDEO MONITOR
CABLE. FOR VIDEO MONITOR

Price (L)

11.00
9.00
9.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00

32.40
16.00
2.64
12.64
145.00

92.00
595.00
9.95
157.00

1saiS

Lql

rE

349.00

28.00
450.00
598.00
9.00
20.00
31.43
1450.00
14.06
14.85

189.00
127.00

?L
01

148.00
9.00

340.00
27.00
9.00
194.00
42.00
15.00
125.00

01
LO1

Prices exclusive of carriage and VAT and are correct at time of
going to pwess. Available from Apple Dealers all over the UK for your nearest please contact Microsense Computers.
Dealer/OEM enquiries welcome.

DO,

microsense

Ai

comppters limited

fE
PI

Finway Road, Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP2 7PS
Tel (0442) 48151 and 41191
Telex: 825554 DATEFF G

A

SOLE UK DISTRIBUTOR

computer
igapple
®Apple is a trade mark of Apple Computer Inc., Cupertino, C.A., USA
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Easy -to -use DAI micro majors

in colour and sound generation
DATA Applications International was
established seven years ago and has its
headquarters in Brussels. It has subsid-

iaries in the U.K. at Cirencester, and
Munich in West Germany, with represent-

atives in most other European countries.
DAI specialises in microcomputers
and devices for the industrial, scientific
and educational markets, and its systems
cover applications in production control,
process control, communications, automatic testing and data logging. More than
25 modules have been designed to use the
standard Eurocard of 100mm. by
160mm., including a series of real -world

too condescending. It is written in a

board also lights and is a thoughtful touch

simple and chatty style and explains in a
step-by-step manner how to connect the
computer, switch -on, and how to write a
simple program in Basic demonstrating

since it is not always possible to see the

some of the features of the system.

The other manual was a general -use
guide called the personal computer handbook. I found its style and content good

and comprehensive; it covers every
feature of the system, but there were

by David Watt

cards, IEEE bus interface card and communications modules. The cards all use a
standard bus called the DCEbus - digital

many typographical mistakes and
omissions. Apparently, it was a preliminary copy, and DAI is producing corrected manuals.
As one of the main features of the computer is its colour graphics, it is obviously

control element.

better to use it with a colour television

It has recently announced a new computer for the personal market - the DAI
personal computer. Housing an integral
keyboard, it is a single module and
features high -resolution colour graphics,
stereographical sound generation, a range
of interfaces including two games paddle
sockets, dual cassette input, an RS232C

although it will work equally well with a

interface cards such as analogue -to -digital

black -and -white set, giving shades of grey.

A modern television with frequency lock
is better.
I tested the system with an old reconditioned television and so found it
very difficult to tune it properly. I

succeeded several times and the colours

interface and a DCEbus interface.

were excellent.

The machine is based on the Intel
8080A microprocessor and may be

vision when tuned to the closest frequency

supplied with 12K, 32K or 48Kbytes of
RAM. In addition to that, the machine
has 24Kbytes of bank -switched ROM

There was a slight hum from the tele-

power switch.
Below the power switch is the male 34 -

pin DCEbus connector. Besides the real world cards, DAI is to provide a floppy disc system and a printer which also will
be interfaced through the bus. DAI has a
floppy -disc system, but it is rather expensive since it was designed for the industrial

market. A less expensive model is being
designed for the personal computer. To

the right of the DCEbus is the power
socket which may be switched to either
220 or 110V AC.

On the right of that is an RS232C serial
interface connector for a printer or terminal, followed by live DIN sockets. They
are used for connecting two cassette recorders, two games paddles and a stereo
output. The television aerial socket is on
the right of the backplane.
An impressive feature of the computer
is the colour -graphics module. There are
16 colours available including black and
white and six basic modes of operation
allow combinations of low- middle- and
high -resolution, and a four- or 16 -colour
operation.

High resolution

- also present when I tried the system

Obviously, the high -resolution, 16 -

with another set. I soon learned to ignore
it and I believe DAI is working to remove
this fault.

colour mode offers the ability to produce
the most complex displays, but it is also
the slowest mode and occupies the most

housekeeping modules.

The computer is housed in an attractive, cream -coloured plastic case, light

Floating-point option

and yet robust. Behind the keyboard,
which has a black metal surround, is a

space in memory. DAI has adopted an
ingenious method to reduce the memory
requirement for screen displays to half

The 8080 is a slow device by latest
microprocessor standards but DAI has
compensated for that by providing an

useful well - excellent for holding cassette
tapes, pens or pencils. The back -plane is
also black metal, matching the keyboard.

optional floating-point processor, and a

The top casing may be removed by pop-

could find no
fault with the speed of the machine; a

ping four plastic plugs.
Inside, everything appears neatly laid -

containing the resident software, the Basic

interpreter, utility monitor and general -

semi -compiling Basic.

I

that required normally.
As in most colour graphic systems, the
screen is divided up into small areas called
pixels which may each have a particular

colour. If 16 colours are available, four
bits are required to define the colour of a
pixel, and a byte of memory is required to
store two pixels.

simple loop counting one to 100,000 took

out. The RAM and ROM chips are

30 seconds to execute, and 10,000 SIN

socketed as is the optional floating-point
mathematics chip, the AMD 9511. On the

The DAI personal computer has two
modes of colour operation; four-colour

left is a small Eurocard containing the

mode and 16 -colour mode. In four-colour

components for the colour -graphics
generator and PAL UHF television
modulator. On the right is a robust -

mode, a set of four colour registers may

looking power supply enclosed in metal

four colours in the register. A pixel will be

shielding.

represented by two bits of data. In 16 colour mode, the colour registers are not
used. Instead, two bytes are used to hold
the colour information for a group of
eight pixels. Any two of the 16 colours

functions, slightly more than 50 seconds.
The prototype computer was designed

two years ago in a co-operative project
with Texas Instruments as an attempt to

produce a European microcomputer.
When the prototype was completed,
Texas Instruments decided against further
involvement and DAI produced a
production model alone. It has been available in Europe for some months and has

apparently aroused a great deal of
interest.

Three cables for power, television and
for cassette recorder connection and two
manuals are supplied with the system. The

first manual is a 70 -page introductory
manual which I thought excellent
although some people might consider it
62

It is not a machine for do-it-yourself
maintenance; DAI with its background in
industrial engineering applications has a
reputation for reliability, and all its equipment is fully factory -tested before being
supplied to the customer.

be set to any of the 16 colours, so the
colour of a pixel may be only one of the

may be used for any group of eight pixels.
The low byte is used to store the colours

which lights when the power is on. A

for the group, called the foreground and
background colours, while each bit of the
high byte is set to zero or one to indicate
the foreground or background colour for

small green bulb on the right of the key-

a particular pixel.

The backplane holds all the I/O ports
plus the power switch and power socket.
The power switch is a red plastic switch
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The keyboard has 57 keys in the

typing a space in the first position - but it
can be annoying.
The CNTL key does not act in the same
way as most systems, causing characters
typed while the CNTK key is held down to

standard QWERTY pattern. On the left
are four cursor -control keys, for moving

generate a different ASCII character
code. Instead, the CNTL acts as a toggle

the cursor left, right, up and down and the

to change the mode of the alpha char-

CNTL key. On the right are the TAB,
BREAK, RETURN, CHAR DEL and

acters on the keyboard.
When the computer is switched -on, the
alpha keys will generate upper-case letters

The system is made more flexible by
allowing the background colour of one
group to be continued in the next group

`C' at the start to indicate a continuation.
Input can be continued for slightly more
than four lines in that way before an error

until a new foreground colour is selected.
It is possible to have three colours in one
group of eight pixels.

is produced.

As mentioned, the system has three
degrees of resolution after giving vertical
and horizontal definitions of 65 by 72, 130
by 160, and 256 by 336 pixels. Another
mode is used primarily for displaying text,
but it may be used for very high resolution graphics although that feature
is not supported by the resident Basic.
In addition to the graphics modes, the

computer may be put into all -character
mode which displays 24 lines of text, 60
characters per line, or the graphics modes
may be modified to display four lines of
text at the bottom of the screen. If, when

a program is running in an all -graphics

mode and an error occurs, break is
pressed or the end program statement is
executed, the display is moved up four
lines to display the appropriate message at
the bottom of the screen.
The computer uses the standard ASCII

REPEAT keys.

Cursor control
The cursor control and the TAB keys
are not recognised by the normal INPUT
command, however there is a function in
Basic called GETC which will obtain a
single character from the keyboard and
that function may be used to program the
special keys. In normal text input, the
CHAR DEL key moves the cursor back
one character and prints a space. Unfort-

unless shift is pressed which generates
lower-case letters. If CNTL is pressed, the
action of the keys is reversed which makes

the keyboard more like a standard type-

writer. I found it rather too easy to hit
that key by mistake - awkward since
Basic does not recognise lower-case letters
in command and so it will generally cause
a syntax error.

The re -set key is a tiny inset micro switch on the left of the keyboard which

unately, it is possible to delete the prompt
as well as any input you have typed with
that key.

has to be pushed with the point of a pencil

When typing in programs, that can

board is scanned by software. Debounc-

have undesirable effects as Basic expects

ing and three -key roll-over are handled by
the general housekeeping routines. Three -

or some other sharp instrument - it

is

impossible to re -set accidentally. The key-

character set and the quality of the character display is excellent. One character,
the ASCII form -feed character, value 12,
is used to clear the screen and move the
cursor to the top left-hand corner of the
screen. If you type more than 60
characters on a line, the system continues

the first character on a line to be the

overwritten. The problem is mentioned in

repeated at a fixed rate by typing and

automatically on the next line displaying a

the manual and it can be avoided by

(continued on next page)
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prompt symbol. If you enter a line having

erased the prompt symbol and type the
line number starting in the first character
position, the first character will be ignored

which may cause a previous line to be

key roll-over means that the system will
recognise up to three keys pressed simultaneously or in rapid succession, so key
strokes are not lost even with very fast

touch typists. A character may be
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(continued from previous page)

also pressing -down the repeat key.
Although the keyboard is well laid -out,
I found the keys were rather too close and

had a slack feel to them. I wonder how
well they will stand heavy use.

The computer has some extremely
versatile sound -generation abilities. There
are three programmable frequency gener-

ators and a white noise generator with
programmable volume. That may be used

to play sounds through the television or
the stereo interface to your music system.

Some very interesting effects may be
obtained with them, particularly when
using stereo.

Resident software
The resident software provided with the
system comprises Basic interpreter,

machine -language utility, and a set of

general housekeeping modules. The
modules may be used by machine -code
routines or the PEEK and POKE commands of the Basic. The Basic interpreter

produces semi -compiled code which
makes it faster and more economical in
execution.
It is an extremely versatile version of

Basic designed to resemble Microsoft
Basic as much as possible, with additional
commands to cover the colour and sound
facilities of the system.

Variable names may be of any length
although only the first 14 characters are
significant. Integers may be in the range
232 to -232 which gives numbers up to
1,000,000,000. Floating-point numbers

may be in the range 10 +18 to 10-18,
printed to six digits of accuracy.

Strings may be up to 255 bytes long,
arrays dimensioned to any number of
levels, and dimensions having up to 256
elements. Before you use strings or arrays
you must reserve sufficient space using the
CLEAR statement. Finally, line numbers
may be in the range one to 65536.

In keeping with the powerful colour graphics facility, nine special commands
and functions have been included in the
Basic to the screen, these are:
MODE

COLORT
DOT
FILL

DRAW
SCRN

XMAX
YMAX

Mode is used to set the graphics resolution for four or 16 colours, graphics -only
or mixed text and graphics. The text -only
mode may also be selected. COLORT sets
the four-colour register when in the fourcolour mode.

DOT, DRAW and FILL are used to

and YMAX is 64, while XMAX is 335 and
YMAX is 255 in high resolution.

Those commands proved very easy to

use particularly as the relationship of
XMAX'to YMAX is close to the three -to four relationship in television screen sizes

so that circles appear round when drawn
on the screen. That contrasts with some
systems where a special mapping algorithm

must be used to produce correctly proportioned shapes.
Three commands are available for programming the frequency and noise gener-

ators, ENVELOPE, SOUND and
NOISE. ENVELOPE forms a series of
pairs of volumes and time periods which
may be used to modify the amplitude of
sound being generated. The envelope may
end in a constant volume or be made to

repeat its sequence, until another is

requested or the sound turned -off.
SOUND is the command which causes a

note to be generated. A channel,

envelope, volume, frequency, and
whether tremolo or glissando effects are
required, must be specified and a function, FREQ, is used to set the frequency.
NOISE is used to generate white noise
using a specified envelope and volume.
There is also a command, TALK, which
may be used to generate some very interesting sound effects. DAI says it called

that command, TALK, for want of a

display dots, lines or rectangles of colour
on the screen. The function SCRN returns

better name.

the value of the colour displayed at a
particular point on the screen. XMAX

loaded from a cassette or floppy disc. The
commands to do that in Basic are LOAD,
LOADA, SAVE and SAVEA. Files may

and YMAX give the maximum value for

Programs and data may be saved or

X and Y co-ordinates according to the
current resolution. Thus in Modes 1 and

be of three types, 0 indicating a Basic

2, which are low -resolution, XMAX is 71

machine -code file.
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program,

1

a data file array, and 2 a

Data may be stored only in the form of

an array. INPUT and PRINT to a tape
are not supported by the Basic. LOAD

and SAVE are used for storing and
loading Basic programs, file -type zero. A
file name may be specified as part of the
command.

If a file name is specified in a LOAD
command, the computer searches for the
required file, listing other Basic programs
as it passes, and the file name is found.
Otherwise, LOAD loads the first program
it encounters.
LOADA and SAVEA are similar except
that they operate on data array files only;

LOADA does not display the names of
files it passes over. CHECK may be used
to display the names and file -types of files

on a cassette, and also performs checksum validation of the file names.

File -load errors
Four types of file -load errors can be
detected by the system of which error two,

like check -sum error, and error three,
data drop-off are the most likely to occur.
They are caused generally by turning the

volume on the recorder too high or too
low. The CHECK command is the only

way of discovering what is on a tape
because the LOAD command displays
only Basic file names, while LOADA and
the utility monitor -read command do not
display any names at all.
I would have preferred to see all those

commands display the name of the file
loaded as a visual check, especially if no
particular file is requested, since the
system will then load the first file of the
correct type automatically.
The system will stop automatically and
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start the tape recorder if it has a remote -

facilities permitting a trace of program

control socket when loading saving or

lines to be displayed on the screen while a

checking files.

program is running. Programs may also
be stepped through, a line at a time, by
using the STEP command and pressing
the space bar for each step.

The Basic has a useful edit command
which allows text to be moved to an edit
buffer for display and amendment. Any
number of lines from a single line to a
whole program may be edited at one time.
The edit buffer displays the lines as typed -

in except the carriage return character is
indicated by a special symbol "

".

Hexadecimal numbers may be included
in a program by prefixing the number with
the `# ' symbol. Numbers may be printed

in Hexadecimal format by using the
HEX$ function. PEEK, POKE, INP,

The cursor control keys on the left of
the keyboard may then be used to move
the cursor round the lines on the screen.
The screen acts as a window to the edit
buffer. If you wish to edit some text now

OUT, WAIT, INPUT and PRINT are all
available and are similar to the same instructions in Microsoft Basic. "?' may be
typed instead of PRINT.
When you type data in response to an

shown on the screen, moving the cursor in
the required direction causes the text to be
scrolled over.
The CHAR DEL key deletes the current
character and moves -up all text on the line

does not move the cursor to the next line
as on some systems. Instead, the cursor is

to the right. Typing a normal key inserts
the character in the text before the current
character. The edit command is very easy
to use although it does not have facilities
such as searching for a character string or
changing characters. To change a character, you must insert the new character
and delete the old.
David Collier at DAI explains that it is

INPUT command, pressing RETURN
left following the last character typed,
giving more control over screen formats.

It means you must execute a PRINT or
CURSOR command to go to a new line.

The utility monitor may be entered
from Basic by typing UT. The monitor
has all the standard facilities to examine

and store data or machine code in

memory. Blocks of memory may be read
or written to tape in the same manner as
the LOAD and SAVE commands.

The error -handling facilities of the
system seem very good and is very diffi-

cult to do anything wrong in Basic
without obtaining a suitable error
message; it is possible to crash the system
if you are using machine code.
The system is designed for the personal
and educational market and not for small

business - it could probably be used as

such with a suitable degree of effort.
The editing facilities in Basic would
form a sound basis for producing a wordprocessing system for this machine.
The prices are £595 plus VAT for a 12K
system, £725 for 32K and £795 for 48K
which make it competitive with the Apple,
T1-99/4 and many other colour -graphic

systems: the optional hardware mathematics module is £149 and is a sound
investment if you intend doing a good
deal of mathematical calculation.

The colour -graphics and sound -generating facilities are very good and the
system is designed to interface with many
types of peripheral.

One area in which the system could be
used very easily is home security, or as a
control system for central heating and the
home environment.

The single area in which the Basic

Conclusions

seemed slow was in building pictures using
high resolution.

the routines are accessible using machine -

A very enjoyable machine to use and

code calls. One possible application of

considerable thought seems to have gone
into every aspect of its design; it is difficult to find anything to criticise.

To some extent, that is understandable
considering the number of pixels in a

possible to write a much more powerful
editor around the edit routine because all
this is for a word-processing system.
The Basic has good program debugging

high -resolution display and obviously it
runs faster in machine code.
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THERE are approximately 30,000 Pet
computers in use in the U.K. alone, so it is
hardly surprising that now a large number

of independent manufacturers on both

sides of the Atlantic have started to

produce Pet -compatible products. The
range and scope of those products on
offer is great. I shall consider two of
them; the MuPet multi-user Pet system
and the MTU high -resolution graphics
board.

MuPet is the acronym for multi-user
Pet disc system. As the name implies, this
piece of hardware allows a single 3040 or

8050 disc drive to be accessed by more
than one computer - in fact, up to eight
Pets may share a common disc drive and

MuPet can provide
low-cost facility with

high-speed access

Nick Hampshire reviews two Pet add-ons - MuPet and
the MTU high -resolution graphics board.

printer.

The MuPet consists of a control box
which is connected to the IEEE port on
the disc drive. The controller is interfaced
to each Pet computer in the system using a

daisy -chain of linking cables, each
connected to a Pet IEEE port by an
interface unit.

Hardware based
The whole system is thus completely

hardware -based and the individual
machine user will not be aware that he is
sharing a disc drive or printer with other
users - except when a conflict arises for
use of the same device at the same time.

The principal application for MuPet is
where multiple workstations all access a
common database and/or where the cost
of having a separate disc drive for each

user is a major consideration. Mord
processing is a natural application for
MuPet; several Pets each acting as a keying station would be required in an office.
Since the amount of disc access

required in word processing is minimal
compared to the time required to key a
piece of text, there is little advantage in
having a disc drive for each machine. Also
by having a common disc drive, each user

can access the text files entered by other
users. The boss can have his own machine
and access, check and correct letters and

EEE port of the first Pet in the system.

played. If more than one Pet tries to

Each subsequent Pet wishing to share the

access the bus at the same time, the Pet
closest to the controller is given priority,

disc and printer has a similar module
which is connected to the output
connector on the previous module and to

and the other Pet will be delayed until the

first has finished its data transfer. The
second Pet will then be connected automatically to the bus without any further

documents directly from the disc, at his

the IEEE port of the Pet added to the

own convenience.

system.

The low cost of a MuPet will appeal
particularly to the education market - an

the system are supplied 6ft. long but can be

One point should be noted: removing

obtained at the maximum length of 18
ft. All the Pets in the system are thus
connected together in a daisy -chain

any of the connectors in the system when
it is powered -up will usually result in the

inexpensive computer facility for a class
of students with the advantage of highspeed disc access for program storage and
data.
The basis of the MuPet system is the

controller, which contains the control
electronics, a power supply and an IEEE 48 interface. The disc unit and printer are

connected to the controller in the same

manner as they would normally be
connected to the Pet.

The controller, as its name implies,
takes control of the IEEE bus from the

The ribbon cables between each Pet in

manner, the last module in the chain has a
special terminator on its output
connector.
Having set-up the system, power can be

applied in the normal way. If the disc
drive uses DOS 1.00, it can be initialised
by any one of the Pets in the system. Any
of the Pets can now access the disc drive
or the printer using the normal command

operator commands.

destruction of components on the controller board, making it inoperable - the

system must be switched -off before
disconnecting.

Sequential files
The only special software requirements

when using

a

MuPet-based system

syntax.

LEDs on the controller show the

concern the use of sequential data files. It
using
is common practice, when
sequential files, to leave a file open after

ribbon cable from the rear of the con-

current status of the system; power on is
indicated by a flashing green LED, and

accessing the required records, pending
adding new records to the end of the file,

troller box is connected to a MuPet

when any Pet in the system is accessing the

or reading more records from the file.

module which plugs directly on to the

IEEE bus, a continuous red LED is dis-

Pet - essential if more than one
computer is to be attached to the bus. A
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That cannot be done in a system using
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MuPet. If another Pet accesses the disc
while the file is still open after the first
record is read, but before the second is
accessed, the head will be moved on the
disc.

The head will thus no longer be located
at the position in the file just prior to the
second record. Files should, not, there-

fore, be left. open after a sequential

accessing. Either random-access or in-

in

W

rh

-10-To110V/80Hz

Terminal
connector

rt

S

Out

Out

Green

dexed -sequential files should be used in

Red

Contra ler

preference to sequential files.

Although a CBM or other compatible

printer can be incorporated into the

MuPet system in exactly the same way as
in a single -user system, but access can be
the source of considerable conflict. Disc
access is reasonably fast and in the worst
case, a computer will not require the bus
for more than a few seconds to access the

Edge connector
to IEEE port
Pet to IEEE
cable

disc drive.

Pet

The printer, however, is very slow the 3022 takes a minute to print a single
page. If a large amount of printing is
being done, other users of the system
could experience very considerable delays.

Those delays are particularly serious
since, when the bus is being used to output

to the printer, they also prevent the disc
being accessed.

To overcome that problem, a special
spooler system is available which consists
of a special module attached to the IEEE

and user port of one of the Pets in the
system, in place of the normal module.
The special spooler module incorporates
not only the normal daisy -chain ribbon

cable connectors but also an IEEE

device

like MuPet is particularly
important in fault-finding both for the

inconvenience caused can destroy the
reputation of what is otherwise an

user and for the dealer who has to provide
maintenance support.

excellent product.

worse because the manufacturer, in
common with many other small add-on
device makers, indulges in the deplorable
habit of removing all device numbers
from the components in its equipment. It
is done under the misapprehension that it

will prevent other people copying its
product: it will not prevent a determined

person, it just frustrates the end -user

connector to which the printer is attached.
The spooler module is used in conjunc-

when he tries to have a fault repaired.

tion with special printer spooling soft-

circuit diagrams and fault-finding procedures, faulty units have to be returned

ware which is loaded into the Pet to which

the spooler module is attached. The Pet
can then be dedicated to the control of the
attached printer.
To do that, the spooling program looks

at the disc to find data files which are
flagged for output to the printer. Those
data files are then accessed and output,

since the bus is used only for disc access,
the long delays caused by printer output
no longer occur.
If you want to have more than one disc based Pet system in a single location and

wish to either reduce the system cost or

use a common database with several
operators, the MuPet is the obvious
solution. The more users added to the
system, the greater the savings in
additional hardware.
On a three -user system, the cost of two
disc drives and two printers can be saved.
After allowing for the cost of the MuPet,
that will give a reduction in total system
cost of £1,735 -a very attractive prospect
for cash -starved educational users.
My only complaint concerns the almost

non-existent documentation provided
with the device, though I understand that

being rectified. Documentation for a
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2040 Disc drive

Figure I. Pet/MuPet three -channel connection.

The lack of documentation is made

Spooler system

Pet

Without documentation, including

to the manufacturer. The delays and

MuPet conclusions
The MuPet is well made and very easy
to use.

I would recommend it to any user
whose application justifies it.

The MuPet is available from selected

Pet dealers or direct from Kobra
Microsystems, 14 Broadway, West
Ealing, London.

A standard three -user system costs
£595.

Additional Pets can be added at an
extra cost of £125 for the extra module
and cable required to connect each one
to the system.

MTU high -resolution graphics board
ALTHOUGH the Pet can give a graphics
display, it has to be created using the 64
special graphics characters in the ASCII

MTU visable memory board, one can
address each individual pixel on the
screen, which gives a resolution of 320 by

character set. That gives an acceptable 200, one of the best obtainable on a lowdisplay for simple pictures. However, for

cost microcomputer - Apple high -

adequate. That is because the maximum
resolution, the smallest plottable point, is
one of the quarter square characters, a

8Kbytes of dynamic RAM which is used

resolution of 80 by 50 on a 3032.

The display on the Pet screen consists

screen is organised as 200 rows of 40 bytes
where each byte stores the on/off data for

of a matrix of 320 by 200 picture elements

eight pixels. That 8Kbytes of memory is

the display of graphs and other more resolution is 280 by 193.
complex pictures, it is completely inThe MTU graphics board consists of 8K

- pixels. Normally, the video circuitry
divides the display into blocks of eight -by -

eight pixels, each block displaying a
pattern, i.e., character, generated by a
device called the character generator.
The best resolution obtainable using the
existing circuitry with its character

generator is a small square of four-byfour pixels - the quarter square. With the

to store the data for the 6,4000 pixels
which constitute the screen display. The

located in a 3032 from address Hexadecimal 9000 to AFFF.
Since the memory used to store the data
displayed on the screen is part of
processor memory space, it can be

addressed using POKE commands. Also,
when the graphics board is not in use, it
can double as an extra 8K of expansion
(continued on next page)
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memory. Besides the memory, the
circuitry on the MTU board generates the

video signals required by the display
circuitry in the Pet. Also provided is
circuitry for adding a light pen to the Pet
- an option which will be available in the
near future.
The board is supplied assembled and
tested and the documentation required for
installation is quite adequate. Installation
takes about 30 minutes and requires some
soldering to connect the power leads from

the graphics board to the Pet power
supply and, if the board is installed in a
3032, to re -configure some of the jumpers
on.the main Pet logic board.

The main board is connected via a
ribbon cable to a small connector board
which is plugged into the memory
10 GRAPHICS
20 CLEAR
60 DEFFNA(2).90*EXP(-7.412(400)
110 K.5
130 L.0

through all the extra commands added to
Basic with demonstrations of the function

board. The program, written in machine
code, adds 19 extra commands to Basic,

of each. Complete circuit diagrams are
provided so fault diagnosis should be
reasonably easy for any competent
electronics engineer.

display.

140 P1
160 YI.K4INT(SOR(10000-X4W)/K)
170 FORY.VITO-YISTEP-K
190 2.INT<I00+FNA(SOR(XPOWN))-.707106*Y)
200 00SUB340

220 IMLOOT0300
L=2
IFP.OTHENGOSUP340,1F2.21THENGOSUB340
SET(X+150,2)
IFP.0TREN21.2
P.0
NEXTY
NEXTX
3010390

MTU conclusions

Decaying cosine
A summary of those commands is
shown in table 1, and the example in
listing 1 shows how they can be used, in

The MTU graphics board gives the
Pet user a very good -quality graphics
display and if your application needs

such a display, the product should
definitely be on your shopping list.

this case, to generate a pseudo threedimensional graph of a decaying cosine.

340 XtA$
350
360
'360
390

especially when there is a very good
graphics program supplied with the

which, while easy to use, give very
sophisticated control of the graphics

120 FOR0-100T0100STEPI

230
250
260
260
290
300
$20
330

Pictures I and 2.

A4mBS
BS X$
RETURN
END

The resulting display is shown in picture 1.
The documentation provided with both

mounted under the top cover attached to
a special mounting bracket.

the hardware and software is adequate
though it lacks sufficient examples. The
excellent series of demonstration programs compensates for that. They are

Although one can generate graphics
displays with POKE commands from

graphics control program. There is also a

Basic, it is far from being the easiest way,

tutorial program which takes the user

expansion port. the main board

is

supplied on the disc containing the

Table I. Summary of commands
Full name

Abbreviation

Format

Moaning

SET

SET

SET (x,y)

Set point x,y
Set current point

SET
RESET
FLIP
TEST

RESET
FLIP

SETLINE

TEST
SETL

RESETLINE

RESETL

FLIPLINE

FLIPL

DOTLINE

DOTL

TEXT

TEXT

DECLARE
UNDECLARE
MOVE
CLEAR
GRAPHICS
BASIC
JOYSTICK
INVERT

DECL
MOVE
CLEAR
GRAPH
BASIC
JOY
INV

BOTH
BLANK

BOTH
BLANK

UND

RESET (x,y) or RESET
FLIP (x,y) or FLIP
TEST (x,y) or TEST
SETL (x 1,y I ,x2,y2) or
SETL ((x2,y2)
RESETL (x I ,y I ,x2,y2) or
RESETL (x2,y2)
FLIPL (x 1,y I ,x2,y2) or
FLIPL (x2,y2)
DOTL (x I ,y 1 ,x2,y2) or

Re -set point

DOTL (x2,y2)

Set dotted line to x2,y2

Flip (invert) point
Test point
Set line to x2,y2
Re -set line to x2,y2

Flip line to x2,y2

TEXT (x,y,"text") or
TEXT (x,y,ZS)
DECL (r,x,y,w,h)
UND
MOVE (r,x,y)
CLEAR
GRAPH
BASIC
JOY (x,y) or JOY
INV

BOTH (only later boards)
BLANK (only later boards)

Display text from x,y
Declares an object at x,y
Clears all object data

Move object to x,y
Clear graphics screen
Pet screen to graphics
Pet screen back to Basic
Drawing facilities
Flips the entire screen
Pet screen mixed graph/Basic
Pet screen blank

All Petgraph commands can be used in any normal Basic context except for the following:
Petgraph commands should not be used in Basic functions.
If used after a 'THEN', Petgraph commands should be preceded by a colon, thus: IF ST THEN:
RESET (X,Y)
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Picture 3.

The quality of the hardware is good,
though the design is conservative. The

board, only recently available in the
U.K., has been available in the U.S.
for almost two years; to the British,
that is an advantage since the board
has been well tried.

The support software provides the
user with all the basic graphics -

handling commands and is both well
written, easy to use and robust.

Further support software, e.g., threedimensional graphics allowing rotation

and display of hidden faces, would
be useful but will doubtless arrive
with more users of the board.

The boards are available in the U.K.

from IJJ Design Ltd, 37 London
Road, Marlborough, and cost £320
each.
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SUPF ?BRAI NI

* CP/MTM (2.2) operating system

* Hard Disk available
* Graphics (Prestel type)

* Full 64K RAM
* Twin Z80A microprocessors
* Twin double density mini
floppies (320K:670K or 1.54MB optional)

SUPRBRA1N -stand alone system and intelligent terminal combined in a single desk top
unit (143/8"H x 21 3/8 "W x 231/8"D). Non -glare dynamically focused 12" CRT and Universal

RS -232 Communications port. Reverse video. SOFTWARE PACKAGES AVAILABLE.
Full SUPERBRAIN

details from the
following dealers:

SHEFFIELD COMPUTER CENTRE,
225 Abbeydale Road, SHEFFIELD,
S7 1FJ. Tel: 0742 53519

BIRMINGHAM Tel: 021 7474531

MICRO -K
186 Martin Way, MORDEN
Surrey
Tel: 01.669.4150 or 01.542.3371

JENNINGS COMPUTER
SERVICES LTD., 55/57 Fagley Road,

O.C. T., Kimberley House,
Vaughan Way, LEICESTER,

JAEMMA LTD.,
44 Manor Park Road, Castle Bromwich,

BRADFORD 2, W. Yorks.
Tel: 0274 637867

AERCO GEMSOFT,
27 Chobham Road, WOKING,
Surrey GU21 1JD. Tel: 04862 22881

LEI 4SG. Tel: 0533 28631
SORTFIELD LTD.
E Floor, Milburn House, Dean Street,
NEWCASTLE -ON -TYNE, NEI ILE.
Tel: 0632 29593

RECMA COMPUTING
Chelwood House, Thornbury,

S.D.M. COMPUTER SERVICES
Broadway, Bebington

BRISTOL, BS12 2JT. Tel: 0454 775150

M.B.M. LTD.,
St. Davids Works,
Pentyrch Road, Casswell,
CARDIFF CF4 8XF Tel: (0222) 810804

MERSEYSIDE L63 5ND
Tel: 051.608.9365

BORDER COMPUTING,
Dog Kennel Lane, BUCKNELL,
Shropshire SY7 OAX. Tel: 05474 368
DAYTA, 20B West Street,
WILTON, Wilts. SP2 ODF.
Tel: 072274 3898

MICRO SOLUTION LTD.,
Park Farm House, Heythrop,
Chipping Norton, OXFORDSHIRE.
OX7 STW. Tel: 0608 3256

MICROPEOPLE LTD.,
Microcomputer Consultancy Services,
1 Union Street, LONG EATON,
Nottingham, NG1O 1HH.
Tel: 06076 68923
CULLOVILLE LTD., Thornfield,
Woodhill Road, Sandon,
CHELMSFORD, Essex.
Tel: 024 541 3919

OMEGA ELECTRICS LTD.,
Flaxley Mill, Flaxley Road,
MITCHELDEAN, Gloucestershire.
Tel: 045 276 532

AMA (COMPUTING) LTD.,
1 Frog Hall Lane, WARRINGTON
WA2 7JJ. Tel: 0925 33137
ROGIS SYSTEMS LTD.,

Keepers Lodge, Frittenden,
Nr. CRANBROOK, Kent.
Tel: 058 080 310

GARCIA BUSINESS SYSTEMS,
106 High Street, BUSHEY, Herts.
WD2 3DE. Tel: 01-950 6255
ESCO COMPUTING LTD.,
74 Waterloo Street, GLASGOW,
G2 7DA. Tel: 3041 204 1811

DRAGON SYSTEMS LTD.,
54 Mansel Street,
SWANSEA, West Glamorgan.
SA I 5TE. Tel: 0792 794 786

For dealer enquiries, contact

ICARUS COMPUTER SYSTEMS LTD., 27 Greenwood Place, London NW5 1NN.
CP/M'' is the registered trademark of Digital Research.
Circle No. 168
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Satellite Communications
The delights and problems of linking micros together are creeping
up on us. Peter Laurie looks at what may be, surprisingly, the

cheapest and easiest solution of all - if the politicians don't
interfere.
THE MICRO industry has now reached the
point where it can clearly automate many

individual office jobs which used to be
done on paper. Payroll, accounts, stock
control, word processing - all can work

the same means. How can we rid ourselves of those last pieces of paper?
Obviously, by connecting the micros in

each office together so that the computer
of the firm which wants the goods sends

Bandwidth is to information flow much
what resistance is to electrical flow. The
band whose width is under consideration

is a band or range of frequencies. The
easiest place to. start is with a voice. The

paper in such offices. That is because data

an electronic order to the supplier and human voice contains frequencies from
receives an electronic invoice in return. 50Hz - one Hertz is one cycle a second That could be done by mailing floppy up to about 15,000Hz. To identify a
discs - assuming that the formats were speaker and understand what he is saying,

still is communicated as marks on wood

compatible.

more cheaply, faster and more reliably on

machine than with quill and parchment.
There is still, however, a great deal of

pulp rather than in the raw material of

computing - as data bits. Many are,
therefore, beginning to experiment
seriously with the hardware and software to eliminate those paper links.

Powerful software
Six manufacturers are working on
hardware for high -density communica-

tion within the office - that is over

we must be able at the least to hear sounds

No, the answer must be to link the with frequencies between 300 and 2,700Hz.

computers together in some ways so that
they can exchange data directly. Further,
there is little point in linking just two
firms' computers - unless they do a vast
amount of business together. A system is

Added detail
Frequencies higher and lower than that
add detail but no essential information.

The essential elements of the voice

needed which will link any two computers
together.

occupy, therefore, a bandwidth of 2,700300 = 2,400Hz and that is roughly what

international? To decide we must look at

services provide in their telephone
networks.
If, however, we are listening to a singer

Should that system be national or

ranges of up to a 1,000 yd. between people

what kinds of business the networked

who will be using highly -compatible

office will do. Most firms deal in physical

world post and telecommunications

systems.

goods and services which tend, by - or, indeed, an orchestra - we must be

When sufficiently powerful software is
available, those local networks will dispense with a great deal of internal paper.
In a small factory, say, an order will arrive

necessity, to be sold over relatively small
geographical areas. Consider for instance,
a wholesaler in foods whose lorries collect
from ports and deliver to retailers over the

in the post, and will be keyed into the
database by the sales department. That
information then appears automatically as

a delivery note at the warehouse, an
invoice in the accounts department, an
alteration in the stock list and as a statistic

in the managing director's cash -flow
report.
Even now, the information that goods

north-east of England. He would need
good national connections. What about
an actors' agent whose clients appear in
films made in Rome, Madrid, Los Angeles
and London? He needs good international
links.

What hardware can be contrived for
linking computers together? Before we
can think seriously about the possibilities,

are wanted must arrive by post, and
information that they have been des-

we have to look at a fundamental

patched and what they cost has to leave by

bandwidth.

characteristic of information systems -

able to hear frequencies between 50Hz
and at least 8,000Hz - a bandwidth of
7,950Hz. That is the bandwidth broadcast by the BBC, and if the concert is in a
hall in the provinces the Post Office must

provide two telephone lines to give the
necessary bandwidth - one line carries
the low frequencies and the other the
high. Stereo music reproduction,

theoretically, gives bandwidth up to
15,000Hz - the limit of human hearing.
To complicate matters, we very seldom
deal with a voice or an orchestra on its
own. If the sound is to be broadcast, it
must be put on to a carrier wave. So, in a
medium -wave broadcast, the voice of a

singer, whose frequencies vary between 50

and 8,000Hz is imposed on a carrier at

about a million Hz - 1MHz. The

frequency from the transmitter's aerial
ranges, therefore, between 1,000,050Hz

programme on a carrier takes up a total
bandwidth of 16,000Hz on either side of

allowed 25,000 so there will be some space
between each and its neighbour. That is so

1MHz.

that receivers can be made at minimised

Obviously no other broadcast can

costs and still give good results.

overlap that space in the radio spectrum.
If they do, both signals will appear in the

Let us consider something more complicated - a TV signal. That consists of

amplitude -modulated broadcasting

customer's receiver and he will hear
garbage instead of La Traviata or The

up-and-down voltages not unlike music as
the scanning spot runs across a line of the

technology we have inherited, so there is a,

Police.

and 1,008,000. It is also subtracted from
the carrier because of the rather antique

second signal ranging from 999,950 to
992,000Hz. Altogether, then, a music

Although medium -wave broadcasts

need 16,000Hz bandwidth, they are

picture, recording light and dark and
colour.

(continued on page 73)
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MUSIC BOX

NASCOM

Now you can make music with NASCOM. Easy to follow
program allows you to key in old favourites or have fun
composing your own tunes. 7 octave range with staccato
option. 9 tempos. Set note duration or tap sin rhythm as
required. Comprehensive editing. Delete, insert or amend
notes. Single-step forwards and backwards through tune.

1 Et 2
LUNAR LANDER SUPREME (16K/6/G1V-classic spacecraft landing simulation. Short, medium and long-range
scans show planet surface in varying detail. Continuously
updated STATUS REPORT gives vertical, horizontal and
relative velocity, altitude, fuel level, G factor and surface

scan for suitable landing site. 8 skill selections. Brilliant
graphics £13.95.

STARTREK II (32K / B/G) - enthralling, real-time version

from our Invasion Earth author, using M/C code subroutines to great effect. Special features include larger
galaxy, shielded homing warheads (fired by Klingonsl,
time slots and non stop action. £13.95

INVASION EARTH (MC/G) - fast version of the popular
arcade game. 4 invader types/intelligent homing, exploding, angled, direct, multiple warhead and radio -jamming
missiles. 40 skill levels. Only £9.95

CLIFF INVASION (BIG) - the aliens have landed in

WORDEASE-WORD PROCESSOR (MC)

Add new lines within declared array size.
The program includes tape generating and playback routines
and is supplied with 2 demonstration melodies and
instructions for connecting your Nascom to an
amplifier/speaker such as our unit below.

Professionally written 4K word processor: -

MHZ/ with or without graphics.

Min. 16K required - please state T4 or Nas sys/2 or 4

MUSICAL BREAK-OUT (MC'G)

Insert and delete characters, lines and paragraphs.

Text manipulation -copy from one section of text to
another, or read in additional material from tape to any
point in the text.
FIND ft REPLACE facility.
Exceptional formatting capability:- commands embedded
in text allow complete flexibility e.g. variable tab position,

indent, line length and page length. Use of up to 10
'MACROS' permits automatic inclusion of headings, foot-

ings and other 'text repeats', and also automatic page

droves. You have one remaining laser base. Your only

numbering.

descend the cliffs towards you. Landslides created. Errors

Output to printer - can vary character delay, inhibit line
feeds and force upper case if required. Text can be

chance - shoot the ground from under them as they
in direction and elevation of shots are costly. 3 levels of
skill. Like all aliens, they breed like rabbits! £8.95

SUPER LIFE (MC/GI - the BEST! - Evolution of a
biological colony with 100 by 125 cell array (2/3 or 3/4
options). Use the 21 standard patterns or set individual
pixels. Rotate and reflect any pattern. Select from 10
speeds. Evolution can be halted, patterns modified and
new speed set. Extensive instructions - overlay tech-'
nique keeps program within 8K. SIMPLY FASCINATING!
£8.95

MINI -TOOLBOX (MC) - aid to BASIC programming.
Features are:- REPEAT KEY, AUTO line numbering,
Decimal to HEX and HEX to Decimal conversions, RECOVER (from CLOAD error) and Multiple USR(X) routines.
Resides in spare memory from OC8OHEX. £7.95

saved on tape and recovered.

An extensive manual is supplied (itself prepared on Word -

ease). The method of formatting is illustrated in detail
with a sample text. £25.00

SUPER STARTREK (8)16K)
Spacefighter (BIG)
Alien Labyrinth (BIG/16K)

Driver IBM)
Sheepdog Trial (BI
Slalom (BIG)

Biorhythm (BIG)
Labyrinth (13/G)

You have 8 chances to hit all the bricks out of a moving
wall. The object is to keep the ball in play. As in squash,
the angle of bounce is not always predictable. Good reflexes

required. If fitted with an amplifier/speaker, different notes
are produced on hitting the various bricks. £6.95

COWBOY SHOOT-OUT (MC G1
Full feature Cowboy Shooting game for 2 players. Two ver-

sions played alternatively - firstly, shoot your opponent
across 'Main Street' avoiding the moving Chuck Wagons
and then through a wall which has to be demolished
first. Complete with sound of shots and musical accompaniment when fitted to an amplifier/speaker. £6.95

AUDIO INTERFACE BOARD SPEAKER
Compact and ready assembled, suitable for use with "Music
Box" and other 'sound effects' programs. 3 simple connec-

£9.95
£7.95
£7.96
£6.95
£5.95
£5.95
£4.45
£5.45

All programs supplied on cassettes.

**NASCOM 1 - Cottis Blandford Cassette
Interface for N2 format, reliability and fast
load. £16.30 or £13.30 with program order.

Only £13.95

14 line window on text buffer and extensive on -screen
editing facilities.

B = BASIC. MC = Machine Code.
G = Graphics.
8K RAM required unless otherwise stated.
PLEASE GIVE FULL DETAILS OF YOUR NASCOM

tions. Complete with instructions on programming for
sounds. £9.75

WRITTEN ANY PROGRAMS? WE PAY HANDSOME
ROYALTIES!

PROGRAM COMPETITION - 3 XTAL BASICS TO BE

WON - Send sae marked "Competition" for details.
(Closing Date 10th January 1981)

Please add 45p/order P& P.
V.A. T. of 15% payable after 14/1/81.
SAE for FULL CATALOGUE to

PROGRAM POWER
5, Wensley Road, Leeds LS7 2LX.
Telephone (0532) 683186.

Circle No.169

15 good reasons for visiting Cambridge
Sharp Pocket Computer
2. TRS-80 Model I & II
1.

3.

Apple II & III

4. CBM (PET) 3000
5. North -Star Horizon
6. Cromemco
7. Hewlett-Packard HP -85

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Acorn Atom
UK -101

X -Y Plotters
Qume
Farm Systems
Word Processing
Computer Books

With a uniquely comprehensive selection like this all generally on demonstration and available from
stock with full support by our team of computer
professionals - you'll have the ideal chance of
finding precisely the right system for your application.

Looking for a microcomputer? - then visit us at:

Cambridge Computer Store
1 Emmanuel Street Cambridge CB1 1 NE

Telephone: (0223) 65334/68155

Circle No. 170
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Satellites
(continued from page 71)

5 nanoseconds

It also has some very sharp steps at the
inter -line and inter -frame periods. What

14-0'1

kind of bandwidth does a sharp voltage
step need? To put it another way, what
frequencies are contained in a step?

Those who read the article on Fast
Fourier Transforms in the December 1980

issue will know that the only wave that
has a pure, single frequency is a sine wave.

All other shapes can be made from a
combination of sine waves of different
amplitudes and frequencies, and conversely, any shaped wave can be broken
down into a number of sine waves. If it is
to be properly reproduced, it must be sent
down a channel which has enough bandwidth to pass all its important constituent
waves.

The mathematics is complicated, but we

can obtain an intuitive idea of what
happens by considering pulses 500
microseconds long generated by TTL with

a switching time of 5nanoseconds figure 1. Each 5 nanosecond edge looks
roughly like a quarter of a 50MHz wave figure 2. The 500microsecond pulses look
like a 1kHz wave - figure 3.

Flattened transitions
If we try to transmit the pulses down a
telephone line which has a 4kHz
bandwidth, all that will issue at the other
end will be the 1kHz wave. The sharp,

5nanosecond transitions will become
completley flattened.

Figure 2.

roughly 1,500 telephone calls - and that
ratio in itself explains why video tele-

advantage is the narrow bandwidth and
hence low data -rate that a telephone line

phones never caught on. A vision link is
vastly more expensive than a sound link.
What is the relationship between bandwidth and carrier frequency? Supposing

gives.

TV signals were transmitted directly using
frequencies between 50Hz and 6MHz. It
would be impossible to design circuits to
cope with a ratio of frequencies of about

100,000 between the highest and the

data.

A data rate of 9,600 bits per second is
1,200bytes or alphabetic characters per

Instead, the vision signal is put on to a
carrier, just like a medium -wave broadcast, and it became apparent that it is best
if a carrier handles a signal with a band-

can be put through a switching circuit
which will put the transitions back - but

channel, which has become the standard
high unit of bandwidth will carry about
8Mbits or a million bytes per second. A
telephone channel, with a certain amount

pulse train lay in the precise timing of the
transitions, or if the transitions occurred
much more frequently than 1,000 times a

very likely in passing
computer data, the information content
will be lost in passing through a low -

second, as

is

bandwidth channel.
It

turns out that to pass

all the

information contained in a colour TV
signal, you need a channel with 6MHz
bandwidth. That same channel will pass

second, and it is usually necessary to use a

complicated error -checking code - see
Hamming Code in Practical Computing,

width one -tenth or less than its own December 1980.
When copper telephone cables are
frequency. Therefore, a TV signal that
occupies 6MHz of bandwidth needs a replaced by fibre -optics, bandwidth will
carrier of at least 60MHz.

the information content of the original

with thanks to the high redundancy of
speech, but which can play havoc with

lowest.

If we want the pulse train exactly as it
was originally generated, we must have a
channel with at least 100MHz of
bandwidth. Of course, the smooth wave
they may well be in the wrong places. If

Furthermore, data bits or pulses have to
be encoded as musical tones to pass down
the network and decoded back into pulses
on arrival. The telephone system is full of
bumps and clicks which listeners can cope

Very roughly, the data rate in bits per
second, i.e., pulses per second, is roughly

the same as the bandwidth. So a TV

be no problem. The frequency of light,
thinking of it as a radio wave, is roughly
5. 1014Hz, and it can carry one -tenth of
that as useful bandwidth, 5. 1013Hz. In
practice, the usable bandwidth is limited
by the switching speed of available logic
devices to about 20MHz, or 2.5 million
characters a second.

of juggling, will pass 9.6Kbytes.
The implication of that argument is that

Fibre optics

the higher the carrier frequency we use,
the bigger the bandwidth signal we can
carry on it and the more information we

That is all very fine, but the Post Office
has not made fibre optics widely available

can pass per second.
The first and most obvious solution for
linking computers together, is through the

telephone network. There are, after all,
telephones everywhere - a hugh system
of exchanges and trunk lines. The dis-

yet and probably will not for another 20
years.

The third practical alternative is to use
satellites. At first sight that seems far too
expensive, but technology is taking a large
bite from satellite economics as it is from
(continued on next page)

Figure I.
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Satellites

(continued from previous page)

computing economics and the picture is
changing.

The key to the whole problem is the
increasingly -high carrier frequencies
which satellites can handle. A high carrier
frequency is good news for several
reasons: it means smaller aerials, smaller
wave -guides, smaller receivers and smaller
transmitters - and consequently, cheaper

until it is correctly echoed. Then he sends
the next burst.
Each receiver checks each transmitted

reduce the maximum message handling

burst for its own code number. If it

which can work simultaneously: how big a
population can one channel serve? James

is

there, the receiver stores the burst which may be garbled. If the serial
number stays the same, the receiver overwrites the last message; if it increments, it
adds the new burst to what it already has.
Each burst is, say 1,000 bytes long and

systems.

is headed by the code of the person to

TV transmitters

whom it is addressed. 1,000 bytes at 1MB

The European Space Agency is considering installing TV transmitters
working on the 12GHz - 12,000 million
Hz - band in its L -SAT. A single satellite

takes a millisecond so the satellite can
receive a maximum of 1,000 bursts in a
second. That, of course, assumes that the

bursts are all sent neatly one after the
other, which will not happen in practice
since we assume that each installation
sends a burst when it feels like it. Inevit-

can transmit 40 TV channels, directing
them to cover either single countries or
most of a continent. Let us assume we ably, some will overlap others.
have just one TV channel dedicated to
To cope with that, each terminal is
data transmission. What could we do with
it?

The receivers for television signals will

use dish aerials about lm. across which
can be mounted anywhere which has a

programmed to listen for the complete retransmission of its own signal. Until that

happens, it repeats its original burst at
random intervals.

clear view to the south-west more than 20°
above the horizon. A recent study for the

Aloha system

Australian Broadcasting Corporation

the Aloha system and functions
surprisingly well with a large number of
users who use the system intensively for

found that a complete dish, receiver and
TV set for the Outback could be built for
about £1,000 in quantity - U.S. amateurs

That method of working is known as

rate from 1,000 to 200 bursts a second.

That is the number of transmitters
Martin, in his book, The Wired Society,
estimates that the ordinary business user
who is sending short messages, interrogating databases, etc., needs a service
through the day at an average of 300 bits
per second or 37.5 bytes per second. That
means, in turn, that one channel can serve
5,333 users.

Derisory cost
Since a satellite can operate 40
channels, a dedicated small-business
satellite could handle communications for
nearly 250,000.

How much would it cost? A satellite,
flying, costs about £10 million and lasts
five years.

Even allowing approximately 100 per
cent profit for the owners of the satellite,

that puts each user's share of the bird's
cost at a derisory £80 - which compares
rather well with an average quarterly
telephone bill.

If we set about such a satellite now, it
would be in business in three years'time -

just when it is predicted there will be

short periods. Overlaps and repeats 250,000 micros in the U.K.

build satellite receivers for £500.

If we equate that with the VDU for a
micro, we have only to add a transmitter
for send data to the satellite, and we have
a system. Again, a sensible guess would be

another £1,000. Therefore, a complete
satellite interconnection peripheral would

be about £2,000 or the price of a good
printer.

Short bursts
It would have a bandwidth of 6MHz,

corresponding to a data rate of about
1MB a second, i.e., rather faster than you

can read from a hard disc. It is most
unlikely that people will want to transmit
huge quantities of data, so we will make
use of that high data rate by letting many

people squirt short bursts of data. The
satellite receives the burst, checks the
address code to make sure it is a legitimate

number and that its owner has paid his
bill, and then re -transmits it on a second
frequency.

The sender has finished transmitting
and listens to make sure that his burst is
correctly re -transmitted. If it is not, he
sends it again, and continues to send it
74
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"Ifyou want what's best
for your PET, choose
Commodore
software'?

Kit Spencer
General Manager
of Commodore Systems
360 Euston Road
London NWI 3BL

The Commodore PET is Britain's best selling microcomputer, with over 10,000
already installed in a wide
range of fields, including Education, Business, Science
and Industry.
This has led to a tremendous demand for high quality
Wizard
software.
The Wizard-OZZ is the first computer program ever to give you real
And Commodore has met
freedom to tackle your problems in
this demand by producing a
your own way.
That is made possible because OZZ
first class range of programs,
is an advanced information system
now available from the nation- capable of 'magical' transformation
allowing you to perform an almost
wide network of Commodore
limitless range of tasks.
It has intelligent features that let you
Dealers.
decide its working parameters.
You choose what information to
Commodore's support
what calculations to make, how
also includes training courses, store,
reports and lists are printed and so on.
Even if you've never been near
a Users' Newsletter and
a computer before, the Wizard
Official Approval for compat- will help you set OZZ to meet
your individual
ible products of other
requirements.
manufacturers who reach
agreed standards.

OZ Z

The PET
Information

you may need can be obtained from
Commodore Dealers.
On the other hand, for rapid training on a basic or advanced level,
you will certainly be interested in
Commodore's intensive 2 and 3 day
residential courses. We also run one
day general appreciation seminars.
PET USERS' NEWSLETTER
This is Commodore's official
method of sharing new information and

ideas between the many thousands
of PET users. The newsletter is
published regularly and for an annual
subscription of £10 you can start
receiving copies now.
Look out for this sign.
It
tells
you that compatible
wav
-7t products of other mann4414400t0' facturers have met with our
standards of approval.

COMMODORE PETPACKS

Over 50 Petpacks
of programs are
available (mainly
on cassette) from
(Tick the appropriate Imes)
Commodore Dealers.
These cover such
rTo: Commodore Information Centre, 360 Euston Road, London NW13BL 01-388 57021
popular titles as
I am a PET owner El Please put me in touch with my nearest dealer CI
Strathclyde Tutorial, Statistics pack 1.
Please send me details of: Commodore PET Software CI
Assembler Development System,
Training Courses & Seminars I would like to receive the Users'
Stock Market Trends and the Treasure \
PC2/8 I
Newsletter and enclose £10 annual subscription LI
Trove Collection of game packs
Name
including the award winning Star
Trek, which is packaged with Petopoly.

Prices are from £5 to £50.
TRAINING COURSES AND
SEMINARS

PET systems are simple to use
and any normal advice or assistance

Address

7:07"erc:

No.

CK

commodore

IL-We made small computers big business.
Circle No. 171
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CP/Net acts as bridge in
shared information network
of CP/Net, a network operating system, is to enable microcomputers
THE PURPOSE

to access common resources via a network. CP/Net allows microcomputers to

share and transfer disc files, to share
printers and consoles, and to share programs and databases. CP/Net consists of
masters running MP /M and slaves

The distinction between masters and
slaves is also based on the ability of the
MP/M masters to respond to the network
asynchronously in real-time, while the
CP/M slaves perform sequential I/O and
are not capable of monitoring a network
interface in real-time. The figure 1 illus-

by Thomas Rolander

running CP/M. The masters are hosts
which manage the shared resources which
can be accessed by the network slaves.
Because of their portability, CP/M and

MP/M have gained widespread industry
acceptance. That was accomplished by
,

/
(

X

MP/M (

/

CP/NET

)
,,I

\
X
( ) CP/M )
/
}

/

CP/Net is designed to operate in
multiple -processor environments which
are tightly- or loosely -coupled processors.

Tightly coupled processors may be
defined as processors sharing all or a
portion of common memory. Communic-

ation of inter -processor messages is at
memory
speed.
Loosely -coupled
processors are those which do not have
access to memory which is common or

trates the relationship between CP/M,
MP/M and CP/Net.

accessible by both processors. Communication between loosely -coupled processors

The second network operating system
product is named CP/Nos. This product
is intended for applications in which the

link or possibly a high-speed parallel bus.
In addition to the standard CP/M facil-

may be implemented with a serial data

slave microcomputer has no disc resources

and is, therefore, unable to run CP/M.
CP/Nos consists of a bootstrap loader

MP/NET

which can be placed into ROM or PROM,

Figure I.

a skeletal CP/M which contains only the

Figure 3.

separating the logical operating system

console and printer functions, and the

logical and physical portions of the

ities, CP/Net provides the following capa-

placing all hardware -independent code in
a separate I/O module. That same design

CP/Net slave.

bilities:

At the user level, CP/Nos provides a
virtual CP/M 2.X system to the slave
microcomputer. A slave microcomputer

The network can be accessed for system
I/O facilities.

could consist of a processor, memory, and
an interface to the network. Thus, a CRT
with sufficient RAM could execute CP/M

in which slaves and masters may send each
other mail.

from the hardware environment by
approach has been applied to CP/Net.
CP/Net is network -independent: all

network -dependent code for the slave has

been placed in the Slave Network I/O
System, SNI/OS, module. All network dependent code for the master has been
placed in the network interface process,

programs, performing its computing

NetWRKIF module. Logical messages are

passed to and from the SNI/OS or
NetWRKIF are transmitted over an
arbitrary network between masters and

Figures 4 and 5 illustrate possible
CP/Net configurations. Note that the
inter -processor message format permits

multiple CP/Net masters so that if the

X

MP/M (

An electronic mail system is supported

( )CP NOS )

CP!NET
A

hardware capability exists, more than one
master can be present in a network.
The slave portion of CP/Net is divided
logically into two modules. The modules
are the slave network I/O system,
SNI/OS, and the network disc operating

slaves using an appropriate protocol.

Figure 2.

CP/Net is the first of a family of network operating system products from

locally while depending on the network to

Digital Research. As shown in figure 1,
CP/Net is a bridge between one or several
microcomputers running MP/M and one
or several microcomputers running

facilities. Figure 2 illustrates the relationship between CP/Nos, MP/M and
CP/Net.

resources which are considered public to
the network.
On the other hand, the CP/Net slaves
executing CP/M have access to both the
public resources of the master and their
own local private resources which cannot

capability for MP/M systems to share
each others resources on the network.
With MP/Net there is no distinction

Although a standard SNI/OS is supplied
by Digital Research, explicit instructions
are provided for field reconfiguration of
the SNI/OS to match nearly any hardware

between a master and a slave because all

network environment.

CP/M. The MP/M master manages

be accessed from the network. That
choice of architecture guarantees the
security of the resources of the slave while
still permitting resources of the master to
be shared among the slaves.

provide all disc, printer, and other I/O

A third network operating system
product, called MP/Net, provides the

Master

I

which is necessary for network I/O.

The purpose of the NDOS is to inter-

shared resources as well as to initiate net-

cept all CP/M BDOS function calls and to

work messages.

determine if the operation is to be performed locally or on the network. If the

Thus, MP/Net provides a symmetrical
network where all the nodes have equal
capability. Figure 3 illustrates the relationship between MP/M and MP/Net.

- -1"-I

1-4-

I-4- -- - - - -+

I

CP/NET

operation is local, control is transferred to
the BDOS. If the operation is to be done

on the network, the NDOS forms the

I

Master

1-4--

He - - - - -

- -11-1

+- - - I

+- - Printer
CP/NET

Disk(s)

CP/NET

I

Slave 1

+ - - Printer

+- - - 76

exact low-level interface to the NDOS

Figure 5.

CP/NET
I

ware -dependent module which defines the

the nodes on an MP/Net can manage

Figure 4.

1

system, NDOS. The SNI/OS is a hard-

Slave 2

-0-1

I

+-- - --+
I

- Disk (s)

CP/NET
Slave 1

CP/NET

+-- - - - - I Slave 2
+- - - -

I

I

I

I
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Operating systems
for the CP/Net master. There is typically
one network interface process per slave
supported by the master.

Message Format

lint

i

Dust

Size

Func

Src

Data

Queues are used to pass messages
between the interface processes and the

'

f

Actual
message

slave support processes. The slave support

processes are provided for the CP/Net
master in the form of a resident system

- Size of data field

- - CP/M function code

process.

- - Message source processor ID

Figure 7 illustrates the interaction

- - Message destination processor ID

between the slave support processes and

the network interface processes which

- -- Message fora -at code

handle the direct physical I/O between the
master and the slaves.

Figure 6.

appropriate logical message and sends it
to the master via the SNI/OS to perform
the specified function.

The simple message format used by
CP/Net for processor communication
includes some packaging overhead and
the message itself. The packaging overhead consists of a message -format code, a

CP/Net destination address, a CP/Net
source address, a CP/M function code
and a message size.

The message format does not contain a

The slave configuration table is defined
as: 000-000 Slave status byte
001-001 CP/Net slave processor ID
002-033 Disc devices, 16 two -byte pairs;
first byte, high -order bit on equals drive

on network with the master physical
drive code in the least significant four
bits; the second byte contains the master
processor ID

Console device, first byte high order bit on equals console I/O on net-

034-035

cyclic -redundancy code, CRC, or any

work with the master console number in
the least significant four bits; the second

other error checking as a part of the packaging overhead. The reason is because the

036-037 List device, first byte high -order

user -written NI/OS can add the error
checking when it places the message on to

the network and then can test it when it
receives a message from the network.
That function is intentionally left to the

user, avoiding redundant error checking
where standard interface protocols, both
in software and hardware, may already
provide error checking - figure 6.

byte contains the master processor ID

bit on equals list to network with the
master list device number in the least
significant four bits; the second byte

programming monitor control program, a

variety of CP/Net configurations allow
valuable resources to be shared among a
number of masters running MP/M and
slaves running CP/M:

Share and transfer disc files
Share printers and consoles
Share programs and databases
As with CP/M and MP/M from Digital
Research, CP/Net is compatible with a
variety of computer hardware, allowing a

network to be constructed with any
combination of shared memory, parallel
I/O or serial links with any protocol.

Further information about CP/Net is

The network interface processes are

contained in the CP/Net users' guide

part of the user -written NetWRKIF available from Digital Research, PO Box
module. They perform the physical I/O

579, Pacific Grove, California, 93950.

Figure 7.

Ntwrk 010

re -assignment of physical and logical
mapping of logical to physical devices
which can be altered during CP/Net processing. In particular, the configuration
table is used to specify the system I/O
which is to be accessed through the net-

conjunction with MP/M, the multi-

contains the master processor ID

The configuration table which resides in
the CP/Net slaves' NI/OS is used to allow

devices. The configuration table creates a

The CP/Net operating system from

Digital Research brings CP/M-based networking to the microcomputer world. In

Slave
support
process

Network
I/F

process

Ntwrk 000

work.

With Unix, you can compute

without programming

People are beginning to talk about the Unix operating system, developed by Bell
Laboratories, as a possible rival to CP/M on 16 -bit machines. Cornelia Boldyreff
outlines the system.
THE EARLIEST version of Unix, 1969-70,

developed at Bell Laboratories ran on
Digital PDP-7 and PDP-9 computers. It

was modelled on the Multics system

The PDP-11 version of Unix became
operational in 1971. Dennis Richie and
Ken Thompson, joint developers of Unix,
cite its most important achievement as the

and the operating system resulted from a
joint -development project undertaken in
the mid -sixties by Bell Laboratories, MIT
and General Electric - now Honeywell which at the time it was conceived, was

demonstration showing that powerful

one of the first operating systems to be

was developed in less than two man years.

largely written in a high-level language.

That was not done at the expense of
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operating system for interactive use need

not be expensive in either hardware or
software development.

They claim the main system software

operating facilities as the users of Unix
will testify; the system is characterised by
its simplicity, elegance and ease of use.
Underlying the Unix operating system is
the philosophy that programming is easier
with software tools. In their most general
form, they are programs which help in the
development of other programs: editors,
compilers, interpreters, debuggers, filers.
Some of the software tools underlying
(continued on next page)
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Operating systems
(continued from previous page)

1pr < temp The line printer spooler, 1pr,

These commands may be strung
together with semicolons into the single

first to market a look -alike Unix for the
LSI-11 which users could run without
obtaining a licence from Bell. Its Idris
system was described in the spring 1980
issue of the Whitesmith Software

command line:

Catalogue:

Unix have been described in a book,

takes as input the reformatted list in

Software Tools, by B W Kernighan and P

temp and spools it to the printer.

J Plauger. The book has become something of a bible among software engineers.
It contains the source programs for many

useful tools written in Ratfor - Rational
Fortran. As Ratfor is available for the Z-

80, those tools, which include a text
formatter and editor, are within the grasp
of personal computer users.

Is > filelist;pr -4 < filelist > temp;lpr<temp

The use of temporary files is unnecessary in most cases and by using the Unix
pipe facility:
Is : pr -4 : Ipr

The LSI-11 Idris operating system is a multi -

process resident operating system for the
LSI-11 microcomputer. It supports file
systems compatible with the Unix/V6 operating system - Bell Laboratories 1975 - and
accepts Unix system calls except ptrace.

a pipeline is created between the programs

The System includes an assembler, loader,

supported under Unix by the availability
of several high-level languages and some

called in the command line. It performs
the same tasks as before with the added

librarian, and sufficient additional utilities
to permit the development and maintenance

low-level languages, but Unix enables
users computing without programming.
Among the programming languages

Byte streams

Conventional programming is well

available on Unix are the following:
Algol -60, APL, Basic, BCPL, C, Fortran,

Lisp, Modula, Pascal, POP -11, Prolog,

text editor, command interpreter shell,

of new programs that operate under the

advantage that programs connected by a
pipe run concurrently. If the user wished
to execute this command line repeatedly it

system.

On an LSI-11 with 60Kbytes of memory
and sufficient secondary storage, the system
enables the PDP-11 compiler from White smiths to replicate itself and the operating
system, which is predominantly written in C.

could be stored in a file whose name

Yourdon Software Products Group,

would be passed to the shell for execution
as required.

where input and output are concerned; it
may be from a file, via a pipe, or from a

also of New York, was offering a Unix like operating system for Z-80 microcomputer systems in 1980. Unfortunately, the
product, Omnix, was withdrawn.
Cromemco is offering a version of Unix

C lets you write programs clearly and simply

terminal.
All input and output consists of streams
of bytes. That uniform treatment of files,

Cromex. It is available through Cromemco
dealers.

your code can be read down the page, with-

program pipelines gives the programmer a

which is compact without being too cryptic;

remarkable amount of flexibility when
developing software. No alteration is

gram organisation, it provides good data -

necessary before a program developed for

and Snobol. Implementation of languages

is facilitated by the provision of a Unix
program Yacc - Yet Another Compiler
Compiler. The most prevasive of these
languages is C. This is the language in
which Unix is written and to which everything in Unix is tuned. Kernighan
describes the virtues of C:

- it has decent control -flow facilities so

out labels or Gotos; it lets you write code

Notice that Unix is not too exacting

specifically for its Z-80 systems -

terminals, other devices, and inter -

Recent version

interactive use may be used used with

C has been implemented on a wide
range of computer systems, including

Already a version of Unix is offered for
the Motorola 6809 and 68000 known as
UniFlex; it is marketed in the U.K. by

input from files.
In the mid -seventies, with the advent of

some microprocessors. The availability of

the Digital Equipment LSI-11 which is

Electric lowered its prices for Unix, two

C on other systems has meant that the

a micro -processor with an instruction set
compatible with the PDP-11, an interest
developed in producing a version of Unix
to run on this low-cost hardware.

it encourages modularity and good prostructuring facilities.

work of transporting the Unix system has
been somewhat simplified.

Main virtue
While C is a comfortable language for
programming, one of the greatest virtues
of Unix is that so much useful computing
can be done without the user ever needing
to write a program. That is because, using
the Unix command interpreter or shell,

you can string together in a single

A stand-alone version of Unix, LSX,
was the outcome. The LSX system was
used for a number of research projects
within Bell Laboratories ranging from the
development of intelligent terminals to the

controlling of dedicated hardware for
speech synthesis. Unfortunately, LSX is
not commercially available.

command -line calls to several of the
software tools already provided by Unix.
Within the command line, those calls to
programs may be connected by pipes -a
Unix facility whereby the output of one
program may be used directly as the input
of another.
The shell command lines shown illustrate the course of program development

and file manipulation under Unix: This
example is

adapted from the Unix

Programming Environment. The user

wishes to prepare a multi -column list of
file names on the on-line printer.

15 > filelist The Is program produces a
list of file names which are directed to

A version of Unix known as Mini -Unix

is released by Bell for PDP-11s without
memory management and the system has
been modified to run on LSI-11 systems
by various universities. Unix and Mini -

groups rushed to put Unix on micro
systems: the Zilog spin-off, Onyx, for Z8000, and Thinker Toys of Berkeley for
the 8080. The Onyx literature claims that
the Onyx operating system is an adapt-

ation of Unix, Version 7 - the most

recent version which includes the portable
C compiler and has itself been tailored to
be portable.

Almost every week there seems to be
news of further implementations. Micro-

soft is working on a version for 16 -bit
micros to be known as Xenix - heralded
as the standard operating system of the
1980s.

The Chicago company, Mark Williams,
has recently completed its own
implementation of Unix using Version 7
as a starting point; the system, Coherent,

works on machines based on the Intel
8086, Zilog Z-8000 and Motorola 68000.

Unix are available only under licence. For

Most recently, there was a report that

educational and academic use by non-

Amdahl will be offering the first version

profit -making educational institutions, a
licence is supplied without fee from Bell
Laboratories.

of Unix to run on a large mainframe.
had a chance to try the Unix system, its

Commercial or administrative users
may obtain the software for a fee from
Western Electric Company. It recently

popularity has grown. As its developer has

As an increasing amount of people have

had the hindsight to foresee the desir-

systems. Other companies have gone their

ability of portability, it is becoming available widely. A promising sign is that
already there is an interest in marrying the
UOSD system with Unix, a union which
would allow both systems to develop in a

columns which are directed to the file,

own way producing look -alike Unix

complementary fashion. Imagining the

temp. In Unix terminology, the pr

systems.

progeny of such a union is left as an exercise for the reader.

the file, file list.

pr -4 < filelist > temp The pr program
takes its input from the file, filelist,
and prints it re -formatted in multi program acts as a filter.
78

Modified system

Research Resources. After Western

lowered the price for a commercial licence

and as a result, many systems companies

have begun to offer customised Unix

Whitesmiths, of New York were the
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Now you can

control your business
for less than £2,500.
This could be your best investment
opportunity yet. A complete computerised business system, including a Floppy Disk Unit,
high-speed Printer and Britain's best selling
microcomputer - the Commodore PET. All for
under £2,500.

Commodore 'Business Soft rr Ire' Dealers

ensures that service and technical facilities are
close to every PET user. Our dealers can even
offer you a 24 hour on -site maintenance
agreement.

Training and Instruction

First Class Programs

The PET Business System is self-contained
and simple to use. Should you require personalA comprehensive range of first class
programs is offered by Commodore 'Business ised programs or extensive installation training
this can be arranged with your Commodore
Software' Dealers. These are available on
disk from £504500. And they cover such appli- `Business Software' Dealer who can also give
details of official Commodore Training Courses.
cations as Business Information, Stock
Control, Word Processing, Payroll, Accounting These include intensive 2 & 3 day workshops to
train you to write your own programs.
and Mailing Systems.
For full details about the Commodore
PET Business System, Training Courses,
With over 10,000 PET computPrograms, and 'Business Software'
ers installed in the UK, dealer
Dealers, simply fill in the coupon and

Service and Support

support is growing fast.
A nationwide network of 90 official

post today.

=111111111111111111111

'FT): Commix lore Information Centre,
360 Euston Road, London NA I 3111,

If

leave a particular application in mind please specif:

Please send me details of the PET Computer Business Sysh.ms.
Name

Position

PCB2/8I

Cc commodore

Compaily
Address

'lid. No

We made small computers big busines:,

Circle No. 172
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TV playwright who upstages
drudgery with word processor
Martin Hayman talks to playwright Bill Hawkins and is introduced to his labour saving word-processing system, Playshape.
BRILLIANT ideas in microcomputing may

often be the simplest, and they may not
even be conceived by people who understand the micro. Before anyone protests, I

do not advocate computer illiteracy.
Knowing how to use the micro will

doubtless be the indispensable skill of the
literate in future decades, but it is as well
to keep things in proportion.
I need no information on the construc-

tion of a spade to dig a trench, though I
might need to know about forging and
sintering if I were to re -design the shovel
to create a new concept in trenching.

A new concept of trenching is, of

course, unlikely, but new concepts in

writing are a frequent occurrence. Such is
claimed for the plain old word processor
but despite being canvassed regularly for

so-called creative writing, it tends to
remain the preserve of the deadly sounding "office of the future". Add to

your word processor some new and,

above all, specific routines to achieve a

particular job and you have a new

Bill Hawkins, the TV playwright.

concept.

The standard Pascal text -editing
package created by the University College
of San Diego is well thought of, but it was
not exactly what Jim Hawkins needed for

The essence of such strokes, which
really fall under the heading of development rather than innovation, is that they
are conceived to achieve a particular end.
Take play -writing. Jim Hawkins, a professional writer, has been for years. He
finds it expensive to have his final draft re-

typed in exactly the format acceptable to
radio and TV producers, and laborious to
instruct even a skilful typist.

Producer's requirements
The criteria are these: a shooting script
must always have the speech attached to
the character heading. This may include
lyrics and one-liners. For example:
Ghost (beneath). Swear.
or
Ophelia (sings).
By Gis and by Saint Charity,
Alack and fie for shame!

his purpose. What he wanted was something which would always default to his
own specific instructions on play
formatting: he tackled that himself.

Now Jim Hawkins is by no means a
computer buff. He admits to an intelligent

interest in computers from an early age,
derived more from 1950s science fiction
scenarios of cybernetic empires than from
the contemporary keyboard/VDU
machine. It was in 1955 that he read
Norbert Viner on artificial intelligence.

His interest was fuelled by the speculative fiction of science fiction magazines and contemporary documents of the

so-called communications explosion of

the mid -sixties such as New Worlds
magazine, and in time he wrote a
screenplay in which the computer featured

debate between several of the leading
figures in the debate about evolution:

Galileo, Pope Urban VIII, Darwin,

Huxley, Bishop Wilberforce. The setting
was an orbiting space laboratory where
genetic experiments were being carried out in maximum isolation.

Into that setting enters a Greenpeacetype biologist who questions the experimental staff on the ethical need for the
kind of experiments they are conducting.
The computer, programmed like

Kubrick's Hal to safeguard its own

existence and versed in a kind of programmed ethics, misinterprets the conversations it overhears about risks and, as
it were, bolts the door.

Technological skill
It then summons from its memory

of the
historical characters mentioned. Acting as
referee, it compels the scientists to see
holographic representations

Quoth she, "Before you tumbled me,
You promised me to wed".
Each stanza of a lyric must be intact on
the page; each one-liner must have its own
place. Even when the final draft is made,
the nature of TV plays is such that a great
many changes may have to made to take

as a major character. Yet is was not until

through their debate to the end rather

last year that he took the plunge and

than leave it as

bought one - an Apple.

conversation piece.

into account producer's requirements,

considerations which led Jim Hawkins to
the computer as a tool. The brief for the
three 25 -minute slots was that they should
be a study of genetic engineering suitable
for sixth -form study. Hawkins opted to

actors' casting and a whole host of other
variables, all of which may complicate the

format of a finished draft, requiring
extensive re -formatting. That is where the
Apple enters.
80

This screenplay, written in the first
place for a BBC schools program, was
collectively entitled, the Scientists, and
illustrates some of the more theoretical

turn it into a "sci-fi thriller" based on a

an

inconclusive

The important nexus between the

computer and real life was, if you like, the

interfacing of the security program with
the ethics program. In that Jim Hawkins'
concerns were similar to some of Arthur
Koestler's, whose rather gloomy proposition is that mankind's technological

skill has advanced by an uncountable
factor while his moral skill is effectively
little more advanced than when stone -age
PRACTICAL COMPUTING February 1981

Applications
man used to clobber his enemy with a
cudgel instead of an Armalite rifle or

the type who attends a user group, the

favour one name above another - the

and the propositions which led to the
drawing of that map of an idealised
human being. Yet what, it wanted to

users, as Hawkins claims, he falls into the
second of the two definitions. The first is

the type who plays with the computer

computer has no such partiality. It will
then discover any cross-reference to an
existing name. Say, we want to use a
character called Bill Morris as a shop
steward; he turns up under Bill, under
Morris, under shop stewards and under

know, was to be regarded as an acceptable

itself, and the second, those who need a

convenors.

deviation or deformity? That was the
moral question to which the security

quantity of spade -work done. That is how

That names program has a further and

Playshape was born - as an extension of

potentially $1,000,000 spinning extension.

section of the computer urgently needed
an answer, holding that moral questions
were equally amenable to solution given

the UCSD Pascal text editor.
In play -writing, there is a good deal of

It permits the producer to predict which
character is in which set, and which set
features which character. Hence, it is

sufficient data on which to work.

sideration. So the Ghost of Hamlet's

That threw into the ring the hoary old
chestnut of whether technology enriches
human life, or whether it is simply
developed as an end in itself. Or, to cut a
long story short, why can science tell us

father in the early example becomes /gh
(return); Ophelia /op (return). Playshape

neutron bomb.
The computer held an ideal gene map,

everything, but not why an old song
makes us laugh or cry?

The Scientists was re -broadcast on
BBC2 to good reviews and Hawkins is
pleased that he had been able to give vent

to "an increasingly -important aspect of
our lives which should be reflected". He is

sceptical about the idea that we give a
little of ourselves away to the machine
when programming an expert system.

computer itself becomes the game, what
you can make it do".

If there are two categories of micro

typing of names. That was the first con-

seeks the mnemonic in its memory, writes
the name in full and returns the cursor to

the start of the next line. "That speeds
things enormously and is economical with
memory - which means you can get more
of the play on to one diskette".

Hawkins says that a 55 -minute play

occupies about 60K of memory, so
storage. "The object of the exercise is to
eliminate work", says Hawkins, "so I set

words the Ghost or Ophelia might be

normally runs in its most efficient mode.
It's too much like work if you have to type
600 commands at the outset.

about to say are going to spill over on to

number which head a new page, //s.
There is //, mnemonic, which searches
for the character in question and prompts
the user to put it on to the file at the end
of the run if it is a new one. That might

skip, which increments the scene and act,

the default system so the program

"I don't suppose it's very sophisticated but it's efficient for a certain job.
Too much energy is expended trying to
make micros do things they probably will

never be able to do. If it won't do what
you want it to do, you might as well just
accept it.

not seem very useful when considering

"Doubtless with a mainframe you

Hamlet, but if you are working on a serial
with 120 characters, as Hawkins is, it is
worth its weight in gold.

might be able to write thriller plots, but
the micro has something of the Sorcerer's
apprentice myth about it: all that can be
read, written and done is there. That's
why people find it so exciting, and hence
the fascination with games of trolls and
demons and so on. They think of it as a
philosopher's stone: you rapidly forget
what it's doing for you, and want it to do

It was not of course for those reasons

A further asset to the writer is the

that Jim bought his Apple. As well as just
being interested, he needed it for his TV
scripts and, like so many others, to handle
his accounts and VAT.

character -invention facility. A standing
joke among creative writers is the

games themselves are boring - but for

Serious storage
better be equipped with some serious

users, who must then require it to explain
its reasoning: "The computer is a slavish
waste of time unless we dump on it. If we

micro is that you are in constant contact
with what a computer can and cannot do.
I would like to write a play about a user
group. I think it would be very funny but there is not one in my area. Computer

with the logistics of film -making.

anyone who wants to re -write Hamlet had

that its thoughts become opaque to its

"One of the good things about the

which must be a help to those entrusted

It also speeds the mental process of

the next page.
Another ultra -useful command is scene -

User group

tell you who is in the works canteen,

composition, which is a more important
consideration, by ensuring that the
author's concentration stays on what he is
writing rather than worrying whether the

Some authorities think such systems may
be able to synthesise human knowledge
derived from several brains so effectively

give it sufficient data it can help us to
recognise patterns in modern-day life
input".

possible to draw a critical path analysis of
production shooting. For example, it will

constant need to have at hand a set of
telephone directories to invent plausible
names. Jim Hawkins has mechanised that
process by creating a whole sub -set of
telephone directing names, which can be
called randomly when needed.

Needless to say, it also checks whether
you have used the name before since even

the best human memory will tend to

some more.

"Micros may be science, but anybody
with imagination can use them. I would
like to see more people in the arts using
them, and not being frightened away by
floating-point numbers".

Mason restores buildings while
office micro restores sanity
THE TEMPLE Stone Restoration Company

started almost by accident - which is also

more or less how it acquired its own
microcomputer. About 14 years ago,
when selective employment tax legislation

was first introduced, George Baulch and
his brother started to work on a freelance
basis mainly on subcontracts from their

previous employers. As the jobs increased, they took on more staff and the
company developed from there.
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Today, the brothers are based in southeast London's Blackheath Vale, a quiet
little road a mere stone's throw from the
tasteful middle-class charm of Black -

by Cathy Lane
heath Village and a fitting setting for a
company which specialises in restoring
beauty in urban areas.
Most of Temple Stone's work involves

cleaning facades and repairing the fabric

of buildings, ranging from churches,
public and industrial properties to a few
private houses. Much of it is on a longterm basis. A church, for example, might
start a fund-raising project on the basis of
an estimate from Temple Stone. The first
stage of restoration might not, however,
begin for a year or so, and the entire job
could take four or five years to complete.
(continued on next page)
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have a few mistakes in it so I would rectify

print impression on the paper was nearly

In recent years, Temple Stone has been
restoring the tomb of Sir Richard Burton,

as good as with the IBM mechanism. With

intrepid explorer and discoverer of the

them and send it back to be re -typed. It
would then return with those mistakes
corrected but with many new ones. In the

source of the Nile, and has worked on St

end, as the deadline approached we would

unit despite the difference in price nearly twice as much. Baulch has
subsequently bought a Ricoh daisy-

Annes Church in Tottenham, north
London and the John Lewis department

store in London's Oxford Street. In a
good year, the company will turn over

just post it and hope for the best. I was

always conscious that, in effect, the

estimate is our presentation to the
customer. If we could not even produce

quotations running to several pages, it
made sense to go for the more satisfactory

wheel printer.

Most of the other teething troubles
occurred within the first month of
purchase and were due largely to the

about £200,000 - but because of the cuts
in public -sector spending and the
instability of the building trade generally,

reasonable typing, what kind of mess

George Baulch expects only around

The practical benefits the computer

the wrong button, and the program would

promised outweighed all other consider-

lock so that that we could not enter edit
mode. We would telephone EMG where
we would be asked what we had done,
and, of course, we didn't have a clue. By
then, we had pressed almost everything.

£130,000 this year.

would they think we were going to make
of their masonry"? says Baulch.

That turnover is not at all bad for a

ations, including Baulch's scepticism.

company which has only three office staff

Temple Stone soon found itself the owner

- George Baulch, his daughter Pam and
her husband Paul. There are also 11 fulltime stone restorers as: well as six self-

of a Sorcerer with screen, cassette unit
and a golf -ball printer for word-

employed men who work mainly for

Baulch looked at a Tandy TRS-80 that
weekend before deciding which system to
buy, but the Sorcerer's business -like looks

Temple Stone.

The company bought a Exidy Sorcerer
in December 1979 - the result of a series
of coincidences. Baulch had never seen a
computer in his life before he bought the
microcomputer: "I was always interested
in electrics and electronics, though I never

processing work.

swayed him in its favour.

"The training session the sales representative gave us was adequate - if you

happen to have a brilliant mind. We

operators: "Sometimes we would press

The people at EMG were very patient with
us though, always sending someone along
as soon as possible".

The Sorcerer has now been working,
and working well, since January 1980.
George Baulch particularly likes the fact

that if the printer breaks down, the

didn't question anything we were told,

computer can still be used, with letters
being created and stored to be printed

knew the first thing about them. I've

because we didn't want to appear stupid,

later.

always liked the idea of new technology,
and watched plenty of programmes on TV

but then the moment arrived when we
were left alone with it and our minds

No point of comparison

about it. Then one day, quite out of the
blue, a card arrived at the office, saying
that I could have a computer for about

went blank", confesses Baulch.

He still has no point of comparison,
and he certainly has not been in close

£2,000. I had always thought they started

somewhere around £10,000. So I telephoned the company immediately". The
card was from EMG of Croydon, a local
Sorcerer dealer. A representative from

Fortunately, some concerted group
effort produced the desired result and
they found that they all remembered
separate pieces of information. In two
weeks, they were all familiar with the
machine - the first computer -produced
estimate went out just a few days after

contact with many other micros: "I don't
know anyone with one. The only com-

puters I've seen have been when I'm
working in the City, up on the site scaf-

folding and looking in through office
windows". It gives him a certain degree of
quiet satisfaction to observe that all those

EMG arrived to demonstrate the system a
few days later and Baulch was impressed.

delivery.

Having read a few books and maga-

computers are bigger, more expensive,

Impressive demonstration

zines about microcomputers, Baulch soon
realised that the computer could do more

Yet he was still wary: "What the man
from EMG was doing was magic - things
I hadn't thought possible. I half -suspected

for his firm that simply act as a type-

and probably no better than his.
Temple Stone has few ambitions for its
computer. Baulch is thinking about com-

that it might have been some sort of
gimmick". Baulch had been led by TV
science fiction into thinking that
computers fill whole rooms "with
whirling wheels shooting backwards and
forwards all the time. In fact, I was
sceptical that this little machine really was
a computer", he says.

On the other hand, the demonstration
was undeniably impressive and so raised
some doubts: "I was afraid that to buy it

writer with a screen. His word processing

provide a program which is straightforward. Some new hardware may be
called for: the greater speed and capa-

program.
"What is really a big help to us now is

bility permitted by floppy disc storage, for

that each job can use a different mixture
of standard clauses - some run to three
or four pages. They are stored on tape,
and we can call-up and print the clauses
we need in the proper order at the end of
any estimate which saves considerable

cost.

typing time", claims Baulch.

it

Since the arrival of the Sorcerer,

seemed far too sophisticated for us".
Baulch was being impressed particularly

George Baulch finds it difficult to imagine
how they ever managed without it.

by the word-processing package on the
Sorcerer. Like many smaller companies,
Temple Stone had always had general

Temple Stone send out 30 or 40 letters a
week and so the computer is in use about

problems with typing - first trying to

Most of the initial problems they encountered were minor ones. The first and

would be to buy a white elephant;

decide whether the workload justified the
presence of a sophisticated typewriter and

skilled typist, and then finding and

three hours every day.

most pressing was that the golf -ball
printer could not print a pound sign, only

keeping the staff to do the job.

dollars - one of the more obvious

Temple Stone had specific requirements where word processing looked a

penalties

real boon; many of the quotations given

That was hardly insurmountable, and
while EMG was changing the golf -ball,
Temple Stone was loaned a daisywheel
printer. Of course, that was faster and the

for restoration work run to 10 or 12 pages.
"It was always a real headache for us to

supply a quotation. The first draft would
82

puterising payroll, but only if EMG can

is sophisticated now, and he is making
good use of the features of the highly regarded Sorcerer word-processing

of

importing

equipment

designed primarily for the U.S. market.

instance, may well outweigh the extra
At present, it appears to be impossible

to add charges automatically to the
computer -produced estimates. It would be

a neat extra, but all jobs are opinion priced on the time required to work with
each type of stone. At least the present
system allows Baulch to be looking at a
job while Pam is doing a rough draft of
the estimate on the screen; prices can then

be added in immediately on his return.
"It would be useful if we could do the

payroll and the invoices on the computer", says George Baulch. "We have
achieved the primary object - the main
thing is that we can now send out professional -looking estimates and letters,
that was why we bought it after all. Do
you know we have had compliments on
our new typist since then?

"I know that the computer has greater
possibilities, but we're a small company,
we know what we bought it for, and it is
really doing all that we demand".
a
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Buy a microcomputer for under £i,000
and you could be on your own!
Unless it's a Commodore PET.

Commodore produce Britain's
number one microcomputer. But we
don't stop there. We also insist on
providing comprehensive support
throughout our national dealer
network.
Our dealers can examine your
needs and demonstrate which
hardware and software will suit you
best. Their trained engineers are
always at hand and a 24 -hour field
maintenance service is available.
Your local dealer can tell you more
about the following Commodore
Services.

Cc The Commodore PET
The Commodore PET computer
range covers everything from the
self-contained unit at under £500 to
complete business systems at under
£2,500.
CCommodore Business
Software and Petpacks
Our software range covers
hundreds of applications. Business
software includes Sales and
Purchase Ledgers, Accounting,
Stock Control, Payroll, Word
Processing and more. In addition
over 50 Petpacks are available
covering such titles as Strathclyde.
Basic Tutorial, Assembler
Development System, Statistics,
plus our Treasure Trove and Arcade
series of games.
CcCommodore Approved
Products
Compatible products of other
manufacturers with Commodore's
mark of approval are also available.

WOKING, 63901
Oxford Computer Systems,

Adda Computers Ltd,
W5. 01-579 5845
Advanced Management Systems,
EC2. 01-638 9319
Byteshop Computerland,

WOODSTOCK, 811976

C.S.S. (Business Equipment) Ltd,

Byteshop Computerland,
BIRMINGHAM, 622 7149
CPS (Data Systems) Ltd,
BIRMINGHAM. 707 3866
Camden Electronics,
BIRMINGHAM, 773 8240
Computer Services Midlands Ltd.
BIRMINGHAM. 382 4171
Catlands (Computers) Ltd.

E8. 01-254 9293
Capital Computer Systems.

W1.01-636 3863
Centralex-London Ltd.
SE13. 01-318 4213
Cream Microcomputer Shop,
HARROW 01-863 0833
Da Vinci Computer Shop,
EDGWARE, 01-9520526

BURTON -ON -TRENT, 812380

L & J Computers,

Ibek Systems,
COVENTRY, 86449
Jondane Associates Ltd,
COVENTRY, 664400
Davidson -Richards Ltd,
DERBY, 366803
Caddis Computer Systems Ltd.
HINCKLEY, 613544
H.B. Computers,
KETTERING, 83922
Taylor -Wilson Systems Ltd.
KNOWLE, 6192
Machsize Ltd.
LEAMINGTON SPA, 312542
Office Computer Techniques Ltd.
LEICESTER, 28631
Lowe Electronics,
MATLOCK, 2817
Betos (Systems) Ltd,
NOTTINGHAM. 48108
Byteshop Computerland,
NOTTINGHAM, 40576
Keen Computers Ltd,
NOTTINGHAM, 583254
Tekdata Computing.
STOKE-ON-TRENT; 813631
Systems Micros,
TELFORD. 460214
McDowell Knaggs & Associates,
WORCESTER, 427077

NW9. 01-204 7525
Home and Business Computers,
E12. 01-472 5107
Merchant Systems Limited,
EC4. 01-353 1464
11/1.71

South Midlands Communications Ltd,
LEEDS. 782326
Yorkshire Electronics Services Ltd,
MORLEY. 522181

Computer Centre (Sheffield) Ltd,

MIDLANDS AND
SOUTH HUMBERSIDE

Wl. 01-636 0647

(InLtd,.2511

Micro Computation,
N14. 01-882 5104
Micro Computer Centre,
SW14. 01-878 3206
Sumlock Bondain Ltd,
EC1. 01-250 0505
Sumlock Bondain Ltd,
EC4. 01-626 0487
T.L.C. World Trading Ltd.

WC2. 01-839 3894
TOPS TV LTD,

SW1. 01-730 1795

HOME COUNTIES
G. M. Marketing,
ANDOVER, 790922
HSV Microcomputers.
BASINGSTOKE. 62444
MMS Ltd,
BEDFORD, 40601
Elea Systems Ltd,

BRACKNELL. 52929
DDM Direct Data Marketing Ltd.
BRENTWOOD, 229379
Amplicon Micro Systems Ltd.
BRIGHTON, 562163

YORKSHIRE AND
NORTH HUMBERSIDE

RUF Computers (UK) Ltd,
BURGESS HILL 45211
T & V Johnson (Microcomputers
Etc) Ltd, CAMBERLEY. 20446

Cambridge Computer Store,
CAMBRIDGE, 65334
Wego Computers Ltd.
CATERHAM, 49235
Dataview Ltd,
COLCHESTER, 78811

South East Computers Ltd,
HASTINGS, 426844
Alpha Business Systems,
HERTFORD. 57423
Brent Computer Systems,
KINGS LANGLEY, 65056
Isher-Woods Business Systems,
LUTON, 416202
South East Computers Ltd,
MAIDSTONE, 681263
Micro Facilities Ltd,
MIDDLESEX, 01-979 4546
J. R. Ward Computers Ltd,
MILTON KEYNES 562850
Sumlock Bondain (East Anglia) Ltd.
NORWICH. 2625
T& V Johnson (Microcomputers
Etc) Ltd, OXFORD, 721461
H.S.V. Microcomputers,
SOUTHAMPTON, 22131
Super -Vision,
SOUTHAMPTON, 774023
Xitan Systems Ltd
SOUTHAMPTON. 38740
Stuart R DeanLtd,

Or Commodore Courses
Commodore offer a range of
residential training courses and one
day seminars. An excellent start.
And when you have installed your
system the PET User's ClubSOUTHEND-ON-SEA, 62707
Newsletter can keep you informed of TUNBRIDGE WELLS, 41645
new ideas and latest developments. Orchard Electronics,
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Petaled Ltd.

LONDON AREA

SHEFFIELD, 53519

Electronic Services,
SHEFFIELD, 668767
Hallam Computer Systems Ltd,
SHEFFIELD, 663125

NORTH EAST
Dyson Instruments,
DURHAM. 66937
Currie & Maughan,
GATESHEAD, 774540
Wards (Office Supplies) Group,
GATESHEAD, 605915
Elfton Ltd,
HARTLEPOOL 61770
Fiddes Marketing Limited,
NEWCASTLE, 81517

Newcastle Computer Services,
NEWCASTLE. 615325
Format Micro Centre,
NEWCASTLE, 21093
Tripont Associated Systems
Consultants Ltd,
SUNDERLAND, 73310

NORTH WEST AND
NORTH WALES
Tharstern Ltd.
BURNLEY, 38481

B + B (Computers) Ltd.
BOLTON, 26644
Preston Computer Centre,
PRESTON. 57684
Catlands (Computers) Ltd.
WILMSLOW, 527166

LIVERPOOL
Aughton Microsystems Ltd,
LIVERPOOL, 548 7788
B.E.C. Computers,
LIVERPOOL, 263 5738

Rockcliff Brothers Ltd,
LIVERPOOL. 521 5830

MANCHESTER AREA
Byteshop Computerland,
MANCHESTER, 236 4737
Computastore Ltd,
MANCHESTER, 832 4761
Cytek (U.K.) Ltd.
MANCHESTER. 872 4682
Executive Reprographic Ltd,
MANCHESTER. 228 1637

SOUTH WALES AND
WEST COUNTRY

N.S.C. Computer Shops Ltd,
MANCHESTER, 832 2269

Radan Computational Ltd.
BATH, 318483
Computer Corner,
BAYSTON HILL, 4250
Bristol Computer Centre,
BRISTOL, 23430
C.S.S. (Bristol) Ltd.
BRISTOL, 779452
T & V Johnson (Microcomputers
Etc) Ltd, BRISTOL, 422061
Sumlock Tabdown Ltd,
BRISTOL, 26685
Sigma Systems,
CARDIFF, 34869
Office and Business Equipment
(Chester) Ltd. DEESIDE, 817277
A.C. Systems.

MANCHESTER. 834 4233
Professional Computer Services Ltd.
OLDHAM, 624 4065
D. Kipping Ltd,
SALFORD, 834 6367
Automated Business Equipment Ltd,
STOCKPORT, 061-432 0708

EXETER, 71718

Ackroyd Typewriter & Adding

Micro Media Systems.
NEWPORT 59276
J.M. Computer Services Ltd,

Machine Co. Ltd. BRADFORD, 31835
Allen Computers,
GRIMSBY, 40568
Microware Computers Ltd.
HULL, 562107
Microprocessor Services,
HULL, 23146
Holdene Ltd,
LEEDS. 459459

Devon Computers,
PAIGNTON, 526303
J.A.D. Integrated Services,
PLYMOUTH 62616
Business Electronics,
SOUTHAMPTON, 738248
Computer Supplies (Swansea).
SWANSEA. 290047

NEWQUAY, 2863

Sumlock Electronic Services
(Manchester) Ltd,

SCOTLAND
Holdene Microsystems Ltd.
EDINBURGH, 668 2727
Microcentre,
EDINBURGH, 556 7354
Aethotrol Consultancy Services.
GLASGOW. 641 7758

Byteshop Computerland,
GLASGOW. 221 7409
Robox Ltd,
GLASGOW, 221 5401
Mac Micro,
INVERNESS, 712203

Thistle Computers.
KIRKWALL, 3140

IRELAND
Softech Ltd.
DUBLIN, 784739
Medical & Scientific Computes
Services Ltd. LISBURN. 77533

To: Commodore Information Centre,
360 Euston Road, London W1 3BL. 01-388 5702
Please send me further information about the Commodore PET.
Name
Position
Address

Intended application
Do you own a PET?

L

PCD2 81

YES

NO D

commodore

This list covers dealers participating in our advertising.

Circle No. 173
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The Socrates Irony
BELL ROLLED over and looked at his

watch. "Let's get dressed, Elaine.
I'll have to take back the B -class file
before we go".

In the Intelligence Collation Department, the borrowing of such high-level
material from the library was timed; if it

was not returned within the period three hours in the case of B -classified
cassettes - alarms would be flashing in
Control.
Miles Bell worked with all categories of

LCD. His loyalty to his country was total;
not to his wife.

The Department worked many
legitimate late hours expecially during
international flare-ups, and it was

Elaine was his project overtime and
the B file was tonight's recorded
reason for the extra toil. All ICD

designed accordingly. Senior officers had
private rest rooms, showers and kitchen-

by Brian Williams
personnel had to log their field of interest
while inside the building, and lately it was

assumed by all to be just another service
secretary. People here were trained not to
answer too many questions so few were
asked; for Bell it was using the system to
fool the system.

the Caribbean Assessments that had

guarded information and he had a full

merited Bell's labours for two or three

clearance pass to every library within the

evenings a week.
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ettes at their disposal, and Elaine was

He had long ago discovered how to
trick the silent sentry into allowing
PRACTICAL COMPUTING February 1981

Fiction
the neck that Elaine had ever seen, either
on TV or Holo. The two men seemed to

unintentionally easier to leave than to re-

only one pass; it involved flicking the card

with your finger just as the details were
being read. The machine had to re -read

grapple momentarily, then the guard
slowly dropped to the floor, as one would

the card and the personnel scanner

imagine a wax figure to melt on the

I in relation to the surrounding wood-

suffered a distortion in its internal image

bonfire. His gun fell and clattered on the

land, and was separated from it by a deep
ditch, a high security fence, then another
ditch. Anti -helicopter masts rose up, and

two people in and out of the building on

memory.

It seemed to give the benefit of the
doubt to the holder of such a high-ranking

pass, or, as Bell joked, it turned a
sympathetic blind eye. Dexterity and good

timing were needed on Elaine's part in
order to miss the beam interpreter, but she
was lithe and fit. The staff entrances were
discreet and disguised, so no-one

witnessed their antics; Bell enjoyed the
risk.

The circumstances of their meetings

had become an acceptable part of
their affair. Elaine never displayed the
slightest interest in the Department's
workings and in any case the only method

of removing information was by old-

tiles, then only the panting of Bell's
breath could be heard in the room.

"What's the matter with him"? asked
the girl.

"He's dead", Bell murmured.
"But how? I mean, he, he -".

he green area outside was higher

the whole complex was permanently
illuminated at night. The supposed
purpose of these small external window
boxes, as they were nicknamed, was to

house temporarily the racks and their
precious contents under massive security
in the unlikely event of an uncontrolled

I had to take a course in some
"L ook,
commando tricks when I worked

under cover during the UN occupation of
Afghanistan, early in the eighties. I had
completely forgotten how effective it all
can be. I didn't mean this to happen. His

neck has snapped - the stockier they

are -".

His words were true, although it was
not the first time in his colourful career

internal fire. Presumably, in the same
circumstances, they would also take
people.

Their unofficial role was to supply the

guards with a breath of fresh air, and
Control had become insensitive to the brief

evening openings of external emergency
doors. Security was not severely at risk

because both the internal and external
alarms immediately sounded if the
perimeter fence was touched or the door

fashioned writing or memorising it.

remained open for more than

Bell suspected that she hardly had a
glimmer of exactly what type of place this
was, and she was certainly not in the pay
of a foreign power or the dreaded Internal

enter.

His gun fell

five

minutes, just as they did if anyone used a
card other than a guard's in the sentry.

hour of every day, and this was one of
Bell's gambles; the other risk he had to
take was that the dead man had reported
to Control within the last 15 minutes.
Each guard had to key his own personal

circuits made no attempt to count the

and clattered on
the tiles. Then only
the panting of
Bell's breath
could be heard

number of people passing them; they were
more interested in the whereabouts of the

in the room.

being ordered to do so at gunpoint, he
could enter a warning combination

Security Unit. She was simply Elaine
Parker who had fallen for a more mature

married man - no security risk at all.
They showered, dressed and locked
the office suite. Upstairs, Bell inserted
his and the file's card into the sentry at the

door of the B library which unlocked to
allow them both to enter. Interior lock

You, stay where you are", barked
a loud, commanding voice,
making them both start. From behind
racks at the opposite end of the room a
guard had suddenly appeared and was
purposefully approaching Elaine with
gun, although not aimed, nevertheless in
hand.

Bell carried the body to the first ditch
and put the man's card back in his pocket.

that Bell had had a body to dispose of.
Even as he spoke, his brain was racing
through the possible channels of action.
Some of his colleagues said that when it

He then placed the gun in the unfeeling

came to situation analysis, they preferred
his mind to the Department's mainframe
- it was faster.
At least the guard had shown the good

and rocks jutting out of the sides. It was

grace of not pressing the button on his
waist -mounted panic pack; that would

have brought men running from all

directions, but might have been
considered cowardly by a member of the
tough NI organisation.

"You have no authorisation for this
sector.

I

Control",

am going to take you to

he snapped. Recovering
quickly, Elaine, sometimes surprisingly

naive, played him very wrongly:

"Don't you touch me", she spat,

followed by a shout of "Miles". Bell
hurried over, but to the security guard, an
unauthorised young girl in a top -security
area was as good enough reason for manhandling as he needed, and he took it.

Bell lost his natural composure for
a moment and from behind gave the
guard the oddest of high-speed tugs under
PRACTICAL COMPUTING February 1981

and frequently -changed identity code on
strategically -positioned wall -mounted
panels every quarter of an hour. If he was
without alarming his kidnappers.

highly -secret cassettes.

Elaine waited just inside the door and
Bell disappeared within the ceiling -high
racks to re-insert the file and clock it off loan. The security camera, evil eye, was
rarely live at this time of day, and only an
attempted withdrawal of another cassette
would have been announced at Control.

Of course, the evil eyes were subject
to random activation during every

hand as best he could and gave the guard a

push. The ditch was deeper than Bell
remembered and it had more tree roots

almost a ravine really. The body fell
clumsily and rolled until it slid into water

unseen through undergrowth. Bell then
kicked at the very edge of the turf until a
chunk of rain -soaked earth broke away
and fell down into the ditch somewhere in
the region of the guard's body.

Quickly he returned to the girl and
shut the door, glancing at the still -

Elaine was pale and trembling.

motionless evil eyes.

"Take my card and go back into the
"What are you going to do? I mean-".
"Quiet. Hold this door open for me".

office. Hide until I arrive. It may be some
time. I'll knock in code. Go now", hissed

His voice was firm.

Bell, and saw her through the library's

Taking the special card from the dead
man's pocket, he picked up the gun and

inner door. He then casually walked over
to the new -incoming -files index and sat
down. This time he was aware of camera
movement - the guard was being missed.
Half an hour passed before another guard
and a senior officer entered the library.
"Seen a security guard in here
recently"? asked the unsmiling captain.

then the body. A very heavy-duty door led
from the library to a small grassed section

outside the building. Only a guard's card

could activate the door, automatically
alerting Control in the process, and if it
closed there was no re -opening from

outside. As with all the ICD, it was

(continued on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

"No. No-one at all", replied Bell, not
even looking away from the screen.

of our field people over there was
surprised to see almost word-perfect

reports that only exist - should exist - in

this building and nowhere else. We
Eventually, a little before midnight,
the body was found. Within minutes
the library swarmed with uniformed men,

discovered that this week and immediately
placed a permanent guard in each library.

You met one within an hour of this

hand, and spoke only a few inches from
Bell's face.

"It doesn't really matter to me whether
you have or you haven't, Miles; even if
it was someone else in the Department,
they will be mighty thankful for a scapegoat. Only an outright fool would risk

and Bell was asked for a statement. He

instruction. The next day we were going to

told them that he had been working at the
index since about 9.30 pm and had seen
only one other member of staff returning
some cassettes around 11 o'clock, besides
the captain. That was verified and Bell left

launch a thorough staff surveillance

the library with some guards, one of

like, Miles, it doesn't matter now. These

C fitting down again he puffed at the

whom held the door open for him.
The next day passed with some obvious

two gentlemen will take over".

1.3 pipe and spoke once more:
"In any event, I don't believe you for a

official activity but the ICD was not an
informative territory and tongues did not

two men standing silently, hands crossed,

wag.

"What's happening"? asked Elaine in a
lunch-time cafe. She was still upset and
Bell had agreed to meet her much against
his better judgment.

"They've brought in Socrates", he
replied.

"Who"?
"Some experimental gear. It stands for
Scene Of Crime Relevancy Assessor and
Theory Evaluations System. Meant to be
a kind of silicon -chip Sherlock Holmes.
Luckily, no court in the land accepts its
findings as evidence yet".
She nearly spilt her coffee.

Some days elapsed before the section

head - amusingly named Leake announced to the morning assembly of
senior staff that a guard had been found
dead due to a fall in the ditch, apparently
while checking a movement beyond the
perimeter.

"Death was caused either by a broken
neck or by a sharp branch and embedded

in the cerebellum - take your pick",
offered Leake.

combing - but you saved us all that.
"No need to waste time with denials

or cock-and-bull stories and the
Bell had been totally unaware of the
behind the office door. They were from
the Internal Security Unit and that meant

"They've brought
in Socrates",
he replied.
"Who"?
"Some

experimental
gear".
the end of Miles Bell in these nervous
near -war days.

Behind the aroma of pipe tobacco
Leake went on to explain: "Socrates
found you out. Extensive plates of the
body were taken in situ, and together with
probes into the ditch walls, he proved by

Most of his announcement passed by
without a flicker of interest. After all, it
was a silly thing to do, to fall in the ditch,
and surely the guards accepted some risk

analysis that a man of the guard's build

in their employment.

from the rear by a man of your stature.

could not have ended up in his final

We went on to give the grass a sur-

face scan. Many footprints and
shoe imprint changed from a 26 -stone load
to a 12 -stone load - yours. Then there was

motioned Bell to take a seat.

"Odd about the guard", commenced
Bell.

"Not really, Miles", replied Leake as
he tried to coax some life out of a battered
old pipe.

"You see, we know how he died well

enough. But we also know why, don't
we"? Leake peered over is glasses at Bell,

the soil breakaway. To shear in that
manner, it must have been kicked -
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"What else could you have been doing

except writing down or committing to
memory some of the nation's most secret
assessments? If it had been preoccupation
with one of the girls we'd have picked up
coincidental on -premises times, eh? I've
checked that out. Negative. Besides, you

wouldn't have made a secret of that,
would you, especially since ICD girls are
chosen for their commonsense in matters
of this nature; in short, they don't".

Bell knew that if he told Leake about

Elaine, he would not be believed.
Even if he were, he would be simply
throwing the girl to the ISU. He could not
be tried for murder or even manslaughter,
so his best chance was to try to convince
Security that he was not passing secrets,
even if it took months in the ISU prison.

The pipe required another few prods.
"By the way, I bet you don't know that
Socrates will be accepted as evidence in

the ISU trial - 1984 Protection of the
Most Valuable Information Act, you see.

can prove beyond any shadow of a doubt.
For the next 10 or 12 years that is all we
need to prove. Gives us plenty of time to
get the rest right, eh"?
"Take him away".

Shortly afterwards, another member
of the Intelligence Collation Depart-

weight alone would have resulted in a

ment, a hitherto librarian and now a

completely different pattern.

trainee field operator, smiled to himself
over late afternoon coffee. How quickly
impending doom can change to relief, he

"Finally we scanned the library floor.
Socrates discovered that a fresh tile chip
could only have been produced by something made of gun metal dropped from a
height of four feet - nothing else would
have split the molecular bonds of the tile

mused. It meant no more dope for a
while, his contact had told him, just carry

on a routine for a few months until the
guard business is history. Next day, he

in quite the same way. The rest is reasoned
to a high -probability value".

won promotion.
Finishing his drink he almost broke into

"But it's not me", argued Bell, mouth

"cultivate friendship and discreetly
investigate" a certain female. He looked
forward to another pleasant evening with

who suddenly felt that rare sensation
when only a few seconds separate elation
from doom.
"This Department has been losing some
top -grade material to the other side. One

progress schedule.

Government isn't embarrassed by spy
scandals. You killed the guard, that we

overdue Haiti Solution; well, that was
hardly a problem after the rest of the
office, the head of section

evenings for months on end and can only
progress this much".
The section head held up Bell's rate -of -

By-passes normal courts so that the

lawnmower tracks, but only one size -10

In his

minute, Miles. You can't tell me you
ponder over top -grade files all those

The neck was broken before the fall -

would want to ramble on about the
week's events.

it".

position by an accidental fall. Impossible.

"Can I have a minute, Miles"? called
Leake as everyone was leaving the small
hall. Bell felt fully relieved. Now Leake

continuing now that the thing's blown up.
What's gone has gone. The main thing for
the moment is that we, as an agency, are
unlikely to lose any more dope, as you call

like sand -paper. "I haven't been
passing dope -".
Leake leaned over the desk, pipe in

a laugh. His first assignment was to

Mrs Louisa Bell.
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Your search for the right
price stops here.
This
Month's
Bargain
Offers

III

__-

Cromemco

Pet
Well known for making short
work of accounting, word processing,
mailing lists. A great buy from NSC.

South West Technical Products
56K 6809 based system, with twin 8"
disc drives and Centronics 779 printer.
From £3,163 incl. VAT, while stocks last.
Keenest prices around on individual
boards and peripherals.
Centronics 779 for £896 incl. VAT
The most robust low
cost printer around.
At a special reduced
4 -price of £896 incl. =SOIZI

We can now supply the Cromix
operating system for single and multi
user working. The first big system
operating system to be offered on a
small system-the only system which
offers up to 63K memory space
per user.

VAT while stocks
last.

1:1

Apple
You know what the Apple system
will do but you don't know the deal
we're offering. Come and see for
yourself.

Acorn Atom

The exciting new 3/30 system
offering 5 mb of fixed disc storage on
brand new 51/4" Winchester drives.
64K Machine £4,313 incl. VAT.

Full range of black box systems
available. Rental terms available.

Order by post with confidence
Instead of calling personally at NSC
Computer Shops you can send cash with
order. Orders are despatched by carrier,
please telephone for details of delivery
charges.
BOOKS: Send s.a.e. for our full price list,
or call in at our shop to see our wide range of
publications.

111

Rair

After Sales Service
When you buy from NSC Computer
Shops you have the opportunity to take
advantage of a special service contract
on favourable terms.

SEM

Now available ex -stock. Special
offer to ZX80 owners: We will take
your ZX80 in part exchange for an
Atom.
Used Bargain: Second hand
ZX80's from £50.

111111

North Star Horizon

All our prices are heavily discounted and
therefore payment must accompany the
order. Credit card payments will be
accepted. Please quote credit card number

A complete word processing
and type of card.
system extendible from 32K -56K
WE WILL NOT BE KNOWINGLY
RAM, with up to four mini disc drives,
UNDERSOLD.
4MHz Z80A processor, serial and
parallel I/O ports and extended BASIC.
Full range of accounting packages
available. You can lease this very
popular system for as little as £25
per week.

Nff.SHOPS

COMPUTER

Computing to suit your size.
NSC Computer Shops, 29 Hanging Ditch, Manchester M4 3ES. Ring 061-832 2269 for further information.
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ibliblit

contents generator is a
program which is designed to make life
RANDOM ROOM

easier for the dungeonmaster and players
of the game Dungeons and Dragons and

other fantasy role playing games. The
program generates random room
contents, specifically for dungeons. Any

number of rooms can be generated
between any two room numbers you

input. You can create monsters of one or
more race in random quantities.

The monster generat ng program can be

powers; and even a monster mark is

used for fun, or for the more serious
purpose generating monsters to use in
fantasy role-playing games such as
Dungeons and Dragons, Chivalry and
Sorcery, and others. The monsters
produced randomly by the program

included.
The monstermark is a means of judging

the monster's strength and power - the
higher the mark the more powerful the
monster. The armour class is decided and

is an indication of the armour of the

monster, the lowest monster on which to
inflict damage is AC 9; and the best and

by Chris Histed

hardest to damage is ACO.

The hit dice of the monster is the

If the monsters are in their lairs,

amount of damage inflicted on it before it

dies. That is determined for each individual monster by rolling the indicated

random treasure is generated: copper

integrate in all respects with the accepted

pieces, silver pieces, gems, etc. The pro-

format. The only missing aspect is

a

picture.
There is a description of attributes, level

number of eight -sided dice, and the level it

dungeon complexes - instead of having

treasure type, intelligence, etc. There is
also a description of habitat, and bodily

characteristics. The percent in lair number

gram is designed to fill the gaps in
an empty room, a random one can be

created, giving more fun to the players. If

a printer is available, the rooms can be
output to it, giving a permanent record
which can be entered into your dungeon
files.
88

hA is determined by this and other

appearance, together with a name, chosen

is the percentage chance of the monster
being in its lair where its treasure -type

syllables. The monster's weapons are
chosen, with the possibility of magical

shown will be found. The alignment is an
indication as to whether it will be friendly
towards parties of adventurers.

at random from a list of about 50
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Games
Bit"tta,4Z IS

"

3 DIM K(188)
4 LINE=0
5 FOR X=1T030:PRINT:HEXTX
18 INPUT "ROOM r WART TO ROOM £ WHAT',A2,P3
15 IF A3<P2 THEN 10
16 LET A2=INT(A2):LETA(3)=INT(A3)
20 FOR R=A2T0A3
188 LET Al.INT(RND*9)+1
118 ON AI GOTO 120,138,140,158,168,170,180,190,200,210
128 LET 11$="CHALK":GOT0228
130 LET AS="GRANITE":80T0228
148 LET P$="MARBLE":60T0220
15E1 LET Al="MARBLE":6010220
168 LET A$="GREY FLRGSTONES":8010220
170 LET 4$="GREY ROCK":6070220
180 LET A$="BLACK ROCK ":6010220
190 LET A$="SL1MY GREY ROCK ":6010220
280 LET A$="SLIKY BLACK ROCK":6010220
218 LET P$="WET BASALTIC COLUMNS"
PRINT "ftffiffeffffteffftftffeffffffff ROOM f ";R:
228 PRINT
225 PRINT "fffffffffffffffefffefffffffff"
238 PRINT :PRINT:PRINT
235 LET 81=INT<RNO*28>+10
248 PRINT"THE ROOM IS";81:"FEET HIGH";
258 PRINT "THE ILLS ARE COMPOSED OF ":44;"WHICH LOOKS";
260 LET 82=INT(RND*4)+1
278 ON 82 GOTO 280,290,308,310,320
280 PRINT"OMINOUS";
285 GOTO 330
290 PRINT"PLEPSANT":G0T0330
380 PRINT"NICE":GOT0338
318 PRINT"PWE-INSPIRING":6070330
320 PRINT"FEARSOME"
338 PR1NT'IN THE ROOM YOU CAN SEE":
340 LET 82=INT(RND*16>+1
342 IF 82>10 THEN 0+1(82-10) 6OT0345,355,365,375,385,395
345 REM
358 ON 82 GOTO 360,370,380,390,400,410,420,430,450,460
355 PRINT"A CUP OF WATER WHICH GIVES OFF A PUNGENT ODOUR":6010470
360 PR/NT"A BIG HOLE IN THE CEILING":GOT0470
365 PRINT"A NASTY MESS IN ONE CORNER":GOT0470
370 PRINT"A SMALL HOLE IN THE CEILING":60T0470
375 PRINT"A VERY SMELLY SOCK ON P POLE OVER A FIRE":GOT0470
388 PRINT"R BIG HOLE IN THE FLOOR":8070470
385 PRINT"A BIG PILE OF WORN OUT SHOES IN THE CENTRE":8070478
398 PRINT"P SMALL HOLE IN THE FLOOR":GOT0470
395 PRINT"A SIGN SAYING 'Pales Please' IN LARGE UNFRIENDLY";
397 PRINT"LETTERS OVER THE D00R":GOT0470
400 PRINT"A SMALL POOL ON THE FLOOR":GOT0470
410 PRINT"A BIG POOL ON THE FLOOR":GOT0470
420 PRINT"P RAISED STONE DAIS":8070470
430 PRINT"Q PIT IN THE FLOOR":8070470
448 PRINT INT(RND*5)+1:"ALCOWES IN THE":
442 LET 85=INT(RND*4)
443 IF 85=0 THEN PRINT"WEST WPLL";
444 IF 85=1 THEN PRINT"EAST WALL";
445 IF B5=2 THEN PRINT"NORTH WALL";
446 IF 85=3 THEN PRINT'SOUTH WALL':
448 GOT0470
450 PRINT"P STONE STATUE OF";
452 LET 86=INT(RND*4)
454 IF 86=0 THEN PRINT"APOLLO"
455 IF 86=1 THEN PRINT"ODIN"
456 IF 86=2 THEN PRINT"MARS"
457 IF B6=3 THEN PRINT"THOR"
460 PRINT"MANY PITS IN THE CEILING":GOT0478
:

470 PRINT:PRINPALSO IN THE ROOM PRE:"
480 LET C1=INT(RND*15)
485
490
495
500
510
515
528
525
530
536

LET C5=C5+1
IF C1=0 THEN PRINT"AIO'LONG DPISY CHAIN"
IF C1=1 THEN PRINT"A+":INT(RND*3)+1;"SWORD"
IF C1=2 THEN PRI 4T"A RING CF REGENERATION"
IF C1.3 THEN PRINT -P SONG BOOK"
IF C1.4 THEN PRINT INT(RND*5)+1;"STONE BALLS"
IF C1=5 THEN PRINT"P COFFIN"
IF C1=6 THEN PRINT"TABLES AND";INT(RND*30)+1;"CHAIRS"
IF C1=7 THEN PRINT INT(RND*5)+1;"BOTTLES"
IF C1=8 THEN PRINT INT(RND*3)+1;

540 IF C1=8 THENPRINT"CUPS OF VALUE";INT(RNO188+2);"GP'S EACH"
558 IF C1=9 THEN PRINT -A STONE HAMMER"
515 IF C1=10 THEN PRINT"P STONE DAGGER'

560 IF C1=11 THEN PRINTPNPTONICAL PICTURES"
565 IF C1=12 THEN PRINT*A STEEL BALLs";INT(RND4.20)+3;""IN DIPMETER"
570
575
576
588
585
587
598
610
628
625
627
638

IF C1.13 THEN PRINT -TWO DEAD RATS'
IF C1=14 THEN PRINT INT(RHD*5)+14;"MPABLES"
IF C5>3 THEN 590
LET C2=INT(RND*10)
IF C2>3 THEN 480
REM W18
LET D1=INT(RND*100)+1
LET D2=INT<RND*10).2
REM t IN ROOM
RESTORE
Y=1
FOR Y=1T0100

640 READ BUY>
645
658
652
655
656
660
665
678
675
688
685
690
695
700
785
710
715

READ K(Y)
NEXTY
R=0
LETR=INT(RND*10)+1
IFR>6THENFORR2=1TOINT<RND*2>+1
DATA ORC,10,ORC,10,ORC,10,ORC,10,ORC,10,LICH,1,RUST MONSTER,1
DPTP BUGBEAR,6,DRP6ON,3,DRPGRON,3,LIZARD MEN,9,HOBBITT,4,MPN,5
DATA ELF,5.GIANT-RAT.8,GIANT-CRA8,5,8PLOR,I,GIANT MICE,3,SKELETON,5
DATA SHRIEKER,I,SPECTRE,I,GIANT-CENTIPEDE,10,GIANT-ANT,15,FLEA,100
DATA WERE -RAT,6,WERE -DOG,3,WERE -WOLF,2,BLINK -DOG,10,ENT,2
DATA DISPLACER BEAST,5,TITAN,I,GIPNT,I,SALAMANDER,1,WIGHT,10
DATA FEPR MONSTER,I,WRPITH,4,WITCH,1,DEMON -TYPE 6,1,DEMI-GORGON,1
DATA URCHIN(RED>,3,URCHIN(SILVER),I,URCHIN(RLACK),5,URCHIN(GREEN),5
DATA LAMPSU,I,MANTICHORE,3,80NE-DEVIL,3,ASH-BEAK,4,GIANT-SLUG,1
DATP MPHOUTN,1,(ELEDORE,I,STPIR-STALKER,I,BRAINFUNGUS,1
DATA FLYING FISH,2,GREEN SLIME,1,0CHRE-JELLY,I,BLACKPUDDING,1
DATA SMOKE -SPIRIT,I,WYVERN,3,TRAPPER,I,STONE -BELLY,I,SHEET -PHANTOM,1

720
725
726
727
728
729
730
732
734
735
736
737
738
739
740
741
742
743
745

DATA LITTLE OLD MAN,I,FREMEN,10,NEO-OTYUGH,1,0TYUGN,I,CAT-PERSON,10
DRIP DEVIL-DOG,10,DEPTH-DOG,10,SPIRIT,1.GARGOYLE,3,HARPIE,3
DRIP WYVEN,4,FURPLEWORM,2,MINOTPUR,3,CENTAUR,6,UNICORN,2
DRIP NIXIE,3,DRAYAD,6,GNOME,3,PEGASUS,I,HYPOGRIFF,I,ROC,1
DATA GR1FFON,I,INVISIBLE STALKER,I,DJINNI,I,EFREET,I,YELLOW MOULD
DRIP !,DIRE 008,3,BORING-BEETLE,6
DATA LION,1 ,MONG,10,TROLL,3,EAR-SEEKER,50,STURGE,20,GIANT-LEECH,4
DATA DRUID,1,TRITON,30,0GRE-MAG1,6,SHPDOW,I,DOPPELGPNGER,12
DATA LYCANTHROPE,32,BEHOLDER,I,UMBER-HULK,4,NELL-HOUND,B
DATP PHASE SPIDER,6,STIRGE,30,GIPNT TICK,12,OWL BEAR,5
DPTA CARRION CRAWLER,6,GELATINOUS CUBE,I,HOMUNCULI,3,IRON GOLEM,1
DATA FLESH GOLEM,1,CLAY GOLEM,I,KOBOLD,20,HOBGOBLIN,5,TROLL,3
DATA SKELETON,6,ZOMBIE,3,GHOUL,5,MUMMY,3,SPECTRE,2,VAMPIRE,1
DATA COCKATRICE,5,8ASALISK,4,MADUSA,2,GORGON,I,HYDRA,I,CHIMERA,1
LET T5=INT(RND*98)+2
LET T4=INT(RND*K(T5))+1
IF T4=1 THEN LET CS=""
IF T4<=1 THEN LET 14."IS"
LET T4=INT(T4>

746 IF 1-4>1 THEN LET DV="ARE"
747 IF T4.1 THEN LET De="IS"
748 IF 74=0 THEN 741

750 IF 74>1 THEN LET (WS"
MONSTER";C$;":":PRINT
PRINT:PRINT"
PRINT"THERE":
PR1NTD$;"
":8$(75>;C$
PRINTT4;"
REM LET C+D$=""
REM N1=rAPPEARING
LET N1=50+INT<RNO*40)
IF N1>INT(RND*60)+40 THEN 950
LET M1=INT(RND*3008)
LET M2=INT(RND*1000)
LET M3=INT(RND*1000)
LET M4=INT(RND*10)-3
PRINT"THE MONSTER":C$0>$;"IN";
821 IF C$="S"THEN PRINT "THEIR";
822 IF C$=""THEN PRINT "IT'S";
824 PRINT "LAIR"
755
760
770
772
80
785
790
808
805
806
809
812
820

830
835
840
845
848

PRINT "THERE ARE";MWCOPPER PIECES"

PRINT "THERE ARE"N12;"SILLER PIECES"
PRINT"THERE RRE";M3;"GOLD PIECES"
IF M4>0 THEN PRINT"THERE ARE";M4;"GEMS OF VALUE";
IF M4<1 THEN 860
850 FORT=11TOM4
852 PRINTINT(RND*150)+10;"";
854 NEXTT
857 PRINT"GOLD PIECES EACH"
860 REM
950 IF R>6THEN NEXT R2
3000 NEXT R
REM MONSTER GENERATOR: INPUTPORT='V,V
PORT=V
3 D1 =8

4 FOR:X=17010

5
6
7
8
9

A(X)=0
NEXTX
PGRT=V
Af="
GOSUB 1000

10 8051.18 1588

11 FORX=111130;PRINT:NEXTX
12 LINE=0

13 REM THIS PROGRAM GAS WRITTEN By
14
15
16
18
19
28

21
22
23
24
25
38
40
58
35

68
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69

REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
LET

C.S.H1STED

FOR A SWTPC 6800
COMPUTER
A=IHT(RND*20)
80SUS 2000
Ensue 2108
GOSUB 2200
LET 01=v
GOSUB 8000
LET A,=INT(RND*5)
LET A2=INT(RND*5)
LETA3=INT(RND=1943)
LETK1=INT(RND=5)
LETA4=INT<RND*200>
LETA6=INT(RND*5)
LETA7=IHT(RND*18)+6
LETA5=INT(RND*10)
LETA8=INT(RND*10)
LETA9=INT(RHD*19)+1
IFA7=8THEN62
IFA4=0THEN65
IFK1=0THEN55
IFA0=0THEN 64

180 PRINTAW
118
128
130
148
150
168
170
175
188
190
191

PRINT:PRINT"DESCRIPTION:"
PRINT"NEIGHT=";114:"CENTIMETERS"
PRIHT"VEIGHT=":A3;"KILOGRAMS"
PRINT"HUMBER OF ARMS ="IA2
PRINT'NUMSER OF LEGS=";AI
PRIHT"NUMBER OF EVES=";$16
PRINT"NUMBER PPPEPRING=";1(1;"-";A7
IF DI=1 THENPRINT"CLASS=";t4S
PRINT"ARMOUR CLASS = ";AB
PRINT"HIT DICE(D8)=";P9
LET S=INT(RND*<A9/148)+2.9>

192 IF s=411 THEN 191

193
195
196
200

PRINT"LEUEL ="15
LET P5=INT(RND*%)+5
PRINT-% IN LAIR= "1P51"%"
PRINT"TREASURE TYPE=";/4

201 PR/NT"ALIGNMENT=";LW$
202
205
218
800

PRINT"INTELLIGENCE=";K$
GOSU81200
PRINT"WEAPONS USED=";C$;" ";0$;" ":E$1" ";F$;" ":8$
IF 8$="MA6ICAL"THEN GOSUB 38ee

805130703160
999 END

(continued on next page)
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Games
(continued from previous page)
088 DIMO$C57>

018 FOR X1T050
en READ 06(X)
038 NEXTX
035 FOR V.ITOINT(1040.04)+1

848 LET A5.INT(RND*57)
858 LET Afi.A4+416(p5)

860
070
188
118
120
130

HEXTV
RETURN
DATAKOO.OLD.WIR.EN.A.AS.AD.ELI.ELR.OR,SAL.ORC.SAU,RON,AUD
DATARAN.SE.00L.LIN.SON.DEC.NE.CAL.CARRION.CRAWLER.CLA.CLE
DATAGLI.IT,IT.OR.OR.OR.LI.LI.ICH.ICH.180.100.1XE,SOD.HIYU
DATAWILL.101.AM1,114.ANDI.ULO.IVERNI.SAGE.RETI.N4IE.ERT.HASS.DER

216
228 IF81.2TNENCO."SPEAR"

225 IF01.2THEN21.3.5

4248

230 IF 81.3THENC11."DARIER"
235 1E81.3 THEN 21.2.5

4250
4268
4270
4288

214 Z1.1

215 IF B1.ITHENZI4.5

240
250
252
260
265
270

LET 82INT(RHDe4>
IF02.1THEN Di"ACID FLASK'
IF02.1THEN 21.21+4.5
IF02.2THEN01."01L FLASK"
IFB2.2THENZ1.Z1+4.5
IF82.3THEHOf"ROPES"

IF E15 THEN PRINT 'AT THE BOTTOM OF DARK PITS'
IF E1.6 THEN PRINTAMIDST FILTH AHD GRIME'
GOSUO 4880
PRINT IPRINT'MONSTERMARK . "04

LET N1INT(RNC*10)
LET Hs."ANIMAL"
IF Pl>0 THEN IF A2>2 THEN LET NO.'CREEPINS ANIMAL '1001'04200
IF A1.0 no4 IF A2.41 THEN LET Ni"FLOATING BODY"
IF AIN! THEN IF A2>8 THEN LET NO- *ANIMAL'ISOTO 4200
IF Al>0 THEN IF A2.0 THEN LET NS.'GRABLIN8 ANIMAL";90TO 4280
IF Al2 THEN IF A2C4 THEN NO.'HUMANOID'IOOTO 4200
IF A1.0 THEN IF A2>2 THEN LET Nf"CREEPING ANIMAL "180T0 4290

4840 IF POWUNDEAD" THEN an
4858
4860
4870
4280
4210
4228
4238

200 LET B1INT(RND+4)
218 IF81.1THENC6."SWORD"

IF A1(4 THEN IF A2(4 THEN LET Nf"COWLED HUMANOID"
GOTO 4280
REM

LET N2INT(RND*5>
IF N2l THEN LET 0$ -"YELLOW"
IF N2.2 THEN LET 0f"GREEN"
IF H2.3 THEN LET 08.0RED"
IF H2.4 THEN LET 011000/UE"
IF N2.0 THEN LET 0f"BLACK'
LET N3.1NURND*5)
IF N3.0 THEN LET Pf"FUR"
IF N31 THEN LET PS -"BARE SKIN"

4290 IF H32 THEN LET PIBCALES"
4300 IF N3-3 THEN LET PSBONE
4310 IF N3.4 THEN LET Pf"FUR"
4320 LET NI.INT(RND.4)

275 IFB23THENZ721+2

4330 IF N4.0 THEN LET Q$ -"GREY"

280
290
292
295
297

4349 IF N41 THEN LET QS"GREEN"
4350 IF N42 THEN LET Q0"PINK"

LET83.INT(RN040
1F83.1THEHEf"CROSSBOW"
IF03.1THENZI.Z1+4.5
IF01.2THENES."SNORT BOW'
IF83.2THENZI.Z1.3,5

4368 IF N4.3 THEN LET Qf"OROYRl"

299 1F83.3THENE$."

4490 PRINT"THE"HABHHAS THE OVERALL APPEARANCE OF WI
4410 PRINT NS;.THE SKIN OF THE";A$0"16"1P6:4428 PRINT "OF A";061"COLOUR"
4425 IF A6.0 THEN ODT07000

300 LET134.1NT(RND*4)

4448 PRINT "THE EYES OF THE"IFISP "ARE OF A";

310
315
328
325
330
335
348
1358
1360
1378
1500
1510
1520
1538
1548
1545
1550
1560
2080
2010
2020
2030
2835

1F84=ITHENF$."1404 BITES"
IF04.1TFENZI .21+2.5
1E04.2 THEWS."' STING"
IF84.2THENZI.Z1+3.5
IF64.3THENFI."1:$04 CLAWS"
IF84.3THEN21.21+2.5
LET85.INTCRND.101>
IF85c50THEN RETURN
LETG$."MAG1CAL"
RETURN
LET 86.INT(RND*6>
IF86.1TNEN F3."A"
IF86.2THENHf"B"
IFB63TIEN HI."C"
IFB6.4THENHf"D"
IF86.0THEN1580
IF86.STIENHf"E"
RETURN
LETC1.INT(RND*4)
IFC1.1THEHLETJ$."GOOD"
1FC1.2THENLETJ$."NEUTRAL"
IFC1.3THENLETJ$."EVIL"
IFC1.0THEN2000

2040 LETC2.INT(RND,04)

2050 IFC2.1THENLETL$."CHAOTIC"
2060 IFC2.2THENLETLf"NEUTRAL"
2870 IFC2.3THENLETLP0NEUTRAL"
2075 1FL$."NEUTRAL"THENIFJ$."NEUTRPL"THEN LET J$="
2076 IF C28 THEN2040
2080 RETURN
2100 LETC3.INT(RND*5>
2110 IFC3.1THENLETKS."SEMI"
2120 IFC3.2THENLETKf"ANIMAL"
2130 IFC3.3THENLETIO="NONE"
2140 IFC3.4T1ENLETKf"AVERAGE"
2145 IFC3.0THEN2100
2150 RETURN
2280 LETD1=INT(RND*6)
2210 IFD1=0THEN2208
2220 IFDIMTHENRETURN
2230 LETM$="LINDEAD"
2240 RETURN.,
2999 END

3000
3810
3020
3030
3040
3850
3060
3070
3080
3090
3100
3110
3120
3130
3131
3132
3133
3134
3135
3136
3137
3138
3139
3140
3150
3151
3152
3153
3160
3165

PRINT"MAGICAL POWERS:"
LETD2=INT(RND*18>
IFD2=0THENPRINT"SPEAK WITH INANIMATE OBJECTS"
IFD2=1THENPRINT"TELEPORTATION"
IFD2=2THENPRINT"CONJURE ANIMALS"
IFD2=3THENPRINT"SPEAK WITH THE DEAD"
IF D2=4THENPRINT"CAN USE FIREBALLS ONCE PER HOUR"
IFD2=5THENPRINT"CPN SIMULATE DEATH FOR";INT(RNO=10>;"TURNS"
IFD2=6THENPRINT"WILL ALWAYS SAVE VERSUS POISON"
IFD2=7THENPRINT"IS NOT SUBECT TO TELEPOTFITION"
IF D2=8 THENPRINT"IS IMMUNE TO DISEASES"
IFD2=9THEN PRINT"CAN ONLY BE DAMAGED BY BLUNT WEAPONS OR SPELLS"
IF 02=10THENPRINT"CAN ONLY BE DAMAGED BY SPELLS"
IFD2=11THEN PRINT"CAN ONLY BE DAMAGED BY SHARP WEAPONS"
IFD2=12THENPRINT"CFIN USE ANY TYPE OF POISON"
IFD2=13THENPRINT"MAY USE ANY MAGICAL WEAPON"
IFD2=14THENPRINT"MAY USE ALL M.U. SPELLS UP TO ";
IFD2=14THENPRINTINT(RND43)+I:"LEVEL"
IFD2=15 THENPRINT"CAN USE A WISH SPELL ONCE PER DRY"
IFD2=16 THEN PRINT"CFIN R08";INT(RND*6)+10STR POINTS PER";
IF D2=16 THEN PRINT"MELEE ROUND"
IF D2=17 THEN PRINT "CAN R08";INT(RND*6)+10DEX POINTS PER";
IF D2=I7 THEN PRINT "MELEE ROUND"
IF Mf="UNDEAD"THEN PRINT "ITS TOUCH DRAINS ONE ENERGY LEVEL"
PRINT
PRINT
RETURN
IF Y=1 THEN FORK -1 TO 100
IF V=1 THEN NEXTX
PRINT "HABITAT t"
LET E1=8

3170
3180
3190
3200
3210
3229

IF
IF
IF
IF
IF

90

3230
3248
3248
3250
4800
4809
4089
4018
4012
4813
4028
4030

:

LET E1INT<RND*7>
E1-0 THEN PRINT"IN SLIMY SWAMPS'
E1=1 THEN PRINT "IN SUBTERRANEAN PASSAGES"
E1-2 THEN PRINT "IN THE WILDERNESS"
E1=3 THEN PRINT 'HANGING FROM A WEB ON THE CEILINGS OF ROOMS"
E1.4 THEN PRINT "IN POOLS OF BOILING MUD'

4445
4450
4460
4465
4478

IF Mi<>"UNDEAD" THEN 4460
PRINT "FIERY RED"I
IF MO."UNDEAO" THEN 4470
PRINT 001
PRINT "COLOUR";

4475 &MOM 7120
4408 FOR XIT03S1HEXTX
4498 FOR X1 TO 51PRINT1NEXTX
4500 PORT .1

4600 END
4000 LET T3AR9

4810 LET R1
4820 IF T3<(7i0) THEN R.2
4825 IF T3(7'0) THEN 11.3

4838
4845
4050
4855
4060
4865
4870
4875
4880
4895
4890

IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF

T3<I THEN IF T3><7,8> THEN R4
T3>1 THEN IF T3<.(9/0) THEN R5
T3<(9'8) THEN IF T3>1 THEN R7
T3>(9'8) THEN IF T3(.3 THEN R.6
T3>3 THEN IF 130.5 THEN R8
T3>5 THEN IF T3(7 THEN R.10
T3>7 THEN IF T3 <.9 THEN R11
T3>9 THEN IF 13 <il THEN R13
T3,11 THEN IF T3 <13 THEN R14
13>13 THEN IF T3 (.15 THEN R15
T3>15 THEN R16

4999 REM

5008 LET AOILET DOILET MBILETX01LET V0
5005 DC(4.5*P9)*40)/9*(1+A8>
5810 LET P.D*21,0(R/20)

5011
5012
5013
5014
5815
5816
5817
5018
5028
5622
5824
5025

LET X1
IF D2.1 THEN LET X1.2
IF D2.4 THEN LET X1.7
IF D2.5 THEN LET X1.3
IF D2.9 THEN LET X2
IF D2.18 THEN LET X2
IF D2.11 THEN LET X2.1
IF /440UN)ERD"THEN LET XX+2
IF D2.14 THEN LET X5
IF D2.15 THEN LET X2.8
IF D2.16 THE LET X2.7
IF D2.17 THEN LET X2.5
5038 LET Y.(FMX>
5040 LET MINTCW((A8+1>*2>)
5050 RETURN
6999 END
7080 PRINT "TNE";Allt"HAS NO EYES."

7810
7028
7830
7040
7850

LET L9INT(RHD*10)
PRINT "THE";A$1"SEES' BY THE USE OF ITS";
IF L9.0 THEN PRINPAL010 SENSORS"
IF L9=1 THEN PRINT"RADIO UISION"
IF L9.2 THEN PRINT" ULTRA VIOLET SENSORS"

7060
7078
7080
7090
7180
7110

IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF

L9=3
L9=4
L9=5
L9=6
L9=7
L9=8

THEN PRINT"INFRA -RED SENSORS"
THEN PRINT"X -RAY VISION"
THEN PRINT"TELEPATHIC ABILITIES"
THEN PRINT"PSIONIC LISTENING ABILITY"
THEN PRINT"TOUCH"
THEN PRINT"ATMOSPHERE PRESSURE SENSORS"

7120 PRINT"THE";ASOCOMMUNICATES BY THE USE OF ITS";
7130 LET L8=INT(RND*5>
7140 IF L8=0 THEN PRINT"EARS";
7158 IF L8=1 THEN PRINT"BRAIN";
7160 IF L8=2 THEN PRINT"HAIR"t
7170 IF L8=3 THEN PRINT "BOTTOM";
7180 IF L8=4 THEN PRINT "NOSE")
7190 PRINT "WHICH";
7200 IF L8=0 THEN PRINT "ARE";
7218 IF L800 THEN PRINT"IS";
7220 PRINT"SITUFITED ON THE";RW'S"t
7230 LET L7.INT(RND*5)
7240 IF L7=8 THEN PRINT"HEAD"1
7258 IF L7=1 THEN PRINT"RIGHT SIDE";
7268 IF L7.2 THEN PRINT"LEFT SIDE";
7278 IF L7=3 THEN PRINT"LEFT UNERSIDE";
7280 IF L74 THEN PRINT "RIGHT UNDERSIDE";
7380 RETURN
8000 LET P.01LETV.8:LETC.01LETA6.01LET01.0
8010 LET A.$=""ILETK$.""1LETBS.'"
8020 LET C1=01LETC2*01L.ETC3*81LETC40
9080 RETURN
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Record keeping problems? Our CCA Data
Management System solves them easily.
Having information at your fingertips can make your job a
whole lot easier. And that's what the CCA Data Management
System is all about.

And it also gives you greater data handling flexibility. To customize DMS, write add-on BASIC programs that read or write
DMS files and perform any kind of processing you want.

You can sort and print your data in nearly any form of
With this Personal Software package and an Apple II
report and mailing label you want. Sort data by up to 10 fields
disk system, it will be far easier to keep inventories, custom
for zip code, balance due, geographic location or whatever.
-er lists, accounts receivable and payable records, patient
And print reports with subtotals and totals automatically
histories and many more items.
calculated.
In fact, you can use the CCA DMS for all of your data
Apple DMS has two additional features. Its ISAM
management needs, rather than buying (expensive) or writing
search method helps you find any item on a diskette within
(time consuming) separate programs for each applica10 seconds. And it's Data Interchange Format Program
tion.. That's because DMS lets you create your own
allows you to move DMS files into our Apple VisiCalcfiling systems, adapting itself to the types of records
program-the "electronic worksheet"-for powerful,
you keep. You specify the number and names of
flexible calculating.
each data field-without any programming.
Ask your dealer to show you how easy computerized
With DMS keeping all of your records, you only
record keeping is. To locate the nearest dealer, contact
have to learn how to use one system. That's
easier, too. It's menu driven, with plenty of
ACT (Microsoft] Limited
prompts to help you create files and add,
update, scan, inspect, delete, sort, condense and print data. Our compre+ VAT
hensive 130 -page step-by-step
instruction manual even provides
For free details plus the address of your nearest
I 111.1.11.1.
complete "how to" inventory and

mailing list applications so you

ACT dealer send us your name and address:

can start processing immediately.
DMS is a very powerful sys-

Name:

tem, with more file and record
storage capacity than other data
base programs on the market.

Address

HET
Micro

Postcode

Computer
Programs

9(
5/6 Vicarage Road, Edgbaston,
Birmingham B15 3ES
Telex: 339346
Tel: 021-454 5341

Tel.

ACT Microsoft Ltd.,

Circle No. 175

Randomisation Test is answer
to significance question
Probably the most frequently -asked question in statistics is: Given two sets of data
with differing averages, is the difference significant? Owen Bishop provides the
answer in the form of a test.
THE QUESTION of significance arises in

business, in the laboratory, in the classroom, in politics and in sport. Traditionally, it is answered by performing the

students' "t" test or one of its variants
which assume that the data conforms to a
given distribution pattern, which it may
not. They do not always give a clear result
if the amount of data is small.

The Randomisation Test, which is a
distribution -free test, has several
advantages for the comparison of two sets
of data. It also illlustrates, perhaps better

than any other test, the main features of

distribution -free tests and their suitability to the microcomputer. As an
example, here are two sets of hypothetical

though realistic data. Five packets of
raisins, nominal weight 500gm. each, were
bought from two supermarkets. At home,

each packet was weighed to find its
individual weight:

From Supermarket A: 495, 490, 497,
493, 500: mean = 495gm.

From Supermarket B: 499, 500, 502,
496, 503: mean = 500gm.

If the 10 packets were on sale at the
same price, is it better value to shop at
Supermarket B? You would be most
unlikely to buy two small batches of
packets and find that both had exactly the

same mean. A difference of means is
almost inevitable, but do the figures
genuinely indicate that Supermarket B is

more generous than A in weighing its
raisins? Is Supermarket B the better buy?

It could be that the differences are
purely random ones, due to variations in
the operation of packing machines and
random changes occurring during storage.

have called one of them 500*. Now we
select five packets from the 10 and find

their mean weight. We do that for all
possible combinations of five packets and

write down the weights of any selection
that has a mean equal to or greater than

the mean of the packets bought from
Supermarket B. There are only seven such
selections:
503,
503,
503,
503,
503,
503,
503,

502,
502,
502,
502,
502,
502,
502,

Mean =
Mean =
Mean =
Mean =
Mean =
Mean =
Mean =

500, 500*, 499
500, 500*, 497
500, 500*, 496
500, 499, 497
500*, 499, 497
500, 499, 496
500*, 499, 496

500.8
500.4
500.2
500.2
500.2
500.0
500.0

One of the last two selections consists
of the original five packets from B. All

other selections than those listed have
means less than 500gm. The rules for
calculating combinations tell us that the
total number of selections we can make
from 10 packets, taking five at a time, is
equal to

10!
5! 5!

which is 252 selections.

Table I.
Positions of
the 3 numbers
array SA
(0 to 5)
0, 1, 2
0, 1, 3
0, 1, 4
0, 2, 3
0, 2, 4
0, 3, 4
1, 2, 3
1, 2, 4
1, 3, 4

2, 3,

5

The
numbers
497,
497,
497,
497,
497,
497,
500,
500,
500,
496,

500,
500,
500,
496,
496,
499,
496,
496,
499,
499,

Their
total

selections, larger, smaller or equal are
possible in total. We can then define the
probability that differences between the
two original groups are random.

Like most distribution -free tests, the

Randomisation Test is easy to understand, the mathematics elementary, but
the operations involved are extremely
boring. In our example, it did not take
long to pick out the seven selections, for
the figures were few and chosen to make a

selections could fill many pages. As

For example, given two sets of 20
packets each, there are
20!

40!
20!

or 1.38 x 10" selections of 10 items. If
496
499
500
499
500
500
499
500
500
500

1493
1496*
1497*
1492
1493
1496*
1495*
1496*
1499*
1495*

seven packets we selected from B was one

92

mean. We then calculate how many

numbers of items increase, the number of
combinations increases alarmingly.

to the laws of probability and we should
be able to test for randomness by using
those laws. We might then find a signifi-

There are two packets weighing 500gm.

mean. We count how many such selections equal or exceed the original better

selection we bought at B. The selection

between the packets from Supermarket A
and those from B; any differences we find

so to distinguish one from the other, we

better group - the one with the larger

overlapping between the sets, the listing of

might find we do better at A than at B.
If the difference between supermarkets
is simply a random one, it should conform

502, 495, 497, 500, 503, 490, 496, 500*, 493,
499.

having the same number of items as the

Of all the 252 possible selections, only

seven are as good or better than the

from B is included in that seven. This
nformation can be examined in one of

Let us start again, taking 10 packets of
raisins and weighing them without looking at their labels. They could be the same
10 as we had before so their weights are:

and then selecting all possible groups

clear example. With other sets of data,
with large numbers of items and much

It might even be that both supermarkets
buy their raisins from the same supplier
and the only non-random difference is the
brand name on the packet. Next time, we

cant difference between A and B emerging
above the background of randomness.

that if need be. Most people would accept
a one in 20 risk of being wrong, unless life
or limb were at stake.
Given two groups of data, the Randomisation Test consists in merging the groups

two ways:

There is really no weight difference

are purely random ones; by chance the

of the five best selections out of 252
possible selections; we made the lucky one
in 36 choice.

Supermarket B puts on average a little
more fruit in its packets.

If you assume the second statement to
be true and always buy your raisins from

B in future, there is only a one in 36
chance that this is the wrong thing to do.
Most people would be content to accept

that risk or, indeed, a risk greater than

difference was marginally significant - in

20 - we may need to find, list and

average as many as 7,000 million best
selections. That is where the methodical
micro comes to the rescue.

The program for TRS-80 Level II 16K
can compare two groups of 60 items each,

if the items are expressed to three significant figures. The items are entered as a

string which can hold up to 255 characters, and are each separated by a stroke or
solidus, /. If the items have only one or
two significant figures, more than 60 can

be entered. If they have four or more
significant figures or contain a decimal
point or a minus sign, fewer than 60 can
be entered. The allowable entry is large
enough for most purposes.
The data is entered as two strings, A, B,

to make keying fast, and to allow the

whole set to be seen, checked and

corrected before pressing enter. As listed,
the program handles only integers, since

that reduces execution time. For most
users, the data will already be in the
integer form or can be converted mentally
to integers as it is entered.
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Statistics on a micro ----If it is preferred, the program can be
made to deal with six -figure floating -

must run through all possible selections of
three numbers as in table 1.

listed in table 1.Q is manipulated by three
subroutines:

decimal numbers by altering the DEFINT

There are 10 possible selections from

1000: enters a series of consecutive

N,R,X,Z. The remainder of the program

the overlap group, of which the seven
marked "*", if selected for B, make B

statement on line 10 to DEFINT Jfalls into eight distinct stages:

Conversion of data strings to data
array, lines 80-240: the strings, in turn, are

read character by character to find the
first solidus which indicates the end of the
first number. When it is found, the value
of the figures immediately before it is read
as the first value in the data array VA, line

130, or VB, line 220. The process then
continues to the next "/" and so on until
"E" is reached. We then have two arrays
VA and VB containing the data, and the

numbers of items in each have been
counted, KA and KB.

Bubble -sort of data arrays, lines 250380: this follows the standard procedure,

arranging the data in each array in
ascending order.

Totalling the data arrays, lines 390420: this gives TA and TB.

Computation of overlap arrays, lines
430-600: if the data of our example are

sorted as above, there is a region of
overlap:
A 490 493 495
B

smaller than
overlap

497 500
496 499 500 502 503
overlap
larger than
overlap

If we want to make the larger one, B, even
larger, it is a waste of time to consider
swapping any member of B for the smaller

members of A, 490-495. Similarly, we
would not consider swapping the bigger
members of B, 502, 503, for any in A. The
only figures which are concerned with the
selection process are those of the overlap

group. In lines 440-520 we operate on

arrays VA and VB - TB > TA creating new arrays SA and SB which

contain only those members of A and B in
the overlap group. They are also counted,
giving NA and NB. Lines 530-600 perform
the same operation if TA > TB. We now

have two overlap arrays, SA, 497, 500,
and SB, 496, 499, 500.

Merging of overlap arrays, lines 610 to
640: SA is extended to include members of

SB, so that SA now holds the complete
overlap group, ready for the selection
procedure. At line 640, SA is tested to see

if by chance it has no members, no

overlap, in which there is no selection to

be done. The number (Z) of selections
producing an equal or greater difference is
obviously one and we jump to the
seventh stage of the program.
Selection lines 650 to 730: this

procedure is one of general interest and
has applications in other connections, so
it is described in some detail.

We have in our example five items of
data and need to pick from the two items
to put in A and three to put in B. That can
be done in seven ways, giving the seven
selections listed previously. With so few
figures, we can do that by inspection, but
the computer must be more systematic. In
general, given a list of, say, five numbers
- 497, 500, 496, 499, 500 - the computer
PRACTICAL COMPUTING February 1 981

equal to or greater than before. By

removing all the non -overlap data, the

numbers beginning with X and starting

at element K (Q (K) = X). At the
beginning, X = K = 0, so the first
array is 012 - see table 2.

number of selections under consideration
has been reduced from 252 to 10 -a great
saving in computer time.
To perform the systematic selection, an

2000: increments the last element in
Q until it reaches maximum value
- M-1, where M is the number of

array Q is set-up to hold the positions

(continued on next page)

10
12
13
15
20
30
31
32
35
40
42
50
60
61
70
80
90

elements.

CLS:CLEAR600:DEFINT F-N.0-2:DEFSTP A -B
DIMVP(120):DIMUB(120):DIMSA(240):DIMSB,120,
DIMQ,..240:DIMSN(240:DIMSRL240,
DIMSA(240):DIMSB(120):DIMQ(240):DIMSN(240,:DIMSR, 240,
PRINTTAB(18"RANDOMISATION TEST":PRINT
PRINT"ENTER FIRST SET OF DATA,A) AS"
PRINT"POSITIUE OR NEGATIUE INTEGERS, EACH"
PRINT"SEPARATED BY A SOLIDUS(')."
PRINT"EACH SEPARATED BY A SOLIDUS( /)."
PRINT:PRINT"AFTER FINAL ITEM TYPE E"
PRINT"THEN PRESS ENTER i,EY.":PRINT
INPUT A
PRINT:PRINT"NOW ENTER THE SECOND SET OF"
PRINT"DATA(B) IN THE SAME MANNER.":PRINT
INPUT B
FOR J=J1+1TO LEN(A)
IF MIDS(A,J,1)="E"THEN 160

100 IF MIDS(A,J1)=" "THEN 130
110 R=R+1
120 NEXT
130 UPO,A4=UAL,MIDS(A,J-R,R),
140 KA=KA+1
150 J1=J1+R+1:R=0:GOT0120
160 R=0:J1=0
170 FOR J=J1+1TO LEN(B)
180 IF MIDS(B,J,1)="E"THEN 250
190 IF MIDS(B,J,1)=" "THEN 220
200 R=R+1
210 NEXT
220 VB(PB)=HAL(MIDS(B,J-R,R1)
230 KB4.8+1
240 J1=11+R+1:R=0:GOT0210
250 FOR J=OTOKA-2
260 K=0
270 FORL=OTOKA-2
200 IF UA,L.
c=0A(L+1) THEN 300
290 OT=UWL):UA(L)=0A(L+1):UA(L+1)=VT:f.=K+1
300 NEXTL
310 IF K=OTHEN330
320 NEXTJ
330 FOR J=0 TO KB -2
340 FOR L=O TO KB-2:IF OB(L)=UBkL+1,THEN 360
350 UT =VBeL:VB(L)=UB(L+1):UB(L+1)=VT:f,=1'+1
360 NEXTL
370 IF K=0 THEN 390
380 NEXTJ
390 FOR J=OTOKA-1
400 TA=TA+VA(J):NEXT
410 FOR J=OTOKB-1
420 TB=TB+VB(J):NEXT
430 IF TA=\TBTHEN 530
440 FOR J=KB-1 TO 0 STEP -1

450 IF VB()\VA(KA-1)THEN 470
460 SB 048)=118(J):NB=NB+1:U8=UB+uBkJ,
470 NEXT J
480 FOR J=OTOKA-1

490 IF OPOIKUB(0)THEN 510
500
510
520
530

Sgl(NA)=0A(J):NA=NA+1:MA=MA+UP(J)
NEXTJ
GOTO 610
FOR J=OTOK8-1

540 IF OB(J)0A,O)THEN 560
550 SB(MB)=MB(J):NB=NB+1:UB=UB+UBtJ)
560
570
580
590
600

NEXT J
FOR J=PA-1700 STEP -1
IF VA (JA)MB(KB-1THEN 600
SA (NA)=0A(J):NA=NA+1:UA=UA+HA(T)
NEXTJ

(continued on next page)
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3000: when subroutine 2000 has gone
as far as it can, subroutine looks at
the element before the last one and'
decides if it can be incremented, i.e.,

differs by more than one form the
last element. New values of X and K

are calculated. Then the program
returns to subroutine 1000, to set a

Table 2. Sequence of Q for N = 5 M = 3.

Subroutine
K
Start (line 650) 0

X
0

1000
2000

2000
3000

a micro-

line cancels out, leaving

lx 1x7 x 3 x 10

lx lx1x1x1x1

=210

Q(0)

Q(1)

Q(2)

0

0

0

which is easy enough to multiply by

0

1

2

mental arithmetic. The program lets the

I

3

computer calculate in a similar manner, so

1

4

0
0
1

avoiding large numbers. It takes longer,
but arrives eventually, which it might not
do if asked to handle numbers such as 40!

1000

0

new series of consecutive numbers.
First time back, it begins at element 1 so

2000
3000

0

2
2

4

A straightforward factorial routine on
TRS-80 cannot evaluate the expression

Q(0) is unchanged and the consecutive

1000
2000

0

3

4

when n is greater than 33 or r is 17, so is
no use for large amounts of data.
To calculate the number of selections

series starts with '2' at Q(1), giving 023. If
the two last elements differ by only one,
subroutine 3000 looks one step back along
the elements until it finds two which differ

by more than one, and sets K and X
accordingly.

Finally, when Q(0) = N - M, the last
array has been generated and the program goes to the next stage. Each time
that subroutines 1000 and 2000 have
produced a new Q, the program has gone
to subroutine 4000. Here, depending on

the values in Q, the data have been
selected from array SA, totalled and
compared to those from the original
overlap group belonging to B. If selection

gives an equal or greater total, it is
counted - line 4040. On leaving this

section of the program, Z, the total of
equal or greater, selections has been

3000

3

1

no
change
0

we set-up two arrays SN and SR. SN

1000

2000
3000

3

1

2

1

2

1

3

corresponds to the figures above the line

3

1

1000

2000

4

no

change
3000

0

2

1000

2

3

4

no

2000

change
Q (0) = N -M so GOTO 740

obtain F and G.

statistical tables. Here, we help the Display of results lines 860-930: we
computer to overcome its number - now have all the information required to

culations with pencil and paper, you had

it

is of use in many other applications.

The difficulty with factorials is that they
become so large that the values involved

exceed the capacity of the machine.
Perhaps that is one way in which microcomputers are not suited to distribution free tests. Since these tests nearly always

rely on combinational calculations of
some kind, that can raise problems.

The difficulty can be avoided by in -

to calculate

lx 2x3x4x5x6x7x8x9x 10

(1 x2x3x4x5x 6)

(1 x 2 x 3 x 4)

The first obvious simplification is to
cancel the 4 x 3 x 2 x 1 on both lines

analyse.

With larger amounts of data the program may take considerably longer to run

1x2x3x4x5x6

mentioned, the number of selections can
run into billions if there is much overlap.

5x6x7x8x9x 10
More labour can be saved by further
cancelling; in fact, the whole bottom

NEXT)
IF NA =02=1:GOT0740
K=0:N=0:N=NA+NB
IF TA'TBU=UP:M=NA:GOTOok30

GOSUB1000
GOSUB4000
GOSUB 2000
IFQ(0)=N-MTHEN 740

1030 NE::1-

730 GOT0680
740 FORJ=1TOKA:SN(J)=J+KB:NEXT

1040
2000
2010
2020
2030
3000
3010
3n21

750 FORf,=ITOKA:SR(K)=4,:NEXT

760 FOP L=1TOKA
770 FORK=2T01,A

780 FORJ=1TOKA

790 IF SN(DOL*SROOTHEN810
SN(J)=SN(J) SR(K):SR(V)=1
NEXTJ.K.L.
F=SN(1)
FORJ=2TOKA:F=F*SN(J):NEXT
G=SR(1)
FORJ=2TOKA:G=G+SR(J):NEXT
CLS:PRINTTAB(20)"RESULTS OF ANALYSIS"
PRINT: PRINT"MEAN OF DATA A=":TA KA
PRINT:PPINT"MEAN OF DATA B=":TB/VB
PRINT:PPINT"TOTAL NUMBER OF DATA"
PRINT"SELECTIONS IS":F/G:"."

Even so, the computer will do it more
quickly than you can.

900 PRINT:PRINT"NUMBER OF SELECTIONS GIVING"
905 PRINT:PPINT"EOUAL OR GREATER DIFFERENCE"
906 PRINT:PRINT"BETWEEN A AND B IS":21"."
910 PRINT:PRINT"PROBABILITY OF DIFFERENCE"
911 PRINT: PRINT"BETWEEN SETS OF DATA BEING SOLELY
912 PRINT:PRINT"DUE TO RANDOM SELECTION IS:"
915 PRINT:PRINT"DUE TO RANDOM SELECTION IS:"
920 PRINTTAB(:4)2+G,F
930 GOT0930
1000 Q(K)=X
1010 FOR J =KTOM-1
1020 0(J+1)=0(J)+1

720 GOSLIB3000

94

The program runs quickly when the
amount of data is small and it is in such
circumstances that distribution -free tests
have the advantage over the parametric
tests. It is also most likely that the user
will have only small amounts of data to

- the majority of the time is taken in
selecting from the overlap group. As

670 U=L B:

800
810
820
830
840
850
860
870
880
890
895

calculate and display the final results.

leaving:

620 SA (,T )=SB(:J-NA)

680
690
700
710

n!

r! (n - r)!
for n = 10, r = 6 you would write:

(continued from previous page)
610 FOR J =NATONA+NB-1
630
640
650
660

SR - cancelling - and the number in SR

comparing calculated values to published

850: this calculates the value of

N!

multiples of numbers in SN. The numbers
in SN are then divided by the number in

of critical values in the program, or by

Total possible selections, lines 740 to

KA! KB!.
As a combination -calculating subroutine,

Then, lines 770-810, we take a series of
multiplying factors, L = 1, 2, 3 etc., and
look for numbers in SN that are equal to

is made equal to one - cancelled -out.
After that, the values in SN and SR are
multiplied together, lines 820-850 to

corporating previously -calculated tables

crunching problems by teaching it some of
the tricks we learned at school.
If, in the long -departed days of cal-

arrived at.

after the first cancelling -5 x 6 x to x
10. SR corresponds to the uncancelled
figures below the line - 1 x 2 x to x 6.

RETURN
IF 0(M-1) ,M-1 THEN 0(M-11=0(M-1)+1ELSE2030
GOSUB4000
GOTO2000
RETURN
FOR J=M-1TO1STEP-1
IF 0(.1)=0(J-1)+1THEN 307A
GOTO3O4O

31130 NEXT

3040 N=0(J-1)+1
3050 f=J-1
-.060 RETURN

4000 UT=0
4010 FOR P=0 TO M-1
4020 UT=UT+SA.0,R,1

4030 NUTP
4040 IF UT =UTHEN 2=2+1
4050 RETURN
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BLACK BOX III
MICROCOMPUTER
SOLUTIVINS

Conventional microcomputers can
have problems-too little memory,
not enough storage, poor communications, no expandability.

3
4
1

5

RAIR's Black Box III range
provides all the solutions. With up to
512K bytes of memory, 200M bytes of

high-speed hard disk,16 simultaneous users, and
shared -resource multi -computer networking, the only
thing micro about the Black Box III is the price.
Call your nearest Dealer for details.

2
I

Digitus Ltd.

PAIR

1 Single mini -disk system 2 Dual mini -disk system
3 Single mini -disk plus 5" hard -disk system 4 Single 8" hard -disk system
5 Add-on 8" hard -disk

9 Macklin Street. Covent Garden

Micromedia Systems
Seymour House, 14-16 Chepstow Road

T & V Johnson (Microcomputers)
Johnson House, 75-79 Park St., Camberley

London WC2 Tel: 01-405 6761

Newport Gwent. Tel: 0633 59276

Holdene Ltd.
Manchester Unity House
11-12 Rampart Road, Leeds Tel: 0532 459459
Lion Micro Computers Ltd.
227 Tottenham Court Road, London WI

Newbear Computer Store
40 Bartholomew Street, Newbury

Tel 0276 20446
and 148 Cowley Road, Oxford
Tel 0865 721461

Tel: 01-636 9613

Berkshire. Tel: 0635 30505

NSC Computer Workshops
29 Hanging Ditch, Manchester

Rair Limited,
30-32 Neal Street, London WC2H 9PS

Tel: 061-832 2269

Tel: 01-836 4663
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Why the Sinclair ZX80
is Britain's best selling
Built: £99?5

Including VAT, post and packing, free course in computing, free mains adaptor.

Kit: £79.95

Including VAT, post and packing, free course in computing.

This is the ZX80. A really powerful, full -

facility computer, matching or surpassing
other personal computers at several
times the price. 'Personal Computer
World' gave it 5 stars for 'excellent value'.
Benchmark tests say it's faster than all
previous personal computers.
Programmed in BASIC -the world's
most popular language -the ZX80 is
suitable for beginners and experts
alike. And response from
enthusiasts has been
tremendous -over 20,000

rEGRAL. F:UNCT/ONS
r841:47L

RNC°1K
3E

AeS
usta

ZX8Os have been sold so far!
0.4

Powerful ROM and
BASIC interpreter
The 4K BASIC
ROM offers
remarkable
programming
advantages:

Ar"

A

4.7

* Unique

'one -touch' key
word entry: the ZX80 eliminates
a great deal of tiresome typing. Key
words (RUN, PRINT, LIST, etc.) have
their own single -key entry.

.dW
57 0,r,

r

0,

O

0

CONT

EAH

"

Y

.4A/vc,

as

J

RET

V

117

0

ti

POKE

Go,s.

'

8
/F -

tr.:7

Goro
G 17

7

REM

NEXT

N

LET

K

C

NEW

LINE

Al

* Unique syntax check. A cursor
identifies errors immediately.
* Excellent string -handling capability takes up to 26 string variables of any
length. All strings can undergo all
relational tests (e.g. comparison).
* Up to 26 single dimension arrays.
* FOR/NEXT loops nested up to 26.
* Variable names of any length.
* BASIC language also handles full
Boolean arithmetic, conditional
expressions, etc.

The Sinclair teach -yourself
BASIC manual
If the specifications of the Sinclair
ZX80 mean little to you -don't worry.
They're all explained in the specially written 128 -page book (free with every
ZX80). The book makes learning easy,
exciting and enjoyable, and represents a
complete course in BASIC programming from first principles to complex programs.

* Randomise function, useful for games
and secret codes, as well as more
serious applications.

* Timer under program control.
* PEEK and POKE enable entry of
machine code instructions.
* High -resolution graphics.
* Lines of unlimited length.

Kit or built -it's up to you

Unique RAM
The ZX80's1K-BYTE RAM is the
equivalent of up to 4K BYTES in a

conventional computer -typically storing
100 lines of BASIC.

No other personal computer offers
this unique combination of high capability
and low price.

The ZX80 as a family learning aid. Children of
10 years and upwards are quick to understand

the principles of computing -and enjoy their
personal computer.

In kit form, the ZX80 is pleasantly easy
to assemble, using a fine -tipped soldering
iron. And you may already have a suitable
mains adaptor -600 mA at 9V DC nominal
unregulated. If not, see the coupon.
Both kit and built versions come
complete with all necessary leads to
connect to your TV (colour or black and
white) and cassette recorder. Plug in and
you're ready to go. (Built versions come
with mains adaptor.)

personal computer.
Now available for the ZX80...

New 16K -BYTE RAM pack
Massive add-on memory. Only £49.95.
The new 16K -BYTE RAM pack is a

complete module designed to provide
you -and yourSinclair ZX80-with
massive add-on memory. You can use it
for those really long and complex
programs -or as a personal database.
(Yet it can cost as little as half the price of
competitive add-on memory for other
computers.)
For example, you could write an
interactive or 'conversational' program to
show people what your ZX80 can do.
With 16K -BYTES of RAM, they could be

talking to your computer for hours!
Or you can store a mass of data perhaps in a fairly simple program -such
as a name and address list, or a telephone
directory.
And by linking a number of separate
programs together into one giant, but
modular, program, you can achieve the
same effect as loading several programs
at once.

We're also confident that it won't be
long before you can buy cassette -based
software using the full 16K -BYTE RAM. So
keep an eye on the personal computer
magazines -and brush up your chess
perhaps!
The RAM pack simply plugs into the
existing expansion port on the rear of the
ZX80. No wires, no soldering. It's a matter
of seconds and you don't need another
power supply. You can only add one RAM
pack to your ZX80-but with 16K -BYTES
who could want more!

How to order
Demand for the ZX80 exceeds all other
personal computers put together! So use
the coupon to order today for the earliest
possible delivery. All orders will be
despatched in strict rotation. We'll
acknowledge each order by return, and
tell you exactly when your ZX80 will be
delivered. If you choose not to wait, you
can cancel your order immediately, and
your money will be refunded at once.
Again, of course, you may return your
ZX80 as received within 14 days for a full
refund. We want you to be satisfied
beyond all doubt -and we have no doubt
that you will be.

To: Science of Cambridge, FREEPOST 7, Cambridge CB21YY.
Remember: ail prices shown include VAT, postage and packing. No hidden extras. Please send me:

Qty

Item

Code

Item price
£

Sinclair
Z0080

Sinclair ZX80 Personal Computer kit(s). Price includes
ZX80 BASIC manual, excludes mains adaptor.

02

79.95

Ready -assembled Sinclair ZX80 Personal Computer(s).
Price includes ZX80 BASIC manual and mains adaptor.

01

99.95

Mains Adaptor(s) (600 mA at 9V DC nominal unregulated).

03

8.95

16K -BYTE RAM pack(s).

18

49.95

Sinclair ZX80 Manual(s). (Free manual with every
ZX80 kit or ready-made computer.)

06

NB. YourSinclairZX80 may qualify as a business expense.

5.00

TOTAL:

£

I enclose a cheque/postal order payable to Science of Cambridge Ltd for £
Please print
Name: Mr/Mrs/Miss
Address

Science of Cambridge Ltd.

6 Kings Parade, Cambridge, Cambs.,
CB21SN. Tel: 0223 311488.

Total
£

97
LFREEPOST-no stamp needed.
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Accounting
Business Systems

3Slik
The willfully integrated
Sappla°accounting business
systems in front of
behind you.
TABS unique, low cost accounting systems have
been specially designed for small businesses that could
profit from microcomputer assistance.

and

7711-35'

TABS not only provide the ideal accounting
systems but also recognise that businessmen,
although aware of microcomputer technology,
may not be aware of just how simple it is to
exploit.

Unlike other systems, TABS are
fully modular which means that each
module may be purchased separately
and integrated to suit your own

requirements. Just to make sure that we
have left nothing to chance, TABS also offer a
total service package that includes training courses,
consultancy and free seminars through a rapidly
expanding national dealer network.

Expanding Dealer
Network
Hexagon Services
Slough (0753) 21998
Micro Business Center
Wolverhampton (0902) 725687
Synapse
Chesham (02405) 72777

Aerco-Gemsoft
Woking (04862) 22881

The Minimal System
The minimum system
required to run the TABS
modules is Apple 48k
Disc with controller
Disc Withoutcontroller
Silentype printer
TABS Firmware card
Total cost £2056

Westwood Computers Ltd
Birmingham 021-632 5824

Each module costs an astonishingly low

Modules include:
Purchase Ledger, Sales Ledger,
Nominal Ledger, Payroll, Stock Control, Job Costing,
Word Processing, Training, Support.

If you are interested in TABS low cost Accounting Business Systems,
please tick box(es) and return this coupon to us.

User enquiry
Please send me an invitation to a free seminar.
Please send me the TABS User Manual
I enclose £15 (postage and packing included)

Capricorn
Worcester (0905) 21541
Shannons
Manchester 061-748 2339

Topmark Computers
St. Neots (0480) 212563

Courtland Electrical
Oxford (08651779282

Estate Computer Systems
Sleaford (Lincs) (0529) 305637

Microlen Computers Ltd
Sevenoaks (0732) 882759

Blyth Computers Ltd
Wenhaston Suffolk (050 270) 371

Vega Computers Ltd
London 01-680 4484

Meclec
Shoeburyness Essex (03708) 5047

Lux Computer Services Ltd
Watford 10923129513

Microspot

Dealer enquiry
El

Please send me details of your Dealer Plan

NAME

ADDRESS

Tel. No.

um ............39
PC2/8 I

Maidstone (0622) 858753

TABS, 88 Christchurch Road, Ringwood, Hants. BH24 1DR.
Telephone: Ringwood (04254) 4751
ifte mim

-

-
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Printers

Using the Nascom Imp with
the Commodore Pet
MOST PET

users have restricted budgets

and until recently, acquiring a good

buffer overflowing. The Imp can print at
60 lines per minute so is capable theoret-

printer would have left little change from
£600. Cheaper printers are now making an

ically of 80 characters per second.

Impact Matrix Printer - looks particul-

bi-directional printing

appearance and the Nascom Imp arly attractive at £325 plus VAT.

The equipment is advertised as an 80 -

column bi-directional printer with 96 ASCII

Prints

keyboard symbol

code
decimal
8

10
13

32
34
35

95
96
123
124
125
126
127

Also available as

However, if there are more characters
than spaces in the 80 -character line, the
is

stopped to

linefeed
return
space
"

by Malcolm Pritchard
protect the print head. Since that halves
the effective printing speed, there is little
point in increasing the baud rate above
blocks of printed output.

#

£

shdftedqp

/
}

shifted [

:

shifted\

}

shflftedl

-.

shifted T

Several shortcomings of the system
soon became apparent. The ADA 1200
interface is not addressable and responds

character ASCII set including lower-case,

adjustable tractor or friction feed and
baud rates from 110 to 9,600.
The printer is compact, 151/2in. by 9in.,

and has a blue plastic cover housing the

four control switches, three of which
contain LED indicators. Tractor feed
requires the paper to be fed through a slot

in the base while friction feed is from a
paper roll supported behind the chassis.
The RS232 serial interface is brought
out to a female DB25 socket on the rear
panel. Connection to the Pet requires an
IEEE -488 -to -RS232 interface and I used a

CMC ADA 1200. Printer and interface
were both set to 300 bauds initially. The
standard setting of the Imp for parity is
disabled, stop bits is set at two, word
length, eight, and automatic line feed at
off and none required further adjustment.
The Busy signal which indicates that the

print buffer is nearly full or that the
printer is off-line was connected to the
DTR, data terminal ready, line of the
ADA 1200 interface. It was necessary to
bridge R8, 10K, in the ADA 1200 with a
1.8K resistor to ensure that the Busy signal

activated NRFD, not ready for data, on
the IEEE -488 handshake line.

Some early problems in which the Imp
mains and print -head fuses blew repeatedly were traced to a badly fastened 5V
regulator which was overheating.

Attempts were made to speed printing
by increasing the data transmission rate of
printer and interface to 9,600 bauds. That
produced only a small increase in printing

speed and sometimes resulted in the
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off

2

Clear screen

3

Insert

4

Some of the ASCII characters are not
marked on the Pet keyboard. Table 1 will

be useful if those characters have to be
printed. Note that backspace eliminates
the previous character and that shifted
quotes can be included within a string.
The instructions in the Imp handbook
are clear and the documentation includes

better interface would be required if other
devices are also present on the IEEE -488
bus. The Pet, even though fitted with new

circuit diagrams and software listings.
Although the internal mechanics of the
Imp suggest that it would not really be
suitable for continuous commercial
printing, it seems good value for money

ROMs, still has some oddities when

for hobby computing or intermittent

printing to an external device.

business use.

generates a number of spaces equal to the
argument of TAB( ). That can cause problems if there are any characters preceding
`TAB' on a printed line. One solution is to

associated with tab and zone printing

include a return character, CHR$(13),

Friction feed was used with a standard A4
sheet of paper.
Some useful ASCII codes are shown in
table 1. Several characters can also be

to any device number above three. A

Use of the TAB function always

Table I

Cursor up

Cursor left

ing or user input taking place between
shifted"

control characters are printed as numbers:
Reverse field

300 unless there is a great deal of processbackspace

The Imp cannot reproduce the Pet
graphic characters most of which are
printed as the appropriate unshifted or
lower-case character. Certain cursor

before each new TAB, effectively setting

the print head back at the left-hand
margin
Use pf several returns on one line slows

the output and it may be preferred to
insert the correct number of spaces
between columns using the SPC function.
Those techniques are demonstrated in the
accompanying program which also
includes the problem of printing in zones.

Program 1 demonstrates the problems
from the Pet. The listing was produced on

the Nascom Imp which substitutes a
pound sign, £, in place of hash, #
.

printed from Pet keyboard via the ADA
1200 interface. That interface ors the sixth

and eighth bits of each Pet character to
produce the new sixth bit. The circuitry of
the interface is very similar to that shown
in the second edition
Revealed, page 157.

of, The Pet
0

10 REM DEMONSTRATION OF TAB AND PRINT ZONES WITH EXTERNAL PRINTER
100 PRINT CHR$(147);TAB(10);"PRINT DEMONSTRATION":PR/NT:PRINT
110 INPUT"IS THIS A PRINT RUN (Y/N)";(4:0$=LEFTVQ$.1)
120 IF 0$."Y" THEN PR=4:RTS.CHR$(13):F<Z4=RTS:GOTO 160: REM PRINTER IS DEVICE 4
130 IF Glf="N" THEN PR=3:RTS..":RZ4=CHR4(13).CHR$(145):GOTO 160: REM SCREEN IS 3
140 REM CHR$(13) IS RETURN. CHRS(145) IS CURSOR UP
150 GOTO 110
160 OPEN1.PR: REM OPEN FILE TO EITHER SCREEN OR PRINTER
170 PRINTE1
180 CS."CORRECTLY":T$="TABBED":0$="OUTPUT"
198 W$m"WRONGLY":S4="SPACED":2$="ZONED"
200 PRINTE1.W$UTAB(10);T$PTAB(20):0,
210 PRINTE1
220 PRINTE1,C$;RTS:TAB(10);T9ORTS;TAB(20):0$
230 PRINTE1
240 PRINTE1.CSiSPC(10-LEN(C$));SCSPC(10-LEN(S$));0$
250 PRINTE1
300 IF 4="Y" THEN CMD1
310 REM CMD1 SENDS ANY 'PRINT' OR 'LIST' TO FILE 1 UNTIL UNLISTENED BY PRINTE1
320 PRINT Wf.Z$.0$
330 PRINT
340 PRINT CS;RZW,Z$M211,,011
350 PRINTEI: REM PRINTE UNLISTENS BUS
400 PRINT:PRINT CHR$(18);"PET ALWAYS PRINTS CORRECTLY TO SCREEN"
900 PRINTE1
910 CLOSET
999 END
READY.
TABBED
WRONGLY
CORRECTLY TABBED
OUTPUT
CORRECTLY SPACED
OUTPUT
WRONGLY
ZONED
CORRECTLY ZONED
OUTPUT

OUTPUT
OUTPUT
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Routines which will strengthen
programmer's resources
operations which obtain a desired result
on a set of data. The result of sorting is to
organise a list of randomly -ordered data
into a desired order, Thus, sorting:
10

4 -2 0

91

2

0

3

5

8

10

91

0

2

3

4

5

8

10

8

4

5

3

2

0

This routine is not very efficient. Each
time round the I loop, one element is fixed
in the array so it is unnecessary to examine
it again; we modify the J loop.
110 FOR J = 1 TO N-1
That is a great improvement. In a trial,

process is repeated until all n elements are

or into decreasing order results in:
91

120 IF A(J) < = A(J + 1) THEN 160
130 S = A(J)
140 A(J) = A(J + 1)
150 A(J + 1) = S
160 NEXT
170 NEXT I

fourth and fourth and fifth - and the
(n-1)th and nth elements. The whole

into increasing order results in:

-2 0

100 FOR I = 1 TO N-1
110 FOR J = 1 TO N-1

Bubblesort: The simplest sort method
of this type. The method works by comparing the first element of the list with the
second and if the second is smaller than
the first, exchange them. Next compare
the second and third elements and if the
third is smaller than the second, exchange
them. That is continued for the third and

SORTING is needed frequently in analysis
and many algorithms have been designed
to achieve it. Algorithms are sequences of

0 -2

There are two forms of sorting; by re-

by M G Walker

placement and by insertion. In both cases,
I assume that the list of quantities is
numeric, to be sorted into increasing
order and stored in an array A. The

a sort of 1,000 numbers took 57 seconds
with this version against 79 seconds for

in the correct order. Each time we go
through the array, we place the largest

the previous one. However, with the
routine as it stands, if the array is sorted
fully after, say, four executions of the I
loop, all n-1 loops will still be executed.
We, incorporate, therefore, a test so if, in
the previous execution of the J loop, no

element at the end of the list, then the next

routines will work with character data,

largest, etc. Hence, for n elements, we
examine the array n-1 times as the last

e.g., FRED, MG17A, JOE, and file
records.

element positions itself.

Sorting by replacement involves exchanging pairs of elements of A until all

9786
Consider A to contain the list
which after one comparison becomes 7 9 8 6
7896
and then
7869
and then
7689
after examining the array again
and so on.
6789
After the next examination
and the array is sorted.

are ordered correctly. That re -arranges A

which may not be helpful, and can take
longer. Sorting by insertion takes
elements one -by -one from A and places
them in the correct order in another array
B. It requires more storage space but can
be faster and leaves A unaffected. Here

exchanges were made, the routine halts. A
test variable T is set from 0 to 1 when an
exchange is made and the routine halts if

T is still 0. This is the final bubble -sort,

and took 54 seconds to sort the 1,000
numbers. Bubble -sort:
100 FOR I = I TO N-1
110 T = 0
120 FOR J = 1 TO N-I

The n-1 examinations form an I loop

and since n-1 comparisons are made
each time, an inner J loop is required.

are the various methods used in sorting by
replacement.

130 IF A(J)< = A(J
140 S = A(i)

Thus the routine becomes

1) THEN 180

Figure 2.

Figure I.
Insert:

Array B 7

11

20 30 43 49 51 59 61 76 80 84 93

1

1

Bottom
pointer =1

Middle
pointer =7

7

Top

11

Li

1

Insert:

76>65 Hence:
Array B 7

11

B(1)

2

tt

t

3

4

Array B

1

Middle
Bottom
pointer =7 pointer =10

T =Top pointer

(a) START OF FILE

20 30 43 49 51 59 61 76 80 84 93
1

B=Bottom pointer
P =Middle pointer

INSERT AT I

pointer =13
Insert:

51<65 Hence:
Array B

FILE INSERTIONS

Top

B =1-P =1 T=2

pointer =13

E

20 30 43 49 51 59 61 76 80 84 93

(b) WITHIN FILE

B(n) n+1 n+2
Array B

1

4.

Bottom Middle Top
=10
=7
=8
Insert:

59<65 Hence:
ArrayiB 7

11

E

(c) END OF FILE

N-2

20 30 43 49 51 59 61 76 80 84 93
1

Bottom =7

/

1

N-1 B(N)

Array B
J

Top =9

Middle =8

61<65 Hence: bottom =8, insert 65 at 9

100

t f t
B=n P=n T=n+1

t
B =N-1 P =N-1 T =N
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Algorithms
150 A(J) = A(J + 1)
160 A(J + 1) = S
170 T = 1
180 NEXT J
190 IFT = 0 THEN 210
200 NEXT I
210 STOP

There is a version of bubble -sort known
as shaker -sort which is slightly faster. Like

and inserting at the appropriate point.

and bottom pointers are adjacent -

of B from the last to the one at the insertion point up one place.

figure 1 - we insert the A element in the

10 2
10 2
10 2
10 2

91 4
91 4
91 4
91 4

-2
-2
-2
-2

00
00
00
00

35
35
35
35

the array being considered.

10

8
8
8
8

210

2 10

91

4 10 91

2

be moved up one place. Finally A is

elements at both ends of the array.
Shell -sort: Bubble -sort and Shaker -sort

Notice that if no element of B is found

one place; they are thus termed one -sorts.
Shell -sort is faster than both and is really a

succession of sorts, in the example we
consider a shell -sort comprising a four sort, a two -sort and a one -sort.

The routine executes a four -sort until
no more elements are out of order. Note
that the array need not be sorted after a 4 sort, consider
90 2 5 70 1 504 3 19
first becomes
2 5 70 90 50 4 3 19
and after the
2 4 3 19 50 5 70 90
1

1

four -sort

The list is fully sorted to a four -sort but
not to a one -sort, or even a two -sort - 19
and five being the first to be exchanged in
the latter. In general, it is uncertain how
many times a four -sort or two -sort will
execute, so each is continued until a test
for any exchanges fails. Hence, only the J
loop of the routine is used. L is the separation between array elements to be com-

pared. L= 4 for a four -sort, L= 2 for a
two -sort and L = 1 for a one -sort. That
needs a loop executed three times with L
starting at eight and being successively
divided by two. Shell -sort:
100 L = 8
110 FOR I = I TO 3
120 L = L/2
130 T = 0
140 FOR J = 1 TO N-L
150 IF A(J)< = A(J + L) THEN 200
160 S = A(J)
170 A(J) = A(J + L)
180 A(J + L) = S
190 T = 1
200 NEXT J
210 IF T < >0 THEN 130
220 NEXT I

The routine is much faster than bubble sort - it takes 20 seconds to sort the 1,000
numbers; 100 take it two seconds. If line
100 is replaced by 100 L = 64 and line 110
by 110 FOR I = TO 6, the shell -sort comprises a 32-, 16-, eight-, four-, two- and
one -sort and takes 4 1/2 seconds to sort the
1,000 numbers. The user must ensure that

his array is at least 1 + L/2 in size where
L is the value in line 100.
Sorting by insertion is best illustrated by
an example. Consider the list

That last insertion caused 10 and 91 to
unaffected and B is

Insertion occurs when bottom and top
pointers are separated by one. There are
three situations - see figure 2. Inserting
at the end of the file is handled by a test in

the routine, and insertion at the start of
the file is also identified by a test. This is

-2 0 0 2 3 4 5 8 10 91
to be larger than the element of A currently
being considered, it is added to the end of
the list. Insertion sort:
100 B(1) = A(1)
110 FOR I = 2 TO N

120 FOR J = 1 TO I - 1
130 IF A(1) > = 13(.1) THEN 190
135 REM MOVE ELEMENTS OF B UP ONE
PLACE

140 FORK = I - 1 TO J STEP -1
150 B(K + 1) = B(K)
160 NEXT K

170 B(J) = A(I)
180 GOTO 210
190 NEXT J
195 REM NO ELEMENT OF B LARGER,
197 REM ADD ELEMENT OF A ONTO
END OF B
200 B(J + 1) = A(I)
210 NEXT I

IFT = 2 AND A(I) < B(1) THEN T = T-1

which ensures that all B is moved up one
place. In the listing, B, P, T are the array
pointers. Binary sort:
100 B(1) = A(1)
110 FOR I = 2 TO N
120 IF B(I -1) > A(I) THEN 150
125 REM INSERT AT END OF ARRAY
130 B(I) = A(I)
140 GOTO 260

150 T = I -1

160 B = 1
170 P = INT ((B + T)12)
180 IF A(I) > B(P) THEN B = P
190 IF A(I) < = B(P) THEN T = P
200 IF ABS(T-B) >1 THEN 170
210 IFT = 2 AND A(I) < B(1) THEN T = T-1

220 FOR K = I-1 TOT STEP -1

The routine took 23 seconds to sort the
1,000 numbers and can be improved. It is
unnecessary to examine every element of

B each time, and we introduce a faster
method of searching an array - or file called the binary search or binary chop.
The essence of the method are three

pointers in the array - or file - which
are initially set to the top, bottom and
middle of the array. If the element referenced by the middle pointer is less than
the value being inserted we have to insert

230 B(K + 1) = B(K)
240 NEXT K
245 REM INSERT AT START OR MIDDLE
OF ARRAY
250 B(T) = A(I)
260 NEXT I

The routine is a substantial improvement on the previous version, sorting the

1,000 numbers took 11 seconds. Large
savings resulting from inserting the 990th

number formerly took 989 comparisons
and now take eight.
Now, we shall consider forms of output
more meaningful to the user than tables of
figures. In all examples, the output data is
in arrays A, D etc., each with N elements

and sorted into ascending order where

6-

indicated.
A histogram is a form of graph in which

5-

data is grouped into a series of classes
which are plotted against the number of
data elements they contain. The width of
the classes is the class interval and is
constant for the histogram. Consider the
data:
7 83 4 26 37 36 31 49 43 50 41 55 46 19

43-

divided into classes 0-15, 15-30,
30-45, 45-60, 60-75, 75-90 which

2

Fl

1

0
1

2

60

45

30

15

3

4

90

75
5

6

Class number
Class interval =15

Figure 3.

10 2 91 4 -2 0 0 3 5 8
stored in array A, and consider a second

somewhere in the upper portion of the
array - see figure 1. The middle pointer
becomes the bottom and a new middle

array B the same size as A. The contents of
A is called the source list and the contents
of B, the destination list. The first element

pointer calculated.
If the element references by the middle

of A becomes the first element of B, the
routine places elements of A into B by
comparing to each element of B in turn

inserted, we must insert somewhere in the
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B array. The method is called binary since

we continually reject half of the part of

A

bubble -sort, the routine moves up
through the array exchanging elements,
then moves back down the array also exchanging elements. It is faster as it fixes
both examine pairs of adjacent elements
in the array, that is, elements separated by

middle pointer calculated. When the top

The insertion requires moving all elements

pointer is greater than the value being
lower part of the array, and the middle
pointer becomes the top pointer and a new

produces the histogram in figure 3. Note
that the class limits coincide. Sometimes

they would be 0-15, 16-30, 31-45 which leaves 30.5, 15.7 and so on undefined. We specify that 15 goes in class
0-15 and not class 15-30.

Bars may be plotted horizontally or
vertically as in figure 3. In either case, we
first consider the size of the classes. The

routines initially divide the data into 20

classes - 25 for vertical plotting - and
adjust the class interval to an integer
multiple of a power of 10, for example,

20, 0.04, 7 and adjusts the number of
classes accordingly.

The variable E contains this exponent;
C is the class interval and N1 the number
of classes. In each routine, the values in A
(continued on next page)
101

(continued from previous page)

are put into classes in array B, J denoting

the class number of each value. A is
assumed sorted.

Horizontal plotting: Line 100 calculates

ability. The user may need to add print
specifications to line 290. As they are
indeterminate, I have omitted them. The
routine will handle positive and negative

the initial interval R; lines 110 to 140

data of any size. Machines with graphics
can plot better characters than *, use re-

adjust that and determine the number of

verse space on the Pet.

classes. Each element of A is examined in
an I loop and the class to which it belongs,

J, found and its contents incremented.
The routine produces a horizontal scale
for the maximum value in array B found
in lines 190 to 220 and prints both the
limits of each class in an I loop and an
asterisk for each element in an inner J
loop. Note the use of semicolons at the
end of print lines 290 and 310 to suppress
the carriage return, and line 330 to supply
it.

The LEFT$ function in lines 250 and
260 is to print the left -most M characters
of the string; this function varies between

machines. The TAB function specifies
horizontal position on the screen. If it is
not available, use 17 additional spaces for
TAB(17). Ensure array B is dimensioned
for at least 30 elements.
100 R = (A(N) -A (1))/20
110 E = LOG (ABS(R))/LOG (10)

120 E = INT(E) + INT ((SGN(E)-1)/2)
130 C = INT(R/10 E + 0.5) * 10tE
140 NI = INT(R * 20/C + 0.5) + 1
150 FOR I = 1 TO N

165 REM ADD ELEMENT A(I) TO CLASS J

170 B(J) = B(J) + 1

Labelling of classes on vertically plotted histograms

0
3

4

5

Class number
Class number 1 =0-15
Class number 6 = 76 -90

is to number the classes, state the class
interval, and define fully the end -most
classes of the histogram. See figure 4
which refers to the data in figure 3.

The routine is the same as far as line

240. An I loop is used to step through all

values from M - the maximum number
of values in any class - to one, and an
inner J loop examines all of the B array
for each I. An asterisk is plotted if the
contents of a class are greater than or

plot of class number against frequency.
Comments regarding LEFTS, TAB, and
data are as before.
100 R = (A(N) - A(1))/25

180 NEXT I

190 M = B(I)
200 FOR I = 2 TO NI
210 IF B(1) > M THEN M = B(I)
220 NEXT I
230 PRINT 'NUMBER OF VALUES IN
HISTOGRAM IS'; N
240 PRINT
250 PRINT TAB (17); LEFTS
(`
111111111122222',M)
260 PRINT TAB (17); LEFT$
(`123456789012345678901234', M)
270 PRINT TAB (17); LEFT$

,, N4)

280 FOR I = I TO NI

290 PRINT A(1) + (I-1) * C; - '; A(1)
+ I * C;
300 FOR J = 1 TO B(I)
305 REM PRINT * FOR EACH ELEMENT
IN CLASS B(I)

310 PRINT '*';
320 NEXT J
330 PRINT
340 NEXT I
350 PRINT
360 PRINT 'CLASS INTERVAL IS '; C

The advantage of plotting horizontally
is that class limits can be given for each
class: the disadvantage is a loss in read -

78 79

plotted; the bar of the other data set is
added to it.
The horizontal axis values are finite and
limited to 30 in the routine to fit on a 40 column screen. The vertical axis values are
scaled if they would otherwise not fit on a
25 -line screen. Those limits may be altered

to suit different screen sizes and printer
widths. The arrays are not sorted.

Single data set: The routine needs the
maximum and minimum values in the
2.5

-

20

-

15

-

-.

10

,---.

8

05

-

2.

0

,-,-

-

...,

°

0.5
10

120 E = INT(E) + INT((SGN(E)-1)/2)
130 C = INT(R/10tE + 0.5)* 10tE
140 Ni = INT(R * 25/C + 0.5) + 1

77

compared by superimposing their individual barcharts and plotting the bars of
each with different characters. Whichever
of the two data sets has a lower absolute
value for the horizontal axis value considered - years in example - has all its bar

Scales are produced together with
supplementary information, the result is a

75 76

A barchart of the data is shown in

equal to the current I value.

--,

-Year
70

-

5

-

20

-

1

-

71

72

73

-.

75

74

76

77

78

1
79

-..

--

150 FOR I = 1 TO N

Figure 5.

180 NEXT I
190 M = B(1)
200 FOR I = 2 TO NI
210 IF B(I) > M THEN M = B(I)
220 NEXT I
230 PRINT 'NUMBER OF VALUES IN
HISTOGRAM IS'; N
240 PRINT

array. They are both assigned the values
of the first element of the array and are'

160 J = INT((A(I) - A(1))/C) + 1
170 B(J) = B(J) + I

370 NEXT I
380 PRINT TAB(9); LEFTS
111111111122222222223', Ni)
(`
390 PRINT TAB(9); LEFT$
(`123456789012345678901234567890, NI)

400 PRINT TAB(27) 'CLASS NUMBER'
410 PRINT 'CLASS INTERVAL = '; C
420 PRINT 'CLASS NUMBER I RANGE';

A(1); '->'; A(1) + C

430 PRINT 'CLASS NUMBER'; NI;

`RANGE% A(1) + (NI - 1)* C; '->';
A(1) + NI*C

A barchart of the data is shown in

figure 5. Two sets of data may be
another. Instead of plotting points, however, bars are plotted which extend to the
horizontal axis. The horizontal values are
non -negative.

Consider a barchart of a company's
profits from 1970 to 1979:
2.5

1

0.5 -I -2 0.5 1.0 1.5

The scaling factor, S, is calculated to
bring the barchart within 25 lines, if that

zero, as is the minimum value if it is
greater than zero after line 150. That
ensures a horizontal axis appears on the

360 PRINT - ';

1

listing where M is the maximum and X the
minimum values.

maximum value is set to zero if less than

300 GO TO 320
310 PRINT
320 NEXT J
330 PRINT
340 NEXT I
350 FOR I = 1 TO NI

Profit

then compared with the rest. That is
shown in lines 100 to 150 of the next

would be the case anyway, S = 1. The

290 PRINT";

Figure 4.

102

would be unreadable. The system adopted

250 FOR I = M TO 1 STEP -1
260 PRINT I; '1';
270 FOR J = 1 TO NI
280 IF B(J) > = I THEN 310

Class interval =15

(`

but that would require four lines and

74

73

figure 5. Two sets of data may be

110 E = LOG(ABS(R))/LOG(10)

160 J = INT((A(I) - A(I))/C + 1

2

Vertical plotting: The problem is to fit
the class limits on the bottom of the plot.
Thus, 25 classes on a 40 -column screen
give 1.6 characters for each limit. Those
limits could be staggered on separate lines

71 72

70

Year

1

barchart.
The technique used to produce the bar chart is the same as for the vertical histogram. An I loop steps through the vertical
axis values and a J loop steps through the
array plotting asterisks where necessary.
The decrements in the I loop are in steps
of S.

Both axes are labelled; the vertical axis

with a scale and the horizontal with a
universal scale set to the maximum screen
width. Line 210 ensures that vertical scale

values have at most two decimal places.
100 M = A(1)
110 X = M
120 FOR I = 2 TO N
130 IF A(I) > M THEN M = A(I)
140 IF A(I) < X THEN X = A(I)
150 NEXT I

160 IFM<OTHENM =0
170 IFX>OTHENX = 0
180 S = 1

190 IF M -X > 24 THEN S = (M - X)/24
200 FOR I = M TO X STEP -S
210 I = INT (I * 100)/100
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220 PRINT I; TAB(7) '1';
230 FOR J = 1 TO N
240 IF I = 0 THEN 290
250 IF A(.1) > = I AND I > 0 THEN 310
260 IF A(J) < I AND I < 0 THEN 310

used to show where two or more graphs

280 GO TO 320

and minimum values of each axis, scale of
each axis and the character used for each

coincide.

The routine attemps to fill the VDU
screen as full as possible and may omit
axes. Full details of the plot, maximum

270 PRINT ";

290 PRINT '-';
300 GO TO 320
310 PRINT 4*';
320 NEXT J
330 PRINT
340 NEXT I
350 PRINT TAB(8); LEFTS
111111111122222222223',N)
360 PRINT TAB(8); LEFTS
('123456789012345678901234567890',N)
370 PRINT

plot are given, and the routine pauses to
allow that to be read before the screen is

cleared or allowed to scroll up for the
plot. As 40 by 25 gives poor curves, print-

ing of graphs is recommended. The suggested plot values are 65 lines of 78 characters for a Pet printer, of 62 lines of 123

Two data sets: The procedure is as for
the single data set; the maximum and Figure 6.
minimum values M and X now apply to
both arrays A and D. The only problems 330 IF A(J) < = I AND I < 0 THEN 380
concern which character should be plotted

in each bar. Consider the profits of two
companies A and B. A barchart of the
data is shown in figure 6.
Company A
1

2.5

1

0.5

Company B
1.5

Year
70

2 0.5

1

72

73

71

1

1.5

0

1

76

77

75

360 PRINT ";

370 GO TO 490
380 IF SGN (A(J)) + SGN (D(J)) = 0 THEN
470

-1 -2 0.5
-0.5 -1 -0.5
74

340 IF D(J) > = I AND I > 0 THEN 380
350 IF D(J) < = I AND I < 0 THEN 380

I

2

78 79

The first set of data is plotted by `*'; the
second by 'X' as specified in lines 220 and
230 of the routine. There are four combin-

ations of the values of the data A(J) and
D(J), and the loop pointer I used to step
through the barchart from the maximum
to the minimum values M and X - figure
7. M and X are adjusted with zero as in
the previous routine.

390 IF ABS (A(J)) > ABS (D(J)) THEN 420
400 IF ABS (A(J)) > = ABS(I) THEN 430
410 GO TO 450
420 IF ABS (D(J)) > = ABS(I) THEN 450

430 PRINT '*';

440 GO TO 490

480 PRINT 'X';
490 NEXT J
500 PRINT

maximum and minimum values for the y-

axis. They are found using the normal

510 NEXT I
520 PRINT TAB(12); LEFT$
(`

1111111112222222223',N)

530 PRINT TAB(I2); LEFTS
(`123456789012345678901234567890',N)

ations in figure 6. The ABS function -

and line 300 plots the axis. A vertical scale

is produced, the routine scales A(J) and
D(J) automatically to fit within a 25 line
screen. A horizontal scale is printed below

the barchart which is a plot of array
element - years in the example - against
magnitude - profit.
100 M = A(1)
110 X = M
120 FOR I = 1 TO N
130 IF A(I) > M THEN M = A(I)
140 IF A(I) < X THEN X = A(I)
150 IF D(I) > M THEN M = D(I)
160 IF D(I) < X THEN X = D(I)
170 NEXT I
180 IF M < 0 THEN M = 0

190 IFX>OTHENX = 0

195 REM SCALE VERTICAL AXIS
200 S = 1

210 IF M-X > 24 THEN S = (M-X)/24
220 PRINT 'FIRST INPUT DATA SET IS
PLOTTED *'
230 PRINT 'SECOND INPUT DATA SET IS
PLOTTED X'
240 PRINT
250 FOR I = M TO X STEP -S
260 I = INT (I * 100)/100
270 PRINT I; TAB(7) '1';
280 FOR J = 1 TO N
290 IF I < > 0 THEN 320

300 PRINT '-';

310 GO TO 490
320 IF A(J) > = I AND I > 0 THEN 380
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are the maximum and minimum
values for the x-axis; Z and Z1 are the
WI

different at that point - 1 if positive, 0 if
by the test in line 380. Lines 320 to 350
resolve when no bar is plotted, line 360,

position M in P$.
If an axis character is at position M, it is
overwritten. If a plot character is at

460 GO TO 490
470 IF SGN(I) = SGN (A(J)) THEN 430

either a blank, a `-', a "" or an 'X' for

zero, -1 if negative - and is identified

to generate each line of the plot P$. That
should be dimensioned for 40 characters
and is filled initially with blanks. Axis
characters are added where necessary and
a pair of nexted J and K loops, lines 510
to 630 and 520 to 620 examine each plot
and all values in the array for each plot,
and place appropriate plot characters at

position M, it is replaced with "'. W and

450 PRINT 'X';

There is one combination of A(J) and
D(J) not shown in figure 7 which occurs
when they are on opposite sides of the

horizontal axis. Their signs will be

characters for a Teletype or IBM terminal.
Alter values in lines 100 and 110.
The routine prints -out a character array

The J loop from lines 280 to 490 plots
each element in arrays A and D. The code
is somewhat complex but reflects the situ-

sometimes called MOD - gives the
absolute value of its argument, thus
ABS(5) = ABS(-5) = 5.

Next we consider the plotting of

multiple low -resolution graphs on a VDU,
screen or printer. The graphs are

produced with the x-axis horizontal and
sealed to fit within 40 characters, sealing

factor S, and within 25 lines, sealing

factor S1. A maximum of six sets of data

can be plotted with any number of data
items in each set provided this number is
the same for each set. The x co-ordinates
of all points are in an array X, the y coordinates are in a two-dimensional array
Y(I,J) where I is the plot number and J the

data elements. For example, to plot two
graphs of points:
(3,4)

(-7,2)

(2,1) (0,0)

(-8,-2)

(-5, -1.5)
and (3,7)
(2,8) (0,10) (-7,-2) (-8,-3)
(-5,0)

the X array would be:
X(1) = 3

X(2) = 2

X(3) = 0 X(4) = -7

X(5) = -8 X(6) = -5

and the Y array would contain:
Y(1,1) = 4 Y(1,2) = 1 Y(1,3) = 0
Y(1,4) = 2
Y(1,5) = -2 Y(1,6) = -1.5
Y(2,1) = 7 Y(2,2) = 8 Y(2,3) = 10

Y(2,4) = -2 Y(2,5) = -3 Y(2,6) = 0
Six special characters are used to plot
the graphs, one for each, an asterisk is

technique. The arrays are not sorted, and
the data may be in any order provided x
and y co-ordinates are in corresponding

positions in the arrays. F holds the
number of graphs being drawn. Note
STR(A$,X,Y) takes Y characters from A$
starting with the Xth.
100 NI = 39
110 N2 = 24
120 W = X(1)
130 WI = W
140 Z = Y(1,1)
150 Z1 = Z
160 FOR I = 2 TO N
170 IF X(I) > W THEN W = X(I)
180 IF X(I) < W1 THEN WI = X(I)
190 NEXT I
200 FOR I = 1 TO F
210 FOR J = 1 TO N
220 IF Y(I,J) > Z THEN Z = Y(I,J)
230 IF Y(I,J) < Z1 THEN ZI = Y(I,J)
240 NEXT J
250 NEXT I

260 D$ = + :X = ;0'
270 S = (W-W1)/N1
280 Si = (Z-Z1)/N2 + 0.01

290 PRINT 'X-AXIS HORIZONTAL,
SCALED'; S; ':1'
300 PRINT `Y-AXIS VERTICAL, SCALED';

Sl; ':1'

310 PRINT
320 PRINT `X-AXIS VALUES FROM `;W1;

`T0';W

330 PRINT 'Y-AXIS VALUES FROM ';Z1;

`T0';Z

340 PRINT
350 FOR I = 1 TO F
360 PRINT 'PLOT'; I; 'IS DENOTED BY';
STR(D$,I,1)
370 NEXT I
380 PRINT '" INDICATES TWO OR MORE
CO -INCIDENT POINTS'
390 PRINT
400 A2 = 1
405 REM SET LOCATION OF VERTICAL
AXIS

(continued on next page)
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Algorithms
(continued from previous page)
410 IF WI < 1 AND W > 0 THEN A2 =
INT(ABS(W 1)/S+ 1)

Charade,

425 REM SET LOCATION OF
HORIZONTAL AXIS
430 IF Z1 < I AND Z > 0 THEN Al = 1
440 FOR I = 1 TO N2 + 1
450 C$ =

460 IF Al = 1 AND I = INT(Z/S1 + 0.5)
+ 1 THEN C$ =
470 FOR J = 1 TO NI
480 P$(J) = C$
490 NEXT J
500 IF A2 > 0 THEN PS(A2) = 'I'
510 FOR J = 1 TO F
520 FOR K = 1 TO N
530 IF INT((Z - Y(J,K))/S1 + 0.5) + 1 <>
I THEN 620

540 M = INT(X(K)/S) + 1
545 REM IF GRAPH ALL NEGATIVE
CALCULATE NEW M

550 IF W < 0 THEN M = NI INT(X(K)/S)
555 REM IF GRAPH POSITIVE
CALCULATE NEW M
560 IF A2>0 THEN M = A2 + INT(X(K)/S)
570 IF P$(M) =
OR P$(M) = STR(D$,J,1)
THEN 610
580 IF P$(M) =
OR P$(M) = '1' THEN
610

590 P$(M) = '"'

described

quadruples the resolution of a VDU
screen or printer but requires the graphics
characters shown in figure 8. Those characters could be incorporated in the graph
routine but we consider the use of PEEK
and POKE instructions in a memory mapped screen.
Memory -mapped means that the screen
locations are part of memory, so writing a
value into one of those memory locations
using POKE causes the character having

that value to appear on the screen.
Similarly, to read a character on the

screen we merely read, using PEEK, the
appropriate memory location. On the Pet,

relevant to the plot including the axis

IA(J11

F
Li

12

13.

14

15

Figure 8.

250 by L-1, 24 in line 360 by L-1 and 39

duced - lines 400 to 420 - and an origin

value, E, in line 470. The number of this
character in figure 8 is either found and
set in variable J or J is set to zero - lines
480 to 510. SC and SR are examined to see

which quadrant the point is to be plotted
and the corresponding position in array T
of the character set in variable El in line

540. The current contents of point -

SC,SR - on the screen - variable J, J =
0 is a blank square - and the character to
be plotted are ORed in line 550 and
plotted in line 560.

Finally, lines 580 and 590 contain the
data for the T array: 32 is a blank square;
108 is character 1 in figure 8 and goes into
variable T(1); 124 is character 2 in figure 8

and goes into variable T(2), and so on.
Line 340 clears the screen.

Those who do have a Pet but who have
a screen of the same size, should alter the

ID(J)1 = 0

IA(J)) = 0

0

IA(J)I > ID(J)I

INJ)I

ID(J)l < Ill
IA(J)I = Ill

-('I
II

11

lie round the origin, a vertical axis is produced - lines 360 to 380. If its y values lie
round the origin, a horizontal axis is pro-

-0

-

3

value in line 100 to one less than the first

Twin data set plotting

IA(J)1
ID(J)1
11344

10

2

scales and axis ranges.
If the x values of the curve to be plotted

Figure 7.

ID(Jil

8

9

The routine first finds the maximum
and minimum values of each axis - XM
and XN, YM and YN - in lines 110 to
200 and reads in the values of the characters in figure 8, 32 being the value of a
blank. Lines 240 and 250 calculate the
scales for the x and y axes respectively.
Lines 260 to 340 display the information

screen column, SC, are found and that
position insepcted to yield a character

plotting

T array position

0

graph of x co-ordinates in array X against
corresponding y co-ordinates in array Y
- neither array is sorted. A machine -code
routine's speed is unnecessary here; there
is one listed in an article by A Clark in the
July 1979 edition of Practical Computing.

plots all N co-ordinate pairs (X(I), Y(I)).
For each pair the screen row, SR, and

High -density plotting: The form of

Character

We derive a Basic routine to plot a

- line 430. An I loop from 450 to 570

600 GO TO 620
610 P$(M) = STR(DS,),1)
620 NEXT K
630 NEXT J
640 FOR J = 1 TO NI
650 PRINT P$(J);
660 NEXT J
670 PRINT
680 NEXT I

T array position

33768.

memory -mapped location. Generally, if

420 Al =0

high -density

the screen memory is locations 32768 to

I

Plot A(J)=, *

Plot D(J)

your screen is L lines of C characters,
replace 39 in line 240 by C-1, 24 in line
in line 400 by C-1. Ensure T is dimensioned for 16 elements, including the zero
element T(0).
100 B = 32767
110 XM = X(1)
120 XN = XM
130 YM = Y(1)
140 YN = YM
150 FOR I = 2 TO N
160 IF XM < X(I) THEN XM = X(I)
170 IF YM < Y(I) THEN YM = Y(I)
180 IF XN > X(I) THEN XN = X(I)
190 IF YN > Y(1) THEN YN = Y(I)
200 NEXT I
210 FOR I = 0 TO 15
220 READ T(1)
230 NEXT I

240 RX = (XM - XN)/39
250 RY = (YM - YN)/24

260 PRINT 'PLOT STATISTICS'
270 PRINT 'NUMBER OF POINTS IN
PLOT: ';N
280 PRINT 'X-AXIS FROM ';XN; 'TO'; XM
290 PRINT 'Y-AXIS FROM '; YN; 'TO'; YM
300 PRINT 'X-AXIS HORIZONTAL,
SCALED'; RX; ':1'
310 PRINT 'Y-AXIS VERTICAL, SCALED';
RY; ':1'
320 PRINT 'TO CONTINUE ENTER 1';
330 INPUT El

340 PRINT 'O'

350 IF XN > 0 OR XM < 0 THEN 390
360 FOR I = 0 TO 24
370 POKE B + I * 40 + 1 + ABS(XN)/RX,93
380 NEXT I
390 IF YN > 0 OR YM < 0 THEN 430
400 FOR I = 0 TO 39
410 POKE B + 40 * INT(YM/RY)+ 1 + 1,64
420 NEXT I
430 POKE B + 40 * INT(YM/RY) + 1 +
ABS(XN)/RX,9l
440 FOR I = 1 TO N

450 SR = (YM - Y(I))/RY
460 SC = (ABS(XN) + X(I))/RX

470 E = PEEK(B + 1 + INT(SC)+ INT(SR)*
40)

J

480 FOR J = 0 TO 15
490 IF E = T(J) THEN 520
500 NEXT J

h

(a)

AJ

D(J)

lo(J)1 - 0

A(J

IA(J)1 > 0
um)
All))

IA(J)1 - 0
ID)J)I > 0

D(J)

IA10(J)1(J)) = ID(J)1

=

IDIJ11 > 111

A(J)1 =

IA(J)I > 111

I

I

510 J = 0
520 El = INT(SC-INT(SC) + 0.5)
530 E2 = INT(SR-INT(SR) + 0.5)
540 El = (1-E1) * (4 + 4*E2) + E1*(2-E2)
550 E2 = El OR J
560 POKE B + INT (SC) + INT (SR) *
40 + 1, T(E2)

Plot D(J) =X

Plot A(J)=

(c)

104

Cases apply also where A(J) D(J) and I are negative

(d)

570 NEXT I
580 DATA 32, 108, 124, 225, 126, 127, 226, 251
590 DATA 123, 98, 255, 254, 97, 252, 236, 160

0
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THE LOWDOWON
ITN
My name is Julian Allason and I publish a magazine
called PRINTOUT. It is exclusively about the CBM/PET.
first saw the PET in America three years ago. It
was made of wood then. I was so impressed that I came
right back and opened a software house publishing PET
I

programs.*

Then a little over a year ago

I

started PRINTOUT.

There was a need for an independent magazine that could
conduct really thorough evaluations of the flood of new
hardware and software products, and report the latest

PET developments in detail. Since then PRINTOUT
has tested scores of programs and peripherals, and broken
the major PET news stories.
RE,04voi

yo4,076,

ToNe

We recruited the world's top PET experts to explain
the intricacies of the system, to answer your questions and
give advice. These days PRINTOUT probably publishes
more useful PET information than the other magazines put
together. Take a look at the contents of the last issue and
you will see what I mean.
There are a whole bundle of changes around the
corner that are going to affect every single CBM/PET
owner. An example. The complexities of Commodore's
new BASIC 4.0 and DOS chips are already causing mind
bending problems. Add in the increasing number of plug-

Hot neab

you,

tette,s

di

in ROM chips and the situation's really complicated.
PRINTOUT is there to save you headaches, and money
too!

We didn't set out to be an encyclopaedia, but there's

no doubt that is what PRINTOUT is on the way to
becoming - a single reliable source of unbiased
information about the PET system. And fun to boot!
I

don't think you can afford to be without

PRINTOUT. So try a copy for yourself. Or better still,
subscribe now!
*Petsoft, since acquired by ACT.

EPlease enter my subscription to Volume 2 (1981):
I enclose [ ] £9.50 UK
[ I £11 Eire

[

Send the full set of Vol. 1 I enclose [ 1 £9.50 UK [
Rush me the latest issue. I enclose [

95p UK & Eire

1

£14.50 overseas

£11 Eire [ ] £14.50 Overseas
[

I £1.25 Overseas airmail

My name is

PO Box 48,
Newbury, Berkshire RG16 OBD.
Telephone 0635-201131

My address is

Postcode
PRINTOUT is independent of Commodore whose trademark PET is.
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Co -ordinate -drilling simulation
A screen -plotting routine to display the

said that there is nothing new
under the sun and that which appears new
has, in fact, been done before. Some time

hole co-ordinates as they are drilled.

ago, I found towards the back of Nick

plots from the screen to the printer. Indic-

Hampshire's book, The Pet Revealed, an
ingenious program which allows the Pet
to plot in quarter -scale graphics. Some
time later, I saw in the May 1979 issue of

ation of both quantity drilled, total run -

IT IS OFTEN

A routine to output the co-ordinate

by J A Forbes

Practical Computing, an article on co-

time and the job number and operator

ordinate drawing for Kim.

prompts.
Stepper motors were selected for the X
and Y axes for two reasons. They are ex-

At that time, I was looking for an idea
fOr an application program which would

demonstrate that even with the limited
eight -bit user port on the Pet, one could

using one byte to represent the coordinate value in X or Y, two are used.

variables placed there during program run.

merely the function of the gear ratio used
and the number of steps. The higher the
number of steps the greater the resolution.
Secondly, they are very easy to use since
there is no feedback positioning circuit. In
a normal servo, one requires a positioning
demand signal and a means of receiving
an indication of shaft angle. That entails
mechanical coupling and some degree of
linearisation control and also rate
damping.
In any case, stepper motors are

A000
A2 00

BI 00

LDY #0

LDX # 0
LDA (start

5030

9D 00 50 STA X1

5040

C8
E8

5041
5042

5044
5046
5048
5049
504B

504D
504F
5051
5053

E008
DO F5

A5 00
18

69 04
85 00
A5 01
69 00

1) Y

INC Y
INC X
CPX # 8
BNE S60A
LDA Start 1
CLC

ADC

4

STA Start 1

LDA Start I + 1

ADC

0

STA Start 1 + 1
4C 58 50 JMP 580
85 01

Tablet.

achieve as much as industrial micros in,
say, machine control.
This program is a good example of not

re -inventing the wheel. By modifying
parts of various programs one can create a
new program. The program consists of a
number of basic elements:

A machine code co -ordinate -positioning routine to drive stepper motors in
the X and Y axis.

A control section to drive a DC motor
in the Z, vertical, axis and also drive the
drill motor. A stepper motor would really
be ideal, but for cost and demonstration
purposes a DC motor is adequate.

A tone generator to output on the CB2
line to warn of imminent motor action.
A screen -plotting routine to display the
drill path.

arithmetic. That means that instead of

rotate typically 7°30' per step, any error in
each step is not cumulative. The accuracy

of resolution over a given distance is

5037
5039
S60A 503B

three bytes.
The program has two main features; the
first is that it operates in double -precision

tremely accurate since while they may

Locations 5000 to 5036 will contain
S60

having disabled the Pet operating system
with a software interrupt.
One could then use the zero page and,
when finished, use another subroutine to
replace the original contents. However,
one loses the jiffy clock in the process and
so I decided to simply re -write the Kim
program using absolute addressing, i.e.,

generally used on most co-ordinate

Obviously if one byte was used, the resolution would be poor since the maximum

decimal value which could be used for,
say, the X co-ordinate, would be 255.

The second feature is that there is a
table of entered co-ordinates which, to
be accessed repeatedly, requires the use of

a zero -page address. Fortunately, there
are a few bytes available on zero page in
the Pet. They are the USR function bytes
at memory locations 001 and 002.
The remaining variable values which in
the Kim program were also stored in zero
page, stored in a higher memory location.

Having realised that it was possible, all

machine -control applications. In short,
the aim is to simulate, as far as possible, a
typical co-ordinate drilling program with

User port bit allocation. Reference page 79

as many of the operator -prompting and

Pin

control characteristics as one might expect
to see in a real industrial application.
The first main problem was to examine

closely the existing May 1979 Practical
Computing program for the Kim. The

first obvious difference was that the

Pet manual.

ident Signal label
C

D

PAO
PA I

E

PA2

F

PA3

program relied on the zero -page facility of
the 6502 microprocessor. That is a feature
which allows, in effect, two -byte address-

ing where other micros would use three
bytes. Also, the zero page allows indexed
addressing of a very flexible type.

Unfortunately, the Pet uses most of its

PA4
PA5

Unused

X axis signal T, motor step, H
to Lo for step
X axis signal R, motor direction,
h I clockwise
Y axis signal T, motor step, H I
to Lo for step
Y axis signal R, motor direction,
H I clockwise
Z axis,

I

0

= Drive down = Drive up
M

PA6
PA7
CB2

N

GND Digital ground

K
L

0

Drill motor, 0 = off,

I

= turning

Audio tone output

own zero page for the Pet operating

Table 2.

system. That could perhaps have been
overcome by a trick outlined in the Pet
Revealed. That is to write a subroutine
which shifts all the zero -page data to a

that remained was to decide where to store
the program.
It would have been possible to re -adjust

secure location at the top of memory, first

the top of memory to provide a secure
section, but at the time, that did not occur

to me and I simply chose an arbitrary
location in the middle of memory. A good
point to those writing such assembly code
programs is to consider all factors prior to

writing because without the use of a
proper assembler facility, it is not an easy
matter to alter all the locations manually
for a second time.
The co -ordinate -drive program starts at

Hexadecimal location 5000 with the
previous zero -page variables contained
from 5000 to 5036. The program proper
starts a 5037 with the co-ordinate table
starting at 5300 and the stepper -motor
drive routine at 5400.
A full program listing is not given since
106
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Robotics
The assembly program is provided in

Construction
Use . I in. pitch Vero board.
Suggest 1 in. printed circuit
.

edge connectors

Interface
board:

Resistors

8 off I OK !A watt
8 off 6.8K 'A watt
7 off 1K 'A watt
off 100 'A watt
16 off 2N3704

SAVE and have the co-ordinate and plot
files.

They can then be called using normal

7 off BD138

poking. Note, however, that the machine
code or binary SAVE command given on
page 115 of the Pet manual will not work
for Pet disc. For those using a disc, the
correct SAVE format, for example, for

1/2 watt

Capacitors

2 off - depends
on motor
2 off 0.IµF
25V wkg

2 off SAA 1027
see text
2 off 16 pin DIL
Sockets
Miscellaneous Pet user port connector from
Intex Datalog Ltd
Transistor
connection
C

E

0

CO E
Underside view
2 N3704

Y plus

a matter of seconds.

Y

points to note. The torque of stepper
motors falls rapidly as the speed is in-

from 5037 to 5053 in table 1 to show the
alterations. The remaining changes are to
achieve absolute addressing only, but due
to the type of stepper motor chosen, the

motor drive routine is slightly different
and is described.

In the original Kim program, the

60

RTS

A9 IC

RTS

543E 60
543F A9 16

RTS

LDA * 00010110
8D 4F E8 STA S E84F
5444 A9 1E
LDA# 00011110
5446 8D 4F E8 STA S E84F
5449 60
RTS
minus 544A A9 OE
LDA # 00001110
544C 8D 4F E8 STA S E84F
544F A9 06
LDA # 00000110
5451 8D 4F E8 STA S E84F
5454 A9 1E
LDA# 00011110
5456 8D 4F E8 STA S E84F
5441

is allocated. Before finishing with the part

from zero -page, the first part is given

5423
5424

BEQ Del
BPL Forw Y

10 06

543B 8D 4F E8 STA SE84F

After returning to Basic, examine the
director and you will find the program,
coord drive, stored as normal. One can
now load using normal commands, in

of the program concerned with the co-

FO OB

LDA * 00011010
8D 4F E8 STA S E84F
5434 A9 18
LDA * 00011000
5436 8D 4F E8 STA S E84F
5439 A9 IE
LDA # 00011110

"0: COORD DRIVE", 08, 5000,5469

the May 1979 article is adequate in most
respects. However, because of the change

5413
5415
5417

5431

Now refer to table 2 which gives the
information about how the Pet user port

End view
BD 137/138

BEQ DoY
BPL Forw Y
JSR X minus

LDA *00011100
5426 8D 4F E8 STA S E84F
5429 A9 1E
LDA *00011110
542B 8D 4F E8 STA S E84F

machine -language monitor and key.
.S

20 2F 54

542E 60
X minus 542F A9 IA

Having poked the machine -code program into memory with the main program, key SYS64785 to call the Tim

B

o

X plus

the co-ordinate program is as follows:

Integrated
circuits

10 06

204A 54 JSR Y minus
541A 4C 20 54 JMP Del
Forw Y 541D 20 3F 54 JSR Y plus
Del
5420 20 5A 54 JSR Delay

direct commands prior to loading the
main program and avoid the delay in

12 off IN4002
Diodes
Loudspeaker 15 to 35ohm Sin.
2 off 100ohm
Resistors

FO OB

540A 4C 10 54 JMP DoY
Forw X 540D 20 24 54 JSR X plus
DoY
5410 AD 16 50 LDA ZO

programs stored as normal Basic type

6 off 813137

Stepper
board:

5403
5405
5407

buffer, it is possible to use a machine code

1

Transistors

located at Hex 5400
5400 AD 17 50 LDA ZI

minute. Once it is in memory, however,
together with the high -density plot
program which is stored in cassette two

for connections to Vero board.

Components

Stepper motor drive subroutine

Basic and poked into memory during
program set-up which takes about one

ordinate drive, there are one or two final

5459

Delay
Do

DI

creased and referring to table 2 locations

RTS
LDX S 10
LDY S30
DEY

60

545A A2 10
545C AO 30

545E 88

545F CO 00

545A and 545C set the time delay between
each motor step.
Users will have to vary the values to suit

5461

E000

CPY, 0
BNE, DI
DEX
CPX, 0

DO F4
60

BNE DO
RTS

DO FB

5463 CA
5464
5466
5468

the application, but if you intend to use
the lower -priced motors, whatever you

Table I a.

to obtain good stepper motors where the
logic of the phase switching is taken dealt

intend driving must have a low inertia and
a very low friction movement. The other
point concerns the interface between the
Pet and the SAA1027-driven IC.
When working with microcomputers, it

with by an integrated circuit. Figure
shows the overall circuit diagram of the
SAA1027 IC and motor windings. They

is a good idea to provide some form of
isolation between the computer and the
application so as to reduce greatly the

However, many people do not have
experience of ICs and the circuit given
lends itself to home manufacture. The

program took care of the four -phase

switching sequence necessary to make the
motors step. However, it is now possible

1

are available with data sheet from

McLennan Servo Supplies Ltd, the inte-

grated circuits are £4.85 each, and the
motors vary from £11 to £32, depending
on performance.
The IC greatly simplifies the software
requirements since only two signals are re-

quired. Logic high on the trigger input T
enables phase switching while logic low,

shown in figure 2, or if required the
Darlington -configured transistors T1, T2

etc., can be purchased in integrated circuit form.

element of damage due to accidental
short-circuit. Details are of a suitable

points on the diagram marked R and T go

to R and T respectively on the stepper

interface circuit which can be made on

motor driver IC.
The reason for the driver transistors T5

Veroboard using discrete components are

(continued on next page)

Figure I.
t.

12 Volt

i.e., one low -high -low transition gives one

motor step. Logic high on the R input
gives anticlockwise rotation and logic low
provides clockwise rotation.
Table la gives the motor drive routine,
note that where it is necessary to alter the

100 ! 1
Cl 1,4F
II

13

logic level of the R input to the IC such
that R is at logic high, an extra instruction
is required to set R high prior to stepping

the motor. It is not possible to both step
the motor and also set R high in the one
move. Therefore, an instruction to set R
high occurs at both X minus and Y minus
stages.
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11

9

SAA10 27
8
2

6

t..)4

cn

aaoaa
notir

02
01

'000

00

0 Volts

4,7

Srep

R = Value depends upon type of motor
refer to Data sheet
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II

et ism

NalNEM
11

I OF

(t)
TO dillir.11

1

11S1.1

I

D

) 'JOIN

oxina of

Figure 2.

The stepper motors run rather hot and
the currents given in the supplier's data
sheets are intended for specific voltages
and should not be exceeded. The motors

(continued from previous page)

to..T8 is so that having built the interface,

one can use it for other general-purpose
duties. For example, a model makers' DC
motor can be inserted across points R and

in the Pet Revealed. There is a high degree

of similarity between it and the Basic
version of the co-ordinate program given
in the May 1979 issue of Practical Computing.

In the main program, the plotting pro-

T and will rotate in one direction for
inputs of 01 and in the opposite direction

Logic high = clockwise.
Logic low - counter clockwise

R

gram is intended for use in two ways.
Firstly, it is used to make the assembly

for inputs of 10. In this application, the
points R and T are used independently. In
my own interface, I include light -emitting
diodes, LEDs, in series with the 1K collec-

program alone plot each co-ordinate as it
is drilled. Also before that, and after the
user has entered his co-ordinates, to plot
the path which the drill will describe and

02
03

tor resistors, thus giving a visible indic-

04

offer the option to re-enter the co-

ation of the logic level of the output ports.

ordinates if, say, for example the drill

A power supply - figure 3 - providing
+ 12V is required. The reason 12V is used
for the supply to T5 -T8 is that it allows for
higher voltage DC motors when used and
also meets the SAA1027 IC requirements
for logic -switching levels.

Figure la.

appeared to take a path which would

used in the application were type ID31
part number 112-31001, for 12V supply.
The original plotting program is given

ordinates.

strike an object or perhaps show an uneconomical path between various coTherefore, both the assembly version

Figure 4.
D

X Axis

Y Axis

L

R

L

Z Motor

12V OV

oo

I

0

0

100! 11

1---0- h<1-

Vero track

runs this
way.

One track
every two
squares.

ICI

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

o

o

16

15
X

14
X

13

12

11

9

16
X

15

14

13

12

11

10

9

X

X

X

X

X

2

3

4

10
X
7

2

3

6

7

8

X
1

0

0

o

X

X

5

o

6

0

0

X

8

1

0

0

0

0

4

0

5

0 0

0

o
IC2

0

R

0 Volts

Drill
motor

Stepper No lx
01

02

03

04

Q1', 02'
Q3', 04'

0

01'. 02'
03', 04

0

01

02

03

0

0

Z Motor

Stepper No 2Y

Q4

+12 Volts
X =Track cut on
other side

Stepper motor lead code
Yellow 1
Front group

Rear group
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Black 1'
Red 2'
Grey 2
Yellow 3
Black 3
Red 4'
Grey 4
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Robotics
and the Basic version are used. The

memory using the routine from line 730 to

stops by microswitches limit the travel and

assembly version is poked into memory by

870.

the main program and is stored in the
cassette two buffer. It may be saved

initialised state.

the value of 2000 is adjusted to suit the
speed of the Z axis. In a real drilling
machine, one would use a stepper motor

separately in the co-ordinate drive pro -

70 sets the output registers to an

80 makes the first co-ordinates equal to
zero so that the motors always start and
finish at zero.

100 sets the initial values of the plot

and have a fixed drive count value for the
required Z travel.
1860 and 2120 to 2140 output an audio
tone to indicate drilling complete.

1870, 1890 offers another complete

table to zero.

110, 120 accepts job number and coordinates as inputs.

130 to 370 accepts the input co-

ordinates and converts the decimal values
between 0 and 1300 to a four -bit Hexa-

cycle.

1910 to 1960 and 2150 to 2240 prints on
the screen the run time, batch quantity number of cycles - and the job number
and offers either that data or a printout of

decimal value and then splits it into two

bytes and stores the two bytes

in

Figure 3.

successive locations in the co-ordinate
table. That is necessary to provide for

gram to avoid the time delay in poking it
into memory.
There is a difference, however, in the
continuous path -plotting program from
the original. In the original, the sequence

double -precision arithmetic working.

Z AxIS dove input

400 to 430 - if this is the last co-

Micro switch contacts shown in
position when neither end stop
has been reached ie motor in
MID travel.

ordinate, the co-ordinate count variable
CC is incemented and final values of zero
are provided for the co-ordinate table and

of co-ordinates is entered by use of an

values of one for the plot routine - it

Figure 6.

INPUT command. In this application, the
co-ordinates must be derived from the coordinate drive co-ordinates entered by the
user.

cannot return to a zero value.

the co-ordinates as shown on the screen.
The last routine is written for the Epson

430 and 2070 to 2110 draws a plotting
area on the screen.

450 to 500 and 880 to 1270 plots the

maximum X value of 79 and a maximum

expected drill path and offers the option
to continue or re-enter the co-ordinates if

Y value of 49. In the co-ordinate drive

the drill path is not acceptable.

program, X and Y co-ordinates

1720 to 1740 requires confirmation that
the operator has placed the workpiece in

However, the plotting program has a
will

typically have a maximum of, say, 1300 to

take advantage of the resolution offered

the drilling area, and if confirmed re-

by the double -precision arithmetic.
Therefore, we use line 360 to divide the

draws the screen plotting area.

current X and Y input values by a factor,

audible tone on the CB2 line to warn of

in this case 28, to ensure the plotting

imminent motor action.

values are within limits. The new X, Y
values are poked into successive locations

1790 calls the co-ordinate drive routine
and drives the stepper motors to the co-

of a plotting table which are used in line

ordinate.

1760 and 2120 to 2140 outputs an

890 to provide the substitute for the

1795 finds the co-ordinates of the next

original INPUT statement.
It now remains to run through the main

plotted co-ordinates.

program and outline the activities

co-ordinates.

in

sections. Numbers refer to line numbers.

40, 50 and 60 cause the poke routines

to place the assembly programs into

1800 calls the plot routine and plots the

1820 to 1840 drives the DC motors for
the Z axis for a predetermined time while
operating the drill motor. Electrical end -

Figure 5.
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1

Bob
PAD

E

B

i

x

circuits. Connection between Veroboards
is accomplished by using 0.lin. pitch
PCB edge connectors.
Since two motors will have two phases

energised at any one time, allowance
should be made for that in the power
supply. For the 12V motors used, a tamp
supply was catered for.
While the program and its details given

GI. I

6

i

- 545A and 545C in table la. The two
assembly statements A230 and A030 are

E

/ :

X

..

'VIZI
41

o.

X ra

/x

_
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E

V
;
(:).,

R

the Z axis, the drill, operates can be
reduced by reducing the loop count of
2000 in lines 1820, 1830.

The use of a loop delay in lines 1820,
1830 does not give an exact travel distance

for the vertical movement of the Z axis

x

GRND

..._.,_____,

1X

7hrip

o

TrAnsts10,22N3,04

A030 the inner. Similarly, the delay while

12011iLc12,5_,_,I

D

Spare

._

x

two loops; A230 is the outer loop and

, 11

XX

X

E

1

XV

1

,X

2- -.

0
2

C

8

,'

cause instant destruction of integrated

which will take place as the program steps
the motors to each co-ordinate.
One can adjust those delays at line 1660

6

X

13

6

E

13

PA3

Figures 4 and 5 give a Veroboard layout. When soldering on Veroboard, take
care not to make solder whiskers between
tracks which is very easily done. It can

drilling controller. The program will run
without the hardware and it is suggested
that you run it as a program only, to see
the features. If you do so, there are delays

I-.

0

I
P

4

Hampshire.

program as the basis for an industrial

*I.XXXXkisme01.4.4*

Miii

P00

the library of Pet subroutines by Nick

capabilities, it is quite possible to use the

111.,
iiix7"./11

7

However, some of the control codes and
character set are different, and the routine
will not work on a standard Commodore
printer. For a screen -print routine for the
Commodore printer, refer to page 137 of

were intended as a demonstration of
X

K82

printer which is nearly identical to the
printers marketed by Commodore.

XxnNstas A -BDI37 B=80138
0 .- 154082

since there will be an element of creep due
to different starting torques, etc. Figure 6
shows a method of stopping the Z axis by
(continued on next page)
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Robotics®
(continued from previous page)

using small microswitches actuated by

mechanical end stops. When one is

engaged, it brings a diode into the circuit
which will stop the motor. The diode will

pass only a drive voltage in the proper

PRINT"CS SCD DO YOU WISH PROGRAM DESCRIPTION,'Y'OR'N'"
GETZ4:IF2$=""007020
IF2$="1"THEN2250
PRINT"2CD 10CR R WAIT -SETTING UP"IGOSU0540
GOSUB1280

10
20
30
40
50

60 0001281600

70 P0KE59459,2551P0KE59471,30
80 FORI=2124870212514P0KE1,0:NEXT
90 BC=0:3240:C0=21252:DC=200004TIME$="000000"
100 P06E00,0:POKE(DC.1),0:DC=302
ENTER JOB NO ";.K4
110 INPUT"CS 10CD 6CR
ENTER CO-ORD'S X AND Y";24,2/
120 INPUT"CS 10CD 7CR
130 N$=X$4E=0
140 REM9070310,HEX CONVERSION
150 6=0:8$="";D=0
160 N=VAL(44)
170 FORI=1T04
180 0=INT(N,16):R=N-16,40.4.48
190 IFR)57THE1IR=R4-7

200 A4=CHR$(R)+80.N=0:NEXT
210 24="00"
220
230
240
250
260

E$=,7$.RIGHTI(A$,2)
84=.73.LEFT$(A$,2)
NR=E$
FORI=0TO7
2=65C,<MI04(N4,4-I,1))-48

20

270 IFX)9THENX=X-7

280 S=S,X*16s1NEXT
290 D=D.I.E=E+I
300 IF0=2G0T0.77.0

310 POKECO,0;8=0
720 '41,13$,G0T0250

330 POKE(C0.1),S
340 IFE.04 THEN
H$=',I.00=C0.2,GOT0150
350 X=VAL(X$):L,VAL(3)
360 CO=C0+2:X=X,'28:POKEDC,X;DC=1C+Iv.'= '28;
PIS THIS. THE LASY T C7
370 PRINT"CS 8CD, 4CF

380
390
400
410
420

1280
1290
1300
1310
1320
1330
1340
1350
1360
1770
1380
1390
1400
1410
1420
1430
1440
1450
1460
1470
1480
1490
1500
510

KEL-c,y.Dc=r,c+1

GET:$;IF:$=""8070380
IF7$="N"THE11FRINT"CS";CC=CC+1:GOT0120
CC=CC+I
POKEC.0,01PC2ECO+1.,0;POKE(00,2",,O:FOTE(C0.7,0;CC=CC,7
POKEDC,1 :POKECDC4-1),1 .6C=DC,2

1530
1540
1550
1560
1570
580
590
600
610
62e
630
640
650

2013

550 DATAA.,00,63,Et.,03-4.5,34

560 DAT8A5,31,C9,72,90,0,EE,E6-07
570 DATAA5,70,C9.50,90,07,EE,E6,07
590
600
610
520
670
640

660
670
680
690
700
710
720
770

287449,31,78,65,31,65,71
DAT846,30,26,34
DATA46,71,26,74
DATA06,71,06,71.06

DATA71,85,71.H5,72,69,, -DATAA6,74.A9,01,65,74,00,00,F0,05.06,74.CA,.,
DATAA4,70,E1,71,A2.00,2D,CE.87,F0,00,EE.E0,10 78.. F
DAT6A9,04.8D,E6,07,00
DATAH5,77,D0,07.3A,05,34,1S,AA,90,0k
DATAA5,74,49,FF,65,74,8A.25,34,
DATAA3,40.08,49,20,29,20,F0,F7
DATABD,CE,07,A4.30,91,71,60
DATA20,7E,76,61,7C,E2,FF,EC,6C.7T,62,FC,E1,FE-FE,H0
DATA=
FEAIL

740 FEHC.It

750 2=LENCAE
60 IFAt="="THENESO
IFC:IOFf:2THEN850
760 H=ACC:A.1-42
790 C=A72,FISHT$(144,1"C-46
500 11=0.74..6'9-<C=2),(164"8.7 ,0)9","
S10 T. N o.RN'_5,THEN850
270 FSLEL.N

KO
640 2312740
650
660 PRINT"
37S FETUFN

390
980
910
920
970
940
950

";

1=PEE1: .2S ;V:=PEEKCEC+1:'.:X2=PEEKCD0.2):Y2=PEEK(DC.3)

SSO

CC =CC

322128920

RETURN
REM SUBROUTINE TO CRAW LINE
FE" BETWEEN TWO POINTS NI SCREEN
FEM CHECK CC CRCS IN 60121105

IFi:1:=0ANC::::=7R,AND2OANI=79)THEN93.0

960 EPS=":, OUT OF RANGE"
970 PET -FN

980 IFY,'1:=0ANDY1,491HNC-52`=0AN3V2:=49,,THEN1010
990 ERS=-.' CUT CF RANGE"
1000 Rurt,r

1010 ERs=""
1020 'T= X2-':I

1040
1050
1060
1070

REM FIEARE:T DIAGONAL
A0=1;8:=1
IFYI'COTHENA0=-1
I1TCOTHE11AI=-1

1080 REM NEAREST HOPI: LEFT
1090 NE=ADO'XD),YE=882,'Y3);11=XE-'
1100 IFDIC=OTHE111140
1110 50=-1;5I=0:LG=%E:SH=XE

1120 IFYC=OTHENS0=1
1130 GOT01160
1140 S0=0:01=-1:LG=:Z:SH=%t

1150 IFXDOTHENS1=1
1160 REM SET LT'

1170
1160
1190
1200

TT=LG;TS=SH;U3=1.6-SH:ST=SH-L6-2
D=0
REM WHILE MORE POINTS CO

,AD,OD 50
,50

,8D,13,50

,50;40,AD,51

,4F, E8

KEY TS C
ucTriEcE IS IN POSITION PRESS ANY
.70 SET2S:IF2t=""GOT01770
740 SOOLS2070
750 PRINT"CH FOCI 'CF DRILLED CC-ORDS
7E0 CC=321:0
770 1C=20002,PCFEO,O.PCKE1,8,7
790 SYS:20575'
795 PCKE42,PEEK'DC.`4POKE47,PEE1:CDC,1 .DC=DC1.2:POKE50,0,POKE51,D

'

530 GOT0510
540 DATA226

DATA20535
DATAA0,00,A2,00,81,00,90',00,50,C8,E3,E0,06,13,F5,A5,00,16
DATA69,04,55,00,A5,01,69,00,85,01,40,58,50,EA,EA,AD,04,50
DATA33,ED,00,50.3D,08,50,A3,05,50,ED,01,50,60,09,50,AD,06,50
DRITA:8,ED,02,50,63,,0A,50,AD,07,50,E0,03,50,80.08,50
083869,01,80',14,50,83,15,50,48,06,50,10,05,69,FF,80',14,50
DATAA3,09,50,10,05,A?,FF,80,15,50
DATAAD,09,50,10.16,AD,06,50,49,FF,18,69,01,8L,0C,50
DATAA3,09,50,49,FF,69,00,80,00,50,40,C3,50,03',08,50,83,08,50
DATAAD,09,50,80.00,50,AD,08,50,10,16,AD,OA,50,49,FF,18,69,01
DATASD,OE,50,AD.013,50,49,FF,69,00,BD,0F,50,4C,EC,50,AD,0A,50
DATASD,OE,50,AD,08,50,80,OF,50,AD,OC,50,38,ED,OE,50,8D,10,50
DATA4C,00,51,EA,EA,EA,EA,ED,OF,50,80,11,50,10,32,A9,FF,80,12
DATAA9,00,8D,13,50,A0,0E,50,8D,18,50,AD,OF,50,60,19,50
DAT840,00.50,83.10,50,00,03,50,80,18,50,80,013,50,10,03
DATA4C,37,51,A9,01,80',12,50,4C,69,51,A9,00,6D,12,50,A9,FF
DATA83,13,50,AD,OC,50,8D,18,50,AD,0D,50,8D,I9,50,AD,OE,50
DATA8D,IA,50,AD,0F,50,80,16,50,A0,09,50,10,03,4C,69,51,A9,01
DATAAD,I8,50,8D,1C,50,A0,19,50,8D,ID,50,A0.IA,50,66,22,50
DATAAD,16,50,80,23,50,AD,16,50,38,ED,1A,50,80,1E,50,AD,19,50
DATAED,18,50,83,IF,50,4E,19-50,66,18,5040,14,50
38T088,ED,18,50,80,20,50,A0,16,50,E0,19,50,60,21,50
DATAAD,IC,50,3.0,08,AD,13,50,00,03,60,EA,EA,AD,21,50,10,25
DATA,0,20,50,18,60,22,50,60,20,50,80,21,50,63,23,50,80.21,50
DATAAD,12,50,8D,17,50,AD,12,50,8D,I6,50,20,00,54,4C,ID,52
DATAAD,15,50,60,17,50,40,00,52,EA,EA,EA,EA,EA,EA,EA,EA,EA,EA
3ATAEA,EA,EA,EA,EA,EA,EA,EA,EA,EA,AD,14,50,8D,16,50,20,00,54
DATAAD,20,50,38,ED,1E,50,8D,20,50,AD,21,50,ED,IF,50
CATA8D,21,50,413,1C,50,78,E9,01,8D,IC,50,AD,10,50,E9.00,8D,13
DATA+
GOSLS730
RETURN
287821504
DAT000,17,50,F0,08,10,06,20,2F,54,4C,10,54,20,24,54,AD,16,50
303608,08,10,06,20,4A,54,4C,20,54,20,3F,54,20,5A,54,60
DATAA9,1C,3D,4F,ES,A9,1E,88,4F,E8,60,A9.1A,8D,4F,E8,A9,18,80
DATAA9,16,80,4F,E8,60,09,16,80,4F,E8,A9,1E,80,4F.E8.60
387889,06,80,4F7E8
CAT0A9.06-83.4F,E3.89,1E,80',4F,E8,68,A2,30,A0,30,88,C0,00
13,F.R.7A,ES,00,DO,F4,60

DC=20000AFF=CC
FORI=CCTOOSTEF-I
GOSU8880
NE,TI
CC4FF
PRINT"CH THIS IS. A PLOT OF THE DRILL FATH"
FPINT"CHCOTO CONTINUE KEY C..... TS FE1TAFT 147" 2

510 GETDIF2=ITHEN1710
520 IF2=2THENRUN70

energised that particular switch.

2377S
2PN

430 0001202070

440
450
460
470
480
490
500

polarity sense to drive the motor in a
reverse direction from that which

INLE"

IFCCOTHENSYS:626)

810 CS=CC-C:IFCC= -ITHEN1660
P06E59471,190.1FORI=1702000,NEXT
'620
30 PO6E59471,222:FORI=1702000:NEXT
840 POKE59471.30
855 3070'790
860 cesui:12e
870 PRINT"CHCURANOTHEP CYCLE 'V' OP 'N'
see GET20:1F.7$=""8030I530
1890 IF7$="V"THENBC=6C.1:00701710
1900
1910
1920
1930
1940
1950
1960
1970
1980
1998
2000
2010

2020
2030
2040
2050
2060
2070
2080
2090
2108
2110
2120
2130
2140
2150
2160
2:70
:lee
2190

2200
2210
s220
f
2230
2240
2250
2260
2270
2260
2290
2300
2310
2720

0::1HRUN TINE="

C
10CD 30CR
PRINT*CH 11CD 29CR
PF211T

PRI1IT"CH 17CD 30CR

*TIMES
BATCH OT ="

PRINT"CH 14CD 34CR
PRIHT*CH 16CC 30CR
PRINT"CH
PRIHT"CNKEY1 FOR PRINT OF COOKS...
PRIHT"CHCDOR KE,2 DATA ONLY.
GET3VIF2S."*THE111990

"J$

IF2$="1"THE1I2150

OPEN4,4
PRINT$4,"RUN TIME="TIMES

PRINTRWBATCH OTY="00
PRI1IT$4,"JOB 440.="J$

CLOSE4
RUM70
PRI11T"CS";FORI.723487032876:POKEI,102.HECT
FOR1.728807077745STEP40.POKE1,10201621
FOR1=32916J033777STEP40:P003E1,102.14E111
TORI=.77726T0737564POKEI,102:NEXT
RETURN
FCRI=IT015;PCKE59467,16,POKE59466,15;F0KE59464,117:NEXT
PO6E59464,0:POKE59466,01P06E59467,0
RETURN
OPEN1,410PEN2,4,6

FCRO=070919:A=PEEK(0.72048
IFA>100THEN8.A.64:00702200
8.<AAND1270R((127-0611272)+2)
PRINTC,CHRI(S);
,X=0
X=X+1;IFX=40THE1IPRINT$2,CHRI(I7).PPINT
NEXT
PRINT42,CHP4(24>
sLOSE1:CLOCE2
RUN70
COORDINATE NULLING
PRINT"CS
PRINT
AXIS COOK' DRILLING";
PRINT"THE USER PORT IS USED TO DRIVE A TWO
PRINT" MACHINE. THE X AND V AXIS ARE DRIVEN B'S STEPPER MOTORS WHILE THE";
COORDS ARE INPUT IN THE";
PRINT" 2 AXIS AND DRILL USE A DC MOTOR.
E5.500,200 WITHIN LIMITS OF X,V 1310,1310
PRINT" FORM;X,Y
PRINT
PRINT"AT EACH INPUT THE USER IS ASKED IF THIS IS THE LAST COORD. WHEN THE L

AS.

2330 PRINT" COM IS INPUT A PLOT IS MADE OF THE DRILL PATH. AFTER CONFIRMING";
IN POSITION A TONE IS GENERATED TO WARN -OF";
2340 PRINT" THAT THE WORKPIECE IS
2350
2360
2370
2380
2290
2400

PRINT" DRILLING AND, AS EACH POINT IS DRILLED IT IS ALSO PLOTTED.
PRINT
PRINT"FINALLV THE PRINTER LISTS .JOBNO., BATCH QTY.'. AND RUH TIME.
PRESS Atf? KEY TO CONT.
PRINT:PRINT"
WAITI58,1
RUN4C

RFADU.

POKE48,X1:POKE49,YI:PCCETO,O,POKE51,110YSC826)
1210 IFCT=OTHEN1240
1220 CT=CTKTS.X1=:,:1+2.1v..1=Y1+SO
1270 GOT -1250
1240 CT=CT-U2,X1=X14.AI:VI=V14.A0

1250 TT=TT-I
1260 IFTT1OTHEN RETURN
1270 GOT01200

I10

IN THIS LISTING,C,S=CLEAR SCREEN,CH.CURSOR HOW,COCURSOR
R=REVERSE FIELD

UP,CD=CURSOR DOWN

READY.
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ATE SN
COMPLITERLAT1
your specialist Computerstore.
Well -proven systems for the
serious user. Our computer
stores are staffed by business
experts, backed by first class
maintenance support. Call in for
advice and a demonstration of
our range of systems.

Cromemco System Three
The Cromemco buyer is
choosing well -proven design,
reliability and expandability. Start
with a single terminal and grow
into a multi-user system as your
requirements expand. Excellent
Cromemco software includes
COBOL, FORTRAN and RPG-II.
Ask for a demonstration of the
Cromemco hard -disk and talk
over with us how your application
can be programmed.

North Star Horizon
The reliable and longestablished commercial
favourite. Ask about our BYTE
SHOP- developed packages Invoicing, Sales and Purchase
Ledger, Incomplete Records,
Cash -Flow Analysis, Stock
Control, etc. And use your
Horizon to type perfect letters - it
is an excellent word processor.

Nottingham

Birmingham

92a Upper Parliament Street
Nottingham NG1 6LF
Tel 0602 40576 Telex. 377389

94-96 Hurst Street
Birmingham B5 4TD
Tel 021-622 7149 Telex. 336186

Manchester

Glasgow

11 Gateway House
Piccadilly Station Approach
Manchester
Tel. 061-236 4737 Telex. 666168

Magnet House
Waterloo Street
Glasgow Tel. 041-221 7409
Telex. 779263

131iTE S1111
EDIT1PUTERLFT10
- your specialist Computerstore.
London
48 Tottenham Court Road
London W185 4TD
Tel 01-636 0647
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III

New from

Milbank!

Clppk!®+
NNE

The best cash, leasing and H.P. deals around.
For more details of our offers on the "Apple"
contact us today.

Microsolve
Solving business problems
is our business
Microsolve Computer Services Limited
Middlesex House, 20-15 High Street, Edgware,
Middlesex, HA8 7XF
Telephone 01-951 0218/9/0

SYSTEM 10
List every important feature you would like to
see on a small business computer -- then add
"compact, reliable, portable, easy to use and
guaranteed for one year"
SYSTEM 10 a real Giantkiller at £2995.00 (excl. VAT)
Ring or write for details and don't forget to ask
about our amazing new prices for: --

Mime Sprint 5 Printers.
high quality 45/55 KSR and RO Daisywheel Printers.
MILLBANK COMPUTERS LIMITED
98 Lower Richmond Road, London SW15 1LN.
Telephone: 01-788 1083

Circle No. 182
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supply British =11= Micro computer systems, S100 IEEE cards and peripherals
Codified Computer Systems 15 Newington Green, London N16 Telephone 01-254 7419
in London
In delightful Milton Keynes in beautiful Buckinghamshire a
near genius, who sleeps too little and smokes too much,
realised the obvious and designed the following set of S100
cards to IEEE timing specs. The brand is Interactive. The
cards work well and we regret that not only is the chip count
low (giving greater reliability and proving good design), but
also there are no cut tracks or free soldered wire jumpers.
Z80 CPU

FDC

S100 4 MHz CPU card with remarkably few
chips. A & T. £105.00

1791 (not unnecessarily DMA) floppy disc
controller to handle any combination of 8" or
5" drives at single or double density. A & T. £198.00

16K SRAM

16K static RAM card using 2114's, (we look
forward to the Mark II with 24 bit addressing).
A &T. £198.00

SMBC

An S100 single band computer with Z80A,
1K RAM, up to 16K ROM, 2 RS232 (or 20mA)
serial I/O and 4 channel counter/timer/vector
interrupt. A & T. £235.00

PCI

Process control interface D/A, AID 8 channels
- output relay isolated, input opto-isolated.
A & T. £235.00

PS

Complete S100 power supply on a card (12 amps
8 volts) plus power for any two drives
A & T £155.00

If you convince us that you have the experience to put a kit
together we will supply one at 20% off.

The Codified floppy disc box
contains two DRI (made in Crewe) 7200 double -sided 8" drives
giving 1.9mbytes at double density. There is room for two
more inside. It is made of wood (genuine chipboard faced in
oak veneer) by dedicated British workmen in Tottenham, and
finished in tough acrylic varnish. It is supplied with 50 way
connector, power supply and lead, mains filter (of course),
illuminated on/off switch, fuses and large fan to BS3456.
Price £1150.00

3 Systems, Software, Peripherals, Advice
and Consultancy
A complete CP/M (TM Digital Research) operated system
based upon these components with 8" DS, DD Disc storage,
VDU and printer will cost about £4,200. We can reduce the
price by taking off luxuries e.g. reducing the disc capacity.
Example - the "Polaris" Skyline system (made in the UK)
32k would cost £1,925 with discs.
Business software and a fine word processing system is
available (written in Yorkshire) for those who need a simple
but expandable solution to their problems. CODASYL
standard database software is now available and an
electronic mail package is imminent.

Consultancy on matters to which we can claim expertise is
available. In order to eliminate bias we must refuse to sell
our products to a client for a year. If, in our opinion as
consultants, Interactive based systems fit the
requirements, they will have to be bought from another dealer.
The DAI personal computer with its unparalleled graphics
facility at £900, is held in stock. Ring us to arrange a
demonstration.
VAT at 15% should be added to your order totals.

Circle No. 183
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Z-80 Zodiac
Memory routine

For all users of systems based on the Z-80 chip, Z-80

THIS IS a simple yet very useful routine for

Zodiac offers an opportunity to have programs and ideas
published. We pay at least IS for each contribution used.

searching for a block of memory starting at HL, length BC - for the
presence of a string - starting at DE,
length is contained in the byte pointed to
by IX writes Alan Gibson of Alexandra
Park, London.
There are three points to note:
The routine is fully re -locatable.

The parameters are preserved so the
search may be continued to test for

B7

C9

A
NOTFND OR
RET

;clear carry

;End of subroutine

further occurrences.

Full -screen copy

is small and very fast
compared to the equivalent Basic

A PROBLEM faced by many candidates for

routine.

public examinations is that of being able

The routine

Enter with:
HL = start of search area
BC = length of search area

DE = start of string
(IX) = length of string
Exits with:
Successful

Carry set

HL = start of

found string + 1
Carry cleared
Unsuccessful

HL = end of

search area + 1
In either case all other
registers correct, so search may
continue.

SEARCH ORG $

to produce hard copy of examples of
course work to indicate the successful
implementation of computer programs
writes MJ Pearson of St Neots, Cambridgeshire. That has often meant that the
only programs suitable for consideration
were those which presented a line -by-line
output to a printer.

With the introduction of the microcomputer into schools and the use of
video display, it became possible for
students to present graphic output to the

screen, a facility which undoubtedly
increases interest. Inexpensive printers
with graphics capability are also now
available.

IA
EDB1
201E

TRYAGNLD
A,(DE) ;search for
;first byte
CPIR
JR
NZ,NOTFND;not
here

;Found first
PUSH BC

C5

;Set up BC as counter
B,(IX)

D D4600
05

LD

2814

Z,FOUND;got it
JR
PUSH HL
PUSH DE

DEC B

E5
D5
2B

DEC HL

;See if the other bytes follow
13

23

IA
BE
2006
10F8

LOOPS

INC DE
INC HL
A,(DE)
CP
(HL)
NOTYET;No
JR
DJNZ LOOPS
LD

;We've found it
DI

El
1805

POP DE
POP HL
JR
FOUND

NOTYET ORG $
;Restore the values

El
Cl

POP DE
POP HL
POP BC

18E0

JR

DI

Cl
37

C9

TRYAGN

FOUND POP BC
SCF
;set carry
RET
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Those involved in education, may,
therefore, be interested in the following
Basic subroutine which can be included in
any program and which allows the user to
copy the full -screen display to the printer.
The machines used for the example were
the RML 380Z with an OKI Microline 80
printer.

The program can be adapted easily to
work for other systems and will even work

for a Teletype if graphics characters are
represented by suitable ASCII characters.
For those not familiar with 380Z Basic,
these comments may be useful. Lines 1020
and 1120 make the screen memory access-

ible to the user and restore the display the screen will go blank during printing.
Lines 1030-1110 build a string until it
occupies a full line - 40 characters on the
380Z - by PEEKing at memory
locations.

The beginning of screen memory is at
61440 (F000H) and each line requires 64
memory locations although only 40 are

displayed. Line 1070 converts the null
characters '', which is ignored by the
Microline 80, into ASCII '0'.
1000 REM *** SUBROUTINE TO DUMP
CONTENTS
1010 REM OF SCREEN MEMORY TO
PRINTER ***
1020 GRAPH 2
1030 FOR I = 0 TO 19
1040 A$ =
1050 FOR J = 0 TO 39
1060 A = PEEK (61440 + J + 64*I)
1070 IF A =0 THEN A = 79
1080 A$ = A$ + CHR$(A)
1090 NEXT J
1100 LPRINT A$
1110 NEXT I
1120 GRAPH 3
1130 RETURN

10 CLEAR 100
12 FOR R = 0.1 TO 0.9 STEP 0.1
15 GRAPH 1
20 A$ = "SYMMETRY DISPLAY SCREEN
PRINT ROUTINE"
25 FOR I = 0 TO 15
30 PLOT 14 + 2*1,47,ASC(MIDS(AS, 1 + 1,
1))

40 NEXT 1
45 FOR I = 0 TO 13
50 PLOT 12 + 29,44,ASC(MIDS(AS, 1+
18, 1))

60 NEXT I
70 FOR X = 0 TO 29
80 FOR Y = 0 TO 20
90 C = RND (1)
100 IF C>R THEN C= 2 ELSE C=0
110 PLOT X,Y,C: PLOT 59-X,Y,C:PLOT
X,41-Y,C:PLOT 59-X, 41-Y,C
120 NEXT Y
130 NEXT X
135 Y = 0
140 FOR X = 0 TO 59

150 PLOT X,Y,2
160 NEXT X
170 IF Y = 41 THEN 190 ELSE Y = 41
180 GOTO 140
190 X = 0

200 FOR Y =0 TO 41: PLOT X,Y,2:NEXT Y
210 IF X = 59 THEN 230 ELSE X = 59
220 GOTO 200
230 GOSUB 1000
235 NEXT R
240 GRAPH 0
250 END

Basic recursion
Practical Computing in the June
1980 editorial, and your correspondent, P
BOTH

Shackleton in Feedback, October 1980,
seem to think that in Basic, you forego
recursion writes Harry Fisher of Harpenden, Hertfordshire. Recursion is so undemanding that even the simplest Basic is

adequate. Ackermann's function is pure
recursion and this short Basic program
prints out a table of Ackermann values
which have been calculated recursively.
100 DIM J ( 255)
1

I0

A= 1E6

120

FOR M=0 TO 3

I30

FOR N= 0
K=2

140
150
200
210
220

230
240
250
260
300
310
400
410
420
500
510
520
530
540
550

TO

5

J(K)=M*A+N
B=J (K)

IF INT(B/A)=0 THEN 400

IF INT( B/A)=13/A THEN 300
d(K)=B-A
K=K+ 1

J(K)=B- 1
GOTO 200

J(K)=B-A+ 1
GOTO 200
K=K- 1

J(K)=B+1+INT(J(K)/A)*A
IF K > 1 THEN 200

PRINT TAB(N*8+ 1) B+ 1;
NEXT N
PRINT
PRINT
NEXT M
END

rn

...a

OK

1

I3
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ZX-80 Line-up
Animated display
HERE is my best approximation at the
moment to an animated display on the
ZX-80 writes Pete Rowan of Jesmond,
Newcastle-upon-Tyne. All INPUTs are
self-explanatory with yes or no answers
for repeating the game. When asked for
"1ST?" and "2ND?", the players should
INPUT a single initial or character to
identify their racer to save program space,

have omitted the usual "HIT NEW LINE TO CONTINUE" - the race continues by hitting NEWLINE. To change
I

speeds, change RND in lines 110/120 to a
different number.
Race Track copyright 1980 P M ROWAN

10 PRINT"aaRACE-TRACKaa"
20 PRINT
30 LET G$ = "ss WINNER ss"
40 PRINT "1ST?"
50 INPUT X$
60 PRINT "2ND?"
70 INPUT Y$
80 CLS

We have had so many requests for advice about software

for the little ZX-80 that we have decided to start a club
page devoted to the machine. If you have a contribution
to make, write to Practical Computing marking your letter
ZX-80 Line-up. We pay £5 for contributions published.
eristic buzz of the program can be picked up and if the program does not appear on

The two formulae used for calculating
the displacement for jumps are: Backward

the screen when the buzzing ends, you
know immediately that the loading has

jump = jump address - target address

not taken place.

Memory saver
A MEMORY saving tip when you require the

use of inverse graphics in print statements
has been submitted by Richard Wildash of

Basingstoke, Hampshire. For instance,
you may require a line of inverse spaces,
he writes. Normally, the line looks like
this:
PRINT CHR$ (128);CHR$ (128); etc.

My trick is to reserve my first line of

90 LET A = 3
100 LET B = 3
110 LET A = A + RND(3)
120 LET B = B + RND(3)
130 IF A>30 AND B>30 THEN GO TO 530
140 IF A>30 THEN GO TO 560
150 IF B>30 THEN GO TO 580
160 FOR L = 1 TO 2
170 IF L = 1 THEN LET PS = X$
180 IF L = 2 THEN LET P$ = Y$
190 LET C = (L =1) AND A OR (L = 2) AND B
200 FOR J = 1 TO 2

program as a print statement with spaces:

210 FOR K= 1 TO (C-3)
220 PRINT " ";

for games, etc.

10 PRINT "UP TO 32 SPACES" OR AS
MANY AS YOU REQUIRE

Then POKE, e.g., POKE 16428, 128 as

a direct command into the spaces the
graphic codes I require, the first space is
location 16428. When that is done, it is a
simple matter of bringing line 10 down to

the bottom position in program. This
trick is great for drawing playing boards

230 NEXT K
240 GO SUB 500 + J*10
250 IF C>29 THEN GO TO 290
260 FOR K = 1 TO (30-C)

Code conversion

280 NEXT K

ment calculator - lines 100 to 180 -

270 PRINT " ";

290 PRINT "ss"
300 NEXT J
310 PRINT
320 NEXT L
330 INPUT A$
340 CLS
350 GO TO 110
360 PRINT
370 PRINT "SAME AGAIN?"
380 INPUT C$
390 CLS
400 IF CODE(C$) = 62 THEN GO TO 90
410 PRINT "NEW RACERS?"
420 INPUT C$
430 CLS
440 IF CODE(C$) = 62 THEN GO TO 30
450 LIST
510 PRINT CHR$(128); CHRS(CODE(PS)+
128);'' ";
515 RETURN
520 PRINT CHR$(134);CHR$(131);CHR$
(135);

525 RETURN
530 PRINT "ddddddlTS A DRAWffffff"
540 GO TO 360

560 PRINT G$," ";X$;" s"
570 GO TO 360

580 PRINT G$," ";Y$;" s"

590 GO TO 360
Characters are indicated by lower-case letters,

e.g., d indicates the character at SHIFT D, f
the character at SHIFT F.

Cassette loading

THE first program is a decimal to binary,
Hexadecimal or octal converter - lines 1
to 55, while the second one is a displace-

writes Egidio Debono of Qormi, Malta.

Both are very useful when writing
programs in machine code.

RUN causes the first program to be
executed and RUN 100 executes the
second program. To exit from the first
program, either input a negative number

or a number greater than 32,767. The
second alternative is also valid for exiting
from the second program.

I have found that the shortest way of
inputting a number greater than 32,767 is

6**6 - 6 to the power of 6 - which
resolves to 46,656, in just three key
presses.

Here are some useful notes on the pro-

grams. Line 5 validates the input. Any

character other than "B", "H" or "0"
reduces the expression after GO SuB to 0,

and so the program is re -executed from
line 1 until the correct letter is pressed. If

"B" is input the program performs the
subroutine starting at line 39 - the character code for the letter "B". "H" directs
the program to line 45 while "0" to line
52.

LOADING a program from a cassette player

Those subroutines set the initial value
of three variables: H$, V and Q. Lines 6

not filled with a counter can be a hit-and-

to 28 contain the main procedure which is

miss affair writes E W Fothergill of
Lowton, Warrington in Cheshire.
If a small personal AM transistor radio
is placed near to the ZX-80, the charactPRACTICAL COMPUTING February 1981

based on the principle of keeping the
remainder after successive divisions by
two, eight or 16, depending whether you
are converting to binary, octal or Hex.

+ 1, then complement. Forward jump =
target address - jump address - 2.
The program expects the address in
decimal - there is no need to input the
greater address first - and returns the displacement in Hexadecimal. Of special
interest is line 150 which adds one to the
difference of the two addresses and only
subtracts three if N = 2, i.e., a Forward
Jump is being computed. Lines 155 and

160 perform the conversion to Hex.
Lines 165 and 170 complement the result

only if N = 1, i.e., a backward jump is
being calculated.
1 REM EAD (30/06/80) RUN 100 FOR
DISP.
2 CLS
3 PRINT "INPUT (B) IN (H) EX (0) CT"
4 INPUT M$
5 GO SUB -CODE(MS)*(MS = "B" OR

M$ = "H" OR M$ = "0")
6 CLS

7 PRINT " DECIMAL TO "; H$
8 PRINT
9 DIM F(Q)
10 LET A = 0
11 INPUT N

12 IF N<0 THEN STOP
13 FOR I = I TO 4
14 IF N<10**(5-1) THEN PRINT " ";
15 NEXT I

16 PRINT N; " = ";

17 LET X = N/V
18 LET R = N-X*V
19 LET F(Q-A)= R + 28

20 LETA=A+ 1

21 LET N = X
22 IF N>0 THEN GO TO 17
23 FOR I = 1 TO Q
24 PRINT CHR$(F(I));
25 LET F(I) =0
26 NEXT I

27 PRINT
28 GO TO 10
39 LET H$ = "BINARY"
40 LET V = 2

41 LET Q=16
42 RETURN
45 LET H$ = "HEXADECIMAL"
46 LET V =16
47 LET Q = 4
48 RETURN
52 LET H$ = "OCTAL"
53 LET V =8
54 LET Q =5
55 RETURN

100 PRINT "B/WARD JMP = 1",
105 PRINT "F/WARD JMP = 2"
110 INPUT N
115 PRINT N

120 PRINT "ADDR.1 = ";
125 INPUT A
130 PRINT A,

135 PRINT "ADDR.2 = ";
140 INPUT B
145 PRINT B

150 LET C = (ABS(A-B) + 1-(-3*(N = 2)))
155 LET D = C/16

160 LET E =C-D*16
165 LET D =ABS(D + I5*(N = 1))
170 LET E = ABS(E + 15*(N = 1))

175 PRINT "DISPLACEMENT = ";CHRS
(D + 28);CHR$(E + 28)
180 GO TO 110
115

MICRO MART
ICs
EPROMs 2708

MEMORIES
£6.50 each

EPROMs 2716 .... f11.50 each

21L02
4027
4116
2114
Z80 DEVICES
MK3880
MK3881 (P10)
MK3882 (CTC)

£0.80 each
£1.50 each
£3.95 each
i'.3.00 each

£9.50 each
£6.25 each
£6.25 each
VOLTAGE REGULATORS
80p each
7805
80p each
7812
80p each
7815
80p each
7824
7905
65p each
7912
65peach
7915
65peach
7918
65peach
65p each
7924
Add VAT and 30p P&P
to all orders

NASCOM-2
MEMORY 8K Microsoft BASIC 2K NAS-SYS 1
monitor 1K Video RAM 1K Workspace/User RAM
On -board 8 sockets provided for memory expansion
using standard 24 -pin devices:2708 EPROMS and
MK4118 static RAM. MICROPROCESSOR Z80A
which will run at 4MHz but is selectable between 2/4
MHz. HARDWARE Industrial standard 12" x 8"
PCB, through hole plated, masked and screen
printed.All bus lines are fully buffered onboard. INTERFACES Licon 57 key solid state

keyboard (included) Monitor/domestic TV interface
Kansas City cassette interface (300/1200 baud) or
RS232/20mA teletype interface.
The Nascom 2 kit is supplied complete with
construction article and extensive software manual
for the monitor and BASIC.
EXPANSION OPTIONS

MK4118 £10 «VATeach

60 lines per minute 80 characters per line
Bi-directional printing 10 line print buffer Automatic
CR/LF 96 characters ASCII set (includes upper/lower
case, $, £) Accepts 81" paper (pressure feed)
Accepts 91" paper (tractor feed)

Tractor/pressure feed Baud rate from
110 to 9600 External signal for optional
synchronisation of baud rate
Serial RS232 interface
Nascom Imp
Ribbon cartridge £6.60
+ VAT + 50p P&P

2000 sheets Fan Fold paper
£18.00 + VAT + £2.50 P&P

£325
Plus VAT

NEW
POCKET COMPUTER
FOR UNDER .E100 +VAT.
SHARP
PC -1211
It's true! A real computer that employs the BASIC

£00 Plus

NASCOM FIRMWARE IN EPROM NASCOM HARDWARE

NASCOM SOFTWARE ON TAPE
£15.00 - VAT

50p P&P

£30.00 + VAT 50p P&P

SHARP

£2.75 P&P

12" t 8" PCB carrying 5LSI MOS packages,16 1K MOS
memory packages and 33 TTL packages.There is
on -board interface for UHF or unmodulated video and
cassette or teletype. The 4K memory block is assigned
to the operating system and video display leaving
a 1K user RAM. The MPU is
Nascom- 1 Kit Price
the standard Z80 which is
capable of executing 158
instructions including all 8080
VAT
+ P& P £1.50
code. Built price £140 + VAT.

8K BASIC
ZEAP 2

Stock control & Sales/Purchase ledger
software now available.

The Nascom IMP (Impact Matrix Printer) features:

NASCOM-1

£30.00 -, VAT . 35p P&P
£50.00 + VAT + 50p P&P
£25.00 , VAT + 35p P&P
£37.50 + VAT + 35p P&P
£15.00 + VAT + 35p P&P
£40.00 + VAT + 35p P&P

supplied with 78 -key ASCII keyboard; 14K extended
BASIC; VDU (40 characters x 25 lines);fast cassette
facility;4K monitor ROM;80 x 50HR Graphics;and a
choice of 20K,32K or 48K of internal random access
memory.
A 50 -pin universal BUS connector allows the addition
of printer,floppy discs,etc.There is also a built-in
3 -octave music function.
20K System
£480 VAT
32K System
£529. VAT
MZ8OFD (twin floppies with 208K)
£780 + VAT
MZ80P3 Printer
£517 + VAT
MZ80 I/0 Interface
£99 + VAT

NASCOM IMP PLAIN
PAPER PRINTER

16K RAM B Board £140+VAT
32K RAM B Board £170+ VAT
48K RAM B Board £200 + VAT

NASPEN
ZEAP 2
NAS-SYS 1
NAS-DIS
NAS-DEBUG
NAS-SYS 3

SHARP'S DESK -TOP
BRAIN. MZ-80K
FROM
£480 Plus VAT
An amazing Z-80 controlled personal computer

Motherboard
Mini Motherboard
3 amp PSU
VERO DIP board
FRAME
8 Amp PSU Built
I/O Board
Buffer Board

£5.50 + VAT + 50p P&P
£2.90 + VAT + 50p P&P
£32.50 + VAT + £1.50 P&P
£12.50 + VAT + 50p P&P
£32.50 + VAT + £2.00 P&P
£140.00 + VAT + £2.75 P&P
£45.00. VAT + £1.00 P&P
£32.50 + VAT + 500 P&P

Microtype
Model 3 Case

£24.50 + VAT + £1.50 P&P

programming language and fits into a pocket!
The PC -1211 measures only 175mm wide by 70mm
deep by 15mm high and weighs a mere 170g (less than
6 ounces) yet look at its features! Up to 1424 program
steps, 80 character input line with full editing features,
18 user definable keys, 24 character alpha -numeric
LCD display and built-in tone function are included.
An optional cassette interface is available for loading
or dumping programs or data. The PC -1211 is battery
operated, has an auto power off
function,and maintains all
programs and data in its
Plus VAT + P&P £1.00
memory even after the power
(cassette interface £13.00
plus VAT P&P 50p)
has been turned off.

.26

NASBUS EPROM BOARD
Expands Nascoms 1 & 2 with up to 32K of
Eprom. Accepts 2708s or 2716s. Also 24 pin
socket for 8K ROM. Wait -state fitted for N2 users.
Board can also support Nascom Page Mode Scheme.

£55
VAT

(Kit)

£70 (Built & tested)
Plus £1.00 P&P
+ VAT

Prices correct at time of going to press.

INTERFACE COMPONENTS LTD.
OAKFIELD CORNER, SYCAMORE ROAD, AMERSHAM, BUCKS HP6 6SU

TELEPHONE: 02403 22307. TELEX 837788
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Tandy forum
String storage
THE PROBLEM of string storage is one

people avoid because "it's all too complicated" writes Ken Smith of Linton on
Ouse. The Level II manual gives little

encouragement as the treatment of

VARPTR is a little sketchy to say the
least. What is straightforward has taken
on the proportions of a monster. Let us

run through the problem in a slightly
different way and see if our TRS-80 is,
after all, being logical.
There are two distinct types of string as
far as the TRS-80 is concerned, one is the
literal and the other the variable:
A$ = "FRED"
Literal
Variable A$ = CHR$(70) + CHR$(82) +
CHR$(69)+ CHRS(68)

Both examples would have produced
A$ to equal FRED. The major difference

is that the literal requires no reserved

TANDY FORUM is devoted to the Tandy TRS-80.
Sometimes we will use it to pass on news about the TRS80 but, above all, it is for users, and would-be users, of
the well -established model I and now the new model II.
With your tips, queries, moans and comments, this page
can become a market -place for TRS-80 information.
reason for the maximum length of a string
being 255 bytes. So far so good.

Turn -on your TRS-80 and type in the
following:
10 A$ = "FRED"
20 A = VARPTR(A$)
30 PRINT A
40 PRINT PEEK(A)
50 B = PEEK(A + 1) + 256*PEEK(A + 2)
60 PRINT B
70 FORX = OTOPEEK(A)-1
80 PRINT PEEK(B + X),CHR$(PEEK
(B + X))

string space and is held in the portion of

90 NEXT

memory which contains that line, whereas
the variable is held in a reserved portion of
memory set aside specifically at run time
by the clear command. Now, there is the

Line 10 gives the machine a string on
which to work. Line 20 allocates 'A' the
beginning of the variable transfer address

that we have replaced the first character
of the string with a CHR$(191), which is,
as you should know, a graphics character.
The machine knows or cares not for that
subtle change and will display it normally
on the screen when asked. The interpreter,
however, usually uses the graphic codes as

compressed storage for the Basic commands so, when we list, the TRS-80 sees a
191 as a USING if you examine page E/1
or your Level II manual, those codes will
be explained.

By setting strings of a specific length
and then poking in the graphics or control

codes, we require, it is possible to build
some really elaborate graphics .

reason why we obtain the dreaded 0/S

for AS. Line 30 gives you a copy. Line 40
looks at the first location of the VARPTR

error. If we ask the machine to store more
string variables than it has set space aside
for, it blows. The authors of Level H

Line 50 has the address stored in the last

LISTING A is for crossword buffs - it
takes an anagram of up to 19 letters and

Basic Microsft 5.1 were very smart,

two bytes. As you probably know, the

gives solutions based on a random method

though. As you will recall, RUN executes

TRS-80 stores its numbers backwards, so
the first byte of the storage pair is the least

writes AJ Chadwick of Wembley Park,

significant and the second the most

Middlesex. To avoid giving the same
solution twice, it stores the result in an

must say so with a CLEAR in the program
itself. Remember, a CLEAR + NUMBER
will also dump all other variables to null
or zero, so use it very early.
That explanation should be enough for

significant. All you have to do to turn the

array. The program as listed is very simple

you to see that the process of storing

Line 60 passes the gem on. Line 70

strings is a simple matter of determining

starts a loop which is really 1 to LEN(A$),
but starting at zero so that you can use the

a clear 50 command automatically for
you. If you require more than that, you

whether it is a variable or literal and either
stashing it away in high RAM or leaving it

in the program line. The only thing the
machine has to do is to remember where it

put or left it. To that end, every time a
string variable is encountered at run time,

the TRS-80 will hold the details of that
string in a form of buffer area. It is the
information contained in the buffer that is
made available to you by VARPTR.

The only information required about
where you have stored or left something

in question. That is where the length is
held - it is a 4.

storage bytes into a decimal number is
multiply the most significant byte, A + 2,

Anagram method

and could be built on by, say, storing
letters already known in the solution. It

by 256 and add the result to the least

can, of course, be used the other way

significant byte, A+ 1.

around for creating anagrams.
Listing B is for those who do not have a
re -number facility or append a program.
It is very simple and I store it in lines 1-9

numbers more easily. Line 80 prints the
contents of the memory locations holding
our string, displaying the raw numbers
and the ASCII characters they represent.
Line 90 continues the operation until the
whole word has been displayed.

What we have discovered is the real
location of A$ in the memory and had a
PEEK at it. Now we know where it is we

of each program. Lines can be re-

numbered, starting at a number and in
increments of your choice. The program

being appended must have lines numbered greater than those in the stored
program. You cannot of course use line
numbers 1-9 and your start line must be
greater than nine.
Words of warning: the re -number does

not action GOTOs etc. If you fail to

can have some real fun.
POKE B, 191

follow the command in line 2, you do not,

is: how big? And where? Each string
variable is allocated three bytes in the
buffer to store just that information;

Now list the program if nothing has

of course, append the program. If line

changed, you have either miskeyed or for

length and position. The first byte for the
length and the last two for position.

cleared down. Type RUN and try again.

numbers on the tape are lower than those
stored in memory, you cannot edit them
out - you have to start again.
I have now had a TRS-80 for two years
and am delighted with my choice. Finally,

some reason the variables have been
All those with:

Why two bytes should be used for a
memory location should be evident and

You should now try PRINT A$ and be

the single -byte allocation to length is the

further amazed. What has happened is

10 A$ = "USINGRED"

Listing A
10 CLS

O UEAP8000.
7.0 DEFSTP H

40 DEFINT
50 DIM NN,,E,00

60 INFOT"ONNORNM FOR olio- MORE THAN 19 LETTERS PLEASE) .;AB
XI.LEN(ABA:IFX1<STHEN60
00 AA,1)=LEFTT(A6,1:AAX1)=RIGHTS(A8,11,AA,50)=ABC-7601.FORX6=X1-ITCUSTEP-1.

X7T,NEXTX6:X7=X7+50
90 FOF.21001-1.AA,X2,--MIDVAB.X2,1):NEXT
-2

100 X5.51

110 FOR.X2621T0M+20NA,X2)..*.:NEXT
120
130
140
150
160
170

RANDOM
FORX2.170X1
X3=RND(X1+20):IFX3621THEN140
IFAA(X3)=.*.THENAA(X3)=AA(X2)ELSE140
NEXT
AC=..:FORX2.2170(X1+20):AC=AC+AA(X2):NEXT

PRACTICAL COMPUTING February 1981

180
200
210
220

keep up the good work; an excellent
magazine.

FORX4=5070)45.1FAA(X4)=ACJHEN110
NEXT
PRINTAC+. .;:AA(X5)=AC.X5=X5+11IF(X5.800)OR(X5=T7)THEN60
0070110

Listing B
1 X0=17129,X1=01X2.101CLS:INPUT.APPEND PROGRAM(0) RENUMBER(2) RUN(3).;X3.IFX3>0T
HEN4
2 PRINT"TYPE CLOAD FOLLOWED BY P0KE16548.233 AND POKE16549,66.:IFREEK(16633)>ITH
ENPOKE16548,PEEK(16633)-2:P0KE16549,PEEK(16634).END
3 POKE16548,PEEK(16633)+254:P0KE16549,PEEK(16634)-1:END

4 IFX302THENGOTO9
5 INPUT"PROGRAM LINE INCREMENT"iX6.INPUT.STARTING AT";X50(2=X6,X1=INT(X5/256):X7
=X6*(XI*256):IFX2>256THEW1=X1+1:02.X2-256
6 FORX3A1T09.X0=PEEK(X0)+256*PEEK(X0+1):NEXTX3:FORX4.1705000:PRINT80,X4.IFPEEK(X
0+1)>OTHENPOKE(X0+3),11,POKE(X0+2),X2IX0=PEEK(X0)+256*PEEK(X0+1)
7 02.02+X61IFX2<257THENNEXTX4:GOTO1
8 X1=X1+1,X2=X2-256.NEXTX41GOTO1
9 PRINT.DONT FORGET -- IF YOU HAVE USED RENUMBER THEN GOTO'S MUST BE
CHANGED":F0RX3=1701000:NEXT
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SUN BUSINESS

SOFTWARE FOR
THE SUPERBRAIN

Purchase Ledger
Sales Ledger
Nominal Ledger
Stock Control
Wages & Salaries
All Above Fully Integrated
Wordstar with Mailmerge

£250
£250
£250
£250
£250
£1000
£350
£160
£225

Datastar

TTY Terminal Emulator
Sun `IY THE Database System
for Superbrain

£400

ORDER DIRECT BY MAIL OR THROUGH ANY SUN AUTHORISED
DEALER.
ALL PROGRAMS COMPLETE WITH FULLY SUPPORTING
DOCUMENTATION AND LICENSING AGREEMENT.
PRICES EXCLUDE VAT.

POST TO: SUN COMPUTING SERVICES LTD, FREEPOST,
FELTHAM, MIDDLESEX TW14 8BR. TEL. 01-751 5044
for my Superbrain Ser. No.

PLEASE SEND ME:
P. LEDGER @ £250
S. LEDGER @ £250
N. LEDGER @ £250
STOCK CON. @ £250
WAGES & SAL. @ £250
FULLY INT. ABOVE
@ £1000

QTY

QTY
W'STAR @ £350
D'STAR @ £160
TTY EM. @ £225
SUN 'D' @ £400
plus VAT @ 15%
TOTAL
ENCLOSED
Circle No. 188
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6502 Special
Question of connection
I HAVE an enhanced Ohio Challenger
with RS232 interface at 110 baud and a
1

Teletype with 110 baud V24 interface
writes Tony Goodhew of Peterborough,
Cambridgeshire. How do I connect them
so that I can print and use papertape I/O?

I am thinking in terms of a battery powered black -box, switched on/off by
the relay in the computer to save energy
drain. I need a circuit diagram and components list and would be most grateful
for a solution. I would also like other
Ohio users in the Peterborough area to
contact me to exchange ideas: 60 Wype
Road, Eastrea, Whittlesey, Peterborough

THE 6502 SPECIAL is dedicated exclusively to the exchange

of information between 6502 users. It is up to you, the
reader, to help establish this page with your ideas, problems
and guidance for other 6502 users. Please mark your letters

6502 Special. We pay £5 for each contribution published.
30 GO TO 10
SAVE
RUN

Where A = Row Address under investigation. Typing SAVE before RUN makes
the display run slowly enough to be read.

program works as follows: after a LIST
the CPU is sent to pick up a pointer at
locations four and five which normally

points to the OK message printer by
changing the pointer to the Basic code for:

"Go and execute the next Basic statement". The machine can be fooled into

To find the location to PEEK for a particular key combination, press that
combination and the location will be dis-

continuing the program.

Special page tips

played.

A5C2(Hex)

AFTER a cold -start, the UK101 always

same row address where one key will be
chosen from a selection, i.e., C for Crawl,
F for Fast, W for Wait etc.

PE7 2HG.

generates an identical sequence of random

numbers writes Stewart Peppiatt of
Chelmsford, Essex. That can be overcome

To enable you to use keys not in the

10 POKE 11,0
20 POKE 12,253
30 X = USR (X)
40 PEEK (531)

for example in a games program, by
calling the function several times:
10 INPUT' Seed ";S: FOR I =1 TO S: X =
RND(1): NEXT

However, an easier and quicker way is
to POKE directly into the memory used to
hold the random number, i.e., 212 to 215.
The first byte also contains the sign bit, so
it is best to use memory 213:
10 INPUT"Seed ";S: POKE 213, S AND 255

ANDing S with 255 ensures that the
number POKED into memory is not over range.

The numbers given in the keyboard polling array, e.g., 191 and 223, look very
illogical until it is realised they are given
by the expression:
(255 - 2n)

where n is the row/column number. Many
do not realise that using this, it is possible

to detect and interpret two keys pressed

simultaneously in the same row. For
example, if both columns two and five are
pressed then the necessary PEEKing will
give a result:
255 - 22 - 25 = 219
In general, column C has been pressed if
(PEEK(57088) AND 2c) = 0

To determine whether, for example,
key three, column five, has been pressed,
regardless of other keys use a sequence:
10 POKE 530,1: K = 57088
20 POKE K, 127
30 IF (PEEK(K) AND 32) = 0 THEN .
where 25 = 32.

Returns the decimal character code of

the key being pressed. To return the
character itself change
40 CHR$ (PEEK(531))

To try that:
40 IF CHR$ (PEEK(531)) = "Z" THEN ....

where Z = key character from which you
want a response from. Does anyone know

what Error Code B - character 212 means?

List problems
JACK PIKE presumably has the same
problem with LIST on Superboard as he
would have on the UK101 writes Alfred

Pauson of Bearsden, Glasgow. The

following is an attempt to answer the
question he put in the November issue.

Memory locations three, four and five
contain the instruction JMP $A8C3. The

routine at $A8C3 prints a sequence of
characters terminated by a null; the low
and high bytes of the start address are

Pike does not want the program to

use a PEEK instruction to look at the

IN REPLY to Jack Pike's letter in the

individual shift keys with the shift lock
key down, by PEEKing 250 for the left
shift key instead of 251 and 252 for the

November issue I have solved the problem
of using the LIST command within a program writes Steve Purdy of Down Place,

possibilities, this program is useful:
10 POKE 57088,A
20 PRINT PEEK (57088)
PRACTICAL COMPUTING February 1981

command -mode OK message can be
changed to anything you want using this

Basic program which uses the unused
RAM below the program text area and
thus does not affect operations at all.
10 INPUT"MESSAGE PLEASE";A$
20 FOR X = 560 TO 569
30 READ D:POKE X,D:NEXT
40 FOR X =1 TO LEN(A$)
50 D = ASC(MID$(AS,X,1)) : POKE 569 + X,
D:NEXT
60 FOR X = 570 + LEN(A$) TO 573 + LEN(A$)
70 READ D: POKE X,D:NEXT
80 POKE @,48: POKE 5,2
90 DATA 160,2,169,55,76,195,168,10,13,10,
10,10,13,0
99 NEW

The program will be in operation until a
cold -start is performed or until you Poke
4,195 and Poke 5,168 which returns the
machine to normal. Line 99 is included to
self-destruct and leave the machine in the
normal command mode.

Although I have a UK101 on which
these programs were written, I believe all

Check -sum loader

Second solution

Jefferey Clarke of Potton, Bedfordshire.
In fact, it is possible to recognise any key
combination -in a row. To investigate the

pointer back to A8C3(Hex) to enable the
machine to function correctly in future.
By using the same pointers, the

ates that the machine has finished doing
as instructed, i.e., that the command or
program has terminated.

WITH reference to Superboard tips in the
November 1980 edition, it is possible to

right shift key instead of 253 writes

Print starts a new line as List leaves the

machine as if its last command was a
PRINT" "; The final two Pokes put the

the techniques used are identical on the

Key combination

.

LIST DOES ITS JOB

specified in the X and Y registers respectively. That is usually the OK which indic-

terminate; he wants a return to the point
immediately after the call of LIST. All
that is required, therefore, is to poke location three with an RTS instruction - 60

.

The first two pokes set this pointer to

Hexadecimal.

near Windsor, Berkshire, so that it does
not terminate the program, as follows:

Superboard.
IAN PAWSON of Leicester has sent 6502
Special a check -sum loader program for
the UK101 and gives assembler and a Hex

dump. The following notes apply to the
program, he writes.

The program lists a eighth check -sum
loader for the UK101. It sits at the top of

the eighth K and the entry address is
$1EFD. That can be changed in line 20.
Two monitor routines are used - input
and output - and these are shown for the
GEGMON monitor in lines 70 and 80.
They will have to be changed for either of
the two other monitors.
Because the assembler does not output

100 POKE 4,194: POKE 5,165: LIST LN-LN:
PRINT: POKE 4,195: POKE 5,168

a re -start address as most check -sum
savers do, hitting the SPACE bar at the

Where LNs are line numbers and can be

end of the load, or at any time, will cause
a jump to the monitor at $FE00. That is in

used exactly as in the command mode,
i.e., either or both may be left out. The

line 890.

(continued on next page)
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6502 Special
(continued from previous page)
A
10 0000
20 1EFD
30 lEFD
40 1EFD
50 1EFD
60 1EFD
70 1EFD
80 lEFD
90 1EFD
100 IFOO
110 1F02
120 1F04
130 1F06
140 1F08
150 1FOB
160 1FOE

170 1F11
180.1F14
190 1F17
200 1F19
210 1F1C
220 1F1F
230 1F22
240 1F23
250 1F26
260 1F28
270 1F28
280 1F20
290 IF2E
300 1F2F
310 1F31
320 1F34
330 1F36
340 1F37
350 1F38
360 1F3A
370 1F3C
380 1F3E
390 1F3F
400 1F41
410 1F44
420 1F47
430 1F49
440 1F4C
450 1F4F
460 1F51
470 1F53
480 1F56
490 1F58
500 1F5B
510 1F5C
520 1F5E
530 1F60
540 1F63
550 1F66
560 1F69
570 1F68
580 1F6D
590 1F6F
600 1F72
610 1F73
620 1F76
630 1F79
640 1F72
650 IF7E
660 1F81
670 1F82
680 1F85
690 1F88
700 1F8A
710 1F8C
720 IF8E
730 1F90
740 1F91
750 1F92
760 1F93
770 1F94
780 1F96
790 1F97
800 1F9A
810 1F9B
820 1F9D
830 1FAO
840 IFA1
850 1FA3
860 1FA6
870 1FA9
880 1FAC
890 1FAE

120

20A11F
C932

BEN

F013
C924
D0F5
20821F

804202
20821F
804102
4C841F
A900
884102
804202
206F1F

81

AA

206F1F
B5FA
206F1F
85F9
8A
48

23

A200
206F1F
81F9
68
AA
E6F9

0002
E6FA
CA
DOEC
20821F
CD4202
8008
20821F
CD4102
A000
298C1F
F006
209BFF
C8
00F5
A900

22

24
26

85

880302
2046FB
2098FF
C947
DOF1
FO8E
20821F

SUM1

18

684102
884102
9003
EE4202
A04002

B7

60

20851F
20A11F
C941
9002
E907
290F
OA
OA

SUM2
SUM3

28

OA

OA
A004
2A
2E4002
88
DOF9
A04002
60
A9FF

880302
2046F8
2C0302
3003
4COCFE

89

OUT

900 1FB1 4C9BFF
910 1F84 A900
;CHECKSUM LOADER 920 1F86 800302
*=41EFD
930 1F89 6C4102
S1=$0240
;TEMP DATA STORE 940 IFBC OD
S2=$0241
940 1FEID OA
S3=$0242
940 IFBE OA
SAVE=$0203
;SAVE FLAG
950 1FBF 4F
OUTPUT=$FF9B ;OUTPUT ROUTINE
950 1FC0 42
INPUT=$F246 ;INPUT ROUTINE
950 1FC1 4A
JSR OUT
950 1FC2 45
CMP £538
950 1FC3 43
BEG 21
950 1FC4 54
CMP C$24
950 1FC5 20
BNE BEN
950 1FC6 43
JSR SUM2
950 1FC7 48
STA 53
950 1FC8 45
JSR SUM2
950 1FC9 43
STA 52
950 1FCA 48
JMP MESS
950 IFCB 53
LDA £500
950 1FCC 55
STA S2
950 IFCD 4D
STA S3
950 1FCE 20
JSR SUM1
950 1FCF 45
TAX
950 IFDO 52
JSR SUM1
950 IFD1 52
STA $FA
950 1FD2 4F
JSR SUM1
950 1FD3 52
STA $F9
960 1F-04 OD
TXA
960 1FD5 OA
PHA
960 1FD6 OA
LOX £400
960 1FD7 52
JSR SUM1
960 1FD8 45
STA ($F9,X)
960 1FD9 57
PLA
960 1FDA 49
TAX
960 1FOB 4E
INC $F9
960 IFDC 44
BNE 82
960 IFDD 20
INC $FA
960 IFDE 50
DEX
960 1FDF 41
BNE 83
960 1FE0 53
JSR SUM2
960 IFE1 54
CMP S3
960 1FE2 20
BNE B4
960 IFE3 45
JSR SUM2
960 IFE4 52
CMP S2
960 1FE5 52
960 1FE6 4F
LDY C$00
960 1FE7 52
LOA MESS2tY
970 1FE8 20
BEG B5
970 1FE9 28
JSR OUTPUT
970 1FEA 20
INY
970 1FEB 54
BNE 86
970 1FEE 59
LDA £$00
970 1FED 50
STA SAVE
970 1FEE 45
JSR INPUT
970 1FEF 20
JSR OUTPUT
970 1FF0 47
CMP k$47
970 IFF1 20
BNE 85
970 1FF2 54
BEG BGN
970 1FF3 4F
JSR SUM2
970 1FF4 20
CLC
970 1FF5 52
ADC S2
970 1FF6 45
970 1FF7 53
STA S2
970 1FF8 54
BCC 87
INC S3
970 IFF9 41
LDA Si
970 1FFA 52
RTS
970 1FFB 54
JSR SUM3
980 1FFC OD
JSR OUT
980 1FFD OA
CMP C$41
980 1FFE OA
BCC 28
980 1FFF 00

SBC
AND
ASL
ASL
ASL
ASL
LDY
ROL
ROL
DEY
BNE
LDA
RTS
LDA
STA
JSR
BIT
BMI
JMP

C$07
£$OF
A
A
A
A
C$04
A
S1
B9
S1
L$FF
SAVE
INPUT
SAVE
812
SFEOC

1JUMP OUT ADDRESS

MESS2

.BYTE 13,10,10o'REWIND PAST ERROR'

.BYTE

D

E

F

0

IF8D
1F9D
1FAD
1FBD
1FCD
IFDD
1FED
IFFD

07

Al
20
02
48
CA
02
A9
8E
AD
29
40
4C
OA
20
50
45
OA

IF
82
20
A2
DO
FO
00
20
40
OF
02
OC
4F
45
41
20
00

C9
IF
6F
00
EC
AC
80
B2
02
OA
60
FE
42
52
53
47

AD
03

OA
48
20
50

OA

- TYPE G TO RESTART'

'

.BYTE 13.10,10+0

20
02
42
8A
FA
F5
FO
02

OUTPUT
C$00
SAVE
(S2)
.BYTE 13,10,10
.BYTE 'OBJECT CHECKSUM ERROR'

1EFD
1F0D
1F18
1F28
1F38
1F4D
1F5D
1F60

41

JMP
LDA
STA
JMP

212
MESS

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

3B FO 13 C9 24 DO F5 20 82
8D 41 02 4C 84 1F A9 00 8D
IF AA 20 6F 1F 85 FA 20 6F
20 6F 1F 81 F9 68 AA E6 F9
20 82 1F CD 42 02 DO 08 20
AO 00 29 BC iF FO 06 20 92
03 02 20 46 FB 20 92 FF C9
IF 18 6D 41 02 80 41 02 90
60 20 85 1F 20 Al 1F C9 41
OA OA OA AO 04 2A 2E 40 02
A9 FF 6D 03 02 20 46 F8 2C
4C 98 FF A9 00 8D 03 02 6C
4A 45 43 54 20 43 48 45 43
52 4F 52 OD OA OA 52 45 57
54 20 45 52 52 4F 52 20 2D
20 54 4F 20 52 45 53 54 41

A
B
C
IF 80 42
41 02 8D
IF 85 F9

DO 02 E6
82 iF CD
FF C8 DO
47 DO Fl
03 EE 42
90 02 E9
88 DO F9
03 02 30
41 02 OD
48 53 55
49 4E 44
20 54 59
52 54 OD
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Apple Pie
Find, a search program
THIS MACHINE -code program searches for

the occurrence of variables, strings, part
strings, program tokens, and in fact any-

This section is open to the Apple user. In every issue we hope to print
ideas, hints and comments about the Apple and its suppliers. They must
come from you, so write and tell us what you know.

thing whose first character is non -numeric

elsewhere, the line number in which it

within Applesoft/Palsoft program lines

occurs will also be reported.

writes Mike Perry.

Once loaded, the program can be run
from the monitor with 300G, return, or

The program was written on an ITT
2020 using the mini -assembler provided by

from Applesoft/Palsoft with a CALL

ITT for those users who do not have the

768, return. Once I had discovered that, I
decided to use the '&' facility. When
Applesoft/Palsoft encounters an %Fe as
the first character of a Basic line, in either

Integer Basic ROMS. It will work equally
well for those who have Palsoft in ROM
and no integer on Apples.
An understanding of the way Applesoft/
Palsoft programs are stored in memory is

required to follow the way the program
works.. This schematic illustrates this:
0-OFF
Page 0: used by the monitor and
Applesoft/Palsoft
100-1FF Page 1: the subroutine stack
200-2FF Page 2: the keyboard input buffer
300-3FF Page 3: some space for machine

400-7FF

800801
802

code programs, and DOS entry
points.
Pages 4-7: first screen buffer
Start of RAM

OE

08

immediate or deferred mode, a jump to

3F8 is performed and any program

pointed to by those locations is executed.
By placing 4C 00 03, Jump 0300, in locations 3F8,3F9,3FA the `&' command will

run a program starting at $300, e.g., &
(return).
START

300- 08

PHP

301- A2 05

LDX £$05

303- B5 00
305- 48
306- CA
307- DO FA

LDA $00,x
PHA
DEX
count = count -1
BNE $0303 if not zero so
round again
LDA f$01 Put start
locations in two,
three

Address of the next Basic line in this case 080E

803

OA

804

00

805

XX
XX
XX
XX Tokens and characters making up
this Basic line
XX
XX
XX
XX
00 The end of Basic line token

806
807
808
809
80A
80B
80C
80D
80E
80F

Line number of this Basic line in this case 000A = 10

18

08

Address of the next Basic line in this case 0818

810

OF

811

00

812
813
814

YY
YY
YY

815

816
817
818
819
81A

YY
YY
00

309- A9 01
30B- 85 02
30D- A9 08

313- 85 00

315- A5 03
317- C9 00

Tokens and characters making up

319- FO 48
31B- 85 01
NEXT LINE

31D- A000
End of this Basic line

ETC
ETC
ETC

If the address of a Basic line is 00 00,

that indicates the end of the Basic

31F- B1 00

321- EA
322- 99 02 00

program. The program sits in page three,

and protected when loading and saving
are taking place. It is not protected during

i.e., 0801 in two,
three

STA $00
LDA $03

CMP f$00

325- CO 03

Test for end of

Basic program address = 0?
BEQ $0363 Yes - end
STA $01

LDY f$00

Set up pointers
in two -five for
this Basic line
LDA ($00),YSet counter to
zero

NOP
STA$0002,Y Indexed so that
first time
around, 803-806
are placed in

long ($70) and starts at $300.

327- FO 04

CPY £$03

Around four

times?
BEQ $032D Yes goto next
character
INY
No increment
counter

- I always use line 0 - the name of the

329- C8

variable or string, etc., you wish to find,

32A- 4C IF 03 JMP $03 IF Go round again
NEXT CHARACTER

e.g., 0 R7$(X (return). That would be perfectly acceptable, as no syntax checking is

done in Applesoft/Palsoft until RUN
time. Make sure that this search statement
is the first line of your program.
If you have a disc system then BRUN
FIND and the machine -code program will
be loaded into page three and it will start
running. The program will always find the
variable, etc., that you are searching for in

line 0 if, like me use line 0 to hold the
variable etc. If the variable, etc., occurs
PRACTICAL COMPUTING February 1981

32D- C8
32E- B1 00

330- C9 00
332- FO DD

INY

LDA($00),Y Obtain next
character
CMP f$00 End of Basic
program line?
BEQ $0311

LDX f$00

353- A5 005

LDA $05

Set counter to
zero
INX
Increment
33F- E8
counter
INY
Increment
340- C8
pointer
341- BD 05 08 LDA$0805,X Obtain next
test character
344- C9 00
CMP f$00 End of test
characters?
346- FO 09
BEQ $0351 Yes - so print
the line number
348- B1 00
LDA ($00),Y
34A- DD 05 08 CMP$0805,X Does it match?
34D- FO FO
BEQ $033F So far so good,
go round again
34F- DO DD
BNE $032E No good, go start
again
SUCCESS
351- 98
TYA
352- 48
PHA
Save the Y
register on the
stack

Yes - go to new
address

334- CD 05 08 CMP $0805 Match with test
character?
337- FO 04 BEQ $033D
Yes - go to
match
339- C8
INY
No
33A- 4C 2E 03 JMP $032E Obtain next
character

Put the line
number in A,X

355- A6 04
LDX $04
357- 20 24 ED JSR $ED24
35A- 20 8E FD JSR $FD8E Print a carriage
return monitor
35D- 68
PLA
Restore the Y
register

35E- A8
TAY
35F- C8
INY
360- 4C 2E 03 JMP $032E Go try again
END
363- A2 00

LDX f$00

365- 68
366- 95 00
368- E8

PLA
STA $00,X
INX
CPX £$05 Done six times?

369- EO 05

Transfer two,
three to zero, one

two -five

a DOS boot. The program is 112 bytes
To operate, enter as the first Basic line

STA $02
LDA £$08

30E- 85 03
STA $03
NEW ADDRESS
311- A5 02
LDA $02

Line number of this Basic line in this case 000F = 15

this Basic line

Save status
register and the
contents of
locations
zero to five on
the stack. We
need some page
zero room.

MATCH
33D- A2 00

Set counter to
zero

36B- DO F8
BNE $0365
36D- 4C DO 03 JMP $03D0
36D- 4C 3C D4 JMP $D43C Back to Basic
:ICAL L - 1 1

*30c

030(p0308031003180320-

3FT
08 A2 05 85 00 48. CA nO

FA A9 01 85 02 A9 08 85
03 A5 02 85 00 A5 03 29
00 FO 48 85 01 AO 00 Et:
00 EA 99 02 00 CO 03 FO

0328- 04 28 4C IF 02 CE: 81 00

0330- C9 ac FO DO CD 05
FO
0338- 04 C8 42 2E 03 A2 00 E8.
0340- CB BE' 05 08 r9 00 F')
0348- Ell 00 00 05 08 F0 FO 00

0350- DO 98 48 A5 05 A6 04 20
0358- 24 ED 20 88 FD 48 A8 C8
0340- 4C 2E 03 A2 00 68 95 00
0368- E8 tO 05 DO F8 4C DO OS
0370-- 08 4A 4A 4A 4A 26 3C 4A

0378- 2e. 2A ID 66 09 91 40 08
038003880390039803A003A803800388030003080300030803E003E803F0-

A5
40
09
99
91
FE
FF
FF
FF
FF
4C
AA
OE
AA
59

2A
08
91
0A
40
FF
FF
FF
FF
FF
BF
40
90
60
FA

29
A5
40
4A
A6
FF
FF
FF
FF
FF
90
85
40
40
BF

07 10 99
3029 07
r8 CA 10
4A 4A OD
28 40 FF
FF FE FF
FF FF FF
FF FF FF
FF FF FF
FF 34 FF
4C 84 90
B7 AD OF
AD r7 AA
51 A8 EA
90 38 40

C9
10
B3
FF
FF
FF
FF
FF
FF
FF
40
9D
AC
EA
00

91
CC
AD
09
FF
FF
FF
FE
FF
FF
FD
AC
r1
40
03

03F8- 4C 00 03 4C 65 FF 65 FF
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SOFTWARE FOR CP/IV1®
HIGH QUALITY SOFTWARE - WITH HIGH QUALITY SERVICE

£250
YVORDSTAR - Professional word processing software. On -screen formatting,
wordwrap, pagination, line and character count on view. Micro -justification on
daisy -wheel printer. Search and replace. Block/paragraph manipulation. External

IBM - CP/M COMPATIBILITY - Powerful utility giving micro's the ability to
act as IBM Data Preparation system with added benefit of micro processed data

file read/write. Background printing during editing etc.
MAIL -MERGE Wordstar enhancement for personalising documents.
CONFIGURABLE BUSINESS SYSTEM (CBS/- Unique information
management system with user definable files, powerful report generator, menu-

CIS - COBOL - ANSI '74 implementation to full level 1 standard. Supports
random, indexed and sequential files, features for conversational working,
screen control, interactive debugging, program segmentation etc.

£425

FORMS -2. Automatic COBOL code generator for screen formats
CBASIC-2 - Extended Disk Basic pseudo compiler and run-time interpreter.
Widely used for commercial packages
MICROSOFT BASIC INTERPRETER
MICROSOFT BASIC COMPILER
MICROSOFT FORTRAN COMPILER

£100

STRUCTURED BASIC - Relocatable compiler combining the flexibilty of
Basic with the power of advanced structured techniques
SUPERSORT Sort, merge and selection program
WORDMASTER - Full screen text editor
TEXTWRITER III Text formatter with many features
STATISTICAL & MATHS ROUTINES - Over 40 useful routines easily used.

£140

£85

£175
driven for ease of use. No programming experience necessary!
SELECTOR III C2 - Information management system written in CBASIC-2.
Maintains multi -key data base files and produces sorted formatted reports.
£185
Package includes simple application programs.
SELECTOR IV Upward compatible enhanced version of Selector. Includes
£300
file format conversion, field computation, global search and replace, enhanced
report formatter etc.
GLECTOR - Superior General Ledger application utilising the power of Selector £200
MAGSAM Keyed file management system for use with CBASIC-2. An extended
£130
version of ISAM includes secondary indexing and deleted space reclamation.
ACCOUNTING PACKAGES by Median Tec, PAYROLL, SALES, PURCHASE, £500
NOMINAL Specially developed by UK software house to exacting specifications. each
Written in Microsoft Basic each package may be customised by end user, all are
widely used. Ledgers are open item. Payroll caters for weekly and monthly pay.
£150
PROJECT COST CONTROL - A comprehensive set of programs to monitor
budgets, account for expenditure and project completion etc. Ideally suited for
contractors. Written in CBASIC-2.

DATASTAR Data preparation facility with screen form design, field validation, £175
duplication etc. Menu driven. Compatible with CP/M and Wordstar files.

£110

being available to IBM computer and vice versa.

-

BSTAM Telecomms facility for exchanging files between CP/M computers.
Error detection and automatic retry with console messages.
Please contact us for availability of other products
All orders must be PREPAID. Add 50p per item P & P (Minimum El
CP/M is trade mark of Digital Research

£75

£155
£195
£270

£140
£85
£80

£150
£75

and VAT

TELESYSTEMS LTD
P.O. Box 12, GREAT MISSENDEN, BUCKS, HP16 9DD
Telephone (02406) 5314
Circle No. 189

PAYROLL 'PLUS'

£150 plus VAT

This must be the finest plain paper payroll available for the CBM PET.
It is designed to the Inland Revenue Specifications for Computerised Payroll. It uses plain computer paper throughout
and so avoids the need for expensive pre-printing and the annoyance of having to change the paper for specific uses.

Included in its coverage is the following: ALL Tax Codes. ALL NI Codes. Hourly, Weekly and Monthly paid staff - and
mixed on the same file disk. 3 rates of overtime which can be entered as amounts or as percentages for hourly staff, 5
Pre-tax adjustments - 2 of which may be pre-set to avoid re-entry each payday. 5 After tax adjustments - again 2 of
these may be pre-set. Easy manipulation of employee data - under a security password (which may be changed). Listing
for P35. Will handle up to 500 employees on one data disk - and all can be current. Employee deletion without affecting
totals.

Four choices of payroll run method: (1) Payslip print-out after each entry. 121 All entries made first, then continuous
print run. (31 Immediate payslip print run without entries - if payroll is suitable. (4) Select individual employees.
Payslips are very comprehensive and easy to read and payslips and copies are printed side by side so that the employers
copies may be kept in a continuous strip. The extra NI figures required for Contracted -Out employment are printed.
An analysis after the pay run gives Taxable Pay, Employers NI, Deducations and Totals - in other words, the actual cost
of the employment and this is in up to 26 separate groups. These are followed by the total Overtime hours for each of the
3 rates, then the full combined totals and a Cash Analysis.

Landsoft Payroll Programs are in use by a considerable number of Accountants and are known for their simplicity of
operation and 'User Friendliness'.

HOTEL GB

£350 plus VAT

This fast elegant program is the answer to the hoteliers dreams. It makes the invoicing of guests for their accommodation
and services extremely easy. No longer the chore of entering all the accommodation charges every night, the computer does
it automatically. At the touch of a few keys a guests account to date can be displayed and the bill printed with a copy for
the hotel.
Daily and period totals for 22 service items can be had whenever required. Also grand totals, Total debt to hotel. Items
deleted from accounts. Payments in cash. Payments by five different credit cards. Deposits etc.
Hardware and Software will cost little more than half the price of a custom guest billing machine - and the computer gives
the ability to do Payroll, Stock Control and General Accounts.

SUPERIOR PROGRAMS FOR THE 32K CBM AND CBM DISK

LANDSLER SOFTWARE 29a Tolworth Park Road, Surbiton, Surrey. 01-399 2476/7
Circle No. 190
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Pet corner
In my program, the As of the dummy
REM in line 0 started at location 1032.
There are still some limitations with the

Restoring lost listings
HERE IS a short machine -code program
which might be useful writes DF Haslam
of Stockport, Cheshire. Are there times

technique, however - occasionally,

some programs can produce spurious out -

when you have written or modified a
Basic program and at some stage

of -data errors. The only thing to do in
that case is to try another way of writing

performed the basic command NEW and
immediately wish you had not? I keep this
routine on my Novapac disc system and
by typing .OLD <cr>, it is a simple matter
to restore the lost Basic program. OLD is

the program. If anyone can find a reason
why this happens, I should be interested
to know.

The routine will input any text into the
string ASS whatever is typed on the keyboard. After the program has been loaded
and run successfully, the machine -code
loader in lines 63000 on can be deleted, as

my file name on disc.

However, the code is re -locatable and

could, therefore, be made amenable to
wherever in memory you may wish to
store it or load it too. It uses one subroutine in ROM, and is applicable to the

from experience would warn anyone

new ROM machines, also for its page zero
references. I have already found it useful
on a number of occasions.

lifted and damaged. I used sockets for my

planning to do that to invest in a solder
sucker. Removing the 4108s without one
was very difficult and some tracks were

4116s and then spent a worrying day
tracing loose contacts and shorts where
the board was damaged.
The link connections for 8K of 4116 are
not the same as for the 16K Pet with 4108s
and are as follows:

71

7404-

:=F,

74i764

AP
40E- B1 iF
740D- DO
740E- AO 04
7411412740'74-

LHE
14$0. 4

7.:11

L6

$7411

NY'

7171

7429-

i=15

4:: C4
1F

P Closed
R Open
S Closed

K Closed
*L Open
*These are the changes from the 8K Pet.

TIA

ADC $1F
LOT'

#$F20

=TA (V3R
LDH
RDC:

#$00
$

4;-3-

M Closed
N Open

*I Closed
J Closed

14'r'

211E

74137417- zic
7418- 35 iF
41A- AA
741E- A 0
741D741F- AF,
00
7421-

*A Open
B Open
*C Closed
D Closed
*E Open
*F Closed
H Open

$C442
$1F
#$02

Input from keyboard
JEREMY McGee of Maidenhead, Berk-

shire, has supplied Pet Corner with a
useful routine for accepting input from
the keyboard. Many Pet users, old and
new ROM, may have had the problem of

accepting a single line of text from the
keyboard he writes. INPUT will take in a
string but only if there are no commas or
colons.

742D- 35
# $03

Worse, that form of text input bombs out and returns to Basic if the return key
is typed. The question mark prompt can

$21;

also produce some meaningless questions.

This routine is also a good illustration
of a useful technique of incorporating a
short machine -code subroutine in a Basic

Listing of .OLD a machine -code pro gram which restores the Basic program
immediately after you had performed the
command NEW, i.e., before you enter a
new line number.

Upgrading to 16K

program. If the program is less than
80bytes long, it can be incorporated in a
REM line at the beginning of the Basic
program. Do that by producing a dummy
REM at the start - I suggest line 0. Fill
this with As. Then look for the start of the
As in memory thus:
FOR I = 1025 TO 1100: PRINT I, PEEK (I):
NEXT

M TUNBRIDGE Of Penrith, Cumbria writes

Type this as a command in direct mode.

in response to Peter Dolphin's letter in the
November issue. In theory, upgrading the

As soon as you see the number 65 -

Pet is very easy, he writes. 16K of 4116
can be obtained for £25 and as a 16K Pet
costs £100 more than an 8K Pet;
Commodore has soldered in the memory
chips to make this simple change harder.
I have upgraded my 8K to 16K and
PRACTICAL COMPUTING February 1981

ASCII A - appear on the right stop the
loop with the STOP key and note the

the machine -code subroutine will be saved
with the rest of the program. There will be

jibberish in the dummy REM line, so do
not type return over this line or you are
liable to corrupt the data. Thanks for an
excellently -produced magazine. Keep up
the good work.
Program 1: Input a line and transfer typed

data to input buffer at locations 10-80
decimal.
0442 AE FF 03 LDX S03FF ;clear X register to
zero
0445 20 CF FF JSR SFFCF
0448 C9 OD
CMP £SOD ;CR?
044A FO 05
BEQ + 5
;read all data
044C 95 OA
STA SOA,X ;transfer byte to
buffer
INX
044E E8
BNE -12 ;read next byte
044F DO F4
;store length of
0451 86 07
STX S07
text read
;return to Basic
RTS
0453 60

Program 2: Basic loader for program 1.
0 REM AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
63000 FOR I = 1032 TO 1049
63010 READ A: POKE I,A
63020 NEXT I: END
63030 DATA 175, 255, 3, 32, 207, 255, 201,
13, 240, 5, 149, 10

63040 DATA 232, 208, 244, 134, 7, 96

Program 3: Basic subroutine to input a
line and return text in AS.
62000 SYS 1032: ASS = "": IF PEEK (3) =
0 THEN PRINT
62010 IF PEEK (7) <> 0 THEN FOR I = 10
TO 9 + PEEK (7): ASS = ASS +
CHRS (PEEK (I)): NEXT
62020 IF ASS = " " THEN ASS = ""
62030 RETURN

Clever technique
READ with interest the letter by Bill
Skipton in the November 1980 issue of
I

your excellent magazine writes CM

stanford of Impetus Computer Systems
London NW4. I do not wish to become
involved with his comments about the
rights and wrongs of protecting programs.

However, Acraman's suggestion about
pointing line zero at itself works. I too
assumed that it would cause GOTO and
GOSUB to hang but I took the trouble to

try it before risking making a fool of
myself.

I do, however, like Skipton's suggestion

for those programmers who "find them-

it there - either in direct mode or by

selves knee-deep in Gosubs". It is an
example of extremely clever programming. However, there are two minor
problems: the Pet lacks an "ONERR"

using a loader such as that in program 2.

(continued on next page)

number on the left. That is the start of the
REM line. Assemble the machine -code
routine to start at this location and POKE
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Pet corner
(continued from previous page)

statement and it is also lacking a "POP"
statement. Otherwise his suggestion is
perfect.

I now turn my attention to the letter
from Philip Deakin in Pet Corner. Here,

we have someone who to my mind is
worse than Skipton in that he, indeed, has

Pet. Also, he evidently has Compu-

think disc drives and presumably a
manual. I would suggest that he read that

manual. While the coding that he has
given works perfectly, if he were to sub-

stitute line 120, for the following, his
entire letter would become unnecessary.
120 $X;1, "P 1 "

The semicolon after the X tells the disc
operating system that the overlay should

be a warm one and the variables are,
therefore, not re -set. Deakin obviously
does not have Commodore discs or he
would know that his line 120 invariable
does a warm overlay. Indeed, it is
frequently a problem when writing
complex business packages that if a small
program must call a larger program to be
overlaid then it is necessary to expand the
Basic area of memory and to commence

the larger program with the statement
CLR.

Format program
is fun writes HK Kohler of the
Department of Mechanical Engineering at
PET BASIC

Sheffield University - and useful, but
many users have been brought up on
Fortran. The facility missed most is the
ease of formatting output data by Fortran

format statements. On the Pet, printer
aspects are not too bad, though there are

some residual difficulties. On the Pet
screen, most attempts to present data in a

clear and well -tabulated manner are
doomed to disaster.

So, with the good string -handling

100 REM TEST ROUTINE
110 INPUT"FS$",FS$
120 OPEN2,4CMD2
PRINTFS$
140 GOSUB230
150 N=VAL(LEFT$<FS$,1))
160 F0=(SGN(RND(3)-.2))*(10t(KRND(3)-.5)42.1*N))
170 PRINTFO
180 GOSUB350
190 PRINTTAB(22);"4";V$;"4"
200 00T0160
210 REM+044:440 FORMAT

220 REM FS$="A.B.CD" DEFINES F(A.B,
230
240
250
260
270
280
290

REM C IS HO. OF SIG. FIGURES,
REM D=0 TO RIGHT PAD ZEROS,
REM D=" " TO RIGHT FAD BLANKS,
REM ENTER WITH VARIABLE 'F0',
REM RETURNS 'V$' OF LENGTH A+1:4-1
REM VAR. NAMES ALL '71+'
REM DECODE FORMAT
ZA=VAL(MID$(FS$,1,1))
310 ZB=VAL(MID$(FS$,3,1))
220 ZC=VAL<MID$(FS$,5,1))
ZZ$="000000000":28$="
:340 70=0:20$=ZB$IFRIGHT$(FS$,1)="0"THENZ0=1 ZO$=ZZ$
2:5n REM 404444* ENTRY IF FORMAT SET
360 ZO=FO
370 REM CHECK IF TOO SMALL, RETURN ZERO
80 IFABS(FC0>(.499+10.1.<-2B)))THEN420
390 V$=LEFT$KZB$(ZA-1))+"0.0"
400 V47=VS+LEFT$(Z0$,ZP-1::'):RETURN
410 REM MAKE FO + & KEEP SIGN
420 2S=SOH(F0),F0=F0+28
430 REM ROUND UP LAST DIGIT
440 IFF0((101.(-ZB))THENFO=(101(-ZB))+28:00T0420
450 REM GET MAGNITUDE OF FO
460 ZL=INT(LOG(F0)/LOG(10))
470 IFZL>(ZA-2)THENPRINT"F0 TOO BIG":V$=STR$(20) RETURN
480 REM ENSURE LAST DIGIT ALWAYS ROUNDED
490 ZW=ZC:IFZC)(ZB+ZL+1)THENZW=(ZB+ZL+1)
500 REM SET NO. OF SIG. FIGURES
510 FO=F0+(101.(ZW-ZL-1))
5=-'0 ZF=INT(F0+.000001)

530
540
550
560
570

FO=INT(F0+.5)
REM CHECK OVERFLOW OH ROUNDING AND
REM COMPENSATE IF NECESSARY
IFLEN(STR$(27))<LEN(STRVF0))THENZL=2L+1
IFZL>CZA-2)THENPRINT"F0 TOO DIG":V3=STR$(:0):RETURN

580 ZT$=MILSTR$(F0),2

There are, incidentally, many other
constraints. Suppose the number is too

590
600
610
620
630
640
650
660
670
680
590
700
710
720
730
740
750
760
770
780
790
800

big, or too small, or zero, or, more subtly,

810 VS=V$+"."+MID:V<Z84-.+204,),2L+3,2E)

abilities of Basic, why not write a simple
formatting program to improve matters?
What should it do? Well, naturally format

f(x.y) should mean x places before the
decimal point and y after; but what else?

It would be useful to avoid numbers
with an unrealistic number of significant

figures, so in addition the number of
significant figures in the data should be
definable. It would also be helpful to
choose to either right -justify with zeros,

or right justify with blanks, within the
available field, of width (x + y + 1).
It still does not sound too difficult,
until you try it. This subroutine is one

rather complicated attempt.

when rounded increases its numbers of
digits, or is less than in the least
1

significant figure, but greater than .5
beyond that, so has to carry into the

REM RESTORE SIGN
ZS$=" "+ZT$:IFZS=-1THENZS$="-"+ZT$
REM STRIP TRAILING ZEROS
ZG=LEN(ZS$):ZI=0
FORZJ=1TO<ZO-2)
IFASURIGHTS(ZE4,22J))=48THENZI=ZI+1 GOT0660
0010670
NEXT
ZS$=LEFT$(2S$,(ZG-ZI))
REM BRANCH IF V$ NEEDS 0.'
IFZL(OTHEN840
REM SET LEADING BLANKS
VS=LEFT$(23$,(ZA-ZL-2))
REM BRANCH IF NO DECIMAL PART, AND
REM NEEDS TRAILING BLANKS
IF(ZL+2-ZG)>OANDM=OTHEN760
GOT0780
Vlf=VS+LEFTV(ZS$+=4,),a+2)+LEFT$(2/4,2E+1),RETURN
REM INTEGER PART
V$=V$+LEFT$((23$+ZZ$),ZL+2)
REM IF NO TRAILING ZEROS, RETURN
IF(21.+2-.70)=0AND:O=OTHENVIt=V$+LEFT$(28$,28+1) RETURN

820 RETURN
880 REM FO <1.0
340 V$=LEFTI(2E$,(ZA-2))+LEFT$(23$,1)+"0."
850 V$=V$+LEFTS(ZZ$,(-1-2L))+MID$((ZS$+:717a),2,(ZB+ZL+1)) RETURN
READY.

format.

Any suggestions for an easier method
would be welcome, in the meantime, at
least this one works - probably.
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Micromouse
Chassis design
DESIGNING

a chassis means thinking about

size and shape, location of wheels and
method of steering. The first thing to do,

therefore, is to lay down your require-

ments. If you are designing for the

micromouse contest, it means racing
round a grid of 7in. squares at high speed.
Sterling Mouse runs at about Tin./second,

The Micromouse page is for anything that moves. It is
edited by Nick Smith who won the 1980 European Micro mouse Competition. The aim is to help readers who do

not have a clue where to start, learn enough to enter,
and perhaps win, the 1981 competition. We will pay the
usual £5 for each idea published.

is octagonal because the

although I was aiming for 18in./second.
High speed means a mouse which can

wonder how much he thought about the
software before he took that decision? A

drive round corners - rather than stop,
spin, and start - and that can go equally

toy car will always have trouble with

well forwards and backwards - useful for

Anyone with some bomb -proof rules
for steering a car backwards, should send

turn -ups give greater rigidity. It has four point contact with the ground with one of
the two ball -bearing stabilisers sprung to
allow for uneven ground.
Three-point contact needs the centre of

dead ends. As a simple test, draw what

corners and dead ends are a disaster.

reveal that

it

them to the Micromouse page. The gravity well away from the main drive

springs to mind.

I sat down with a ruler and compasses

alternative to reversing is three, or four-,

wheels or it might tip over. That will make

and produced an eliptical chassis with or eight- or more point turns. If you saw
a pair of independently -driven wheels the Pascal Mouse -Engine on the BBC

spinning about the axis harder on the

ball -bearing stabiliser fore and aft. That is

common axle to make sure the wheels are

a good, stable, mouse -like shape which
will slide round corners without stopping.
Being symmetrical, it will go forwards

parallel. The tyres are big and slightly

for steering on the short axis and a

The two drive wheels spin freely on a
spongy for excellent grip. The large gearwheels are glued to the tyres.

The smaller the diameter of your
mouse, the better as steering control

equally well as backwards.

That design lasted about a week.

Driving round corners requires great
precision in

becomes less critical. On the other hand,

terms of position and

stability will suffer, especially if your
mouse becomes taller at the same time.
Micromouse maze passages are about
61/2in. wide after '/zin. thick walls are

movement. Anything less is bound to
involve scraping the inside corner or
running into the facing wall. Building the
sensors required to monitor progress and

writing the software to interpret the information and control the steering are not

jobs for the faint-hearted. In the same
way, a reversible mouse requires more
sensors, and either two sets of instructions

- one for forwards and one for backwards - or one set three times as clever.
Sheer cowardice forced me, therefore,

motors.

Nick Smith and Sterling Mouse.

television program Nationwide you will
understand.

The Swiss mouse, Lami, was square
with four drive wheels, one parallel to

allowed for. Sterling at 5'/ in. diameter is
a little large, 4 1/2in.-5in. would be better.
Whether you are building a mouse, or a
robot, or whatever, always think about all

the mechanics, all the hardware and all
the software before doing anything. What
you finish with will inevitably be a com-

promise between performance, ease of

to use the standard robot design. A

each side. To discover how it could move
up, down, left or right with all four wheels

construction and ease of programming.

circular mouse can always go forwards no
matter where it goes. Even in a dead end it

on the ground see November, Practical
Computing. The software for Lami was

Weekend workshop

can turn round by spinning on its axis

probably reasonably simple as it never had

without any danger of crashing and then

to turn but I defy any amateur to build

wander forwards.

one, together with the fully -independent

weekend workshop for mouse builders at
the end of March or beginning of April. If

Peter Robinson, owner of the Pascal

suspension necessary for it to work

Mouse -Engine, told me he chose a toy -car

properly.
Looking at Sterling in greater detail will

chassis to save constructions time.
Close-up of the mouse's chassis.

I

EDDIE GEORGE

of ICL is organising a

you are interested in talking shop, and
carrying out trouble -shooting with
experts, you can reach him on Stoke on
Trent (0782) 29681.

Preliminary trials
of the 1981 micromouse
competition will be held in Paris at the
next Euromicro Symposium on SeptTHE FINALS

ember 7-10. Preliminary trials will be held
in Paris on May 5-7 and in London at the

Online Exhibition on July 28-31.
If last year is anything to go by, competing in a preliminary trial is a sure-fire
way of winning a prize. Only one of the
five mice present at last year's trials went
further than the first corner - yet they all
won a prize.

Whether your mouse is ready or not, I
strongly recommend that you go to one of
the trials. It gives you ideas and lets you
see how the competition is doing.

Send your entries to: Dr John Billingsley. Portsmouth Polytechnic, Department of Electrical and Electronic Engin-

eering, Anglesea Building, Anglesea
Road, Portsmouth, P01 3DJ.
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Book reviews
Copyright: intellectual property in the
information age

By E W Ploman and L C

print and let, of course, read,
Ploman and Hamilton have data and restore, for -next

formation is often published.

done an excellent job

in

making the complexities of this

esoteric but important subject

Hamilton. Published by Rout ledge and Kegan Paul, £12.50,
hardback, ISBN 0 7100 0539 3.

intelligible to the lay reader.

technical developments have greatly stretched
copyright legislation, by producing problems of definition
and practice which the original
framers of copyright laws did

for anyone who wishes to

RECENT

not foresee.
Photocopying machines, telecommunications and computers
have all uncovered ambiguities

or oversights in what is meant

The book is interesting, inform-

ative, and occasionally entertaining; it is valuable reading

loops, and - handled in a book describes how to use
most valuable and original way
- the construction of If -Then Else statements. Also chapters
on arrays, matrices, files, sorts,
searches and user -defined
functions.
Instead of taking each Basic
starts each time with a real -life

problem and then shows you

more effectively.

Conclusions

protect computer software

Conclusions

informal, but the information

command can help to solve it.

is well -structured and designed

for easy reference. Fact

The author refers to the

Recommended especially to manual.
non -lawyers who are interested There are no answers to the
in this important and complex exercises, which is irritating.
For £5, it is a book every
subject.
serious Basic programmer
Foundations of pro- should certainly have in his

property in the work which can
then be sold, wholly or in part,
by the owner.

The Universal Copyright
Convention defines works as
"literary, scientific or artistic
works", but that leaves great
problems of knowing whether,
for example, income tax
forms, records of chess games,
and photographs of clouds are
included.
The
situation

becomes even more complex
when information which
crosses international boundaries is considered.
The book provides a detailed

view of copyright, from its
historical origins to presentday statutes. The international
copyright position is described
and the national legislation of
10 important countries is analysed to show approaches taken
to the various problems.

After describing the new
challenges to copyright posed
by recent technological developments, the authors discuss

gramming through
Basic

By Peter Moulton. £5.
ALMOST

any fool can write a

followed by someone else is a

including Basic files - ASCII
Editor/
and binary
assembler files, object -code
files, system files, electric

programming, and Basic, but it

does more - it teaches you
how to build a program, and
how, by using REMs, to build

a program you can follow in
six months and alter without its
crashing.
Anyone else, faced with your
program, now or in the future,
will be able to see what you are

trying to do, and why, and

The book is not meant to be

an easy primer to Basic -

mastering the book will mean

may provide a way forward, is

work.

examined by considering the

rather than concentrating on

Perhaps the book does not
go so deeply into programming, or Basic, as some, but
it covers the main essentials

the static form in which the in-

thoroughly and well. Input and
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In all, a book worth owning; do not be put off by the
cover, the content is far better
than you might think.

MAKE

a better mousetrap, said

volume of four Emerson, and the world will
which form a system pro- beat a pathway to your door.
grammers' guide to the TRS80. It describes the standard
directory and disc file formats,

-

If, says Don Lanchester, the

world knows where you are
and knows about the mousetrap.

Inside every one of us is a
little, secret, mad idea of what
we would really like to do with
our lives. In six months, if you
use the ideas in the book, you

the security of password protection. The key to these
mysteries is a utility program

ideas explored in the book is to
invest your redundancy money
in a micro, a printer and a disc

called SUPERZAP which
sounds as though it is based on
the program of the same name

system.

installations round the world.
SUPERZAP allows data on
disc to be inspected and modified by absolute address, by-

about flowcharts, Basic, or
how to avoid GOTOs, but it

used widely in many IBM

passing the file -handling do, and how - no mean and security checks - of the
achievement.

communications channels

Conclusions

Being able to write such a pencil files and Macro -80 files.
The book explains how to
program is being able to do
something really worthwhile. recover lost data, repair disc will wonder why you wasted all
Peter Moulton's book will help corruptions, copy damaged those years in a steady job.
What has all this to do with
discs, convert files from one
you to do just that.
Of course, it teaches you format to another, and bypass microcomputers? One of the

authors, publishers and the
public, in an attempt to discover where the balance of

way information flows through

facts.

The incredible secret
disc and money machine
other mysteries
By Don Lanchester
THE FIRST

what the program is trying to

Finally, a proposal, which

suggest that the author has
worked hard to obtain the

TRS-80

By H C Pennington.

only kind of program of lasting
value, even to you.

is

separated
from
opinion, and the cartoons and
occasional ominous warnings
clearly

library.

many do.
However, writing a program
which works is rather different,
and far more difficult. Writing
one that both works and can be

the rights of the various parties,

interest lies.

tended as a teach -yourself

computer program - and

different again, but it is the

The style of the book is

how a Basic statement or

circulation.

a

interest them.
The risk they take is that the

Computing for a supplier.

who want to be able to follow

or participate in the debates
about how copyright legislation should be adapted to

cept of copyright to provide
protection for computer pro-

That prohibition creates

80 owners will find much to

statement or command and
telling you how to use it, it

the attempts to stretch the con-

Copyright seeks to protect
the rights of authors in their
works, by prohibiting unauthorised copying, publication,
adaptation, or performance.

disasters or to save time, TRS-

law, and especially so for those

understand current copyright

Other problems are raised by

grams.

SUPERZAP to recover from

author's enthusiasm will
convert them to NewDOS +
and send them hunting
through the pages of Practical

book as a textbook and menAn impressive and author- tions students and instructors
itative book, deserving a wide so possibly the book is not in-

by copying or publication.

package from Apparat Corporation. Although much of the

operating

by
system
controlling the disc directly.
In that way, directory blocks
can be modified, files re and
passwords
chained

deleted. In the wrong hands,

Agreed, the book has very

little to say directly about
micros, and of course nothing
has many good things to say on

how to set-up and run a little,

with the emphasis on little,
business of your own.

Conclusions

Even if you never take the

step of starting on your own,

you will find the book very
readable.

It is occasionally extremely

SUPERZAP can be lethal.

SUPERZAP for TRS-80 is

funny which is more than can

distributed as part of the

be said for some books on

NewDOS + operating system

micros or small businesses.

a]
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Machine code

Secrets of special
Z-80 instructions
The additional esoteric commands of the Z-80 make its
performance superior to that of almost any other eight bit device. To help you appreciate fully the extra facilities,
David Peckett re-examines Z-80 architecture.
architecture of the Z-80 is shown in
figure I. The major differences between it

in memory as small, related groups within
a long list.

working registers and the two index

For example, suppose one area of
memory holds a long list of numbers

THE

and the 8080A are the twin sets of
registers, IX and IY.
A major weakness of the 8080A is that

it has only a relatively limited choice of
07

0

F -A-1 j

F

B

7

07

7

F,

1

C

C

D

D'

H

H'

07

0

0

E'

07

7

0

0

15

SP

Ix
IY

Initially, we set IX and IY to point to
the appropriate places as shown in figure
2; the basic addition can then be
performed by:
;A = Al
;A = AI +A2

;A = Al + A2 + A3
;STORE SUM

This segment could form the core of a

loop, with suitable manipulation of IX

0

and IY at each end.
Indexed instructions.

Figure I. Z-80 architecture.

addressing modes. Almost all memory referenced operations use the register pair

HL as a pointer; in particular, all the

arithmetic and logical commands have to
use HL. In consequence, HL tends to be
used mainly as a pointer, thus limiting the

number of general-purpose registers
available to this register -orientated micro.
The Z-80 inherits the 8080A inability to

refer directly to memory in its dyadic
operations. However, it has the 16 -bit
registers IX and IY which give it an
indexing capability and which free HL for
other operations, such as 16 -bit addition
and subtraction.

The Z-80 indexing mechanism differs
from that of the 6502, despite having the
same name. In the 6502, indexed
instructions have mnemonics of the form:
ADC BASE, X

When this instruction is executed, the
micro discovers which address to go to by

adding the contents of, in this case, X to
the base address to form a new address

(BASE + X). The indexing operation
gives a variable, eight -bit, unsigned displacement to a fixed 16 -bit address.
In a way, the Z-80 does just

the

opposite; the equivalent Z-80 addition
mnemonic would be:
ADC

indexing.

LD A, (IX +0)
ADD A, (IX +1)
ADC A, (IX + 2)
LD
+ 0),A

PC

07

grouped in threes. Each group of three is
to be added together and the sum placed
as an element of another list - figure 2.
That kind of application is tailor-made for

A, (IX + d)

IX contains a variable 16 -bit quantity to

which is added the signed - two's complement - fixed eight -bit displacement
"d". It is important to understand that
difference since it greatly affects the use of

the two Z-80 index registers. It makes it
particularly easy to manipulate items held
PRACTICAL COMPUTING February 1981

You can use
indexing with virtually any eight -bit
command, whether working on one byte,
e.g., INC (IY + d), or on two bytes, e.g.,
SUB (IX + d). In fact, whenever you can

0:OrbArare

0

see kael

WO i
to r -r.

6747

Notbet

0,09,
wet.,slogf c0...,,'
61010.,lecci

h-

SOO"

SEND JUST £1.00 for a cassette of THREE
BLIND MICE, a ridiculous new game from

SOUTHERN. Can you cut out the tails of all

three mice before one of them kills you?
The tape contains two copies of the game:
1) In source BASIC See how slowly it runs!
2) The same program compiled by ACCEL2,
Southern's new compiler for Disk BASIC.
See how Fast it runs!
Compare the two versions, and then think
what ACCEL or ACCEL 2 could do for your
BASIC programs.

ACCEL Compiler for Level 2 BASIC £19.95
ACCEL2 Compiler for Disk BASIC £39.95
SOUTHERN SOFTWARE, P.O. Box 39
Eastleigh, Hants. SO5 5WQ
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use (HL) in place of a reference to a
register, you can also index. You will infer

that you can index only once in any
ADC A,I ADD A,I AND I BIT b,1 CP
DEC 1 INC I LD I,r LD 1,n LD r,I
RES b,I RL I RLC I RR I
OR I
SRA 1
RRC I SBC A,I SET b,1 SLA
SUB I XOR I
SRL I
1

Notes: "I" - (IX + e) or (IY + e)
"b" - Bit number

®

a he

cDrectm aktchine
Fantasy, fact and fiction
with the

ISC 36XX
Micro system with 64 colour combinations

"n" - Data

Prices from £1200 with micro floppy

Table I . Indexable instructions

COPERNICUS (0428) 52888
7 Wey Hill, Haslemere, Surrey.

"r" - Register

instruction. For instance, "LD (IX + 3),
(IY + 3)" would be illegal. Table 1 is a full
list of indexable instructions.
The indexing operand follows the usual

Z-80 conventions. It is enclosed in
brackets, because it is a reference to
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APPLE laTT 2020
VISICALC BACK-UP

A specially formatted Disk to enable you to take a
back-up copy of your Visicalc Master Disk. Can also
be used to store formats/worksheets

£16.00

memory, and it always has the basic form

AUTO -INDEX
Master Catalog Program featuring fully automatic

(IX + d) or (IY + d). Whenever you can

updating facility and comprehensive edit and search
routines requires 48K and one Disk drive

index, you can use either register.

DATABASE

£18.00

The format of "d" will depend on your
assembler. You cannot normally replace it

Database System using specially formatted Disks
and custom -written routines to give fast search and
retrieval and offering similar facilities to systems
costing around a hundred pounds. Introductory price

displacement, a label would have little
meaning. Often, however, if "d" is zero,

RELOCATED INTEGER
Enables any Invester Program to run without an
Integer Card. Includes mini -assembler and now
DOS 3.3 compatible. Specify memory size when

with a label - since "d" represents a
you can use the shortened forms (IX) and
(IY). If you have a negative displacement,
you could use a minus sign, (IY-d).

Although, in principle, "d" could be
Hex or binary, they are not much use. A
(continued on next page)

£39.95

ordering.
Cassette Systems £12.00

Disk Systems £14.00

*** TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED ***

D. J. BOLTON
1 Branch Road, Park Street, St Albans
Tel: Park Street 10727172917
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COMP TE GL
FREE

Cl

DETAILS OF INDEPENDENT
ADVICE AND EXPERIENCE AS

B3

WELL AS DISCOUNTS ON A WIDE
RANGE OF COMPUTER
HARDWARE, SOFTWARE,
SUPPLIES, ETC.

B2

Send
large
SAE
to
Dept PC,
COMPUTERCLUB, 42 Great Windmill Street,

add

B1

Cl + C2 + C3

A3

B1 + B2 + B3

London W1V 7PA.

A2
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APPLE Et ITT2020
BUSINESS
SOFTWARE
Professionally written packages now available
with comprehensive manuals, built-in validity
checks, interactive enquiry facilities, user
options, satisfying accountancy, Inland
Revenue and Customs & Excise requirements
On diskette under DOS 3.2. in Applesoft with
SPACE utility. Not adaptations. Written for
Apple System. Support all printer interfaces.
Sales, Purchases and General Ledgers £295-00
each.

Manual only £3.
Payroll £375. Manual only £4.
General Ledger supports Incomplete Records,
Job
Costing, Branch and Consolidated
Accounts etc.
General Ledger Applications Manual £10.

Prices exclusive of V.A.T. From our shop or
your nearest stockist.

COMPUTECH SYSTEMS
168, Finetdey Road, London, N.W.3.
Td: 01-794 0202
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BEY TS
L IGIC

Planer Bldg
Windmill Road
Sunbury on Thames
Middx.

BLL Plug in mains interference
suppressor

-*-IY

Figure 2. Adding several bytes.
(continued front previous page)

decimal displacement

is

most easily

understood and all that some assemblers
will allow. In fact, it is unusual for "d" to

ment in the stack at the start of a service
routine. When we looked at interrupts last

month, we were concerned only with
saving registers A -L in the stack. Some-

leave the range ± 5, or so.

times, though, the service routine will

Manipulating the index registers. The two

have to use IX or IY; it, therefore, has to
save the existing values of the registers.

index registers offer many possibilities to
the Z-80 programmer, as long as he is able

to manipulate them. Table 2 shows this
month's new instructions, most of which
are concerned with modifying IX and IY
in one way or another. In many ways, but
not all, the two registers can be treated
like HL. In descriptions, I normally refer

"PUSH IX" and "POP IX" meet that
need.

PUSH and POP also give a way of
transferring data between the two index
registers, or between an index register and

an ordinary register pair. Unfortunately,
the Z-80 does not have specific instruc-

tions to do the job. As an example, to
LOLP

Li)
LD

DE,TAAGE2

LD
LD

A,(HL)

IilC

HL

ADD

A,(LL)

INC

dL

ADC

A,(HA,

INC

dL

LD

Iii

;AriA1

;FO1ii2 T. AL
;A=A1+.12

load IX into IY, and to move BC to IX,
we could use:
PUSH IX ;SAVE IX
PUSH BC ;SAVE BC
POP
POP

;POIiir TO Ai
;A=A1r.A2+A.3

;POI,i2 TO 01
;D:2Ortii
;...O

SALE!

IX
IY

;IX= BC
;IY =IX

To be honest, we are unlikely to do that

very often. Frequently, a fixed value is
held in an index register while several
adjacent memory locations are processed.

Ex demo ALTOS Z80 Computer
64Kbyte RAM, Dual 8" floppies
90 day warranty 15% off RRP

TEL: (09327) 86262
Circle No. 196

Computer
Planning
Services

Independent Computer Consultancy

Advice and assistance with selecting,
programming and installing computer
systems
specialist applications programs

130c Broadway, Didcot, Oxon.
(0235) 812191
Circle No. 197
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Al + A2 + A3

Al

IX -0.-

£20 Inc VAT P P

cps

*

add

Figure 3a.

to "IX"; unless I say otherwise, that also
means `IY'.

The most basic operation is that of

setting the registers. They can be loaded in
either an immediate mode (LD IX, data),
or directly from memory (LD IX, (addr)).
As usual in the direct mode, the address or
label points to the low byte, and the high
byte is at (addr + 1). It is also possible to
save the registers in memory by using LD
(addr), IX.
Index registers of all kinds are normally

used, of course, to step through lists of
data, either from the bottom or the top.
Those operations demand a basic ability
to increment and decrement the indices,
for which Zilog provides "INC IX" and
"DEC IX".
In an interrupt -driven system, it is
important to save the micro's environ-

We had an example earlier, when we
added three numbers together. If those
three numbers were just one of many
blocks of three in a long list, we would
have to add three to the value of IX on
each iteration of the loop. One way would
be:

INC IX
INC IX
INC IX

It works, but it is a clumsy and slow,
and impractical if we have to add more
than about five to the index. To obviate

the problem, we can perform 16 -bit
addition in the two registers via "ADD

IX,rp". The operation

is similar to
"ADD HL,RP", and sets the same flags,

but the three 16 -bit ADDs of the Z-80 are
all subtly different.

"ADD HL,rp" can add any of the four
RPs BC, DE, HL or SP to HL. However,

HL cannot be added to either IX or IY,
PRACTICAL COMPUTING February 1981

Machine code
although BC, DE and SP can. Further-

more, you can add IX to IX - thus

LE
Lti

doubling it - but not IY to IX. To make
it even more complex, you cannot add IX

LOuP

to IY, but you can add IY to itself. You

LD
ADD
INC

You can also load the SP with the
contents of an index register, by using
"LD SP, IX". That is not a particularly
LD
ADD

;C,AlliTER

IY,TAAS&

;A,:;SULTS

DE,3
A,(IX)
A,(II,1)

;Tc ADJUST POINT.AA

;START OF

;A=A1
ii1,11+A2
;A=Al+A2-,A3

ADC A,IX+4

must be careful with those instructions.

useful instruction, unless you have saved
temporarily the SP in one of the registers:

LD

B,COUAT
IX,LaIGIA

(IY),A
IX,DE

;NOR,::

IY

;AEXT SPACE

;IX=IX+.3

DJSZ LuLP

;MoRS?

Figure 3b.

IY,O

while you use a second stack. Also like
HL, you can swap an index register with
the data on top of the stack (EX (SP),

important point that you should be wary
of. Instructions using IX take longer to
perform than equivalent HL -based
operations. For instance, let us return to

IX). That gives a way of accessing and/or

the task of adding three numbers, and

IY,SP

;IY = SP

changing a return address during a

subroutine.
The final trick you can play with IX and
IY is to use them as pointers for indirect

jumps (JP (IX)). The contents of the
register is used as the address to which the

jump must take place. As I pointed out
when we met "JP (HL)", that is an
instruction to use with caution. It is a

putting the sum in a fourth location.
To do that a number of times, we would
put the instructions in a loop, which could

use either the normal registers, or the
index registers. Figures 3a and 3b show

versions of the same program using
ordinary and index registers respectively.
At first sight, the indexing version looks
better - it uses only 11 lines of assembly

computed "GOTO", and it can make
programs very difficult to debug or

code against the ordinary version's 12
lines. That difference is more marked

modify.

inside the loop, where the IX/IY version

IX and IY are, in many ways, alternatives to HL, particularly when the latter

might be used as a pointer. With the
registers, you can perform bizarre
operations with index registers. Apparently, the Z-80 uses the same block of
internal logic to decode instructions that
use HL, IX and IY. It is probably more

is two lines shorter.

Table 3 shows how many bytes each
instruction occupies, and how long it

takes to execute - assuming a 4MHz
clock. There is a major difference now the assembled version of figure 3a will

occupy 18 bytes, while the indexing
version will take up 72.2 percent more

accurate to regard them as general- space at 31 bytes.
purpose I6 -bit registers also used for
indexing.

Although the big attraction of the two
registers is that they free HL, and BC and
DE, for more useful things, there is an

The difference is even more striking if
we look at how long each iteration of the

loop takes. The ordinary loop will

complete itself once every 15 /.4 Sec. The

one using IX and IY will run for 27.25
(continued on next page)

Table 2. This month's instructions.
Operation
Add RP to HL with carry

Add RP to index register
Decrement index register
Exchange top of stack
and index register
Increment index register
Indexed jump
Relative jump
Conditional relative jump
Load A with R
Load R with A
Load RP from memory
Load memory from RP
Load index register
from memory
Load memory from
index register
Load index register
immediately
Load SP from index
register
Index register to stack
Index register from stack
Subtract RP from HL
with borrow

Mnemonic
ADC
HL,rp

ADD
DEC
EX

Flags

Effect

All

HL=HL+RP+CY

I

(SP),I

None
None

1 = 1-1
(SP)

1(1) (SP +

l)=1(h)

1(1) = (SP) 1(h) = (SP

INC
JP
JR
JR
LD
LD
LD
LD
LD

I

into a
real machine
Two add-ons
from Mutek

CEGMON
The new monitor for all OSI and UK101
systems, with the right range of features!

* Twin -cursor screen editor *
* Improved keyboard routine *
* New screen -handler *
with fully programmable protected areas,
screen and 'window' -clear, cursor controls

* New machine -code monitor *
with load/save, tabular display,
'modify' entry for text and hexadecimal,
breakpoint handler, block move,
and much more

* Disc bootstrap *
* Full compatibility *
Complete with full manual and card

1=1+RP

l,rp

Change your
Superboard
or UK101

price £29.50

1)

1= I + 1
PC = 1

1,(addr)

None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None

LD

(addr),1

None

(Address) = I

LD

I,data

None

I = Data

Also converts system clock to 2MHz
- halves program run times!

LD

SP , I

None

SP = 1

PUSH
POP

I

Compatible with CEGMON monitor
Available as Mutek upgrade or kit

I

None
None

SBC

HL,rp

All

(1)
e
cc,e

A,R
R, A

rp,(addr)
(addr),rp

PC - PC + e

PC = PC + e if condition true

A=R
R=A

RP = (Address)
(Address) = RP
I = (Address)

HL = HL-RP-CY

48 x 32 VIDEO
CONVERSION
Converts Superboard, Cl or UK101
display to 32 lines of 48 characters.

Superboard/C1: upgrade f40, kit f40
UK101: upgrade £34, kit £16

Notes:

"CY"
"1(h)"
"1(1)"

Register pair, see ADD I,rp
Carry flag
Index register - either IX or IY
High byte of I
Low byte of I
Displacement

111 PrH

t, quoted exclude VAT

MUTEK

Quarry Hill, Box, Wilts
1e1: Bath (0225)743289

Condition code - Z, NZ, C, NC
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(continued from previous page)

µSec., an increase of 81.67 percent.
On average, instructions using (IX + d)

take twice as long to execute as those

-

o0.

original used two bytes, as in BIT B, (HL)

c° I 4,§'

the 8080A, which manipulate single bytes,
e.g., AND, CP, etc. The indexed versions

corresponding (HL) -based instructions.
The last byte contains the displacement

<i'

of those instructions take 2.71 times as

"d" in two's complement form. If you
are that way inclined, it gives you an

E

--,

Pp

1-

7 IIIIIIII
a
.r
000
II

au

long as their (HL) counterparts.

0

c 000p II

I

°X°:°°. °:°°.:ig?

.
I
BIG EARS opens the door to direct
man -machine communication. The system
comprises analogue frequency separation filters,
preamps and signal conversion, together with a
quality microphone and extensive software.

interesting insight into the internal Z-80
machinations.
The lesson is clear; if you have to write

Bytes
1
1

DJNZ addr
INC rp
LD r,data

£45

2
1

KIT £45
BUILT £60

COLOUR MODULATOR

KIT £12
BUILT £18

RGB in, PALIUHF out

'

Please add VAT at 15% to all prices
Barclay/Access orders accepted on telephone

WILLIAM Dower House, Billericay Road,121=112

1.75

1

4

3.5

4.75

that assembly -code listings which use the

3

Table 3. Instruction timings.

Circle No. 198

the 8080A, and have single -byte opcodes,
accompanied, if necessary, by one or two

%SYSTEMS Ltd Telephone: Brentwood 102771 810244,

A family of high level languages
from R HA (Minisystems) Ltd.
ALGOL -60, the language from which PASCAL is
derived. A mature implementation with
comprehensive operating system and machine
code interfaces.
SYSTEM -ALGOL, the subset of Algol -60 in which
all the compilers are written. Compiled code is
shorter, execution faster.

Z80 based'CP/M systems including TRS80
RML Algol -60, includes the option of 32 bit integers
instead of floating point. About 7 times faster than
TRS80 level II BASIC, speed comparable with
Microsoft Fortran. Document £10, system £99 + VAT.
System -Algol £50 + VAT, free leaflet.
PDP11 WITH RT-11, RSTS, RSX or IAS and PDP8

with OS/8 or stand alone
Complete package including both compilers in
machine readable source form .. £250 + VAT
Coming soon System -PASCAL and PASCAL.
The author of the compilers is available as a
consultant.
83, Gidley Way, Horspath, Oxford OX9 1TO 10867713625

data bytes. Thus the opcode for "ADD
A, (HL)" is 8616.

When the designers of the Z-80 added
all

its extra functions, there were not

enough single -byte opcodes, and so the

extra functions need as many as four
bytes. For example, the opcode for
"ADD A, (IX + d)" is DD16 8616 dd16.
It takes longer to read three bytes from
memory than it does to read one, and so
the instructions

There are two major advantages to
using IX and IY. In the first case, it frees

3

in the program. Many commands which
work on single bytes are inherited from

Essex CM13 3SD.

events anyway.

the other registers, particularly HL, for

3

44k

Herongate, Brentwood,

though, it does not matter a great deal for instance, the machine may be
spending all its time waiting for outside

4.75
4.75
3.75
2.5
4.75

3

2
2

LD A, (IX + e)
I D IX,data
I D (IY + e),A

you do not use the index registers. Often,

2.5

3

ADD IX,rp
INC IY

MICROGRAPHICS

efficient code, i.e., space and/or time,

1.75
1.75
1.5
1.75
1.75

1

ADC A, (IX + e)
ADD A, (IX + e)

PLEASE STATE COMPUTER, UK101, SUPERBOARD, NASCOM2.
PET. TRS80, ETC.

Time (uS)

2.0

2

LD r, (HL)
LD rp,data
LD (rp),A

PRICE INCLUDES POSTAGE & PACKING PLEASE ADD VAT AT 15%

STUART

Why is that? The answer is easy - the

ADC A,(HL)
ADD A, (HL)

"learn" mode. Using keyword selection techniques,
large vocabularies can be constructed.
Use BIG EARS as a front end for any application:
data enquiry, robot control, starwars - the
possibilities are unlimited...
I
BUILT, 'fESTED & GUARANTEED ONLY

- are identical to the opcode of the

instructions need more bytes to store them
Mnemonic

Words, in any language, are stored as -voiceprints" by simply repeating them a few times in

Colour Conversion for
UK101/NASCOM 1 & 2/ Superboard.
(Modulator included)

The second byte - and the third if the

which use (HL). The worst cases are the
commonest instructions, inherited from

BIG EARS
SPEECH
INPUT
FOR
YOUR
COMPUTER!

As a matter of interest, all "IX"
operations have DD,6 as their first byte,
while "IY" commands all start with FD 6.

take longer to execute.

other jobs, such as temporary data
storage and arithmetic. The second

advantage is an aesthetic one - I think
index registers make it easier to understand what the program is doing - figure
3b. In the end, though, you must decide
each case on its merits.
Example using indexing. Let us look at an

example where indexing is useful. Data is

often stored in memory in the form of
linked lists - figure 4. There are various
kinds of them, but in my example I
assume that each block has three
elements.

The first byte indicates the total

number, T, of data bytes in the block;
there will never be more than 255 bytes in
a single block. The data then follows, plus
two final bytes containing a pointer to the

next data block. The pointer is normally
the start address of the next block, but in

Figure 4. Linked list.
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QOM

QOM

ADD FULL GRAPHICS
TO YOUR VDU!
Does your VDU Home Computer use
the Thomson SFF96364 VDU chip? (eg.

Triton, Elekterminal) And do you want
FULL GRAPHICS and LOWER CASE
CHARACTERS? Then you need the

Data 2

Data 1

AUTO ELECTRONICS 96364G GRAPHICS

MODULE. When used in conjunction with
the SFF96364 it gives access to the full
8 x 12 dot matrix per character not just
7 x 5. This allows ANY customised character set to be used leg. Arabic) or graphics set or even high definition graphics.
Character information is stored in EPROM

(or even RAM) which completes the circuit. The module measures 4 x 4 x 1.3
cms.' and consumes 20 mA at 5 volts.
96364G Graphics Module (with full data)
£12.65

96364GP Ready Build PCB with Graphics
Module and socket for 2716/2708 EPROM
(with full data)
£23.00

2716 (5volt) Custom Programmed with
your Character set
£26.45
Prices include VAT and Postage.
Write or phone for data.
AUTO ELECTRONICS,
MOOREND GROVE,
CHELTENHAM, GLOS GL53 OEX
10242) 515133 (after 6pm)

Data 3

------0

Data N

Circle No. 200
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Machine code
( 'SQUASH'

( 'DELETE

IX = Start
Save IX

of
block

Count 2

Count 1 = No of
bytes

No of
bytes
left

ZX80

CASSETTE INTERFACE BOARD
Your record/playback problems solved
with this small interface circuit.
Available as kit £10 inc. p&p.
. runs horn existing ZX110 supplies

Move next
byte bad,
one space

Point

to next
byte

simple connection to DM
needs simple cassette modification
FULL constructional details

cheque with order to:
GDB INTERFACES
31 Beeston Drive, Over, WINSFORD, Cheshire.
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Squasr

SUMMER SCHOOL
In Personal Computing
Count I

- Count 1-1

covering

programming (high and low level)
micro -architecture

Atcest
car

input-output control
interfacing
practical sessions
July 1980 - for two weeks - residential

AT UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF WALES
ABERYSTWYTH
details from
PC SUMMER SCHOOL,
SANDMARSH, QUEENS ROAD.
ABERYSTWYTH, DYFED, SY23 2HH

Circle No. 202
Get new

UK101/SUPERBOARD EXTRAS
48 x 30 VIDEO DISPLAY. ONLY £15
2K VIDEO RAM. COMPLETE KIT, INSTRUCTIONS

ETC. CEGMON MONITOR FOR ABOVE £29.50
OR BOTH £40

Figure 5. Flowchart for byte deletion.

the last block it points back to the start of
the same block. There will thus be (T + 3)
bytes in each block.

We aim to produce a subroutine,

`DELETE', which will go through all the

data and delete every negative number,
i.e., those with MSB = 1. Every time a
number is deleted, the rest of the data in
that block must be re -positioned to close

the gap without affecting any other

registers in the stack to make the routine
transparent; it is, however, totally reentrant.
At the start of each major loop, IX is
loaded with the data in IY, via the stack
- we use IX to read each byte. B will be
the inner loop counter, and is set to the
number of bytes in the block by an 1Y -

16K MEMORY EXPANSION KIT.
8K. RAM + 8K. EPROM COMPLETE KIT WITH
4K RAM £40

2716 5v E6

2114L 450NS £2.15

48 x 30 SOFTWARE. SAE FOR FREE PROGRAMME.

NEW SUPERBOARDS at LOWEST PRICES.
CONTACT US NOW. TEL. HOLMFIRTH 10484 891 20621

NORTHERN MICRO

29 Moorcroft Park, New Mill, Huddersfield.
PLEASE ADD 15% VAT + 40p P+P

indexed load.
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the last block, and the only parameter

The routine then enters its inner loop
where the first job is to increment IX to
point to the next byte to be tested. On the

which the calling program will give it will

first entry to the inner loop, the "INC

C.C. MICRO SYSTEMS

IX" moves IX from the "total" byte. It is
easy to test the MSB of each byte, and a

APPLE SOFTWARE

5, and shows the three main elements of

"SQUASH" when necessary. The DJNZ

the procedure. There is a basic loop which
checks each byte to see if it is negative. If
it is, a call is made to a second subroutine,

makes the inner loop a little shorter.

MANAGEMENT
INFORMATION SYSTEM

blocks. The routine must detect the end of

be the address of the start of the first
block.
My flowchart for the routine is at figure

"SQUASH", to delete the byte. Finally,

after checking each block, the routine
reads the pointer to the next block. If it is
looping back on itself, the routine exits,
otherwise it goes on for more.

Figure 6 is my program.

It uses, at

conditional CALL is used to go to

Deleting a byte and re -packing
the data is a ideal task for a subroutine,
and the approach should make the whole
procedure easier to develop. IX has to be
saved during "SQUASH", so it is pushed
on to the stack, and B is saved in L. B is
then free to be used as the "SQUASH"
Squash.

loop counter.

£106
Easy to use Database with many

features, including user defined
format and any Field retrieval and
display. Flexibility gives hundreds
of applications.
Manual only £4

different points, virtually all the internal

We have to remember to move the

CC Software Catalog now available

Z-80 registers, but data is transferred only

pointer to the next block back, as well as
all the so -far -untested bytes - figure 7.
When we enter "SQUASH", B contains

For details contact C.C.M.S.
48 Melrose Avenue, Penylan, Cardiff

to the subroutine in IY. That is loaded
with the start address of the first block.
You might also want to save the other
PRACTICAL COMPUTING February 1981

(continued on next page)

Telephone: 495257
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(continued from previous page)

WHEEEE-BANK-POP
NEW SOUND BOARD FOR MOST
COMPUTERS.
SOUND BOARD £40 BUILT £35 KIT
TUNES-CHORDS Et EFFECTS-FULLY
PROGRAMMABLE
CONNECTS TO 10 BITS OF ANY I/O PORT
LOUDSPEAKER, AMP Et BATTERY
INCLUDED.
CASED + £3
(USES AY -3-8910)

JOYSTICKS £15 PER PAIR (BUILT)
CASED a COMPLETE WITH 2 PUSH
SWITCHES Et 1 METRE OF CABLE PER UNIT
PAIR OF 2 AXIS JOYSTICKS CONNECTS
DIRECT TO MOST 8 BIT I/O PORTS.

COMPUKIT/SUPERBOARD
OWNERS: I/O PORT £40 BUILT £35 KIT
24 LINE I/O PORT COMPLETE WITH 2 8T28
BUFFER CHIPS AND ON BOARD RELAY.
PLUGS STRAIGHT IN TO 40 PIN EXPANSION
SKT.

LIGHT PEN £15 INC SOFTWARE
USES OUR I/O PORT. HARDWARE,
SOFTWARE er MANUAL SUPPLIED.
IK101 ONLY)

NASCOM OWNERS MIC CODE PGMS
KINESIS-SOUND BOARD OPERATING
SYSTEM. COMPOSE TUNES to PROVIDE
GRAPHICS. NEEDS 16K £15
BRICKS Et TENNIS 2 JOYSTICK GAMES
USES OUR JOYSTICKS. £3.50
SPACE INVADERS a- CATCH THE CRITTERS
£3.50
STATE MONITOR WHEN ORDERING.

ALL SOFTWARE ON TOP QUALITY
CASSETTE.
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT, P+ P
ALL EX STOCK

HYSPEC
P.O. BOX 39,

LITTLEHAMPTON,
WEST SUSSEX BN17 6NZ
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LB ELECTRONICS
11 HERCIES ROAD, HILLINGDON, MIDDX.
T.M.S. 2516 (single rail) Full spec. £6.95p
2708 1450ns) £3.00
Special Offcer 2114 f1 .85p

2526 Character generator with data £2.95.
SN 7411660p, SN74118 70p, SN74194 50p,
SN74198 75p, 74LS 240 £1.50, 74LS 245 £2.40,
74LS 266 75p, 74S260 40p. 710 (dill 25p, 711 (dill 30p,
2102 (650 NS) 48p, FND 500, 0.5 inch LED Display
Icc) ful spec. 50p. 12 for £5.00.
HEADER PLUGS 16 way with cover 60p, 16 way
without cover 35p. 24 way without cover 95p
DIL switches, 4 way 75p, 7 way £1.00, 8 way £1 .20,
10 way £1.40.
JUST ARRIVED ITT 2082.
1200 Baud data modern cc i ttv 24/rs 232c
Channel Centre frequencies 1300 and 1700 hz

the number of bytes not tested plus one
for the byte we are to delete. The total
number of bytes to be shifted back is,
therefore, (B-1 + 2), or (B + 1). That is
why we increment B. All the bytes are

then moved back one - the first one
shifted automatically overwrites the one
to be deleted.

Once all the bytes have been shuffled

back, we recover the original IX and
decrement it once. Once it has been "INC

IX"ed, at label "LOOP", it points to the
first byte shifted, which is the next to be
tested. The original value of B is recovered from L, and we must not forget to
decrement the total byte in the block of
data. "SQUASH" leaves a copy of the
high byte of the pointer address in its orig-

Those extra instructions are four -byte
commands, whereas the basic 8080A ones

use three bytes - opcode plus two bytes
of address. Because of the way the Z-80 is
designed, it can handle HL with either

type of command. For instance, "LD
HL,($ABCD)" can have the Hex opcodes

2A CD AB or ED 6B CD AB. The first
one is the 8080A -compatible instruction.
The second version is obviously redundant, as well as slower, and any assembler
worth its salt will always choose the first
version.
The 8080A allows us to perform 16 -bit
addition into HL; that is extended by the
Z-80 to give addition into IX and IY also.
In fact, the Z-80 has some very useful 16 bit arithmetic facilitie , because it can also
add -with -carry, a d subtract -with -

inal location. It is not deleted because it

borrow, into HL. -'hey can make life

does no harm there.

much easier when we do multi -byte arithmetic, particularly as they set more flags
than the basic 16 -bit ADD.
Suppose that we have two sets of 32 -bit

After going through a block of data,
the existing value of IY - the address of
the start of that block - is saved in HL. It
is then adjusted to access the next pointer,

which is stored temporarily in DE. The
high and low bytes of the old and new
pointers are compared - if they are the

numbers to add, starting at "BASE]"
and "BASE2", with the answer going to

"BASE2". Until now, we would have
used, for example:

same, we have just finished the last block,

LD

DE,BASE I

and the subroutine exits. If they are
different, IY is loaded with the new

LD

HL,BASE2

pointer from DE, and everything returns

LD

B,4

to the start.
The Z-80 inherited the 8080A ability to
load HL from, and store HL in, memory;
the mnemonics we have seen are "LD HL,

(addr)" and "LD (addr),HL". You can
see, though, from table 2 that the Z-80 can,
in fact do 16 -bit loads and stores of any of

the three RPs BC, DE and HL, and also
of SP. The relevant instructions are "LD
rp,(addr)" and "LD (addr),rp".

CCF

SUM LD
A, (DE)
ADC A, (HL)
LD
(HL),A
INC
INC

DE

HL
DJNZ SUM

;FIRST
POINTER
;SECOND
POINTER
;LOOP
COUNTER
;NO CARRY
FIRST TIME

;SINGLE
BYTE DONE
;POINT TO
;..NEXT
;FINISHED?

Now we can use:
LD

HL, (BASEI)

Figure 7. Action of "Squash".

Next

1600 baud) or 1300 and 21hz 112 baud).

Next

Synchronous or asynchronous operation over
2 or 4 wire switched or dedicated lines. Built in
test and Line'test functions.
Brand new with manual f 115 p/p 0.00.
All prices inclusive of VAT P/P on all components 30p.
Tel: UXBRIDGE 55399.
Access or Barclaycard Accepted.

Block
8
2
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TANDY TRS-80

17
1

TEXAS TI -99/4

-4-Modified
IX

5

in Bedfordshire
ELECTRON SYSTEMS
6, PARK ROAD, SANDY
Telephone 0767-81195

Before

After
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Machine code
;6JBAL,UINE TO EI1,..IAA2- A_.
;2110.:, A LIAKED LIST DATA
START AD,REsS OF 4LE; FIRST B1,,CK

ment of -128 to + 127 from the address

of the next instruction. Since all the

1.

;PALLED IN IY
DELETE PUS., IY
POP IA
LD
B,1/4IY)
LOOP
LiC IX
13,.T
7,(IX)
CALL NZ,SQU.L6H

;1XAIY
;B=BIUUX
BY2E
;POLiT
;NEGATIVE?
SITES
;DELETE
DJNZ Lua
;FINISHED BIA.CK?
IF
101,
;FIND OUT IF ANOTILEA
IY
;POIsl'AB AT END CONTAINS CjAA,,;AT VALUE

PJ6H IY
POP
-L
LD
LD
IN-

ADS

LJ
LD
LD

CP
JP
ID
CP
AET
DIFF

E,(IY)
D,0
DE
1Y,DE
E,(SY)
D,(11,1)

execute faster than absolute jumps.

;;EAAk_ OF BYTES

AEXT PUL.1
;,':SET
;1Y PLIAT6
;DE C,j2A1NS
;..J.EX2 P,INTER

A,E
L

;,.k...Eri BYTES

;JULP IF 1IF2EAENT

a

;AIGHEA BYTES
;IF YES, 2L.ISHED

Z

IY

;iY=PUIATER

DELETE

;BALI( AIR NEXT BLOC:..

So, the relative jumps do not compare
as favourably to the direct jumps as is the
case with the 6502. However, they have
the major advantage of producing com-

;NEXT SUBROUTIAE r.:JA:.11NaTLS a BYTE, A..11

;CLOSES UP .'HE GAP

SWAsd PUSH IX
....RE

LD
TIC
.0
LD
LiC
DJNZ
DEC
POP
DEC
LD
AET

L,B

(IY)
IX
IX

B,I

small computer and the most easy -to -learn
computer language in widespread use. A self

course which takes

you from

uNE BYTE
;..BAC,-,AADS
;PuIIT I.. SEX:

absolutely critical, I recommend that you

good programming: problem definition, flow-

;FINISHED?
;ADJUST T,TAL
;IESTCRE IX
;ALLoa FOR
;RESTuRE B

use JR rather than JP wherever you can.

charting, coding the program, debugging. clear

One final pair of instructions this

month: the Z-80 has a memory -refresh
register (R), which is used to maintain

Figure 6.
LD

DE, (BASE2)

LD

(BASE2),HL

LD
LD

HL, (BASE I + 2)
DE,(BASE2 + 2)

LD

(BASE2 + 2),HL

ADD HL,DE

;FIRST PAIR
DONE

ADC HL,DE

;SECOND
PAIR DONE

The assembled version of the second
segment would occupy 23 bytes, whereas
the first would only need 16. However, at
the maximum Z-80 clock rate of 4MHz,

the second version would run in 32.5
µSec., while the old-style routine would
need 51.5 µSec. That is a worthwhile time
saving, particularly if a good deal of arithmetic is to be done.
Using the 16 -bit subtraction, we could

have simplified the program in figure 6.
At the end of the outer loop, we compare

the data in DE and HL to see if it

is

identical. We had to do it one byte at a
time, via A. It would have been much
quicker and neater to have used:
CCF

Learn to program with a new course written for
the beginner. Learn BASIC- the language of the

-instruction

;AVE B
;BYTES 10 BE ,.,44,D

lull

Microcomputers are coming -- ride the wave!

pletely re -locatable object code since
they do not use absolute addresses. In
general, unless the program timing is

;SAVE IX

A,(IX+1)
IX

All the JPs take 2.5µSec. at 4MHz to
execute, but an unconditional JR actually
needs three µSec. The conditional JRs also
take 3µSec. if the jump takes place but, if
the comparison fails, the operation is over
in 1.75 µSec.

PUSH DE
POP
JP

byte instructions, compared with the
"JP"s three bytes, they do not necessary

;i1LAC.I,LiEN2 1Y

NZ,DIFF
A,D

relative juinps are two -byte instructions,
that gives, like the 6502, a displacement
range of -126 to + 129 from the address
of the jump itself.
There is a point to beware of when you
use the JRs. Although they are only two -

;NO BORROW

SBC HL,DE ;HL =DE?

RET Z
;IF YES, FINISH
When we were looking at the 6502, we
saw that its conditional jumps, branches,
used relative addressing, but the 8080A
lacked such a facility. The Z-80 DJNZ is
very useful for controlling loops and gives

a relative, rather than absolute, jump.
The Z-80 also has relative jumps: an un-

conditional form (JR e) and a limited
range of conditional ones (JR cc,e).
Unlike conditional absolute jumps, the
"JR cc"s can only test the presence or
absence of the carry and zero flags, and

cannot monitor sign or parity; that

is

rarely a problem.

The "e" is treated as a signed, two's
complement, number, giving a displacePRACTICAL COMPUTING February 1981

dynamic memories. A problem with those
devices is that every address must be read
from, or written to, at maximum intervals
of, typically, 2 mSec., if they are to retain

data. Guaranteeing that can slow a
system, because hardware solutions, interrupting the micro, often have to be used.
The Z-80 solves the problem very neatly
by outputting the contents of R on to the
lower byte of the address bus during every
instruction. That happens when the micro
is not using the bus, and effectively gives a

dummy read operation, maintaining the
memory, without interfering with the
program.

R is incremented after each dummy

read, which makes sure that

all the
memory locations are read well within the
2mSec. time limit. The micro can load R
from A (LD R,A), and read R into A (LD
A,R) - that is academic.
The Z-80 has two 16 -bit index registers,
giving it far more flexibility than its 8080A
precursor. The two registers can be used
and manipulated much like HL, thus freeing the main registers for more important
tasks. Although their use gives a program
size and running time penalty, IX and IY

are a very valuable feature of the micro.
Other extra facilities of the Z-80 include
its ability to transfer any of its RPs to and
from memory. The micro also has a more
powerful set of 16 -bit arithmetic instruc-

tions than the 8080A, which can speed
mathematical programs. It has a range of
relative jumps, including conditional
versions. Although those operations are
slower than absolute jumps, they facilitate
the production of re -locatable code.
Next month, the final part of the series
describes the remaining Z-80 instructions.

They are commands which can speed
certain standard operations, particularly
those which handle blocks of data.

complete ignorance step-by-step to real proficiency with a unique style of graded hints. 60
illustrated lessons teach the five essentials of

documentation. And you don't even need a
computer!

PR ICE

£10.00 (inc. P&P)

Send cheque with order to Cambridge Learning
Limited, Unit 69 Rivermill Site, FREEPOST, St.

Ives, Huntingdon, Cambs. OR phone 048067446 with Access. Barclaycard. or other
credit card details.

Cambridge Learning Limited
Circle No. 208

TRS-80 System
All items stocked,
Barclaycard,
Access & American Express are

welcome, or apply for your own
RADIO SHACK Charge Card.
U.K. Delivery by Securicor.
Direct

and

Personal Exports.

RADIO SHACK LTD.
188 Broadhurst Gardens,
London NW6 3AY.
Tel: 01-624 7174

Telex 23718
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S100
- BOARDS - CABINETS - DISC DRIVES - MOTHERBOARDS COMPLETE SYSTEMS ASSEMBLED AND
TESTED

- SOFTWARE - LOW PRICES PHONE OR WRITE FOR CATALOGUE

RATIONAL SYSTEMS
Cedar House, Union Street
Newport Pagnell,
Bucks MK16 8ET
Tel: 0908 613209

Circle No. 210
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THE ZX80
MAGIC BOOK £4.75
For machines with 1-3K RAM. New edition 3 contains

20 plus programs including one which allows you to
play music with your ZX80, and games such as Hammurabi, Moon Lander, Othello, Hexpawn and Animals.

Also sections on How it Works, Plotting, Using USR,
Converting Other BASICs, and hardware notes including circuits for static and dynamic memory and I/O
extensions.

TIMEDATA ltd.
57 Swallowdale, Basildon, Essex
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AT LAST FUNCTIONAL TRS 80
BUSINESS PROGRAMES 16K.LII

BUYERS'

GU E

for cassette
"Most Impressive" is the report of users.
In use by many businesses & University Authorities.
Some Examples

BANK A/C PROGRAMME
22 Column analysis, self totaling on all columns. Keeps

full alpha & numeric records. At command shows 17
monthly & yearly Totals to date, including Partners
drawings, Total O'heads etc. £21.95
Sales Ledger

Full record up to 17 entries for each invoice. Totals 8
columns, searches & totals individual accounts at will,
also weeks sales, months individual heading totals, agents
sales & displays entire records page by page. £21.95
MAILING LIST
Searches by Name, Town, County & code no. which can

Software

be used to create your own reference system. Search
by name Does Not Require Exact Spelling To Find. £9.95

All programs are menu driven needing no operator expertise. Most responses require only single keystrokes.
Operator errors are correctable. Custom Software.

NEW! New range of terrific animated Games, Not
Imported. P&P Inclusive.

ACCESS COMPUTERS 2 Rose Yard, Maidstone, Kent
ME14 1HN. Tel: Maid. 10622) 58356
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TOP QUALITY FLOPPIES

Verbatim
Ex: Single Side Single Density Diskettes
Unit Price
Box Price inc. VAT

£2.27
£1.79

5i

£27.37
£21.90

Always Quote Your Machine Type When Ordering
Many other Types Available

We Can Quote for Your Machine
Quantity Discount For 50 +
Please Give Us A Ring

MJSMESS SYSTEMS LTO.

48 HEDLEY STREET, MAIDSTONE, KENT ME14 5AD
Tel. Maidstone 679 596
MAIL ORDER ONLY

Software packages are listed by application, in alphabetical
order, with the systems on which each package will run also
listed alphabetically. The guide is not exclusively for business
applications : if your company is the source or dealer for a
package with a more unusual application, send us the details
and we will create a new category.
The usual criteria have been applied. The minimum configuration is 32K of RAM, a disc and a printer; the price of the
package must lie between £50 and £I,000; the companies
listed are the source of the software or the main dealers in
the U.K., and the capacity quoted is per disc or drive.

Circle No. 213

8
0

SUPAPACK ALPAH: £4.95
(Kamikaze Alien, Duckshoot,
Digital Clock, Docker
+ safe break)
SUPAPACK BETA: £4.95
(Cavemaster, Star -binder,
Juggler, Bishop Berkely
-r- Whirlpool)
SUPAPACK GAMMA: £4.95
(Liar, Centenary, Test,
Traffic Jam, Cold Turkey,
+ Passive Resistance)
SUPAPACK DELTA: £4.95
(Aztec, Mind Control,
Wild Eddy, Prison Break,
+ Ned Kelly)
Please make cheque/P.O. payable to..
SYNTAX SOFTWARE
DEPT PC1

96 COLLINWOOD GARDENS
ILFORD

S

0
F

T
R
E

ESSEX

Machine type by application
Combined-Ledger/Stock/Invoicing
Machine Type

Supplier Name

Price

Apple Ii
Apple IL'ITT 2020
Commodore 3032
Commodore 3032

Vlasak Electronics Ltd
Intormex London Ltd
Cornpfer Ltd
Bristol Software Factory

£855
8298
£400
£300

Allow 14 days for delivery

Circle No. 214

Commodore 3032

G W Computers Ltd

£275--

Capacity
500 A Cs
varies

1,000 A/Cs 6,000
trans
1,000

£575
134
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Buyers' Guide-i
Commodore 3032
Commodore 3032
Commodore 3032
Commodore 3032
Commodore 3032
CP/M
CP/M
CP/M

CP/M North Star

Analog Electronics

Stage One Computers
Logma Systems Design
Commodore B M (U.K.) Ltd
Compfer Ltd
Minicomputer CS Ltd
Computastore Ltd
Minicomputer CS Ltd
Benchmark CS Ltd

£550
£600
£600
£650
£600
£650
£1,000
£850
£950

varies
1-6 shops
650 A/Cs/ledger

500 A/Cs 1,000 items
varies

avrohurst

varies

Systems Analysis Et

200 A/Cs 500 trans

Programming

300 items

QUANTITY SURVEYING

1,500 A/Cs 5,000

Payroll, Accounting Et

SYSTEMS

CP/M North Star
CP/M North Star

Profcomp Ltd
Intelligent Artefacts

P.O.A.

CP/M North Star
Metrotech System

Instar Business Systems
Metrotech

£999

Ohio Scientific
Tandy TRS-80
Tandy TRS-80
Tandy TRS-80
TECS

Microcomputer B M
Microcomputer Applications
T & V Johnson Ltd
Microcomputers Applications
Jar Software Systems

£1,000
£656
£90 each
£110
750 trans/disc
£350
500 A/Cs 300 nom
£650

Z-80/8080
Z-80/8080

Graffcom Systems Ltd
Great Northern C S Ltd

£995
£995

£510

LTD.

trans

600-2,900

£500--

Invoicing

Hardware supplied if required
Enquiries - tel or write
Avrohurst Ltd. 186, Beehive
Lane, Chelmsford CM2 96J
tel: 354685
Circle No. 215

A/Cs

DISKWISE

varies

THE Apple Agents
in Devon Et Cornwall
Present
Quality Software direct or from your
local Apple Dealer.
HOTEL PLAN - Hotel Management system

Machine Type
- Apple II
Apple II
Apple 11/ITT 2020

Supplier Name

Price
£225
£295

Commodore 3032
Commodore 3032
Commodore 3032

Vlasak Electronics Ltd
Computech Systems
Systematics International Ltd
Analog Electronics
HB Computers Ltd
Bristol Software Factory

CP/M
CP/M
CP/M

Haywood Associates Ltd
Median-Tec Ltd
Computastore Ltd

£500
£500
£500

Capacity
200 A/Cs 1,000 trans
500 A/Cs 1,700 trans

DISKWISE

25 Fore St., Callington, Cornwall
Tel. 05793 3780

Allipppie
computer
le and Service

P.O.A.

£450
£200
£300

Circle No. 216

Linked to S/L & P/L

1,000 A/Cs 6,000

500 A/Cs 600 trans
999 A/Cs 99 centres
nine companies

SD100/200
Tandy TRS-80
Z-80/8080
Z-80/8080

Ludhouse Ltd
Comput-A-Crop
Benchmark CS Ltd
Barcellos Ltd
Tridata Micros Ltd

£500
£400
£250
£250

200 A/Cs 5,000 trans

£225--

500 A/Cs 1,000 trans

Great Northern C S Ltd

£275
£390

varies

Graffcom Systems Ltd

075

f395

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

CONTROL TECHNOLOGY
SUPERB ZX80 SOFTWARE

trans

CP/M
CP/M
CP/M

£475

inc. booking Et guest billing
TV RENTAL MANAGEMENT

General Ledger

AI.3 FREE GAMES IF ORDERVALUE > E5.009
DATABASE 80; This program allows you to name and

set size of files, you can then access, change or
process these files. eg s
PATIENT
TEMP
203
FLT
112

500 A/Cs 5,700 trans

34
DEP
1230

AGE
28

DOSAGE
40 or;

DEST
NY

SEATSVAC
7

GATE80; All logical functions and FFlops as Subs,

you build up software circuit using RAM instead of
breadboards! excellent for teaching electronic digital
systems, or, simple design.
STAR80; GRAPHICS, Accelerate and fire at the enemy.

@ 3.45 each; 2 @ 4.60; 3 @ 5.75 + free games
STOP PRESS'S We are writing a Pascal Program in
Basic editor please state if you wish to have details.
CONTROL TECHNOLOGY, 3a GLOUCESTER RD.,

GEE CROSS, HYDE; MANCHESTER, SK14 5JG
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Incomplete Records
Machine Type

Supplier Name

Price

Apple II

Personal Computers Ltd

£250

Capacity
1,000 trans 2,600
A/Cs

Apple II/ITT 2020

Padmede Computer Services £450

900 A/Cs 2,000
trans/disc

Commodore 3032

Stage One Computers

£750

Commodore 3032

Micro Computation
Profcomp Ltd
Kesho Systems
Basic Computing

£555

500 centres 2,300
A/Cs

CP/M

Durango F85
Exidy Sorcerer

PRACTICAL COMPUTING February 1981

P.O.A.

120 A/Cs 5,000 trans
2,000 entries

£1,000
£350 incl. see also Micropute

BROKEN
COMPUTERS
MENDED
Fast reliable service by professional computer engineers. All
modes' catered for.
For further details please contact:
on
BYRD
ASSOCIATES
Bedford (0234) 214785 124 hour

answering service) or write to
us at 43 Ashburnham Road,
Bedford.
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Job Costing/Billing
Machine Type

EMMY SORCERER
48K £849 + VAT
32K NOW ONLY £799 + VAT
Dealer for

Bristol and
South West
ELECTROPRINT (Mr. Tasker)
5 Kingsdown Parade

292375

Bristol 6
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MAINS INTERFACE UNITS
Permit control of
lighting, heating etc.
from TTL levels.

Compatible with all microcomputers.

500 Watt unit - £27.50 inc pep.
2000 Watt unit - £34.50 inc p&p.

ZERON SYSTEMS
Zeron House
12 Old Bridge House Road
Bursledon

Southampton S03 8AJ

Apple II/ITT 2020
Apple II/ITT 2020
Commodore 3032
Commodore 3032
CP/M

Z-80/8080

Supplier Name

Price
Padmede Computer Services £300
Padmede Computer Services £300
Stage One Computers
£100
CSM Ltd
£600
Graffcom Systems Ltd.
P.O.A.
Great Northern C S Ltd
£300

Capacity
1,000 A/Cs 99 centres
150 A/Cs
300 appointments
1,000 jobs 100 people
100 activity codes
varies

Mailing Systems
Machine Type
Apple II
Apple II/ITT 2020
Apple II/ITT 2020

Apple Diu 2020
Commodore 3032
Commodore 3032
CP/M
CP/M
CP/M
CP/M Horizon

CP/M North Star
Tandy TRS-80
Tandy TRS-80
Tandy TRS-80
Z-80/8080
Z-80/8080

Supplier Name
Keen Computers Ltd
Systematics International Ltd
Guestel Ltd,
The Software House

Stage One Computers
MMS Computer Systems
Graffcom Systems Ltd
Median-Tec Ltd

Structured Systems Group
Microtek Computer Services
Micromedia Systems
Comput-A-Crop
Cleartone ADP

Price

£300
£300
£190
£57
£100
£250
£250
£500
£50
£500
£195

Capacity
500 addresses
500 addresses
400 addresses
750 names & adds
350 records
3,000 records
varies
varies
varies

£78

varies

£50

660 entries
3,000 names/addresses

T & V Johnson Ltd
Micro Focus
Intereurope S D Ltd

P.O.A.
£90

£500

3,000 entries

Machine Type

Supplier Name
T W Computers Ltd
Informex London Ltd
Informex London Ltd
Algobel Computers Ltd
Vlasak Electronics Ltd
Minster Micro System
Computech Systems

Price
£145

Capacity

Apple II/ITT 2020
Apple II/ITT 2020
Apple II/ITT 2020
Apple II/ITT 2020
Apple II/ITT 2020
Apple II/ITT 2020
Apple II/ITT 2020
Commodore
Commodore 3032
Commodore 3032
Commodore 3032
Commodore 3032
Commodore 3032
Commodore 3032
Commodore 3032
CP/M
CP/M
CP/M
CP/M
CP/M
CP/M
CP/M
CP/M Horizon

Haywood Associates Ltd

varies

Circle No. 220

Payroll
(D) Digital Microsystems
OVERPRICED COMPUTERS

INADEQUATE PERSONAL MICROS,
Modata supply Dealers and OEMs with
Digital Microsystems competitively priced
Single and Multi -User computers which
include Reliable Floppy and Hard Disk
storage.

ie. DSC-2: Z80 at 4MHz + 64Kb +
2 x SSDD 8- Floppies for IMb + CP/M
E3525 E.U.

WHY NOT FINDOUT MORE?

0892 41555
Modata Ltd. 30 St. Johns Road.
Tunbridge Wells, Kent TN4 9NT

Circle No. 221
CHARACTERISE YOUR PET
New character sets for your PETS including E sign, new

maths and business symbols or have your own
personal set made up
ONLY

£20.00

PET Software Tape & Listing

from

£3.00

from

£2.00

ZX-80 - Software Tape Er Listing

ZX 80 - Listing service - send your programs on tape
to us and we list them on our printer for only E1.00 per
print.
Write or telephone for details: -

ACM SOFTWARE

- 01-644-4535

214 Church Hill Road,
North Cheam, Surrey, SM3 8LA.

Circle No. 222
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Petsoft Ltd
Landsler Software
Commodore B M (U.K.) Ltd
Analog Electronics
ACT (Petsoft) Ltd
L & I Computers
Intex Datalog Ltd
Cornputastore Ltd
Median -Tee Ltd
Selven Ltd

CP/M North Star
Durango F-85
Sharp MZ-80K
Tandy TRS-80
Tandy TRS-80

Graffcom Systems Ltd
PCL Software Ltd
Ludhouse Ltd
Comput-A-Crop
Microtek Computer Services
Micromedia Systems
Kesho Systems
Tridata Micros Ltd
A I Harding (Molimerx)
Tridata Micros Ltd

Tandy TRS-80
TECS

3 -Line Computing
Jar Software Systems

£50
£198
£295
£360
£199
£379
£50
£95 incl.
£150
£90
£195
£220
£195
£200 &
£350
£350
£500

200 employees
500 employees
100 month 50 weekly
300 employees
200 employees
200 employees
200 employees

600 employees
200 employees

275 & 500 employees

P.O.A.

£500
£600
£450
£450

250 employees
800 employees/MBYTE
300 employees

Lease

varies

£495
£500
£250

350 employees
400 employees

£951200
£218--

£375
£140
£250

400 employees
300 employees
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Z-80/8080
Z-80/8080

Graffcom Systems Ltd
Liveport Data Products

£490
£250

250 employees
500 employees
'THIS BOOK IS EXCELLENT!"

- Clive Sinclair

Property Management
Machine Type

Supplier Name

Price

Apple II/ITT 2020

Cyderpress Ltd

£650

Apple II/ITT 2020
Apple II/ITT 2020

Informex London Ltd
Algobel Computers Ltd

£298
£650

CP/M

Algobel Computers Ltd
Graham Dorian Software

£650
£325

Capacity
500 properties; 420
applicants

Z-80/8080

PROGRAMS
FOR THE

300 entries
400 buildings 250
Own 2,000 trans
2,000 trans

SINCLAIR

varies

Purchase Ledger
Machine Type

Supplier Name

Apple II
Apple II
Apple II/III 2020

Vlasak Electronics Ltd
Computech Systems
Padmede Computer Services

Apple II/III 2020
Commodore 3032

Systematics International Ltd
Microact Ltd

£350

Commodore 3032
Commodore 3032

HB Computers Ltd
Compfer Ltd

£350
£300

Commodore 3032

ACT (Petsoft) Ltd
Haywood Associates Ltd
Median-Tec Ltd

£120
£350
£500

Price
£315
£295
£300

Capacity
200 A/Cs 1,000 trans
500 A/Cs 1,600 trans
900 A/Cs 4,500
trans/disc
SEE OUR AD ON PAGE 158

P.O.A.

2,000 A/Cs 7,000

Circle No. 223

trans

800 A/Cs, 4,000 trans
1,000 A/Cs 7,000
entries

CP/M
CP/M
CP/M
CP/M
CP/M
CP/M

CP/M North Star
Durango F-85
Exidy Sorcerer
SD -100/200
Tandy TRS-80
Tandy TRS-80

Z-80/8080
Z-80/8080

Structured Systems Group
Ludhouse Ltd
Comput-A-Crop
Computastore Ltd
Benchmark CS Ltd
Kesho Systems
Basic Computing
Barcellos Ltd
AI Harding (Molimerx)
Tridata Micros Ltd

Great Northern CS Ltd
Graffcom Systems Ltd

£460
£500
£400
£400
£250
£500
£125 incl
£250
£225
£225£375
£275

200 A/Cs 700 trans
500 A/Cs 600

complete Software Packages including

trans/ACs
varies

HYTRAN

500 A/Cs 5,000 trans
500 A/Cs
500 A/Cs 3,100 trans
500 A/Cs 2,000 trans

File transfer system
£60.00
Enables Last data transfer between any two
micros with CP/M operating system or any
micro and main frame. Fully supported for

2780/3780 protocols.

See also Micropute

MAGIC WAND

Supplier Name

Apple II
Apple II/ITT 2020
Apple II/ITT 2020
Apple II/ITT 2020
Apple II/ITT 2020

Courtman Micro Systems
Diskdean Ltd
Systematics International Ltd
Informex London Ltd
T & V Johnson Ltd
Systematics Intl Ltd

Apple mu 2020
Apple/ITT 2020
Commodore 3032
Commodore 3032
Commodore 3032
Commodore 3032
Commodore 3032
Commodore Pet

The Software House
CPS (Data Systems) Ltd
Amplicon MS Ltd
Compsoft Ltd
Microact Ltd
Commodore BM (U.K.) Ltd
Stage One Computers
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£205.00
Features: Full screen text editing/formatWord processing package

1,100 entries

ting commands, merging external data files

125 A/Cs 1,000 trans
varies

£440

to produce personalized mail shots, true
proportional spacing, column justification,
bold face, underline etc.

Available on 8- Discs
Compatible with Northstar,
Superbrain, Altos, Cromemco,
Rair etc.
Fill in the coupon now, please add
15% VAT, and £1.00 P & P.

Records Management
Machine Type

HYSOFT

SOFTWARE PRODUCTS

Price
£106
£120
£125
£198
£95

HYSOFT SOFTWARE PRODUCTS

100K Characters
varies

St George's Place, OXFORD OX I 2BL.

1,000 references
500-1,200 records
112K per drive

£72 &

£175
£140
£200
£140
£95-£170

------

Capacity

Tel: (0865) 726644/5

Please send:
HYTRAN , MAGIC WAND

.

I enclose cheque for £
NAME

900 records

POSITION

varies

1,500 records
600-5,000 records

P.O.A.

400K -800K

£150
£130£250

650
165K

ADDRESS

TELEPHONE

PC

'

Circle No 224
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PIECE -WORK
TRS-80
100

400
1650

COST CENTRE CODES
EMPLOYEES

TRANSACTIONS
5
MANAGEMENT REPORTS
£390 + VAT
CLIVE TAYLOR
TAYLOR MICRO SYSTEMS LTD.
HAMSTEAD IND. ESTATE,
OLD WASALL RD..
BIRMINGHAM B42 1DF

CP/M
CP/M
CP/M SWTPC
Metrotech System

Clenlo Computing Services

Ohio Challenger
Ohio Scientific

U -Microcomputers Ltd
Microcomputer BM
Barcellos Ltd

SD -100/200

Median -Tee Ltd

Verwood Systems
Metrotech

£90-£325 varies
£500
£200£1,000

£175+
£175
£500-

Xitan Systems Ltd

£1,000
£200
£135
£850

Machine Type

Supplier Name

Price

Capacity

Apple II
Apple II
Apple II/ITT 2020

Vlasak Electronics Ltd
Computech Systems

£315
£295
£300

200 A/Cs 1,000 trans
500 A/Cs 1,600 trans
900 A/Cs 4,500

Apple II/ITT 2020
Commodore 3032

Systematics International Ltd
Microact Ltd

Tandy TRS-80
Z-80/8080
Z-80/Cromenco

T & V Johnson Ltd

Structured Systems Group

varies

4,000 records/disc

021-358 2436

Circle No. 225

BUILDING
RAMS?
Why waste time hand -wiring RAMS? This
5.3 x 2.5 inch professional plated thru PCB
mounts on your prototyping board, looking like

an 8K byte TTL compatible static RAM. 13
address lines, 8 data I/O, write enable, 2 neg
and 1 positive card selects.

Assembled with sockets, pins and caps, just
plug in 162114's and 1 74LS138 £21. Bare board
£15, no VAT, post paid.
Ibis Electronic Design,
Unit H, 56 Norris Hill Drive,
Heaton Norris,

Stockport
Cheshire.

Circle No. 226

PAPER
at less than half other prices!!!

11" x 71/2r' £17.00
for minimum of 2000 sheets
(Price includes VAT and PIPI

TR Computer Systems
5 Grasmere Grove
Burlish Park Estate
Stourport-on-Severn
Hereford Et Worcs. Tel: (029 93) 78146

Sales Ledger

Padmede Computer Services

t rans/disc

P.O.A.

£350

2,000 A/Cs 7,000
trans

Commodore 3032
Commodore 3032
Commodore 3032

Anagram Systems
ACT (Petsoft) Ltd
HB Computers Ltd

£320
£120
£350

CP/M

Median-Tec Ltd

£500

CP/M
CP/M

PCL Software Ltd
Ludhouse Ltd

£500
£500

CP/M
CP/M
CP/M

Ludhouse Ltd
Computastore Ltd
Haywood Associates Ltd
Benchmark CS Ltd
Kesho Systems
Basic Computing
Barcellos Ltd
Tridata Micros Ltd

Great Northern CS Ltd

£1,000
£400
£350
£250
£500
£125 Ind
£250
£225£325
£225
£550
£440
£275

Machine Type

Supplier Name

Price

Capacity

Apple II/ITT 2020
Apple 1I/ITT 2020
Apple II/ITT 2020
Apple/ITT 2020
Commodore 3032

Microdigital Ltd
Systematics Intl Ltd
Vlasak Electronics Ltd
The Software House

625 items
200-2,500 items

Commodore 3032
Commodore 3032
Commodore 3032

Logma Systems Design
L (Sr J Computers
ACT (Petsoft) Ltd

£225
£500
£285
£80
£395£495
£600
£230
£75

Commodore 3032
Commodore 3032

Compfer Ltd
Microact Ltd

£350
£350

Commodore 3032

Bristol Software Factory

£300£360

500 A/Cs
200 A/Cs 700 trans
800 A/Cs 600
trans/ACs
500 A/Cs 600
trans/ACs
1,000 A/Cs/MByte
1,000 A/Cs 5,000
trans

CP/M North Star
Durango F-85
Exidy Sorcerer
SD -100/200

Tandy TRS 80
Tandy TRS-80
TECS

Z-80/8080
Z-80/8080

AJ Harding (Molimerx)
Jar Software Systems Ltd
Graffcom Systems Ltd

500 A/Cs 3,500 trans
500 A/Cs 2,000 trans
See also Micropute

175 A/Cs 1,350 trans
1,350 entries
500 A/Cs
varies

(Terms strictly cash with order)

Circle No. 227

Stock Systems
NEVADA COBOL
A powerful subset of ANSI 74 Cobol, incorporating the most widely used commands. Runs
under CP/M in as little as 16K RAM. Thoroughly
tested and proven, with comprehensive manual.
The compiler supports commercial applications
and presents an excellent low-cost introduction
to this elegant and widely used language.

Available in 8 inch Standard, 51 Standard,

SMG Microcomputers

TRS80, North Star, SuperBrain.

Disc and Manual, £52.00
Manual only £15.00
Prices exclude VAT.
Further details and our full list available.

RATIONAL SYSTEMS

CEDAR HOUSE, UNION STREET,
NEWPORT PAGNELL, BUCKS, MK16 BET
TELEPHONE 0908 613209

800 items

2,450-7,000 items
1-6 shops

2,400 items 1,000
A/Cs

200 lines 20 bars
2,500 items, 1,000
A/Cs

Circle No. 228
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2,300
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Commodore 3032
Commodore 3032

Commodore. B NI (U.K.) Lid
Anagram Systems

3 150

Commodore 3032
Commodore 3032
Commodore 3032
Commodore 3032
Commodore 3032

SA Systems
Petsoft Ltd
1. & I Computers
Rockliff Brothers Ltd

£650
£50
£60
£120
£100
£350
£500£800
£350

£395

650
500-600 items 255
AfCs

CP/M
CP/M
CP/M

CP/M Cromemco
CPM/Horizon
CP/M North Star
Exidy Sorcerer
Tandy TRS-80
Tandy TRS-80
Tandy TRS-80
Tandy TRS-80
Tandy TRS-80
Tandy TRS-80
Tandy TRS-80

Stage One Computers
Haywood Associates Ltd
Median-Tec Ltd

Graffcom Systems Ltd
Micrornedia Systems
Microtek Computer Services
Benchmark CS Ltd
Basic Computing
Microdems Software
A 1 Harding (Molimerx)
Cleartone ADP
S A Systems
T & V Johnson Ltd
T & V Johnson Ltd
Tridata Micros Ltd

TECS

Jar Software Systems

TECS

Jar Software Systems
Graham Dorian Software
Rogis Systems Ltd

Z-80/8080
Z-80/8080
Z-80/8080
Z-80/8080
Z-80/8080
Z-80/MCZ

Great Northern C.S. Ltd
Graffcom Systems Ltd
Graffcom Systems Ltd
Software Architects Ltd

300 records/disc2,500 items
500 items
3,900 items
650 items

520-6,000 items

£ 1,000
varies
£1,000
1,000 items 750 trans
£450
£125 Incl See also Micropute
1,000-2,000 items
£150
.630 items
£225

MICROCASE

turnsa
board into a real computer"
For NASCOM 2
COMPUKIT
SUPERBOARD
ALSO UNCUT FOR NASCOM 1 ETC.
Direct from us or from your dealer but make sure you see a
GENUINE MICROCASE
about £30
SIMPLE SOFTWARE LTD
15 HAVELOCK ROAD
BRIGHTON, SUSSEX BN1 6GL

At\
Buy wth Access

102731504879

Circle No. 229

P.O.A.
:£650

300 stock records

£115
£145
£200£375
£800

1,000 items
1,000 items/invoices

£850
£325
£500
£275
£340
£580
£600

630 items/disc
10,000 items 5,000
orders
1,000 items 300 A Cs
varies
900-3,500 items
varies

SPECIALSfor PET
£39
Programmer's Toolkit
£25
Light Pen ( 4- Software)
£35
Word Processor (M/Code)
£37
Music System Complete
£7
Adventures 1 & 2 each
(ALL + VAT BUT INCL. POSTAGE)

Send for details - state model

SIMPLE SOFTWARE LTD
15 HAVELOCK ROAD
BRIGHTON, SUSSEX BN1 6GL

Id&

102731504879

varies

Circle No. 230
IBM GOLFBALL PRINTERS
From £425 + VAT
jP

Word Processing
Machine Type

Supplier Name

Price

Capacity

Apple II
Apple II/ITT 2020
Apple II/ITT 2020
Apple II/ITT 2020
Apple II/ITT 2020

Personal Computers Ltd
Vlasak Electronics Ltd
Systematics International Ltd
Guestel Ltd
Algobel Computers Ltd

17 A4 pages

Commodore 3032
Commodore 3032
Commodore 3032
Commodore 3032
Commodore 3032

Act (Petsoft) Ltd
Act (Petsoft) Ltd
Dataview Ltd
FIB Computers Ltd
Commodore BM (U.K.) Ltd

£150
£120
£75
£190
£75
£325
£325
£159
£70

Commodore 3032
CP/M

Stage One Computers
Median:Fec Ltd
Computastore Lid
Southdata Ltd

CP:M North Star
Ohio Scientific
Tandy TRS-80
Z-80/8080
Z-80/8080

Micromedia Systems
Microcomputer B M
T & V Johnson Ltd
Structured Systems Group
Intereurope S D Ltd

CP/M
CP/ M

100K characters
800 lines
12,000 bytes
12K bytes

Reconditioned printers with keyboard
and RS232 interface.

Sales - Service - Supplies
AID Office Supplies
Brindiwell Ltd.,
Frampton Dotterel!
BRISTOL

Telephone: Winterbourne (0454) 774564

Circle No. 231

39 A4 pages

LOOK

£75 &

£150
£100
£300
£400
£350
£495
£116
£109
£500

170 pages
130 pages

The latest version of the famous

EPSON TX -80

The TOPPER with GRAFTRAX
160,000 words
10,000 words
varies
varies

Wag

This unique option from DATAPLUS gives the
TX -80 a FULL HI-DEF GRAPHICS capability.

When the bit plot mode is invoked, each bit
arriving via the parallel interface individually
controls one of the 7 print head needles.

Additional facilities include software control of
line feeds in .007" increments, and many others.

There is an increasing number of packages which do

not fit into any of the standard categories we have
created and so we have consequently listed them
under the title Miscellaneous. They appear in
alphabetical order by machine type. The names of
PRACTICAL COMPUTING February 1981

You have NEVER been offered a better deal
than this.
TX -80 with parallel interface
GRAFTRAX option
Apple, PET, Sharp, Tandy
RS.232 Interfaces
Cash or Credit Cards accepted.

£355 + VAT
£4.50 + VAT

£ 40 + VAT

DATAPLUS LTD.
39-49 Roman Road, Cheltenham
0242-30030 or 37373.

Circle No. 232
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similar packages can be very different so users of the
guide should check every entry under their machine
type. The full address of the supplier can be found at
the end of the guide.

SUPERBOARD II
STILL the best value in home
computers. Just compare the
features:

8K floating point BASIC in
ROM

Full ASCII keyboard

Standard cassette/TV

Miscellaneous applications for all machine types

interface

RS232 printer interface
4K user RAM
Expandable to 32K and dual
mini -floppy
Full range of OHIO Computers
carried.
AVAILABLE NOW FROM:
C.T.S.

Machine Type

Application and
Supplier Name

Price

Capacity

Apple II/ITT 2020

Auction system

£650

400 entries

Cyderpress Ltd

31/33 Church Street
Littleborough

Apple II

La ncs OL15 8DA
PLEASE RING OR WRITE FOR
LATEST PRICES
Tel: Littleborough (0706) 74342
or 79332 any time

Apple II

Apple II/ITT 2020
Apple II/ITT 2020

Circle No. 233

topmark

Apple II,/ITT 2020
Apple II

NO\ likaPPla' ,v v,
FORTRAN
needs language card)
Send only £120 + VAT £18 (Fortran only)
Or
£419 + VAT £62.85

Apple II/ITT 2020
Apple II

Apple II/ITT 2020

(complete system, includes Pascal and
language card)

NEW! NEW! NEW!

NEW! DOS 3.3 - much improved

,.......

Apple II/ITT 2020

xxxxxxxxxxxmxxxxxxx

z

xx

explain clearly those aspects of
programming the 2050 which are
likely to cause difficulty. Both the text and the tape include
many useful programs covering the use of arrays, PEE% & POKE,
USN etc. Also Includes sections on flowcharts and the Z80
microprocessor.
All this for ONLY 27.50 inclusive.

A tEUCTICN FROM OUR RANGE OF 2X80 SOFTWARE CASSETTES:No.2 Rio -rhythms; Solitaire; Battleships; Dice
No.5 Guess & gamble; Number sort; Tteasure hunt; Fruit machine.
Secret Codes; Horse race, Stopwatch.
CX80 Art (3 programs); Drawing - use memory -mapping.
Logic gates; 7 -segment display; Binary to decimal.
Graph -plotter; Summation; Histograms; Square root.
CNLY iC.CC EACH (inclusive). Cend 2 x 12r stamps for catalogue.
No.6
No.R
No.9
No.10

Acorn Atom

GFTWARE ON

Apple II
Apple II

Apple II/ITT 2020
Apple II/ITT 2020

EtUG-BYTE

Dept PC
251 HENLEY ROAD
COVENTRY
CV2 110

Circle No. 235

£850
£120
£295

£150
£198

300-600 records
600 records

Cyderpress Ltd
Property/Estate Agents
Informex London Ltd
Property valuation
Cyderpress Ltd
Sales analysis
Microdigital Ltd
Structural engineering design
James C Steadman

£198

300-600 records

£95

Variable

£175

£650

500 properties
420 applicants

£298

300 entries

£650
£200

500 A/Cs

£200

Time recording-solicitors'
£198
Informex London Ltd
TV rental management system £395

300 clients

Diskwise Ltd

Commodore 3032

:

NASCOM 2 SOFTWARE available - send SAE for list
XXXXXXXXOLXXXXXXX
ALL PRICES INCLUSIVE
RAIL ORDER ONLY

140

Apple II/ITT 2020

CASSETTE

ATOM INVADEK (12K,graphics mode 4) £12. PINBALL(6K) Ed.
ATOM BREAKCUT(AK) E4.
FRUIT MACHINE(8K) E5. (figures are for
TOTAL memory)
The following 4K programs are E3 each:PCNTOCN; ALIEN DESTRGY, HORSE RACE; MINEFIELD; BATTLESHIPS,
RIO -RHYTHMS.
XXXXSPECIAL OFFER; all 6 on 2 cassettes.E19UDYDDO:
2K FRCGRAYS
Moon -landing; Reaction test,Nangman,Torpedo - all on
one cassette for r5.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
NEW

280 properties
360 applicants

£80

Apple II/ITT 2020

,,sists of a book and a
,tte of programs, designed to

£650

Letter writer
Vlasak Electronics Ltd
Medical records
Inforrnex London Ltd
Modelling, VisiCalc
Microsense Computers Ltd
Pipeline engineering
Aerco-Gemsoft
Property/Estate system

Apple II/ITT 2020

Circle No. 234

600 entries

Apple II

Apple II ITT 2020

orders accepted.
Contact Tom Piercy at
Topmark Computers, 77 Wilkinson Close,
Eaton Socon, St Neots, Cambs. PE19
3HJ Huntingdon (0480) 212563

£298

£198

Apple II/ITT 2020

Official Government and Educational

Services
Hospital administration
Inforrnex London Ltd

£130

Insurance records
Inforrnex London Ltd

superior to previous version £113 + VAT
£16.95

3D graphics package
Fylde Microcomputer

£80

Apple II/ITT 2020

capacity £40 + VAT £6

NEW! Eurocolour card - vastly

Cashflow/Bank forecast
Vlasak Electronics Ltd
Credit control
Microdigital Ltd
Employment Agents' system
Informex London Ltd
Estate Agents' system
Cyderpress Ltd
Estate Agents' system
Systematics International Ltd
Estate Agents' register
Vlasak Electronics Ltd
Financial planning
Systematics International Ltd

Commodore 3032
Commodore 3032
Commodore 3032
Commodore 3032

Appointments planner
Commodore BM (U.K.) Ltd
Bank account reconciliation
Stage One Computers
Building conversion
Micro Computation
Cash book
L & I Computers
Estate Agents' package
Stage One Computers

£50

200 entries

£100
£300-

320 clauses

£400
£90
£250

325 properties
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£150

Varies

£430

200 rooms

£295

280 rooms

Commodore 3032

Financial planning
ACT (Petsoft) Ltd
Hotel room system
Landsler Software
Hotel system and billing
Landsler Software
Insurance Brokers system

Commodore 3032

Stage One Computers
Invoicing/Costing-jewellers'

£575

Commodore 3032

CPS (Data Systems) Ltd
Job/Appointments planner

£100

Commodore 3032

Commodore 3032
Commodore 3032

Commodore 3032
Commodore 3032
Commodore 3032
Commodore 3032
Commodore 3032

Stage One Computers
Machine hire
L & I Computers
Order control
MMS Computer Systems
Printers' job control
Stage One Computers
Printers' quote system
Microland
Sales analysis
Logma Systems Design

£100

3,600 orders

£450

130 jobs/disc

£175

£600

£650

Z-80/8080

Stock/farming livestock
S.A. Systems
Window replacement
CSM Ltd
Work measurement
The Alphabet Company
Cashflow forecasting
Ludhouse Ltd
Financial analysis
Median-Tec Ltd
Hire purchase system
Graffcom Systems Ltd
Invoice discount/factoring
Micromedia Systems
Order entry & invoicing
Graffcom Systems Ltd
P & L budgeting system
Micromedia Systems
Personnel records
Micromedia Systems
Purchasing system
Graffcom Systems Ltd
Statistical analysis
Research Resources Ltd
Time recording
Haywood Associates Ltd
Vehicle maintenance
Micromedia Systems
Financial analysis
A J Harding (Molimerx)
Invoicing
Tridata Micros Ltd
Production analysis
Jar Software Systems
Time recording/ledger
Kesho Systems
Appointments system

Z-80/8080

Great Northern CS Ltd
Civil/structural engineering

CP/M

CP/M
CP/M

CP/M various

CP/M North Star
CP/M
CP/M
CP/M

CP/M North Star
Tandy TRS-80
Tandy TRS-80
Tecs

Durango F-85

Z-80/8080
Z-80/8080
Z-80/8080

design
Equinox Computer Systems
Conference organiser
Intereurope SD Ltd
Financial modelling
Intereurope SD Ltd
Personnel records
Intereurope S D Ltd

PRACTICAL COMPUTING February 1981

300 appointments

£250

Commodore 3032

CP/M

SCHOTTKY - T.T.L. -

£420

£1,000

CP/M

We specialise in memory
C-MOS etc.

Service company package
Stage One Computers

Commodore 3032

ELECTROiliC5 LT..

products - LOW POWER

Commodore 3032

Commodore 3032

iTlEREFIELCS

Sales only, to MFGs and DSTBs
(including retail shops).

Please note we have moved
to new premises:

Merefields Electronics Ltd
White Horse Lane
Canterbury, Kent
Tel: 0227/64442/60604
Telex: 965386

1-6 shops

Circle No. 236

GRAPHICS

300 records/disc

FOR YOUR 1K

£500

ZX80

£150
£250
£500
P.O.A.

Depends on system

012 CASSETTE WITH FOUR PROGRAMS
Symmetrical Patterns, Large Print
Draw A Picture, Plot A Picture
TWELVE PAGE ILLUSTRATED MANUAL
contains instructions for use,
sample runs, fully annotated listings,
technical notes including much
INFORMATION NOT AVAILABLE IN
THE SINCLAIR MANUAL
Graphics Package (cassette + manual) f8.00
Graphics Manual only
£3.00
BRIDGE SOFTWARE, 36 Fernwood,
Marple Bridge, Stockport, Ches. SK6 5BE

- Mail Order Only -

£1,000

Games and other programs inc. 16K graphics
also available

£350

Circle No. 237

500-5,000 orders

£495

PLEASE NOTE THE CORRECT
ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE NO.

£595

FOR MAP SOFTWARE FAST MAIL IS

£450

540-7,000

.17

BELGRAVE ESTATE
HONEYWELL LANE

OLDHAM, MANCHESTER

invoices

Tel. 061-633 3084/5

£240 pa
£500

£195
COMPUTER SYSTEMS LTD.

£55

£75-150

small enough to CARE

large enough to COPE

Circle No. 238

Linked to stock and
sales

£600

1,000 products
2,500 items

£1,000
£220-275 Depends on system

DRIVE TWO PRINTERS
FROM YOUR TRS-80
The DTN printer switch allows you to
switch between two printers on your
Centronics Port without re -plugging

£500

varies

£500

30,000 entries

for details send SAE or Phone

£500

1,000 items
100 reports
200-300 items

77 Mont Pelier Rise
Wembley, Middx.
Tel (evenings) 01-907 1767

cables.
price £35 + VAT

DTN
£500

or 01-904 7411

Circle No. 239
141

Z-80/8080

for

Sales analysis retail
Graham Dorian Software

£325

DepEncis on system

SHARP Alphabetical list of suppliers

Lots of 111Z- ,T is Ii s and
PC1211s for IMMEDIATE
delivery. We try to match
best prices anywhere!!!

King Pin
Computers
PO BOX 40 - STEVENAGE
HERTS SG1 2NA
TEL: STEVENAGE (0438) 59677

Circle No. 240

TRS-80 I Et II
DISK SOFTWARE
THE TRS-80 SPOOLER gives your Model I/II TRS-80
the same performance edge bigger computers have had

for years. With the SPOOLER installed, CPU time
ordinarily spent waiting for disk and printer operations
to complete is made available for useful work. Typical
commercial applications can run up to TWICE as fast
with the SPOOLER installed. Installation is simple and

fast and requires no changes to your programs! £45.00.

For Model

I

state NEW DOS/TRS DOS or NEW

DOS / 80.

For Model II state serial or parallel printer.

MODEL II EXTENDED BASIC adds command

abbreviations and additional commands for variable/
line number cross referencing, re -numbering with block
re -location, dynamic dump of variable contents and
search for embedded strings or commands in program
text. Requires no user memory or user disk space - a
must for every programme! - £65.00.

Supplier

Address

Sales
contact

3 -Line Computing

Tim Hill

Minster Micro Systems
04254-4751

36 Clough Road
Hull HU5 1QL
88 Christchurch Road
Ringwood, Hampshire, BH24 1DR

ACT (Petsoft) Ltd

Radclyffe House

M Wauchbpe

021-454-5341

66-68 Hadley Road, Edgbaston

0482-445496

Birmingham

Aerco-Gemsoft

04862-22881
A I Harding (Molimerx)
0424-22039
Algobel Computers Ltd
021-233-2407
Amplicon M S Ltd
0273-562163
Anagram Systems
0403-68601
Analog Electronics
0203-417761
Barcellos Ltd

Leicester 26584/5
Basic Computing
0535-65094
Benchmark CS Ltd
0726-61000

£37.50.

software includes remote date entry,
inter -computer communications and spoolers with
Other Model

II

Bristol Software Factory

0272-314278
Cleartone ADP

0495-244555
Clenlo Computing Services
01-653-6028

dynamic disk buffers.

All Model II disks include a free DOS program which

makes over 35 corrections and enhancements to

TRSDOS, including moving 'break' to 'ctrl -6'.
Prices exclude VAT.
Write or call for further details.
SYSTEM SOFT
49 Dunvegan Drive, Rise Park, Nottingham NG5 5DX
Tel: 106021275559

Circle No. 241

Meet people on your wave length immediately though RAPPORT, the intelligent person's introduction service.
All ages, nationwide. Send stamp and
age for details:

RAPPORT, Dept RB,

Commodore B M(U.K.) Ltd
0753-74111
Compfer Ltd
0772-57684
Compsoft Ltd

0483-39665
Comput-A-Crop
01-771-0867
Computastore Ltd
061-832 4761
Computech Systems
01-794-0202
Courtman Micro Systems

0222-495257
CPS (Data Systems) Ltd
021-707-3866
CSM Ltd
021-382-4171

P.O. Box 94, Oxford

Cyderpress Ltd
0491-37769
142

27 Chobham Road
Woking, Surrey GU2I 1JD
28 Collington Avenue

Nigel Tylor

John Harding

Bexhill -on -Sea, East Sussex

33 Cornwall Buildings
Newhall Street, Birmingham B3 3QR
143A Ditchling Road
Brighton, Sussex BN1 6JA
9 Michell Close
Horsham, West Sussex RH12 1JT
47 Ridgeway Avenue
Coventry
Kimberley House
Vaughan Way, Leicester
'Oakworth Road
Keighley, West Yorkshire BD22 7LA
Tremena Manor
Tremena Road, St Austell Cornwall

Steven Linden
Jim Hicks

Jon Quigly

K Tapp
Mike Collier
S Willmott

PL25 50G

MODEL II DOS PACK adds DOS commands to

compress Basic programs, echo screen to printer, reroute printer output to screen, print screen from Basic
or keyboard and save inadvertently 'lost' Basic
programs - £60.00.
FRIEND is an extremely powerful set of Model II DOS
utilities which allow 'group' or 'generic' processing of
disk files. Copy, kill, print, display - a real time saver -

R Kilpatrick

Micro House
St. Michael's Hill, Bristol BS2 8BS
Prince of Wales Industrial Estate,
Abercarn, Gwent NP 15R1
15 South View Court
The Woodlands, Beulah Hill, London
SE19
818 Leigh Road
Trading Estate, Slough, Berkshire
Preston Computer Centre
6 Victoria Buildings, Fishergate,
Preston, Lancashire
Old Manor Lane
Chilworth, Guildford, Surrey
32 Whitworth Road
London SE25 6XH
16 John Dalton Street
Manchester
168 Finchley Road
London NW3
48 Melrose Avenue
Penylan, Cardiff
Arden House
1102 Warwick Road, Acocks Green,
Birmingham B276BH
Refuge Assurance House
Sutton New Road, Erdington,
Birmingham B23 6QX
2 Church Lane
Wallingford, Oxfordshire

W J Kyle -Price

E Balding

T Froud

Nick Green
D Steele

Nick Horgan
Jenny Wilson

David Nicholson

Laurence Payne
G Stuckey
N Ashbourne
Peter Mart

C Murphy
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Diskdean Ltd

23 Bedford Row

01-242-7394

London WC I R 4EB

25 Fore Street
Callington, Cornwall
Kleeman House
Equinox Computer Systems
16 Anning Street, New Inn Yard,
01-739-238719
London EC2
Fylde Microcomputer Services 48 Lomond Avenue, Blackpool,
Lancashire
0253 692954
89 Bedford Court Mansions
G W Computers Ltd
Bedford Avenue London WC 1
01-636-8210
52 Shaftesbury Avenue
Graffcom Systems Ltd
Diskwise Ltd

R Cornforth

05793-3780

01-734-8862
Graham Dorian Software
01-379-7931
Great Northern C S Ltd
0532-589980
Guestel Ltd
0225-65379
Haywood Associates Ltd
01-428-9831
HB Computers Ltd
0536-83922 & 520910
Informex London Ltd
01-318-4213/7
Instar Business Systems
01-680-5330
Intelligent Artefacts

022020-689
Intereurope SD Ltd

0734-789183
Intex Datalog Ltd

0642-781193
James C Steadman
0903-814923
Jar Software Systems
Bolton 26644
Keen Computers Ltd

0602-583254
Kesho Systems

041-226-4236
L & 1 Computers

01-204-7525
Landsler Software
01-399-2476/7
Liveport Data Products
0736-798157
Logma Systems Design
Bolton 389854
Ludhouse Ltd
01-679-4321
Median-Tec Ltd

0734-596842
Metrotech
0895-58111
Micro Computation
01-882-5104
Micro Focus
01-379-7931
Microact Ltd
021-455-8585
Microcomputer Applications
0734-470425
Microcomputer BM
01-981-3993
Microdigital Ltd
051.227-2535
Microgems Software

0602-275559

London W1V 7DE
do Lifeboat Associates
32 Neal Street, London WC2H 9PS
116 Low Lane, Horsforth,
Leeds LS18 8PX
Refuge House
2-4 Henry Street, Bath BA -1 11
11 Station Approach
Northwood, Middlesex
22 Newland Street
Kettering, Northamptonshire
8-12 Lee High Road
London SE13 5LQ
61 High Street
Croydon,Surrey
Cambridge Road
Orwell, Hertfordshire
19-21 Denmark Street
Wokingham, Berkshire RG11 2QX
Eaglescliffe Industrial Estate
Eaglescliffe, Cleveland TS16 OPN
18 Manor Road
Upper Beeding, Steyning, Sussex
BN4 3TI
124 Newport Street
Bolton, Lancashire
5B The Poultry
Nottingham
72 Waterloo Street

Glasgow G2
3 Crundale Avenue
Kingsbury, London NW9 9P1
29A Tolworth Park Road
Surbiton, Surrey KT6 7RL
The Ivory Works
St Ives, Cornwall TR26 2HF
2-10 Bradshawgate
Bolton, Lancashire
2-6 Marian Road
London SW I6 5HR
120 Oxford Road
Reading, Berkshire RG1 7NL
Waterloo Road
Uxbridge, Middlesex UB8 2YW

APPLE
DISTRIBUTORS

B Seedle
T Winter

Barbara
Castledine

Stocks of Apples and most accessories Texas, Qume 8- Paper Tiger
Printers 8" Discs, Corvus Disks for
Apples.

I Clifford

SOFTWARE
Financial Planning Databases Mailing
Visicalc Accounts Word Processing.

P Clark

Also the well known "Estate Com-

Allen Timpany

puter Systems" Estate Agents Package in use throughout the U.K.
ESTATE COMPUTER SYSTEMS
30 Ca rre St., Sleaford, Lincs.

I Clarke

Tel: (0529-305637)

Stuart Whittaker

Circle No. 242

K Tayfoor
S Kent

MICRO ADS

are accepted from private readers only, pre -paid

and in writing, 20p per word, minimum charge

D Sands

UK 101 'LIFE' Fast machine code growth
routine, foolproof keying, 4K. £3 tor cassette

E Stoneham

stating new/original monitor (not Cegmonl.
P.G. Reeve, 4 The Holme, Godmanchester,

T Ingle

James Steadman

Cambs.

TRS-80 LEVEL II 16K Complete system VDU,
keyboard, cassette recorder, manuals, tapes.
Hardly used. Telephone 021-429 6830 before 5
pm. 021-262 5519 after 6 pm. Buyer collect if
possible £400.

Blackburn

WANTED: Large keyboard PET. Must have
Memory

Bob Ellis

Angus Nial

Jack Goodman
E Landsler

Expansion

Part

and

spare

4116

sockets intact. Can collect. (50 mile radius).
Please telephone SANDIWAY 883436 after 5
pm.

ITEL 1041 Golfball Typewriter/Printer includes
Tape Reader and Punch £220. Oscilloscopes,
Telequipment D52 £60, and S32 £50. Solatron
CD1014 £40. Telephone Milton Keynes (09081
605070 (anytime).

APPLE II 48K Twin Disks and many games.

G Wilkinson

£1100. Norwich 810675.

NASCOM 1 SYSTEM, 16K ram, Basic, Zeap,

R Odell

TV Monitor, other extras, £350. Paignton
(0803) 521237.

M Ward
W Stevenson

C Ogilvy

8 Station Parade
Southgate, London N14
do Lifeboat Associates
32 Neal Street, London WC2H 9PS

Graham Dicker

Radclyffe House
66-68 Hagley Road, Edgbaston,
Birmingham B16 8PF
11 Riverside Court
Caversham, Reading RG4 8AL
4 Morgan Street
London E3 5AB
25 Brusnwick Street
Liverpool L2 OBI
32 Buckingham Avenue
Hucknall, Nottinghamshire

John Farthing
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LINCOLNSHIRE

M Kusmirak

UK101 PROGRAMMERS AID. Features Find, Trace, Delete, Remember, Variable List,
Tape Verification and more, called for speed by
'ctrl' keys (2K machine code) £8.50. 021-308
7012 (Richard), 10 Fouroaks Road, Sutton
Coldfield, West Midlands.
EXPANDORAM II S.100, 16K Dynamic Ram

Board, expands to 64K £199. Mike Barbary
(07361 2033 after 7.00 pm.

C Barnes

W Jupp

Graham Jones

ZX80 SOFTWARE - Four listings for 1K ZX80.
Moonlander (graphics), Pontoon, Calendar,
Mathstest. Send £2 to P. Pickering, 56 Lennox
Road, Todmorden, Lancs. OL14 8QD.

CHEAP PROGRAMS for most Basic Micros.
Super Startrek, Mini -Adventure, Maze
Journey, etc. 6 program listings for only £10.
C. Histed, 'Willowmead', Willow Grove, Chislehurst, Kent.
UK101 2MHZ8K cased 20 Progs. ScreenEd.
DataSave. Training Manual Loads info incl.
Improve PSU. £260. 0270 64403.

Mrs J Wyatt

SHUGART SA400 with Manual. Unused £150.
Phone Geoff 01-567 1845 (Evenings).

143

Buyers' Guide
Microland

0723-70715
TRS80 LEVEL II 48K complete system of TV
keyboard, tape recorder interface, two 40 track
disc drives, Newdos, cables, manuals, programs, books and magazines. Purchased less

Micromedia Systems

Newport 59276/7
Micropute

than a year ago (disc and interface only 3

0625-612818

Phone Rainham 23462.

Microsense Computers Ltd
0442-41191/48151
Microtek Computer Services
0689-26803
Minicomputer CS Ltd
0494-448686

months) owner emigrating hence will accept
highest offer over £999. First to see will buy.
SUPERBOARD/COMPUKIT EXPANSIONS.

I/O port £18, light pen £12, EPROM programmer. SAE info. B. Mistry, 75 St.
Margaret's Road, Bradford, W. Yorks.

ZX80 SOFTWARE - Four listings for 1K.
ZX80. Moonlander (graphics), Pontoon,
Calendar, Mathstest. Send £2 to: P. Pickering,

MMS Computer Systems
. 0234-40601
Padmede Computer Services
DIABLO 1550 Daisywheel printer/typewriter.
RS232C. Friction/Tractor feed, paper tray, 025-671-2434
integral stand. £595 o.n.o. No VAT. 01-989
PCL Software Ltd
0430.
021-544-5071
ZX80. Free leaflet explains how to cure LOAD
Personal Computers Lid
problem, etc. Supplied free with 4 games on
56 Lennox Road, Todmorden, Lancs. OL14

8QD.

cassette. Send £3. Bobker, 29 Chadderton

01-626-8121/2/3

Drive, Unsworth, Bury, Lancs.
UK101 Fully checked out. Has been running six
months (0332)841235.
UK101 PROGRAMMERS AID. Features, Find,
Trace, Delete, Renumber, Variable Dump, and

Petsoft Ltd

UK101 8K ASSEMBLER, cassette £200. Mr

07073-26633

021-455-8585

Profcomp Ltd
01-989-8177
much more, all called by 'ctal' keys. Phone
after 5pm for details 021-308 7012 (Richard). "Research Resources Ltd
Weitzel, London (01 ) 504 9688.

Rockliff Brothers Ltd

FOR SALE Creed Envoy Dataprinter A.S.R.
RS232 but not ASCII, hence only £150. Also
Creed 7B teleprinter 5 -unit 230V. Overhauled

051-521-5830

£25. Tel. 0242 580185 (Glos.) evenings.

SA Systems

APPLE II PLUS 48K Disc with controller, many
programs £1030. 01-450 5049.

TRS-80 4KLI Software. Tiny Adventure. Intelligent Hexpawn. Kamikaze Klingons. £3 each
on cassette. N. Rushton, 123 Roughwood
Drive, Northwood, Kirkby, Merseyside.
NASCOM I + S.100 buss + 16K static RAM,

Nas Sys/T4. CUTS/Nascom tape interface
1300/1200). Port status indicators + many
extras - all documented. Fully cased with
£200 software (not games). Reliable in daily
use. Must upgrade. £450. Langport 10458)
250834.

Rogis Systems Ltd

0580-80310
Newbury 45813
Selven Ltd

0376-42900
SMG Microcomputers
Gravesend 55813
Software Architects Ltd
01-734-9402
Southdata Ltd
01-602-4604
Stage One Computers
0202-23570

TRENDCOM 100 PRINTER with Apple II Inter-

face, as new with certificate, £100. Tel:
Gerrards Cross 83850.

APPLE II EPROM PROGRAMMER (Micro products) Brand new and unused. £45. Tel:
Gerrards Cross 83850.

ITT 2020. 48K Palsoft Machine complete with

integer basic chips, paddles and manuals one year old, highest offer over £600 secures.
Ring Redhill 60980 anytime.

BLOCKBUSTER. You've knocked the wall
down in the arcades, now on your PET (8K
New ROM) for £3. (tapes 50p extra). Mr A.
George, 30 Fulford Hall Road, Tidbury Green,
Solihull, W. Midlands.
PET OWNERS: Really nice games and some
business software and utilities for sale on the
cheap. Disc and cassette. Also three

commodore cassette decks for sale. Phillip
01-460 7010.

TRS80 16K LEVEL II with monitor + software:
Editor/Assembler, TBug, Monitors, Sysdmp,

Structured Systems Group
01-379-7931
Systematics International Ltd
0268-284601
T & V Johnson Ltd
0276-62506
T W Computers Ltd
061-456-8187
The Alphabet Company

03046 7209
The Software House
01-637-2108/1587
Tridata Micros Ltd
021-622-6085
U -Microcomputers Ltd
Warrington 54117
Verwood Systems
0788-87629

Startrek, (worth £6001 Only £395. Tel: 0954
80437 evenings.

COMPUKIT UK101. 8 months old, built by pro-

fessional electronics engineer, smart case,
special power supply, manual, plus four parts

Vlasak Electronics Ltd

06284-74789

"Computer Programming in BASIC". £190

Xitan Systems Ltd

o.n.o. Phone 0684 293934 (North Glos).

0703-38740
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17 Victoria Road
Scarborough, North Yorks Y01 1 1SB
Seymour House
14-16 Chepstow Road, Newport,
Gwent
Communique Place
9 Prestbury Place, Macclesfield,
Cheshire
Emway Road, Hemel Hempstead,
Hertfordshire HP2 7PS
50 Chislehurst Road
Orpington, Kent BR5 ODJ
Pilot Trading Estate
163 West Wycombe Road, High
Wycombe, Buckinghamshire
26 Mill Street
Bedford
112/116 High Street
Odiham Basingstoke, Hampshire
146-150 Birchfield Lane
Oldbury Warley, West Midlands
194-200 Bishopsgate
London EC4M 4NR
Radclyffe House
66-68 Hagley Road, Edgbaston
Birmingham B16 8PF
107 George Lane
South Woodford London El8 IAN
40 Stonehills
Welwyn Garden City, Hertfordshire
2 Rumford Street
Liverpool L2
Keeper's Lodge
Frittenden, Cranbrook, Kent
Allington Lodge, Round End,
Newbury, Berkshire RG14 6PL
Newhaven-Ludham Hall
Black Notley Braintree, Essex
39 Windmill Street
Gravesend, Kent
34/35 Dean Street,
London W I V 5AP
2/4 Avon Trading Estate
London W 14
6 Criterion Arcade
Old Christchurch Road,
Bournemouth
do Lifeboat Associates
32 Neal Street, London WC2H 9PS
Essex House
Cherrydown Basildon Essex
165 London Road
Camberley, Surrey GU I5 3JS
293 London Road
Hazel Grove, Stockport, Cheshire
2 Whitefriars Way
Sandwich Kent CT13 9AD
146 Oxford Street
London W1
Smithfield House
Digbeth, Birmingham B5 6BS
Winstanly Industrial Estate
Long Lane, Warrington
Verwood House
High Street, West Haddon,
Northamptonshire
Thames Building
Dedmere Road, Marlow,
Buckinghamshire SL7 1PB
23 Cumberland Place
Southampton

R Howard
H Harrison -Allen

Don Cooper
D Page
I Rothwell

B Conlon
D Nicholls

John Packwood
P Hemmings

Steve Derrick

Mr Whitcornbe

M Taylor

W Everard

R Crowther
Tom Wood

G Matheson
Tony Macilwaine
N Hewitt

J Clifford

R Young

T Johnson
G. Thompson

A L Minter
Keith Jones

A Plackowski

Dr W Unsworth

N Howard
Paul Vlasak,

G Lynch
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18.00 daily

WembleyConference
Centre
Exhibition admission £1.00

A complete study of
microprocessors in use.
Microsystems '81 consists of a wide
ranging exhibition, together with a
three day conference and three oneday microprocessor awareness
courses. Together they comprise an
invaluable opportunity for those
interested in microprocessor
applications and the latest develop
ments in microelectronics technology
Take advantage of this unique event
to examine and discuss a
comprehensive range of
microprocessors, peripherals,
memory products and personal
computers together with the
software which accompanies them.
For Conference details write to:
The Conference Administrator
IPC Conferences Ltd, Surrey House,
1 Throwley Way, Sutton,
Surrey SM1 4QQ

For *advance exhibition tickets at £1
each, write to: Microsystems Tickets
IPC Exhibitions Ltd, Surrey House,
1 Throwley Way, Sutton,
Surrey SM1 4QQ
* Please note applications for tickets
cannot be accepted after February 23,
although tickets will be available at the
door price £1. Cheques should be made
payable in UK sterling to IPC Business
Press Limited.
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End of file

Son of Hexadecimal Kid
A parable in eight virtual pages by Richard Forsyth
Page 5 - page thrashing
Young Samson's fatal curiosity about computers has led him to Bill Bootstrap's buried hoard
of semiconductor components. There, Bootstrap proudly unveils his creation, the Moonshine Micro, and tries to dazzle him with terminology, but Samson is unimpressed. What he
wants to know is whether it can play Space Invaders.
"Cure, it can play Space Invaders. It has
4.) at least 13 versions - two of them in
ROM. Here", Bootstrap tossed over a stack
of discs. "The best version's among those".
Some of the discs fell on to the sand beside

him, making Bootstrap glower ferociously at
his clumsiness. Samson scrabbled around,
quickly putting them in a pile again though he
shuffled them in the process. Then he started
rummaging through them. There was a cross -

assembler for the PDP- I 1, a sort -merge
package, an accounting suite and several
colour graphics demonstration programs. It
was not until the last disc but one that he

found one labelled Mae West Catalog
* 0000 - Star Wars, Star Trek, Space
Invaders, Galactic Warfare.

He handed it to Bootstrap, who shook
his head and gave it back.

"What's that in your hand"? asked
Bootstrap.
Samson read out the label of the last disc:

"Mae West #0001 - Star Wars, Star Trek,
Space Invaders, Galactic Warfare: this one
works".

"That's the one you want", said

Bill

"The System is dead, long
System", cried the android.

leader waving his pitchfork, "in the name of
Tony Bony".

Bony was a phoney", spat
Bootstrap, eyes narrowed. His

"Tony

answer condemned him at once. There was
no longer any need even for the pretence of

a trial. The mob surged forward, shouting
angrily, and Samson found himself grabbed by

a pair of strong hands. Bootstrap meanwhile
was subdued, kicking and struggling, under a

live the

The leader bent down and lit the pyre.
Samson turned away, but the grip on his
shoulders tightened and he was forced
around. "No sonny", said a voice from
above, "you watch. See what happens to
those who dabble in computing".
Not another sound escaped the android's

lips as the flames licked upwards. He just

ruck of bodies. When he had finally been
overpowered, the leader gave orders for a

stared fixedly at Samson. Samson knew that

fire to be built, and many eager hands began
gathering brushwood.
The irony was that it was a flash of human
bitterness which had betrayed the android.
By feigning dementia - a role he had

keeping of the Moonshine Micro and

maintained successfully for 10 years - he
might well have escaped with a tarring and
feathering or a beating. He might even have
been hauled before an ecclesiastical tribunal,
as was his right in Nullard law, for an interminable investigation.

f he had been a purely rational calculating
I engine, that would have been the obvious
course. Yet if he had been that, he would

he was being entrusted with the safeits

accessories.

Wen the fire died down, the crowd
began milling around, and some melted

away into the gathering dusk. There was no
longer a focus for them. The man who had
been holding Samson walked off, and at last
his mother rushed over to him. She had been
locked in the house before his arrival, and
only just released.

Before all the people had dispersed,
however, a voice called out: "What about
the boy"?

"Yes", chimed

in

another. "He must

Bootstrap.
Soon the hillside was ringing with the thin
electronic screeches of alien spacecraft
exploding.

never have survived the Great System Crash.

know something about it". Suddenly Samson

Here was a man, or rather a man/machine
system, who had- had an entire cerebral

felt many eyes boring into him. The mob

After an entertaining afternoon spent

electrological equipment which had been
rendered defunct at a stroke - leaving him
partially paralysed, unable to speak

destroying spaceships, planets - including
earth - alien civilisations and entire galaxies,
they packed up, covered the chest with earth
and trudged back home.

As they walked Bootstrap explained
in detail to the uncomprehending boy

the prodigious feats of improvisation into
which he had been forced by the lack of
proper equipment.

hemisphere excised to make space for

coherently and, in short, a mental wreck.

His very survival to that date was a
testimony to the extraordinary recuperative
powers of the human brain. Such had been
the tenacity of his biological half that he had

clawed his way back to near -normality though without betraying his recovery with

leader reappeared.

Perhaps you'd like to tell us, young

"

man, what you were doing with that
heretic? Where did all those noises come
from"?
Samson swallowed hard.

"What's the matter? Devil got your
tongue"?

"Leave him alone", cried Cleo. "He's too
young to understand".
"I think he understands me all right. Don't

you, you little computer freak"? There was

any outward sign.

menace in his voice.

Sprocket's Hole, he saw what it was: more
than 100 villagers from Happy Valley had

He had even reached a position where
he could effect some repairs on the
hardware side, which he did by scouring the
country for abandoned robot and android

the encircling ring of bodies. He held up his
hand. "Harm not the boy, for I say unto you

congregated round the wooden houses

corpses whose precious semiconductor

armed with hoes, machettes and scythes. It

components, if they were in working order,

was a Nullard vigilante party.

he cannibalised.

Even before they drew in sight, Samson
sensed that something was wrong, and when
they crested the ridge overlooking

They had already been seen, so there

He owed his life to his humanity, to the
fact that he had been imperfectly cyber-

At that moment McNull barged through
all that whosoever harms so much as one hair

of his head shall be cast into everlasting
perdition".
McNull's words silenced them for a

moment, but then the ringleader

nated which was why he had been exiled to

turned on him. "How come you know so
much Holy Man"? he asked with a sneer.

Sprocket's Hole in the first place; but this

"You've been hobnobbing with a heretic". A

served only to increase

poisonous
resentment towards the human race. Now,

murmur of agreement buzzed round the

in a sense, that debt was being paid.

her.

but couldn't see her in the crowd. Bootstrap said nothing to the charge. He just

When he had been securely bound and
dumped on the top of the bonfire, the leader

prevail over the ugly mood of the crowd?

stood staring defiantly at his accuser.

stood holding a burning brand and asked him
if he had anything to say before he died.

was no sense in turning back. When they
reached the welcoming committee, the gang -

leader stepped forward and pointed at
Bootstrap: "You are accused of heresy.
What is your defence"?
Samson looked anxiously for his mother,

"Speak now metal man", ordered the
146

his

crowd. Cleo clasped her son more tightly to
Cannot even preacher McNull's eloquence

Follow the adventures of Samson Synapse
next month. Copyright (C) 1981

Richard Forsyth

E
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Do you have
financial control
of your company?
Aift

When did you last have an up-to-date financial statement?
Do you have effective cash flow management?
Do you get your statements out on time?
The Financial Controller is the solution to these
problems, and is the first of a series of modular programs that
form the basis of an integrated business system for the Apple II/
Apple III/ITT2020. All programs in the series will run on 53/4"
disk drives, 8" disk drives and the 10 megabyte fixed disk. From
a starting price of around £3500 inclusive of the micro
computer system, the Financial Controller offers you
Cash flow/budget planning. Balance sheet. Profit and loss
statements. Sales ledger. Purchase ledger. General ledger.
All fully integrated. For up to 1000 accounts.
Available soon. Invoicing - order processing - stock
control - payroll - mailing -job costing-time recording database.
For the solution to your business problems and a
demonstration of the Financial Controller, contact your
nearest distributor.

London The Xerox Store London W101-629 0694 The Xerox Store
London WC2 01-405 5659 Bedfordshire Computopia Leighton Buzzard
376600 Berkshire Lynx Computers Windsor 56322 Cheshire Systems
Integration Ltd Altrincham 928 3642/5784 U Microcomputers Warrington
54117 Cornwall Diskwise Callington 3780 Cumbria Furness Computer
Services Barrow-in-Furness 24621 Essex Compuskill Romford 751906
Distributed Data Processing Basildon 728484 Hunt Smee Basildon 21244
Kimfield Ltd Chelmsford 64230 Hereford & Worcester Celtip Star
Microcomputers Kidderminster 66201 Herts Local Business Technology
Hoddesdon 66157 Leics Leicester Computer Centre Leicester 556268
Merseyside Computer Age Southport 65479 Middlesex Leeway Data
Products Feltham 01-898 5757 Norfolk Micro City Services Norwich 25648
Nottinghamshire Keen Computers Nottingham 583254 Oxon MicroMark
Henley on Thames 77926 Rocon Oxford 711277 Surrey Ferguson
Computer Services West Byfleet 45330 Sussex Datatech Eastbourne
36268 Oval Automation Ltd Worthing 44831 Tyne & Wear PIPS.
Computer Services Newcastle Upon Tyne 614939 West Midlands Abovo
Systems Coventry 41428 Micrologic Birmingham 6430253 Yorkshire Ram
Computer Services Bradford 391166 Scotland Peter Macnaughton
E. Kilbride 33562 Wales Cardiff Micro Computers Cardiff 64171 David
Potter Office Equipment Ltd Swansea 462502 and Cardiff 496785 Irish
Republic D.B. Micros Limerick 770262 Tomorrows World Dublin 776861

Systematics
International

w

.7.1=111111

ww

Systematics Intemational Essex House Cherrydown Basildon Essex
Tel: (0268) 284601
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Unique in concept the home computer that grows as you do!

The Acorn Atom
ERAQ

Special features include
FULL SIZED
KEYBOARD
ASSEMBLER
AND BASIC
TOP QUALITY
MOULDED CASE
HIGH
RESOLUTION

Also available
ready -built

£150

plus VATand p&p

w

The picture shows mixed
graphics and characters
in three colours

In*

COLOUR

a

It

GRAPHICS*
* optional

The Acorn Atom is a definitive personal
computer. Simple to build, simple to operate.
A powerful, full facility computer with all the
features you would expect.
Just connect the assembled computer to any
domestic TV and power source and you are
ready to begin. (Power requirement: 8V at
800mA). There is an ATOM power unit available
- see the coupon below

MIllk11111111i1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111A

manual giving a full descr.ption of the ATOM's The ATOM modular concept
The ATOM has been designed to grow with you.
facilities and how to use them. Both sections are
As you build confidence and knowledge you can
fully illustrated with example programs.
add more components. For instance the next
The standard ATOM includes:
stage might be to increase the ROM and RAM on
HARDWARE
the basic ATOM from 8K + 2K to 12K +12K
Full-sized QWERTY keyboard 6502
respectively. This will give you a direct printer
Microprocessor Rugged injection -moulded
drive, floating point mathematics, scientific and
case 2K RAM 8K HYPER -ROM
trigonometric functions, high resolution graphics.

23 integrated circuits and sockets Audio
cassette interface UHF TV output Full

From there you can expand indefinitely. Acorn
have produced an enormous range of
SOFTWARE
compatible PCB's which can be added to your
32 -bit arithmetic (±2,000,000,000) High original computer. For instance:
A module to give red, green and blue colour
speed execution * 43 standard/extended
Teletext VDU card (for Prestel and
signals
BASIC commands Variable length strings
An in -board connector
Ceefax information)
String manipulation
(up to 256 characters)
for a communications loop interface - any
functions iR 27 x 32 bit integer variables
FREE MANUAL
number of ATOMs may be linked to each other Random number
27 additional arrays
or to a master system with mass storage/hard
Free with every ATOM, kit or built, is a computer function if> PUT and GET byte WAIT
Floppy disk controller
copy facility
manual. The first section explains and teaches
command for timing r DO -UNTIL construction
card For details of these and other
you BASIC, the language that most personal
Logical operators (AND, OR, EX -OR) gL, Link to
additions write to the address below
computers and the ATOM operate in. The
machine - code routines * PLOT commands,
instructions are simple and learning quickly
DRAW and MOVE
becomes a pleasure. You'll soon be writing your
4a Market Hill,
own programs. The second section is a reference
CAMBRIDGE CB2 3NJ

assembly instructions

ACORN
COMPUTER

Your ACORN ATOM may qualify as a business expense. To order complete the coupon below and post to Acorn Computer for delivery within 28 days.

Return as received within 14 days for full money refund if not completely satisfied. All components are guaranteed with full service/repair facility available.

'Please send me the following items:
Quantity

Item

To: Acorn Computer Ltd., 4a Market Hill, CAMBRIDGE CB2 3NJ
-1Item price inc.
VAT+ p&p

ATOM KIT - 8K ROM+ 2K RAM (MIN)
ATOM ASSEMBLED -8K ROM+2K RAM (MIN)

ATOM KIT -12K ROM +12K RAM (MAX)

@

1K RAM SETS

14K FLOATING POINT ROM (inc in 12K Version)
ri PRINTER DRIVE

(inc in 12K version)

6522 VIA
LS244 Buffer

MAINS POWER SUPPLY (1.3 amps)

L

@

Please debit my Access/Barclaycard No.

£255.00 F

Signature_

©

£11.22
£23.30
£10.35
£3.17

@ £10.20+ TOTAL

Name (Please print)

Address

Telephone No.
Registered No:1403810. VAT No: 215 400 220

PC2/81
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1

I enclose cheque/postal order for £

£140.00
£174.50

£28950

ATOM ASSEMBLED -12K ROM+12K RAM (MAX)

TOTALS

24- 5
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We are now entering our fourth financial year of dealing solely in
the personal computer market - in fact, we started it! Over this

80 Character Card (below left)

period, Personal Computers Limited have formed a group of graduate specialists who will help you in the fields of word processing,
financial planning, statistics, economic modelling, forecasting,
accounting systems, foreign exchange, banking and oil exploration.
We also do rather well with computer graphics and highly recommend the graphics tablets and our plotter for Apple.

Paper Tiger (Below centre)

We can also offer two excellent items of software - Format 40
and Visicalc - at a combined price of ONLY £189 and the Super
Sound Generator for only £90! (excl. V.A.T.)

.

.. opens up the real commercial world for all Apple owners.

132 character line, plus graphics, 8 character sizes, ordinary paper, mutliple
copy, upper and lower case 96 character, parallel/serial, form control.

Centronics 730 (Below right)
A substantial, robust printer from a major manufacturer. 3 way paper
handling system, 100 character per- second. Special low-cost including
interface. 96 characters.

Items pictured
Sharp MZ - 80K
8" Disk Drive (above left)
Our 8" disks are still as popular as ever -2 drives give you 1.2MB with all
the reliable security of Shugart Technology. Easily interfaced to Apple,

A new generation of personal computer, self contained, versatile and
starting at only f570 (excl. VAT). Explore the Zilog Z80 now the easy
way. Disks and printer available shortly.

Numeric Keypad

uses the same D.D.S.

... with 8 function keys is a must in all financial applications.

A.1.O.Serial and Parallel Card (above centre)

TCM 100 & TCM 200

Three hand -shake lines (R.T.S., C.T.S. and D.C.D.). Firmware for serial
interfaces on -board, software for parallel printer available, 2 bi-directional
8 bit parallel ports, plus 4 additional interrupt and hand -shaking lines.

... both now have graphics as well as their own power supply, essential
with this type of printer.

Oume Sprint 5

Light Pen (above right)

you want them. Can print up to 5760 points per square inch - or even

A much sought after product which we introduced to the U.K.

The quality word processing printer. Clean, clear executive reports the way

print in 2 colours.

This iswhatwe do ..
and we do
it rather well!

4110.

)erotial Lompul et

Limit .L,

104-200 Bishopsgate, Londo i EC2M 4NR Tel 01626 8121

SU\

NOW THE INTEGRAL SYSTEM WITH PERFORMANCE, QUALITY,
EXPANDABILITY & RELIABILITY; ESSENTIAL FOR A BUSINESS
SYSTEM.

ABC 24:- 620K BYTES ON
DUAL MINI FLOPPY DISKS
ABC 26:- 2.3 MBYTES ON DUAL 8 INCH FLOPPY DISKS
LOOK AT THESE STANDARD Al FEATURES, INCLUDED IN THE PRICE.
* BASIC INTERPRETER/COMPILER

* DOSKET OPERATING SYSTEM
* FORTRAN IV
* UTILITIES
* DIAGNOSTICS

* Z80 ASSEMBLER
* LIBRARY
* EDIT (& MORE)

HARDWARE
* 64K BYTES RAM

* REAL-TIME CLOCK (INTERVAL TIMER)
* GREEN SCREEN
* SEPARATE KEYBOARD
* SECURITY LOCK
* HARD DISK AVAILABLE
* MULTI USER HARD DISK AVAILABLE SOON

* SEPARATE SCREEN BUFFER
* IEEE 488 INTERFACE BUS
* LARGE GRAPHICS SET
* 12 FULL RS232 PORTS
* 16 SEPARATE USER DEFINABLE KEYS
* DMA FOR HARD DISK ATTACHMENT

Al ELECTRONICS ABC 26 £4750 Al ELECTRONICS ABC 24 £3350
OPTIONAL SOFTWARE
* CP/M
* SALES LEDGER
* PURCHASE LEDGER
* NOMINAL LEDGER
* STOCK CONTROL
* WAGES/SALARIES
* ABOVE INTEGRATED PACKAGES
* WORDSTAR & MAILMERGE
* ISR DATABASE
ALL WITH SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION
AND LICENSING AGREEMENTS.

£150
£200
£200
£200
£200
£200
£800
£350
£400

ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT
BY MARCH 31ST 1981, A NATIONAL DEALERSHIP
NETWORK, WILL BE OPERATIVE FOR THIS
POWERFUL MACHINE.
IF YOU ARE AN ESTABLISHED & PROFESSIONAL
DEALER, WISHING TO APPLY, PLEASE CONTACT:

SUN Computing Services Ltd
Chalmers Way
North Feltham Trading Estate
Feltham
Middlesex
TEL. 01-751 5044 TWX 8954428 SUNCOM 6
138
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MAXIMUM VALUE

. . .

MINIMAL COST

The Houston Instrument HI -PLOT range of digital plotters:

Well designed and ruggedly constructed
Easy to interface via RS232C port
Easy to use - software listings are

DMP-2 The standard A4 sized

£695

HI -PLOT

DMP-3 A4 sized but intelligent
£800 with remote controls
DMP-4 Intelligent like the DMP-3
£887 with the same features but
with pushbutton controls
DMP-5 The A3 sized standard
£1080 HI -PLOT with the same

available free of charge

Wide choice of models
Highly reliable

Good quality
0.1mm step size

features as the original
DMP-2, but with vacuum
paper hold

DMP-6 A3 sized but intelligent

£1185 with remote controls
DMP-7

Like the DMP-6 but with

L1271

pushbutton controls
So now you have SIX good reasons
for adding a new dimension to
YOUR micro!
SINTROM GROUP

Sintrom Electronics

Sintrom Electronics Ltd

Complete mini/micro
system capability

Tel: Reading (0734) 85464
Telex: 847395

Arkwright Road, Reading,
Berks RG2 OLS

Circle No. 329

.. for ITT 2020 and Apple Computers

*

YOUR CHOICE OF 2, 3 OR 4 DRIVES PER PACK.
CAPACITY OF 280K, 560K, 840K & 1120K BYTES.
MAINS POWER.
INTERFACE CABLE AND BOARD INCLUDED.
INTERFACE BOARD ALLOWS UP TO 4 DRIVES.

SWITCHABLE SINGLE/DOUBLE DENSITY IBM
*

3470 FORMAT.
2 & 3 PACK HAVE LOCKABLE POWER SUPPLY
FOR SECURITY WITH LED POWER
INDICATORS.

cpDISTRIBUTED DATA PROCESSING LTD.,
36 Nobel Sq., Basildon, Essex. SS13 1LT.
Tel. Basildon (0268) 728484

Circle No. 330
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Acoustic Data Modems
Model 307 - Originate/Answer
Model 307A - Originate only
Quality with Performance
European Service and Manufacture

Please send me

1TRA\SDATA LIMITED

more information
about your Data

DATA TERMINALS AND COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

Sales and Marketing Division Telephone: 01 403 51 15
Battlebridge House, 87-95 Tooley Street, LONDON, SE 1 2RA

Name
Company
Address

Terminals and

Microcomputers

A3

Tel

Circle No. 248
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TRS-80MODEL
OWNERS!
PI
I

LEVEL II
CASSETTE
GAMES

Adventures:Adventureland*
Pirates Cove*
Mission Impossible*
The Count*
Voodoo Castle*
Strange Odyssey
Mystery Fun House*
Pyramid of Doom*
Ghost Town*
Adventure Sampler*
Air Raid*
Air Traffic Control
Alien Invaders
Android NIM
Backgammon
Balloon Race
Barricade*
Baseball
Battleship
Bee Wary
Bingo
Bowling (Ten Pin)
Bridge Challenger
Challenge
Cribbage
Dogstar
End Zone II

Fastgammoe

Galactic Blockade
Galactic Empire
Galactic Revolution
Galactic Trader

Game of Life

£9.50
£9.50
£9.50
£9.50
£9.50
£9.50
£9.50
£9.50
£9.50
£6.50
£8.50
£6.50
£8.50
£9.50
£6.50
£6.50
£8.50
£6.50
£7.50
£9.50
£4.50
£6.50
£9.50
£6.50
£6.50
£6.50
£6.50
£12.00
£6.50
£9.50
£9.50
89.50
£6.50
.... £9.50
£5.50
£4.50
£6.50

Gammon Challenger*
Gangster
Hangman
I Ching
Invaders from Space ....£9.50
Kamikaze
£6.50
£9.50
Kreigspiel II
Lost Dutchmans Gold
£6.50
Mastermind II*
£5.50
Mean Checkers*
£6.50
Noughts & Crosses
£4.50
Othello III
£6.50
Pentominoes
£6.50

152

Pinball*
Pork Barrel
Pre School Games
PR Dogfight
Robots
Round The Horn
Safari
Santa Paravia
Sargon II*
Space Battles
Star Trek 111.5

Taipan
Time Trek*

Ting Tong
Trek '80
Trolls Gold
Tycoon
Warfare I
X -Wing Fighter II

£9.50
£6.50
£6.50
£6.50
£4.50
£6.50
£6.50
£6.50
£18.50
£9.50
£9.50
£6.50
£9.50
£6.50
£6.50
£4.50

Basic Toolkit
Biorythms

Calendar Functions
Copys
Data Base II

Debug
Dosort

Electric Pencil*
Electronics Asst.
EMU 6502
ESP Tester
File Handling
Finance I
Finance II
Forth (Incl. Primer)
Fourier Transforms
Graph Builder
G.S.F.*
General Accounting
Ham Radio

RV*

Keyboard 80*

KVP

Leve1111Basic

Linear Programming
Magic Paper Calculator
Math Drill
Math Library I
Math Library II

Medump

n.50 Microtext Editor
£5.50
86.50

UTILITIES

APL 80*
Accounts REC II
Appointment Log
Astronomy II
Basic IP*

nventory Control
Q Builder (Vocab)
Q Builder (Spelling)
Q Builder (Stories)
Q Builder (Pre School)
Q Builder (Numbers)

£9.50
£13.50
£6.50
£7.50
£11.50
£11.50
£4.50
£7.50
£9.50
£17.50
£12.50
£23.00
£50.00
16.50
£16.00
£4.50
£7.50
£7.50
£7.50
£37.50
£7.50
£9.50
£17.50
£8.50
£6.50

Minicrossword
Mortgage Calculator
Multi -Choice
Pascal*

Penmod

Personal Finance
Personal X -REF

Pilot 2.2*
Pre Flight
Renumber*
Remodel+ Pro load*
RPN Calculator
RSM 2 Monitor*
Statistics

S.T.A.D.

Star Finder
Super Simon
Super T -legs
T -Step
System Copy*
Timser

T -Short
T -Short -t

Tarot Cards
Teachers Assistant)
Teachers Assistant II
Tiny Comp*
TRS-80 Opera
Histograph/Scattergram ..£6.50 Typing Tutor
X -ref
Home Finance
Infinite Basle
£31.00 Yybar
Infinite Business*
£18.50 76 Basic Programs
Inst. Calculator
£7.50 Manual for Above
£16.00 Library 100
Inventory 'S'

£11.00
£9.50
£10.00 A.P.L. 80*
£9.50 Accounts Receivable II ...
. 83.50 Advanced Personal
Finance
£9.50
£16.50 Amateur Radio System
£7.50 Auto Disk Directory
£9.50 C.C.A. Data Management
£30.00 Compress It
£7.50 Data Base III
. £9.50 DCV-1

DISK

.

MODEL 1,1165.00

.

£8.50
£8.50
£8.50
86.50
£9.50
£5.00
£9.50
£26.00
£11.50
£6.50
£9.50
£9.50
811.00
£6.50
£23.00
£6.50
£15.50
£6.50
£16.00
£7.50
£6.50
£6.50
£7.50
£8.50
£9.50
£6.50
£12.50
£6.50
£9.50
£9.50
£12.50
£6.50
£11.50
£9.50
£9.50
£23.00
£7.00
£40.00

Dynamic Data Base
Electric Pencil*
File Manager 80
Forth* (Incl. Primer)
General Ledger!!
Inventory 'S

Inventoryll

KVP Extender*
Level I in Level 11*

Mailist IV
Newdos Plus*
Newdos 80*
Payroll (Tridata)
Print Spooler*
Roots
RSM 2D Monitor*
Simplify -It
SCRIPSIT*
SUPERSCRIPT*
ST -80D* Terminal
ST -80111 Terminal

Visicalc*

CPM 2.2X
CBasic 2 (CP/M)
Postmaster (CP/M)
Supersort III (CP/M)
RSM II

T/Maker (CP/MI
£30.00

£40.00
£15.50
£15.50
£9.50

£52.50

£15.00
£30.00
£8.50
£22.50
£75.00
£30.00
£45.00
£40.00
£40.00
£50.00
£16.00
£16.00
£45.00
£47.50
£87.50
£249.00
£16.50
£14.50
£16.00
£15.00
£65.00
£17.50
£45.00
£85.00
£65.00

£80.00
£85.00
£80.00
£C5.00

£175.00
£87.50
GSF II
£30.00
Development System
£70.00
Utility Package
£87.50
Basic X -ref Utility
£30.00
Hard Disk Operating Sys. . £250.00
WORD PROCESSORS
Electric Pencil II (CP/M) . £200.00
Electric Pencil II TRSDOS £225.00

DSM II

Magic Wand ICP/M) .... £230.00
Wordstar ICP/M)
£275.00
BUSINESS SYSTEMS

Osbourne & Associates
grammes in CBasic:-

Pro-

Accounts Rec & Payable £150.00
General Ledger
£150.00

In TRSDOS:-

Accounts Rec & Payable £200.00
General Ledger
£200.00
CP/M USERS GROUP
23 Volumes
Each £12.00
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT
15%, PACKING & RETURN
POSTAGE TO U.K. ADDRESSES.
PRICES TO OVERSEAS
ADDRESSES INCLUDE RETURN
AIRMAIL. SEND 50p FOR
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE.

Taranto & Associates Conversion
of Osboume & Associates Business

Programmes
Accounts Payable
£90.00
Cash Journal (for G/L) ... £40.00
Invoicing
f90.00

Accounts Receivable ....£90.00
General Ledger

£90.00

Complete Co-ordinated System
with Manuals
£350.00
*Denotes Machine Language
TRS-80 Trademark of Tandy
Corp. CP/M Trademark OD
Digital Res. C -Basic Trademark of
Compiler Systems.

MICROCOMPUTER

APPLICATIONS
11 RIVERSIDE COURT,

CAVERSHAM,
READING RG4 8AL,
ENGLAND.
TEL: (0734) 470425
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BONDAIN
r;UMLOCK
makes the decisions easier...
Discover the full
professional power of
Hewlett Packard's
personal computer.

It's your personal computer system.
You decide which HP peripherals
you need.

The portable, stand-alone HP -85
personal computer was only the
beginning of a total system. By itself,
the HP -85 lets you put professional
problem -solving power wherever you
need it. Because all its features are
built into a single unit weighing less
than 10 kgs.

And now you can extend the
HP -85's power to match your increasing professional requirements.
Simply plug in HP's new highperformance printers, plotters and
flexible disc systems. In fact, you can
add up to 14 peripherals or instruments. It's up to you.

(4J

Add the HP 2631B printer for
high-speed, high -quality printing with choice of line spacing, character
width and density. Add the HP 7225
Graphics Plotter for high -resolution,
publication -quality graphics on A4 size paper or film. Add memory with
the HP 82900 series of flexible disc
drives, each 51/4" disc providing up to
270K bytes of formatted storage.
And HP's new enhancement ROMs
and modules let you expand to 80K
bytes of operating system, without
reducing user memory.
See the HP -85 and its new
peripherals in action. Getting your
hands on so much professional
computing power was never so easy.

HEWLETT
PACKARD

VISICALCWE

+

available Jan.

...with our latest range of
advanced calculators
to solve your professional problems.
NEW
HP -38C

Programmable
financial
calculator

NEW

HP -32E Advanced
statistical and scientific
calculator All functions of
the 31E plus hyperbolics and
their inverses. Full set of '2
variable statistics - means,
standard deviations, linear
regressions, Fixed, scientific
or engineering display modes
1.5 addressable storage
registers.

Direct solution
of rate of return
and NPV in

HP -34C Advanced

r0 0 0.0 Ns

programmable scientific

.

OKUMM

400 M in

sta

ti M II MI
III Se MI

a at a a

aa

asre.w

,

£30.46

No hidden extras.

calculator Indirect addressing.
Controlled memory varying
between 210 program lines and 70
data registersinnova five SOLVE
and INTEGRATE functions. With
Continuous Memory to retain data
and programs even when
switched off.
£79.50

£406.88

HP-67/HP-97
Magnetic card programmable
calculators Pre-recorded application
packs covering maths, statistics, electrical
engineering, business and finance. 26 data
storage registers.224 merged program
lines with up to 3 keystrokes per line.
HP -97 is a desk -top model with

integrated thermal printer.

a
aaaa
011 WM

NI VI SI

discounted cash
flow calculaac tatialit1=9100
tions. Interest
rates, yields, payments, number of
payments etc. Applications in securities
trading, leasing, loans and savings.
Calendar functions. Programmable

a a at

facility for individual solutions. With
Continuous Memory to retain data and
no rams even when switched off.

HP -38E

Lower cost version of
HP -38C without Continuous Memory

£79.50

HP 38E
£66.45

WIRW HP -33C Programmable

Every

Hewlett-Packard calculator
comes complete with: soft, zip up lined case; owner's and
HP -37E Basic financial calcuapplication manuals (plus
lator Direct and auto additional applications book
matic calculation of
where appropriate); factory interest rates and
fitted rechargeable cells and
yields, payments,
recharger (apart from the 41C);
number of payments
two rolls of thermal paper on
etc. Appl ications in
printing machines. Beyond the
leasing, loans, investments. Percentage
standard package, we've a wide
'retail' and statistical
range of optional accessories
functions.
and our comprehensive software
support, which gives you a
£41.78
choice of applications pats to
really extend your range of
ability.

£196.87

a

11111.4 VT

HP41C £168.04
HP82104A £122.76
HP82143A £219.89
HP -41C HP'S unique expandable calculating
system Advanced 130 -function programmable
calculator. Full alphanumeric liquid crystal
display. l'p to 319 registers for data or programs.
Add-on extras include Magnetic Card Reader
and Pnnter.

scientific calculator 49 lines

of program memory. 3 levels of subroutines.
8 addressable storage registers. Integer, fraction
and absolute value of a number.With Continuous
Memory to retain data and programs even when
switched off.
HP -33E Lower cost version
HP33C £48.83
of HP- 33C without
Continuous Memory.
HP33E £44.58

COMPARE OUR PRICES
WE THINK YOU WILL FIND
THEY ARE THE BEST
AROUND

CAN GIVE IT!
SUMLOCK BONDAIN LTD. If you need advice, ask for it-WE
Barclaycard/Access,
Head office: 263-269 City Road, London EC1V 1JX
and at Cannon Street Station, London EC4
Tel. 01-250 0505

Telex 299844

official orders accepted by phone
A Ilprices include postage, packing & VAT
Circle No. 249
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SPIDER SOFTWARE

Memories

CUSTOMISED SOFTWARE
Apple II/ITT 2020 software written to your own specifications. Many of our
packages already in use. The largest user of postal services in the world uses a
Spider Software bespoke mailing -list. Firm quotation given on receipt of program
requirements. Please write or phone for details.

PACKAGED SOFTWARE
Write or phone for a copy of our FREE catalogue of Apple/ITT software. Includes: -

D/DATABASE
D / DATABASE uses advanced programming techniques and uniue data storage and

retrieval routines. A special high speed disc I/O controls the data held on disc,
searching and evaluating information at many times the rate achieved by the
standard DOS's random access capabilities. Every possible byte on a disc is available for data storage on a DDA formatted disc. D/ DATABASE is not operated
using limiting numbered indexes. All 'conversation' with the system is in the form
of logical statements, similar to BASIC statements.
10 databases per disc maximum -909 useable files per disc
128 characters maximum record size -9 character field names
9 user named fields per record - 27 characters maximum per field within total limit
16 character index files -D / DATABASE is VERY user-friendly
E39.95 including 1 data disc. BASIC and machine -code. Requires minimum 32K.

MYSTERY HOUSE

1k x 4 SRAM
4116-200ns 16k x 1 DRAM
2708-450ns 1k x 8 EPROM
2516-450ns 2k x 8 EPROM
2716-45Ons 2k x 8 EPROM
2532-450ns 4k x 8 EPROM

2.25

2114-300ns

2.61

3.60
7.92
7.92

23.40

In this hi-res adventure you are transported to the front yard of an old Victorian
house. Your friends are being murdeted one by one and you must find out why, and
who the killer is. Over 100 hi-res pictures and an extensive vocabulary of 300 words.
£24.95 on disc only. Machine -code. Requires 48K.

THE WIZARD AND THE PRINCESS

Please add 50 pence for postage and VAT.

Fantastic hi-res adventure with hundreds of pictures in 21 different colours. Do
battle against the evil wizard in order to save the princess's life. The graphics on

Send SAE for price list.

this game have to be seen to be believed.
£29.95 on disc only. Machine -code. Requires 48K.

OLDORF'S REVENGE
An exciting hi-res game using over 100 pictures. As you explore the caverns and
castles looking for treasure you must battle the one -eyed, two -thumbed Torkie;
find the Grezzerlips' sword; visit the Snotgurgle's palace and journey through the
domain of the three -nosed Ickyup.
£14.95 on disc only. Requires 48K.

TARTURIAN
Explore 160 rooms leach in hi -rest gathering weapons and treasure that will prepare
you for the final battle against the Tarturian. You will encounter deadly Krolls, battle

the Minotaur, try and get by Count Snootweeker, decipher the Yummy Yakky's
secret and avoid ghouls.
£19.95 on disc only. Requires 48K.

Prices are inclusive but add 50p P+ P for orders under £30.00 totally.

SPIDER SOFTWARE
98 AVONDALE ROAD, CROYDON, SURREY
TEL: 01-661 2365

01-680 0267 (after 6 p.m.)

STRUTT LTD
ELECTRONIC COMPONENT DISTRIBUTORS
MANUFACTURERS It SUB CONTRACTORS to the ELECTRONIC INDUSTRY

3c, BARLEY MARKET STREET,
TAVISTOCK,
DEVON, ENGLAND, PL19 OJF.
Tel: TAVISTOCK (0822) 543915548
Telex: 45263
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SHARP MZ-80K INTERFACES
Parallel Printer Interface
Serial Printer Interface
Bi-Directional Serial Interface
16 -Channel A/D Convertor Unit
Fast Data Acquisition System 40,000 readings/sec. 4 analog channels
IN and 4 channels OUT.

Digital Design and Development
18/19 Warren Street London W1P 5DB Tel: 01 387 7388

CBM PET SHARP MZ-80K
Specialist Suppliers of
Complete Systems for
Industrial and Laboratory
Monitoring and Control.

£110
£150
£210
£280
P.O.A.

PET INTERFACES
IEEE -488 Compatible Units
16 Channel 8 -Bit A/D Convertor
8 Channel 8 -Bit D/A Convertor
8 Channel 12 -Bit A/D Convertor
12 -Bit D/A Convertor
X -Y Analog Plotter Interface
Digital Data Input Unit, 64 Bits
Digital Data Output Unit, 64 Bits
16 Channel Relay Unit

£300
£350
£600
P.O.A.

£200
£400
£350
£350

Also....

USER Port Convertor A/D plus D/A
Fast Data Acquisition System
40,000 readings per sec. 4 A/D + 4 D/A

£200
P.O.A.

All units boxed complete with IEEE -488 address internally
selectable, with integral power supply, cables, switch, fuse,
indicators and illustrative BASIC software.
TERMS: All prices EX -VAT. P&P extra.

Please note our new address.
Callers welcomed for demonstration
and/or discussion.

Cheques should be made payable to
3D Digital Design & Development.
All goods supplied under 90 days warranty.
CUSTOM DESIGN UNDERTAKEN
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From Newtronics

THE NEW EXPLORER/85 SYSTEM
EXPLORER /85
PROFESSIONAL COMPUTER KIT

An inexpensive
8085, S100 Based
Computer System designed

for maximum flexibility
Now available with 8" Floppies
The EXPLORER/85 offers you real design flexibility - you can build the exact system you require. EXPLORER/85 can be your Beginners System, OEM Controller or IBM formatted 8'
Disc System. You don't buy more than you need. Prices start from 035.
Here's the line up:
Intel 8085 microprocessor. 8355 as a really powerful 2K Monitor system. 8155 RAM I/O all on one single Mother board with room for RAM/ROM/PROM/EPROM and two S-100 pads
(expands to six), plus plenty of prototype space.
The 8085 is 100% compatible with the 8080 but 50% faster. The 8355 ROM 2K monitor system includes cassette interface with tape control. Two 8-bit prugrammable I/O ports, automatic
baud rate selection, labelling of cassette files, etc. 8155 RAM I/O features Y.iK 'scratch pad'. Two programmable 8 -bit and one programmable 6 -bit I/O ports plus programmable 14 -bit
binary counter -timer. Plus many other features which cannot be included due to lack of space.
You can purchase the EXPLORER/85 Mother board (level A) at this point for as little as E85 or we'll supply it with address decoding and data drives plus wait state generator and separate
regulators (level B), 4K Workspace (level DI, 8K Microsoft Basic in ROM for E233 in kit form of E293 assembled and tested.
If you don't possess a VDU you can add our Keyboard Terminal (less monitor) which features a full ASCII keyboard with upper and lower case with cursor control, Video Display board
which is microprocessor controlled giving 64 or 32 Ion TVI Characters by 16 lines adding up to a full computer system having 4K workspace at a special price of E299 (less P.S.U. and
monitor/TV).
Compare these prices carefully and you'll find you are actually getting more for your money.
4K space not enough? Then it's 'JAWS' for you (see below) and you can go up to 64K in 16K steps. We'll let you havea 16K EXPLORER /85 for only E399.
Like a Floppy Disc system? We now have an 8' Drive system with CP /M. We will quote you for a complete system either in kit form or assembled ready to go.

LET NEWTRONICS HELP YOU EXPAND YOUR SYSTEM

8" FLOPPY DISC SYSTEM

Oki microline 80

8' Control Data Corp Professional Drive
LSI Controller Write protect Single or Double density Capacity 400K Bytes (SDI 800K Bytes IDDI unfor-

Small, light,
quiet matrix
printer.

matted Access time 25ns. Price E350.
DISC CONTROLLER 110 BOARD

Controls up to 4 Drives 1771 ALSI (SD) floppy disc controller On board data separator (IBM compatible)
2716 PROM socket included for use in custom applications On board crystal controlled On board I/O
buad rate * Two serial I/O ports Autoboot to disc system when system reset Generators to 9600 baud
Double -sided PC board (glass epoxy). Price £150.

40, 80 or 132 cols.
6 or 8 lines per inch,
96 ASC II + 64 graphics character set

DISC DRIVE CABINET WITH POWER SUPPLY
De Luxe steel cabinet to house single drive with power supply unit to esnure maximum reliability and stability.
Price E79.

DRIVE CABLE SET-UP FOR TWO DRIVES

with Centronics compatible interface
£369

Price £19.00

SAVE £30 by purchasing complete single drive system. One 8' drive, F. D.C. board, cabinet / PS.U. and cables.
Regular price £598, Special price £568.
CP/M 1.4 £75. CP 'M 2.2 £98. Extended Microsoft Basic £213 (Includes CP 'M 2.21.

64K 'JAWS' S100 DYNAMIC
RAM BOARD
We offer you - Hidden refresh
200ns 4116 RAM's
the board.

fast performance
lower power consumption
latched data outputs
on board crystal
8K bank selectable
fully socketed
solder mask on both side of

works in Explorer/85. Tuscan, Horizon, Sol, as well as all

Designed for 8080, 8085 and 280 bus signals
other well -designed S100 computers.

KITS

WIRED Et TESTED

16K

£149

32K
48K

194

£239

£169
£214
£259

6415.

E284

E304

16K expansion £45.

ELF II

80

Epion

- the worlds first printer
with disposable print head
"9 x 9 dot matrix Logic Seeking Bi-directional
96 ASCII Characters 64 Graphics and 8
International Characters " Centronics I/P with
optional RS232 and IEEE 488 Four print
densities 40, 80, 66 or 132 columns Multiple
type founts * Self Test Self Diagnostics
Buzzer for end of paper and bell code error

ONLY £399

SPECIFICATION

'RCA 1802 8 -bit microprocessor with 256 byte RAM expandable to 64K
bytes.

'RCA 1861 video IC to display program on TV screen via the RF Modul-

ator Single Board with Professional hex keyboard - fully decoded to

eliminate the waste of memory for keyboard decoding circuits. Load, run
and memory protect switches. 16 Registers. Interrupt, DMA and ALU
Stable crystal clock. Built-in power regulator 5 -slot plug in expansion bus
(less connectors).

*"*ftevitifti

TVM-10 MONITOR
£79.95

SPECIAL OFFER £49.95

IDEAL FOR APPLE NASCOM
U.K. 101, ETC.

ELF II BOARD WITH VIDEO OUTPUT FEATURING THE RCA COSMAC 1802 cpu
STOP reading about computers and get your "hands on" an ELF II and Tom Pitman's short course. ELF II
demonstrates all the 91 commands which an RCA 1902 can execute, and the short course speedily instructs
you how to use them.
ELF II's VIDEO OUTPUT makes it unique among computers selling at such a modest price. The expanded ELF II
is perfect for engineers, business, industry, scientific and educational purposes.
ELF 11 EXPANSION KITS
Once you've mastered your ELF II you can then expand it to a full 64K microcomputer with our range of ELF II

expansion kits. - Hardware - Firmware - Software - Manuals.
NOW AVAILABLE BASIC LEVEL III with R.P.N. Maths package. Both cassette and EPROM versions.

SEND SAE FOR COMPREHENSIVE BROCHURE
Please add VAT to all prices. P&P extra Please make cheques and postal orders
payabl' to NEWTRONICS or phone your order quoting BARCLAYCARD ACCESS

Designed for monitoring computers, closed circuit
TV and Video Tape Recorders

10' black and white video monitor
10 MHz band width
High -quality metallic cabinet

Dimensions: 9' x 9' x 9W

Trade Enquiries Welcome

awl

number

We are open for demonstrations and Sales Monday -Saturday, 9 30 a m -6 30 p m
Near Highgate Underground on main Al into London

255 ARCHWAY ROAD, LONDON, N.6
TEL 01-348 3325
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no more time consuming PROM programing &erasing !!

Ng

small systems engineering limited
2-4 Canfield Place London NW6 3BT Telephone 01-328 7145/6 Telex 8813085 lAbacusi
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ADVANCED COMPUTER EQUIPMENT (LEEDS) LTD
95 MEADOW LANE LEEDS 11-0532 446960

NEW MICROCOMPUTER STORE
NOW OPEN

PRICES SHATTERED
APPLE II PLUS

COMMODORE PET
32K PROFESSIONAL KEYBOARD
GREEN SCREEN

DUAL DISK DRIVE 347K
CASSETTE DECK C2N
PRINTER 3022 MATRIX TRACTOR

£575
£625

£ 50
£375

SHARP Z-80
48K WITH 34K USER RAM
36K WITH 22K USER RAM
20K WITH 6K USER RAM
DISK DRIVES, PRINTERS ETC.

£474
£422
£380

£695
£345
£295
£120

SUPERBRAIN
64K WITH SINGLE DENSITY 320K DISK
32K WITH SINGLE DESNITY 320K DISK
64K WITH DOUBLE DESNITY 700K DISK
OPERATING SYSTEM * MBASIC *
COBOL * FORTRAN

£1450
£1395
£2300

SUNDRIES

PRINTERS
BD8OP HI -SPEED BI-DIRECTIONAL WITH
ADJUSTABLE TRACTOR FEED 750 BYTE
BUFFER. FANTASTIC OFFER
IEEE * PARALLEL OR RS232

48K AUTO START
DISK WITH CONTROLLER
DISK WITHOUT CONTROLLER
HITACHI 9" MONITOR B/W

£395

£ 3.75
DATA TAPES SUPER QUALITY (10)
£27.00
51" CERTIFIED VERBATIM (10)
£12.50
PLAIN LISTING PAPER 2000 SHEETS
BOOKS * GAMES * PROGRAMS * GALORE
VISICALC * DESKTOP PLANNER
SPECIAL OFFER

PLEASE ADD VAT TO ALL GOODS EXCEPT BOOKS - CASH AND CARRY OR 24HR DELIVERY - YOUR CHOICE
ALL EQUIPMENT IS FACTORY FRESH AND FULLY TESTED IN OUR OWN WORKSHOPS
STANDARD CONDITIONS OF SALE APPLIES TO ALL PRODUCTS
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Clenlo Computing Systems
Complete Systems
Complete Backup
Complete Service
Software:

PEARL

Product of:

Computer Pathways Unlimited, Inc.

A Powerful Application Generator Produces Error -Free Automatic Rapid Logic
Generates C BASIC 2 Programs and Compiles Them
Automatically Produces Programs For:

Menu Selection
File Update/ Edit

Report Generator
Indexed File Reorganisation I Indexed Access

Hardware:
THE CLENLO CONQUEROR
A Z-80 Microcomputer in an attractive Metal Cabinet, containing a 12 slot motherboard. Two serial and
two parallel I/O ports. Will accept a variety of S-100 compatible floppy and hard disc drives.
Normally configured with 64K RAM and dual 8" double -density floppy disk drives giving total of 1.2
megabytes of data storage uses CP/M version 2.2 operating systems. Optional extras attractive desk
unit to house microcomputer and drive.

Peripherals:
The Morrow Designs Discus M26
Morrow Designs Discus M26 offers 26 Megabytes of Data Storage
Morrow Design Discus M10 offers 10 Megabytes of Data Storage
Each subsystem is backed with fully tested software. INSTALL software allows you to attach any Morrow
disk system CP/M system operating under CP/M.
Morrow Designs disk drive, hard or floppy can be mixed and matched through Morrow Designs standard
software, all necessary hardware, software and firmware is included with each system.

A growing list of tools to expand the apple.
7440A Programmable Interrupt Timer module, 7720A Parallel Interface, 7811 B Arithmetic Processor,
7710A Asynchronous Serial Interface, 7470A 33/4 BCD A/D Converter, 7490A GPIB IEEE 488 Interface,
7114A Prom Module, 7500 A wire wrap board, 7510A solder board, 7590A Extender board, 7016A 16K
Dynamic Memory Add-on.
Contact us for prices and further details of the range of products and services we offer.

Clenlo Computing
Systems Ltd.

Crown House
18 Gypsy Hill
London SE19 1NL
01-670 4202
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rWrite off your Computer
Supplies problem now.

SORCERER
SOFTWARE!

Flexible Disks
Digital Cassettes
Printwheels
Binders
Disk & Tape Storage
Magnetic Tape
Cartridges
Ribbons
Continuous Stationery
Filing Systems
Fire Resistant
Cabinets
Disk packs

Unless otherwise noted, all programs are on cassette and
require only 8K of memory.

FORTH
new! Now Sorcerer owners can enjoy the convenience and speed of the fascinating FORTH proramming
language. Based on FIGFORTH and written by James Albanese, this version was designed especially

for the Sorcerer and includes the capability to read and write data (screens) to cassette tape and a
complete on -screen editor. Requires at least 16K of RAM.

£30.00

new! GRAPHICS ANIMATION by Lee Anders. This package provides the BASIC programmer with
a powerful set of commands for graphics and animation. The program is written in machine language
but is loaded together with your BASIC program and graphics definitions with a CLOAD command.
Any image from a character to a large graphic shape may be plotted, moved, or erased with simple
BASIL commands. Encounters of plotted character sets with background characters are detected and
background images are preserved. Contains a medium resolution plotting routine. A keyboard routine
detects key presses without carriage returns. Includes a separate program for construcing images.

Please send me your latest catalogue.

£17.00

Name

new! STARBASE HYPERIONYM by Don Ursem. At last a true strategic space game for the Sorcerer!
Defend a frontline Star Fortress against invasion forces of an alien empire. You create, deploy, and
command entire ship squadrons as well as ground defenses in this complex tactical simulation of war
in the far future. Written in BASIC and no code. Full graphics and realtime combat status display.
Includes full instructions and STARCOM battle manual. Requires at least 16K of RAM.

Company
Address

£12.50

new! HEAD-ON COLLISIONTM by Lee Anders. You are driving clockwise and a computer -controlled
car a driving counter clockwise. The computers car is trying to hit you head on, but you can avoid a
collision by changing lanes and adjusting your speed. At the same time you try to drive over dots and
diamonds to score points. Three levels of play, machine language programming and excellent graphics

Cild

cecraft softly akt1t1Oby conittrr
ingik
see
use G.IN
areritiand success de a stiff challenge to
£12.00

the most skillful astronaut. Re(pu

galmes are brought to life by

new! HANG
Sorcerer gr
MASTERMIND

lary

gae61403110Yable
f

I

levels

for

you

to

choose from.

In

code and you have to uncover
ng

WILLIS

£12.00

make this game challenging and exciting for all. At least 16K of RAM is required.

new! LUNAR MISSION by Lee Anders.
craft's three propulsion engines. Au
both a profile view of the spacecraftS
fully and you get to view an animated walV

PC/1

people to

develop their

. Written in BAS

it. These two
vocabulary and their logical
£9.00

Computer Supplies
for people who know better
Post to: Willis Computer Supplies Limited, P.O. Box 10, Southmill Road,
Bishop's Stortford, Herts CM23 3DN or Tel: Bishop's Stortford (0279) 506491.

L_
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OS SMART TERMINAL by Bob Pierce. Convert your Sorcerer to a smart terminal. Used with a
modem, this program provides the capability for you to communicate efficiently and save connect
time with larger computers and other microcomputers. The program formats incoming data from
time-sharing systems such as The Source for the Sorcerer video. Incoming data can be stored
(downloaded) into a file in RAM. Files, including programs, may be saved to or loaded from cassette,
fisted on the video, transmitted out through your modem, or edited with an on -board text editor.
Interfaces with BASIC and the Word Processor
Pac.
£30.00

DPXTM (Development Pee Extension) by Don Ursem. Serious ZBO program developers will find
this utility program to he invaluable. Move the line pointer upward. Locate a word or symbol. Change
to jump directly from EDIT to
a character string wherever it occurs. Simple commands allow you
MONITOR or DDTBO modes and automatically set up the I/O you want for listings. Built-in serial
driver. Stop and restart listings. Abort assembly with the ESC key. Save backup files on tape at 1200
baud. Load and merge files from tape by file name. Versions for BK, 16K, 32K, and 48K Sorcerer all
on one cassette. Requires the Sorcerer's Development

Pac.

£17.00

Other utility programs:
PLOT by Vic Tolomei. High res and low res modes
SHAPE MAKERTm by Don Ursem. An on -screen character maker
DEBUG by Bob Pierce. Debug machine language programs
SOFTWARE INTERNALS MANUAL by Vic Tolomei. A 64 -page book

£12.00
£12.00
£12.00
£10.00

- Clive Sinclair
'30 PROGRAMS FOR THE SINCLAIR ZX-80:1K' is a unique
112 page book which contains 30 programs all designed to fit
into your basic 1K version of the Sinclair ZX-80. IN programs

which go far beyond anything that has been published the
authors show the unique capabilities of the Sinclair ZX-80. The
ZX-80 is more powerful than you ever thought!

BLACKJACK - actually contains a full pack of cards,

shuffles them, keeps track of the dealer and player card totals,
and the money bet, all within 1K.
MEMORY LEFT - an incredible routine, especially useful as it
enables you to know exactly how much memory is left, even

during the running of a program. This also illustrates USR
routines.

DR. ZX-80 - a conversational program with the computer as
analysist which uses an ingenious method of storage.

GOMUKU - the computer challenges you to this complex

Other game programs:
MARTIAN INVADERSTM by James Albanese
NIKE IITM by Charles Rnch and Bob Broffel
TANK TRAP by Don Ursem
MAGIC MAZEiM by Vic Tolomei
FASTGAMMONTM by Bob Christiansen

"THIS BOOK IS EXCELLENT!"

£12.00

Japanese game. Incredibly this program including display of
the 7 x 7 board, fits into 1K; it only does so because it uses the

f 9.00
f 9.00

display as memory!

E 9.00
£13.00

LANDER,

Other programs included are HORSE RACE, LUNAR
moving

(with

spaceship),

NOUGHTS

Et

CROSSES, NIM, SIMPLE SIMON, HANGMAN, LIFE,
MASTERMIND, PINCH and 17 others.

Qs

QUALITY SOFTWARE

techniques you can use in your own programs - space
compression, PEEKs and POKEs, USRs and so on.
AVAILABLE BY MAIL ORDER ONLY £6.95 plus 50p p&p

MELBOURNE HOUSE PUBLISHERS
Orders to: 131 Trafalgar Road, London SE10,

Please add 15% V. A.T. to all prices.

Correspondence: Glebe Cottage, Glebe House, Station Road, Cheddington,
Leighton Buzzard, Bedfordshire LU7,

MICROPUTE
9 PRESTBURY RD.
MACCLESFIELD
CHESHIRE SK10 1AU

copies of '30 programs for the Sinclair ZX-80: 1K"
I enclose £7.45 for each .
book. (Orders outside the UK - £7.951.
.

.

.

NAME

ADDRESS

TEL MACCLESFIELD 612759

Postcode

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME
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As well as the programs, the book illustrates programming
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THE EAST MIDLANDS

SUPERBRAIN
CENTRE

£1450

£1800

+VAT FOR
SUPERBRAIN
'SD'

+ VAT FOR
SUPERBRAIN
'QD'
(700k bytes)

(320k bytes)

THE 'TERMINAL' WITH A DIFFERENCE

A CP/M COMPUTER IDEAL FOR REMOTE DATA PROCESSING
CONNECTION TO DEC COMPUTERS WITH SPECIAL COMMS SOFTWARE NOW AVAILABLE

DUAL 4 MHZ Z80 CPUs

64K RAM 12" CRT

DUAL DD/DS FLOPPY DISKS
25 LINES X 80 COLS SCREEN
SIZE

FULL ASCII KEYBOARD
S 100 BUS CAPABILITY
DUAL SYNCHRONOUS /ASYNC
RS232 PORTS

TABLE TOP

MOST CPM LANGUAGES, UTILITIES, AND APPLICATION PACKAGES AVAILABLE

including "SUPERACCOUNTS" with WAGES/SALARIES
Additional Packages

"SUPER WORD"
a computer system to produce LETTERS & DOCUMENTS
BENEFITS
Repetitive work becomes less monotonous.
Alterations can be niade to the
text without complete re- typing.
Mail shots, newsletters, documents,
personalised letters, price lists, etc.
The unit is compact and
can be produced and updated in a
convenient to use.
fraction of the time.
Permanent storage of
Clear, accurate text every time.
documents for future use.
Staff have more time available for
Greatly increases the efficiency in
important duties.
your office.
YOUR SYSTEM INCLUDES: A MICRO COMPUTER,
WORD PROCESSING SOFTWARE & A LETTER QUALITY PRINTER

t

Support Facilities available

Office Computer
Techniques Ltd.

'DATASTAR'
File creation
File retrieval
& File updates

£195.00
'MAIL MERGE'
For merging names &
addresses with letters.
Personalised letters are
produced without individually
typing each one.

£75.00
Call or write for further details.

Kimberley House, Vaughan Way,
Leicester LE1 4SG.
Telephone Leicester (0533) 28631
Circle No. 260
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VIDEO DISPLAY UNIT

TEX VT64 - £299

? DIRTY MAINS ?

UNIVERSAL KEYBOARD

TEX KB62 E99

Is the mains supply
to your computer
as clean as it could be?

VT64 & KB62 - £389
16 x 64 FULL SCREEN REWRITE IN 0.5 SECONDS.
128 CHARACTER U/L SET + FULL CURSOR/SCREEN CONTROLS.
FOUR -TONE 'BEL'. V24/20mA. 50-19200 BAUD.
KEYBOARD INPUT PORT ACCEPTS Et POWERS MOST TYPES.
UPGRADEABLE TO 24 x 80 VT80 DURING 1981.
KB62 HAS 464 x 8 -BIT KEYCODES IN EPROM.
62 KEYS WITH DEDICATED CURSOR Et USER FUNCTIONS.
QUALITY 'FEEL'. ALPHA -LOCK. AUTO -REPEAT.
QUAD -MODE ENCODING. 2/N -KEY ROLLOVER/LOCKOUT.
LATCHED DATA. + STROBE. CONTACTS OF USER KEY.
KB16 SEPARATE ADD-ON NUMERIC PAD DURING 1981.

The MF 10
MAINS FILTER UNIT
attenuates noise and
high voltage transients.

TEX EPROMPT ERASER - £39 inclusive

The 10A capacity self contained unit with
fuse, neon, and on/off switch
offers a new cost solution to
mains borne interference problems.
Price

£53

0111101311110M-1111111

each (ex VAT)

SIMPLE 32 -CHIP 1/2 HOUR PROCESS ON 200-250V A.C.
TUBE RUNS COOL AT EXACT WAVELENGTH FOR EPROMS.
16 -CHIP INTERLOCKED -DRAWER 'GT' MODEL 145 INCL.
SOLID-STATE 30 -MINUTE TIMER UNIT 115 INCL.

Data sheet available from:

ALAN KIDDLE ASSOCIATES LIMITED

Trade enquiries maned la substantial discounts.'
0 E M quantroes available with custom torn.

11,754110362 prices exclude stemma and value-added tax.
Terms C.W. 0 C. O. El o, trade references for mean.

Fairlight House, 729 London Road
Hounslow, Middlesex TW3 1SE.
Phone 01-543 0179 Telex 965649

All orders and enquiries post-free to: -

TEX MICROSYSTEMS LTD. FREEPOST
ST.ALBANS, HERTS. All 188

HATFIELD 69909IST. ALBANS 64877 IDAYINIGHT)
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IBM SELECTRIC GOLFGALL PRINTERS
AND

INPUT, OUTPUT 735 TYPEWRITERS
PRINTERS FROM
735 TYPEWRITERS FROM

£195.00
£245.00

WIRING AND COMMISSION TO SUIT
ACULAB INTERFACE
ACULAB INTERFACES EX STOCK

£ 48.00
£155.00

ALSO AVAILABLE IBM 71, 72, 82 typewriters
Full workshop facilities for rebuilds and servicing.
Keyboard ASCID-ASCII, 10-12 pitch, language
conversions undertaken.

11", 13", 15" platen lengths, split platens pin feed
platens. Operational keylever repeats fitted on request.
Full IBM range of 10-12*pitch heads including language,
symbol and metric.
Language keybuttons blue or grey.
WE BUY SELL OR EXCHANGE ALL IBM SELECTRIC TYPEWRITER MODELS

FOR FURTHER DETAILS PHONE STUART KIRBY OR LOUIS BAKER

KEYTRONICS

SAUL LODGETSEALtaLzfoTTER GL2 7JE

PRICES EXCL VAT @ 15%
Et CARRIAGE Er PACKING

CALLERS BY APPT ONLY PLEASE

Circle No. 263
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ADVANCED
SYSTEMS

authorised dealers

Err: -

from £730

SORCEROR

authorised dealers

dappla

'11W

from
E69. _v

APPLE II

From Radio Shack Corp.

36.5

TRS 80
from

authorised dealers

Cr commodore

'Mr St

PET 2001
from
£425
mosoma
£106.00

IEEE-448/Centronics type parallel
Interface

ACCESSORIES

* £695.00 PET C2N External Cassette Deck

16K RAM

TRS 80, Expansion Interface with
E425.00
32K RAM
ACCESSORIES

£365.00

16K memory)
TRS 80, Expansion Interface with

£180.00

TRS80 CPU 2 speed mod.

£85.00

£20.00

£160.00

£360.00

E275.00

E499.00

£590.00

BASIC SYSTEMS

ADVANCED SYSTEMS

£650.00
ACCESSORIES
Exidy 5100 Unit
Exidy Video Monitor
£1,590.00 CP/M on Disk

32K RAM

48K RAM

£240.00.
£240.00
£145.00

£695.00

Offers.

Sped);

PET BUSINESS SYSTEM
comprising
CBM 3032 Micro computer, CBM 3040 Dual Disk Drive,
CBM 3022 Tractor Feed Printer and all cables

CBM8050 - Dual Disk Drive giving 950K User Storage

£1799.00

£895

TRS 8Q Model II with integral 8" floppy disk drive and up to 64K RAM.
Expandable up to 3 Megabytes Disk Storage (Available for demonstration - by appointment only). From £2,300
SUPERPETSYSTEM:- CBM8032 Computer with 30 col screen
£895

Exidy Video Disk Unit
(High Resolution monitor with
Integral 630K Dual Drive)

16K RAM

E69.00

£20.00
Hobby Prototype Card
Romplus - u, l/c, mixed text/graphics £105.00

RAM Upgrade 116-32K, 32-48K)

Real time clock/calendar card 1/1000 sec to 388 days with
interrupt, software controllable
£128.00
Speechlab - provides voice control
for the Apple
£160
Supertalker - adds human speech
£136.00
output!
ALF Music Synthesizer Card
£180.00
A1-02 Data Acquisition Card
£180.00
£462.00
Graphics Tablet
AC Line Controller
£270.00

Sorceror (Inc UHF Modulator) Special low prices on limited stock

-

Apple black and white modulator
for domestic TV
£14.00
Eurocolor card - provides colour on
domestic TV
£79.00
£104.00
Parallel Printer Interface Card
High Speed Serial (RS232C) Interface Card
£113.00
Communications Card
£132
Centronics Card
£132
Integer Basic Firmware Card
£116.00
PASCAL language system - includes
language card to provide user
with PASCAL, PALSOFT &
INTEGER BASIC
£299.00

ACCESSORIES

BASIC SYSTEM
Apple II Plus computer -APPLESOFT extended basic in ROM -116K RAM) - video output £695

Stringy Floppy drive (complete with
manual & wafers)

TVJ 232 serial interface
£35.00 Radio Shack Phone Modem
Centronics Parallel Printer Interface
UHF Modulators (encased with
(direct to keyboard)
£40.00
leads for 625 lines)
TRS 80, Voice Synthesizer
£345.00 RAM upgrade (4-16K, 16-32K,
TRS Voxbox -speech recognition
32-48K) supplied and fitted at our
£135.00
system
premises (Kit £80.001

TRS 80, 4K Level II las above with
Level II Basic)

power supply unit

TRS 80, 4K Level I consisting of
Keyboard with 4K memory, Video
Unit, Cassette Drive and 240v

£35.00
£19.00
£24.00

E53.00

c.w. all interfacing requirements £166.00

BASIC SYSTEMS
TRS 80, 16K Level II (as above with

for your Pet -plug in ROM chip 8K and 16/32K resp
£75/E55

IEEE to Pet Cable
£186.00 IEEE to IEEE cable
Programmers Toolkit -10 powerful new commands PETSET 1 16 Channel AD Convertor

Output only
IEEE/RS232 Serial Interface 'B'
Input/Output

IEEE/RS232 Serial Interface 'A'

keyboard)

PET 3016 (16K RAM and large
PET 2001-8 (PET with 8K memory
* £550.00
.£425.00
keyboard)
+ integral cassette
PET 3032 (32K RAM and large
PET 3008 (8K) with large keyboard*E450.00

BASIC SYSTEMS

DISKS

PRINTERS
£345.00

* £425.00

£1195.00
£3500.00

£630

£3500.00

£349.00
E299.00

£350000

£995.00

£299
£275

E299

£525.00

£825.00

£499.00

-

SOFTWARE

- as above but with further facilities, KBFIX, Renum, Screen to printer in one step, DOS commands from
BASIC. Level I in II, Superap, Disassemble, load and save faster. list variables £49.00
LIBRARY 100 - an assortment of 100 programs
£39.00
SARGON CHESS - 16K Level
the 1979 Champ Version I
£14.00

BS7 8BH

1r (0865) 721461
(0276) 20448

(All prices correct at time of compilation/

Directors

48 Gloucester Road, Cyst

111' (0272) 422061

148 Cowley Road, Oxford
OX4 1JJ.
Johnson House.

PRICES EXCLUDE VAT, FREIGHT & HANDLING SEND OR
'PHONE FOR PRICE LIST & BROCHURES

Bristol

Oxford

Camberley (Head Office)

A.5 Barton ACII, ARIBA, CdopAF

Dr. RV. King BA. WE
S G Johnson, BSc. Mons.)
TS Johnson, ARIBA, ACME, FBSC, MBIM

Telex 858893

Ansaback eves
and w/ends.

Sat. 9.00 - 12.30

£120
£70.00

Hours of business
Mon -Fri. 9.30- 5.30

* 5% DISCOUNT ALLOWED FOR EDUCATIONAL ESTABLISHMENTS

Development Pac

SORCEROR many programs available - send for list.
Word Processor Rompac

ACT Appleware and MUSE authorised software dealers - Many programs
on cassette and disk. Send for list

CASHIER - Retail Store Management System
£195
U -DRAW II - High Resolution graphics editor. Create a figure then rotate, expand,
contract etc and store on disk
£27.00
LISP- programming language suitable for research in artificial intelligence
£30.00
3 -MILE ISLAND- Complex disk based game simulating nuclear reactor
E27.50
VISICALC - Instant Visual Calculation - provides a powerful planning and forecasting £52.00
tool
£95.00
APPLE WORD PROCESSOR - Complete text editing, storage and retrieval of text
£42.00
(disk based)
LITTLE GENIUS - Comprehensive disk based Apple Soft Tutorial
£35.00

APPLE

NEW DOS

Member of the TV Johnson Group of Companies
75/79 Park Street.
Camberley, Surrey, GU15 3XE.

f8.00/C28.00

£95.00

£39

£95.00
£195.00

f75.00

£75.00
£115.00
£95.00

E138

£50.00
£75.00

DATA MANAGEMENT/REPORT GENERATOR - easily formats disk files, allows
entry, edit, delete and list of records and retrieves data for display or
calculation on screen or printer
£150.00
RSM-2D DISK MONITOR - powerful system manipulates disk data, has Z-80
break routine
£25.00
£60.00
ST8OD communications software
NEWOOS - TRSDOS with corrections and enhancements
£25.00

LOWER CASE MOD KIT ONLY/FITTED for Electric Pencil

FORTRAN includes compiler, relocatable assembler text editor and linking
loader
PASCAL - tomorrow's programming language today
ELECTRIC PENCIL - powerful word processor allows full cursor movement.
insert/delete, string search block movement, adjustable line length,
justification on cassette
ELECTRIC PENCIL as above - disk version

CBASIC

TRS SO
COMACIII SUITE -computerised accounting for TRS 80 (TVJ SOFTVYAREI
STOCK CONTROL - complete inventory control - recorder level - P/Os etc.
CP/M

GD 1000 - PASCAL Language for PET
BRISTOL SOFTWARE FACTORY S/W dealers TRADER, ITEM, MONITOR. etc. - Send for details.

GD 1001 - Assembler Development System
GD 010 - Lisp.Interpretive Language (Artificial intelligence)

(We are authorised CBM Business Software Dealers) Send for List.

COMWORDPRO II/COMWORDPRO IV powerful word processor, low/high level resp. E75/150.00
£150.00
COMSTOCK - STOCK CONTROL - gives complete stock report
COMB'S - BUSINESS INFORMATION SYSTEM- Storage Et Retrieval of all types
£150.00
of company records
COM ACCOUNTS - Full Financial Business Accounting System Intl:
£650.00
Sales. Purchase, Nominal Ledgers
E150.00
COMPAY - Handles hourly, weekly or monthly paid employees
£50.00
COMPLANNER - Personal information tool for the busy executive

CBM DISK -BASED BUSINESS SOFTWARE

PETSOFT authorised dealers - over 160 programmes on cassette and disk. Send for
catalogue.
STAGE ONE COMPUTERS S/W dealers - PETAID, Stock Control, etc. Send for list.
74 Common BASIC Programs on one tape
£15.00
PETACT Business Software - Sales and Purchase Ledger, Invoicing. etc.
P.O.A.

PET

TAY JOHNSON (MICROCOMPUTERS ETC LTD

IF YOU DON'T SEE IT - ASK IF WE
HAVE IT

Ribbons for MOT Printers PROGRAMMABLE CALCULATORS. TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS. Business Programmable
Calculators - complete range. Send for list +
prices. (We are authorised TI dealers).

Diskettes 514" (blank) boxed (min
order 10) each
from f3
C12 Cassettes (min order 101 each
£0.35p
lne.
Ansaback'phonematelelephone answering ma0choo
voice operated twin cassette
f 19
Pace EZ-PHONE - Cordless Telephone
£225.00
Hitachi Video Monitors 9712" resp.
£127/E187
BOOKS - Large range of microcomputer related
books and magazines
STATIONERY
Listing Paper - most common sizes

ETC.

inc. interface for PET/APPLE
£266.00
SILENT PRINTER for APPLE ... allows printing
of high res. graphics
£349

Centronics Micro Printer 120. 40.
80 cols selectable)
0395.00
Heath WH 14 serial 180, 96, 132 cols
CIUME daisy wheel printers
P.O.A.
TCM100/MICROHUSH Thermal Printer (40 cols)

132: u/I case Et graphics). Available with
Serial, parallel or IEEE interface

bi-directional. 40. 80 columns- optional

DOLPHIN BD8OP tractor printer (125 cps

Centronics 779 parallel (tractor
feed. 132 cols)

feed, 40, 80, 132 cols selectable)

OKI - parallel/sepal l pin or pinch

£245 00
GENERAL
Teletype 43 KSR Serial (pin or pinch
feed, 132 cols)
£825.00
RACAL Binder Printers - truly professional
pnnters for microcomputers- high speed (up
to 280 cps). upper/lower case
P.O.A

TRS 80 Screen Printer I text graphics) I110v)
New Radio Shack Micro Printer

TRS80

- tractor feed) *

CBM 3022 (80 col with PET graphics

PET

Exidy - 315K Storage
Exidy Dual drive (630K storage)
Corvus Hard Disk (1 line)

SORCEROR

Apple Drive - 116K storage 1st drive
Apple Drive - 116K storage 2nd drive
Corvus Hard Disk (11m8)

APPLE

Shugart drive
Micropolis drive
Percom FD200 drive 110v
Micropolis Dual Drive (394K storage)
Corvus Hard Disk (11mB)

TRS80

CBM 3040 Idual drive) 343K User storage* £695.00
Cornputhink (dual drivel 4000
£895.00
storage
£1145.00
Cornputhink (dual drivel 800K storage

PET

For Hardware, Software, Peripherals, Consultancy and Competitive Prices.

MICROCOMPUTERS ETC

ION
...when you need a dependable supplier, an authorised
distributor with a comprehensive range of products at keen
prices, backed by large stocks for fast delivery, with full
after -sales support. We promise you a rapid response.

ANADEX DP8000
Exceptional value and high reliability.
84 lines per minute, 112 cps. Parallel and
serial interfaces as standard. 98 ASCI set,
9 x 7 font. Variable tractor. Forms
handling facilities. 1K buffer store. Options
include 2K extra store IEEE interface.

LEAR SIEGLER ADM -3A

You lucky Apple II owners by adding applakal you
can have the only
PO approved
computer connection

The most popular visual display in the
world. 1920 character screen capacity.
Cursor addressing. Dual interface. Awdliary
port. Wide range of speed and word
formats. Options include Tektronix 4010
compatible graphics.

LEAR SIEGLER ADM -31
Low coat VDU with two page display and
fill editing features. Dual interface, 509600 baud data rates. Upper/ lower case

character set. Cursor addressing, editing,
protected fields, dual intensity. Optional
polling and addressing, printer port.

LEAR SIEGLER ADM -42

With Appletel you can link your present Apple II
computer direct to Prestel for just £595 plus VAT which is a major cost saving for a start. Add in these
other major advantages and you'll really appreciate
what the complete Owl Computer package can do
for you!

Semi -intelligent VDU with up to 8 pages
of display. Full editing features, blinking,

blanking, cursor addressing, format
transmission, protected fields, dual
intensity, separate function keys, stews
display. Optional alternative character set,
programmable function keys, synchronous
interface, line drawing set.

* Save on telephone bills by storing pages from
Prestel on a floppy disc - screen them up on
Apple II when you're ready.

TYPEWRITER TERMINAL
41

* Programme the unit to automatically call up a
sequence of pages, and store them for later
examination.

Two machines for the price of one. Typewriter style friction feed for single
documents, letters etc. Pin teed for continuous business stationery. Electric typewriter
keyboard layout and touch. Left and right
hand margin setting. Crisp, high quality
printout.

* Write your own BASIC programs to process
Prestel data as well as send commands to
Prestel.

TEXAS 810
Compact 150 cps 132 column printer.
Optimised bi-directional printing. Adjustable
tractor feeds, 3 - 15 inches. 9 x 7 dot matrix.
RS232 interface. Forms control options.
Other serial and parallel interface options.
Compressed print option.

* The full keyboard means you can use Prestel
to maximum advantage for sending messages.

* Appletel is now available in colour

LOW COST
GRAPHICS
TERMINAL

For full details on
what Appletel can
do for you, and
the name of your
nearest dealer.
please phone

or write.

iitmessuk
A low cost Tektronix 4010 software compatible option means that we can offer the
well-known Lear -Siegler ADM 3A with powerful graphics capability. A Z -80A
microprocessor and RAM sufficient to provide a 512 x 250 dot grid
and automatic scaling from a 1024 x 780 dot grid enable point plotting,
vector drawing and alphanumeric character display.
Call today for a demonstration or more details.

Owl Computers
18 Hadham Road, Bishop's Stortford
Herts CM23 2QR
Tel: Bishop's Stortford (0279) 52682
Circle No. 265
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PERIPHERAL HARDWARE LIMITED
Armfield Close West Molesey Surrey Telex 922175
IRELAND
NORTH
SOUTH
Dublin 952316
Harrogate 501263/4
01-941 4806
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KGB

MICROS LIMITED

THE PROFESSIONAL ORGANISATION OFFERING
HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE PLUS FULL CLIENT SUPPORT
WHO WISH TO MAKE YOUR BUSINESS OUR BUSINESS

SUPERBRAIN'

THE MICRO COMPUTER THAT HAS
THE BEST PRICE/PERFORMANCE
RATIO.

1495

(64K RAM)

MICROLINE 80

THE EFFICIENT BUSINESS SYSTEM
SUPERBRAIN

MICROLINE 80 PRINTER

£1795
INDIVIDUAL PRICE £500.00

DIABLO 630

7

..

'4

1

11111111 '1141,',.'''
ma.

-

THE COMPLETE WORD PROCESSING
SYSTEM
SUPERBRAIN

_

DIABOLO 630 PRINTER

THE PROVEN 'WORD STAR' PACKAGE
1111111.11111111111111111111111111:M13311111111111

INDIVIDUAL PRICE £1675.00

£2995

SOFTWARE SUPPORT
* KGB offer a wide range of standard software - FORTRAN, COBOL, BASIC, PASCAL.
* KGB will customise our software packages to meet your unique requirements - Invoicing £95,
Sales Ledger £235, Purchase Ledger £235, Nominal Ledger £235, Payroll £335.
* KGB will design and implement software to suit your business needs.

KGB Micros Ltd., 88 High Street, Slough, Berkshire.
Tel: Slough 38581/38319
Superbrain is the registered trademark of Intertec Data Systems. Prices exc. VAT.
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mikro and makro
- TWO GREAT BRITISH ASSEMBLERS FOR THE CBM PET
Whether you are an experienced 6502 programmer or just getting to grips with machine language, one of these
assemblers is right for you!

MIKRO ASSEMBLER makes full use of PET's Basic editor to pack a full -featured assembler into a single 4k
chip which plugs into one of the 3 spare sockets. When you power up you will be just a SYS command away
from being able to program in Assembler, Basic, or even both at once! There are just three new commands to
learn because source code is written just like a Basic program - and if the Programmer's Toolkit is fitted you
can use functions like FIND,DELETE,RENUMBER,APPEND and HELP to edit and debug your code. For any
PET, tape or disk, MIKRO costs £50 plus VAT.

MAKRO ASSEMBLER really needs a 32k machine, though a 16k version is available. You can define
macros with up to 9 parameters, and they may be nested to a depth of five! As source files can be appended
you could build up a library of useful macro definitions - then bring them into your programs at will. MAKRO
has all the standard assembler features plus a user-friendly editor - all for £50 plus VAT.
THE PETMASTER SUPERCHIP (£45 + VAT) gives owners of standard 40 column PETs many of the features

of the new 8032 SuperPet - and much more besides. Single key entry of Basic and an auto -repeat
facility are popular features, but the advanced programmer will find the User Definable Function Keys
innovative and invaluable! Fully compatible with the PROGRAMMER'S TOOLKIT (??? + VAT).

80 PET

programs in our
FREE catalogue'

TOOLKIT NOW --,g

SUPERSOFT
28 Burwood Avenue, Eastcote, Pinner, Middlesex
Telephone: 01-866 3326
Circle No. 268

Research
Resources Ltd

eneral
Presenting the MICROLINE family
Low cost, high performance MATRIX
printers featuring ...

SWTP and GIMIX 6809
*

*
- Quality and reliability using 9 x 7 matrix
- Programme selectable character size and line spacing
- 96 ASCII characters plus 64 block graphic shapes
- Programmable vertical forms and tab control (Models 82 Et 83)
- No routine maintenance

*
*
Price

Prices include 90 days parts and labour warranty plus
FREE DELIVERY to U.K. Mainland.

MICROLINE 80

excl VAT

- 80 cps unidirectional printing
- Parallel Centronics Interface
- Pin and Friction Feed

£355.00

UNIX on a MICRO

E 38.00
E 75.00
£510.00

M80 Tractor Feed Option
M80 RS 232 Serial Interface 1110 to 9600 bps)
MICROLINE 82 -80 cps bi-directional, short line seeking
- Parallel and Low Speed RS 232 Serial I/F
- PM and Friction Feed
M82 Tractor Feed Option
M82 Roll Paper Holder
M82 High Speed RD 232 Serial I/F + 256 character buffer
M82 High Speed RS 232 Serial I/ F + 2048 character buffer
MICROLINE 83 - 120 cps bi-directional, short line seeking
- Parallel and Low Speed RS 232 Serial I/F
- 136 columns on up to 15 inch forms

*

*

RRL provide the complete system with from 128k to

*

768k RAM.
2.5 Megabyte floppy disk drives and 16 Megabyte fixed
disks.

E 98.00
£143.00

*

Full range of VDU's, terminals, printers, interfaces etc.

Serial:

Maintenance Service available.
Educational discounts on request.

Remittance including VAT please to:MICRO GENERAL. 6 THE BIRCHWOODS. TILEHURST, READING,
BERKS RG3 5UH. TEL: 0734 25226.

Circle No. 269
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UNIFLEX is a MULTI-USER/MULTI-TASKING system
for up to 12 users.

E143.00
E799.00

E 23.00
Parallel: £ 27.00

The new standard DEC/ PDP operating system is now
available on 6809 micros.

*

E 38.00
E 13.00
E 98.00

- Tractor and Friction Feed
M83 High Speed RS 232 Serial I/ F + 256 character buffer
M83 High Speed RS 232 Serial I/F + 2048 character buffer
INTERFACE CABLES - Standard length 2 metres
IState Micro plus I/O features)

RRL specialises in the EDUCATIONAL and SCIENTIFIC
applications.
Small systems from 32k with 5" disk drives upwards.
PASCAL, FORTRAN, PILOT, BASIC Compiler, LAB BASIC, Statistical Analysis etc.
D -A, A -D converters and special interfaces to solve your
problem.

1

RESEARCH RESOURCES LTD, P.O. Box 160
Welwyn Garden City, Herts. England
Tel: (07073) 26633
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Well proven software for business applications on the
ITT 2020 and Apple microcomputers.
Prices excluding V.A. T. for cash with order, F.O.B. London NW3

(300+ Employees, 100 Departments,

PAYROLL

£375

hourly, weekly, monthly. Very powerful

but easy to use).
SALES LEDGER
PURCHASES LEDGER
GENERAL (OR NOMINAL)
LEDGER
UTILITIES DISK 1
APPLEWRITER

VISICALC
CAI

(500+ Accounts, 100 Departments).
(500+ Accounts, 100 Departments).
(1000 Accounts, 100 Analyses, multipurpose package). Job costing etc.
(Diskette patch, slot to slot copy,
zap etc).
(Word Processing, see below for U/L
case).

(Financial Modelling, Costing, Analysis).
(Converts Apple pictures for ITT display).
Over 500 packages in use, fully supported by us.

AND NOW HARDWARE!

£295
£295
£295
£20
£42

£95
£10

IMO

£50
Replaces character generator to display upper and lower case characters on screen, includes
LOWER & UPPER CASE CHARACTER GENERATOR

patches to work with Applewriter, supplies the missing link! Specify Apple or ITT.
COMPUTECH DIPLOMAT H/S SERIAL INTERFACE

£80

This card has been designed and built to the same professional standards that have resulted

in the success of our software. The DIPLOMAT observes the proper "handshaking" protocol so
that you can drive fast printers and send and receive date from other peripherals at high speeds
without loss of data. Switch (& software) selectable baud rates to 19200 and many other options.
Plug compatible with 'terminal' or 'modem' wired peripherals. Guaranteed.

£425
This neat, reliable machine prints at 10 characters per inch, 80 characters on an 8 inch line, or 40
expanded characters, or 132 very readable characters, upper and lower case and graphics, 9 x 7
dot matrix, 6 or 8 lines per inch. Parallel interface is standard, serial optional. Both friction and
sprocket feed are standard, tractor optional. We can also supply the parallel interface card for
MICROLINE M80 PRINTER

Apple System computers for £80 and a driver to enable both text and graphics to be used.
Optional custom colour matching for Apple or ITT. Optional character sets. Trade supplied at
very generous discounts for modest quantities.

THE FABULOUS MICROMUX 8000

from £800
This is a brand new product, an asynchronous serial multiplexor with up to 16 ports, any one of
which may communicate with any other independently, like a 'telephone exchange' for data!
Built in test function. Firmware may be customised for special applications. Available in multiples
of 4 ports up to 16.

COMPUTECH SYSTEMS
16E3, Finchley Road, London NVV3 6HP. Tel: 01-794 0202
AGENTS THROUGHOUT THE UK AND OVERSEAS
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CRYSTAL ELECTRONICS
CC ELECTRONICS
WE ARE A LEADING GERMAN
ELECTRONIC MANUFACTURING
COMPANY, EMPLOYING
APPROXIMATELY 800 PEOPLE AND
WE ARE SITUATED IN ONE OF THE
MOST ATTRACTIVE AREAS ON THE
RIVER RHINE.

THE SKY'S THE LIMIT
FOR YOUR SHARP MZ8OK with
SHARP CP/M 2.21 (XTAL)
CP/M is the trade mark of Digital Research.

This sophisticated interactive program
development system will give your home computer
BUSINESS/INDUSTRIAL potential.
Basic CP/M facilities include:

WE ARE LOOKING FOR AN
EXPERIENCED SYSTEM
PROGRAMMER WHO WILL BE
RESPONSIBLE FOR THE OPERATION
AND FURTHER EXPANSION OF A
MODERN AND WELL EQUIPPED 32 BIT
COMPUTER, THE IMPLEMENTATION
OF A CAD -SYSTEM FOR THE LAYOUT
OF PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS,
ELECTRONIC DOCUMENTATION AND
INTERACTIVE REAL TIME GRAPHICS.

INTERESTED APPLICANTS SHOULD BE
COLLEGE GRADUATES IN AN EDP ORIENTATED SUBJECT, HAVE A
FUNDAMENTAL KNOWLEDGE OF
MINI -COMPUTERS AND KNOW AT
LEAST ONE PROBLEM- AND
COMPUTER-ORENTATEDPROGRAMMING LANGUAGE.
EXPERIENCE IN MULTI-USER
OPERATING SYSTEMS, DATA
STRUCTURE AND INTERACTIVE
GRAPHICS SOFTWARE WILL BE AN
ADVANTAGE.

Dynamic file management Fast assembler
General purpose editor
Advanced debugging utility
YOUR SHARP CP/M 2.21 (XTAL) PACKAGE INCLUDES
Hardware modification (if fitted by a SHARP dealer does
NOT break the guarantee)
SHARP CP/M 2.21 (latest version) on disc
XTAL Monitor and Operating system
7 Digital Research manuals
CP/M Handbook (by ROD NAY ZAKS)
12 months guarantee and up -dates
IF YOU ARE A SHARP MZ8OK OWNER, CP/M 2.21 (XTAL)

IS A MUST FROM £200.00
Ask your SHARP dealer for further details or contact
CRYSTAL ELECTRONICS
CP/M SOFTWARE HOUSES-XTAL CAN HELP YOU
ESTABLISH YOUR SOFTWARE ON THE SHARP
Members of Computer Retailers Association & Apple Dealers Association

Shop open 0930-1730 except Saturday & Sunday
40 Magdalene Road, Torquay, Devon, England. Tel: 0803 22699
Telex 42507 XTALG
and Barclaycard welcome.

COMPONENTS
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100
Do You Have All These Facilities On Your
S100 System, With Just Two Boards?
1. Z80A CPU -2 or 4 MHz
Operation.
2. Z80A CTC- 4 Channels.
3. Z80A SIO- 2 RS -232.
4. Z80A PIO
5. Disk controller; Takes
upto 4 disk drives, single
or double density
operation.
6. 64k Bytes of memory.
7. EPROM Programmer.
8. Real time clock.

OUR ESTABLISHMENT IS FULLY
FITTED WITH THE LATEST UP TO
DATE EQUIPMENT AND YOU WILL BE
JOINING A TEAM OF HIGHLY
QUALIFIED, EXPERIENCED, GOAHEAD COLLEAGUES. THE
REMUNERATION AND FRINGE
BENEFITS WILL BE COMMENSURATE
WITH EXPERIENCE AND
QUALIFICATIONS.
PERSONAL INTERVIEWS WILL BE
ARRANGED, BY APPOINTMENT, IN
LONDON. PLEASE SEND US YOUR
CURRICULUM VITAE, WHICH WILL
RECEIVE OUR IMMEDIATE
ATTENTION. BOX NO. 103, PRACTICAL
COMPUTING.

ANDO

COMPUTERS

01Jr4

9. Software;
Standard 2k Monitor.
CP/M Cold Start Loader.
CP/M BIOS (1.4)
Prices:
FDC-1 Board

£495.50
£327.56
Expandoram
£ 42.00
Mother Board
All prices exclude VAT.

SEMEL

MICROCOMPUTER - HARDWARE - SOFTWARE

3c, BARLEY MARKET ST., TAVISTOCK,
DEVON, PL19 OJF.
Tel. TAVISTOCK (0822) 5247

Telex: 45263
Circle No. 273
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Did 01-579 5845.
Adda make it their business to get in first
on all that's best and new in PET hardware and

software...and in finding out how to make the
latest advances work more profitably for you.
All the advice, assistance and arrangement

of demonstrations you could ask for are there
for the taking. And that's just for starters.
Long term Adda look after your future requirements with software, full engineering support
and maintenance contracts that can include
machine loan.
In addition to the 16k PET 3016 and
32k PET 3032, Adda offer you the new 32k PET
8032 -with 80 columns, 12 -inch screen and a
keyboard that really gets down to business.
Recent advances make possible some exciting
applications for these mighty micros.

purpose-built machines; and you can use a large
selection of output printers including dot matrix,
golfball and daisy wheel. So much for words now for some action: phone 01-579 5845.

If you're looking for mainframe
access, the Communicator 1 mainframe PET link enables file transfer to be made

in both directions...with a PET
Communicator system configured with
either dual floppy disc or cassette tape
drive and a printer.
Files transferred from mainframe to PET
can be manipulated locally and data transfer
monitored on the PET screen. It's a fast way of
cutting costs on bureau time shore -and it also
doubles up as a fast normal terminal. The
Communicator 1 mainframe -PET link paves the
way to big cost savings. Your first step is digital
input to 01-579 5845.

Link the 32k PET up to the
Wordcraft word processing program and
More cost savings can be realised
you have a very sophisticated word
when you link up three to eight PETs to
processing system for less than £4000.
It's a word processor and more -because one Commodore disc drive and a printer
it can also be used as a small business
machine.
The Wordcraft program comes on a mini
floppy disc ready for use on a Commodore 3040
diskette drive. The whole system gives you word
processing to standards achieved by expensive

using Mu -pet (Multi -User PET) -and you
don't have to make any program changes.
As a Mu -pet dealer, Adda can put you
fully in the picture. Just phone 01-579

5845 for a demonstration of Mwpet
being put through its paces.

1111111111311111

NMI= 1111
Adda Computers
14 Broadway
West Ealing
London W13 OSR
Entrance in
Kirchen Road

we add up to a great deal.
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\CRAM ELECTRONICS
RUTHLESSLY SLASHES
THE COST OF PRINTING

I

Centronics 730 100cps printer £345
Centronics 737 Proportionally spaced word processing quality £395
Case for UK101/ Superboard £24
Pet -Centronics Decoded Interface £50
4K Ram fo rUK101 £30

Additional Educational Discounts
Pet -RS232 Interface £80
Channel Synthesiser for Pet (IEEE Compatible) £50

Numeric Pad for UK101/Superboard £12
KRAM ELECTRONICS
30 HAZLEHEAD ROAD
ANSTEY LEICESTER
053-721-3575
ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO 15% VAT

Circle No. 275

GATE MICROSYSTEMS LIMITED
MICROCOMPUTER SALES + SUPPORT
NOW IN DUNDEE + GLASGOW
THE
MICROSOFT

Announce: -

Z80 SOFTCARD
FOR YOUR

APPLE II PLUS
Z80 Softcard is a circuit board with a Microprocess and I/O
Circuitry which plugs into any slot (except Ol in your APPLE.
* Z80 Softcard allows you to run CP/M, CP/M based
languages and CP/M application programs on your APPLE.

* Z80 Softcard enables you to switch your Apple back and
forth from 6502 processing to Z80 processing via a single
instruction.
* Z80 Softcard gives you Microsoft Basic 5.0 on your Apple
PRICE

GATE MICROSYSTEMS LTD

THE NETHERGATE CENTRE
66, NETHERGATE, DUNDEE DD1 4ER (0382128194

£200.00

EX VAT

GATE MICROSYSTEMS LTD
ABBEY HOUSE; 10 BOTHWELL STREET
GLASGOW G2 6NU 041-221-9372

Circle No. 276
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SEIKOSHA

FP 1500-25

GP 80A

THE LOWEST
COST, SMALLEST SIZE,
80 COLUMN IMPACT
GRAPHIC -DOT PRINTER
IN THE WORLD.

A HIGH QUALITY
25 CPS DAISY WHEEL

PRINTER
AT A REMARKABLY
LOW COST

End user price: x,250 N"

End user price: X1,085

80 column width. 30 cps

136 column width. 25 cps
96 character set
1/120 inch min. character and 1/48

Full ASCII character set
Graphics, normal and double width
characters
Prints on plain paper with two copies
Pin feed tractor as standard
Centronics interface standard
Other interfaces and cables available
RS/232C, PET, APPLE, TANDY,

IEE/488.

inch min. line spacing

3 copy capacity
High degree of vertical and
horizontal positioning control
Forward and reverse paper feed
Hopper feed option
Industry standard parallel interface or
RS 232C compatible.

DRG Business Machines

The finest worldwide,
supported nationwide

DRG Business Machines, Peripherals and Supplies division,
8 Lynx Crescent, Winterstoke Road, Weston Super Mare, Avon
BS24 9DW Telephone: (0934) 416392

Call or write for more information and
details of your nearest dealer.
@RO A Dickinson Robinson Group Company
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THE WESTFARTHING

SMALL
IF ITS
FOR

BUSINESS SYSTEM
for Apple/ITT 2020 micros

CONTACT PDS

Designed from first. principals for the family business, it will pay for
itself by keeping the accounts in good order, saving management time
on paperwork, and accountants fees.

NORTHERN DISTRIBUTOR FOR SOLITAIRE WP SYSTEMS
DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME -

FUNCTIONS: (in short, everything you need) invoicing
( + discounts, quotations, delivery notes) customer
accounts and shop sales, bank and cash balances calculated
weekly, sales and overheads (30 categories) totalled weekly,
VAT return calculated (while you have lunch).

SOFTWARE
£42.00
WORD P From
DATA BASE SYSTEMS From £99.00
£375.00
PAYROLLES
LEDGERS
£855.00
FULLY INTEGRATED
£315.00
SALES
PURCHASE

NOMINAL
INVOICING

SPECIAL FEATURES FOR OWNER -MANAGERS:
VAT -inclusive bills split automatically messages can be
printed on invoices, automatic payment. entry when
customer pays on the spot, uses plain fan -fold palter, prints
your heading, s/a customer address labels printed, User's
Manual (50 pages) in clear, non -technical style, Designed to
be user -modifiable.

VISICAL
DESK TOP PLAN
MAILING LIST
BOWLING DISK
CONT VOLS 1-2
CONT VOLS 3-5
GAMES DISKS FROM

Disk Drive with controller
Disk Drive

VIDEO
12' Black/white

9' Black/white
Video -cable

12' Green/black
PRINTERS

£695.00
£69.00
£349.00
£299.00
£189.00
£127.00
£9.00
£164.00

PAPER TIGER WITH GRAPHICS
£598.00
£349.00
SILENTYPE
P.O.A.
QUEMES
P.O.A.
IBM SELECTRICS
ANADEX 9500
£895.00
INTEGER CARD

PASCAL LANG
PARALLEL CARD
SERIAL
ROMPLUS CARD

BLACK WHITE MOD

£116.00
£299.00
£104.00
£113.00
£116.00
£14.00

Can't see what you want? ...
Give us a call; we can still supply it.

hundreds of REMs, disc map, etc.

Westfarthing Computer Services Ltd, 21 Wendron St, Helston,

APPLE II 16K
16K Addon

CARDS

All prices quoted are PLUS VAT)

Requires 48K RAM, Applesoft in ROM, 1 or 2 disc drives, printer.
Program lives in core. Includes pages of program information,
Cost: £750 + VAT (£750 only to non-regd trader). For information,
send £1 for 10 page description or £10 for User's Manual.

£315.00
£225.00
£140.00
£95.00
£64.00
£27.00
£9.00
£27.00
E60.00
£10.00

HARDWARE

DATA
PROFESSIOCNALALDALVEDaiT

SYSTEMS

CARNE HOUSE, MARKLAND HILL
CHORLEY NEW ROAD, BOLTON, LANCS.

Cornw all . Phone Helston [03265] 4098

Tele: Bolton 102041493816
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Applesoftware from Leicester Computer Centre
the,correspncient
by R. Wagner

* Now with mathematics routine *
THE CORRESPONDENT is sure to be one of the
most versatile programs in your library! It can be
used as:

A Text Processor: Upper/lower case, 1-80 cols.
(4 -way scrolling). Text move/copy/insert/delete,
tabbing, justify text, auto -centering and more!
A Database (with or without printer!) Extremely
fast find routine and easy editing make it a natural
for free -form data files. Create and fill out forms,
access phone lists or index your magazines.
A Programming Utility: (printer or not).
Examine, edit, transfer random or sequential text
files. Create versatile exec. files. Even put bidirectional scrolling in your own programs!

Apple disk £29.95 + VAT

Apple -Doc

By Roger Wagner
An Aid to the Development and
Documentation of Applesoft Programs

This 3 program set is a must to anyone writing or using programs in Applesoft! It not only
provides valuable info. on each of your programs, but allows you to change any element
throughout the listing almost as easily as you would change a single line!!
With Apple -Doc you can produce a list of every variable in your program and the lines
each is used on, each line called by a GOTO, GOSUB, etc., in fact, every occurance of
almost anything! You can rename variables, change constants and referenced line numbers
or do local or global replacement editing on your listing.
Apple -Doc is a must for the serious Applesoft programmer.
Diskette complete with full documentation £24.95 + VAT
IOFtobto L Frost

AAA

PASCAL -FORTRAN COMPATABLE An exciting

new addition to your Pascal library - enables you to create
3D graphics, viewable from any angle and distance. As easy
to use as Turtlegraphics. Procedures include Ortho,
Perspec, Rotate, View, Move to -3, View -from. Complete with comprehensive instructions

£49.95 + VAT

Apple World is here. The fast 3D graphics package that
runs on your Apple II plus. Zoom, pan, tilt and scale your own designs
on the Apple screen, at only £24.95 + VAT
Plus a complete range of "off the shelf" programs for finance, commercial, scientific
and education. Keep yourself up to date, send for our "Fact Sheets" giving
full program details.

Now available Apple FORTRAN, Dos 3.3, Apple Plot

Roger's Easel
by R. Wagner
At last a program which allows you to draw colour
pictures in lo-res graphics, and then permanently
link them to your own Integer or Applesoft

711,

gal

computer centre limited
67 Regent Road, Leicester LEI 6YF. Tel: 0533 556268

programs. Linked pictures can be displayed on
either text/graphics page. (Integer basic).

Apple disk £14.95 + VAT

r'--'

and Service

r

Apple III! Send for details now
Circle No. 280
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FACTORY FRESH BRAND NAME

MINI DISKS
AT DISCOUNT PRICES

+ PLUS +
;NU

Library Box design may vary

TOP QUALITY DISKS - ROCK BOTTOM PRICES

NETT VAT TOTAL

LOISTACRM(K : The Ultimate in Memory Excellence
£16-48
Single Sided Ten -Pack
Double Sided Ten -Pack
£23-44

£2-47
£3-51

£18-95
£26-95

Order two or more Ten -Packs,

and in addition to your free
Library Boxes, we will also
give you a FREE EUROPHODIC
DISK DIRECTORY with every
Pack, so you need never

wonder what's on your disks
again!

Verbatim : Now with Hub Ring reinforcement

Single Sided Ten -Pack
Double Sided Ten -Pack

£17-35
£26-04

£2-60
£3-91

£19-95
£29-95

£19-96
£25-61

£2-99
£3-84

£22-95
£29-45

-83
£8-65

-12
,U-30

-95

£1-70

-25

£1-95

Verbatim

BASF : Typical West German precision
Single Sided Ten -Pack
Double Sided Ten -Pack

each
DISK DIRECTORY
per dozen
each
PLASTIC LIBRARY CASES
EUROPHIMIC

UK delivery and insurance:
Ten -Packs: + 95p (Export (EEC) + £1-70)
Directories: + 25p each, dozen +; post free.
Library Cases: + 45p each.

All Mini Disk types, made by the above manufacturers are stocked. Telephone for our ROCK
BOTTOM prices.

We only sell top quality disks, with manufacturers' full guarantee. In addition, EUROPHOME
undertake to refund your money in full, should
you be dissatisfied with your purchase, for any
reason whatsoever.

If you're not sure which disk suits your drive,
write or 'phone 0428 722563 anytime.

If order form has been cut, send your cheque

To: EUROPHOMC ,
FREEPOST, Liphook, Hants, GU3 7BR.
No stamp required.
Please send me:
Qty Total
Memorex
s/s Ten -Pack at £18-95
Memorex
d/s Ten -Pack at £26-95
Verbatim
s/s Ten -Pack at £19-95
Verbatim
d/ s Ten -Pack at £29-95
BASF
s/s Ten -Pack at £22-95
BASF
d/s Ten -Pack at £29-45
Disk Directories
at
-95
Library Boxes
at £1-95
Please add delivery and insurance
Total value of cheque enclosed:
Please make cheques payable to EUROPHOI1IC
L1
Name.
Address.

payable to EUROPHOMC , FREEPOST, Liphook,
Hants, GU3 7BR.
PC2/8 I

...British S100 BOARDS.....
(MANUFACTURED IN THE U.K. TO IEEE BY

EITST::1F"CP

INTERACTIVE DATA SYSTEMS)
KIT £178
A&T £235

Single Board Micro -computer, Z80A
CPU, 4MHz operation (can be

IDS SBMC

COMPUTER PRODUCTS LTD

4 Westgate, Wetherby, West Yorks, LS22 4LL
Telephone 10937) 63744

THE NORTH'S LEADING NASCOM SPECIALIST

jumpered to cperate at 2MHz if
required), 1K RAM, sockets for up to
32K EPROM, TWO SERIAL PORTS.
IDS 16K SRAM 4MHz Static RAM using low power
2114 chips.
IDS 8K SRAM 4MHz Static RAM using low power
2114 chips
IDS DFDC
Double/single density, double/single
sided Floppy Disc Controller, up to

KIT £174
A&T £198

KIT £ 98

HIGH RESOLUTION GRAPHICS FOR NASCOM 2 8192 Programmable dots Memory
mapped with demo software and free game £60.00
NEW PRODUCTS FOR NASCOM: DISCS: Single drive £380.00. Double drive with
CPM & EBASIC £640.00. Ask for details. Professional designed for your NASCOM
KENILWORTH CASE A high quality case made from Stelvetite coated steel and solid
mahogany £49.50. Mounting Kit for two cards T.B.A. Mounting Kit for five cards £19.00.
SARGON CHESS PACK This pack includes the book and a tape with Sargon prepared
to run under NAS-SYS. Also included in a special graphics rom and a PCB giving your

A&T £114
KIT £177
A&T £198

4 drives.
IDS SFDC

As DFDC but single density only

IDS PCI 10

Parallel Contrdl Interface with:8 channels relay -isolated output,.
8 channels opto-isolated input,
four 8 bit D/A converters,
Eight 8 bit analogue inputs,
8 bits input, 8 bits output at TTL
Z80A CPU board, 4 MHz operation

IDS Z80 CPU

KIT £109
A&T £140
KIT £195
A&T £223

NASCOM the ability to switch between two graphics ROMs, your original and the

chess ROM. All the above for only £35.00.
INTERFACE EPROM BOARD Provides sockets for both 2708 and 2716 EPROMs (up to

16 EPROMs) and also provides a fully decoded socket for the NASCOM 8K BASIC
ROM. This board is produced to full NASBUS specification and can be used in "page
mode" together with the new NASCOM RAM B. Wait states may be generated on
board to allow a NASCOM 1 to run at 4MHz in BASIC. The complete Kit at only £55.00.
CASTLE INTERFACE Gives the following features: - Auto tape drive Auto cassette
muting Auto serial printer muting ' 2400/1200/300 BAUD cassette. This interface
built and tested complete with documentation at only £17.50.

KIT £ 84

ASTEC 10" B/W MONITOR A Professional Cased 10 inch Monitor giving superb

A&T £105

KIT £ 25

IDS TERM 40

Active Termination Board

IDS 7M.BD

7 slot Mother Board, including
power connector. (Excludes 5100
connectors)
As 7M.BD but 15 slot.
S100 edge connectors
Anadex dot matrix printer,
RS232 interface.
More details of the above products
and others.

IDS 15M.BD

S100 CONN
DP 8000
CATALOGUE

Please add 15% VAT to all prices.

resolution, only £99.50.

ANALOGUE TO DIGITAL CONVERTER This unit gives 4 Channels with an Input
Range of 0 to 120mV up to 0 to 24V. Corversion time (average) 0.5mSec. Supplied

A&T £32.50
Each £16

built and tested at only £49.50.

DUAL MONITOR This Kit allows switching between two monitors n a NASCOM 1 e.g.
T4 and NAS-SYS £6.50.

PORT PROBE A very useful device for testing and evaluating ports and peripheral
software with improved documentation £17.50.

HEX AND CONTROL KEY PADS Our popular range of add on key boards for the

Each £ 24

NASCOM micros HEX for NASCOM 2 £34.00. HEX & CONTROL KEYS for NASCOM 1
£40.50.

Each £2.90

CASSETTE MACHINE Will reliably record data at 2400bd and above manufactured

Each 1.495

by SHARP £25.50
PROGRAMMERS AID In 2 2708 EPROM gives the NASCOM ROM BASIC many extra:
commands: AUTO, RENU, DELE, DUMP, FIND HEX, APND, HELP
etc. £28.00.

FREE

BITS & PC.s GAMES TAPE 1 Good value - ten excellent games £8.00.
PRINTERS We have a good range of printers all of which will work on the NASCOM,
RICHO, EPSON, IMP, QUME, ANADEX
BOOKS Full range including INMC mags
MEMORIES 4116, 4027, 2708, 2716
BUILT SYSTEMS REPAIRS MAIL ORDER and ADVICE are our SPECIALITY
FULL RANGE OF NASCOM PRODUCTS
BITS & P.C.s COMPUTER PRODUCTS LTD
4 WESTGATE, WETHER BY, WEST YORKSHIRE. TEL: 0937 63744
SAE FOR DETAILS. PRICES EXCLUDE VAT AND POSTAGE/PACKAGE

MAIL ORDER ONLY

Mendip Computers..
67 BATH ROAD. WELLS, SOMERSET. BA6 3HS.

TEL WELLS 107491 75249
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Have we got a Program for you!
APPLE

TRS 80

VIDEO GENIE

ZX 80

Excellent quality programs chosen for their superb graphics and smooth action

ATTACK

""i

FORCE

.11

Dodge the alien Ramships and fire missiles to destroy them before they get
you. The alient Flagship uses his deadly
laser bolt to transfer a Ramship into
another Flagship, or into your ship's
double. Look out!! Destroy your double
and you could destroy yourself. Hours
of exciting fun.
TRS80 LEVEL 1 or II. 16K Tape
£10

A. 41

*AC *AMA

GALAXY
INVASION
I

WITH SOUND!

MO
4.4,21 41,1").

WITH SOUND!
For the first time the amazingly popular
ASTEROIDS pub game is now available

ASTEROID
NOVA
The newest and most exciting invaders
type game yet! Cruel and crafty aliens
attack Earth. You are the sole defender.
As you fire your laser at the aliens they
swoop down and bomb you. Exciting
use of graphics! Must be seen.
f10
TRS 80 LEVEL I Et II. 16K Tape
£10
VIDEO GENIE: 16K Tape

for your microcomputer. Huge
asteroids have invaded the galaxy. Your
mission is to destroy them and the
alien saucers before they destroy you.
But beware, big asteroids break up
into smaller ones.
TRS 80 LEVELS I Et II. 16K Tape
VIDEO GENIE. 16K Tape
APPLE II Et II + , 32K Disk

-£10

£10
£15

THE ESSENTIAL SOFTWARE COMPANY IVISCONTI LTD.)
47 BRUNSWICK CENTRE, LONDON WC1N 1AF

SEE OUR COMPLETE
RANGE
SEND STAMPED ADDRESSED
ENVELOPE FOR FREE

CATALOGUE

microcomputer
Please send me your software catalogue. I enclose a stamped self addressed envelope.

I have a

Please send me

I enclose a cheque/postal order for £

(plus 50p post & packing)

Signature
Name

Address
Postcode

Circle No. 283
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Microcomputer Systems Limited
Systems software for business, industrial and scientific applications
APPLE SYSTEMS

APPLE SYSTEM - Latest Additions

Apple II Plus
£695.00
£1550.00
1 MB 8" Disk Drives
Disk Drive with controller
£382.00
card 3.3 DOS
Disk Drive without controller
£299.00
card
£69.00
16K Add-ons RAM

DOS 3.3 (23% extra disc space)
H.S. RS232/Bi-directional parallel Combined
Interface
Desktop Plan (from Visicalc people)
Language Card with Pascal
Fortran Addition
Pilot addition
Appletel (for Prestel)
Apple juice reserve power supply
IEEE Interface
Datalink Programmable Timer Card
Z-80 Softcard

FULL RANGE OF
ACCESSORIES

including:
£95.00
Visicalc
A1-02 Data Acquisition Card
£180.00
£160.00
Clock Card
£116.00
ROM Plus Board

£39.00
£120.00
£64.00
£299.00
£120.00
P.O.A.
£595.00
£148.00
£212.00
£110.00
£175.00

ALL PRICES EX VAT

Consultancy Service
If the computer you buy is really going to do the job you want
it to do - run your accounts, control your stock, solve your
problem, or you name it ... the selection of the computer system
and the programs to run it must be made with the utmost care.
Otherwise, grief, hassle and costly frustration may well be your
unhappy lot.
As always, the answer is to consult an expert.
We have on tap a team of friendly experts who will happily analyse
your problem, discuss with you your hopes and ambitions, and
advice you on the feasibility of a computer solution. If the situation
is on -going, they will then specify your software requirements and
recommend a particular computer system.
Finally, they will cost the whole exercise.
Fortune smiles upon he who .

Printers
Centronics 737 £450.00
Paper Tiger from
£598.00

NEWT!!!!
SEIKOSHA GP80
Dot-matrix with Full
graphics
£250.00

C.ITOH Daisy -Wheel Printer

£1,085.00

.

.

DISKETTES ETC

BASF Top Quality Unconditional 12 Month Guarantee
5.25" Mini Single Sided Soft Sectored/ Single Density
5.25" Mini Single Sided Hard Sectored/Single Density
5.25" Mini Single Sided Soft Sectored/Double Density
5.25" Mini Double Sided Soft Sectored/Double Density
8" Single Sided Soft Sectored/Single Density
8" Single sided Soft SectorediDouble Density
8" Double Sided Soft Sectored/Single Density
8" Double Sided Soft Sectored Double Density
DISKETTE LIBRARY CASES
5.25" Mini Diskette Library Case for 10 Diskettes
8" Diskette Library Case for 10 Diskettes
DISKETTE TRAY WITH LOCKABLE LID
A6 5.25" Mini Diskette Tray with Lockable Lid:

A58" Diskette Tray with Lockable Lid:

£25.00
£25.00
£26.00
£30.00
£26.50
£27.50
£40.00
£40.00

(Box of 101
(Box of 101
(Box of 101
(Box of 101
(Box of 101
(Box of 101
(Box of 101
(Box of 101

£2.50
£3.00

30-40 capacity
60-80 capacity

£18.00
£20.00

30-40 capacity
60-80 capacity

£25.00
£28.00

9" Plain Listing Paper Iper 2,000 sheets)

£16.00

STOP PRESS
Developed by a USA -based companion company of
Datalink, the u -SPEED card is a brand new
enhancement which will go far to make the Apple
the market leader.
By using a version of FORTH and a high speed maths
chip u -SPEED facilitates high-speed plotting of
graphics, high-speed text -writing and maths, etc.,
etc., increasing running speed by approximately a
factor of ten (over Applesoft).
A detailed spec. is available on request.
Price £265.00
WE CAN NOW ARRANGE INSURANCE FOR YOUR COMPUTER

10% EDUCATIONAL DISCOUNT

We also stock an extremely comprehensive range of computer books

EIATALINH

10 Waring House, Redcliffe Hill, Bristol BS16TB
Telephone: Bristol (0272) 213427
Circle No. 284
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TRITON

TUSCAN

WE
SUPPLY any TRITON or TUSCAN system. Built,
customised or in kit form.
WE ADVISE and can write any business suites based on
these systems.
WE
PROVIDE Standard Suites for Estate Agents,
Insurance Agents, Business Accounting and Word Processing.
KIT ENHANCEMENTS FOR TRITON
VDU RAM Peek, Reverse Display, Screen Antiflash, Bleeper. REF. 502/1 £23.00
FOLLOWING PLUG DIRECT INTO MOTHERBOARD (On D/S. PCB)
NO MESSY CABLEFORMS
2708 EPROM Programmer. (L7.2 Et L8.2 Monitor).
REF. 501/1 £29.50
Modified BIOS ROM for 9.2 SYSTEMS TO USE 501/1. REF. 504/1 £10.00
S100 Converter and "CONDUCTOR" Socket on D/S PCB. REF. 503/1 £25.00

-

ALL KITS SUPPLIED COMPLETE AND WITH FULL INSTRUCTIONS.
KITS READY -BUILT AND TESTED POA.
ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT & CARRIAGE

PURLEY COMPUTER SYSTEMS LTD
21 BARTHOLOMEW STREET
NEWBURY, BERKS. Tel: 0635-41784
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NEWDOS80 - APPARAT'S DOS FOR THE 80's

*

Up to 4095 bytes per record on disc files
Variable - length records
5 or 8 inch disc drives of 35, 40, 80 tracks may
be mixed
DOS and BASIC command chaning
Print Spooler provided for concurrent printing
and other processing
NEWDOS and TRSDOS compatible

*

PLUS MUCH MORE !

*

*
*

*
*

!

!

£65 including detailed manual
BUSINESS SOFTWARE
Contact us to discuss your application

UDMS INFORMATION MANAGEMENT FOR
THE NON-PROGRAMMER
*

*
*

*
*
*

Powerful, easy -to -use facilities for data storage,

update, and reporting
Ideal for business applications
Extremely felxible
Save £.££'s on software costs!
Versions for TRS80 I and II
Comprehensive users manual

EDiT1PLITEFi EERTRE
MICROCOMPUTERS FOR BUSINESS,
EDUCATION AND HOME

FOR ALL YOUR BUSINESS, EDUCATION
Er LEISURE COMPUTER REQUIREMENTS!!!
ACORN ATOM
APPLE II
TRS-80
SHARP
NORTH STAR
HORIZON
TANGERINE

Cromer

King's Lynn
Great Yarmouth

Dereham
NORWICH

U.K. 101

NASCOM
VIDEO GENIE
+ PRINTERS &
OTHER PERIPHERALS.

BUSINESS Et

Phone for lowest price
Prices exclude V.A.T. and Postage.
CLEARTONE COMPUTER CONSULTANTS LTD.
PRINCE OF WALES INDUSTRIAL ESTATE
ABERCARN, GWENT NP1 5RJ Tel: (0495) 244555

CLEART4NEd
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Diss

BOOKS**
SOFTWARE*
MAGAZINES**
STATIONERY***

Basic Version £75 Full Version £150 Manual
only £6.00
MICROLINE-80 PRINTER

%or

Lowestoft

Thetford
Bury St.
Edmunds

Ips

INDUSTRIAL
CONTROL

WE ARE HERE!!!
88 St. Benedict's Street
NORWICH NR2 4AB
Tel. (0603) 29652
24hr. Answering Service.
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PROFESSIONAL

SUPERBRAIN
SOFTWARE

COMPILERS Et UTILITIES
Microfocus CIS COBOL:
- Standard Compiler
- Forms -2 utility
CIS COBOL Report Generator

APPLICATIONS SOFTWARE
The Micro Solution Ltd (CIS COBOL):
£425
£100
£250

- Bill of Materials
- Stock Control
- Report Generator

£450
£450
£250

N. B. We are the sole UK distributors of Microfocus products
on the SUPERBRAIN.

- MBASIC interpreter

£155
£200
£390
£260
£85

- BASIC 80 compiler
- COBOL 80 compiler
- FORTRAN 80 compiler
- MACRO 80 assembler
- WORDSTAR (word-processing)
- Mailing list merge for above
- DATASTAR (data management)

£230
£65
£160

11.1tUttlInIttt.

Bell Business Systems (BASIC):
- Complete Integrated Accounting System
(inc. 1 days onsite installation and training)
£1000

PR Daly (BASIC):
- Stock Control
- Sales Ledger
- Purchase Ledger
- Nominal Ledger

- Payroll
- Time Recording
- Invoicing

£350
£350
£350
£500
£350
£500
£200

gat

qua

11,5Ilittt

ROGIS Systems:

- Stock Control
- Estate Agents System

£475
£475

WE ALSO SELL SUPERBRAINS FROM STOCK, FROM £1450
VAT AT STD. RATE, POSTAGE Et PACKING WILL BE ADDED
DELIVERY NEXT DAY FOR STOCK ITEMS
** CASH WITH ORDER - FREE POSTAGE Er PACKING **
DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME

Contact:

Park Farm House
Heythrop

Chipping Norton
OXFORDSHIRE
OX7 5TW

telephone:
CHIPPING NORTON (0608) 3256
ask for: Bill Whaley
Or

Bede Dunlop
Circle No. 288
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TELEMA SYSTEMS

IMI 7710

DIP -80

"WINCHESTER"
TECHNOLOGY
DISC DRIVE
PRICES FROM

MX 80

PRINTER

FROM

£645

£395

Standard Features
24 x 80 Screen Format

Composite Video
Serial Copy Port
Hold Screen
Baud Rates to 19,200

7 x 9 Dot Matrix

Upper/Lower Case
Numeric Pad .
Background/Foreground

80 CPS print speed for full 80
columns
9 x 9 dot matrix (characters), 6 x 12
(graphic patterns)
Various functions programmable
by software
Optional Features

Self Test

Blink Line

Insert/Delete Line & Character
Columnar and Field Tab
Set/Clear Tab
Security Mode (non -display)
Clear End Line, Field & Page
Clear Line
Clear Screen
Line Drawing
Current Loop or RS -232 Interface
Secondary Channel

Cursor Addressing
Cursor Control Keys
Read Cursor Address
Typamatic Keys
Smooth Scroll
Microprocessor
Detachable Keyboard
Solid State Keyboard
Read Terminal Status
Tilt Screen
Switchable Emulations

Interfaces

EIA RS -232C/20 mA DC current
loop serial interface TRS-80, APPLEII,

Options
Function Keys

APPLE II plus and IEEE 488 with the
optional interface boards

Block Mode
Green Phosphor Screen

"ALL EQUIPMENT SUBJECT TO EDUCATIONAL AND QUANTITY DISCOUNTS

TELEMA SYSTEMS
2A GATLEY ROAD CHEADLE, CHESHIRE

Recording Characteristics and Data
Recording Capacity
Data Tracks per Surface
Track Density
Recording Density
Disk Speed
Transfer Rate
Minimum Access Time
Average Access Time
Maximum Access Time
Latency Time (Avg. )
Servo System

11 megabytes
350
300 T. P.I.

5868 B.P.I.

3600 R.P.M. f 1%
648 K bytes/sec.
10 ms
10 ms
100 ms

8.3 ms

Full track following

Options
S100 Interface Card
Packaged unit
Power Supply
Controller Card

TELEX 667067
TEL No. 061-491-1295

Circle No. 289

developments

The Priory - Great Milton - Oxon - OX9 7PB - Tel (084461729

Intecolor 8000 Series Desktop Computers

The Color Advantage
Prnle.y.nal pubbcabons as 111e Juumal
eigmbe0 Psychology and The Journal
Emenmentel PSychologY as well as ea

wave. °rattle eala .P.rIence

P/oven repeatedly that co/dt Mholels
convey onlormeh
more gore.,
end room elfech
man
than any Miler visual
method

COMPUCOLOR II
Microcomputer

Prices from
£3500.00
£3650.00
£3950.00
£4100.00
VAT EXCLUDED
8063
8063
8064
8964

CP/M

Compatible
Desktop
Computers

Intecolor 8964 features 19"

These Intecolor desktops are designed
to give small businesses the advantage of

display, CP/ M operating

system and 1182K byte

both color graphics and an abundant

selection of readily -available software.
There are CP/ M programs for virtually

any business application, which mini
rnizes the need for specially -prepared
software.

Intecolor CP/ M compatible desktops
are available in the 13" contemporary

case (model 83631, 19" contemporary
case {model 89631 and 19" standard case
(model 8063).

CPIM Operating System
The CP/ M operating system is the
latest version of CP/ M, and is stored on
Sof -Disk.TM When loaded, it allows the
user to run any CP/ M program without

modification, whether it's in BASIC,
COBOL, FORTRAN IV or any other
programming language.

storage capacity.

Languages
A Sof -Disk containing (SC's color
version of Microsoft Business BASIC is
also included. It provides 19 commands,
29 program statements, 15 input statements. 26 arithmetic functions, 15 string
functions, and 9 input/output functions.

In addition, Microsoft COBOL and
FORTRAN IV are available. s options.

Memory and Mass Storage
CP /M compatible desktops are
equipped with 32K of user RAM (expandble
48K/, and 8K of ROM. Two disk
drives are available, the 5916 dual 8"
floppy disk drive and the 1182K double headed dove.

Central Processing Uit, 80130A, 2 microsecond cycle time
with total memory expandable to 64K bytes.
Read Only Memory CROW 16K bytes of non-destructive read
only. Memory sockets included for 8K bytes of additional
EPROM/ MROM memory. Includes DISK BASIC. File Contro
System, and Terminal Software.
Random Access Memory IRAMI 4K bytes for screen refresh.
8K bytes for user workspace, (Optional 16K and 32K Models 4 and 5.I
Input/ Output Pond system d designed for 478 ports, with
30 ports implemented in standard unit. Including one RS.
232C Serial Asynchronous Channel for a printer or modem.
50 pin bus: provides all addresses, data, clocks, etc,. to allow
the Compucolor II to be expanded with additional peripherals
in the future.
CRT Terminal Commands: Page/Roll Mode; Erase Line; Erase
Page; Tab: Two Character Sizes; Blink; Cursor Home,
Left, Right, Up and Down; Cursor XY Addressing; Caps
Lock; CPU Reset; Foreground/Background Color Selection;
15 Plot Modes; Blind Cursor Mode; Local, Full and Half
Duplex Modes; Write Vertical Mode; end Transmit Cursor
and Page Modes.
Language: DISK BASIC 8001 interpreter in ROM memory
includes: 29 statement types: CLEAR. DATA, DEF, DIM,
END. FILE, FOR, GET, GOSUB, GOTO, IF, INPUT, LOAD,
NEXT. ON, OUT. PLOT, POKE. PRINT. PUT READ.
REM, RESTORE. RETURN. SAVE, STEP. THEN, TO and
WAIT, 3 command types, CONT. LIST and RUN. 19 maths-

matiul functions: ABSIx). ATMs), CALL(x). COSI x).
FNitly/, FREIxI, INTIxI. INP1x). LOG1x), PEEKIx),
POS(x), RN Dish SGNIx). SINIII, SPC(x), SORIel, TABlxl,
and TANN). 9 string functions: ASCIx81, CHACO, FREW).
LEFT810,11, LEN1x$1, MIDflra,IJI. RIGHT$10.11, STFUllx)
and VALItS). 12 Disk File commands: COPY, DELETE,
DEVICE; DIRECTOR, DUPLICATE, INITIALIZE, LOAD,
READ, RENAME. RUN, SAVE, and WRITE.

3600 Series

INTECOLOR 3651
Complete desktop computer with color
graphics, 13" CRT; 101 Key Keyboard,
including color and numeric clusters;
File Handling DISK BASIC; 32 lines 64

Second Compecolor

II Micro-FloppyTM
disk drive
Expanded Keyboard: 101 keys with color

and numeric clusters -

CRT Display
Deluxe Keyboard. 117 keys. including
16 additional function keys --

J

Additional 16K RAM Module (only for
Model 3 and 41 -

characters per line. Mini -Disk drive with

B3K bytes storage including bus expander
interface and 16K.

INTECOLOR 3852
Same as 3651 except has 1606 byte Dual
Mini -Disk drive

I

MODEL 3, 8K RAM
MODEL 4, 16K RAM
MODEL 5, 32K RAM
CCN 101 KEYBOARD
CCNF 117 KEYBOARD

Eight color display with 32 lines of 64
characters 12048 characters). Two
different character sizes. Plotting
graphics of 128 x 128, including vector
generating software. 64 standard
ASCII characters and 64 additional
special graphic characters. Includes
Standard RS232C Terminal Mode
for time sharing use 50Hz refresh.
Usable screen area 9" wide x 6 %" high.

I MISCELLANEOUS HARDWARE

COMPUCOLOR II

COMPUCOLOR "EXECUTIVE" MODEL
INTECOLOR 3621
Standalone desktop computer with color
graphics, 13" CRT; Deluxe 117 Key
Keyboard, including color and numeric
clusters plus 16 special function keys;
File Handling DISK BASIC and FORTRAN
Languages 32 lines, 64 characters per
line. Built in 506 byte Micro -Disk drive,
32K of User RAM, and User Manual.

Available options

RS232 ADAPTOR CABLE
Lower Case Characters
Add -On RAM, 16K
Add -On Prom Board
Soundware
Keyboard Upgrade 72-101
Keyboard Upgrade 72-117

£995.00
£1078.00
£1198.00
£80.00
£120.00

MODEL 9 "TUTOR" 25" £1580.00

£25.00
£85.00
£195.00
£45.00
£30.00
£95.00
£135.00

INTECOLOR 3683
Same as 3651 except has 591 K byte Dual 8"
Floppy Disk drive.

COMPUCOLOR "EXECUTIVE"
From £1500.001 Keyboard Upgrade 101-117E55.00
MODEL
Maintenance Manual
£25.00
(3600 series)

In f ECOLOR 3664
Same as 3651 except has 1182K byte Dual
8" Double Headed Floppy Disk drove

All systems include an Instruction Manual, Programming Manual, Sampler
softdisc Demo programs and six months free subscription of Colorcue
Users Newsletter. VAT EXCLUDED

a
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The SENSATIONAL
1
CROFTON Offer
9"AZTEC MONITOR
One off price now only £48.50 +
VAT. Total £55.75 + carriage at cost.

Floppy Disk DRivEs
SHUGART SA 400 51/4" Floppy Disk
Drive
Now only £136 + VAT. Total £156.40
+ carriage at cost.

SHUGART SA 450 514" Double
Sided Floppy Disk Drive
only £243.75 + VAT. Total £280.31
+ carriage at cost.

SHUGART SA 800 8" Floppy Disk
Drive

£293.50 + VAT. Total £337.52 +
carriage at cost.

ITT 2020

Photograph showing ITT 2020 with 9" Aztec
Monitor and one 5'4" Disk Drive.
(Price of £799 refers to 2020 only).

MICRO COMPUTER 16K
£695 + VAT. Total £799 +
carriage at cost.

VHS (8922 )VCR
£456 + VAT. Total £524.60 +
carriage at cost.

aunitabeeSONY
COLOUR CAMERA
£328 + VAT. + carriage at cost.

Phone or write to

CROFTON ELECTRONICS L IMITED
35 Grosvenor Road, Twickenham, Middlesex TW1 4AD.

Tel: 01.891 1923/1513
Circle No. 291
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AIM 65 PLUS EVERYTHING!
THAT'S CUBIT
EVERYTHING
ROCKWELL

EVERYTHING
ACORN

*AIM 65
*BASIC
*Assembler
*FORTH

FOR £75

*PL -65

*19" rack industrial
version

all available from:

Unplug the 6502, plug in Cubit,
replace the 6502 - it's that simple.
*ADDS 4K RAM to give AIM 8K total
*ADDS 4K EPROM socket
*ADDS an additional VIA to give a
total of 32 i/o lines
*ADDS an interface to all Acorn
Eurocards
*Can be used as a stand-alone
computer.

*8K RAM, 8K EPROM
memory card
*PROM programmer
*16K memory card,
CMOS RAM/EPROM
*Colour VDU card
*Floppy disk controller
*1 or 2 disk drives
*19" rack mounting
*Accounting system
*Word processor

CONTROL UNIVERSAL LTD,

11-15 Bush House, Bush Fair, Harlow, Essex. tel Harlow (0279) 31604
Circle No. 292

SHARP NZ -80K SOFTWARE
For Games
Business
11111 Education
Senc now for our
FREE CATALOGUE
-

f11AP21 LSD
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

9 Herbert Road, London NI I
Tel, 01-889 7615 (24 hours)
Circle No. 293
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TTLs by TEXAS
7400
74500
7401

7402
7403
7404
7405
7406
7407
7408
7409
7410
7411

7412
7413
7414
74C14
7416
7417
7420
7421

7422
7423
7425
7426
7427
7428
7430
7432
7433
7437
7438
7440
7441

7442A
7443
7444

I

1p

60p
12p
12p
14p
14p
18p

36p
36p
1711

19p
15p

24p
20p
30P

40p
90p
27p
27p
17p

40p
22p
34p
30p
4011

34p
36p
17p

30p
4011

35p
35p
17p

70p
6011

112p
112p
100p

74173
74174
74175
74176
74177
74178
74180

120p
90p

74LSI 61
74LS I 62

8511

741_5 I 63

90p
90p
160p
93p

741_5164
741_5165

74181

160p

74182
74184A
74185
74186
74188
74190

90p

74LS166
741_5173
741_5174
74LS I 75

150p
150p
500p
325p
120p

74L518 I

I 20P
100P
100P

741_5194

120p

74L5197

95p

74LS221

95P

74L5240

75p
40p
00p
90p
40p
80p

4002
4006
4007
4008
4009
4010

10p

4011

OOp

4012
4013
4014

00p
20p
OOp

20p
95p
2011

80p
40p
50p
20p
25p
50p
84p
84p
45p
70p
89p
45p

4560
4569
4572
4583
4584
4585
4724
40097

200p
250p

14411
14412
14433
14500
14599

1100P
1100P
1100P

1 SOP

3242
3245
6522
6532
6820

750P

6821

90p

6850
6852
8155
8205
8212
8216
8224
8226
8228

4011

110P

90P

800p

MEMORIES
RAMS

45011

2

01-41_

40011

650p
800p
375p
340p
300p
370p
1100p
320o
200p
200p
275p
400p
525p
47Sp
1000p
450p
900p
950p

2

02-2L
I AL

12011

PERIPHERALS

2

300p

I

2

2
2
2

I 2A
14-2L
14-3L
14-4L

30011
40011

350p
250p
n

4027-3
4044-4
4116-2
4118-4

63054P

74192
74193
74194
74195
74196
74197
74198
74199

80p
15°P
150p

74221

160P

74259
74278

250p

140p

29011

74283
74284
74285
74290
74293
74298
74365
74366
75467
74368
74390
74393
74490

OOp
OOp
OOp

74LS192
74LS193

00p
40p
20p
90p
20p

74L5195
74L5 I 96

100P

74LS247
741_5251

14011

4031

200p
200p

74LS241

74LS242
74LS243
74L5244
741_5245

74LS253
7415257

90p
90p

741_5258
741_5259

160P

ISOp

74LS266
74LS273
74LS279

100P
170P

1"PP

INP
100

100p
200P

100p
110p

4021

4022
4023
4024
4025
4026
4027
4028
4029
4030

36°P
36"P

2, °°P

4016
4017
4018
4019
4020

75P
75P
70P
70P
50P
250P
140P

140p

I SOp

4015

16011

90p
90p

4034
4035
4039
4040

74LS348
74L5365

200P

48p

741_5367
741_5368

70P

4051

74LS299

160P

375p
400P
200p

SOP

841,

100p
SSP

110p

295p
295p

100p

sop
80p
90p
90p

4041

4042
4043
4044
4046
4047
4048
4049
4050

741_5283
741_5298

27p
50p
20p
130p

110p
i pep
55p

700p
290p

CPUs

1600
1802C

1200p
750p
1600p
650p

2650A
6502
6502A
6800
6802
6809

950p
650p
950p
2000p

11,158060

1000p

8080A
8085A

I 100p

9980
Z80
Z8OA

2000p
650p
850p

450p

CHARACTER
GENERATORS
3257A
1000p
R03-2513 U.C.
650p
R03-2513 L.C.
700p
745262
1000p

8251

8253
8255
8257
8259
8279

950,

1100p
1100p
600p
700p
Z80 -P 10
600p
Z8ODART
£12
Z8OADART
EIS
700p
Z80A-P10
2400p
Z80-510- 1

MC14411
MCI 4412
Z80-CTC
Z80A-CTC

KEYBOARD
ENCODER
AY -5-2376 700p

30011
120011
40011
30011

5101

6810
4016-4

P.O.A.

(2K x 8 Static)

P.O.A.

4532-2

(4K x 8 Dynamic)

ROMS

275p
275o
350p
350p

745188
745189
745201

745287
745387
745470

35°P
650p

745471

65011

745472

900p
900p
900p

745571

745573
(Many more
stocked)

7451

17P
17P
17P
17P

7454
7460
7470
7472
7473
7474
7475
7476
7480
7481

7482
7483a
7484
7485
7486
7489
7490A
7491

7492A
7493A
>494
7495A
7496
7497
74
74
74
74
74
74
74
74
74
74
74
74
74
74
74
74
74
74
74
74
74
74
74
74
74
74
74
74
74
74
74
74
74
74
74

74
74
74
74

00
07
09

74L505

2Sp

36p
30p
34p
30p
38P
32p

74LSO8

22p

74LS09
74LSIO
7413 I 2

21 p

74L513

20p
30p
40p
40p

SOp

74L5 14
741_520

100p
84p
90P
100p
110p
34P
21,0p
31"P

80p
4623

36P

84p

lop
6511

18"P
130p
A
34P

sop
20011

130p

19

210p

20

110p

21

3411A

23
25

26
28
32
36

;

-"P
60p
7Sp

74LS 09
74LS 12
74LS 13

200p
imp

5IA
53
54
55
56
57
59
60
61

62
63
64
65
66
67
70
72

190p
150p
130p
70p
70p
120p

90p
90p
70p
90p
00p
00p
00p
OOp

20p
30p
20p
200p
240p
450p

74L5 14
74LS
74LS
74LS
74LS

74L5
74LS
74LS
74LS
74LS
74LS
74LS
74LS
74LS
74LS
74LS
74LS
74LS
74LS
74LS
74LS
74LS

22
23
24
25
26
32
33
36
38
39
45
47
48
51

53
54
55
56
57
58
60

40p
20p
20p
200p

741.5393

HP

450p
450p
450p

38P

74L5642
74LS643
74LS644
74LS668
74LS670

lip

74S SERIES

3o;
38p
25p
70p
75p
24p
30p
50p
27p
36p
45p
7011

80p
40p
40
.,P

' '4)

1p
1,
'

6011

74L5378
74L5390

450,,p

741_595

74LS 07

741_5377

74LS641

20p

74LS92
74L593

20p

SOP

30p

741_586
741_590

SOP
SOp

140p
450

27P

74LS40
74LS42
74L547
74L551
74LS55
74LS73
74LS74
74L575
74L576
74L583
74LS85

00p

74L5373
74LS374
74LS375

74L5399
74LS445
74LS640

40p

741_538

7sp

42

16P

74L52 I
74LS22
74LS26
741327
74LS30
74LS32
74LS33
74LS37

75,
SOp

1"P

1

74LS96

50p

50

74LS I

60p
7sp

37
41

45
47
48

74LS SERIES

14p
162

16
18

22

22Sp

74LSOO
74LSO2
74LSO3
74LSO4

1 711

6M Hz UHF Mod.
35011

60011

n'P

P

45p
80p
40p

9"P

45p
80p
60p
180p
SOp

50p
60p
30p
55p
65p
7sp
120p
220p
175p
80p
60p
200p
60p
90p
60p
60p
90p

74500
74504
74505
75508
74510
74520
74530
74532
74537
74564
74S74
74585
74586
7451 I 2
745114
745124

100p

250p
60p
60,p

1.P
15P
60p

60p
6011

9n"P
P

60p
90P

300p
180p
120p
120p

300p

745132
745133
745138
745139
745157
745174
745175
745194

160,p

745241

452p

745260
745373
745374

500p

7'P

22Sp
225 P

250p
250p
,31,n°P

P

IvP

SOOp

93 SERIES
9301

9302
9308
9310
9311

9312
9314
9316
9321

9322
9334
9368
9370
9374
4000 SERIES
4000

316p
275p
275p
160p
165p

225p
225p
150p
36011

250p
300p
200p
15p

22p

We carry large stocks of Memories,
TTLs, CMOS; LINEARS, TRANSISTORS AND
OTHER SEMI -CONDUCTORS and welcome
inquiries for volume quantities.
VAT: Please add 15% to total order value
ACCESS Er BARCLAY accepted.

l50p

115p
135p

600p

lisp
120p

175p

16 Key Pad

375p
450p
250p

5100 Busboard
1500p
D1N41612 Plug

I SOp
22511

DIN41612 Socket

DP8304
DS8835
DS8836

3011

25p
25p
25p
25p

4072
4073
4075
4076
4081

4082
4086
4089
4093

107p
27p

27p
72p
150p
70p

UARTS

AY -5-10 I 3A 400p
AY -3-1015D 400p
IM6402
450p

70011
250013

CONTROLLER
MC6845
MC6847
SAA5020
SAA5050

SFF96364
TMS99 I 8

2000p

1500p

POA
POA
110011

600011

FLOPPY DISC

CONTROLLER
FD

FD1771

1A

+ ve

136

5v

E25

6v
8v

7805
7806
7808
7812
7815
7818
7824

MINI DRIVE
FD -50A

E I 50

LOW PROFILE DIL SOCKETS BY
TEXAS
8 pin
14 pin

9p

16 pin

I 1p

10p

pin
20 pin
22 pin
18

16p

20p
22p

24 pin 2413
28 pm 30p

40 pin 4011

30p
14 pin 35p
16 pm 40p

18 pin 50p
20 pin 60p
22 pin 65p

24 pin 70p
28 pin 80p
40 pin 100p

EDGE CONNECTORS 0.156"
2 x 15
2 x 18
2 x 25

100p
120p
160p

2 x 22
2 x 25

4512
4514
4515
4516
4518
4520

lo°
SSp

8011

25011

300p
I

I Op

250p

4526
4527
4528
4532
4534
4536
4538
4543
4553
4556

108p
150p

4011

6

20p
40p

8 way SPST

10p

220p

POA

FERRANTI
400p
750p

CRYSTALS
32.768KHz
100KHz
200KHz
1.0MHz
I .008MHz
I .8432MHz
2 00MHz

-ve

3.276MHz
3.579MHz
4.00MHz

70p

78L12 3011
15v78 L15
30p

791_12

7011

75LI 5

70p

spp
6511

7 I68MHz

80p

140p

200p 78MGT2C 140p
500p
37p
200p
SSOp

600p

79GUIC
79HGKC

22511

650p
900p
RC4195NB 150p
TL497
300p
78P05

140p

37Sp
110P

180p
320P
72p

30011

175p

290p
300p
125p

325p
300p
300p
300p
300p
300p
300p
310p

BOOKS (NO VAT)
Understanding Microprocessors
Programming the 6502
Programming the Z-80
6502 Applications Books
Interfacing
terfacing the 8255
.Intro. to Micros (Osborne)
Vol. 0 (Beginners Book)
Vol. (Basic Concepts)

L7.95
L8.95

0.95
E6.95

1

E5.95
E7.95
E7.15
E7.50

1

ACORN ATOM: Kit supplied
with 8K ROM, 2K RAM. May be extended to 12K ROM + 12K RAM on
board. Full size qwerty keyboard,

E3.50

Micros - Interfacing Techniques £9.95

TTL Cookbook
Z-80 Interfacing Vol.
Z-80 Interfacing Vol. 2
6502 Assembly Lang. Pro
6502 Software Design
I

L8.50
L8.25
£7.95

(Please add P&P 75p per book)

6502 Processor, UHF TV output.
Free manual.
KIT £120 +VAT , BUILT £150+ VAT ,
PS U £10.20 + VAT.

EXPANSION PCB: will hold upto 8K
RAM (16 x 2114) plus 4K. 8K, or 16K
EPROM. Can be easily interfaced with
most systems. Fully decoded and buffered
lay -out on board.
C17.00 + VAT

EPROM ERASER TYPE UV140. will
erase upto 14 EPROMS in approx. 20
mins, Slide tray for safety. Mains and

SSOpMINI
loop

250p
300p
370p
320p
350p
325p
325p

8.00MHz
8.867MHz
0.00MHz
0.7MHz
30013
2.0MHz
350p
6.00MHz
350p
8.00MHz
30011
8.432
350p
9.968MHz 390p
26.690MHz 350p
27.145MHz 325p
38.6667MHz 350p
48.0MHz
300p
55.5MHz
400p
116.0MHz
350p

70-92

OTHER REGULATORS
LM309K
LM3177
LM323K
LM723
78GUIC
78H05
78HGKC

105p
120p

SPST

79L05

5v
12v

90p

4 way SPST

78L05 30p

100mA + ve

100p
100p

4521

81 LS97

0

in

DIL Switches

7 OMHz

ment tool. Run, De -bug, verify your
programmes using SOFTY to simu Iate ROM, then programme EPROM
with SOFTY. KIT £100 + VAT

290p
99p
120p

24

200p
60p
20p

81LS95
81LS96

8011

24v

180p
180p
99p

120p

E49

Zero Insertion
Force Socket

70p

40102

100p

£18
Logic Probe LP3

4.43MHz
5.0MHz
6.0MHz
6.144MHz

132P

300p
250p

70p
I 60p

80,

12v
I 5v
I 8v

40101

60p
470p

7211

E31

4. I 94MHz

SOFTY: Ideal software develop -

9°p

75451/2
75491/2
8726
8T28
8795

Logic Probe LP I

Logic Probe LP2

65p

120p

12011

230p
375p
300p
400p
200p

7905
7906
7908
7912
7915
7918
7924

60p
70p
70p
60p
60p
70p
70p

200p
220p

135p
160p

25011

31 way Plug 0.1"
120p
31 way SKI 0.1"
120p

160p
250p
17sp.

2.45760MHz 325p

WIRE WRAP SOCKETS BY TEXAS
8 pin

45011

43 way Edge Con

120011

REGULATORS

Fixed Plastic TO -220

250p
95p
95p
340p

40104
40105
40106
40107
40108
40109
40110
40114
4502
4503
4507
4508
4510

MM58 I 74
75107
75110
75154
75182
75324
75361
75363
75365

ZN425E-8
ZN427E-8

45011

75p
75p

9601

4094
4095
4096
4097
4098
4099
40100

4, 03

058838
MC1488
MC1489

CRT

50,
450p
27p
20p

4071

4511

160p
175p

4001

PErP: Please add 40p

4052
4053
4054
4055
4056
4059
4060
4063
4066
4067
4068
4069
4070

45p
45p
80p
80p
sop

45011
45011

200p

DM8 I 31

81L598

700p
400p

BM Hz UHF Mod.

DAC I 408-8
DM8123

EPROMS
1702A
2708
2716( + 5v)
2732

LANEOUS

140011
p

9602
96LS488

7453VOLTAGE
93p
75p
80p

MISCEL-

1300p

74251
74279
110p200p
40368797
74191

741_5 I 90
74LS I 91

744574LS323
74LS324
`"P
7446A
7447A
7448
7450

INTERFACE ICs
AD536A
AD558
AD56IJ
AD7524

SPECIAL OFFERS *

2114 (450ns)
2708

£2.00

2716(+5V)
4116-2L (200 ns)
(offer subject to stocks)

£5.00
£2.00

£4.00

Govt., Colleges, etc.
orders accepted.
Callers
MON-FRI 9.30-5.30

Welcome SAT

10.30-4.30

E62+ VAT

Erase indicators.

FLOPPY DISC
DRIVES

FD -50A 40 TRACKS 51/4"

£150 + £1 .20 PEtP + VAT

TECHNOMATIC LTD
17 BURNLEY ROAD,
LONDON NW10
(2 min. DOLL'S HILL Tube Station)

NEW RETAIL SHOP

367 Edgware Road, W2

(Ample Street Perkin)

Tel: 01-452-1500/01-450-6597

Telex: 922800
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THE BEST IN THE WEST ARE THE FIRST IN THE WEST
TO OFFER THE

C

pETAL

9 St. Peters Terrace,

Lower Bristol Rd.
Bath, BA2 3BT.
Telex 44371 (KEMP-G)

THE NEXOS RP1600 'PETAL' DAISY WHEEL PRINTER

--

The Fastest Daisy Wheel with these features at the

COMPUTERS
£415
£525
£650
£895
f-270

PET 8K
PET 16K
PET 32K
PET 8032
OHIO CI -P
OHIO CI -E

£255
£160

SUPERBOARD
SUPERBOARD 'E'
VIDEO GENIE
SHARP MZ8OK
APPLE II

£195
£330
£480
£695

SUPERBRAIN

price!
*Integral IEEE
*True £ Sign

*Addressable
*Switches for Single Er 11/2 line spacing
*10/12/15 c.p.i.
*Reverse upper Et lower case
*Self Test
*Rated speed of 60 cps
*Optional Tractor Feed
*Optional Serial I/F

boasts an overwhelming amount of
available software in BASIC, FOR TRAN, COBOL, and APL. Whatever
your application.
General Ledger,
Accounts Receivable, Payroll,
tory or Word Processing, SuperBrain

EPSON TX8OB (inc. I/F
cable)
EPSON MX80

320K £1850 700K £2400
1.5Mb £2750

PAPER TIGER
MICROLINE 80

£895
£995
£585
£359

IBM GOLFBALL

£595-

DISC DRIVES

CENTRONICS 737
NEXOS PETAL

COMPU/THINK

N..-

£425
£1195

£795
£995

COMMODORE
% CBM 30/40

":

,..z.,-,---:-...,.,

£695

VIDEO MONITORS
10" BLACK & WHITE
10" GREEN SCREEN

-

...

-

..7.---:::

.

,,

.

,
-

-:\', Ai.

-;*,-..1-,,..

\

,::,

Er

£359
£425
£495

is tops in its class.

.

.,.

-----****-

-

.

ANADEX DP8000
ANADEX DP9500
ANADEX DP9501

400K
800K

....-------.. ----,---:_e___

PRINTERS

SuperBrain's CP/ M operating system

.

pET

FOR

£85
£95

1E1195

Serial I/F
Tractor Feed
Single Sheet Feeder
Acoustic Cover

£65
£175
£695
£60

ACU LAB FLOPPY TAPE
The ideal graduation from Cassettes for all
TRS.80 and Video Genie owners
TRS.80 Version £165: Video Genie
£174

PLEASE ADD

15% VAT
ON ALL PRICES

TEL BATH (0225)334659
AF TER HOURS (0761133283,
Circle No. 295

§G.
S T Commercial Systems Ltd
24 Ranelagh Road. London W5 5RJ

CASH AND CARRY

SUPERDEALS
SUPER BRAIN 64K £1499
QUAD DENSITY SUPERBRAIN £1950
NEC SPINWRITER £1599
CROMENCO- (All hardware and
software in stock for immediate delivery)

WORDSTAR
MAILMERGE
WORDSTAR & MAILM ERG E
DATA STAR

£245

£ 75

£300
£175

DEALERS: BEST DISCOUNTS
Telephone 01-8401926
Circle No. 296
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Write better programs for
your pet using

THE PET SUBROUTINE
LIBRARY
anthology of PET subroutines including:

SORE

Data
Data input, special input routines to ensure correct data input - Reducing input
errors by use of check digits - Date input verification and storage, avoid errors in
date input - Screen formatting output - High density plotting, graphs, barplots
and general purpose machine code point plotting routines - General purpose
screen handler, a subroutine to perform all data input and output on the screen Array sorts: bubblesorts, Sheilmetzner, and replacesort - Sorting and merging
large disk files - Fast machine code sort package, including a binary search, data
input and output to an array and machine code sort (100 element array in a couple
of seconds) - Sorting with linked lists, stores data both in sorted and logical order
- Sorted output on the printer, ideal for producing indexes - Sequential access
disk files - Machine code sequential disk access, some ideas and tips on fast disk
access - Random access disk files, an introduction with subroutines to write a
random access file, either by record number or by key index - Disk utilities, display
block map of disk or print contents of a disk sector - Menus for selecting options
and linking programs together - Plus miscellaneous utility programs including
repeat key, trace and screen printer.
Price £10.00 all inclusive
3040 format disk with all the subroutines from "LIBRARY OF PET SUBROUTINES"
Price £10.00 inclusive

THE PET REVEALED
Best selling reference book for the PET. Price £10.00
Cheques payable to Computabits Ltd

COMPUTABITS LTD,
P.O. BOX 13, YEOVIL, SOMERSET. Tel Yeovil 26522

Circle No. 297
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CRYSTAL ELECTRONICS
CC ELECTRONICS

Norlett House
Dormer Road
Thame
Oxon 0X9 3UC
Telephone Thame
(084421) 5020 (24 hr)l

dAidadi

SHARP MZ8OK

SYSTEMS

For the latest competitive
PRICE

Contact us
Before you accept discounts elsewhere.
GIVE US A TRY

YOUR COMPLETE

CRYSTAL ELECTRONICS is the home of XTAL BASIC

OHIO SCIENTIFIC SERVICE

ACCLAIMED BY MANY
We

KNOW

the SHARP computers, we BACK the SHARP computers
What we give FREE is worth more than money.

MZSOK owners-are you XTAL followers?
NO! Then please read on.
XTAL BASIC (SHARP)
PLUS Multi dim strings, error trapping, logical operators,
machine code monitor, more flexible peripheral handling,
improved screen control, increased list control, auto run, If..

then.. else-and it doesn't stop there-it grows. You can
extend the commands and functions at will -10K, 12K, 16K,
BASIC?.

SHARP to XTAL BASIC conversion program is included.
£40 plus VAT (Disc version on its way)
DESIGNERS OF MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS + XTAL BASIC
IS WORTH CONSIDERING ON COST ALONE.
Members of Computer Retailers Association & Apple Dealers Association

Shop open 0930-1730 except Saturday & Sunday
40 Magdalene Road, Torquay, Devon, England. Tel: 0803 22699
Telex 42507 XTALG
COMPUTERS

13°

4P as either cassette or disc based systems.

2. O.S.I. SOFTWARE
- cassette and disk based software covering a broad spectrum

of uses. Some of the cassette based software can also be

Takes 5K less memory, has all the features of SHARP BASIC

NpAccess and Barclaycard welcome.

HERE ARE FIVE VERY GOOD REASONS FOR CALLING US -

1. O.S.I. SYSTEMS
- including the popular SUPERBOARD II and CHALLENGER

AND
COMPONENTS

O

run on the U.K.101.
13. BEAVER SOFTWARE

- Business, educational and entertainment software - professional programs with full listings and documentation. Also
available for other systems - especially the U.K.101.
4. BEAVER PROGRAMMING AIDS

- including Video Workpads, BASIC workpads, Machine

Code Workpads, Cassette Index cards and labels and Blank
Cassettes, all available for OSI, U.K.101, and TRS-80.
5. BEAVER EXPANSION
- Economy memory expansion using motherboard and slot -in
8K RAM boards, 8K EPROM boards, floppy control board Et
shortly, PROM Programmer board. Buy as much as you need
when you need it.

IPNI CALL OR WRITE...NOW! =Ex
Circle No. 299
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EXPANSION
MEMORY

REAL-TIME
SPECTRUM

with space for eprom

Price

break-

ANALYZER

through
24k

£340

£280

You can now buy, for about one -sixth the
price of current products, a third -octave
spectrum analyzer with more features and
capabilities than were previously available
at any price. What's the catch?
If you don't already own a Commodore
PET computer, a Radio
Shack TRS-80 or Apple, you'll
have to get one. This will raise
the price to somewhat under
one-half the price of competing products, but of course
you'll also have a COMPUTER!

32k

£325

All items can
be seen and
demonstrated at
our London showroom.

Orders accepted by

The THS 224 REAL-TIME FREQUENCY ANALYZER

mail, phone or in person.

comprises a single circuit board which installs inside the PET.
This board contains a set of 31 analog third -octave filters (20 Hz to 20 kHz),
cassette
Prices exclude VAT. Send or phone
detectors, an analog -to -digital converter, a 1K Read Only Memory
for further details and brochure.
containing machine language routines which allows the PET processor
.4110.14.1111
Access, Barclaycard,
to interface with the Analyzer, and the peripheral circuitry necessary
PET IS A TRADEMARK OF
VISA
COMMODORE BUSINESS SYSTEMS
and Trustcard accepted.
to transfer analog data into the PET memory. The simplest BASIC
program required to turn the PET into an analyzer is only
three statements long! Much longer programs can be
UK Distributors
written to allow complete user interaction with the analyzer,
including many new forms of statistical signal processing,
curve weighting, voice recognition etc.
U126 Great Portland Street, London W1 Tel 01-5804314 Telex London 28668

PETS8kinc.

from £380

Feldon Audio Ltd.,

COUNTLESS EDUCATIONAL APPLICATIONS

Circle No. 300
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I 11 electronics
48 JUNCTION ROAD, ARCHWAY, LONDON N19 5RD 50yds FROM ARCHWAY STATION Ft 9 BUS ROUTES

TELEPHONE 01-263 9493 263 9495
YOUR SOUNDEST CONNECTION ,IN THE WORLD OF COMPONENTS AND COMPUTERS
8N BK RAM

£399

16N 26K RAM

£499

32N 32K RAM

£599

PETS Et SYSTEMS

col Screen
Twin Disk Drive 950K

NEW32K with 80

All with new keyboard
and green screen

£55

CASSETTE DECK

£825
£895

Friction Feed Printer
£375

343K Twin Floppy Disk

Tractor Feed Printer

£695

£425

COMPLETE 32K SYSTEM £1789
1111111111111111111111/111111111111111111111

(

MEMORY EXPANSION KITS
Suitable for UK101, Superboard
expansion using 2114's each board
has 16K ram capacity kit contains
* On board power supply
* 4K Eprom expansion
* Fully buffered for easy expansion
via 40 pin socket

NEW SHOP
0

II

£89.95
£122.95
Printed Circuit Board
£29.95
40 pin - 40 pin header plug £8.50

1

0
TA
cc\

(NORTHERN LINE)
ARCHWAY
STATION

* 8K kit
* 16K kit

VIDEO GENIE
based on TR S80

05

NEXT DOOR
-WOOLLIES"

e

50yds

JUNCTION ROAD

0

2<

ce

r

F"

JOHNS
WStAY

0

BUSES
24
41

45

A400

137
143
172

239

UPPER HOLLOWAY
L MR & ER STATION

CASES
Available for
U.K. 101, Superboard
Nascom,

Appx. DIM. 17" x 15"
435 X 384 mm

PRICE £24.50
Post Et Packing £1.50

2131

Utilises Z80, 12k level II Basic,

Integral Cassette Deck, UHF 0/P.
16k
RAM,
all TRS80 features

£289

UK101 P.P.I.
BUILT & TESTED. INTERFACES TX80
PRINTER DIRECT, CAN BE
PROGRAMMED TO OPERATE RELAYS,
MOTORS, VARIOUS OTHER
PERIPHERALS 'CENTRONICS
COMPATABLE' PLUS INTO IC SOCKET.
RED
DISPLAY LED BINARY DISPLAY
FULL DOCUMENTED
f29.95

£179 IN KIT FORM
£229 READY BUILT
& TESTED

£255 COMPLETE

IN CASE

5K EXPANSION
(8 x 2114)

PRINTERS

now only

£18.00

No extras required

EPSON TX -80
£349
Dot-matrix printer with Pet
graphics interface: Centronics
parallel, options: PET, Apple and
serial.

* Free sampler tape
* Full Qwerty keyboard
* 8K basic
* Ram expandable to 8K
on board (4K inc)
* Kansas City tape interface
* NEW MONITOR ALLOWS FULL EDITING & CURSOR CONTROL

£22.00

Please add VAT 1 5% to all prices. Postage on computers, printers and cassette decks charged at cost, all other items
P&P 30p Place your order using your Access or Barclaycard. (Min tel order £5) Trade and export enquiries welcome,
credit facilities arranged.
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THE BUSINESS SOLUTION

Old tricks for new Pets...
COMMANO-0
is a FOUR KILOBYTE Rom for the 4000/8000 Basic 4 Pets
with all the 'Toolkit" commands RENUMBER (improved), AUTO, DUMP,
DELETE, FIND (improved), HELP, TRACE (improved B includes STEP).
and OFF - plus PRINT USING plus
four extra
disk
commands
INITIALIZE, MERGE,
EXECUTE,
and
SEND plus
extra editing
commands SCROLL,
MOVE.
OUT,
BEEP,
and
SET
KILL
plus
user -definable soft key, 190 characters - plus program scroll up
and down - plus 8032 control characters on key.
Ask
for Model
CO -80N for the 8032 or CO -40N for the 4016/4032. £50.00 plus Vat

TERODEC
1 to 4 M Bytes 8" floppy discs
64K RAM as standard fitting
CPM OPERATING SYSTEM
4M Hz Z80 CPU

New tricks for old Pets...

All built into a polished wooden desk.

is a FOUR KILOBYTE Rom that upgrades 2000/3000 Pets,
but lets you keep all your old software - including Toolkit. As
well as REPEAT KEYS and PRINT USING, you get all the Basic 4
disk commands CONCAT, OOPEN, OCLOSE,
RECORD,
HEADER,
COLLECT,
BACKUP, COPY, APPEND. OSAVE, DLOAO, CATALOG, RENAME, SCRATCH and
DIRECTORY - plus extra disk commands INITIALIZE, MERGE,
EXECUTE
and SENO - plus extra editing commands SCROLL, MOVE,
OUT,
BEEP
and KILL - plus SET user definable
soft -key,
80
characters plus program scroll -up and scroll -down. We
recommend the 4040
disk or upgraded 3040 for full benefit of disk commands. Ask for
Model DOP-16N for new Pets 2001-3032, and 2001-8 with retrofit
Rome B TK160P Toolkit.
£50.00 plus Vet, other models available.

DISK -O -PRO

TMZ 801 MByte
TMZ 80 2 MByte
TMZ 80 4 MByte

£3995
£4295
£5595
Prices exclude VAT.

hard/soft reset switch for the 3000/4000 Pets. We
don't think you'll 'crash' your Pet using our software.
but
if
you do the Pronto -Pet will get you out' Also clears the Pet for
the next job, without that nasty off/on power surge. 19.99
Vat
PRONTO -PET

LANGUAGES AVAILABLE
Fortran, Cobol, Pascal, Basic.

and no tricks missed!
Keyed Random Access Method. Kid your Pet it's an IBMI VSAM
disk handling for 3032/4032/8032 Pets with 3040/4040/8050 disks
sectors
means you retrieve your data FAST, by NAME - no tracks,
or blocks to worry about. Over 2,500 users worldwide have joined
the 'Klub'l Now you can too, at the 1981 price. £75.00 plus Vat.
KRAM

SPACEMAKER All our Rom products are compatible
but should you want, say, Wordpro with Kram, or
Visicalc, then SPACEMAKER will allow both Rome
Rom socket, with just the flip of a switch, for

GRAHAM DORIAN SOFTWARE
Job Costing
Nominal Ledger
Sales Ledger

with each other,
Disk -o -pro with
to
address one
£22.50 plus Vat.

We are sole UK distributors for all these fine products. If your
CBN dealer is out of stock, they are available by mail from us,
by chequo/Acceee/Barclaycard (UK poet paid) or send for details.

House

Kingston Hilt

KT27QT

Surrey

Order Entry Er Inv.
Purchase Ledger
Payroll

£500
£500
£500

HIBBERD ELECTRONICS LTD.

SOfiklJEFE

reico

Lakeaid

£500
£500
£500

2 Sarsen Close. SWINDON. Wiltshire.
Tel. Number 0793-31404/35377

Tel 01-546-7256

(24 HOUR ANSWERING SERVICE ON 31404)
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MicroComputers are an aid
and stimulus to your mind
and your work. But by the

time you're through
examining a bewildering
range of new products and
confusing advice, your
once -lively mind may be

feeling just a little wrung
out.

Now RAM Computer
Services have changed all

that. We're a new outfit
with a new approach. For

=

Business, for Pleasure, for
.

/4///

\
\
\1.10.00
I

,111111111iiiii

\\\\ \
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,\\\\\\\%\\*

\\
ww_

- Apple, PET, SWTP 6809

and Sharp - constantly
updating our range as new
products and ideas are
marketed. All with a
full range of software
packages, programmes,
games and accessories, for
business or leisure. Backed
up with expert advice,
servicing, repairs and
highly professional
consultancy.
Write or telephone for
any details, or visit us for a
demonstration.

lllli
00111111111)

%`

the Professional, for the
Beginner - well help you
get the best equipment at
the right price and leave
your mind clear to get the

best out of your computer.
We retail a wide variety
of MicroComputer systems

0

CoMputer SerViceis Ltd.
15/17 North Parade, Bradford, West Yorkshire.,
I

I
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SOFTY
SYSTEM

SYSTEM 4000
EPROM EMULATORIPROGRAMMERS

4s-1-4,?.

004,

Low cost card 2704/2708

emulator/programmer features:

Direct output to T.V. High
speed cassette interface On
card EPROM programmer

Multifunction Keyppad

1K

monitor in 2708 1K RAM 128
byte scratchpad RAM 22 in/out
ports Access at card edge to all
buses 1K EPROM EMULATION
P4000 PRODUCTION EPROM
PROGRAMMER

Direct memory access for fast
data transfers Editing facilities,
including - data entry/deletion,

This unit provides 'simple, reli-

EP4000 EPROM EMULATOR/
PROGRAMMER

EPROMs. It has been designed

The microprocessor based EP4000

able' programming of up to 8
for ease of operator use - a single

has been designed as a flexible,

'program' key starts the blank
check - program - verify seq-

emulating and programming all

uence. Independent blank check
and verify controls are provided
along with mode, pass/fail indicators for each copy socket and a

sounder to signal a correct key
command and the end of a programming run. Any of the 2704/
2708/2716 (3 rail) and 2508/2758/

2516/2716/2532/2732 EPROMs

low cost, high quality unit for
the popular NMOS EPROMs
without the need for personality

cards, modules or hardware
changes. Its software intensive

design permits selection of the
triple rail
2704/2708/2716
EPROMs and the 2508/2758/
2516/2716/2532/2732 single rail
EPROMs for both the program-

may be selected without hardware
or personality card changes.
2 year warranty. Price £545+ VAT:

ming and emulating modes.
The video output (T.V. or monitor)

VM10 VIDEO MONITOR
This compact, lightweight Video

play, for stand alone use, is unique

Monitor gives a clean crisp picture

on its 10" screen. Suitable for
use with the EP4000, SOFTY and
other systems. 12 month warranty.

Price £88+ VAT, carriage paid.

MODEL 14 EPROM

block shift, block store, match
byte, displacement calculation
Supplied with Zif socket,
and
simulator
cable
comprehensive manual
SOFTY Kit of parts £100 + VAT
SOFTY Built Er tested £120+ VAT
SOFTY Built power supply
£20 + VAT
P&P IS INCLUDED IN ALL PRICES

Add £6 to order total for next day
delivery by DATAPOST.

for memory map display in addition to the built-in Hex LED disin this type of system. This, with
the_double function 28 key key-

pad, powerful editing features,

powered down programming
socket, buffered tri-state simulator cable and 4k x 8 data RAM
gives you the' most comprehensive, flexible and compact systems
available today.
2 year warranty. Price £545 + VAT:

SOFTY
CONVERSION
CARD

Enables SOFTY to program the
single rail EPROMs, 2508/2758/
2516/2532. Selection of device

type and 1K block are by pcb
slide switches. Programming
socket is zero insertion force. Easy

ERASERS

connection to SOFTY with the
MODEL UV141 EPROM 4
ERASER

i1")

14 EPROM capacity
Fast erase time
Built-in 5 -50 -minute timer

00

Safety interlocked to prevent
eye and skin damage

DEP Jumper supplied. Built and
tested: £40+ VAT, postage paid.
SOFTY PRINTER

40 column electrosensitive

printer 5 x 7 dot matrix print
sizes Push button hex print-out

of SOFTYs RAM, EPROM or
inter -cursor contents On card

Convenient slide -tray loading

PSU Selection of bytes per line.

MODEL UV140 EPROM
ERASER
Similar to model UV141 but with-

of devices
Avalable Ex -Stock at £78+ VAT
Postage Paid

postage paid.
EX -STOCK EPROMS

out timer. Low price at £61.50+
VAT, postage paid.

Add £6 to order total for next
day delivery by DATAPOST.

PLEASE NOTE OUR NEW ADDRESSITELEPHONE NUMBER

GP INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS LTD,
UNIT 6, BURKE ROAD, TOTNES INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
TOTNES, DEVON.
TELEPHONE: TOTNES (0803) 863360 (Sales) / 863380 (Technical Service)
DISTRIBUTORS REQUIRED - EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOME

Built and tested £145 +VAT,
1-9

2716

6-95

10-24
6-50

25 up
5-95

(single
rail)
2708
4-00
3-80
3-60
2532
23-40
2732
21-00
ADD VAT AT 15% - POSTAGE PAID
WRITE OR TELEPHONE FOR DETAILS
ON ANY OF OUR PRODUCTS
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copernicus

INFRA COMPUTER
COMPONENTS LIMITED
PENDORRIC HOUSE, 7 WESTFIELD ROAD,
GREAT SHELFORD; CAMBRIDGE CB2 5JW.
Telephone: (022318417281843953.

DEALERS REQUIRED
Do you sell a colour micro?
Are the colours clear and distinct?
Does the standard price include a

EPROMS

MEMORIES

1702A £4.50
2708K £3.80
2716K (+ 5v). £5.50
450 NS
2532K £15.00
2732 £18.50 intal

2114 450 ns. £2.10
2114 200 ns. £2.80
4116 200 ns. £2.40

disc and screen?

4116 150 ns. £3.75

SPECIAL OFFERS.

Can it take hard disc and CP/M?

2732 - £14.50 each

6845 -£ 9.80 each

Is it part of an upgradeable range?

6809 - £11.50 each

6802 -£ 8.65 each
4116 2 ns x 16 £38.00

COPERNICUS are appointing DEALERS for
the ISC range of COLOR COMPUTERS.
For further details contact: Nick Stone.

LS SERIES PRICES SLASHED :

SOME AT A GLANCE.
LS 242 = £1.20 each.
LS 245 = £1.70 each.
LS 241 = £1.20 each.
.50 each.
LS 157 =

Copernicus Ltd, 7 Wey Hill, Haslemere,
Surrey GU27 1BH
Telephone: Haslemere (0428)52888

A WHOLE RANGE MORE ON TRADE REQUEST.
Please add 50p postage and 15% Vat.
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AV THE SOURCE.
FACT: This is the age of technology, with computers and computer -based
equipment now becoming essential to our daily lives. And almost all use flexible
magnetic media.
FACT: The most advanced magnetic media money can buy is VERBATIM.

The Source - BFI.

VERBATIM: is the world's largest manufacturer of flexible diskettes, minidisks,
digital cassettes and data cartridges. Unrivalled for product quality, technology
and range. BFI - Verbatim's major U.K. source - hold vast stocks and offer a
24 -hour free delivery service in the London postal area, with free express
delivery elsewhere in the U.K. We can also supply storage systems, cleaning
and CE alignment diskettes.
GO DIRECT TO THE SOURCE. CALL BFI.

jpw
41,

BFI Electronics Ltd
516 Walton Road.

SVuF
Vergvii M'e 0YO

Telephone 01-941 4066
Telex 261395
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LONDON COMPUTER CENTRE

-

New!
Improved! RP -1600 NEW LOW PRICE £1095
Additional Facilities -+ Built in proportional spacing
60 CHARACTERS PER SECOND
THE FASTEST DAISY WHEEL

+ Look -ahead logic + On -off switch

PRINTER.

FAST, heavy duty commercial DAISY
WHEEL printer, with high quality
printout, coupled with low noise
necessary for office environment. 124
char: upper/lower case. 10/12 chars:
per inch giving 126 or 163 columns.

NEW LOW PRICE £1095

- TRS 80 Model I Et II
- SUPERBRAIN

MADE BY -

15 inch wide frintion platen.
BOLDING, underline, and host of other
features. Centronics type parallel
interface as standard options: serial
interface £60 PET interface £65

p

11111111111 I

APPLE

<- PET

APPLE interface £75.

HORIZON Etc

Made by Ricoh in Japan
DEALER ENQUIRIES
INVITED

TRACTOR FEED OIE £175
SHEET FEEDER OPTIONAL EXTRA £550

NEW MAXI ANADEX WITH

MX80

GRAPHICS £895

OKI MICROLINE 80/132. THE QUIET
PRINTER YOU CAN LIVE WITH

737

Takes up
to 13.6 inch wide

paper Upper/lower case with
descenders £ sign 132 or
175 chrslline with double width
printing Fast 150 CPS bidirectional logic seeking printing
Heavy duty print head giving
650 million chrs print life

TRS -80 Graphics Prints 48, 66.
80 and 132 columns with true
descenders at 90 cps logic
seeking, bidirectional 9 x 9 point
head upper and lower case
forms handling: Top of form,
horizontal and vertical tabs "
Centronics parallel interface
standard optional extras:
seral, PET and Apple Interfaces

serial, Parallel and Current Loop

Interfaces built in Host of other
features found on printers costing
twice as much.

Also Available
DP8000 £425 (Not Illus)
DP 9501 £995 (Same as 9500 Illus)

Also Available
TX80 £325 (Not lllus)

NOW
WITH f SIGN
The quietiest Dot Matrix available. 40 80
or 132 cols per line excellent print
quality 3 way paper handling: letterheads,
fanfold, or paper rolls graphics Ideal
for software written for large 132 col
printers continuous rating printing day in
and day out centronics parallel standard.

80 CPS + double spacing and
mono spacing 10 and 16.7 CPI
nx9 proportional spacing, 3 way
paper handling 96 character set

Expanded print Right margin

justification Underlining

Bidirectional Pound sign
centronics parallel and serial
Interfaces standard optional

Options: Rs -232, PET, Apple.

Dealer enquiries invited.

NEW LOW PRICE f350

extras: PET Et Apple Interfaces.

NEW TRS-80 MODEL 1 48K
SYSTEM WITH DUAL DISC
DRIVES

TRS-80

MODEL II

a

111.1.11.111...1.1=1.1011.1.

State the art second generation computer. Over
10,000 already sold in USA; 8 slot bus ensures
expansion of hard discs Et other peripherals., 76
Key professional keyboard, self test on power up,
TRSDOS Et Level Ill basic standard. CP/M available
as option, making a wide range of accounting,
educational, scientific & word processing packages
instantly usable.
Nationwide service through 180 Tandy stores &
computer centres.

NOW WITH CPIM 2.24 £1999

M1111111111imi

NEW SUPER BRAIN
DUAL DENSITY £1595
QUAD DENSITY £1995

NEW LOW PRICE £1095
WITH DESK AND EPSON

Now with CP/M 2.2 & increased disc storage.

Twin 280-A MHZ

2 disc drives, dual density

320 K qud density 700 K storage 64K ram
High resolution 12 inch CRT. 80 x 24 lines upper/
lower case 2 RS -232 printer ports CPM 2.2
operating system M basic, Cobol, Fortran,
Pascal, Word processing Et accounts packages
available.
Dealer enquiries invited.

PRINTER £1495
New greenscreen VDU, with rock steady display.
Redesigned 32K expansion interface with trouble
free disc operation, two 40 track teac disc drives,
complete with cables.
Tridata sales, purchase, invoicing, payroll packages
available.

CPM SOFTWARE
Word Star
Word star mall merge
Magic Wand
Data Star
T/Maker
Report Writer (VisiCalcl
Accounts Packages
Accounts Packages
Payroll

Various other packages available

250.00
315.00
250.00
195.00
175.00
90.00

from 295.00
from 295.00
from 295.00

ask for details
60.00
35.00
75.00

60.00
45.00
45.00

MISCELLANEOUS
Floppy discs (Box of 101 including library case.
Scel Silver 5" single sided double density For Pet,
Apple, TRS-,80 & Superbrain

Xcel Gold 5" double sided double density
For Superbrain

SOFTWARE FOR TRS-80
Electric Pencil (disc)
Electric Pencil (cassette)
Scripsit (disci

Scripsit (cassette)
Mail Merge for Pencil/Scripsit
VAT Aid Programme

Memorex 8" Single Sided double desnity
Qume Daisy Wheels
Richo RP 1600*
Paper, Ribbons, etc.

25.00
30.00
30.00
35.00
5.00
15.00

POA

LOW COST WORD PROCESSOR I
Based on TRS-80 level 216K cassette recorder,
electric pencil software, upper/lower case mod,
printer interface and OKI Dot Matrix printer.
Complete ready to go £895 free mailing list program.

WORD PROCESSOR II
Same as above but with 48K, 2 disc drives
and ricoh daisy wheel printer £2195

WORD PROCESSOR III
Based on Superbrain Computer shown above.
With Ricoh printer Et "Magic Wand" the ultimate
in word processing. Letters automatically formatted
with addresses fetched from separate file.
Complete system £2950. Invoicing, stockcontrol,
sales ledger, purchase ledger, payroll available for
above computers from £250 per package.
4

43 GRAFTON WAY, OFF TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD. LONDON W1
TEL: 01-388 699112 OPENING HRS: 11-7 MON-FRI, 124 SATS.
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Floppy disc File

Telesystems Ltd
INWORD

The fastest Daisywheel package
for CPIM S100 microcomputers

Nexos Daisy Wheel printer rated as the fastest available
at 60 cps.
Easy reference filing system for your flexible
computer discs, files 20 discs per binder. File
sheets retain 4 discs, have reinforced binder
edge and file reference tab. Leaves punched
for 2 and 3 hole binders.Also available for 8"
discs, files 10 discs per binder.
-Please state size when ordering
Binder complete with 5 leaves £4.95 + VAT

ft 55 + VAT

Pack of 5 leaves only

BASF and Memorex mini discs £27 + VAT per box (10)
Clean your monitor screen with the revolutionary
Quick Wipes, Anti -Static tissue. Removes dirt, dust
and static in one wipe. £2.75 per can + VAT

LEMESTER

computer centre limited
109 QUEENS ROAD LEICESTER LE2 ITT Tel 0533 709541

Special interface to ensure
true printer and keyboard
overlap.

WORDSTAR - the leading

microcomputer word processing software package.

INWORD is designed to allow data to
be keyed whilst other data is printed at
full speed. This feature can nearly double
throughput.
Cost of total package
support.

£1790

with nationwide

Dealer enquiries to 06285 27510
TELESYSTEMS LTD
PO BOX 12, GT MISSENDEN, BUCKS HP 16 9DD
(02406 5314)
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The Rohan Computing Collection .....
Rohan computing, in addition to their normal software and systems consultancy services, now offer the following range of computer
equipment for sale. As far as possible Rohan computing try to hold these items in stock ready for immediate delivery. Nationwide on site
maintenance for all Rohan computing equipment.

Qume The Qume is ideal as a general purpose printer or for
adding word processing facilities to an existing microcomputer. Print only and keyboard versions available. The keyboard version can double as a spare
typewriter. RS232 interface adaptable
for the PET, APPLE, etc. XON/XOFF
protocol available. Word processing
package/driver available for CP/M
based systems. Other versions in
preparation.

PETCommodore PET microcomputers.

The PET is the ideal low cost
computer for teaching yourself programming,
educational use and time consuming
calculations in science, industry and
commerce. Graphic display excellent
for histograms etc.
*8k PET with integral cassette
and minikeyboard

Toon Digital Decwriter IV. The best desk top matrix printing

terminal available. Typewriter styling. 10,12,13.2,16.5
characters per inch.. All sizes very legible. 2,3,4,6,8,12 lines per
inch. Optional tractor feed and numeric
keypad. RS 232 interface.

CIPEA Cifer 2600 Series VDU's.

Superbly engineered and
*12 inch screen.
*7 x 11 character matrix
*9 x 12 matrix for graphic characters
*62 or 100 key detachable keyboards
*Printer port
*VT52 emulation
made

in Britain.

*Line drawing set

*16 & 32k PET's with full
sized professional keyboards.

*2022 matrix printers
*2040 floppy disc units.
*RAIR Blackbox, Teletype 43s, Tally high speed matrix printers also available.*

Rohan

Phone Richard on SOUTHAM (092681) 3541 for prices and delivery.
Rohan Computing, B.A.S.S. (Engineers) Sales Limited, Kineton Road, Southam, Warwickshire CV33 ODQ
52 Coventry Street, Southam, Warwickshire CV3 OEP Tel: 092 6814045
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MICROS

74LS00
LSOO
LSO1
L SO2

L SO9

13
13
16
16
20
23
23
23

LS1O
LS11

20
32

LS12
LS13
LS14
LS15
LS20
LS21
LS22
LS26
LS27
LS28
LS30
LS32
LS33
LS37
LS38

32
40
75
40
24
32
40
48
46
48
24
30

LSO3
L SO4

LSO5
LSO8

Micros, memory and support
MC1489
85
MC1488
86
MC14.411 11.96

74S287
74S288
745471
745472
74S474

MC14412 11.96
1702
2101

8.95
2.99

2102

99

2111

2.32
2.32

2112
2114
2114L
2142
2376
2513
251615v1

2.60
2.60

4.96
11.96
11.96
1.80
1.80
1.80
1.80
1.80
9.96
6.49
11.96
89.00
11.50
12.50
1.30
1.30
1.30
1.30
2.46
2.50
2.50
4.20
4.96
10.96
4.96
10.96
11.96
12.96
2.20
10.96

8726
8728
8T95
8797

3.46 8T98

3.75

SC/MP2

10.40 8080

11.60 8085
6.50 8086

13.95

2532
2708
4027

4116
4118
5204
57109
57161
6011

6402
6502
6520
6522
6532
6545
6576
6800
6802
6809
6810
6821

6845
6850
6852

74500
74504

8154
8155

29.00
6.50
2.96
4.96
14.96
7.96
12.43
9.95
4.96
4.96
7.96
4.50
7.96
8.60
17.50
14.95
7.96
12.49
19.86
3.96
4.60
19.50
3.96
6.96

74S201
74S188
74S262

811595
811596
811597
811598
8212
8216
8224
8228
8251
8253
8255
8257
8259
8678
8602
96364

Z80-2mHz 7.50

8.96
6.96

Z80 -P10

Z80-CTC

Z80-4mHz 8.96

7.50
Z80-CTC
7.50
Z8000
120.00
Z80 -P10

69 ADC0817 14.47

66 00300

3.96
2.60
9.96

3.60
9.96
9.96

F8

F85M1

SOFTWARE
DISK
CP/M
WITH IMAN

9

MANUAL
Available on
8" IBM format &
51/4 for TUSCAN
& TRITON

TCL SOFTWARE
TCL D,sc Basic
TCL Pascal

155/19
1120/E9

MICROSOFT
Basic -80

1155/£15

Basic Comp,ler

11951E15

Fortran -80
Cobol -80
Edit 80
Macro 80

£205/115
£325/115
145/110
175/110

MICROPRO
Word Star
1255/115
Word-Star/Mail-Merge £315/E15
1195/125
175/115

Data Star
Word -Master

DIGITAL RESEARCH
175/118
195/118
£55/110
145/110

CP/ M 1-4
CP/ M 2-2

MAC
SID

OTHERS
KISS
SUPER SORT I
C BASIC 2
Z80 Dev Pack
ZSID

1190/115
1125/115
175/110
150/112
160/17
185/110

POSTMASTER

MEDIA
51/4 S/Sided D/D

£3.50
£29.50
14.50

" per 10

8" S/Sided D/D

£3500

" per 10 ..

C12 Data Cassettes

50p

MAIL ORDER

TEL &MAIL ORDERS ACCEPTED
IIARCUTCARD

NM=
VISA

At, less

Adak

L040
LS42
LS47

'LS48
LS49
LS51

LS54
LS55
LS63
LS73
LS74
LS75
LS76
LS78
LS83
LS85
LS86
LS90

39
28
ao
95
120
120
25
30
70
160
40
40
48
46
46
106
105
45
50

1Z

LS93

76
116
180
46
75

LS107
LS109
LS112
LS113
LS114
LS122
LS123
LS124
LS125
LS126
LS132
LS133
LS136
LS138
LS139
LS145
LS148
LS151
LS153
LS155
LS156
LS157
LS158
LS160
LS161

IS162
LS163
LS164
LS165
LS166
LS168
LS169
LS170
LS173
LS174

L0175
Y S181
L0197.1

0191

LS192
LS193
LS194
LS195

IS196
L0202
LS221
LS240
LS241
LS242
LS243
LS244
LS245
LS247
LS248
LS249
LS251
LS253
L S 257

L S258

LS259
y5261
LS266
LS273
LS275
LS279
LS280
LS283
LS290
LS293
LS295
LS298
LS299
LS324
LS325
LS326
LS327
LS352
LS353
LS355

96
66
66
190
190
160
199
185
216
115

140
140
210
199
275
230
140
195
160
106
105

WE HAVE MOVED

TO OUR NEW CENTRAL LONDON SHOWROOM
59/61 THEOBALDS RD, WC1
TUBE HOLBORN.
FLOPPY DISK DRIVES
We

BO

46

49
70
96
180

so
so
se
30
65
70
80
120
176
88
86
98
96
76
86
120
98
110
100
116
166
176
210
210
2118

106
147
110
296
120
120
125
126
125
126
120
346
120
225
225
232
232
226

360
136
136
135
130
130
116
120
180
460
76
180
320
ae

ao

180
130
130
215

215
420
200
320
330
316
195
185
96

4000

18
18
24

4001

4002
4006
4007
4008
4009
4010

82
22
672

40
48
24

la

4012
4013
4014
4015

24
46
85

4016

4023

42
82
28
48
99
106
86
25

4024
4025
4026
4027
4028
4029
4030
4033
4034
4035
4040

25
190
48
82
106
so
175
210
126
106

4041

so

4042
4043
4044
4046
4047
4049
4050

80
96
95
130
98
46
48

115

4017
4018
4019
4020
4021

4022

405'

so

4052
4053
4054
4065
4068
4069
4077

so
80
130
136

28
28
30
26
26

4071

4072
4073
4075
4075
4078

28
25
99
30
28
89

4081

4093
4502
4507
4508
4510

126

so
325
99
150
65
195
299
120
106
70
115
250
150

4511
4512
4514

4515
4516
4518
4519
4520

452,
4522
4526
4527
4528

150
160
120

REGS

103
7805
7812
7815
7818
ve
7905
7912

T0220
7805
7812
7815
7818
7824
7905
7912
7915
7918

4-

vki
146
146
146
146

22o
220

West
so
60

so
60
60
65
66
85

sell

you

all

need cased or un.
cased.

270

Cables &

connectors. Brand
new fully guaranteed.

CMOS

LS91

L095
L596

LS366
LS367
LS368
LS373
LS374
LS375
LS377
LS378
I.5379
r S386
LS390
LS393
LS395
LS396
LS398
LS399
LS445
LS447
LS490
LS668
LS669
LS670

Price
1195
1395

SIngle 5 G Drive
5,ngle 8" SA800
Dual 5% PSU
Dual 8" PSU
Dual Cabinet & PSU 1y8"
Dual 8" Drive Unit
Dual 5.4 Drive Unit

£59
£76
£565
1945
144C

VIDEO TERMINAL
24x80 display
Pentland Video
Terminal full
features
prolessional
terminal. Full details on request

Pr 're f59J

S100 CARDS

WI

NEW
LOW
PRICES

KIT ASSM
16K STATIC
with no RAMI2114 £ 62
E 82
" £109
" 8K RAM
£130
" 16K RAM " 1157 £178
£ 48
8K stat,c 116x2114 chips)
64K DYNAMIC 141161
with 16K RAM
£149
1165
with 32K RAM
£189
E205
with 48K RAM
1229. £245
with 64K RAM
1269
£285
16K upgrade 8x4116
1 40
16/32K EPROM CARD
Without EPROMs
163
2708/2516
£ 89
FDC DOUBLE DENSITY
Double Density for 5'14
or 8" Doves
f

VAT

ALL OUR
PRICES
EXCLUDE
VAT Er P/P

CENTRONICS 737 PRINTER

QUALITY

Cr=asiais

Many other
types in
stock. Tel
for details

TRAINIAM

expansion sockets for memory/disc ex
System monitor, resident
pansion
BASIC or CP/M system option. All components available separately or ready -built
NEW LOW PRICES

TUSCAN MAIN BOARD KIT ONLY £235
VAT

SAE FOR DETAILS

TRITON

Uses any paper roll, fanfold.
single sheets, 96 character
ASCII, 7 x 7 dot matrix, 50
CPS, RS232 or parallel I/O

Complete Kit incl PSU, Case, Keybd
Expansion Motherboard K,t

1286

8K 121141 RAM Card Kit

£ 97
£ 97

f 50

8K 1270E11 ROM Card Kit

Expandable up to CP/ M

Disc System SAE for
details

TCL PASCAL
FOR PET Et CP/M systems
Put Pascal on your PET now
Pascal convers)oc ROM
Pascal manual
Oomplete package including

-pter

Edge

£4.00

Insulation/Piercing
Ribbon/Cables
1/OHEADER
PLUG
10 way £2.20
10 way £160
20 way £3.40 20 way £2.30
26 way £4.00 26 way 12.70
34 way £4.80 34 way E3 30
40 way 15.40
40 way 13.75
50 way 16.00
50 way 14.60
60 way E6 50
60 way 16.00

Connectors
S100

DIP Switches
4 way
7 way
8 way

Full range of wire wrapping

E1.20

Et 75
11 .80

DIP Plugs
14 OIL
24 OIL

f

65

£2.20
£3.60

DI(_ SOCKETS

(TEXAS)
Low
Prof

8pin 10p
14pin 12p

OK TOOLS

ac-

cessories Et boards 5 dip
)umpers etc. Visa our showroom
or send for our catalogue.

VERO
S100 prototyping boards and full
range of accessories.

SINGLE BOARD
PERSONAL
COMPUTER

8080 BASED SINGLE BOARD
system with EU ROCARD
EXPANSION

40 DIL

16p,n 13p
18pin 16p
20pm 22p
22pIn 25p
24pin 30p
28pin 36p
40pin 40p

Zero Insertion
Force Sockets
16 way
24 way

£4.95
£6.00
40 way
19.50
D -Types
2544 Male
f 2 80
2544 Female f 3 80
25W Cover
El 80
Edge

Connectors
1

Wire
Wrap
28p
36p
42p
60p
90p

$bp
90p
1.10p

2x 6 way

Insulation Piercing
Edge Connectors
20 way 13.60
26 way 14.00

34 way £4.60

Insulation Piercing
DIP Plugs
14 way DIP Plug
16 way DIP Plug
24 way DIP Plug

1 75

3.00
2.00
2x 15 way
3.20
2x18 way - 3.50
2x22 way 3 203 65
2x25 way 3 60
2x30 way 4 15
2x36 way 4.753 90
2x40 way 5.00

-

way 5 504 60

E1.30

11 50
£2.80

Ribbon Cable

156

2x12 way
2x10 way

40 way £5.30
50 way £6.00

PRICE/M
Coloured

Grey
10
14
16

20
26

65
90
1.20
1.40
1.60

10
14
16

20
.26
34

2.40
2.80
503.30
34

40
60

40
50
60

400

1

20

1.40
1.60
2.40
2.80
3.30

400
550

BOOKS
Complete range of microcomputer books and magazines pi)

CRYSTALS FOR MICROS

sale in our showroom

66

74XX
74CXX
LINEARS

Single hoard will hold up to 8K RAM. BK
RUM, Video interface Z80 processor I/O and cassette ,nterface 5 spare S100

£195

LETTER
FOR
425

TUSCAN
5100
A Z80 based S100 Computer

CATALOGUE

AVAILABLE

Catalogue available. Send 50p
& S.A.E. (A4 size).

59/61 THEOBALDS RD

LONDON WC1
TEL: 406 5240/2113
TELEX 444198.

32.768K Hz
100KHz
200K Hz

1.0MHz
1.008MHz
1.8432MHz
2.00MHz

3.00
3.00
3.70
3.60
3.50
3.00
1.50

2.45760MHz 3.05
3.276MHz

2.70

4 00MHz
4.43MHz
5.0MHz
6.0MHz
6.144MHz
7.0MHz
7.168MHz
8 00MHz

2.70
1.00
2.70
2.70
2.70
2.70
2.50
2.70

10 00MHz

I0.7MHz
16,00MHz
18.00MHz
18.432
36MHz

48.0MHz
100MHz

2.70
2.70
2.90
2.90
2.90
2.90
2 70
2.90

TRAINAGA
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MICRO FACILITIES
127 HIGH STREET
HAMPTON HILL
MIDDLESEX

apple°
111
Sales and Service

01.979 4546
01.941 1197

VISICALC £95

APPLE PLOT £42

generate complex models

user to take advantage of

A program which can

This program allows the

Apple's high resolution
graphics by plotting

using simple steps, for

MIDDLESEX & S.W.LONDON

virtually

financial

any
application.

Approved Business Dealers for:
Commodore Computers & Business Packages
Apple II
North Star Horizon
IMS 5000/8000 Series
As fully authorised Dealers for the above equipment, and as
experienced data processing professionals, we are the best
people to help you.

numeric data in a variety
of ways. Links directly to

Visicalc.
Order both of these supe b programs for only £120

ARISTOCARDS ONLY £65 EACH
A range of plug compatible boards for Apple II
or ITT 2020
HIGH SPEED SERIAL INTERFACE
PARALLEL INTERFACE
CENTRONICS INTERFACE
*Manuals available separately at £2 each

Our complete package offers you:
Free initial discussion & advice
Systems Design & Programming
Software Packages
Supply & Installation of equipment
Leasing & Financing terms
Full Maintenance Contracts
Genuine After Sales Service

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME

ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT
WE STOCK AN EXTENSIVE RANGE OF HARDWARE
AND SOFTWARE FOR THE APPLE II, INCLUDING
COMPLETE BUSINESS SYSTEMS
FOR FURTHER DETAILS OR A DEMONSTRATION
OF OUR PRODUCTS
RING 01-680 4646

Contact us to discuss your problems and requirements, we
offer you a lot more, but only charge the same. Our ability will
give you peace of mind and confidence that the job will be
done properly.

SIMON COMPUTERS LIMITED
28 LOWER ADDISCOMBE ROAD, CROYDON,
SURREY CR0 6AA
Circle No. 315
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no more time consuming PROM programing &erasing !!

small systems engineering limited
,Abacus)
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CO 6809 S-100

NEW LOW, LOW PRICES
ON MEMORIES

SINGLE -BOARD
COMPUTER

Compare our prices before you buy elsewhere! All devices
are brand new, factory prime, full spec. and fully guaranteed!
CMOS RAMS

STATIC RAMS
2114L 450 NS
2114L 300 NS
2114L 200 NS
4118 250 NS 8K NEW!!

1+

50+

100+

195p

175p
225p
250p

160p
195p

250p
275p
£9.95

£8.95

£26

£23.95 f19.95

5101 1K (256 x 4) 450 NS
4315 4K (4K x 1) 450 NS
TC5514P 4K MK x 41
450 NS
HM6116 16K (2K x 8)
150 NS 24 -pin
NEW!!

225p
£7.95

HM6116 16K (2K x
150 NS 24 -pin NEW!

195p
350p

175p
325p

£35

£30

2708 450 NS
2716 Single 5V 450 NS
2532 Single 5V 450 NS
2732 Intel -type 450 NS
2564 64K (8K x 81
450 NS 28 -pin

MC1488

you liked 'Invaders' you'll love ASTEROIDS IN SPACE by Bruce Wallace!
is travelling in the middle of a shower of asteroids. Blast the
asteroids with lasers, but beware - BIG ASTEROIDS FRAGMENT INTO SMALL
ASTEROIDS! The Apple game paddles allow you to rotate your spaceship, fire its
laser gun, and give it thrust to propel it through endless space. From time to time,
too, you'll encounter an alien spaceship whose mission is to DESTROY YOU so
you'd better destroy it first! High resolution graphics and sound effects add to the
arcade -like excitement this program generates. RUNS ON ANY APPLE II WITH
If

Your spaceship

AT LEAST 32K AND ONE DISK DRIVE!

MC 1489

DM8123
75150
75154
75182
75322
75324
75325
75361
75365

75491 2
8726
8728

AUTORANGING, AUTO UNIT DISPLAY, 31/2 -DIGIT LCD
DMM for ONLY £39.95 incl. VAT!

81)95

The nationally advertised 6200, giving 200mA AC/DC current measurement; AC
voltage to 750V IDC to 1000V1; 100trA resolution and 0.1 Ohms - 2 Megohms.
Accuracy is 0.8% and it displays mV, V and mA. You won't find a cheaper DMM
with these features AND batteries, test leads, spare fuse and one year guarantee
are INCLUDED in the low, low price of just

FND500
FND510
FND567
DL704
DL707
MV57164

£39.95

inc. VAT

SAMS BOOKS AT LOWEST PRICES
COMPUTER BOOKS

(Book 11

IBook 2/
Interfacing and Scientific Data Communications Experiments
Introductory Experiments In Digital Electronics and 8080A
Microcomputer Programming and Interfacing
(Book 11
(Book 21

Microcomputer
Analog Converter Software and Hardware
Interfacing
The 8080A Bugbook: Microcomputer interfacing and

NEW (7 17
£5.37

NEW (lO 50
E5.97
C5,37

f5.97
NEW E7.77
NEW £5.37
£5.70
E5 97
£5 37

£3.75
E5.37

NEW E7 17

f395

NEW E9.57
£5.37
NEW £7.17
NEW £5.37
NEW E7.77

COOKBOOKS
TTL Cookbook
Active -Filter Cookbook
TV Typewriter Cookbook
CMOS Cookbook
The Cheap Video Cookbook
IC Converter Cookbook
IC Op -Amp Cookbook (2nd Edition)

81197

495p

£26

£23.95 £19.95

*2K RAM!
*ACIA, PIA, 8080 Simulated I/O!
*RS - 232 Handshake!
*Selectable BAUD Rates!
* Manual includes: 11" x 7"
Schematic, Parts Lists, User
Notes, Software Listings and

375p
495p
1895p
1895p

350p
450p
1595p
1595p

325p
425p
1395p
1395p

£99

£95

£90

MORE!

All this, yet for only
(plus p&p £1.00)

£49!!!

I

8259

E6.97
E7.77
E3.95

E7 77
C7.77

f5 70

80p

80p
125p
85p
85p
225p

CPU'S
6502
6504
6505
6800
6802
6809

625p
795p
795p
695p
9950
El
525
1095
795
995
12500
9500
19900

8080A
8085A
280
Z80A
Z8001
X8002
W D900013

E8.37
E8.97

KEYBOARD
ENCODER

UARTS

6850
6852
8212
8214
8216
8224
8228

4

150 -piece

RO-3-2513 UC

450p

NEW! SPECIAL OFFER!
4K CMOS RAM (1K ri 41 450 NS

DEVELOPMENT
MODULE
1099p

orchestra

but,

rather,

a

trio of

micro

computers controlling a bank of AY3-8910s " BYTE
July '79

ONLY £5.50

The TIC 5514P from Toshiba, CMOS equivalent of the
21141

Lower Power Dissipation
10pW BIT (TYP.1 at 3 OV (STANDBY)
10uW 'BIT 1TYP I at 5.0V (OPERATING)
Data Retention Voltage 2V to 5.5V
Single 5V Power Supply
18 PIN Plastic Package
' Full Static Operation
'

2114L 450 NS
2114L 300 NS

'

Three State Output
Input/Output TTL Compatible

' Fast Access Time 45ONS

Toshiba's TC5514P (Industry type 65141 is a full static
read write memory organised as 1024 words by 4 bits
using CMOS technology Ultra low power dissipation
means

It

can be used as battery -operated portable

memory system and also as a non-volatile memory with

battery back-up. Operates from a single 5V power
supply with static operation, hence no refresh periods

and a much simplified power supply circuit design.
Three state outputs simplify memory expansion for
minimum data retention voltage is 2V, the battery backup system needs only simple circuit. Toshiba's original

E40

C2MOS technology also means wide operating and

5010 1K 1256 r 4)
450 NS
350p
4315 4K 14K r 1)
995p
450 NS
TC5514P 4K

Ordering information. Unless otherwise stated, for
orders under E50 add 50p p&p. Add 15% VAT to total
Ino VAT on booksl. All devices are brand new, factory

16 -pin NEW!

CMOS RAMS

11K x4)
450 NS
550p
HM6116 16K
(2K x 81 150 NS
24 -pin NEW!
£26

4.0 NS

r 8 45 NS
r 8 50 NS

Unit 9110, 1st Floor, E Block,

38 Mount Pleasant,
London WC1X OAP.

interface to the S-100 or other Busses
VAT, including FREE reprint of BYTE
ONLY £8.50
'79 article, Also. add E2.25 for 60 -page data manual

325p
398p
325p

noise margins. The TC 5514P is moulded in a dual -in line 18 pin plastic package 0.3 inch in width.

prime and full spec and subject to prior sales and availability. Prices subject to change without notice.

Minimum telephone order using ACCESS is £10, If
ordering by post wrth ACCESS, include name, address
and card no. written clearly. Please allow 4/6 weeks
delivery on books.

BIPOLAR PROMS
93451 1k
93511 2k

THE NEW GI COMPUTER SOUND CHIP
The amazing AY -3-8910 is a fantastically powerful
sound and music generator, perfect for use with any
8 -bit micro processor. Contains 3 tone channels, noise
generator, 3 channels of amplitude controls, 16 -bit

CHARACTER
GENERATOR

93448 518 r 840 NS

93453 1k x

FD1793 B-01 D/D True Bus
FD1794 B-01 S/D True Bus
FD1795 B
DID Inverted Bus, side select
FD1797 B
D/D True Bus, side select

"Perhaps the next famous composer will not direct a

AY -5-1013A
AY -3-1015D
IM6402 I PL

200 NS Single
350p + 5V supply,

6821

2995p
3995p
3496p
5495p
3495p
5995p
5995p

plus much more. All in 40 pin DIP. Super easy to
795p

MEMORIES
STATIC RAMS

425p
425p
425p
425p
395p
450p
395p
395p
395p
495p
1125p
495p
1050p

FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLERS
FD1771 B-01 S/D Inverted Bus
FD1791 B-01 D/D Inverted Bus
F0179213-01 S/D Inverted Bus

envelope period control, 2 parallel 1'0, 3D' A converters

AY 5 2376

52513

6810
5820

8253
8255
8257

f3.75

2995p
3495p
2995p
3495p
2995p
3495p

450 NS 28 -pin NEW!
£99 DYNAMIC RAMS
4116 200 NS
SUPPORT DEVICES
Ceramic
225p
6520
325p 4116 150 NS
375p
6522
625p MB8264 64K
6532
825p 165K x 11

8251

E6.97

1325p
797p
595p
595p
695p
695p
1995p
2495p

195p
250p
2114L200 NS 275p
2708 450 NS
75p 4118 250 NS 8K
2716 5V 450 NS
95p
NEW!
£9.95
2532 32K 450 NS 1 95p HM6116 16K
2732 Intel -type
12K x 81
450 NS
1 95p 150 NS 24 -pin
2564 64K 18K x 81
NEW'
£26

E3.95

£5.70
£8.97
£5.97

280 DMA
Z80A DMA
Z80 S10/1
Z804 S10/0
Z80 510/1
Z80A S10/1
Z80 S10/2
Z804 S10,2

Z8000 DM

EPROMS

£6.30
£3 75
05.97
£4.77
£5.37
NEW £5.97

MC 144 12VL
280 P10
280 CTC
Z80A P10
Z80A CTC

DISPLAYS

6551

-

Programming
The S-100 and Other Micro Buses
The Cheap Video Cookbook
TV Typewriter Cookbook
Using the 6800 Microprocessor
Z-80 Microcomputer Handbook
8085 Microcomputer Design

525p

90p
90p
125p
125p
125p
195p
250p
325p
325p
350p
295p
50p
75p
175p
175p
175p
175p

75451

£14.95

(Book 21

550p

INTERFACE
LINEAR

ASTEROIDS IN SPACE!!!!

BASIC Programming Primer
DBUG An 8080 Interpretive Debugger
How to Program Micrdcomputers
Computer Dictionary 13rd Edition)
Boolean Algebra for Computer Logic
Computers Et Programing Guide to Scientists &
Engineers (3rd Edition)
Microcomputer Interfacing woth the 8255 PPI Chip
Programming Er Interfacing the 6502. with Experiments
TRS-80 Interfacing
2-80 Microcomputer Design Projects
Z-80 Microprocessor Programming Et Interfacing
Books 1 and 2

295p

MICROCHIPS AT MICRO PRICES!

EXCITING, ENTERTAINING SOFTWARE
FOR THE APPLE II and APPLE II PLUS!!

Microcomputer Primer 12nd Edition)
Microcomputers for Business Applications
The Howard W Sams Crash Course in Microcomputers
Fundamentals of Digital Computers (2nd Editronl
Getting Acquainted with Microcomputers
How to Buy & Use Minicomputers & Microcomputers
Computer Graphics Primer
TEA. An 8080 8085 Co -Resident Editor Assembler
6502 Software Design (Book 1)

325p

DON'T DELAY - BUY TODAY - SPECIAL OFFERS DO,
LAST FOR EVER!!!!

All prices exclude p&p and VAT. Please refer to 'Ordering
Information' before ordering.

ON DISKETTE ONLY

350p
995p

EPROMS

DYNAMIC RAMS
225p
4116 200 NS Ceramic
375p
4116 150 NS
MB8264 64K (65K x 11 200 NS
Single + 5V supply, 16 -pin
NEW!
£40

* Meets IEEE S-100 Standard!
* Uses Motorola's Powerful
MC6809 CPU!
*4K, 8K, 16K ROM!

p 0 8
p 0 8

poe
po

MICRO

Tel: 01-278 7369
Telex) 8953084

Dept. PC6,
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CENTRALEX-LONDON LTD

centralem

APPLE
TEXAS
MICROPOLIS
DIABLO
MICROLINE

8-12 Lee High Rd, London SE13
Tel: 01-318 4213/4/5/6/7
9.30 am -5 pm Mon to Fri Evenings and weekends by
appointment

A comprehensive range of Microcomputers Equipment, Peripherals, Software and
Services for those who value Professional Standards, Guidance and Continuing
Support for Hardware and Software.
PET
ITT 2020
EXIDY
HORIZON

OHIO SCIENTIFIC
CENTRONICS
QUME
HITACHI

CROMEMCO
ANADEX
DEC

LEXICON

MICROSTAR
INTEGRAL
DATA GENERAL
ETC. ETC.

SHUGART
TELETYPE
EPSON

INFORMEX-80 Printer
ALSO Training, Consultancy, Systems Design,
Programming and Software

£ 399+ VAT
PAYROLL - INVOICING - STOCK CONTROL SALES/PURCHASE LEDGER - VAT - MEDICAL
RECORDS - EDUCATIONAL & ENGINEERING
PROGRAMMES - HOTEL RESERVATION - ESTATE
AGENTS - BUILDING MAINTENANCE - COBOL FORTRAN - ETC.

Special offer - for a limited period
For PET, APPLE, EXIDY, TRS80, ETC

A high quality, high speed printer
(125 cps) Upper and lower case letters
plus graphics as standard
Interface and cable for TRS80, PET,
APPLE or RS 232 £69 + VAT
Tractor feed option only £39

Maintenance Contracts including stand-by equipment during repair
periods - Free Delivery Nationwide - Terms arranged - Credit Cards and
official orders accepted.

Iftlittl!kieffrleffltrtfril

Circle No. 318

Great

British
MICRO

INI MN MI

Mf=1M/M=111

IIM MI=
Ell

III M=M11== M=1111

Hytec combine British Ingenuity and a user friendly interface to give

High Performance Large Disc Capacity
Business & Communications Software
Hytec further provide comprehensive pre and post sales support for both hardware and
software including full training, and user familiarisation
The Hytec H -series starts at around £3,500. For further information please write to or phone
Hytec Microsystems Ltd., 1-3, St. George's Place, Oxford OX1 2BL.
Telephone Oxford (0865) 726644/5

HYTEC

MICRO SYSTEMS LIMITED
Circle No. 319
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APPLEell DISK DRIVES
*

*

DUAL DISK UNIT

£498

DISK CONTROLLER CARD

£ 49

Two Disks in one Cabinet
Has its own Power Supply Unit
Connects to standard Apple Disk Controller Card
Runs all Apple Software including Pascal
Japanese quality and reliability

APPLE DEALERS:- Write or phone direct to Cumana and
specifications p/ us dealer discounts will be mailed to you.

TRS-so.DISK DRIVES
DUAL DISK UNIT

£440
£645

2 x 40 Track Drives
2 x 80 Track Drives

SINGLE DISK UNIT
1 x 40 Track Drive
1 x 80 Track Drive

£236
£345

TRS 80 DISK CABLES

£20
£32.50

2 Drive Cable
4 Drive Cable

TRS-80 DEALERS:- Write or phone direct to Cumana and
specifications plus dealer discounts will be mailed to you.

EDUCATIONAL QUANTITY DISCOUNTS
VERY GENEROUS EDUCATIONAL AND QUANTITY PURCHASE DISCOUNTS
AIRE NOW AVAILABLE ON CUMANA TRS 80 DISK DRIVES. OUR DEALERS WILL BE HAPPY TO
SUPPLY PRICE QUOTATIONS

Call your nearest dealer for a demonstration:
RADIO SHACK LTD.,
188, Broadhu st Gardens,
London NW6
Tel. 01-624-7174

COMPSHOP LTD., 14, Station
Road, New Barnet, Herts.
Tel: 01-441-2922
COMPSHOP LTD.,
311, Edgware Road,

ENSIGN, 13.19, Milford
Street, Swindon, Wilts.
Tel 0793-42615

MICRO CHIP SHOP,
190, Lord Street, Fleetwood,
Lancs. Tel: 03917-79511

KATANNA MANAGEMENT
SERVICES, 22, Roughtons,
Galleywood, Chelmsford.
Tel' 0245-76127

SEVET TRADING, 14, St.
Paul's Street, Bristol 2
Tel 0272-697757

EWL COMPUTERS LTD.,
8, Royal Crescent, Glasgow.
Tel: 041-332-7642

PARWEST LTD., 58, Market
Place, Chippenham.
Tel: 0249-2131

NORTH WEST COMPUTER
CONSULTANTS LTD.,
241, Market Street, HYDE,

I.C. ELECTRONICS,
Flagstones, Stede Quarter,
Biddenden, Kent.
Tel 0580-291816

London W2. Tel 01-262-0387
MICRO -CONTROL LTD.,
224, Edgware Road,
London W2. Tel: 01-402-8842

CAMBRIDGE COMPUTER
STORE, 1, Emmanuel Street,
Cambridge. Tel: 0223-65334

LONDON COMPUTER
CENTRE, 43 Grafton Way,
London VV1. Tel 01-388-5721

PORTABLE MICROSYSTEMS, 18, Market Place,
Brack ley, Northants
Tel- 0280-702017

TRANSAM COMPONENTS
LTD., 59-61, Theobolds Road,

COMPUTERAMA LTD.,

London VVC I

5, Cleveland Place East,

Tel- 01-405-5240

CUMANA LTD

N.I.C. 61, Broad Lane,
Tottenham, London N15
Tel 01 808 0377

Cheshire

HEWART MICROELECTRONICS, 95, Blakelow
Road, Macclesfield.
Tel. 0625-22030

Tel- 061-366-8624

HARDEN MICROSYSTEMS,
28-30, Back Lord Street,

Surrey

Blackpool. Tel 025327590
MICRO CHIP SHOP,
197, Waterloo Road, Blackpool.
Tel: 0253-403122

ZERO ONE ELECTRONICS,
36, Oaklands Avenue,
THORNTON HEATH,

Tel: 01-689-7924

P & J EQUIPMENT LTD.,
3 Bridge Street,
GUILDFORD
Tel: 0483-504801

London Road, Bath.
Tel: 0225-333232

35 Walnut Tree Close, Guildford, Surrey, GUI 4UN.
Telephone: (0483) 503121. Telex: 859680 (Input G).

Please add VAT to all prices.

Delivery at cost will be advised
at time of order.
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NEW

CompUTOplA
Lima]

A

from

........

£695

"_,--....-

-

£750,000

Okapi*:

0

authorised dealers

,..

using

.%si,---.!-....

tw,

...,

+

VAT

*Choice of IRK, 32K, 48K user RAM
'Huge range of software already available.
*Simply plugs into video monitor or UHF TV.
'High resolution graphics 154000 point array)
'Eight Accessory expansion slots for disks,
printer etc.

7

You define the values of a number of KEY VARIABLES
then test out the system over, for example, several
previous seasons' results. Repeatedly adjust the
variables and re -test until you achieve maximum
accuracy.
Once the variables are set, each week key in the latest
results, print out the forecast for next week, and wait
for the telegram from Littlewoods!

PET 2001

authorised dealers
'Choice of 8K, 16K, 32K user RAM
'Huge range of software already available
'Self-contained monitor
'Numeric keypad on keyboard
'Full expansion capability for cassette disks
and printer.

Suitable for 3000 Series PETs with Commodore
diskettes. System supplied on diskette with results
for 78/79, 79/80 and 80/81 seasons, plus full
instructions.

THE VIDEO GENIE
SYSTEM EG 3003
16k User RAM plus 12k Microsoft BASIC in ROM

Price £47.50 incl. VAT Cheques payable to

'Fully TRS BC level II software compatible
'Huge range of software already available
'Self contained, cassette, PTA ft UHF modulator
'Simply plugs into video monitor or UHF TV
'Full expansion capability for discs & printer

ra -bi

mit

Sanderson -Smith Services,
48 GREEN LANE, BOVINGDON, HERTS.
Please specify RAM size with order

£330 + VAT
PERIPHERALS
PRINTERS
Texas Instruments Omni 810 Printer £1450.00
Paper Tiger Printer with Graphics
E 596.06
MONITORS
VM129 Hitachi 12" 136W Video Monitor E1137.00
VM910 Hitachi 9" B&W Video Monitor
£127.00

Circle No. 322

EPSON

£395
+ VAT

/'

'.

I

£395 ,, VAT complete

with interlace for

e"--"ACE-

APPLE, PET or

ADVANCED COMPUTER EQUIPMENT (LEEDS) LTD

VIDEO GENIE

95 MEADOW LANE LEEDS 11-0532 446960

The Microsoft 280 SoftCard
opens up new horizons for
your APPLE II

RICOH RP 1600

Plug the new Microsoft Z80 SoftCard into your APPLE II and start using all of the
system and application software written for Z80 based computers.

Included with the board is the versatile CP/M; the most widely used microcomputer oncrating system, and Microsoft's 5.0 BASIC, the most powerful version
to date of Microsoft's famus BASIC Interpreter.

Dealer enquiries welcome.

PET -POOLS

PET -POOLS is a sophisticated system for forecasting
football results based upon a complex historical analysis
of previous results allowing for home -team advantage
and time -weightings.

TUNE THE ACCURACY OF YOUR SYSTEM.

0 commodore

.

OWNERS

Utilise the power of your PET to
increase your prospects of winning
that elusive

30 Lake Street, Leighton Buzzard, Bedfordshire
Tel: (0525) 376600 24 hour Answering Service

APPLE II

PET

FOR

THE ULTIMATE IN DAISYWHEEL
PRINTERS

£199 + VAT

WATCH YOUR APPLE GROW

...c.

JP'
x

TO TWICE ITS SIZE!!

tb°

Add a twin 8" disk and give yourself up to 1.6 million
characters of storage on line.
Dealer enquiries welcome.

C e<1'

I

BASIC Et BASIC PROGRAMS
Illustrating Basic Alcock
Basic Handbook Lien
Computer Programs that Work Lee/Beech/Lee
Basic Computer Games Ahl
More Computer Games Ahl
C207 Microprocessor Interfacing Techniques

E 3.25
£11.00

f 3.95
E 4.25
E 4.25

Lesea / Zaks
£ 9.50
6502 Assembly Language Programming Leventhal f 7.95
f 7.95
C202 Programming the 6502 Zaks

G402 6402 Games Book Zaks
The Pet Revealed Hampshire

E 7.95
£10.00

f 7.95
£ 6.80
Introduction to Microcomputers Vol 0 Osborne .. f 5.00
Introduction to Microcomputers Vol 1 Osborne
f 7.50
£ 5.30
The Personal Computer Book Bradbeer
Z80 Assembly Language Programming Leventhal
Z80 Microcomputer Handbook Barden

BOOKS
Please phone or write
for complete book list
and prices.
Prices include P&P

within the U.K.
Please send cheque or

P.O. or if phoning your
order, state Barclaycard
number.
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All we discount is the price!
ee7p0.- eed-4740f6"%

Computers

Our computer
products are the best possible
value for money. The price you
pay is low
because we import direct, and sell
direct, thus
cutting out the retailer. We look after
customer with a full year guarantee you, our
and
after -guarantee servicing. We
can give you
unbiased advice and take orders with
credit
cards over the telephone for despatchmost
the same
day. We also do personal financing
leasing or lease -purchase. You can'tand company
get a better
deal elsewhere-scan
the pages of this magazine
and see. Why not order from
us now-you'll be
glad you did, I promise you.

_ - BK

Pet, 40 col, new ROMS

16K

green screen, large keyboard

32K

£599

_r 32K

£840

Pet, 80 col, new DOS

L 64K

POA

1_4KLI

£320

cassette recorder Et P.S.U.

l6KLII

£475

TRS-80 CPU, includes UHF

j- 4KLI

£250

TRS-80 system, includes VDU,

TV modulator Er P.S.U.

Ll6KLII

£375

32K

£275

TRS-80 expansion interface

£599
32K
Apple II includes BASIC interpreter -..16K

£825

413K

£649

Neu< -Pfrtra4

£399

Colour monitor system

eopty4t4&adol&

Video Genie includes on -board

Disc drives

cassette recorder, output to VDU
or UHF TV (TRS-80 BASIC)

Pet compatible
S100

Video Genie expansion bus box

Commodore Dual

£655

Computhink 400K
Dual

£595

800K

£795

1.6Mb

Electrosensitive Type

TRS-80 compatible, aN

1_

Quick Printer II 133 col)

£1195

with case ft- P.S.U.

Teac 40 track single

(TRS-80, serial Er parallel inputs)

£225

Dual

f399

Quad

Thermal Type

£775

77 track single

Phantom 400140 col)

f325
f595

Dual

(with dot graphics)

Quad

£1155

800180 col)

Shugart SA 400 Single

£229

Impact Dot -Matrix
Apple 11 twin -drive

Commodore Tractor 80 col

£375

Controller card

(for Pet) all Pet graphics
Epson Tractor 80 col

£325

Diskettes 5%" double sided

Pet graphics

double density £32 for

Epson Tractor 80 col

High Res. graphics
Anadex DP9500

Interfaces

Paper Tiger with 8 char.

PetJTRS-80 to UHF TV

Anadex DP8000

sizes Et High Res. graphics

£25
£65

PetTERS-80 to RS232 output

Pet to RS232 in/out

List of programmes
available on request.

Monitors
12"

Pet to RS232 decoded output
Pet to RS232 decoded inlout

Pet multiplexer for networking
PetfTRS-80 to S100, 4 slot

12" (green screen)

PetfTRS-80 to Centronics

Cables

Pet to Centronics decoded

f90
£150£175

up to 20 Pets £350
£112
£45

f69

Blank

IEEENEEE

RS232 Plug to socket

Cassettes

RS232 Plug to plug

10 for f4
100 for £35

For others please ring

Paper
Electrosensitive for OPII

E3.50 per 2 roll pack

Thermal for Phantom 400, TCM 100

£4.10 per 2 roll pack

Phantom BOO, TCM 200

£3.90 per roll pack

Impact, stogie part sprocket punched

9',.11 for Commodore, Epson, Anadex
Dolphin Et Paper Tiger, fanfold
£9.50 per box 2000 sheets

COMPUTERS

))), FRAGILE

C12

PetilEEE

stoppable

10

£36 for 10

TEL:BATH (0225)

333232
O
O
O
O
O
O

Personal creditIsame day)
Company credit
Full year guarantee
After -sales service
Mail order
Export [most countriesl

Please add f10 Securicor delivery
on computers etc.,
Plus 15, VAT on all prices.

0

Computerama Ltd.
5 Cleveland Place East,
London Road, Bath, BAI 501
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£1150

VISUAL

THE FIRST MICROCOMPUTER
WHOLESALER

100

MitraffearistraNafriseur

+ VAT

11"

*nu
------

(UK)

We offer products from
many manufacturers including:

The VISUAL 100 is a new microprocessor
based video display terminal that offers total
compatibility with the DEC VT100* from both a
software and operator point of view.
For the operator, the detached solid-state
keyboard has been customized so that all key
positions and LED indicators are in identical location to that of the VT100.
For the software. all codes and features
have been implemented in a manner identical to
the VT100 assuring plug -to -plug compatibility
The big difference between the VISUAL 100
and the DEC VT100 is that the VISUAL 100 offers
features not available on the VT100, or available
only as extra -cost options. These added features

include
ETCHED NON -GLARE FACEPLATE
Your operator will appreciate viewing characters through an etched non -glare faceplate.
This feature assures crisp, sharp character
resolution even in the brightest office environ-

ments. Further, the tilt screen feature allows an
adjustable viewing angle, 10° to 15°, for optimal
viewing comfort.

ADVANCED VIDEO PACKAGE IS STANDARD
Blink, bold, reverse video, and underline video
attributes which can be used alone or in any
combination for enhanced video presentations.
CURRENT LOOP INTERFACE IS STANDARD
A 20mA current loop interface as well as an EIA

Impact Data
Industrial Micro
Integral Data
Intertec
Konan

Altos
Centronics
Century Data
Control Data
Datasouth
Dyna Byte
Exidy
Hazeltine
Houston Inst.

LRC Eaton

Malibu
Micro Peripherals
NEC

RS232C interface.
BUFFERED PRINTER INTERFACE OPTION
This option allows independent prinVcommunication baud rates and independent parity. The
printer option also allows the VISUAL 10010
function as a controller between host and
printer, using "XON XOFF' protocol. Printer
busy can also be monitored using XON XOFF,

North Star
Ohio Scientific
Onyx
PerSci
Clume
Soroc
Televideo

Texas Instruments
Visual Technology

SIGMA (U K I
6. THE JAYS,
BURGESS HILL.
SUSSEX

or control fine.
Seeing is believing, so see for yourself. For a
demonstration and a pleasant surprise on quantity pricing of the VISUAL 100, call or write us today

Telephone: 04446-44159
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DATASOUTH DS180

£675
+ VAT

HIGH SPEED MATRIX PRINTER

£1490
+ VAT

The VISUAL 200 is a new, low cost, microprocessor
based video display terminal which truly stands above
competitive teletype compatible terminals in its price
range.

In addition to the most popular features available for
partially available) on competitive terminals, such as
numeric pad, upper/lower case, editing, current loop,
cursor addressing, columnar and field tab, etc., standard
features which set the VISUAL 200 apart and reach the

optimum in human engineering and operator comfort
include:

Detachable Keyboard

Smooth Scroll

Tilt Screen 110° to 15° viewing angle)
Large 7 x 9 Dot Matrix Characters
Perhaps the most distinctive feature of the VISUAL
200 is the Switchable Emulation capability. A switch on
the rear panel programs the terminal for code -for -code
emulation of a Hazeltine 1500, ADDS 520, Lear Siegler

ADM -3A or DEC VT -52. To an O.E.M. customer it
means no change in software to displace the older, less

powerful terminals in his product line with the new,
reliable and low cost VISUAL 200. To a Distributor it
means offering a single modern terminal which is
compatible with all the software his customers have
written for the older terminals. And you're not limited
to merely emulating these older terminals; you can
outperform them at the same time by taking advantage
of the additional features of the VISUAL 200.
Reliability designed into the VISUAL 200 is evidenced
by its solid state keyboard, single P.C. Board and self
test diagnostics on power up.

Seeing is believing, so see for yourself. For a
demonstration and a pleasant surprise on quantity
pricing of the powerful, easy to use and reliable VISUAL
200, call or write us today.

Standard Features
24 x 80 Screen Format

7 x 9 Dot Matrix

Upper/ Lower Case
Numeric Pad
Background/Foreground

Blink Line

Insert/Delete Line & Character
Columnar and Field Tab

Set/Clear Tab
Security Mode (non -display)
Clear End Line, Field & Page

HIGH SPEED PRINTING

Clear Line
Clear Screen
Line Drawing
Current Loop or RS -232 Interface
Secondary Channel
Composite Video
Serial Copy Port
Hold Screen
Baud Rates to 19,200

Utilizing 180 cos optimized Indirectonal pintrng. the 05180
oners higher throughput than any printer in ns class ns 9-wrre

Cursor Addressing
Cursor Control Keys
Read Cursor Address

user may select. communications status may also be pro-

Self Test

Typamatic Keys
Smooth Scroll
Microprocessor
Detachable Keyboard
Solid State Keyboard
Read Terminal Status
Tilt Screen
Switchable Emulations

Circle No. 326
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The Datasouth DS180 is a dot-matrix serial impact printer designed for high performance at an economical
price. Application flexibility and a long list of standard features make the DS180 an ideal device for small
business systems, distributed communications networks and intelligent terminals.

pnnthead produces hognly legible 9a characters won decenders

for lower case letters and true underlining. Al 96 ASCII charac
tars may be printed across a 132 column line at 10 characters
per inch. Expanded characters 15 can may be selected for high.
lighting portions of the teal

USER PROGRAMMABLE
/he DS180 offers

a

large number or user programmeble

features. yet is easy to operate. A unrchre programming keypad
won a non-volatile memory makes comae, set-up quick and
simple. Top of lorrn, nonnontal and vertical tabs. perforation
skip -over and auto line feed are just a few of the features the
grammed and monitored using the indrcalor panel lights and LED
display

ATTRACTIVE DESIGN
Compact. desk -top packaging allows the DS180 to In into
almost any Installabon Its noise dampening cover makes
a quiet office environment The cartridge
suitable for use
ribbon makes routine changes dean. fast and convenient.

MICROPROCESSOR ELECTRONICS

the power supp6 electronics and cbgnal controller for the poorer

A sell -test feature and Magnostic display panel help the user
verily proper operation of the unn and molere problems should
they occur

COMMUNICATIONS
Interfaces on the DS180 include 85232 and 20mA current loop
serral rnterfaoss, and a Centronics compatible parallel interlace
Baud rat. Iron 110-9600 and panty selection may be keyed en
by the user for hrs specrloc appficatron

FORMS HANDLING
Adjustable tractors accomodate forms horn 3-15 Inches wide. A
head -to -platen gap adjustment ensures optimum pent quality on
up to 6 -pert toms. Fanfold paper may be fed from the front or
bOttom of the DS180 A paper out sensor may be programmed
to send a stop Iransmsmon character and sound an audible
alarm

QUALITY MANUFACTURING
Reliable performance is ensured by a stringent quality Centro!

program. Datasouth uses pretest.. high relmblity parts from
leading manufacturers. Multiple tests are performed on subassemblies during each stage of production. with each con,
pleted unit undergoing a feria) 24 hour print test and bum -m. The

Through the use of stale -of -Me -an microprocessor electron..
reliability and maintarnabilny have been greatly rnoroved The
simple modular design of he DS180 promdes easy access to all
mapr components A single printed circus hoard contams both

05180 carries a 90 day warranty on materials and workman.
ship
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UNCONDITIONAL GUARANTEE

2732

CPUs

5.25"

8"
8"

8"
8"

74LS SERIES
74LS00
74LSO1

74LS02
74LS03
74LSO4

74LS05
74LS08
74LS09
74LS10
74LS11
74LS12
74LS13
74LS14
74LS15
74LS20
74LS21
74LS22

16p
16p
16p
18p
18p

22p
20p
22p
18p

22p
25p
40p
50p
25p
20p
22p
22p

74LS26
74LS27
741.528
74L530
74LS32
74LS33
74LS37
74LS38
74LS40
74LS42
74LS47
74LS48
74LS49
74LS54
74LS55
74LS63
74LS73
74LS74
74LS75

74LS76
74LS78
74LS83A
74LS85
74LS86
74LS90
74LS91
74LS92
74LS93
74LS95
74LS96
74LS107
74LS109
74LS112
74LS113
74LS114
74LS122
74LS123
74LS124

22p
22p
22p
20p
26p
28p
28p
28p
22p
65p
75p
85p
100p
25p
25p
1.50p
450
28p
36p

120p
400p
250p
300p
300p

2102-2L
2114-2L
2114-4L
4116-2L
6810

500p
400p
700p
2700p

8080A
8085A

9p
10p
11p

8 PIN
14 PIN
16 PIN
24 PIN

750p
650p
1100p
450p
1100p

22p
30p

28 PIN

MC1488
MC1489

80p
80p
75p
75p
250p

75451

75452
8T28

ROMS

SOCKETS L.P.

6502
6800
6802

SINGLE SIDED
MINI -DISKETTES
PER 10 £20.00
1 SECTOR
(SOFT) PET, TRS80, ETC.
SINGLE SIDED
MINI -DISKETTE
PER 10 f20.00
10 SECTOR
SINGLE SIDED
MINI -DISKETTE
PER 10 120.00
16 SECTOR
SINGLE DENSITY
SINGLE SIDED
PER 10 £20.00
26 SECTOR
SINGLE SIDED
DOUBLE DENSITY
PER 10 f24.00
26 SECTOR
SINGLE DENSITY
DOUBLE SIDED
PER 10 E30.00
26 SECTOR
DOUBLE SIDED
DOUBLE DENSITY
PER 10 £30.00
26 SECTOR

INTERFACE

MEMORIES

E. PROMS

5.25"

LTD.

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS Et COMPUTER SUPPLIES

DISKETTES
5.25"

MAGTRON ICS LTD.
3 GOLDHURST TERRACE
LONDON NW6 3HX
PHONE 01-624 9847

74S188
745189
74S470
748471
74S472

275p
275p
650p
650p
900p

C.MOS
SUPPORT DEVICES
TRANSISTORS
DIODES
ALL STOCKED
PHONE
FOR QUOTATION

ALL ORDERS UNDER £50 ADD 50p PEtP.
ADD 15% VAT TO TOTAL.
MANY OTHER TYPES OF HARD Et SOFT SECTOR DISKETTES
AVAILABLE. PHONE FOR QUOTATION.
MAGNETIC CARDS, DATA CARTRIDGES, DIGITAL
CASSETTES ARE ALSO STOCKED.
OFFICIAL ORDERS FROM SCHOOLS, COLLEGES,
UNIVERSITIES AND GOVT. BODIES ACCEPTED.
36p
45p
70p
80p
40p
40p
99p
72p
600
100p
110p
45p
35p
35p
45p
45p
75p
75p
145p

74LS125
74LS126
74LS132
74LS133
74LS136
74LS138
74LS139
74LS145
74LS148
74LS151
74LS153
74LS154
74LS155
74LS156
74LS157
74LS158
74LS160
74LS161
74LS162

50p
50p
60p
40p
50p
65p
70p
110p
1.70p
80p
60p
1.60p
65p
75p
60p
60p
90p
75p
1.15p

74LS163
74LS164
74LS165
74LS166
74LS168
74LS169
74LS170
74LS173
74LS174
74LS175
74LS181
74LS190
74LS191
74LS192
74LS193
74LS194
74LS195
74LS196
74LS197

1.00p
90p
1.000
1.70p
1.70p
1.70p
1.85p
1.10p
1.00p
1.00p
280p
1.00p
1.00p
1.00p
1.00p
1.00p
1.10p
1.20p
95p

74LS221

74LS240
74LS241
74LS242
74LS243
74LS244
74LS245
74LS247
74LS248
74LS249
74LS251
74LS253
74LS257
74LS258
74LS259
74LS260
74LS261
74LS266
74LS273

1.20p
1.75p
1.75p
1.75p
1.75p
1.50p

2.50p
1.40p
1.80p
1.40p
1.30p
90p
90p
1.20p
1.60p
45p

4.25p
45p
1.75p

74LS279
74LS280
74LS283
74LS290
74LS293
74LS295
74LS298
74LS324
74LS325
74LS326
74LS327
74LS352
74LS353
74LS365
74LS366
74LS367
74LS368
74LS373
74LS374

65p
1.75p
900

95p
95p
1.45p
1.45p
1.85p
3.000
3.00p
3.00p
1.80p
1.80p
50p
65p
65p
65p
1.55p
1.800

74LS375
74LS377
74LS378
74LS379
74LS381
74LS386
74LS390
74LS393
74LS395
74LS396
74LS398
74LS399
74LS424
74LS445
74LS447
74LS490
74LS668
74LS669
74LS670

1.20p
1.60p
1.30p
1.80p
3.80p
80p

1.20p
1.20p
2.00p
2.00p
2.75p
2.00p
4.50p
1.85p
1.85p
1.60p
1.0.5p

1.05o
2.50p
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Advertisement Index
A
Adda
ACE

Acorn Computers
Aculab
A J Harding IMolimerx)
Alan Kiddie
Almarc
Anglia Computer Services
B
BFI

Beaver Systems
Bits Er Pcs

Business Computer Services
Business and Leisure Micros
Buss Stop
Bytronix
Byteshop

Dragon Systems
167
194
148
4

48
160

15, 17
174

186
182
172

DRG

Dyad Development

38
169
176

111

Easicomp

Electronic Brokers
EMG

Equinox
Europhonics

38
26
32
43
171

Feldon Audio

182

Gate Microsystems
GP Industrial Electronics
Graff corn

168
185
14

Grama Winter

8, 9
28

C
72
184
17, 156
37
183
174
157

165
181

195

36
194
178
186
177

166, 182
193

arus

nformex Centralex
nfra

ntelligent Artefacts
nterface Components
ntex Datalog
thaca Intersystems

16

184
35
192

69
192
186

20
116

26
200

K

Kansas City System
Keytronics
KGB

Kode Services
Kram

24
160
163

34
168

173

38
15

25
40
154

MAP 21

Melbourne House
Mendip
Metrotech
MIBF
Micro 80
Micro Business Centre
Microbyte
Microcentre
Microdata
Micro Facilities
Micro General
Micropute
Microsense
Microsolution
Microsystems 81
Microsolve
Microstyle
Microtek
Mighty Micro
Millbank
N
Newbear
Newtronics
Northern Software Consultants
National ZX-80 Users' Club

29

Landsler Software
Leicester Computer Centre
Lifeboat Associates
Lionhouse
Liveport
L Er J Computers
Logitek
London Computer Centre
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122

170, 188
10, 11

58
54

36
21

187

197
178
158
172
27
32

30
114
191
2

152

22
190
164
158
51

175
145
112
180
34
39
112

4
155
87
114

0
Office Computer Technioues
Online Conferences
Owl Computers

159
52
162

R

Rair

Ram Computers
Research Resources
Rohan

95
184
164
188

S

Sanderson Smith
Science of Cambridge
Sharp Computer Applications
Sigma UK
Silica Shop
Simon Computers
Sirton
Small Systems Engineering
Spider Software
Stack
Startech
S.T.C.S

Strutt
Strutt Semel
Sumlock Bondain
Sun Computer Services
Supersoft
Swanley Electronics
Systematics International

194

96, 97
6, 7
196
32
190

23
156, 190
154
19

53
180
154
166
153

150, 177
164
22
147

T

Tayburn IFortronic)
Telemar
Teleprinter Equipment
Telesystems
Technomatic
Tex Microsystems
Tim Orr Design
Transam
Transdata
Tridata
T Et V Johnson

33
176

45
122, 188
179

160
18

189
152
65
161

V
Vlasak

P

Personal Computers
Penny Et Giles

30

D

Datalink
David Richards
Davinci
Datron microcentre
Digitus
3D Digital Design

H
Hal Computers
Hibberd Electronics
Hewlett Packard
Hytech

112
5, 51

75, 79, 83
198, 199

Magtronics

Microcomputer Applications

Guestel

Cambridge Computer Store
Calco Software
Camden Electronics
Castle Electronics
Chromasonic
Cleartone
Clenlo
Codified
Comart
Commodore
Compshop
Compu tech
Computerbits
Computerama
Comserve
Computopia
Control Universal
Copernicus
Crofton
Crystal
Cumana
Currah Computer Components

28
166

M

E

98
24
15
12

Lowe Electronics
Lowen Automated
LP Enterprises

Peripheral Hardware
Pete ft Pam Computers
Petsoft
Phipps Associates
Printout
Professional Data Systems
Professional Software
Program Power
Purley

149
18

162
22
91

114
105
170
13

72
174

Visconti

98
172

w
Wego
West Electronics
West Farthing
Westrex
Wilkes Computing
Willis

12

28
170
18
31

158

X

Xitan

20
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COMP POCKET COMPUTER
GREATEST BREAKTHROUGH

NEW REDUCED
PRICES

YET

8K £399

£99.90

awoke.

16K £4992K

The PEDIGREE PETS home Et business
use 8K Microsoft Basic in ROM. 8K Pet 32K 8 16K with
new improved keyboard. All with green screen.
Full range of software available.

Interface PET IEEE - Centronics Parallel

Decoded E77.00 + VAT

We give a full one year's
warranty on all our products.

t'rGET YOURSELF A

sg otY

PRINTER FOR

YOUR PET AND SAVE
A FORTUNE

only £299 + VAT

COMPUTER

POWER THAT
ONCE FILLED A ROOM
CAN NOW BE CARRIED IN YOUR POCKET,

Very popular for

Cassette Deck E56 extra

+ VAT

tC o0
00111
goliCEC. 6essalat\

3
£599
RRP £795 for 32K

YOU NEED NEVER MISS AN
IMPORTANT CALL AGAIN
TWO CORDLESS TELEPHONE
SYSTEMS - DIRECT FROM USA

Programs in BASIC "OWERTY" Alphabetic
Keyboard 1.9K Random Access Memory
Long Battery Life.
Computer power that once filled a room can now be carried
in your pocket! It's easy to load with ready -to -run software

from cassette tape (interface and recorder optional) or
program it yourself in easy -to -learn BASIC. 24 -character
liquid crystal readout displays one line at a time. Special
feature is advanced non-volatile memory allows you to
power on and off without losing the contents of memory.
Note: Memory must be transferred to tape before changing
batteries. Automatic statement compaction squeezes every
ounce of memory space. Features power -off retention of
programs and data. Powerful resident BASIC language
includes multiple statements, math functions, editing,
strings, arrays and much more. Multiple program loading
capability subject to RAM availability. Carrying case and
batteries included.
Each

Program
Real Estate

Civil Engineering
Aviation
Math Drill

£13.96
£13.96
£13.96
£8.96

Program

THE ALCOM

only £147 + VAT

Base station connects to your telephone line. Remote
handset clips to your belt and gives you push-button dialling
- Bleeps when call arriving - Nicad rechargeable batteries.
Charger in base unit.

Each

Games 1

Business Statistics
Business Financial
Personal Financial

E8.95
E10.96
E10.95
E10.95

Interface Cards £49

ACULAB

Full Pet Graphics including
cables. Ready to go. EX -STOCK

FLOPPY

TAPE

Interfaces with APPLE, PET, EXIDY, TRS80,
COMPUKIT and NASCOM.

The tape that behaves
like a disc, for
TRS-80 LEVEL 2.

ALCOM 2 DISC DRIVES
Add a powerful, double
density, mini floppy disc to
your Nascom system.

only £169 + VAT
Connects directly to TRS-80 Level 2 Keyboard. Operating

and file handling software in ROM. 8 commands add 12
powerful functions to Level 2 BASIC.

Disc Controller Card (includes

LOW COST TELEPHONE

ANSWERING MACHINE

only

£99 .95
+ vAT

Microprocessor controlled answering machine. Plug into
your phone line. Records any phone call messages. Remote

bleeper enables you to listen to your messages from
anywhere in the world. Uses standard cassettes. Comes
complete with mains adaptor, microphone, remote bleeper,
base unit, cassette with 30 sample pre-recorded messages.

Nasbus 6 S100 interface

Will control 4 Drives.
CPM operating system.
Extended Disc Basic

COMMERCIAL EXPANDABLE COMPLETE

TRS 80 MODEL II

Compiler.

Power supply included

This new unit from the world's most successful micro company is
now available immediately with software.

One Disc System - E499 + VAT

Additional Disc Unit -Eng + VAT

s00-

NASCOM 2 GAMES TAPE

rnegaUYte

featuring Space Invaders and Android Nim, Re -numbering
program and other goodies!

Hard cisc
multi-user
DOS

£7.50 +VAT

The basic unit comes complete with 64 thousand characters
(bytes) of Memory. The built in 8" Floppy disc adds another N
million extra characters including the disc operating system.
More disc expansion is now available.
The Model II is a complete unit with a full keyboard including a

numeric pad and 12" screen which gives 24 lines of 80

The computer is supplied with both the disc
operating system and the Level III Basic.
A full self test routine is written into the power up procedure to
eliminate incorrect operation. Both serial and parallel expansion
sockets are standard. A printer is a plug-in operation.
Both hardware and software necessary to talk to a mainframe are
included. Terminal usage is very possible. With the addition of
characters.

WE USE THIS
MACHINE IN OUR BUSINESS
CPM2 you can operate with COBOL, FORTRAN, MBASIC,
1 DISK
CBASIC in which languages are many other applications
packages i.e. accounting, payroll stock etc.
EXPANSION
Room for 3
64K 1 -Disk Model II £1995.00 VAT

NEC

SPINWRITER
only
£1490

.

500K per Drive gives

total of 1.5M Byte - 1 Drive

+ VAT

NEC's high quality printer uses a print "thimble" that has

plus Cabinet £799 4 -VAT

RRP £2250.00
C BASIC £75.00
M BASIC £155.00

£95.00
CP/M2
CIS COBOL £400.00

FORTRAN

£220.00

WORDSTAR £255.00

less diameter and inertia than a daisy wheel, giving a quieter,

faster, more reliable printer that can cope with plotting and
printing 1128 ASCII characters) with up to five copies, friction or tractor fed. The ribbon and thimble can be changed in
seconds. 55 characters per second bidirectional printing -

riPROM 2716

£12.50 +VAT

THE VIDEO GENIE SYSTEM
EG3000

with red/black, bold, subscript, superscript, proportional
spacing, tabbing, and much, much more.

or lift

azia

TEAC
DISK
DRIVES

TEAC FD -50A has 40 tracks giving 125K Bytes
unformatted single density capacity.
The FD -50A can be used in double density recording
mode.

The FD -50A is Shugart SA400 interface compatible.
Directly compatible with Tandy TRSBO expansion
interface.

Also interfaces with Video Genie, SWTP, Heathkit,
North Star Horizon, Superbrain, Nascom, etc, etc.
Address selection for Daisy chaining up to 4 Disks.
Disks plus power supply housed in an attractive grey
case.

Single
Disk Drive
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E225 + VAT

Double
Disk Drive

Series

____,4 VAT
only C225

£389 + VAT

TRS80
LEVEL 2 16K

Fully converted to UK T V Standard Comes complete with
easy to follow manuals UK Power Supply - Cassette Leads
- Sample tapes. Special box to enable you to plug into your
own TV. Recommended for first time -buyers. Just plug in
Full Range of Software Available
and go.
Interface to Centronics Parallel for TRS80 E75.00 + VAT

only £295

VAT

Expand your TRS80 by
32K.

32K Memory on board
Centronics parallel port
Disk controller card. Rea
time clock Requires Level
II Basic. Interface for 2
cassette decks. complete
with power supply

16K
£289

WITH
16K user RAM
plus extended 12K Microsoft
BASIC in ROM Fully TRS-80 Level II

+ VAT
software compatible Huge
range of software already available Self contained, PSU,

UHF modulator, and cassette Simply plugs into video
monitor or UHF TV Full expansion to disks and printer
Absolutely complete - just fit into mains plug.

TRS80

EXPANSION
INTERFACE

COMING

SOON

THE MARTELL
TV GAME
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EUROPE'S FASTEST SELLING ONE BOARD COMPUTER

RRP
£540

only
£399

OMPUKIT UK101

ANADEX

* 6502 based system -- best value for money on the market. * Powerful 8K
Basic - Fastest around * Full Qwerty Keyboard * 4K RAM Expandable to 8K
on board. * Power supply and RF Modulator on board. * No Extras needed Plug-in and go. * Kansas City Tape Interface on board. * Free Sampler Tape
including powerful Dissassembler and Monitor with each Kit. * If you want to
learn about Micros, but didn't know which machine to buy then this is the
machine for you.

DP8000
Super (duality
Low cost printer. Tractor Feed with lull 96
ASCII character set. Accepts RS232C at band rates between
100 and 9600 and Parallel Bit data.

Attaches either directly or through interfaces to Pet, Apple,
TRS80, Sorcerer, Nascom, Compukit etc.

40 pin Expansion Jumper Cable for Compukit expansion E8.50 + VAT

DP9501

Available ready assembled, tested & ready to go E229 + VAT

A PROFESSIONAL PRINTER

NEW MONITOR FOR COMPUKIT UK101
In 2K Eprom 2716 Allows screen editing Saves data on tape Flashing cursor Text scrolls down E22.00+ VAT

Bi-directional printing
Up to 220 chars/line
with 4 print densities
500 char buffer

FOR THE COMPUKIT

Game Peeks

Assembler/ Editor

RS232C and Centronics
Parallel interface built in

ss

KIT ONLY £179 « VAT
NO EXTRAS NEEDED

Build, Understand and Program your own
Computer for only a small outlay

THE NEW ANADEX

E8.50

£3.00

E14.90

1. Four Games

£5.00

Chequers

E5.90

2. Four Games

E5.00

Real Time Clock

3. Three Games 8K only

£5.00

Case for Compukit

Screen Editor Tape

Full software control of matrix

All Prices exclusive VAT

needles allowing graphics capability
needles

Super Space Invaders 18K)
Space Invaders

£5.00
E3.00

£29.50

200 chars/sec Adjustable width tractor feed.

HITACHI

All this for only £895 + VAT.

PROFESSIONAL
MONITORS

THE ATARI VIDEO COMPUTER
GAMES SYSTEM ark 00

9" -f,, 29 £99.95

12" -

Atari's Video Computer System c..CW:,,
now offers more
than 1300 different game
variations and options in twenty
Game ProgramT" cartridges!
Most Cartridges only E13.90 VAT
Prices may vary with special

Reliability Solid state circuitry using an IC and silicon
transistors ensures high reliability. 500 lines horizontal
resolution Horizontal resolution in excess of 500 lines is
achieved in picture center. Stable picture Even played
back pictures of VTR can be displayed without jittering.
Looping video input Video input can be looped through
with built-in termination switch. External sync operation (available as option for U and C types) Compact

editions Basic Maths, Airsea
Battle, Black Jack, Breakout,
Surround, Spacewar, Video
Olympics, Outlaw, Basketball,
Hunt & Score', Space War,
Sky Diver, Air Sea Battle,
Codebreaker*, Miniature Golf.
Extra Paddle Controllers

- E14.90 + VAT

£149

construction Two monitors are mountable side by side in a
standard 19 -inch rack.

SPACE INVADERS NOW IN STOCK £25

NEB TV GAME BREAK OUT
Has got to be one of the world's greatest TV games. You really
get hooked. As featured in ETI. Has also 4 other pinball games

filennift

and lots of options. Good kit for up -grading old amusement

Anadex Printer Paper - 2000 sheets
Floppy Discs 53/4" Hard and Soft Sectored

Floppy Disc Library Case 5'4"
Verocases for Nascom 1 & 2 etc.

E25.00
E3.50
E3.50

E24.90
E9.90

SPECIAL OFFER

APPLE DISC II
Disc with Controller

£349 + VAT

16K £599
2K £649
48K £659

display and start using programs for writing your own) the
first day. You'll find that its tutorial manuals help you make it
your own personal problem solver.

E2.90

10 for E4.00

Come and see for yourself.

WE ARE NOW STOCKING THE
APPLE II EUROPLUS AT
REDUCED PRICES

48K Bytes of RAM, 12K Bytes of ROM; for Big -System Performance in a Small Package. Eight Accessory Expansion
Slots to let the System Grow With Your Needs.
You don't need to be an expert to enjoy APPLE II. It is a
complete, ready -to -run computer. Just connect it to a video

C12 Computer Grade Cassettes

We have one of the largest collections of Computer Books under one roof, along with
racks of software for the PET and TRS80.

MINI KIT - PCB, sound Et vision modulator, memory chip
and de -code chip. Very simple to construct. E14.90 + VAT

OR PCB £2.90 MAIN LSI £8.50 Both plus VAT

BASIC - The Language that Makes Programming Fun.
High-ResOlution Graphics lin a 54,000 -Point Array) for
Finely -Detailed Displays. Sound Capability that Brings
Programs to Life. Hand Controls for Games and Other
Human -Input Applications. Internal Memory Capacity of

E4.90

6MHz Standard Modulators

We will part exchange
your Sinclair ZX80 for
any of our products.
Refurbished ZX80's-fully guaranteed £69.90
+ VAT
(Supply dependant upon stocks).

games.

APPLE II is faster, smaller, and mo e
powerful than its predecessors. And it's more fun to use too
because of built-in features like:

9MHz Super Quality Modulators

16K (8 x 4116) £29.90 VAT
4K Compukit (8 x 2114) £29.90 + VAT

- fit 90 + VAT

Getting Started

Suitable for Apple, Atari and Texas 99/4 E295 + VAT

Keyboard Cases

MEMORY UPGRADES

'Keyboard Controllers

ENGLISH COLOUR TV/
AMERICAN NTSC
COLOUR MONITOR

Additional Drives
VAT
£299

arc

OUR
SHOWROOM Et
SALES CENTRE AT
311 Edgware Road,
London W2.
Telephone: 01-441 2922

L

Powerful Disk Operating Software Supports up to 6
drives Name Access to Files for Ease of Use BASIC
Program Chaining to Link Software Together Random
or Sequential File Access to Simplify Programming
Dynamic Disk Space Allocation for Efficient Storage
Individual File Write -Protection Eliminates Accidental
File Alterations Loads an 8K Byte Binary Image in 6.5
sec. 11.2 sec. in Pascal) Storage Capacity of 116
Kilobytes 1143K Bytes with Pascal) on Standard 5'/."
Diskettes Powered Directly From the APPLE (Up to 6
Drives) for Convenience and High Reliability Packaged
in Heavy -Duty, Colour -Coordinated Steel Cabinet

A SELECTION OF APPLE INTERFACES
ARE NOW AVAILABLE AT OUR NEW
SHOWROOM.

Delivery is added at cost. Please make cheques and postal orders payab e to COMPSHOP LTO , or phone your order
quoting BARCLAYCARD, ACCESS, DINERS CLUB or AMERICAN EXPRESS number.
CREDIT FACILITIES ARRANGED - send S.A.E. for application form.

MAIL ORDER AND SHOP:
14 Station Road, New Barnet, Hertfordshire, EN5 1QW (Close to New Barnet BR Station - Moorgate Line).

I

Telephone: 01-441 2922 (Sales) 01-449 6596

I
I

I
II

Telex: 298755 TELCOM G
BOJKLAKII0

NEW WEST END SHOWROOM:
311 Edgware Road, London W2. Telephone: 01-262 0387

VISA

OMMi

OPEN - 10am - 7pm - Monday to Saturday
"Europes Largest Discount
Personal Computer Stores"

* IRELAND: 80 Marlborough Street, Dublin 1. Telephone: Dublin 749933
COMPSHOP USA, 1348 East Edinger, Santa Ana, California, Zip Code 92705.
Telephone: 0101 714 5472526
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COMP

COMPUTER
COMPONENTS

(Part of the Compshop Ltd. Group)
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Outside of the garden
you need a computer that can grow.
For the common or garden hobbyist, a high quality personal
computer is a real temptation. But let's face it: in the world
of business, engineering and scientific applications, you

expansion, or locked into obsolesence, by depending on a

system flexibility; more number crunching capability and

single manufacturer.
But beware: IEEE 696 is an 8 bit AND 16 bit standard, not 8
bit only as some would have you believe. True compatability
and later upgrade to 16 bits means you need to stick to the
full IEEE 696 S100 standard from the start.
So if you've left the common or garden variety applications
behind, come to Ithaca InterSystems and get a system that
will grow as big as your next idea. Whether starting out with

programming power can all be added when you need them.
And without the feeling that you are turning a good natured
toytown machine into a disproportionate monster.
The Ithaca InterSystems DPS1 has the power and flexibility
of the IEEE 696 5100 bus with 20 slots of expandability for up

a basic low cost system or needing a sophisticated full
feature multiuser system or anything in between . . you'll
find a solution to your problem with Ithaca InterSystems.
With a choice of 5" or 8" drives, hard disks and CPIM or
MP/M, and the full range of CPIM compatible software,

need a system that has been designed from the ground up to
allow flexibility and expansion.

Providing flexibility and expandability today allows the

micro to move up to and beyond the level of yesterdays mini.
Hard disks for big system memory; more peripherals for big

to 16 individually addressable DMA devices and up to 1
MegaByte direct addressing from our Z80 board with its
unique memory management system.

For really serious computing, our optional hardware front panel provides a powerful diagnostic tool for debugging and
development. Among its many features are the ability to
deposit into and examine memory and set hardware breakpoints. Coupled with an oscilloscope, many other activities

usually associated with expensive logic analyzers are

possible. No wonder it's fast becoming the chosen development system in laboratories everywhere. And the recently
announced system without the hardware frontpanel sets new
standards for target systems too.
On the subject of standards, Ithaca InterSystems Series II is
the most complete line of IEEE 696 5100 boards .
easily
upgradeable to the Z8000 or other 16 bit processors as they
.

.

including the excellent PASCAL/Z native code compiler, we
probably have what you need.
Why not contact us to discuss your requirement? Call today
for a catalogue of our products which also contains details of
the IEEE 5100 bus.

Coleridge Lane, Coleridge Road,
London N8 8ED. England.
Telephone: 01-341 2447
Telex: 299568

.

become available ... so you never get locked out of rapid

ITHACA

1:1001ter2geTIEDO

(UK) Ltd.

"MAKING MICROCOMPUTERS FOR THE '80s"

